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JOURNAL
OF THE

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I .—Hindu Inscriptions, by Walter Elliot, Esq., Madras

Civil Service.—Read \<oth July, 1836.

I beg to present to the Society two MS. volumes, containing copies

of 595 Inscriptions, collected, during a period of eight years, in the

southern Mahratta country, or the district of Dharwar
;

in the

western part of the Nizam’s territories
;

in the northern district of

Mysore
;
and from the province of Sunda, comprised in the Manga-

lore collectorate.

Most of these are engraved on great slabs of stone, generally

formed from a compact black basalt, which takes a fine polish, and

seems particularly adapted for resisting the influence of the weather.

Sometimes the slabs are of clay slate, or (particularly to the N. E.)

of a small schistose limestone, more liable to injury and erosion.

Others, again, are cut on the pillars of temples, or on their exterior

walls, as on the sandstone temples of Ellora; and a very few are

taken from deeds engraved on sheets of copper, that had been long

in the earth, and had accidentally been brought to light. Several

have been pi-ocured from monumental stones recording the death of

warriors, or the incremation of sattis; the latter are frequent in the

S. W. portion of the Dharwar district, and in Mysore, and display

rudely-sculptured representations of the scenes recorded. The plain

slabs have generally a few symbols engraved above the commencement
of the inscription. In the right corner is the sun, in the left the moon.

Below the sun is sometimes found the peculiar ensign or symbol of

the party making the grant. Thus, the Chalukyas carry the figure

of a boar, which was their signet, or ensign
j
and the Yadavas are

often distinguished by the representation of a crooked knife, or

dagger. Underneath the moon is a cow and calf, which were always

presented to the Brahmans on the occasion of grants being made. In

the centre is the chief object of worship of the granter. The Cha-

lukyas, being followei'S of Siva, have the Lingam in this situation,

with an officiating priest on the one side of it, and a votary on the

other
;
the Kalabhuryas, a sitting Jain Tirthara, with attendants, &c.

VOL. IV. B



2 HINDU' INSCRIPTIONS.

But most of the grants having been made by individuals of humbler

rank, they represent some symbol peculiar to them, together with the

Ling, or a Jain deity. A grant by a zemindar of the Nagavansa at

Bheiranmati, near Bagalkotah, in Saka‘ 912, exhibits, under a repre-

sentation of the sun, a cobra di capello snake, with the hood ex-

panded, a Lingam in the centre, and the cow and calf under that of

the moon.

The language employed is for the most part Sanskrit, arranged

in slokas of different metres, and containing a considerable mixture

of ancient Kanarese words and phrases, many of them now obsolete.

Sometimes the Kanarese tongue predominates much more, and a few

are entirely in that dialect. The monumental stones are invariably

Kanarese.

It was not until I became possessed of a great number of these

inscriptions, and endeavoured to arrange them chronologically, that

I derived any useful results from them. I then perceived that they

contained historical facts of considerable importance, together

with notices of ancient manners and customs, particulaidy regarding

rights of property and tenures of land, of a very interesting nature.

The present paper is confined to a notice of the historical data, as

far as they have been made out.

The first object was to make a catalogue raisonne of the whole

collection, a copy of the most useful portion of which is transmitted,

serving as an inde.x, or table of contents to the volumes them-

selves. But in accomplishing this, several difficulties presented

themselves. The inscriptions all commemorate grants of land,

money, or the transfer of seignorial rights to temples, gurus or

religious establishments, or for the preservation of tanks, and public

works. Some of these are dated from the Stdea year in which they

were made, but a great number record only the Samvatsara, or year

of the cycle (the Vrihas pati yuga,) of sixty years, which, in a period

extending over some centuries, indicates no definite epoch. Others,

again, merely state the year of the king’s reign, or that of some

petty mra introduced by a sovereign of the time, ambitious of per-

petuating his name by founding a new' Saka of his own.

By comparing the whole of these together, however, and making

use of such as had the Samvatsara and the Saka years both men-

tioned, all the other cycle years in the series before and after the

ones specified were arranged in their proper places. The results were

so satisfactory, and tallied so well w'ith each othei’, as to establish

' Tins Saka, or, as it is commonly called, Saliv^liana Saka, or Era of Salivabana,

commence 1 A. n. 19.

^ Guru, a family priest, or one of a particular sect or order.

—

Edit.



HINDU' INSCRIPTIONS. 3

the conviction that the arrangement now offered must be very nearly

correct. By the same means, also, certain names of different princes

were identified with particular titles adopted by them. In some in-

scriptions they are designated by one title, and in others by a different

one, having all reference to the same, though at first appearing to

point out different individuals.

Some difficultywas likewise experienced in the obsolete characters

employed in the earlier inscriptions. An alphabet of such of these

forms as were deciphered, was prepared by the Kanarese copyists

in my service, which was printed at the Bombay lithographic press,

for general distribution. A few copies accompany this paper.

The inscriptions so arranged are found to relate to four dynas-

ties of princes, reigning over the greater portion of that part of

India now denominated the Dakshana, or Dekkan, but at that time

Kuntala desa. The capital was first Kalyan (in the Muhammadan
province of Kalbarga), and subsequently Devagiri, now the modern
city of Dowlatabad. The limits of this kingdom appear to have

been the Nermada, or Nerbudda, on the N.
;
the Ocean on the W .

;

the line formed by the Kanarese language on the S. E., which includes

part of the Bellary collectorate
;

and on the S. W. they would

include the provinces of Nuggar, or Biduur, and of Sunda. The

best defined natural line is, the course of the Krishna, and Tunga-

bhadra
;
but many inscriptions, particularly of the Devagiri princes,

have been obtained considerably to the south of the latter river.

The eastern boundary I have not been able to ascertain, but it is

probable that it did not extend beyond the Ghats, under which lay

the kingdoms of Kalinga and Andhra, which are both mentioned as

occasionally hostile to Kalyan. I have procured records throughout

a considerable portion of the limits above stated, as far as the Goda-

very N., and Kalyan E., and from the frequent contests mentioned

in them with the princes of Gurjara, Malwa, Kalinga, Chola, &c., I

conceive them to be pretty correct.

The term Karnataka desa, is likewise used to designate this tract

in the later inscriptions. The Karnataka province would seem to be

more naturally marked out by the range of the Karnataka language,

which would both fall short of the extent of the Chalukya sway on
the N., and likewise carry it too far to the S. : to places where there

is no record of their authority having ever reached. The boundary of

the Kanarese tongue on the W. and N. may be designated by a line

drawn from Sadasoghur, on the Malabar coast, to the westward of

Dharwar, Belgaum, and Hukairi, through Kagal and Kurandwar,

passing between Keligaon and Pandegaon, through Brahmapuri,

on the Bhima, and Sholapur, and thence east, to the neighbourhood of

B 2



4 HINDU' INSCRIPTIONS.

Beder. From Sadasoghur, following the southern boundary of

Sunda to the top of the western Ghdts, it comprehends the whole of

Mysore as Koimbatur, and the line of eastern Ghats,—including

much of the Chola and Belala kingdoms, and even Dwara Samudra,

the capital of the latter, which was never subjugated by the Cha-

lukyas. On the other hand, distinct evidence exists of their having

possessed nearly the whole of Maharashtra. The Maha Manda-

leswar, or hereditary chief of Kolapur, was one of their chief feuda-

tories, and Vikram Chalukya II. is recorded to have married

the daughter of the Mandaldswar, or Zemindar of Mangalakola,

besides other notices of the Nermada, as being their northern limit.

The period more immediately embraced by these dynasties is

from Saka 895 (in which the principal one, that of the Chalukyas,

recovered its power, which had been subverted some time before,) to

Saka 1234, when the Yadavas of Devagiri were overthrown by the

Muhammadans. But proofs have likewise been obtained of the pos-

session of sovereign authority by the Chalukyas at a much earlier

epoch, commencing about the fifth century of the Salivahana aera.

The following is a tabular statement of the princes that reigned

during the best authenticated period :

I. Chalukva Dynasty.

NAME.

1. Teilapa Ddva
2. Satya Sri,' or Irivi

Bhujanga Deva. .

.

3. Vikramaditya I.,

or Vibhu Vikram
4. Jaya Sina D^va
5. Som^swara Ddva

I

6. Somdswara D^va
II., SoyiDdva, or

Sovi Deva
7. Vikramaditya II.,

or Kali Vikram,
or Permadi Raya

8. Somdswara D^-
va III

9

10. Teilapa Deva II.,

or Nurmadi Tei-

lap

11. Som^swara D^va
IV

TITLE.

Jagadeka Mala ...

Treilokya Malla
Ahawa Malla

.

.

.

Bhuneka Malla ...

Began
to

Reign.

Saka.

895

919

930?
940?

962?

991?

TribliuvanaMalla
I

998

Bhuloka Malla ...i 1049
Jagadeka Malla...' 1060

Treilokya Malla...

Tribhuvana Malla

1072

1104

Ceased
to

Reign.

Saka.

919

930?

940?
962?

991?

998

1049

1060
1072

1104

nil

Total Years 216 19it

24

11 ?

10 ?

22 ?

29?

7?

32

7

.cs

To

/'These dates are
onU approxima-
tions, deduced
from the earliest

& latest inscrip-

tions of each
jtrince that liave

been found : tile

wliole doubtful
period is seventy
nine years, giv-

ing an average
of nearly sixteen
years to each

Vreign.
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II. Kalabhurija, or Kalachuna Dynasty,

I5egan Ceased "o Sr c
to to O ^

NAME. TITLE. Ueiyn. Reign.
53 ’S

Saka. Saka. Q
> 0
<

12. Vijala D^va, or
Bijala Tribhuvana Malla 1078 1087 9

13. MorariSovi Ddva
or Vira Vijala,

or Som4swara
Ddva Bhuneka Malla . .

.

1087 1098 11

14. Sankama Deva Ahawa Malla 1098 1104 6

Total Years 26 8 §

These titles

are

rarely used.

III. Yadava Dynasty of Dwara Samudra, or Hoisala

Bellalas.

15. Vira Bellala 11113
16. Narasimha ?

1133?
V

IV. Yadava Dynasty op Devagiri.

17- 1. Ballam Deva
18. 2. Jayatuga De'va, or Jaytuk Dev,

or Jyt Pal Dev
19. 3. Simhana Deva
20. 4. Kandarae D^va, orKaneraDdva
21. 5. Mali4 Deva
22. 6. Ramachaudra
23. 7- Shenkar D4va

1110 1115 5

1115 1132 17
1132 1170? 38
1170? 1182 12
1182 1193 11

1193 1232 39
1232 1234 2

I7f

f There is only one
...< insciiption of his

(time, in Saka 1145.

The exact year

I

of his death, and
' ofhissiiccessor’s

accession, lias

not been ascer-

tained.

17 | or nearly 18 years

OF THE CHALUKYAS.

This is the oldest race of which we find satisfactory mention made
in the records of the Dekkan. They seem to have belonged to the

great tribe that, under the general name of Rajputs, exercised

dominion over the whole of Northern and Central India. It seems

doubtful whether the name Chalukya occurs in the catalogue of

the thirty-six royal races, but Colonel Tod has identified them with

the Solaukis, who are included in that enumeration, and who for a

long time ruled over Anhalwara Pattan, in Gujarat. The Solaukis,

however, were one of the four Agnikulas, whereas the Chalukyas

always profess themselves of lunar origin. And it is remarkable,

that in none of the inscriptions quoted by Colonel Tod, do they
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style themselves Solaukis, but always Chalukyas.' Nor does the

former title ever occur in any of the present inscriptions. Indeed,

there is every reason for believing, that the two powerful dynasties

of Gujardt and the Dekkan had a common origin.
“

The accompanying tree shows the genealogy of the Chalukya

family for twenty-four generations, and extends over a period

reaching from the fifth to the thirteenth century of the Salivahana

sera. Nearly the whole of the present collection of inscriptions,

however, are subsequent to the restoration of the family, in the

person of Teila, in Saka 895. The names anterior to that prince

are given on the faith of two inscriptions,^ which profess to be

taken from older inscriptions, on copper plates then extant. Such

evidence, from the universal anxiety of all men to exalt the source

from which they derive their origin, would have been insufficient

to admit their claim to regal power antecedent to the dates shown

in the great body of inscriptions; but, fortunatelj^, some of these

copper deeds have themselves come to light. One of them, found

at Kurt-Kotah, in the Dambal Parganah,* I have now the honour

of presenting to the Society. It consists of two plates of copper,

united by a ring, on which is engraved the figure of a boar,* the

distinctive symbol or seal of the Chalukyas. These plates are

inscribed on both sides with chai’acters of the Hala-Kanarese

alphabet, and refer to a grant made by Vikramaditya, the eighth

from Jaya Sinha, in Saka 530. Two others were given to Captain

T. B. Jervis, Bombay Engineers (who kindly allowed me to copy

them), by Chintaman Row Patwardhan, the Chief of Sangli, in

whose Jagir they were found
;
and three more, on stone, were met

with in an old Jain temple, at Lakmeswar, all belonging to the

earlier dynasty
;
together with a renewal of an older grant, existing

at Aminbhavi, near Dharwar.

From these authorities we learn the following facts ; Jaj'a Sinha

claims to be descended from ancestors previously enjoying royal

power,® of whom fifty-nine reigned in Ayodyapura and other places,

' Ann. of Rajn. vol. i., Appendix IV, and VI. pp. 801—4, ® Ibid, i. p. 97.
® 1. At Yc-ur, in the Nizam’s territory. No. 4 of Vikrara II., p. 168 of MS.—

2. At Handarki,in Tondur, Nizam’s territory. No. 141 of Vikram II., p. 402 of MS.
* It was dug up in repairing the liouse of the Kulkurni, or village accountant,

in 1827.

5 This device was subsequently adopted by the Kings of Vijayanagar. Lands
are still, on similar metallic deeds, granted by them, and bearing the same eflBgv

on the seal.

® Ye-ur, App. No. I. The Jain Guru of the Malkheir Simhasanam gave

the following traditionary account of the ancestors of Jaya Sinha,

—

that they were
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GENEALOGY OF THE CHALUKYA RACE OF KALYAN.

Jaya Simlia

Rana Raj alia, or Raja Sinlia?

Pulakesi—was reigning in Saka 411

I

I
1

1. Kirttliivarma 2. Mangalisa
I

I

Satya Sri, from whom the family take
the title of Satya Sri Kula, was

reigning in 488 Saka

Amara

Aclitya Yarma
I

Vikram4ditya—began to reign Saka 514

Vinayaditya, surnamed Yudha Malla
I

Vijaydditya—began to reign Saka 617

1. Viki’amdditya—began 2.

*******
to reign Saka 655 I

I

Kirttliivarma
Kirtthivai’ma 1

^
Teilapa

Bhima Rdjd

Eiyana

Vijitdditya, married Bouta De'vi, daughter of Latchmaii, Raja of the Bhedivansa

Teila Bhuspam Vikramdditya, married Jakabya

1. Satya Sri, married Anibika Ddvi 2. Dasa Varnia, married Bhagavati Ddvi
L I

I

^

1. Vikramdditya I.

i I

2. Eiyana 3. Jaya Sinha, Jagatek Malla

° Someswara De'va I., Treilokya

Malla, Ahawa Malla
I

1. Somdswara Ddva II., Bliimek Malla
I

o

2. Vikramaditya II., Kali
Vikram, or Vir Per-

madi Ra}'a

Somdswara De'va III., Bhulok
Malla

f )

1,
* * * * * Jagadek Malla 2. Teilapa II., or Nur-

,1,
iiiadi Teila, Treilokya

Malla
I

Vir Somdswar IV.,
Tribhuvaiia Malla.
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in the north, or in Hindustan
;
and among these are specified the

names of Vishnu Verddhana, Vijaydditya, and Satya Sri. Sixteen

are then described as reigning after him, in the Uekkan, or South

country
;
but previous to them, two other families or races had

possessed it, the Kartas' and the Rattas, the latter of whom were

overthrown by Jaya Sinha, who defeated and destroyed Krishna,

the Ratta Raja.“

His son was Raja Sinha, surnamed, from his warlike qualities,

Rana Ragaha. The name. Raja Sinha, occurs only in one place,®

and may, perhaps, not be correct
;
but his title appears repeatedly'.

The son of the preceding, Pulakesi, appears to have been a

prince of great power. One of the copper deeds, in the possession

of Captain Jervis, records a grant made during his reign, in Saka

411. He is described as “having performed the Aswamedha
sacrifice

;
as plunging among the hosts of his enemies, mounted on

his horse Chitra Kanta
;

as reigning from the Ganga to Setu
;

his

standard floating to the Ganga and the Yamuna, Lord of the Single

Canopy (eka chatra adipati), and imposing his orders on the

mighty chiefs of Choi, Kerala, Kalinga, Simhala, Bhupal.”*

descendants of the Kings of Dehli, from whom sprang Hema Syn, who came to Dar-

mapur, forty kos from Hyderabad, and married the daughter of the chief of that

place. His son, Dharma Pal, married the daughter of the Rajah of Chikodi (near

Kolapur), and built the fort of Bagalkotah, (on the Ghatpa or Ghatparba river,)

whence he derived the title of Bagarasu. He afterwards settled at Sivagam, near

Aurungabad, and made himself master of Sarrar-shapur, beyond the Godaveri

;

and finally he built, and settled himself at Nagavi, near Malkheir. His son,

Chittra Datta, or Chitr Syn, removed to Chitapur, three kos from Nagavi, on

account of the badness of the water, and built IMalkheir, or Mahipati Nagara ; the

old name of which was Maliyadra. Subsequently they removed to Kalyan,

changing its name from Belgola, to its present denomination. But this account is

too vague to be deserving of much credit.

In one of the inscriptions the origin of the family is deduced from “ Brahm,
Manusputra (or Atri), Mandavi or Mandarvya, Hariti, Hariti Pancha Sikha, who
was making a libation to the sun, at the Sri Sauddhya, when the Chalukyas sprang

from the spray of the water poured out. In this race were born Vishnu Verddljana,

Vijayaditya, and Satya Sri, Lord of Ayodya, &e.”—Handarki Ins., p. 402.

In another, the descent is brought from Brahma, through Budha and Ha,
to Paruravas, “ from whom came Hariti the fire-tufted, making illustrious the

Somavansa, and progenitor of many royal races, conspicuous among which was
the Chalukya vansa, in which was born Satya Sri, the lord of Ayodya, from whom the

race was denominated the Satya Sri Kula.”—Ins. at Ittagi, No. 80 of Vik. II.,

p. 319.

* Ins. at Handarki, p. 402. ® Ins. at Ye-ur, App. No. I.

® Captain Jervis’s copper Sasana.

* Copper Sasana. The grant is made by Sivunda of the Nilasaudra Vansa,

servant of Satya Sri Pulakesi, who appointed him governor of the Kukundi de's
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The Ye-ur inscription styles him lord of Watapipura; and
another, at Barungi, in Mysore, relates that, “ among many former

celebrated Rajas, was Pulakesi. He burned Kanchi, the capital of

Choi, who in return destroyed Kalyan, which Pulakesi no sooner

heard, than, mounting his elephant, he attacked Choi and killed

him.”*

The brothers Kirtthivarma and Mangalisa, severally followed

their father Pulakesi
;
and the succession was then continued m the

elder branch, by Satya Sri, son of Kirtthivarma. He is said to

have been celebrated for his virtuous qualities (Satya), and it is

added, that from him his descendants adopted the title of Satya Sri

Kula. But we find the same title adopted as a generic appellation

by his grandfather, Pulakesi, and it is likewise enumerated among
the names of those princes who had previously reigned in the

North. ^ We also find it assumed by many of his successors, while

others prefer that of Vikramaditya, or Vikram.

His aera is fixed by an inscription at the small village of

Amnibhavi, four or five miles from Dharwar, which shows that he

was reigning in Saka 488.^

The next names on the list are Amara, Aditya Varma, and

Vikramaditya. The copper grant now on the table is of the time of

the last-mentioned prince. It bears date, the thirty-second of his reign,

Saka 530, and his accession is thus fixed as having occurred in

of 700 villages, in one of which, Alakta rAjaraya, producing rice, sugar, cloves,

nutmegs, he built a Jain mandapa, by permission of the Satya Sri, and endowed

it, &c. The date is expressed thus :
“ Sak’ abddshu ^kadasutrfehu chatu sftdshu

vibhuva Samvatsara.” This gives Saka 411, but Vibhuva is 410 ; a difference of

one year, however, between the inscribed date, and that calculated from the present

time, occurs in several other places.

’ Ins. No. 103 of No. VII., p. 352 of MS. I am not acquainted with the

site of Watapipura. Many of the great families are styled lords of some great

city, as the Kalabhuryas of Kalanjra, and the Silaharas of Tagara, which have no

reference to their existing localities.

“ See App. No. I.

® It resords the renewal, in the time of Tribhuvana Malla Vikram (one of

the later Chalukya princes, subsequent to Teila), to the Sri Mulasthan Kali Deva
temple, by Ananta Palarasu Danda Nayaka; which grant had formerly been

made by, or in the time of Satya Sri, son of Kirtthivarma, son of Pulakesi, then

reigning or residing at Kesuwalala, on the banks of the Malapahari river, in Saka

488, Servajit Samvatsara. The date is given distinctly in figures, and, as in the

former instance, the cycle year corresponds within one of the calculation made
from the present time, Servajit thereby being 489. The renewal of the grant is

made by Ananta Pal, chief of the Palsagi 12,000 (villages understood). The
different jurisdictions or territorial divisions, are always expressed in this mamier.

Palsagi is the modern Parganah of Halsi, in the Bidi Taliik.
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515.' In another place he is called “the disturber of the Rajahs

of Pandya, Chola, and Kerala, and of the Kadamha Kula,” and is

described as making the Kanchipati (or lord of Kanchi, the

capital of the Cholas), kiss his lotos feet.^

Yudha Malla, a title equivalent to that used by some of the

later princes, of Ahawa Malla, succeeded his father Vikram. His

name occurs in one of the Lakmeswara inscriptions, and appears to

have been Vinay^iditya Satya Sri, “ who churned the Lords of

Kanchi, and of Singala Dvvipa, as the son of Siva destroyed

Taraka.”^

The aera of his son Vijayaditya is fixed by the inscription just

quoted, which is dated Saka 651, in the thirty-fourth of his reign,

thus determining the year of his accession to be Saka 618.*

A second inscription in the same Jain temple was made in the

time of the son and successor of Vijayaditya, named Vikramaditya.

In it Saka 656 is stated to be the second of hisreignj thus giving

Saka 655 asthej^earof his accession, and ascertaining the duration

of his father’s reign to have been thirty-eight years.

*

No records have been obtained of any of the succeeding names

in the list, till the time of Teila. It appears indeed, that previous

to the aera of that prince the power of the Chalukyas was alienated

for a time, or had suffered a partial obscuration; for he is described

as having recovered his hereditary dominions, by again subduing

* Copper Sasaiia. Deducing his genealogy from Pulakesi, it continues :
—“ In

trinsutar panclia sate'shu, Saka varslia (or 530), on the eighth day of the sixteenth

royal victorious year (Vijaya raj Samvatsara), on occasion of a solar eclipse, the

King Vikramaditya and his Queen having bestowed certain gifts, the chief Senipati,

or general, son of the Sachiva, or minister, at the same time being in presence of

the King, washed the feet of Eava Sarmana, son of IMadhuva Samiana, and

bestowed on him the village of Kurt-Kotah, &c.” The grant was found in digging

the foundations of the Kulkurni’s (or village record keeper’s) house, of this place.

The titles of the priests, Sarmana, are remarkable, as indicating sectaries of the

Buddha faith.

^ Ins. at p. 1 of the MS. ® Ibid.

* Ibid. The genealogy is given thus: “ Vijayaditya, son of Vinayaditya, son

of Vikramaditya, Satya Sri.” The date is, eka pancha shatu utra shatashateshu,

Vijaya raj Samvatsara chatur trimshetu. The Rajah, having taken instruction

from his Guru (Swagaria) Niravidya Pundit Yatipati, the disciple of Udaya
Dcva Pundit, &c., the “destroyer of other creeds,” (para matha.) gave one-eighth

of the village to the Jinendra of the Shenkh vasti of Pulikara Nagara. Pulikara

Nagara is the ancient name of Lakmcswar.
® Ins. p. 7. It records a grant of 100 Gaviyotis (an obsolete measure of land),

to the Jina Deva of Ramacharva, in the Shenkh vasti, a white Jinaluja of

Pulikara Nagara. The date is, pancha shat utra shatashiteshu saka varsheshu

vetitcshu Vijaya raja Samvatsara pravartamana dwitya.
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the Rattas, who seem not to have been entirely extirpated by Jaya

Sinha^ but to have grown again into power, or to have obtained a

temporary advantage over their conquerors.

A fact mentioned by Colonel Tod, affords some confirmation of

this supposition. “It was,” he says, “in Samwat 987 (corre-

sponding with A.D. 931, and with the Salu Saka 853), that Bhoj

Raja, the last of the Chawaras, and the Salic law of India, were both

set aside to make way for the young Moolraj, who ruled Anhalwara

for the space of fifty-eight years. He was son of Jeysing Solauki,

the emigrant prince of Calian, who married the daughter of Bhaj

Raj.”‘

Allowing a period of twenty or thirty years to have elapsed

previous to the accession of Moolraj, the revolution which drove the

Chalukyas from the throne may be placed in the third or fourth

generation previous to Teila, or about Saka 820. Though the name
Jaya Sinha does not occur in the genealogical catalogue, he may
have been one of the royal family, who sought the then famous

court of Anhalwara, to repair his fortunes
;

or, as many of those

in the list have two or more names, and titles besides, he may have

likewise been known by some other appellation.

The fact, however, seems indubitable, that the Rattas gained

the ascendency for a time, till they were again finally reduced to

subjection by Teilapa.

On a review of the preceding statement, though the different

data appear to confirm each other in so many instances, we cannot

but remark that the period of time supposed to be occupied by the

decendants of Jaya Sinha much exceeds that which probability

warrants. The first date that has been obtained, is that of Pulakesi,

which appears to be Saka 411. From that year to the accession of

Teila, in 895, a period of 484 years is embraced, in which are found

fifteen names
;
thus giving an average of fifteen and a half years

to each reign,—a duration evidently gi-eatly beyond probability.

From Pulakesi to Vikramaditya, in Saka 655, are nine names, and

244 years, affording an average of twenty-seven yeai’s to a reign
j

and the same result, nearly, is obtained by extending the calculation

to the final extinction of the family, in 1111, a period of 700 years,

containing twenty-seven names, with an average of twenty- six years

and a third to each reign
j
none of which are Vi'arranted by analogy. A

reference to the Table of Dynasties at p. 4, shows that the later

Cb-vlukyas, including one reign of fifty-one years, averaged only

1 Ann. of Rajasthan, i. 97, C.
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nineteen and a fraction years eachj and the Yedavas, a fraction less

than eighteen. Assuming this average as a basis, we cannot assign

to Jaya Sinha an earlier date than Saka 572 j
nor to Pulakesi, one

beyond Saka 610.

The only solution of the difficulty that offers is, to suppose that

the a;ra of Pulakesi has not been rightly ascertained. But then the

mistake must be continued through the whole of the succeeding

dates, which tally with each other in a way that affords the strongest

presumptioii of their freedom from any material error. The com-

plete genealogy only occurs on a stone at Ye-ur, purporting to have

been copied from an older copper Sasana. It states, however, (and

it is confirmed by another stone at Handarki,) that “ sixteen reigned

after Jaya Sinha,” and accordingly we find that number occurring

from liana Ragaha to Teila, who began a new epoch. A slight

doubt, however, occurs in two places : 1st. Whether Mangalisa,

second son of Pulakesi, actually did reign; and, 2dly, Whether

Vikramaditya, who began to reign Saka 655, was succeeded by his

son Kirtthivarma, or by his nephew of the same name, or by both

consecutively. Admitting both these events, and the first seems

hardly doubtful, we have seventeen names after Jaya Sinha, and

sixteen between the ascertained dates, which, however, only reduces

the average of each reign to thirty years. Another supposition is,

that the expression “sixteen reigned in the Dekkan” refers only to

those who actually enjoyed regal power, and excludes some of the

immediate predecessors of Teila
;

but, on the other hand, the genea-

logical succession is full and complete, and deduced regularly to

Teilapa.

A more authentic aera now commences. Teila having conquered

the Rattas, began to reign Saka 895. ‘ He is described as “a new

shoot of the royal tree of Chalukya, securing his hereditary domi-

nions from the grasp of the enemy, as Vishnu in the Varaha Avatar

saved the earth from Narkasura as “overthrowing the Ratta-

kula, and slaying the brave Munja as “ destroying Kankara, the

moon of the Ratta Kula Sea ;”* and in one instance he has the title

of Ahawa Malla.’ Who these Rattas were does not appear; perhaps

they may be identical with the Rahtons. A family of the tribe is

mentioned among the feudatory nobles, and will be noticed here-

after.

* Ins. at Tengli, No. 54 of VII., p. 263. “He reigned twenty-four years

from Sriniuldi Samvatsara.” See also at Rudwadi, No. 56, p. 268.

^ App. No. I. “ Ins. at Gadaj, No. 40 of VII., p. 235.

* Ins. at Mangoli, No. 4 of IX., p. 471. ‘ Ins. at Anigiri, No. 7 of IX., p. 562.
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The sons of Teila and of his wife Jakabya were Satya Sri and
Dasa Varrna, of whom the former succeeded him

;
but dying with-

out issuCj was followed successively by his nephews, the sons of

Dasa Varma and Bhagavati Devi, named Vikramaditya and Jaya

Sinha. The latter assumed the title of Jagadeka Malla, or “ sole

lord of the world,” and is said to have overcome the Choi Raja in

battle.^

His son, Someswara Deva I., seems to have had two titles,

Trilokya Malla, “ lord of the three worlds,” and Ahawa Malla,

“lord of war.” The same authority already quoted, describes him
as “ defeating Choi, burning Kanchi, besieging Ujjayana,”^ and
another as “ cutting the necks of the lords of Malava, of Chola, and

of Kanyakubja, and overcoming his most powerful enemies who had

attained superiority over all.”^ A third inscription makes the fol-

lowing vague enumeration of titles: “ the elephant in the plantain-

garden of his enemies, the Narendra of Chola; the fire drying up
the Sea of Malava, the lightning striking the mountain-earth lords

of Anga, Wanga, Khasa-Wanga, Pandya, Saurashtra, Kerala, Ne-
pala, Turuslika, Bira, Magadha.” It then goes on with more preci-

sion to announce the following historical fact,—that being on his

return from the South, where he had gained a great victory over

Choi, whilst halting at the town of Puliyappayana, in the Siddha-

wadi-Nadu, he bestowed the lands and villages of Sivanur on his

chief general and minister, in Saka 98 1."*

The cause of this expedition is explained in a curious inscription

of the time of his son, named also Someswara, or Bhuneka Malla.''

The Chola Raja, it appears, had invaded Kuntala Desa, and ravaged

the southern provinces, taking and burning Pulikara Nagara, now
Lakmeswar, famous for its Jain temples, which were all destroyed.

After detailing the praises of the local chief who repaired them, and

the new grants made to them, it proceeds thus :
—“ The Dher, or

' Ins. at Nagari, Nos. 27 and 35 of V., pp. 93 and 107. ^ Ibid.

® Appendix No. I.

* Ins. at Sudi, No. 24 of V., p. 86. The minister was named Naga Deveiya;

liis titles are “Mani vegade,” or honourable lord,
“ Danda nayaka,” or general of

the army, lord of the great Samantas, chief of the Amatya Pada, or great officers

like Yamata Choi, the humbler of Bhoj, Bhujanga, Ahe devipa, Giirjara, &e.

Having received the district of Swanur (now Savanur, or Shaunoor), in which Sudi

is situated, by a copper grant, he builds a temple to Nagariswar, and endows it with

part of his recently-acquired possessions, recording the grant on a stone, the one

now extant. The situation of Puliyappayana has not been ascertauied. It is

probably south of the Tunga Bhadra.

® Ins. at Anigiri, No. 5 of VI., p. 133.
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outcast Chola, having forsaken his usual course, and left off

practising the virtue of his race, placed his foot in the Belavel

Des;’ and having burned many temples, and acquired sin by his

own hand, he yielded his head, and left his body to Trilokya Malla,

and brought destruction on his race. The excellent temples which

Permadi Ganga had constructed, the outcast Pandi Choi destroyed,

and descended to Adhogati.” Latchma Mandalek repaired them,
“ at which time the chakra-holder (f. e. Bhunek iMalla) stood in the

famous place Kakaragonda, on the banks of the South Gunga (or

Tunga Bhadra river), in Saka 993.”“

Bhunek Malla, or Bhuvanika Malla, seems to have been a weak

prince, who did not long retain possession of the crown. In Saka

998, his brothel'. Kali Yikram, with the title Tribhuvana Malla, ex-

pelled him from the throne and usurped the kingdom. “ Bhunek
Malla, having enjoyed the raj a little while, acted with tyranny, and

oppressing the people, lost their affections. His brother w’as a pat-

tern of every virtue.

“ He by his own valour overthrowing his enemies, became lord

of all the earth, with the title of Tribhuvana Malla Chalukya Vikram-

aditya Nripam.
“ Having set aside the ancient Saka, he established the Yikram

Saka in his own name, &c.

“All the people joining their hands stood by when he mounted

the Simhasanam.”^

Another inscription describes him as “ attacking the goodly

kingdom of Bhunek Deva Malla, and taking it by his own strength

of arm in the battle-plain,” and afterwards as “ rubbing out the

Saka,” and instituting the Yikram ajia in its stead.‘

Yikram II. seems to have been one of the most powerful princes

of his race. He occupied the throne for fifty-one years, and of the

' The open dry country, in opposition to the hilly rice country bordering on

the Ghats. Lakmeswar and Anigiri are situated in a fertile black plain, called

Belavel, par excellence.

~ “ The date of this time is obtained by taking the celebrated guuas, (or

three qualities), the labda (or nine units), the randhra (or nine apertures of the

body), Virodhikrutabda chytrmas, &c.” The figures above given, written in re-

versed order according to rule, give Saka 9!).3, e.xactly corresponding with Viradhi-

kruta. A small village named Kakargudi is still found on the south bank of the

Tungbhadra, between Hurryhur and Dawaugiri.

^ Ins. at Gadaya, No. 40 of YII., p. 23o.

‘ Ins. at Teugli, p. 263. Do. do. Yedravi, p. 223. The Hala-Kauarese

word “ Manishi” means rubbing out, as figures are swept out of the sand by

schoolboys.
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whole collection of inscriptions, 151 have reference to his reign

alone. In Saka 1003 (the fifth of his reign), we are told that he
“ overcame Balavaraja, of the Palavanya or Pala race, and sat on

his throne,”' and in Saka 1010, that he “crossed the Nermada
river and conquered Kanama and others.”^ But in general his reign

seems to have been one of undisturbed peace. He built and beau-

tified a town called, after his own name, Vikrampur,^ where an

enormous tank and other works attest its former splendour. Several

inscriptions make mention of his numerous wives, as that recording

a grant to the temple of Maleswar by Malabi Devi, daughter of

the Shanabhag Rayana of Yelvvatti.^ Another makes mention of

Savala Devi, daughter of Jogam Ram, of the Surya Vansa,

who received from her lord the rich village of Nerigal for

pin-money.® The names of Chandal Devi,® Bouta Devi, and

Letch mi Devi, likewise occur. Towards the end of his reign he

was invaded by the Horsal Belial, prince of Dwara Samudra.

But Achyagi Deva, governor of the southern provinces, imme-
diately marched from Yei’abaragi against him, “ pursued the

sun, illuminated Poisala, took Goveya, attacked Letchmaji with

great bravery, trod down the Pandyas and the rebellious Kon-
kan, and reduced it to subjection, by order of Vikram Chak-

ravarti.”'^

In Saka 10-19, Vikram was succeeded by his son Someswara III.,

with the title of Bhuloka Malla, or “lord of the universe,” and he

successively by his two sons, of whom the elder was suniamed

Jagadeka Malla, but his own name does not occur in any of the

inscriptions, and has not been ascertained. The younger, Teilapa II.,

or Nurmadi Teila, bore the title of Trilokya Malla.

The Chalukya dynasty, which had reached its zenith under the

second Vikram, began now rapidly to decline. A powerful noble

named Vijala, of the Ralachuri or Kalabhurya race, had been

^ Ins. at Galgauatii, No. 10 of VII., p". 185.

^ Ins. at Yehvatti, No. 18, p. 202. Who Balavarasa and Kanama were, we
have no means of ascertaining.

® Now Arasu bidi, in the Hungunda Taluka. * No. 92, p. 338.

® No. 7, p. 179. Angabhogam, her private allowance, or pin-money. Nerigal,

in the Hangal Parganab, is styled an ancient Agraharam. It is one of the richest

villages in the country. P. 2G3.

Ins. at Nerigal, in the Dambal Parg., No. 135, p. 395. Yerabaragi is now
Yelburga, in the Nizam’s territory. Goveya is the old name of Goa. The invader

was probably the fourth Bellala, A^ishnu Yerddhana, and grandfather of Vir Belial,

who afterwards subjugated the southern provinces of the Chalukya kingdom.
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appointed general of the Chalukya armies and the influence which

he thereby obtained he turned against his sovei'eign, and expelled

him from his throne. Inscriptions in his name occur from Saka

10/9, which is styled the second of his reign
j
but for several years

he was contented with the subordinate style and titles of a great

noble, “Maha MandaMswar,” &c. In Saka 1084, the seventh of his

reign, he marched into the southern part of the kingdom, whither

the Chalukya prince had fled, and where he maintained himself

amid the forests and mountains bordering on the Ghats. Here, at

Anigiri, Vijala for the first time proclaimed himself eka chhatra, or

supreme, and assumed all the royal titles.®

We continue however to find grants by Trilokya Malla Teilapa

from Saka 1072, the year of his accession, to Saka 1085, and these

are not confined to the S. W. portion of his kingdom only, but occur

in the Nizam’s country, and even towards the Krishna. In Saka

1079, he is mentioned as reigning at his hereditary capital of Kalyan;®

but in the last inscription that was procured of his reign, in Saka

1065, he is said to reign at Jyntapur, or Banawasi.^

His son, the last of the race, was Sdmeswar IV., or Vira Sdma,

who assumed the title of Tribhuvana Malla, which had previously been

borne by Vijala. He succeeded to the fallen fortunes of his house

in Saka 1104, and for a while upheld them. The religious feuds

that raged at Kalyan, consequent on the establishment of the Lin-

gdyat creed, occupied Vijala and his sons too fully to admit of their

effectually crushing the last feeble attempts of the Chaluk princes to

maintain themselves. Accordingly we find Vira Soma recovering a

temporary degree of importance. In an inscription at Anigiri, dated

Saka 1 106, the third of his reign, Anigiri being in the open country,

where Vijala first assumed the regal titles, we find Ihe following

abstract :
“ In the Kuntal des, by their wisdom and strength of arm,

reigned the Chalukya Rayas
;
afterwards, by conquest, the Rattas

became supreme
;
the Chalukyas were then restored

j
subsequently

the Kala Churyas became masters of the land
;

after whom, by the

appointment of Brahma, Vira Chalukya Soma ascended the throne.

His servant, living by his lotos feet, Vira Bomand, the son of Ravana

' Ins. at Harsur, No. 10 of II., Kalabhurya, vol. ii. p. 46. Kalgi, No. 15,

do. do. p. 52.

® Ins. No. 6. The royal style and titles invariably ran thus: “Sri prithivi

wallabha-niaha-raja diraja-raja paraiueswara-param Chataraka,” .kc. In the Ins.

of Saka 1083, he is only styled Maha ManJaleswar.

® Ins. at Kembhavi, No. 3 of X. p. 535. * Ins. at Pattadkal, No. 9, p. 544.
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Danda Nayak, like as Parasuram, son of Jamadagni, destroyed the

thousand-armed, so he, having vowed that he would uproot the

destroyers of his master, and make the Chdlukyas again lords of

the earth, became the destroying fire of the Kalabhurya Kula.”

Then, extolling his bravery, he is described as “ driving aside Kerala

and Gurjara, and making Ballam bow before him, as a wife bows
before her husband.”'

The limited range, however, within which the inscriptions of this

prince occur, none of them being far north of the Tungabhadra,

mark the partial nature of his success. One of them is remarkable

as having been made on the same stone, and under a grant of

Vijala’s. In a contest between the Lingayats and Jains, at Ablur,

about the year 1089, in which the former had obtained a decided

advantage, Vijala (himself a Jain) bestowed certain rewards on the

successful Lingayat devotee, named Ekanta Ramiah. The second

inscription then proceeds to relate, that at the time when “ the excess

of the brilliant light of Tribhavana Malla Vir Som4swar Chalukya had

put to flight the darkness of Tribhavana Malla Vijala of the Kalab-

hurya race, Bomana Danda Nayak having re-established the whole

Chalukya-raj, and being at Selihali Kop with the king, they heard that

Vijala had sent for Ekanta Ramiah, and given certain grants to Som-
^swar Deva, of Ablur, wherefore they also sent for him and conferred

other gifts upon him,” &c. It is without date.*

Such are the last records of this powerful family. What ulti-

mately became of Vir Soma^does not appear. He seems to have

maintained himself for a longer period than his opponent, the last of

whose grants is dated Saka 1104, while Vir Soma’s extend to

Saka nil.
About this time, taking advantage of the distracted state of the

country, the Bellallas of Dwara Samudra, or Halabidu, advanced

from the south, while the Yadavas of Devagiri extended their

encroachments in the north, till meeting near the Krishna, a

struggle ensued between them, in which the minor actors entirely

disappear from the scene
;
and which, after various success, termi-

nated in the Yddavas obtaining undisputed possession of the ancient

limits of the Chalukya kingdom.

Vir Som^swar IV. was the eleventh prince from Teilapa I.
; their

reigns extend over a period of 216 years, affording an average of some-

1 Ins. No. 4 of XI., p. 559. Ballam was founder of the Yadava dynasty of

DevagirL
* Ins. at Ablur, No. 17 of Vijala, vol. ii. p. 33.

VOL. IV. C
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what more than nineteen years for each reign,—a duration equally

consonant with analogy and probability.

Most of the princes seem to have been votaries of Siva.' Their

titles are mostly derived from Mahadeva. All their grants bear the

figure of the Lingam, and commence with an invocatory stanza to

the Varaha avatar. In several of the beautiful ruins of magnificent

temples erected during their time, with which the Southern Mahratta

abounds, the figure of Maliddeva occupies a central position in the

sculpture over the entrance, with Brahma on the one side, and

Vishnu on the other. But at the same time the most perfect toleration

seems to have been extended to all other creeds. Both the Jain and

the Buddha faith were openly professed, the former to a great extent,

—a considerable proportion of the inscriptions recording grants to

temples of that persuasion. The occurrence of Buddha titles in the

copper grant of Vikram^iditya has already been noticed
;
a more

distinct evidence of the existence of this creed occurs in some inscrip-

tions in a deserted temple within the Fort at Dambal, commemorating

grants made by the Shetly (Sreshti, or mayor,) and the corporations

of trading communities during the reign of Vikrara II., Saka 1017,

for the endowment of Bhuddist Vihars.

Traces of the Ophitic worship are also observable. Frequent

mention occurs of individuals of the Snake race. Such appears to

have been the general of Somdswar I., mentioned in note (^) at p. 13.

A Bhuranrnati, near Bagulkotali, is an inscription made by a Manda-
leswar, named Sindhu, of Nagavansa, who was born at Ahechhatra,

on the Sindhu river, where his parents had gone on a pilgrimage,

and who, in consequence of a vow to the Snake king (panagi adi-

pati), was dedicated by them to Ahdswara.“ Other nobles were of

the Ahdhya racc.^ Many of the old temples are filled %\ith

sculptured representations of snakes, on separate slabs of stone,

* Rana Ragaha lias the title, “ Hara Clierana raj d,” fixing his desire on' the

feet of Kara ; Someswar III. is said to rejoice in the worship of the feet of Hari
Kara, and of the lotos-born Brahma; Someswar Bhatta, the chaplain of Vikram
II., bears the title Araddhya, which is peculiar to Seivak priests, and he makes a

grant to a temple of Siva, p. 235. But on the other hand, the grant of Vikram-
dditya, p. ?•, records that the raja, having taken counsel from his own spiritual

guide (Sivagura), Neravidya Pandit Yatipati, bestowed a gift on the Jinendra of

Pulikara Nagara ; from which it appears the guru was a Jain, Yati being the dis-

tinctive title of that priesthood.

* Ins. No. 1. of I., p. 10. He is called “Vishn Kula talaka, phanna mani
Kirana vibhasura Nagavansa udbhava,” the pride of the poisonous tribe, born of

the jewel-adorned, hood-ornamented Snake race.

® Ins. at Yedravi, No. 31 of VII., p. 223. Nagavi, No. 27 of V., p. 92.
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as if they had been set up for purposes of adoration, and collec-

tions of them may be seen at the entranee of almost every village

throughout the country, ranged along some crumbling wall or ruined

edifice in the precincts of the town.

These varieties of faith, and this general toleration, are the more
remarkable from the spirit of religious hatred and persecution which
was soon after aroused, and which remains in full force to this day
among Brahmans, Lingayats, and Jains.

OF THE KALABHURI, OR KALACHURI RACE.

The representatives of this race were for several ages great nobles

at the court of KalydnJ The first mention of the tribe is made in

the great inscription at Ye-ur, where they are said to have been over-

come by the early Chalukyas, together with the Rattas. The present

family, however, do not go back very far. They claim to be of the

Soma Vansa in which was formerly born Sankarasu, after whom,
born of a Brahmani mother, was Krishna, who reigned over Kalan-

jarapura
;
several generations afterwhom was Santarasu, who appears

to be mula-purush, or founder of the family. The genealogy then

continues as follows :

Santarasu

SagLrasu
I

Kanama, or Kanwa

li Vijala 2i Rajala

^ Kama
I

^

Jogama Deva

Permadi Deva

Vijala, Tribhavana Malla
I. -

(
1

1, Someswar Deva, or RayaMorari SoviDeva 2. Sankam Deva,® Ahawa Malla

Nothing important is known of the names in the above list ante*

cedent to Yijala.®

* According to the Jain Guru of Malkheir, they were hereditary nobles, or

Mandaleswars, of the province of Kalydn.

® Ins. No. 4 of II., vol. ii., p. 41.

® The titles of Vijala before he effected his usurpation were, “Maha Manda-

leswara, the great lord of Kalanjra pura, with the ensign (diraja) of the golden bull,

damaruga turga nirghoshanam, (?) the sun of the lotos tribe of Kalachuris,” &c.

Mah4 Mandaleswar is the title of all the great nobles, Kalanjrhpur is Kallinger in

C 2
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The circumstances of his usurping the throne of the Chalukyas,

and driving them from Kalyan, have already been stated, together

with the little that has been gathered of his son’s contests with them.

He would probably have transmitted his throne to his posterity, had

not the growing sect of the Lingayats at this time arrived at such a

pitch of power and enthusiasm, under their celebrated founder Basava,

as to cost Vijala his kingdom and his life.

The history of this revolution is contained in two works, called

the Basava Purana,' and the Vijala Cheritra, or Bijalenkin Kavya, the

one the text-book of the Lingayats, the other of the Jains. But in

both there is such a preponderance of supernatural agency, and so

much legendary lore intermixed with historical facts, that it is diffi-

cult to separate the truth from the fable.

The Bijalenkin Kavya opens with a description of Bijala reigning

at Kalyan, over the Karnatakdes, in which were numerous Jain,

Vishnu, and Siva temples. His ensigns were the Lion, the Bull, and

the Goose
;

his troops consisted of 196,000 horse, 10,000 elephants,

and more than a lakh of foot soldiers. He had 1000 hill-forts, 1000

in the plain, and 1000 along the shore, and he was of the Somvansa

of the race of Pandu.’"

Basava was born at Bagavadi,^ in Mudibshal, a few miles N. of

the Krishna, according to local tradition, though the Puran ascribes

that honour to the neighbouring village of Ingleswar. His father’s

name was Madhu Bhatta, or Madiga raya, an Araddhya, or Saivak

Brahman; his mother was named Madalambiki,^ and he had a sister

named Padmavati, who is described as having been very beautiful.

The family seem to have left Bagavadi and gone to Kalyan, where

Basava formed an alliance with the chief minister by marrying his

daughter, named Gangamba,* soon after which, Vijala having seen

the beautiful Padmavati, became enamoured of, and married her

;

and in consequence of these connexions her brother was appointed

minister and general (Danda Nayak ddipati), in succession, to his

Hindostan, from which the family seem originally to have emigrated to the South.

Abal Fazl has the following notice regarding Kallinger : ‘‘Kallinger is a stone fort

situated on a lofty mountain. Here is an idol named ‘ Kalbhiroop,' eighteen cubits

in height;” &c.

—

Ham. Gaz.
* There are at least five different versions of this work, two of which are

Kanarese, two Sanscrit, and one Telugu. The two Kanarese versions are by Bhima
Kavi and Yellendra Sadaksharapa, of which the former is most frequently met
with, and has been here followed. The Telugu version is by Som Araddliya, and
the two Sanscrit ones are by Shenkar Araddhya and Buslingapa.

* Vijala Cheritra, Book I. ^ Local tradition.

'* Local tradition and Vijala Kavya, ^ Basava Parana.
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brother-in-law. The Rdjd gave himself tip to the charms of his

beautiful bride, and left all power in the hands of Basava, who
employed the opportunity thus afforded him to strengthen his own
influence, displacing all the old officers of state and putting in

adherents of his own, whilst at the same time he sedulously culti-

vated the favour of the prince.' He likewise began to promulgate a

new rule of faith,'^ differing both from that of the Jains and Brahmans,
hitherto the most popular sects. He abolished the distinction of

castes, all his followers being enrolled by a particular ceremony into

a new and equal order : he himself, and the priests under him, named
Jangamas, were regarded as incarnations of the deity. They observed

the same strict abstinence from animal food as the rival sects, and
were equally strict and minute in the circumstances to be observed in

cooking and eating, but they rejected many of the previously enter-

tained opinions regarding purity and impurity. The great object of

adoration wag the Lingam, and Nandi, the sacred bull that carries

Siva, of which Basava proclaimed himself an incarnation. The
effigy of their creed, a small stone Lingam in a silver box or shrine,

was suspended to the neck, instead of being bound round the arm,

according to the practice of the Araddhyas. It is evident that there

is much of the Saivak doctrines professed by the Araddhya Brdhmans

to which Basava belonged, incorporated in the new creed.

Basava increased rapidly in power, and at length roused the fears

of Vijala, who endeavoured to seize his person. He made his escape,

how’ever, and fled. Pursuit was ordered, but Basava collecting some

of his followers, attacked and dispersed the party. His adherents

flocked to him, and Vijala advancing in person to quell the insur-

rection, suffered a complete defeat.^ He was compelled to submit to

his victorious minister, who returned with him to Kalyan, reinstated

in all his dignities. Basava, on his return, not only resumed all his

former power and authority, but even attempted the life of Vijala,

probably with the intention of governing unmolested, during the

minority of his nephew, the son of the Raja and Padmavati, who is

named Alya Bijal, Imadi Bijal, and Vir Vijala. In this he eventually

succeeded, but authorities differ as to the manner. The Jain

Chronicle relates, that the Rdja having marched against the Sila-

hara, a rebellious feudatory, the Maha Mandal^svvara of Kolapur, was

returning successfully from the expedition, when Basava found means

to poison him on the banks of the Bhima.^ The Puran relates that

' Vijala Kavya, Book I.

® Ibid. Book III.

2 Ibid. Book II.

* Books XI. and XII.
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he was assassinated in the midst of his court by three of Basava’s

followers, named Jagadeva, Bomenja, and Maleya, while a third

legend asserts, that Madawal Machenja and Bomenja, the Masal-

chis, or torch-bearers of Basava, having concealed their weapons in

the roll of cloth serving for a flambeau, stabbed the Raja whilst

preceding their master into his presence/ This event is said in the

Vijala Kavya to have occurred in the year 4255 of the Kali Yuga,

which corresponds with Saka 1077. Vijala’s death, however,

according to the Inscriptions, did not occur till eleven years later, in

Saka 1087, or 1088. It is probable therefore that there may be a

clerical error in the MS.
The murder, however perpetrated, did not go unpunished.

—

Basava, dreading the vengeance of the young Raja, here named
Yuva Raja, probably the Morari Sovi Deva of the inscriptions, fled

to Virishahapura, on the Malabar coast. Thither the Rdja pur-

suing him, laid siege to the city. It was reduced to extremity, and

Basava, in despair, threw himself into a well and was drowned.

His body was taken out, and ignominiously thrown without the

city walls, and thenceforward the name of the city was called Ulavi,

because Basava thought he would there save himself, a name which

it still retains.*

The sect, however, found a more able, or, at least, a more suc-

cessful leader, in Chen Basava, the son of another sister of Basava,

named Aka Nagama,^ or according to others, Naga Lambika^, by

whom the Lingayat belief was completely established. It is now
the prevailing form of worship throughout the whole of the country

where the Kanarese language is spoken, comprising the greatest

portion of the Nizam’s territories, the Southern Mahratta country,

Sunda, IMysore, Bellary, &c.

What was the ultimate fate of the Kalabhuryas is not known
5

* T1 e last is the' local tradition. Sangam Busapa, Desayi of the Nalatwad

parganah in the Mudibihal Talooka, claims to be descended from one of these

murderous torch-bearers.
* “ Illi hodre Ulivine yenta avurille hokadavinde Ulavi hesaru bantu.” “Be-

cause he entered into that town, saying, ‘If I go there, I shall be saved,’ the name
Ulavi was applied to it.” This account of Basava’s death is entirely taken

from the Jain history. His owm sect declare that he w'as absorbed by the Lingam,

or the Sungameswar temple, at the junction of the Malapahari and Krishna rivers ;

and a depression in the surface of the Lingam is still shown as the spot at

which he entered. Ulavi is a celebrated place of Lingayat pilgrimage, about twelve

or fourteen miles west of Yellapur, in Sunda, at the foot of the Ghfit leading

down to the coast.

® Basava Parana. * Chenbasava Purana.
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no further mention of them occurring either in books or inscriptions.

The Kai’nataka d^sa now became the prey of the Yadavas.

OF THE YADAVAS.

Two dynasties of this race successively obtained supremacy in

the Karnataka Empire, as stated in the table at p. 7 ;
or, rather,

this supremacy was contested between them from the fall of the

Kalabhuryas, and ended in the establishment of that of the

Devagiri branch. At first, however, the southern princes had rather

the advantage. These were the Bellalas, or Hoi Sala Bellalas, of

Dwara Samudra or Dwaravati pattana, now Halabidu, in Mysore,

who have been made known by Colonel Wilks and the Mackenzie

collection. The only individuals of this dynasty whose inscriptions

occur in the present collection are Vira Bellala and his son Vira

Narasimha Deva, but the genealogy of the family is given in

detail in several of these.' Deriving it generally from Brdhma
through Atri, Som, Buddha, Nahush, Yayati, to Yadu, they con-

tinue, that in the race of Yadu was born Sala, lord of Sasakapura,

who having delivered a holy man from the attack of a tiger, re-

ceived the appellation of Poisala or Hoisala, and adopted the tiger,

or shardula, as the ensign of his family.

Sala
I

Vinayaditya
I

Yeriyanga Deva

1. Bellala 2. Vislinuverddhana, Vislit, 3. Udaydditya, married

|j
or Bitti Deva Lakama Devi

°
Narasimlia, married

Achil Devi
I

Vir Bellala, married
Padmala Devi

I

Narasimha.

' No. 2, at Gadaja, vol. ii., p. 115; No. 11, at Anigiri, vol. ii., p. 130; No.

23, at Harihara, vol. ii. p. 141. The legend, more in detail, is as follows :
—

“

In

the glorious Yadu Kula, as the sun rises from Udayachal, so arose the famed Sala,

residing in Sasakapura. In the gardens of that town, a Bratipati or Yati, sitting

at tapassya, was attacked by a tiger (Puli), a beast (Shardula) with dreadful eyes,

fearful teeth, and lashing his sides with his tail. The Muni gave the heroic Sala

a weapon, blessed it, and said, ‘ Saladu Poi,’ (‘ draw and kill ’) ; on which,

unsheathing the sword, he killed the shardula. Hence the name Poisala, or

Hoisala, &c.” Ins. p. 115.

The effigy of a man killing a tiger, is carved and placed over many of the
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In the sloka, or verse, recording Vishnuverddhana, he is described

as ruling from his own limits to Uchchangi Darga, and it is added,

that his horses laved their sides in the Krishna.* Uchchangi Darga

is near Harponhully, to the Zemindar of which it latterly belonged,

having come to him by an intermarriage with the Chittrakal or

Chiteldurg chief. This then, being the northern boundary, it is

evident that he never established himself in the Southern Mahratta

country, or Kuntaladesa.® But we have seen that an invasion of the

country, by a Hoisala king, took place in the last years of Vikram

Chdlukya II., which was repelled by his general, Achugi D^va. As
Vishnuverddhana must have been a cotemporary of Vikram, it is

probable that these expressions were occasioned by the expedition

alluded to, and it is not improbable that he may have penetrated

to the Krishna, before his progress was checked. But it was his

grandson, Vira Bellala, who obtained a permanent footing north of

the Tungabhadra. After the usual grandiloquent boasts of '‘issuing

his commands to Anga, Kalinga, Vanga, Magadha, Chola, Malava,

Pandya, Kerala, Gurjara,’’ it is added, that his general, or Chenaipati,

named Bomma, defeated the army of the Kalabhurya Ksh^tri, com-

manded by Brahma Chenaipati, capturing sixty elephants. It is

added, that “ he destroyed the ships of the southern country," and

overcame “ Ballam a, and acquired supreme power over the

whole of Kuntala Desa."^

H e seems for some time to have fixed his residence at Lokigonda,

now Lakundi,^ near Dambal, where are some fine architectural re-

mains, and where the tradition of a battle having taken place between

two great kings still exists. This refers to one of the engagements

temples built by, or in the time of, Bellala. The group is generally placed on the

roof, in front of the goparam, or pyramidal tower of the temple, over the entrance,

or principal doorway. Sometimes the figures are repeated over the side doors.

* Ins. at Gadaga, No. 2, vol. ii., p. 115.

^ In another place he is said to have “ conquered Kanchi and Kukhanya des ;

that through fear of him the seven konkanas fled into the sea, and Virata nagara

came out at the sight of his army.” According to local tradition, Hanghal, on

the Dherma river, is called Virat nagara ; but in the inscriptions it is alwa3's

denominated Panungal, P and H being interchangeable in Kanarese. The

remains of enormous fortifications, enclosing a great extent, are still visible. I

have got a plan, distinctly showing the circuit of seven walls and ditches on the

side not covered by the river. I made an excavation in a remarkable tumulus,

called Kuntawas, within the walls, but obtained nothing of interest. Ins. at Hari-

hara. No. 23, vol. ii., p. 147.

^ Ins. at Gadaga, No. 2, vol. ii., p. 115.

^ Ins. No. 2, ibid, and No. 3, at Belgami, p. 118.
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between Bellala and Ballam D^va, of Devagiri, in which the latter

was defeated and driven back^ from Surtur to Lokigonda
;
imme-

diately after which, in reciting his titles, Bellala assumes that of

“winnowing like chaff the state of the worshipper of Narayana

Chalukya,” and proclaims himself the lord of Uchchangi, Banavasi,

Pauungal, &c. In another place, he is styled lord of the following

six provinces :—Talakal, Gangawadi, Nonambawadi, Banavasi,

Panungal, and Uchchangi.

“

Halur, or Hullur, on the Tungabhadra, was likewise his resi-

dence for some time, and the plain around bears traces of an

immense encampment, with erect stones to fasten the elephants,

horses, &c.®

He again defeated an army of 12,000 cavalry, and many foot,

sent against him by the Devagiri prince (probably Jayatuk D^va),

under the command of his general. Soma Arassa, pursuing him
from Surtur to the Krishna, and making himself master of the

following fortified places,* Yerambadagi,* Manavi,® Viratankoti,?

Gunati, Belatagi,® Surtur,’ Kurgoda,‘“ and laid siege to Durga."

The influence of the Bellalas, north of the Tungabhadra, seems

to have ceased with Vir Bellala. The only inscription of his son,

that I have got, is from Harihara, or Hurryhur, on the south bank

of that river
;
and in that, the acts attributed to him are entirely

confined to the country still farther south. Pie is described as

“ slaying the son of Kandava Raya, conquering Pandesa, and replac-

* Ins. at Anigiri, No. 11, p. 1.30. The description of this battle is very

lively and spirited :
“ Boasting of his elephants, his horses, his men, Balam Niapa

exclaimed, ‘ Who dares oppose me ?’ Belal, mounting his single elephant,

urged it onwards ; and trampling down his army, pursued him, and slew him,

chasing him from Surtur to Lokigonda, and exclaiming, ‘ Yelle,’ (a contemptuous

exclamation,) ‘ I, wliD like Chaladanka (the persevering or fierce) Rama, cutting

off the Dasasur (Ravana), have used Varala, Sala, Kerala, Magadha, Andhra,

Goula, Khasa, Gurjara, Angakalinga, Bhupatis, like targets for my bow,—what

difficulty have I in destroying you ?’ ”

® Ins. at Herur, No. 16, vol. ii., p. 141. There is a place named Talakul,

near Surapur, but this seems too far north for Bellala’s limits, all the country

north of the Krishna being, at this time, in undisturbed possession of the

Devagiri prince. The otlier places are all to the south.

® Ins at Satayanhali, No. 13, vol. ii., p. 136.

* Ins. at Harihara, No. 23, vol. ii., p. 147. ® Yelburga, Nizam’s territory.

® Near Raichar. ’ Panangal, or Hangal ?

® Now Rettihali, in the Rana Bidnur Taluk.

® Near Dambal, the Jaghfr of the Dambal Desayi. Near Harihara.

“ Durga is now applied, excellence, to Chittledrug.
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ing Choi upon his throne.” Farther on he has the titles of a

“thunderbolt to the mountain of Pandya, a Kanthirava, or lion,

to Kandava Raya, like Jinardhan to Keitaba Raya, overthrowing

the kingdom of Makara Raya, the confirmer of the Chola Raja’s

power,” and he is said to be reigning at Deva Samudra.*

It seems evident, then, that the influence of the Bellalas over the

districts north of the Tungabhadra, was confined to the reign of Bellala;

but even that did not extend far. All Bellala’s grants occur in the

space contained between the Malapahara and the Tunga
;
bearing

dates from 1114 (the third of his reign,) to 1 133 j
and the country

north, to the Krishna, seems to have been frequently contested, and

to have belonged, indisputably, to neither party, though the advan-

tage seems generally to have been on the side of Bellala.

OF THE DEVAGIRI YADAVAS.

No information is given in any of the inscriptions of the origin

of this branch of the Yadavas, but it is not impi-obable they

sprang from the Bellalas. The enmity that subsisted between the

two races would induce the former to withhold all mention of their

descent from their rivals, in their enumeration of titles, and may
account for Ballam being always referred to as the founder of the

family; or, he may have been some petty local chief, who had risen

into power, and assumed the Yadu titles. The genealogy stands

thus, in an inscription at Harihara :
“ Sri Lebehmi, and Taradi Natha

(the moon), were born from the Kshira Samudra. Soma became

the first Raja in the three worlds, and in this distinguished race

was born Yadu Raya, from whom descended other Yadava earth-

rulers. Afterwards, as Ram Krishna became sole lord of the earth

by the destruction of the Asuras, so Balam Nrapa destroyed the

Kshettris.”

Ballam
I

Jagatuk Deva
I

Simha Deva

Kan ’araya Dev.a, or

Kanner Dev

f

1. Shenkar Deva 2.

Maliitdeva
I

Ramchandar

Bhima Deva 3. A daughter, married Hari Pal Deva.

> lus. No. 23, p. 147.
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In another inscription, Kandaraya, or Kanner D^va, is addressed

as “endowed with all power, the great lord of Dwarawati pura,

sprung from the Vishnu Vausa, with the standard (diraja) of the

golden Garuda; the sun expands the closed petals of the lotos-

like Yadu Kulu, a Trinetra* (Siva) to the Madana-like (Kama)

Malava, the terrifier of the Gurjara raya, causing the Konkana raja

to tremble, the thruster-out of the Hoisala rayas, the restorer of the

Telunga raya, &:c.”i The assumption of the title, Dwarawati pura

varadiswar,^ seems in favour of their common origin with the

Bellalas.

In a grant of Ballam Deva at Happargi, there is a historical

summary of the Kuntal des. After describing it, the statement

continues, “ in which first reigned the mighty race of Pandu, and

after them many others -x- * * * of the Surya vansa became

illustrious * * * * * the Chalukyas,'^ many of whom
having reigned with power, they were overthrown, and the race of

Kalabhurya Bijala obtained celebrity by the strength of their

arms, and reigned for a timej after which, the splendour of the

Yadu Kula became conspicuous like that of Bhima.”'*

Ballam is elsewhere characterised as “ acquiring the whole

Karnatak des,”^ and as making a grant whilst the royal residence

was at Tenavaligi, in Saka 1112. This must have been during his

contests with Bellala, at which time only he is found so far to the

south.®

The grants of his son, Jagatuk Deva, are confined entirely to

the north of the Krishna. One of them is built into the ark, or

citadel, of Bijapur.

His son, Simha Deva, succeeded in 1132, and took advan-

tage of the death of Bellala, which must have occurred not long

afterwards, to extend his power to the south. In various inscrip-

tions, he is described as “ the sun, dispelling the mistlike army of

' Ins. at Maiioli, No. 2 of IV., vol. ii. p. 225. I think, too, that they

adopted the lanshana, or symbol of the tiger, or shardula. The ruins of a magni-

ficent temple, much mutilated, in the fort of Bantapur, and which was, I believe,

of the time of Simha (but I have mislaid a long inscription obtained there),

is covered with the head of the fabulous animal called shardula, or simha,
employed as an ornament in every part.

^ See two Ins. at Mulgi, No. 1 of I., vol. ii., 154.

® The inscription is here rather defaced ; the omissions should probably be
filled up with, “the Ratta Kula became illustrious, and to them succeeded the,” &e.

^ No. 4 of I. vol. ii., p. 159. ^ Ins. at Anigiri, No. 2 of I., p. 156.
® Ins. at Multgi, No. 1 of I., vol. ii., p. 154. Tenavaligi is the modern

Tibhawali, a small Parganah and Kusbah, between Hangal and Kode.
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the Karnatak sovereign,” referring to Bellala, and “the terrifier of

the Kalachuri Raja,‘ as having conquered all hostile kings, and

elevating his chatra or canopy sole upon the earth,® as the lordly

elephant (Gujendra), rooting up the garden of the power of

Hoisala, Bellala, and the Veinatenga (or Garuda) of the serpent

Bhoja, lord of Pannala.”^ In another place, his general, Hon
Bon:nia Deva Sein Adipati, governor of Mulgund, presents him

with “ fourteen elephants, the best of the spoil which he had taken

from Narasimha rassa, with great bravery, in the Konkana, which

he conquered by order of his master, Simha Deva, the subduer

of the South.”* This Nara Simha is most likely the son of Vera

Bellala.

Most of the Simha’s later grants describe him as reigning

permanently at Devagiri, “ conspicuous among the eighty-four

Durgas.”^

The name of his son is not recorded, but he appears to have

died before his father, the latter being suceeeded by his grandson,

Kanner Deva, probably about Saka 1170, and he by his brother,

Mahadeva, in 1182.° The latter frequently assumed the title of

Lord of the South Country, reigning at Devagiri.

His son Ramehunder, who succeeded in 1193, closes the series

of the independent Hindu princes of the Dekkan. In Saka 1216,

the Muhammedans first turned their arms against the south, and

the events that occurred subsequently, are thus related by Ferishta.

“In the year 693 a. h. (1294, a. n.) Saka 1216, Allaood Deen,

after taking leave of the King, (Julalood Deen Feroze Ghiljee), at

Dehly, proceeded towards Kurra, where he enlisted many chiefs of

distinction, who had formerly been dependants of the Bulbun

family. He then marched with 8000 chosen horse, by the nearest

* Ins. at Belgami, in Mysore, No. 3 of III., vol. ii., p. 174. His other

titles in this are, “ the ankoas of the elephant-like Rajds of Gurjara and Malava,

and the confirmer or ally, (sttrapanacharya) of the Telungaraj^,” referring, per-

haps, to the Arrdhra sovereign.

“ Ins. at Manoli, No. 7 of III., vol. ii., p. 177. In this is found, among his

titles, “the sun expanding the lotus-like Jayatuka kula,” in allusion to his

father’s name.
® Ins. at Tehvalli, No. 199, III., vol. ii., p. 191. For an account of Bhoja,

see genealogy of Kolapur Chiefs, and Bombay Transactions, viii., 396.

* Ins. at Rettihala, No. 20 of 111., vol. ii., p. 197.

* Ins. at Yelawal, No. 34 of III., vol. ii., p. 213.

® The last inscription of Simha that has been obtained, is dated Saka 1169; ha

had then reigned thirty-eight years. There are only four relative to Kanner, none

of which mention the year of his reign.
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road, against Ram Dew, Raja of the Deccan, who possessed the

wealth of a long line of kings.'

“ Allaood Deen, arriving on the Deccan frontier, pressed forwards

towards the capital. The first place of any consequence which he

reached, was Elichpoor, where, having made a short halt, to refresh

his army, he moved by forced marches to Dewgur, the lower town of

which was not entirely fortified, the outer wall being incomplete.

When the news of Allaood Deen’s progress reached the Raja, he

together with his son, Shunkul Dew, was absent in a distant part

of his dominions
;
the Raja hastened his return, and endeavoured

to intercept the enemy with a numerous army. For this purpose,

he threw himself between Allaood Deen and the city, and opposed

him with great gallantry, but was eventually defeated, with severe

loss.”

Other authorities quoted by Ferishta offer a somewhat different

account, stating that when the Mohammedans arrived at Devagiri,

the Raja himself was there, but his wife and son were absent on a

pilgrimage. The Raja hastily collected a few followers, and, after

vainly trying to oppose the enemy near the city, retired into the

fort, carrying in a great quantity of sacks belonging to passing

traders, believed to contain grain, but in reality filled with salt.

Allaood Deen took the town and levied heavy contributions on the

merchants, while he vigorously pressed the siege of the fort. Rama
Deva at last offered to buy off the enemy, and agreed to pay him

fifty maunds of gold on condition of his raising the siege. But in

the meantime Shenkul Dev (Shenkar Deva ?) who had been collect-

ing troops in the provinces, approached to attack the Muhamme-
dans

j
and, in spite of his father’s orders to the contrary, who wished

to maintain faith, he attacked Allaood Deen, and, though successful

at the commencement of the action, suffered a complete defeat.

Rama Deva then again offered terms, and was the more urgent

that he only now found his provision was salt instead of grain, and

it was finally agreed that the enemy should retire on receipt of COO

maunds of pearls, two of jewels, 1000 of silver, 4000 pieces of silk,

and “ a long list of other precious commodities to which reason

forbids us to give credit,”^ and that an annual tribute should be

sent to Dehli.

The last condition, however, seems to have been irregularly per-

^ Colonel Briggs supposes Ram Rdjd to have been king of only a part of the

Dekkan, but we have seen from the inscriptions that his power extended from

the Nermada to the country south of the Tungabhadra. Briggs, Ferishta, i.,

304, note.
‘‘‘ Briggs, Ferishta, vol. i., p. 304-8,
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formed, for in a. h. 706, Saka 1228, (a. d. 1306), an army of 100,000

horse, under Mullik Kafoor, surnamed Hagar Dinari, was dispatched

to collect the arrears then due for three years. He was likewise

ordered, at the instance of Kowla Devi, one of Allaood Deen’s (now
king) wives, to secure and bring to Dehli a daughter nameci Dewal
D^vi, by her former husband, Kurrun Raj, Raja of Kandeish, or

some neighbouring country. This princess had been long sought in

marriage by Shenkul Dev, of Devgur, but he being a Mahratta and
she a Rajput, her father refused his consent. In his present ex-

tremity, however, after bravely defending his country, he agreed to

the alliance, and Dewal Devi, then thirteen years of age, was dis-

patched to Devagiri under the escort of Bherm Dev, Shenkul

Dev’s brother.

Kurrun Raj soon after was totally defeated, and fled to Devagiri,

pursued by the enemy. When close to that city Dewal Devi acci-

dentally fell into the hands of a Muharnmedan detachment. She

was immediately sent to Dehli, and subsequently married to Khizr

Khan, the king’s son.'

Meantime Mulik Kafur pressed the siege of Dtivagiri, having

previously subdued a great part of the country, which he bestowed

upon his chief otfleers. Rama Deva soon after submitted. He ac-

companied Mullik Kafur to Dehli, where he was received with dis-

tinction, and reinstated in his government, with the title of Raj Rayan.

Other districts were added to his dominions, among w'hich was

Nansari, in Giigraj, &c.
;
he received a lakh of tunkas for his expenses

in returning home. Rama Deva did not again fail to send the an-

nual tribute to Dehli during his lifetime.®

In the year A. H. 709, Saka 1231 (a. n. 1309), he hospitably

entertained Mullik Kafur and Khawaja Haji at Devagiri on their

march to subdue Warangoli. On leaving them the Muhammedans
are mentioned as entering the Telingana frontier at Indoor. This is

the last mention that occurs of Rama DcH a,® who died the same

year.

The following year the same generals again came to Devagiri,

on their march to the conquest of Dwara Samudra, but finding

Shenkal Dev less friendly than his father had been, they left a de-

tachment at Pytun to keep open their communications whilst occu-

pied in the total destruction of the Belal Yadava, who are styled by

Ferishta Rajas of Karnatak* '

' The loves of the prince and princess are stated by Ferishta to form the sub-

ject of a celebrated Persian poem, by Amir Kliusro Dehlivi.

® Briggs, Ferishta, Vol, i., p. 3C6-9, ^ Ibid. p. 371. * Ibid. p. 373,
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Shenkul Dev showed his aversion to his conquerors more openly

by withholding his annual tribute, which provoked another expedi-

tion against him, and Mullik Kafur a fourth time marched into the

Dekkan in the year a. h. 712, Saka 1234 (a. n. 1312). He seized

Shenkul Dev and put him to death, and laid waste his kingdom

from Dabal and Chauli, to Raichoor and Mudkal, and fixed his

own residence at Devagiri.^

The latter years of Allaood Deen’s reign were embittered by do-

mestic dissensions, which encouraged the numerous conquered pro-

vinces to raise the standard of revolt. Among those who asserted

their independence was Hurpal Dev (Hari Pal Deva), son-in-law of

Rama Deva of Devagiri, who stirred up the Dekkan to arms,® and ex-

pelled a number of Muhammedan governors, and during the troubles

that followed the death of Allaood Deen in a. h. 716, Saka 1238

(a. d. 1316). recovered most of the ancient possessions of his house.

But this success was of short duration. Soon after the succes-

sion of Mubarik Ghilji, he marched in person to the Dekkan, and on

his arrival at Devagiri, Hurpal Dev with his confederates, not even

waiting for attack, fled in dismay. He was pursued, taken, flayed

alive, and his head placed above the gate of his own capital.®

This seems to be the last notice that occurs of the Yadava

dynasty of Devagiri. Their capital was occasionally the scene of the

contests that ensued during the final subjugation of the Dekkan, but

it is only mentioned in the light of a subjugated province* until, in

A. H. 739 (a. d. 1338), Muhammed Toghluk made it the metropolis

of the empire, and removed thither the population of Dehli, giving

it the name of Dawlatabad, which it still retains.®

OF THE NOBLES AND GREAT FAMILIES OF KUNTALA DESA.

The remaining inscriptions in the volume relate, some to the last

great dynasty that existed in Southern India, that of Anagundi or

Vijayanagar, some to the grants made by different local chiefs, and

the remainder to those by village officers or obscure individuals not

deserving of notice, either because the name of the sovereign under

whom they were made is not mentioned, the date not given, &c.

Of the first class (that of the Vijayanagar dynasty), the number
procured is not sufficient to make up a complete series, and more
has already been made known concerning them than can be offered

here. The list in the catalogue explains the names and dates, which

is all the notice that it seems necessary to take of them.

* Briggs, Ferishta, vol. i., p. 378. ^ Ibid. p. 381. ® A. H. 718. It is p. 389.

* ibid. p. 403, 4, 5. ® Ibid. p. 420,
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The next class is deserving of greater attention. Some of the

families therein mentioned, of whom insulated notices have been

obtained, have been considered as independent sovereigns, though

they can only be regarded as great hereditary feudatories. And in

the darkness that overspreads all ancient Hindu history, and the

eagerness with which any well-authenticated name or date is

seized upon to fill up the dreary voids in the records of former days,

it seems particularly useful to ascertain the precise power and rela-

tions of any remarkable names or titles that may be met with.

The Jain Guru of Malkheir, who has already been quoted,

enumerates four great nobles of the first rank as principal feudato-

ries of the Kalyan state, and states generally, that there were besides

sixteen of inferior grade.

The former were :— 1st. Bijalenk Row, of Kalyan pattan, who is

the same with the Vijala of the Kalabhurya Kula mentioned in the

inscriptions.

2dly. Jyt Pal of Amba Jogi. or Jogae Amba. There were origi-

nally five brothers of this family, from whom descended the Pan-

cham Jains, of whom 80,000 in one day became proselytes to

Basavapa, and are now the Pancham Lingayats.

3dly. Tamra dhuaj. Raja of Latur, near Renapur, on the

Manjera.

4thly. Gaudantin Maharaja, of Bhir, near Kolapur. And to

each of these some different office in the household was attached.

The inscriptions, however, make no mention of the second and

third of these. Indeed their localities are so far removed from the

scene where the collection was principally made, that the want of

any record of their existence is not extraordinary.

The most conspicuous names met with in the inscriptions are,

—

1st. The Kalabhurya family, of whom Vijala, or Bijalenk Row,

was the most remarkable individual.

2nd. The Silaharas of Kolapur, Gandaditya or Gandav^ditya;

one of this race is the Gandantin Maharaj of the Guru.

3rd. The Kadambas of Banawassi, one of the oldest and most

distinguished families that occur.

4th. The Rattas of Sughandavati, now Sawandati, or Samadati.

THE KALABHURYAS.

The Kalabhuryas have already been noticed as having overthrown

the ancient house of the Chalukyas to which they had long been

subject. Several inscriptions of the family occur at Ingliswar, near

Mudibshal (now the Jaghir of the Punt Pritti Niddhi). In one of
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these' a grant is made by Sri Karanam Nilkanth Nayaka, with the

permission of * * * * Hegade Arasu, Mahd Mandaleswar, the sun
of the Kalabhurya Kula, lord of Kalanjapur, lord of the five Mahd
Sabdas/ &c. (with the usual style and titles of a dependent noble),

the servant worshipping the feet of Bhulok Malla Chalukya, &e., in

Saka 1051. He is also called Nada Hegade, or lord of the province,

and though his name is effaced in the stone, there can be no doubt

that it must refer to Pennadi Deva, or Jogam Deva, the father or

grandfather of Vijala.

But there appears to have been another family of Kalabhuryas,

whose inscriptions occur at Rone and Sudi, near the Malapahari

river, and of whom I find the following genealogies, of which I had
made a memorandum at the time.

Sankam Dev Arasu of tlie Kalabhurya race, Lord of Kanlangapura, &c.
I

1. Barund Bhapa Vila-am

I

2. Bomendra Pal
I

Bomarasu
I

Simharasu
I

Negalabarasu, married Sriya De'vl

Barunda Bhupa, or Brahmandan Bhupa, married
1. Madevi 2. DemalaDevi

1. Vijala 2. Vikaya
Vagra Ddva.

o

Some difference occurs in another inscription at the third step,

in the line where, instead of Bom Arasu, the name Abarasu occurs,

and his son is designated as Nak arasu Simha Bhupa, which must

be the same as the Simharasu in the former.

2nd. The Silaharas, or Maha Mandaleswars of Kolapur, have been

already made known by the translation of an inscription found,

and published in the Transactions of the Bombay Literary Society.^

Two inscriptions made by Gandaraditya Silahara, in Saka 1057 and

1065, besides incidental notices of them in others, furnish the fol-

lowing genealogies :

—

' Ins. No. 2 of VIII., the Chaluk series, p. 432.

^ Lord of the Pancha mahd sabda, or five great sounds, is a title always joined

with that of mahd mandaldswar, and never with that of the sovereign in any of the

more modern inscriptions. It does, however, occur among the titles of Pulakesi

in the copper inscription of Captain Jervis.

^ By Dr. Taylor, vol. iii., p. 394.

von. IV. D
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Amarindra
I

(

^ T
^

'
.

1. Gouka 2. Bhuvala 3. Klrttlii Rajd 4. Chandriditya

^ ,
o i °

Narasimha

!

(
i i ^

1. Govala 2. Ganga D^va 3. Belial Deva 4, Gandardditva 5. Bhoj R^ja

i i is. 1057-65' i

Vijayaditya

Blioga Dt^-a, S. 1113, (Bombay Trans.

)

S. 1137.

The titles of the family in the above inscription are Gandara-

ditya Deva, Maha Mandaleswar, with the five great Sabdas, the

great lord of Tagarapui*, like Narendra among the Silaharas, boim of

the race of Jimutavahanwa (a name of Indra), with the golden garuda

ensign, a lion in the service of his master, &c. reigning at Walwada/
It was probably against Tijayaditya, the son of Gandaraditya, that

Vijala undertook his last expedition immediately before his assassi-

nation by Basava. The circumstances are thus related by the Vijala

Cheritra :
—" The king having been warned in a dream that his death

approached, sent for his ministers and great officers, and committed

his queen and son to their charge. All obeyed the summons, except

Suri Danda Natha of Kolapurj and Vijala, to punish him, marched

against him. But when he had reached the Bhima, messengers met

him from Kolapur, offering submission, and imploring forgiveness.

The Rajd received them kindly, and sent his minister to settle the

terms. The minister having gone to Kolapur, returned with a false

representation that Suri Danda Natha was bent on resistance, on which

Vijala marched forward and besieged the place. The resistance was

obstinate, but at last Vijala advancing in person, superintended the

sapping of a part of the wall; and having gained an entrance, Suri

Danda Natha submitted, paying tribute and offering gifts.®

In the third inscription of Simha Deva Yadu,® in Saka 1137,

that prince styles himself a Garuda to the serpent-like Bhoja, lord

of Pannala.^ It is remarkable that both the Yadu and the Silahara

had adopted the golden garuda as their ensign, which the prince

seems unwilling to allow to his feudatory.

The most interesting circumstance regarding this family is their

title of Tagara pura varadeswar, which from its geographical position

being laid down by Ptolemy, becomes a point of great importance.

As in the instance, however, of the title of the Kalabhuryas of Ran-

’ Now Walwa, near Kolapur. ^ Vijala Cheritra, Book xii. ® Vol. ii., p. 174,
* Pannala is the hill-fort above Kolapur, a very strong place.
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lanjara ptira Varadeswar, it is probable that the use of the name
of Tagara pfira by the Kolapur chiefs affords no clue whatever to

the real position of this place.'

THE KADAMBAS.

The traditions of this family lay claim to great antiquity, and appa-

rently with some reason, though not to the extent of their pretensions.

An inscription at Kerguderi,^ near Hanjal, gives very full detail

of the genealogy. The founder of the family was Mayura Varma,

who was born on the earth like Siva,^ the subduer of hostile rajas,

the sacrificer of the furious elephant bound to the white stone pillar

of the Himavat mountains, the performer of the Aswa Medha
sacrifice, who brought the eighteen tribes of Durjas or Brahmans from

Ahi chhatra, and fixed them in Kuntalavani, the lord of seventy-

seven Simhasanams, &c.

Mayura Varma De'va

I

Krishna Varma Deva

Naga Varma De'va

Vishnu Varma De'va

I

Mriga Varma D^va

Satya Varma Deva

Vijaya Varma D^va

Jaya Varma Deva

Naga Varma D^va

Santa Varma De'va

I

Kirtthi Varma Deva
I

Aditya Varma De'va

Bhattaya Varma De'va

Jaya Varma Ddva
I

Mayura Varma De'va, S. 956-66
1

(
^ \ ^

1. Mavali D. 2. Tailapa D., 976 3. Santi V. D. 4. Joki D. 5. Vikram D.
I I

I

II
Tailapa De'va, S. 999-1030

° °

I

Namra Bhupa Permadi.

’ A native trader once told me he had passed through a town of this name on
his way from Dharwar to Nagpur, four kos beyond Kalburga. He described it as a

good-sized town, with a bazaar, and a nala near it. But it was most probable

he was mistaken, for had it been in that position it must have been observed by
some European traveller who must have frequently passed that way.

^ Ins. No. 78 of VII,, Chaluk,, vol. 1., p. 308. » gasanka Mavali.

D 2
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Other names oecur subsequent to these in different inscriptions,

as Santi Varma, Taila, Saka 1079, Kama, Sovi Deva, or Someswar,

and Vira Malli Deva, Saka 1163-73, but none of them have been

referred to their exact places in the tree. Tailapa seems to have

been the most powerful of the family in more modern times. He is

described as “ the servant existing at the lotos-feet of Tribhuvana

Malla Vikram, the mahd mandaleswar, lord of the five great sabdas,

lord of Banawassi purj the worshipper of Jayanti Madhukeswar‘

sprung from the Kahamba Chakri, who was born from the eye of

Siva, master of twenty-four cities, whose eye was in the centre of

his forehead, the four-armed, the performer of the Aswa medha;

this ornament of his race, celebrated for the monkey ensign and

the simha signet whilst reigning over Banawassi and Pauungul,

and residing at Pantya pura,* &c.,” permits his Danda Nayaka,

named Iswaram Euja, to make a grant in Saka 1030.^ The aera of

Tailapa Radamba holding the government of the Banawassi pro-

vince is thus clearly established to be from Saka 999 to 1030. The

number of names occurring before his in the genealogy is sixteen,

and allowing thirty years to a generation, we may fix the age of

Mayura Varma about Saka 500 or 520.

It would appear from the inscription given in the Appendix, that

the Kadambas were one of the great tribes or families existing an-

terior to the Chtilukyas, being mentioned as contemporaneous with

the Rattas and Kalabhuryas, and their subjection was probably

effected by Kirtthivarma, who must have lived nearly about the same

time as Mayura Varma. They seem likewise to have asserted a de-

gree of independence during the temporary overthrow of the Chalukya

power, for their reduction is mentioned in the same authority as the

exploit of Vikram I., the grandson of Tailapa Chalukya I.

Mayura Varma is still known by tradition, and is always quoted

by the Haiga Brahmans as the sovereign who introduced them into

Kanara from Ahi Chhatra. When asked, however, where that place

is, they profess their ignorance.

The descendants of Mayura Varma seem to have sunk into in-

significance
j
no mention of them occurring till Saka 95 6, when they

are styled rulers of Panangal. It seems doubtful whether they

could ever be considered as mah5 mandaleswars, as they are

' There is a celebrated temple at Banawassi in commemoration of Madhu
Kaitablia, dedicated to Iswar, and another at the neighbouring town of Anivatti,

sacred to the same deity as Kalabhiswar.
“ I at first thought this to be the old name of Adur, but in the inscriptions at

that place it is written Padiyur.

® Ins. No. 78 of VII., Chaluk, p. 308; also No. 7. do. do. p. 170.
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stated to have been under the subjection of or subordinate to other

superior nobles. Thus Mayura Varma II., in 956, was head of

the Hangal or Panangal alone, under the maha mandaleswar

Sriraan Pegadi Madanaiya, the governor under Jaya Sinha Chdlukya

of Santalgi and Banawassi, whose permission is requisite to con-

firm Mayura Varma’s gi-ant.* Again, in 969, Chamanda Raya
Mah4 Mandaleswar, lord of Banawassi, is the Kadamba superior

and in 997 we find them still confined to the little district of

Hangal under Ganga Permadi Bhuneka Vira Udayaditya Raja,

lord of Kolapiira and of Nandagiri, with the Gajindra ensign, &c.,

ruling over Banawassi, Santalgi, Mandala, and the eighteen

Agraharas, by appointment of Bhuneka Malla Chalukya.^

In Saka 999, however, Tailapa Kadamba became governor of

Banawassi and Panangal, and' as this is the commencement of

the reign of Vikram II., it is not impossible that the Kadamba chief

received the dignity as a reward for assisting Vikram to dethrone

his brother. From this time the Kadamba grants continue to be more

numerous, but are confined entirely to Banawassi, Sunda, and

Hangal, &c.

THE RATTAS.

Most of the inscriptions regarding this family occur at Samadati,

near Purgshur. They were of the Jain faith, and had the following

titles :—Mah^ Mandaleswar Katviryarasu, with the five maha sabdas,

the great lord of Attalur pur, trivati turya nirgoshanam, with the

elephant signet, and the golden hawk and crocodile ensign, the sun

of the Ratta Kula, whose genealogy is as follows :

—

Nanna Bhup

Vir Kartarasu, or Kala Sen Bnp

1. Yama Bhup 2. Kama Bhup 3. Katavh-iya

A I
I

Sankarasu, S. 970 Sx’i Sen Bhup, S. 979

,

^

i

Kama Bhup Sankamahisa
I

I

Katviryarasu, 1019.

Some other names of great nobles occur, but not sufficiently

identified with any particular place to give them much interest.

Among these may be instanced Vir Vikrama and his brother

' Ins. at Adur, No. 10 of IV., Chaluk., vol. i., p. 34. Ditto, No. 2 of V., p. 52.

^ Ins. at Madur and Belgavi, Nos. 8 and 9 of V., Chaluk., p. 62, 3,

3 Ins. at Belgavi, No. 10 of VI., Chaluk., vol. i., p. 145.
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Yutanrapal, mahd mandaleswar governing Gutawalal, now Gutal,

on the Tungabhadra. He is styled the great lord of Ujjayani-pur,

with the banian-tree signet, and the Vijaya standard, &c.; also a

powerful family at Puttudkal, near Badami; Kartaviryarasu,

governor of Belgave, under Ramachandra Yadu of Devagiri, &c.

Appendix, No. I.

Abstract of an Inscription at Yevur, or Ye-ur, in the Nizam’s ter-

ritory, on an upright stone at the Temple of Basavana, on the

north side of the village.

The sunj the moon; two sitting figures; thelingam; a cow and calf.

“ Salutation to the varaha form of Vishnu, who dried up the bright

sea, and took up the afflicted earth on his right tusk.

Also to Tribhuvana Malla, lord of the earth, the pure, the limpid

fountain of honour, who became illustrious in the world.

Likewise 'to these celebrated princes, Vishnu verddhana Vijita-

ditya, and many other regal jewels who have been produced in the

earth, commended throughout the world, who were of the Mana-
vyasa Gotra, the children of Hariti, who received the distinguished

gift of the white canopy from Kounsik;‘ who are supported by the

seven mothers* who obtained the lofty present of the peacock fan

from Kartikeya,® and the club ensign (Kunta dwaja), and the boar

signet (varaha lanshana) from the eminent favour of Bhagawan
Narayana, who subdued all their enemies in an instant, the refuge

of the whole world and of the inhabitants thereof.^

Such was the Chdlukya race, the preservers of the splendour of

Nata; the strong-armed achieving conquest by their bow-strings

* This is now borne by the Sbenkar Cbarti Swaini, the Guru of the Smartha

BrSlimans.

* The Saptati Matrab, or seven Saktis, are Brabmi, Mabe'swari, Komnari,

Varsbiiuvi, Varabi, ludrani, Cbamuucli. * Sbennnikb.
® The Solauki Gotraebarya, as given by Colonel Tod, differs wbollj’ from this

enumeration of the Cbalukya titles, viz. : IMadwani Saeka ; Bardwaj gotra ; Gurb
Lokoti nekas; Saraswati nadi; Sbamveda; Kapliswar D(?va; Karduman Rike-

swar; Teon Purwar zenar ; Keonj De\d ; Maipal putra. I. 97.

In another inscription is the following verso : “ Who shall relate the praise, the

eminence, of the former Cbiilukyas, who acquired the Ma\aira Dwaja from Tara-

kaveiri (Sbenmukb), the Varaha mudra from Padma loebana (Vishnu), the lofty

chhatra from Bhagavat Katiyayani, and with these insignia governed the world.

Nagari, p. 107.
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over the great power of the inimical Kadambas, lofty powerful heroes

to conquer, but not to be overcome, destroyers of the authority of

the Ratta Kulas and of the Kalabhuryas.

In this race fifty-nine princes were born, having supported the

kingdom and passed away, at Ayodyapura and other places
j
and in

this race also sixteen reigned conspicuously in the Dekkan or

South.

Certain generations of enemies then intervened, when again the

Chalukya vansa recovered their former possessions.

The flower of the shoot from the Chalukya tree became the

retiring place in which Latchmi reposed herself. Like a thunder-

bolt to the mountain of his enemies, or a god subduing the Dyts,

the sword of Jaya Sinha Walaba, celebrated in true history,

destroyed the firmly-established recent kings.

He overcame the army of 800 elephants of the son of the

moon of the Ratta Kuta Kula, named Ki’ishta. He destroyed that

prince, with his army of 500 elephants. Thus the goddess of

royalty (raj Lachmi) was attained by the Chalukya race.

To him was born Ranna Ragaha, desirous of attaining the feet

of Hara by his good deeds
j

desirous of battle, of breaking the

innumerable squadrons of the cavalry of his enemies, in which

the swift strong horse, surmounted by his rider, is like unto an

elephant.

His son was Pulakesi, the great lord of Watipipura, with a

beautiful and pleasant countenance like that of Nishudan.^

To describe the praise of this Pulakesi, his body was like that of

one whose hair stands (or bristles) up (kalita)
;
he was the en-

courager of the learned; the performer of the Aswa medha sacrifice,

distributing gifts of horses, elephants, and 2000 grants of land.

His son was

Kirtthi varma, the bright light of whose fame filled the earth

like a dwelling place, the axe of this Radamba pillar occupying the

whole of the kingdom of Nala, which was w'ithout end, reaching

from earth to Niriyan.

His brother was the fierce Mangal-isa, seizing upon the princes

of the earth and ravishing the power of the Kalabhuryas or Kala-

churis like a thunderbolt.

The son of his elder brother, with his family, succeeded to the

kingdom of that Mangalis, who, governing the earth with righte-

ousness, obtained the name of Satya Sri. Thus it happened in

the Chalukya race.

1 Vishuu.
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He overcame the kings in all the four quarters, kings with more

than 100 chariots
j
the jewel of the sea of good qualities, his aspect

was the refuge of goodness.

To him was born Amara, the earth-lord, repressing the rajas

contained within the boundaries protected by the Amaras (or tute-

lary deities of the earth).

His son, like a necklace of jewel-resembling- qualities, famed for

the strength of his arm, was Aditya Varma, the acquirer of virtue,

like the sea in splendour and excellence.

His son was Vikramiiditya, who acquired the earth by his

bravery. To him was born Yudh Malla, a prince in war like

Yama.

His son was Vijay^ditya, rushing into the fight alone, notorious

throughout the four worlds, like Arjuna in conquest; his son was

Vikramaditya, and his Kirtthivarma. After him the lord of the

Chalukya power was

The son of the brother of Vikramaditya, famed like Bhuna,

destroying his enemies; from whom came Taila Bhupa Vikrama-

ditya Bhupati. His son was Bhima Raja, terrifying his opponents.

Eujana was born to him, for the enjoyment of Chalukya

authority, the thunderbolt of Krishna Nandana; to him was born

Vijit^ditya, dazzling his opponents; a Vikramaditya in goodness,

who married Bouta Devi, daughter of Lachmana Raja, the orna-

ment of the Bheda Vansa.

To them, as to Wasudeva and to Devaki, was born Wasudeva,

and to the mountain-daughter (Parvati) and the crescent-supporter

(Siva) was produced Gohari (Shenmukh). So was Taila Bhupam,
surnamed Vikramaditya, to Vijitaditya and Bouta Devi. He ac-

quired the little raj of the Ratta Kulas, which had again overspread

the land, a race proud and regardless of their gurus, whose rajas

this sprout of the royal tree destroyed and cut to pieces at the

Ramnasthamba
;
born like the Varaha awatar for the preservation

of the Chalukya Raj, snatching it from the Ratta Kula, as the earth

was taken from the offspring of the Diti (Narkasura). He likewise

humbled Chalya and many other princes, &c.

The wife of Tailapa was Sri Jakabya, and their son Satya Sri,

who married Ambeki Devi. His brother was Dasa varma, whose

wife was Bhagavati Devi, and to them was born Vikramdditya, who
broke the strength of the Kadambas.

His brother was the Jaggateka Malla, whose name was Jaya

Simha Raja.

His son was Ahawa Malla D^va, who, like an elephant in a
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garden of plantains, trampled on the lords of Malava, of Chola, and

of Kanya kubja, and gained a fame like that of Tailapa, overcoming

the most powerful of his enemies, and acquiring a fame like that of

Arjuna.

His son, the ornament of the Chalukya race, was Bhuneka
Malla, and his brother Vikramaditya Deva, surnamed Tribhavana

Malla, because he exacted homage from all worlds. They were like

Hari Balaram and Soumitra Rama.

This genealogy of the Chalukya Chakravarti race is copied from

a Tambar sasana
;

let them be honoured.

The inscription then continues in the composition of the modern
writer ;

—“ May Latchmapati Parvati pati, and Vakapati, preserve

Ravi Deva the chief of the army.”

He then shortly recapitulates the Chalukya vansavali, descendants

from Brahma, who was produced in the lotos that sprang from the

navel of Narayana, famed for the varaha avatar. “In which race

many heroes having been born, Taila the Kali (of his time) was

produced, constantly opposing his enemies; whose son was Dasa

Varma, to whom was born the far-famed Vikrama, whose brother

was Jaya Sinha Wallaba, whose fame is perpetual. His son was

Ahawa Malla, and his Someswar, whose younger brother Kali

Vikram brought the foreheads of Rajas to his feet.”

The inscription then details the grant made in his reign, &c.
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Art. II.

—

History of Tennasserim, by Captain James Low, Madras

Army, M.R.A.S., &c. &c.

{Continuedfrom Vol. III., page 336.)

CHAPTER IX.

LANGUAGES.

The people of this coast are of three distinct classes,—the Burman,

the Mdn, and the Karean, and they are distinguished also by speak-

ing different languages. The Burmans of Mergui speak a dialect of

the language of Ava, as do those of Tavoy.

The Mdns use the P'hasea M6n, or Pegu language, which is quite

distinct from the Burman, and the Karean tribes have languages

peculiar to themselves.

The Burman language is already known to the world, from two

grammars and a dictionary of it, which were published in Bengal.'

The Tavoy dialect is that, which under the title of “ Burma,'' has

been treated of in “ Leyden s Comparative Vocabulary of the Burman,

Siamese, and Malayan Dialects."

The Tavoy character differs in a slight degree from that used in

Ava.

The Siamese language, which once prevailed in Tannau, is now
only spoken by a few Siamese settlers.

The Mdns employ the same character nearly as the Burmans,

and so do the people of North Laos; but it would not be easy to

show which of these nations was the original adopter or fi’amer of it.

The Karean dialects lean to the Siamese.

The Peguan language being that in most general use next to the

Burman tongue, a few observations on it may be here offered.

THE PEGUAN, COMMONLY TERMED THE MAN, OR MON
LANGUAGE.

This is the language at present spoken in Pegu, and is appa-

rently unconnected with the Ava or Burman, and considerably re-

moved from the Thai or Siamese language, excepting, perhaps, in so

far as respects the genuine characteristics common to all the Indo-

Chinese tongues.

' One by Dr, Carey, and another by Dr, Judsou, The Dictionary by Dr,

Judson,
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The Man seems to be neither so purely monosyllabic, nor so

nicely intonated as the Thai. But its radical monosyllables have a

close resemblance to those of the latter
j
and a great number are

common to both, although the signification in each is intrinsically

different,—thus :

Suong, in Man, means drink. In Thai, if, provided.

Chep, in Man, taste. In Thai, sick.

Kla, in Mdn, means tiger. In Thai, hold, brave.

That the Mdn is further removed from the Burman than the

Siamese has been concluded from personal inspection, and from my
having found the Burmans, who were questioned on the subject, and

into w'hose hands a vocabulary of the two languages was put, totally

unable to comprehend above a very few vocables. They could not

ev’en enunciate Mdn words, from seeing them written, although the

character does not much differ from their own. This is the natural

consequence of the Pali alphabet having originally been tortured to

suit a language for which it was never designed.

The orthography of the Mdn words in the Burma character, and

as exhibited here in the Roman letters, will be found, from a similar

cause, at some degree of variance. The latter will be observed to

convey (as nearly as our alphabet will admit of) the true powers of

the letters and vocables of the Man.

The final sounds are very fickle, such as, where p is changed to

m, h used for t soft, p for b, t for d, and r for I, h for s, and

gli for ah.

The following seem to be final consonants of the Man Colloquial

Medium ;

t, p, k, h, m, n, (strong nasal) n, ng.

The voice is frequentlj”^ and suddenly suspended at the end of a

word, even where the short (° mark) h is not used.

The alphabet is divided into five series, with ten single letters.

It appears from the above list, that the Man has two final conso-

nants more than the Thai is possessed of, while it trusts to a nearly

similar system with that of the Thai for its initial, medial, and final

vowels.

The final vowel simple sounds ai’e fifteen^ in number
j
and the

compound I am inclined to state at twenty-four. The medials

appear to be also twenty-four in number.

The Man admits of the follov/ing colloquial combinations of

letters, which are foreign to the Thai, viz : h before consonants
j

Independent of ou, om, ah, ah.
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hlai (clai) barter; h,moh, stone; hmain, prince; (mn) mni'k (pin-

nih) person; (kn) knok, great; hn, hndng mo-ei, a star; bl, as in

bloai-liieit, earth and sky; dap blungat, bald head. And also a fre-

quent use of the nasal French n, knoei, far. Ko-ein, day; Hein, a

house.' And the French u or oo (both hard and soft) recurs much
oftener than in the Thai

;
dung, country

;
khlung, high

;
pung,

rice. It is also combined with other diphthongs, in a manner not

often found in the Thai, and not easily conformable to our organs

of speech. These are rapidly pronounced; hlu-ein mnih, a hired

servant; kldeit, a pig. Some vowel terminations resemble the

Hindustani guttural gh, thus : kaa, to give, is pronounced like kagh.

However great the claim of the Man to originality may be, when
compared with the languages spoken in the countries betwixt Pegu

and China, and the Burman language
;

still it most unequivocally

betrays its alliance at some remote period with the Chinese Man-
darin Colloquial Medium, in applying to its monosyllables a system

of tones differing only in frequency and intensity from that used in

the latter; thus duh, hatred; dilh, ripe, as fruit; wut, forget; wut,

young (female)
;

klung
,
come klung, hoaX.

The following are some words selected from the Vocabulary as

closely resembling each other, to which are added a few Malay and

Pali words. The words within the parenthesis are not considered.

Max. Thai Yai. Mai.ayoo. Pali. English.

chep . . chim .. chum Taste.

rup . rop - - rupa . rupa Face. Form.

Arre ulr •• (iai>) .. uruk . sura Spirits.

Kuttain .... po .. Kuttam Crabs.

Kappau .

.
pull Lime.

Sum Srum.. • (ngo) .. ular . Sappa Snake.

ISIau^fanfa .. . thoei .. mangko Cup.

Sa mut . mot . . Simmut Ant.

Tha . than" .. (So wan na) Gold.

ba sae •• (lek) .. bissi Iron.

Krit . Krit .. Kris Dagger. Kris.

N{pan . Saivan — .. Surga . Ni'phan Heaven.

Tehareulr .

.

. Narok — .. Naraka . Naraka Hell.

AVain .. len Play. Game.

Sampan j
ru-a

1 Sampan .

.

1
Sampan.... .. Nawa Boat.

The Pali is also the sacred text of the Mans, and of consequenee

their language is much interpolated with words transferred from it.

' Nearly the pronunciation of the third person plural of the P, of the Indicat.

of the Hindustani verb, to be ;
hueen, hein,
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The article in the Mdn follows (as in the Thai) the noun
;
ha a

hmoh mo-ei, give me a stone. It does not appear that generic parti-

cles are so much affected in defining nouns as in the Thai and Ma-
laya ^ chauh mo-ei, one tree; mnih mo-ei, one person; cho-ei moei,

one straw; hein mo-ei, one house. In the following instance a

suffix is used, loeit mo-ei chang, a book, or, book one writing.

The indefinite article is not expressed,

a a hein, go to the house.—Hein hmain, the king’s house.

Mdn nouns have no inflections to distinguish the gender, num-
ber, or case.

Hein mo-ei, a house.—Mnih krauh mo-ei, a man.—Kon hmain

preau mo-ei, a princess.—Cheh or (kyeh) kratih mo-ei, a horse.

—

Kon mnih, a child.—Krauh, boy.—Pria, girl.

Particles supply the place of inflection in these instances :—and

again,

Kla krauh, a tiger.'—Kla prea-au, a tigress.—Kuchim krauh, male

bird.—Kuchim preau, female bird.

Affixes also point out the cases, but are sometimes omitted.

Thus,

Mnih kuttaun nu hein; the man fell from the hou.se.—Oai

klung nu Tewai; I came from the country of Tavoy.—Kldeing

kldng hein
;
many men come to the house.—Kit ne-ung ka oei

;

give another to me.

To form the Plural, reduplication of the noun is had recourse to,

or particles are affixed, thus :

Kuchim kuchim; birds.—Hein kld-irig-, many houses.—Krop
6n,few things.

Pronouns do not appear so numerous as in the Thai.

o-ei doeit a a.—I wish to go.

o-ei hti tein.—I don’t know. (I, not know),

pu-eh mnih hd\i,\ish.—Thou art not (a) good man
Pu-eh a a.—Go thou.

Deh mnih hnok khah.—He is a good man.
Kund-i a a pha-at.—All the apes go, i. e. they (the apes go)

Kyait kldng.—Come you.

Kyait a-a proh proh.—Go you quickly, or you go quickly.

Oei du-eit kyait.—Your (majesty’s) slave; or, simply. Sir.

—

In reply to a question.

Tulakun Chia pung.—His highness eats his dinner (rice).

Mnih kdh rau ?—Who is that person ?

Hein peh ya la r&u ?—Where is your house ?

Moei chi tak rau ?—What (o’clock) time is it ?
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Ko-ein Kattau.—It is mid-day.

San mo-a chi.—How many dollars ?

Kit i-at ka oei.^—Bring clothes (to me.)

Nu Id klung.—Whence come ?

Adjectives are easily compared, by having words denoting in

crease placed after them.

COMPARISON,

1. Hein kali kani.—A good house. 1. Mnili koh k’hah.—He is a good person.

2. Hein kah ngi.—A better house. 2. Mnfli koh khah kam.—That person is

3. Hein kah klling.—Thebest house. better.

3. Mnili koh khah ngee.—Still better.

Mnih koh k’hah sam pha at.—That

person is best, (lit. better than all.)

The adjective follows the substantive, and the verb the ad-

jective.

Adjectives are compounded. Mnih puttaik hong, the brave

hearted; Pruh that, noise; Saat saat, slow.

The verb seems simple. It follows the pronoun, and precedes

the noun and adjective.

Present. o-ei chi'a, I eat; Kyeit a a hein hme'm, you go to the

palace (the king’s house)
;

delr krip proh proh, he

runs fast; oei klung ddng Tawai, I come (or came)

from the country of Tavoy.

Past. The adverb precedes the verb thus : deh hd kyddn, he

did not survive
;
deh hu ket, he does not want it.

And it is placed between the simple pronoun and one (or the

same) representing our oblique case.

A orist Potential.

Passive. Future.

Imperatively.

Participially.

deh kliing tak oei.—They (all) heat me.

oei hu tong man.—I cannot leap.

oei cliii man lep.—I can write.

o-ei dii-eit a a raka luk,huu.—I wish to go, Sir.

o-ei du-eit ku-ie pldu ra.—I shall be sick.

Kyeit a a ra.—You may go.

Cln'a arra,—Having eaten.

Passively.—Here the direct expression of the action as affecting

the noun is preferred. Klaau kdt pagoa, the dog bites the cat.

Otherwise auxiliaries are used,—thus : deh teh tak, he got a beating.

The numerals have been ah."eady exhibited. They follow the

noun in most instances.

Adverbs are generally placed before the verb to which they refer,

Hmein tait a a munghet dong the king is gone without the fort.

—

Ala a a-, where (are you) going?

—

Oei limmdh Klung
j

I am just
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now arrived.

—

KMng taup taup oei

;

come with me.

—

Sang kUng

h'ung

;

across the river.

—

Kroj) hnoh ka o i

;

give another to me.

I have not had an opportunity of inspecting any authentic

poetical woi’ks in the Man language.

The following couplets were orally communicated to me by a

Meng Man. They are in a popular style, and nearly resemble, in

their spirit, the Malayan Pantun. The stanzas are composed of

verses containing three lines of four words each, and without rhyme.

Their verses generally contain trite allusions and obscure metaphors,

admitting, in the latter case, some latitude of interpretation.

The recitative of the Mans resembles that of the Siamese, and

in it, the language is much softened.

Couplets addressed by a Lover to his Mistress.

1 .

Y \i kya yu t’nd.

Yu tlio yu sang.

Rum peng oei ngi.

1 .

A customary invocation of tlie Gods and Dei-

ties, previous to undertaking a journey or a

voyage.

2 .

Yod mein ti pre-au

Kau ngi au Kiclian.

Kupung ngiin ngi.

2.

My beloved remains at home.

How can I endure the thoughts of separation ?

My very soul is parched with grief.

3.

Ngai mang dai hein.

Hmain ka pa koei.

Hoh rong o-ei ko-ein.

3.

You will remain at home, my love, while I am
forced to leave you, like a timid mouse at the

mercy of the cats.

4 .

Hau a a than bu-i.

Bu-i ka la poll.

Koh rong-oei ko-eing.

4 .

I go to prove the boisterous sea.

Dangers attend me—but my soul is over-

whelmed with the grief alone of separation

from thee.

CHAPTER X.

MUSIC.

The Burmans and Peguers delight in music. They sing ge-

nerally in a high key , thus imitating the Chinese taste. Their

vocal music therefore, to au European ear, appears to arise from a

strained and unnatural effort.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

The following instruments are used on occasions of ceremony,

and in processions, and may be called the “ out of door band.” In

it the Sein is generally the leading instrument

:

1. Segi. The bass drum.

2. Ozi. A small drum which is held under one arm and is

beaten by the hand. It is a tenor drum.

3. Si. A drum, which in size is betwixt the Segi and the Ozi.

4. Kiwein. Small metal gongs of different sizes, ranging up to

two octaves.

5. Hnc. A brass trumpet or harsh dissonant clarionet, having

a wooden six-holed flute attached to its upper orifice. This is

moveable, and is pulled out to a sufficient length when the instru-

ment is to be played. A number of mouth-reeds, of different sizes,

are suspended from the top of the flute. The sound greatly re-

sembles that of the Pipe of the North

;

and were a pibroch to be sent

forth from it in one of the deep valleys amidst the Tavayan moun-

tains, it is possible, that even a Child of the Mist might, in listen-

ing to it, be rapt in imagination to a Highland glen.

6. Pillu-f. A flute made of one joint of bamboo
j
and reaching

to a third.

7. Pekkwe or Yegwin. Cymbals of different sizes.

8. Wa le kau. Pieces of split bamboo, with which time is kept.

9. Sein. A circular frame, having many small drums suspended

from it. These compass about two octaves.

THE CONCERT BAND, OR AUYEN. (Vide Plate.)

] . Saun. A harp, having thirteen silken strings.

2. Magyaun. The Alligator. It has three brass-wire strings.

3. Thro. A three silken stringed violin, with a very curved

bow, bent with horse hair.

4. Pilluf. The flute before described.

5. Hne. The trumpet.

6. 6. 6. Ye-gwin. Cymbals of four different sizes,

7. Ozi, the tenor drum.

8. Segf.

The bands have leaders, who play the chief instruments, which

are any one of the first three numbers.
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1. Saun.

2. Magyauii.

3. Thrd.

VOL. IV.

7. Ozi.

8. Segd.

4. PilMi.

5. Hni.

6. Ye-gwin.

E
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The following specimens of Burman, Siamese, and Malayan
Music will save the reader the trouble of conjecturing the relative

degrees of proficiency in the art* attained by these people. The
song given is a favourite one with the Tavoy fair. It is almost too

idiomatic to admit of any, except a burlesque version in English.

ME PYU.

1. 0 PjTi,

2. Tabyen bya bein kain

d’hu

3. Then yu wen gd md
4. Then yu wen gd m6.

SONGS.

THE LOVER.®

1. “O Maiden fair,” in dark saloon,

2. Why toil at spinnuig wheel ?

3. Come let us go before the noon,

4. Its burning rays we feel,

5. And gather crackling miderwood,

6. With which to cook the evening’s food.

1. Ten ze pi kya

2. Tha hmui hla 1.

3. Ben ngapyo tlii ne 2.

4. Thamen ku 3.

5. Si byo thi nd 4.

6. Tamen ku men. 5.

1. O Pyu

2. Beit taun thu la 1.

3. Kalun la 2.

4. Hnin pan panza ma. 3.

4.

5.

6.

THE MOTHER.

O daughter, whence that heavy load.

So soon cast at my feet ?

’Tis plain no wooer crossed your road ;

Come eat this plantain sweet.

This seedless® plantain eat.

THE LOVER.

0 Maiden fair—O Maiden fair,

1 pray you tell me soon.

Breathe you the Mergui mountain-air.

Or that of forest-wreathed Kalun

;

Pandanus flowers your locks entwine,

O Gods ! if such bright pearls were mine !

1. Hnin pan md md
2. Kyui so zo

3. Do galo pan bo pd.

THE MAID.

1. With flowers my hair is gaily bound,

2. To gather them I much have toiled,

3. Before these brilliant gems I found,

4. My brow with dust and heat was soiled,

5. If you in hjineneal bowers,

6. Desire your maiden fair to see ;

7. Come pay the price of these bright flowers ;

8. This shall my only answer be.

’ I am indebted for the Burman music to Lieut. Sherman, Madras Infantry,

who has also favoured me with some useful information, regarding the state of

and improvement on the Tennasserim Coast, since I left it, in Sept. 1825. The
Siamese and Malayan airs have been set to music by Che Draman, an inhabitant

of Penang, who has been long known to the settlement as their Niel Gow ; and

Lieutenant Sherman has also favoured me by revising thepa.

® The popularity of these words depends on their idiomatic peculiarity of

expression ; any translation of them, therefore, into English must have a burlesque

effect. They have little of poetry in them.

® The original has “seedy plantain,” in allusion to that fruit being given to

children on account of its nutritious quality.
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Cha lok lo-ang.
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The King of Siam’s March, or Phriy a dun.
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BURMAN AIR.

SET FOR A THIRD FLUTE OR FLAGOLET.

Moderaio. Set by T. S. S.
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N.B.—In playing the above Air great attention must be paid to the dotted

notes and slurs, to give them their natural effect. They, if played on a third

flute, sound precisely like that of the Burmese, and will agree with any of their

instruments.
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Dondang Malayu.
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Sumbawa China.
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2. Rangkong sudali kring mata sudah menguntn.
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Susah hati.

Bujang Sulong.
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Naik tingka battu pitte gunda rusa.
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CHAPTER XL

SITUATION OF MARTABAN AND TENNASSERIM, POLITICALLY VIEWED WITH RE-

FERENCE TO BRITISH, BURMAN, AND SIAMESE INTERESTS ALSO A COMPARATIVE

VIEW OF INDIAN AND INDO-CHINESE MILITARY STRENGTH, AND PECULIAR MODES

OP WARFARE.

Politically viewed, the possession of Martaban must ever be

deemed of primary importance by the holders of Pegu. The Bur-

mans are therefore perfectly aware of its value as a frontier line, and

as offering the key to Siam. But by the late cession of part of it, they

and the Siamese, in one point of view, have fairly been gainers
j
an

assertion which can hardly be denied after an inspection of the map.

The great San-lun (Sanlun or Sanluen) river, running nearly in a

•south direction from the high range of mountains which bounds

Siam, forms a well-defined line of demarcation betwixt the Burraan

territory and that part ceded to the British. They have retained

the fortified town of Martaban, and the whole population on the

north bank of the river. The ceded territory on the south bank,

and lying within the province, had been for years of no value to the

Burmansj and had, although once containing a numei’ous popula-

tion, been fairly abandoned to the inroads of the Siamese. This

tract is now the strongest defence of both of these people, and will

be so while they keep at peace with the British
j

for the latter can-

not admit Siamese or Burman troops to pass through their territory

to attack each other, while peace remains an object. Had the

Siamese not doubted the ability of the British to contend with Ava,

they would assuredly have been sooner prepared to take advantage

of our successes, by attacking and securing Tavoy and Mergui at the

least for themselves. Their proceedings were luckily too clumsy,

wavering, and slow, to enable them to anticipate the British detach-

ments which took these places. Their pride and ambition were

equally mortified, at the very time that their implacability towards

the Burmans was gratified by the result. But their subsequent

conduct showed, that they chiefly aimed at aggrandizing themselves

without any serious risk
;
and it was on several occasions of so

dubious a cast, that they were justly believed to be enemies rather

than friends to the British.

Colonel Smith, who had been sent to negotiate with the generals

of their army lying above Martaban, found them lavish of promises,

but slow to evince a sincere disposition to co-operate. He had
permitted the chiefs to send over parties to purchase provisions in

VOL. IV. G
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the bazar of Martaban
j
and it was found out soon after, that an

alarming number had on various pretences remained in the townj

and one man, in a fit of intoxication, had boasted that it would soon

be in possession of their army.

Captain Williamson, who succeeded Colonel Smith, was there- v

fore under the necessity of forthwith ordering every Siamese out of

the place. After that time, several Burmans had privately stated,

that a project was, at the period alluded to, in agitation by indivi-

duals (Burmans, and Peguers in their interest), to murder all the

European officers, and to introduce the Siamese to the towns, who '

were not to appear in the business, but to give out that on learning

the event, they had hurried to assist their friends the English. No '

public investigation of this matter took place, but it will serve to
|

show the degree of caution with which their proffered friendship, at

any time, should be viewed.

Their army, on learning the check which General Cotton had ,

met with on the first attack of Dennobyd, which was rapidly !

reported all over the country, and may have reached them a !

week or ten days after that event, suddenly broke off their con- i

ferences with Colonel Smith, without assigning any reason, and

retreated towards Siam. At this retrograde movement, his Siamese

majesty was much displeased, and directed the general to return to

the confines of Martaban. A party of about 1000 men lay en-

camped on the right of my route, from Wakru to the townj and

their scouts, on seeing the advanced Sepoys of my party, fled pre-

cipitately, supposing, probably, that they formed a piquet of a large

body.

There is one point of their conduct requiring attention. It is

clear that amongst other objects, they aimed at setting up the

ancient M6n or Pegu dynasty. They were aware that the prince,

who, through their interposition and aid should be placed upon the

throne, would, from feelings both of gratitude and of interest, admit

Siamese officers to civil and military offices, and that Siam, in fact,

would virtually govern. It is well known that the Siamese then

.

used every means in their power to conciliate the M6ns ; and that
,

although they prevented many of that nation (who had been stolen

or kidnapped on former occasions,) from returning to their country,

yet they treated them with as much, or greater consideration, than

they did their own people. In various letters addressed to British

authorities, while serving in the Burman war, the Siamese court

affirmed that it had permitted all the Peguers, who chose it, to

return home; but it is known that the most effective part of the ^
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Siamese standing army was then/ as it probably is at this very

moment, composed of Peguers (who are the Meen of M. de la

Loubhre, or Ming M6ns), that the whole did not exceed 3,000 men
5

and the army not 10,000, and that without mercenaries their force

would have been reduced to raw militia conscripts. It is not, how-

ever, believed that these Peguers are much attached to the Siamese

government
5
and it is supposed that the detention of their families

by the latter alone ensures their fidelity.

Upon three several occasions during the war, when a great alarm

was created in Bankok, by a false report that a fleet of British ships

was in the river, when the people were preparing to fly with their

effects, and troops were hastily got together ; certain symptoms are

said to have indicated that the Pegu part of the army had not only

no disposition to engage in the then expected contest, but was in-

clined to turn against the government.

The king, it was affirmed, talked of submission, while his courtiers

said, “ If the country is to be taken from us, we ought not to forego it

without a struggle to save our honour." After the alarms above

noticed, they began to construct chain-works to throw across the

river. But such an attempt would have more betrayed their igno-

rance than placed serious obstacles in the way of vessels navigating

it; and indeed the project was afterwards abandoned. The opinions

elicited by the aspect of affairs, and offered by me when employed

as envoy to Ligor, in 1824, were not shaken by subsequent events,

for the Siamese were not found of any service during the Burman
war. They blusteringly came forward with quivers full of warlike

words and promises, at a period when the “golden feet” could

barely balance his tottering tiara, and proffered their aid to_,“ exter-

minate the Burmans;" for this was their expression in reply to a letter

addressed by the Siamese court, to Colonel Smith at Rangoon.

Such an offer was in accordance with a demisavage state, and

pointed out the horrid evils which would have ensued, had an army

of Siamese been allowed an opportunity of settling an account of

several centuries of revenge in the heart of Burma.

It could hardly, however, have been supposed, that even had

they been willing to assist the British, any serious diversion could

have been made in the direction of Martaban; the roads to Avafrom
that province are not practicable until the middle of November, and

to have sent a Siamese army through Pegu would only have enabled

it to follow in the train of the British in their advance on Ava; and

would certainly have proved detrimental to the British interests in

G 2

' 1825.
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the lower provinces, and obnoxious to the desire expressed by

General Sir A. Campbell, of conciliating the Peguers and Karean

tribes
j

for the Siamese would never have been able to proceed with-

out plundering the people who had obtained British protection. The

only quarter in which a diversion could have been effected with a

Siamese force, was either that of the eastern or north-eastern

frontier of Ava. The Siamese have easy aecess to the Martaban

province by the route of the Phra Songchd, or three Pagodas, and

by another pass still further to the northward, in the same province.

The Siamese are an aspiring race, yet wanting in adequate

means to realize highly ambitious projects. An increase to such

means as they do possess, seems to be an inevitable consequence

of the late war with Ava, and this without any aequisition of ter-

ritory in the direction of that state. While the Burman sway over

its neighbours shall remain suspended, Siam will have leisure to

strengthen herself and improve her resources
j
and as the military

spirit of the Burmans has been checked for a season by the suc-

cesses of the British, and their future condition is likely to be much
more circumscribed than it has ever been since they became a con-

quering people, it is reasonable to suppose that Siam may in time

rise to the first rank amongst Indo-Chinese States.

She will not then perhaps find it convenient to extend herself

westward, but the Malacca Peninsula, exclusive of the British pos-

sessions, lies before her an easy prey, unless British influence be

interposed to check them. These last may not be endangered, but

they will certainly be exposed to annoyance from misunderstand-

ings with the Court of Bankok, in reference to relations or existing

treaties with Malayan R^jas. Siam will likely also turn her atten-

tion to Camhoja, and the tributary States of Laos, which cannot be

supposed capable of resisting her long. She has indeed been car-

rying on a sort of predatory border-warfare with the Cochinchinese

or their tributaries during the last two years. The Cochinchinese are,

however, a warlike people compared with their neighbours, and may
some day retort on Siam with interest. From the earnest inquiries

made at Penang by several Cochinchinese men of rank respecting

Junkceylon, it is conjectured that they would be glad to have it as a

post from which to annoy the Siamese possessions on the west coast

of the Peninsula of Malacca. It is well known that the governor of
the Lower Provinces of Siam, generally called the Ligor Raja, has
on several occasions manifested an inclination to assert inde-
pendence. Were the Chinese in Siam to confederate with the
Cochinchinese and the Ligorian, Siam would most probably be sub-
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dued. The British would then have a much more enterprising

people than the Siamese, fond as these are of dominion, to guard

against in the Straits of Malacca.

The Siamese materiel is supposed to excel that of the Burmans,

but their mode of fighting is nearly the samej one, which, if the ex-

pression be allowable, is defensive, while it is most actively olfensive.

We have seen, throughout the late contest with us, the Burman
capacity for war displayed to its fairest advantage, and are suffi-

ciently warranted in forming conclusive inferences regarding it.

Any person who was a spectator of the events of the war, can have

little hesitation in affirming, that as a military nation, which it has

ever professed to be, Ava oeeupies a grade below that of any first-

rate or well-constituted native State in Hindustan. To this remark

it may be objected, that had the Burmans not been a brave race,

they could not have protracted the war so long.

In reply to the objeetion, it may only perhaps be required to

state that the Lower Provinces of Ava (or Pegu), and a great pro-

portion of Ava proper, are so densely covered with jungle, that the

Burmans, without even the cautious demibarbarous courage which

we may fairly allow them, would always have, as they had during

the late war, the advantage of attacking unseen, and of retreating to

places where no regular troops could follow them with the slightest

prospect of success. But natural obstacles to the progress of the

British detachments would have been of little avail to the Burman
army, had the Ava Court relied on its courage alone for the issue.

That Court knew the character of its troops too well to expect from

them either enthusiasm or devotedness, and therefore wisely relied

on a coercive system
;
that such a system is not inconsistent with

the securing of military supremacy, is amply testified by dear-bought

experience in Europe. Its perfectly despotic nature, too, enabled it

to bring into full play every mean or energy the country possessed,

and so far as this admitted of, to exhibit an arrangement most con-

sistently efficient throughout its various ramifications. The Bur-

mans are a military people, because it has been the policy of their

rulers that they should be so, and not because they are impelled to

arms by a lofty warlike spirit, or ardent attaehment to a leader.

This poliey, by fostering an undue degree of pride, had given to the

Burman a rather martial appearance
j
had deceived him into the

excusable error of widely overrating his own capabilities, and thereby

armed him with an audacity and confidence which, at the breaking

out of the war, served him instead of high courage. The moment,

however, that his self-complacency was disturbed by a reverse, and
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the delusion was dispelled, he threw down the enchanted arms' and

fled
;

or, bewildered by the sad reality to which he became now for

the first time awake, submitted himself to the bayonet without a

struggle.

It is well known that the nearest relatives of a Burman officer or

soldier, are security for his fidelity.

This was not at first of much use, further than preventing them
from deserting their colours. But latterly desertions became so

frequent, that it may be presumed the law had relaxed a little in its

operation, or had been really found insufficient to overcome the

terror which the British advance had spread over the country.

The Burmans adopted a mode of fighting the best fitted to their

encounter with an enemy superior in discipline and tact; and had

they kept solely to their stockades, and defended them with the

spirit which most Hindd garrisons similarly placed would have

shown, there can be little doubt that they might not only have pre-

vented the Rangoon division from penetrating the country beyond
that place during the first campaign, but would have certainly pro-

tracted the war to a much longer period than it endured. When
they changed their plan and invested Rangoon, they suffered ac-

cordingly, and severely.

Many instances are on record of Hindd garrisons in India de-

fending a breach with obstinacy, and disdaining quarter
;
but the

Burmans did not collectively do so upon any one occasion during

the war. As to individual displays of bravery, these occur amongst

any people, and are not, therefore, available for argument, nor have

they ever fairly met British troops in the open field. It is true that

throughout the contest many lives in officers and men were lost, but

such is the sure consequence of attacking an enemy, so situated,

that without much danger to himself he can deliberately deliver his

fire when an attacking column has approached within thirty yards

of him
j
and while he cannot be prevented from safely slinking into

his jungle, in the peculiar manner of Burmans and Siamese. Their

movement is rapid without the appearance of running, and an army
of ten thousand men will seem to melt into the forest, and leave no

trace of their route.

There can be little doubt that the Burmans improved by the

experience they so dearly bought, and that their works, from the

storming- of their fortified camp at Kokain, to the taking of

' The Burmans believe that certain incantations render them invulnerable,

and their arms irresistible.
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Dennobyti (both included), assumed a more commanding shape

than their former, generally square, stockades exhibited. The con-

struction of the latter would have rendered it proof against any

attack not directed and guided by European skill. It was in the opinion

of scientific engineers, a chef-d'oiuvre of Burman ingenuity and
perseverance. Its main strength lay in the outworks, not in the

stockade, and it may safely be affirmed that the chevauw de frise,

abattis, trous de loup, &c. &c., with which it was environed, presented

an impassable barrier to troops. Nothing but shells and rockets, or

regular approaches and mining, can be. successfully employed against

such a work. The two former missiles were guarded against by the

Bundula, or General, who secured his men from their effects by
lodging them in deep holes and covered ways.

Since the war terminated, the Court of Ava has unceasingly

exerted itself to re-arm its disorganized militia, and to restore con-

fidence. It has encouraged the resort of runaway European

soldiers and sailors, who are engaged in teaching its troops the use

of the great guns and the advantage of discipline, and its officers

proudly talk of the experience they have gained. They acknowledge

that they never supposed troops would attack so openly as ours,

and that their true policy would have been to throw the door open to

us, and then to have closed it when we had got beyond our

resources. If they assume such a haughty tone so recently after

defeat, what may we not expect from them a few years hence.

The investment of the great Dagon Pagoda was their boldest

attempt during the war,—^here they advanced within point-blank

musket-range, burrowed like rabbits in the holes they had

scooped out for themselves on the retiring side of a hill, and bore for

six days a hot fire of shells and round shot. Here also several of

their invulnerables daily exposed themselves to the opposite fire,

making grotesque and menacing gestures, and exclaiming in these

terms, “ O white men, tell us where the Burmans are now ?” The
British soldiers were so much amused with the exhibition, that they

did not fire at these champions until they became too annoying

with their jinjals and small guns.

The religious vow which this party of their troops is said to

have made, that they would carry the, Pagoda (then the British

General’s head quarters), or die at the feet of their great Phra, or

Statue of Buddha, failed to inspire them with durable courage
;

for when they had reached the spot, their forced enthusiasm eva-

porated, and their commanders in the rear proceeded as usual to

decapitate those who gave way, in order to retain the rest at their
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posts. The Burmans are not only inferior to the Indiaiis when

defending their stockades and fortified positions, but they are deci-

dedly so in the field, if we are to judge from the different manner in

which British troops have respectively been opposed by both.

This may arise from habit and early tuition
j

for a Burman deems

it the height of folly to expose his person, and thinks it much more

praiseworthy to subvert and destroy^his enemy by subtlety, than by

open warfare.

The Burman materiel is not to be compared in quality to that

of any native powers in India. Except at Dennobyd perhaps, and

wherever their position could not be quickly approached, they

rarely fired their guns twice during a close attack ; and their

muskets, without bayonets, however serviceable they proved

behind a stockade, where a deliberate aim could be taken, and

where a match could supply the place of a lock, were for the

most part so old that they w'ould have served only to hasten their

confusion and consequent destruction in an open fight. Except

short swords and spears, they had no weapon on which to rely, in

close combat after they should have fired their muskets, since these

have no bayonets. They are well supplied with ammunition, as

they have mines of lead-ore, and manufacture gunpowder. Their

spears are long, and their swords are desperate weapons in close

combat, when opposed to swords of the same sort, but useless

against those of Europeans, or when opposed to a bayonet. The
metal, too, can hardly be termed steel, as it is generally easily bent.

The swivel jinjal is the only fire-arm they have perfect command
of, and it proved perhaps the most destructive one.

We cannot much condemn a Burman or Siamese soldier for the

unwillingness he shows to fight. He has no common cause with

his rulers to stimulate him to action; the bare excitement of pay

which the merest mercenary in a European army receives, is denied

to him, unless on momentous occasions (such as when the British

were advancing on the Burman capital), and in the advantages

accruing from his forced services he is not a participant. He has

but rarely, also, the consolation to see his general sharing with

himself the danger of the field
;
and he is aware that his superiors

have not the slightest sympathy with his sufferings.

It is obvious from the whole features of the Burman war, that

the strength of the Burman field army did not, at any one time

during its continuance, exceed fifty thousand fighting-men and, that

in this number, not more, certainly, than five thousand were armed
with perfectly serviceable muskets. Garrisons are not here included
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in this enumeration, nor are the countries of Assam and Arracan,

and districts to the north and north-east, not properly Burman.
Several prisoners taken during the war, and other natives, stated to

me, that one good musket, in their acceptation of that term, and
two old ones, were allotted to every ten men

5
and that one

gun and three jinjals were allowed to every company or band
of one hundred men. By the average of the table annexed, it

appears that 823 muskets of all descriptions were served out to

4,600 men.

It is exceedingly to be questioned if the Burman dominions

contain the population hitherto assigned to them by Colonel

Symes, Captain Cox, and other writers. The former states it at

1 7,000,000, and the latter at 800,000. Such a discrepancy must
necessarily lead us to infer that both statements have been given at

random; and chiefly from native estimates purposely misstated.

Had either of these respectable authorities obtained access to the

registers of population which we know are kept by the governors

of Burman provinces with scrupulous exactness, we should not at

this moment be in doubt regarding the true extent of it.

When questioned by foreigners on the subject, the pride and

policy of the Burmans have always led them to exaggerate the

number
;
and it is not improbable that the former have sometimes

misapprehended the term lakh, which, throughout Ava and other

states to the eastward, signifies only 10,000 instead of 100,000 .

The combined forces of the Bundtila, or general, whether at the

period of his investing Rangoon, or at any other, during the war,

did not, it is believed, exceed fifty thousand men of all descriptions;

but we may allow ten thousand for desertions as a maximum, and

another ten thousand for followers, who had to carry stores, ammu-
nition, &c., which, however, are only here admitted with the view of

elucidating the subject, and of conceding as much as can possibly

be expected by those who rate the populousness of the country

higher than here stated, even although not at so high a standard as

the writers alluded to have done.

During those prosperous periods when the Burmans felt little

resistance opposed to their ambitious career, it seldom happeued

that to meet the supply of men for any distant expedition they

found it requisite to levy more than one man from every third

house. One man from each fifth house was a common rate.

It cannot be doubted that the late war called into action every

able-bodied man in the empire, and that since the days of Alom-

m4ndra or Alompra, the defensive resources of the country have
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never been so harshly experimented on. It is also known that

every serviceable man in the kingdom is registered, and that

although substitutes are admitted, and individuals may elude ser-

vice by paying a stipulated sum of money, yet that the population

is not so wealthy as to induce a belief that such measures are cal-

culated to weaken much any levy en masse.

It is likewise known that the Mdu, or original race of Pegu, had

not been altogether exempted from military service, and that if they

were not trusted to any great extent during the war, their labour

in the minor departments of the army was not dispensed with.^

It has been admitted, for the sake of argument, that the forces of

the Ava State amounted to 70,000 men of all ranks and descriptions,

and we may safely state the proportion of this number to the actual

population, as one in five, or one man for each house; this will

therefore give 350,000 souls for the population of Ava Proper and

Pegu. There is every reason to believe that the country to the

north-east of Pegu, including Martaban, does not contain, at the

utmost, more than 80,000 souls; and perhaps the remainder not

more than 100,000.

But as the Burmans did not implicitly trust the M6ns, and per-

mitted them to continue in some measure the labours of the field, on

which their own existence during the war in a great degree depended,

and as it may be supposed that they had not left all their frontier

posts defenceless, we may admit another 100,000 inhabitants

for the supply of the latter; or 20,000 fighting-men. To the

aggregate remains to be added the various Karean tribes scattered

over the country, which I loosely rate at 200,000
;
and the inhabit-

ants of such frontier provinces as have, from their distance from

the seat of power, been enabled now, as heretofore, to escape military

servitude. At a maximum, we shall take them at 100,000.

By this mode of reckoning, the whole of this vast region of

Ava Proper and Pegu will only be found to contain 930,000 inha-

bitants. Or the minimum may be rated at 900,000, and the

maximum at 1,000,000; a conclusion which may be retained,

perhaps, so long at least as no other data exist, from which clearer

inferences may be drawn.

Some Burman rolls picked up by me on the field at the attack

of Kokain in Pegu, immediately after the forcing of the Bundfila’s

lines, elucidate some part of the foregoing details.®

The columns are ruled out in the originals, and accurately

* From information obtained at Martaban, Pegu, &e.

^ The rolls alluded to are in my possession.
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preserved. The names of the chiefs and the men, the relatives

of both, their districts and villages, and the quantity and quality of

military stores, money, &c., served out to them, are minutely noted

down.

When the Bundula was signally defeated, and driven by thirteen

hundred British out of this strong position, he had not, assuredly,

more than ten thousand men whom he could rely on to defend itj

the rest were seen to withdraw before the attack commenced.

Amongst the prisoners on this occasion, were boys of ten or

twelve years of age, whom the miserable parents, the victims of

oppression, had been forced to drag with them from their houses,

to assist in carrying stores.

The Burmans are expert in the choice of strong positions.

Nothing could [have been more judicious, and for a nation like

them, not very far advanced in civilization, more scientific, than the

selection of ground for the investing of Rangoon. They occupied

a line, which, could they have maintained it, must have cut off every

communication of the British army. The Burmans make, in their

wars, regular approaches, like the Siamese, by trenching.

‘

Nothing has more served to convince the Burmans of their in-

feriority in the field, and also behind a stockade, in the presence

of British troops, than the dreadful practice which the howitzers

made on them at different periods. The unerring effects of these,

and to them the serious novelty, of Congreve’s rockets, joined to

the incomprehensible movements of the steam-vessels, and the

steady advance of the British troops, Europeans and sepoys, in

column or line, up to their strongest works, sometimes without

firing a shot, and generally without firing until each ball told death,

have made an impression on the minds of the Burman private

soldiery, which ages are not likely entirely to efface, and have furnished

materials for a tale which subsequent generations of Indo-Chinese

will read with awe. Yet the court, and its ministers, its governors,

and war-chiefs, profess to have learned a good lesson in the military

art, and betray no fearj and so long as the sinews of government

hold together, the fears of the multitude will be concealed by them,

and wielded to their own purposes.

When the war had but commenced, the Burmans looked on our

sepoys with contempt
j
and they eyen beheld European troops with

indifference. The first impression was owing to their confidence in

^ A curious Siamese history is in ray possesspra in which tlie art is treated of

;

and a variety of adventures related which befell two rival Indo-Chinese prmces,

while digging to circumvent and entrap each other.
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superior muscular strength^ and in the second instance they were

prohahly partly swayed hy the same idea, and partly by an opinion

unfavourable to British prowess, derived from what they had

formerly observed, or had been led to believe existed, in the conduct

and demeanour of the individuals from various European countries

resident in Rangoon
j
who, whatever might have been their inward

sentiments, were obliged to repress any national or indignant feel-

ing in the presence of a Mydwun or his minions.

They have since had sufficient cause to alter their opinions re-

garding both descriptions of troops when in the field. But their

pride revolts at conceding any degree of superiority to the native

troops, who are more closely allied to them in complexion and habits.

It cannot be denied with reference to mere animal strength, that sepoys

of the common standard height are certainly inferior to the Burmans,

and there is little doubt that many of the latter possess muscular

strength in an equal degree with Europeans. This plainly indicates

the necessity for great care being taken in the selection of sepoy

recruits, and there can be little doubt that men sufficiently athletic

physically to cope when armed, with Burmese or any other eastern

people, may be with some pains procured in India. In the open

plain, however, Burman troops are little better than a disorderly

assemblage of ill-clothed men, w'ithout any very distinguishing

badges, and totally unacquainted with the evolutions requisite for

the preservation and direction of large bodies, in face of a scientific

and manoeuvreing enemy
j
ten thousand of them would not, in all

probability, stand a charge in the field, of a regiment of well-dis-

ciplined troops, whether European or native. They have left this

matter, and wisely so, to be questioned; but scarcely, one should

think, to be doubted. Had the termination of the w’ar rested on

the result of one or more pitched battles in the plain, it must have

been over in a few months.

The following is the common arrangement of a Burman army
according to the information collected in their country.

The Bundula or commander- in-chief, has unlimited power over

his troops. His fiat is sufficient warrant for a military execution
;

and it is well known that the late Bundula made an unrelenting use

of this prerogative, and that the almost last act of his life was the

decapitation of the commandant of his artillery, for permitting the

steam-vessel to pass the works of Dennobyu.

The Chekk,h4 and Nak,haii, with a Bodaye, or Secretary, may
be deemed the staff of the Bnnddla. There are several B6 or officers,

who command indefinite numbers of men. The rest of the system is a
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decennary one
;
the array is divided into lacs,‘ or tens of thousands,

lu tataun, or thousands, and Id taya, or companies of one hundred

men each. Besides the superior B6 placed over the larger divisions,

each company is commanded by an inferior B6, or captain, and he

has under him two inferior Chekk,h4, and also a Nak,han and his

assistant. The Tamd, who is a sort of quarter- master, has also

charge of military works. The TMi than M, or officers subordi-

nate to these, and the captain
j
every Id tache, or tenth part of a

company, is under the direction of an Akyat (or Akyaup) or non-

commissioned officer, and below him is a Tacha, whose duties re-

semble in most respects, those of an adjutant to a British regiment.

The Burmans place implicit faith in talismans and auguries.

The former are generally written upon sheets of gold or silver, when
it is intended that they shall be inserted beneath the skin of the

person who is to wear them. These slips are about half an inch

square, and are most frequently introduced under the skin of the

arm. The operation of tattooing, which gives to the limbs an ap-

pearance of being clothed, is also an essential one for a Burman
soldier to undergo, as it is supposed to shield him from danger,

besides being a sign of manhood. He is not singular, however, in

this case, for all ranks are more or less tattooed. The Siamese

consider the practice as barbarous
j
but it is probable that pride,

and a wish to appear a perfectly distinct people from their hereditary

enemies, the Burmans, had induced them at some former period to

relinquish the custom
j

for the Laos or Lau nation, from whom
they branched off, still retain it. Several English officers out of

curiosity (for which some may think they paid dear,) underwent

the operation of tattooing on various parts of their persons. But as

the operators were not copiers of the graces, or very select in their

choice of subjects, it happened that they produced representations

of the most motley groups of things, animate and inanimate. Some
of these would have made Linnaeus and BufiFon, had,they been alive,

stand aghast at their ignorance of the productions of Ava forests,

and would now draw copiously on the faith of antiquarian societies.

Although the Burmans occupy a middle rank in the list of war-

like nations, yet the question naturally arises whether their inferio-

rity is not more owing to despotic institutions, than to mental or

physical incapacity} hence another question follows. Would the

Burmans and Mdns (or Peguers) make good soldiers if disciplined

in the European manner ?

A satisfactory reply to this last question would hkewise solve the

* Agreeable to their mode of reckoning, as before noticed.
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first; but vvc have nothiiia; deduced from experience on which we

can safely rest an opinion, and must therefore draw inferences from

a general view of moral and physical peculiarities observable in the

people alluded to.

In so far as religion and morals are concerned, the Burmans
and Mdns stand nearly upon an equal footing; to the first they are

firmly, but not bigotedly, attached, and in their morals they are

upon a level with most Indian nations. This may not appear the

case to a superficial observer, who may be inclined to attribute to

them more vices than to the natives of Hindustan, because he is not

aware that they take less pains to conceal them than the latter.

Their religion is free from the prejudices of caste, and none of its

ordinances interdict any one from following the profession of arms.

It is true that the shedding of blood is positively forbidden by the

Buddhist religious code; but with these people custom, supported

by pride and passion, has produced the strange anomaly, that while

scrupulously refraining from bestial sacrifices, either for sacred pur-

poses or for food, they, like the Siamese, feel no compunction in

taking away the life of a human being for a very trivial civil offence,

or in the pursuit of ambition and revenge. Their conduct in these

respects, and in war, contrasts strongly with their behaviotir in

private life. Fond of innocent amusements, much attached to their

families and relations, free and hospitable in their social intercourse,

many of their errors may well be attributed to the defects and vices

in their government.

There is no military caste amongst the Burmans or Mdns, nor are

their youth trained systematically to exercises which tend to foster

a martial spirit, if we except the forced duty they have to perform

under the conscription system. The latter are more patient of toil

than the former, and possessed of greater bodily strength to sup-

port it. In robustness of frame they surpass any people seen by

me eastward of India, with the exception of the Chinese, and several

tribes of the Kareans. It is by no means certain that the settled

Kareans with these advantages would prove more tractable as

soldiers than the Burmans. Their habits are decidedly agricultural

;

and their long subjection to Burman rule seems to have tinged their

minds with some of the vices or faults inseparable from abject sub-

mission. These may be gradually overcome by mild institutions,

but they at present check the spirit which entitles a soldier to the

confidence of a government. Like the Malay, a Mdn or Burman
often prefers a pittance procured by a little exertion, to good wages
obtained by steady labour. Rice also is so abundant and cheap
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throughout Pegu, and along the Tennasserim coast, that a family

consisting of five persons' may be well clothed and subsisted for a

year, for eighty rupees, and even for less.

The unsettled Karean tribes are not more fitted than the Mdns
for the profession of arms

;
and were they otherwise, their wander-

ing habits and impatience of control would preclude them from

being useful as soldiers. They are, however, reckoned individually

brave.

There is this one point of view, at least, in which the preference

may be given to the Mdns before the Burmans, with reference to

any probability which may exist of their ever being introduced into

the British army
j
that as the feeling which bound them to their

own line of kings has been nearly lost, they are prepared to obey

any authority which superior strength may place over them, and

chiefly that authority which may seem to open to them a prospect

of escaping from Burman rule. The bulk of the population yet

retains a deeply-rooted hatred of the Burmans, and in so far as can

be now perceived, might be used against them with advantage in the

shape of irregular troops. As, however, a considerable portion of

Peguers are connected by marriage and other ties with the Burman
population in their country, these might, perhaps, lean to the latter,

or be indifferent where exertion would be required to act against

them.

If an experiment were ever to be made with any of the classes

alluded to, with the intention of forming them into regular troops,

it would be quite indispensable that they be taken from their homes
at an early period of life. They might then, like the Malays who
formed a regiment at Ceylon, make useful soldiers in a close

country, and perhaps on the plain.

The peculiar locality of the ceded half of Martaban, close on the

frontier of two of the most powerful Indo-Chinese states, whose

mutual dislike to the British may render each dangerous in its turn,

and may even lead at some favourable period to their temporary

coalescence for aggressive purposes, will of course call for a corre-

sponding degree of foresight in those who may have charge of the

British position, and an adequate number of troops for its defence.

All that is now wanted is the separation of the M6ns or Pcguans

from Ava, but it is very doubtful if their ability will keep pace at

any time with their inclination to assert independence, or if a suffi-

ciency be left of that spirit which led them once to give laws to the

Burmans.

' Allowing for three grown-up persons.
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Tennasseriin being a narrow strip of land, bounded everywhere

on the east by the Siamese territory, would in times of war require

a mueh larger portion of troops for its eomplete defence than a

country of greater extent, but more compact, would demand in the

vicinity of such a power. The dividing barrier of mountains is so

wild, and the skirts of these on the west side are so destitute of

fixed inhabitants, that a Siamese army might invade the coast of

Tennasserim before any information could reach the British forces

in their several stations. They might build light boats at or near

the sources of the Tennasserim rivers or their branches, and pass

rapidly down to the sea
j
and they have the maze of Islands betwixt

Mergui and their own portion of the coast to shelter them, and

aid a retreat when required. They are not, it must be noticed, a

seafaring people
;
and will never venture to cope with any European

force on salt water, although it is possible, that with a great supe-

riority in numbers, they might do so in the smooth river. We
may, perhaps, rely on the Siamese remaining peaceful neighbours,

so long as they refrain from intriguing with the Indo-Chinese, or

with European powers, so long as they shall see an ascendency in

the Malacca Straits, and our superiority in position and military

power over the Burmans
j
and also while they find it prudent to

look on the Burmans as an enemy only dormant through the

effect of circumstances, not inclination.

CHAPTER XII.

POLITICAL SITUATION OP THE INDO-CHINESE STATES, GENERALLY CONSIDERED mTH
REFERENCE TO THE BRITISH POWER. POLITICAL SITUATION OP THE BRITISH IN

THE STRAITS OP MALACCA, WITH REFERENCE TO LOWER SIAM AND MALAYAN
STATES. SUPPRESSION OF PIRACY.

The subjugation of Keddah by the Siamese, and their late intrigues

at the Malayan State of Perak, both of which countries bound our

possessions, together with the recent insurrection in Tavoy Province,

which if not directly instigated, has assuredly been countenanced by
the Burman Court, naturally lead to some reflections on our former

political relations, and on the probable future results of our e.xisting

ones, with both that Court and Siam. With reference to the former,

it might have been expected that the change from a harsh despotic

rule, to one so temperately restrictive as that of the British, would
have placed the Tavoyers in a state of repose and comfort to which
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they and their ancestors had ever been strangers. And the enlight-

ened and humane policy of the supreme government towards them,

in common with the other natives of the ceded territory, when carried

into operation by the chief local British authority', whose experience

and proper feeling towards the natives are well known, ought to have

secured their attachment, and hastened their improvement in the

social scale. To what, therefore, so unlooked-for a state of things

has been owing, remains to be shown.

If the Ava court was not the instigator, they may have enter-

tained over sanguine ideas of the advantages to be conceded to them
;

or the new and strange feelings engendered by the unwonted freedom

they have enjoyed, may perhaps have urged them to make an intem-

perate use of that liberty. It is probable, too, that some of the

minutiae in the local details under inferior native officers, may have

been unpalatable from their novelty.

The direct views of Maungda, the Chief of the insurrection, can-

not easily he conjectured, unless under the supposition that he acted

in the hope of support from Ava. But his communication with Ava
was apparently cut off by the force at Amherst

j
and the territory

of Siam bounded his prospects on the south and east.

Of this, however, he might have been sure, that a rebellion,

whether successful or otherwise, could not have failed to gain him

high favour at Court : and his followers, doubtless the most turbulent

class of the population, were certain (as the sequel has shown) of

enriching themselves by the plunder of the British officers and others.

The local assistant to the Commissioner^ very promptly stopped

the insurrection. A reward was offered to those who would seize

Maungda, and assist in restoring quiet. The small party of sepoys were

again marched into the town without any very material opposition,

and Maungda and his principal adherents were tried and executed.®

' Mr. Maingy. ^ Major Burney.

^ Since the above was written, it has been discovered that the alleged cause of

the revolt, the revenue arrangements, put forth by the Chief Maungda as an excuse

for his rebellion, cannot be admitted ; since it is known that this revolt was a

partial one, and was confined to a refractory and seditious set of men, who paid

hardly any revenue, and who expected to be great gainers by a change.

Maungda was well known to have been a traitor on several occasions to his own

government; and those who joined him in this last attempt had been for the most

part officers of the Burman government. The lower classes were overawed after

having seen our troops evacuate the town. Had the officer in immediate charge at

the time been sufficiently experienced (for he was only acting in the absence of

Major Burney), the affair would not have proceeded to the extremity it did. By

not instantly seizing Maungda and the other ringleaders, and remaining in the town,

VOL. IV. H
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Reverting to the character for fickleness which the inhabitants

of the town of Tavoy have long borne, and to this event before us,

the inference is obvious ;—that the British local authorities are sub-

ject to be sold in their turn to the highest bidder, whether Burman
or Siamese. Treachery is always strong for a season, and can never

he effectually guarded against, however possible it may be afterwards

to visit the authors of it with exemplary punishment.

The laws which self-interest has rendered in a great measure

reciprocally binding on European nations, carry little weight along

with them when forced on the anomalous field of India, both within

and beyond the Ganges, where they are not understood. Natural

obstacles, such as mountains and deserts, have ever in these regions

been the only ones to aggrandizement. No balance of power could

ever be long maintained amongst a number of dissimilar states and

tribes, all thirsting for supremacy, but by the intervention of a

people, able by themselves alone to direct and control the whole.

Events have shown also, that the policy which, from their peculiarity

of situation in India, the British have there pursued for a consider-

able number of years back, and which necessity, if not reason, fully

justifies, is quite inapplicable to Indo-Chinese nations in their present

stage of civilization.

India has been from remote times more or less connected with

the hardier races of the West
;
and her princes and people have had

frequent opportunities of determining with a pretty fair degree of

accuracy their relative rank amongst the nations on the globe. The
Indo-Chinese states, on the other hand, have only admitted a very

limited intercourse betwixt them and Europeans, and other western

foreigners. Hence their ignorance of their true position. But their

pride transcends their ignorance,—and both together would at any
time be sufficient, under apparently promising circumstances, to urge

them to brave destruction. Their intercourse with Europeans has

been, until very lately, purely commercial : and individual private

every advantage was given to them. That this might easily have been done is'quite

evident from the fact, that the same force which thus evacuated the town retook

it six days afterwards, although Maungda and his followers had increased from a
handful of men to about 1300 strong, and had been enabled to collect guns, jinjals,

ammunition, and other means of offence and defence, in which they were before

wanting.

The execution of Maungda and his principal adherents was fully merited by
them. It will also have the salutary effect of rescuing the people from those

retaliative measures, with which that chief or his associates would have visited

them, in the event of these provinces being given up.

It came out on the trials that Maungda was in correspondence with the Court
of Ava.
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traders in these latitudes are, we know, the very worst preservers, in

their own persons, of national honour, as far as contempt of our

power is concerned : their safety and their success alike depending

on their holding out the olive branch under every variety of usage

:

and on an unconditional compliance with local prejudices, and

perhaps with repulsive customs.

European nations are, in point of intelligence, nearly on a footing

of equality amongst themselves,—and their acts are so far mutually

binding. The Indo-Chinese states, or people, on the contrary, are

not only deficient in knowledge, but totally wanting in political and

national integrity. In national integrity they are deficient, because

they live under ignorant despotisms, where there are no tests of

public opinion. European nations have such tests for their general

guidance, even where despotic principles prevail, to which to appeal

in cases of need
;

but amongst the native powers of India and

Indo-China to what public or political umpires shall a case be sub-

mitted by them, unless to those which are set up by self-interest

and the passions.

Any European power which should enter into a formal treaty

with a first-rate Indo-Chinese one, must either do so under a deter-

mination to keep it no longer than may be convenient, or be con-

tented to throw the weight of advantages into the scale of the latter.

The native chief knows and profits to its fullest extent by the good

faith of his European ally, who must wait patiently under every

tergiversation and proud bearing of the former, until some positive

act of aggression, or breach of the treaty, on his part, dissolves the

contract. It is vain to suppose that a demi-barbarous nation, pos-

sessing the power to annoy, will refrain from using it when time

shall serve. The inclination, at least, to do so accompanies power,

as a shadow does the substance. The tendency to domination is

inherent in the human mind, and the bias is closely linked with the

instinct of self-preservation. International laws may control and stifle,

or suppress the propensity, but can never totally eradicate it,—just

as particular codes of law apply to and restrain the other passions.

It has only been within the space of a few years, that the promi-

nent Indo-Chinese nations have begun to evince some small share

of respect towards the British. Had Ava, however, not experienced

in some degree the severity of deserved infliction during the late

war, our situation might have been widely different from what it

now is
;
our Indian neighbours would have, at the least, suspected

that our power was yet vulnerable
;

the Siamese would have

estranged themselves from those whose friendship would have been

H 2
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then incompatible with their remaining at peace with Ava, and

might have even menaced our straits and possessions. Had we been

driven out of Burma, the British name would have instantly fallen,

and much below par, in estimation, from the plains of Hindustan

and the wide regions of the Indo-Chinese to China, and might have

furnished subjects for the vehement vituperation of tea consumers

and tea coteries in Europe.

While victory had not yet declared decidedly for our arms in

Ava, the Siamese had entered into treaties with us
j
but, as before

alluded to, they seemed by their subsequent conduct to consider

such a measure as a sort of temporary safety-valve, which might be

shut at pleasure. They, no doubt, bitterly regret now the lost

opportunity of sharing in the ceded territory, a considerable portion

of which was once their own.

Not having, therefore, gained anything directly by the war, a

contingency they evidently did not anticipate when they condescended

to treat, it is not reasonable that the British should expect con-

cessions, political or commercial, from them as to a favoured nation.

They must be viewed as a people who, aware of their own duplicity,

are constantly on the alert to construe every movement of ours,

however trivial, into an indication of hostile intentions. Every suc-

cessive year almost, since 1822
,
has been marked by alarms, real

or pretended, on their side, and measures to counteract the effects

of these alarms on our part. With such feelings of distrust, so

foreign to those of true allies, working in the minds of the Siamese

court and governors of provinces, it may, perhaps, hereafter become

the safest, and least involving, mode of procedure, to abstain from

further very close federal alliances with them,—or, indeed, with

any other Indo-Chinese state. Their fears would then be the best

guarantee of the public peace, and would render them circumspect.

Under any circumstances it cannot be expected that the proud court

of Bankok, the “ Seat of the Gods,” as they term it, will swerve from

its ancient councils, or be led to betray its own weakness by any

unwonted concessions in favour of British trade and influence. A
proud perversity of spirit will make it cling closer to ancient prin-

ciples, and leave no field on which enlightened philanthropy or calm

philosophy can labour with advantage, or policy calculate with any

degree of certainty. Her commerce with China renders Siam less

dependent on, or ambitious of, European traders than is generally

supposed
;

and she will be more likely to concede commercial

advantages to, or even to league with, a distant power, than to one

already in contact with a long extent of her frontier.
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The diminished influence of British merchants at the port of

Siam will amply justify these remarks. If we must, therefore, have

an extensive trade with it, one of two alternatives remains,—either

to compel it to grant what is equally its interest to give as that of

the British merchant to receive, or to gratify its self-love and ambi-

tion by mercantile, perhaps political, compliances which cannot be

made without national discredit.

Siam would be equally exposed to punishment, whether that

were to be called for by the infraction of a treaty, or by an aggres-

sion, where a treaty might not exist.

Ignorant as the Siamese affect to be, or really are, of the extent

of British power, they are still a cautious and deliberative people ; and

in the main, and within their own circle of ideas, keen and pene-

trating politicians, rarely permitting the most deeply-rooted hatred,

or an intemperate thirst of dominion, to betray them into precipitate

measures. They may act on false principles, but they prepare well

for what these may impel them to. Within their confined political

horizon their understanding may be addressed
;
but both within it

and beyond it, an appeal to their fears is likely to prove most

advantageous. That they know what is morally right might fairly

be inferred from a perusal of their national and naturalized litera-

ture, and from their religious and legislative codes. The examples and

precepts, however, which these unfold or inculcate, may after all

act but feebly on the current of society.

The repressed feelings of the court of Ava can hardly be mis-

construed. That it received a wholesome check is true
;

but, as

previously noticed, its institutions have not been impaired, nor have

its population and resources been so far diminished, that they may
not be restored to more than pristine vigour in a few years. The

place of the old arms taken from them will soon also be supplied

by new ones obtained from trading vessels. Both contending parties

have been gainers, in fact, by the experience of two campaigns,

the most discouraging, not to use a stronger term, that English

and Sepoy troops were ever engaged in together. The British,

headed by a general of, uncommon perseverance, overcame the

numerous difficulties of country and climate, in the face of an active

enemy, more, perhaps, by their innate spirit and their moral ener-

gies, than by discipline as regards field movements
;
which last, in

a jungle, is of little avail. They patiently endured privations, to

which few regular armies in any country are subjected
j
and they

carried with them, from the close of a triumphant contest, a know-
ledge of those roads, rivers, and channels, by which the pedestal of
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the golden-feet may, on any future occasion of aggression from that

quarter, be most expeditiously and surely assailed. The Burmans,

on the other hand, were led on by a Bundula ‘ of undisputed

ability and activity, joined to a boldness which merited a

milder fate than it was his lot to meet. The Burmans have not

only felt—what was quite new to them—the steel of a superior

enemy, hut have had the sense to profit by their experience
;
and

could they but establish a nucleus of a regular army, by the aid of

Europeans inimical to the British influence—an object at which

they are, it seems, as before adverted to, now aiming—it were diffi-

cult to decide to what dangerous purposes the capabilities of such a

people might not be applied.

The war, too, has forcibly elucidated that wise political maxim,

not to despise an enemy, however contemptible or barbarous he

may seem. It is instructive to read the older European accounts of

Burman and Peguan wars, and the opinions of the writers, so un-

favourable to the prowess of these people, and to compare them

with later realities. Had such vague descriptions of the Burmans,

given by writers who could not have known their real strength,

been fully credited by the British authorities, we might have entered

into the war with a handful of men, instead of a well-organized

army of thirty thousand troops, and should, consequently, have been

defeated
;
and we should have learned, M'hen too late, that although

very high, or even very stubborn, courage may be wanting in an

enemy, yet, that nature may lend to his superior numbers her

tangled shield of brakes, rocks, hills, and waters, to level distinc-

tions.

If the court of Ava should ever again throw down the gauntlet,

we know to what points her forces will be directed. To regain her

lost provinces in Arracan, Assam, and Tennasserim, will no doubt

be a primary object
;
and wei’e she to conduct the requisite pre-

liminaries with that degree of seeresy for which the Indo-Chinese

ai'e remarkable, our positions in the ceded territories might be

attacked suddenly and simultaneously. The people of these terri-

tories would be incited to rebellion; and the cupidity or fears’ of

the Siamese would be administered to as formerly, or excited, so as

to induce their co-operation. The feelings of Indian states would,

without fail, be probed, and China would be flattered by unusual

marks of friendship, or by proffered vassalage. It would then

remain probably for the British authorities to decide at once, either

^ He waa killed by a shell when superintending the operations at Denobyd.
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to abandon the conquered provinces, or to save them
j
and perhaps

at the same time to operate a diversion of any meditated attack on

the Bengal frontier, or on our Straits’ possessions with Siamese aid,

by carrying the war into the centre of Ava. The inconvenience and

expense of a defensive system on such a crisis, at such a distance from

our resources, would, in the long run, equal, if not exceed, that of

an offensive one, and would certainly be less creditable to our arms.

Were the latter alternative to be adopted, a column might pene-

trate directly from Arracan towards the capital
;

another might

occupy Rangoon
;
and parties could be sent by sea to seize on

Bassein and Martaban, while Assam could be also provided for as

circumstances might warrant.

To secure Pegu at once, it would be required to occupy a line

across the country, the centre resting at the memorable post of

Denobyu
3
which last,"with Rangoon, would require to be sufficiently

fortified to resist Burman attacks.

The Peguers, by this time, might be completely under our rule

;

and as they could be assured of permanent emancipation from the

Burman yoke, the whole energies of the population would be dis-

posable for assisting in the war} and the revenue of the country

would also be available. Supposing the Ava column to have reached

that capital, it might, if permanent occupation of Ava should not be

desirable, remain there until a heavy mulct should be collected,

including a disarming of the population to such an extent as policy,

guided by humanity, would dictate. It would now be only required

to give the final blow to the ambition of this aspiring state
5
by

causing it to give up all claims for ever, on Arracan, Assam, and

Pegu, (the latter including Martaban and the Tennasserim coast).

Thus it would be confined to its original form andffioundaries, and
would only be left at liberty to waste its energies, and to prosecute

ambitious projects in the countries bordering on China and Siam. It

would also then find it more difficult than hitherto to obtain supplies

of fire-arms. A Consul at Ava, should such an officer be thought

necessary, might watch, of course, the movements of the court; and

the keys of the country being in our possession, and the navigation

of the rivers of Pegu kept open by steamers, the golden Foot would

soon, or, at least, his subjects would, find it best to submit quietly

to the new order of things. Indeed, it would be difficult for

the Burmans to exist without an intercourse with Pegu and Arra-

can; advanced as they are in civilization, and accustomed to foreign

trade; and since it is from Pegu that they receive most of the salt

and rice consumed in the country.
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They would soon find it their interest then to encourage a trade

with the ceded ports
j
and a more close intercourse with Europeans

might probably create in them wants which our manufactures could

supply. The ancient line of Peguan princes being, if not nearly

extinct, yet sunk in consequence, it would not be requisite perhaps to

set up a chief of that nation in Pegu. By ruling Pegu as an Indian

province, and with the aid of a strong Peguan police, the safety of

all parties would be best consulted, and the full revenue of that

territory would be directly leviable.

Should Siam aid the Burmans in the conflict, her numerous sea-

ports, Bankok in particular, lie wide open for any summary infliction

she might deserve. But should she prove an active ally, for becom-

ing whicb a certain degree of peculiar political training would be

required, or a neutral power, in either case it w'ould remain to be

considered w’hether she might not be led to exchange possessions at

the northern entrance of the Malacca straits, for some portion of the

Tennasserim coast. Tims Junkceylon, if given to us, would form

an excellent connecting link betwixt our Burman and Straits’ posses-

sions
;

and the Malayan state of Keddah, if also ceded, might

enable the British to restore to its former Raja his robbed singhasana',

and to place Siam almost beyond the pale of Straits’ politics in time

to come.

By possessing Junkceylon, we should control the coast, so as to

check piracies, obtain rich tin-mines, and probably induce a little

trade in that quarter. The people of that island, judging from the

reception given to me there in 1824, and from their conversation

then, have every wish to come under our sw'ay. The focus of faction

being removed so far off as Upper Ava, from the Tennasserim coast,

the provinces there might easily be retained, either by placing

Peguan or other native officers, not Burman, at their head, as mere

collectors of revenue, aided by a native militia, or police, and a party

of troops under a British officer, who might dispense justice to

the people, and control the native collectors^ or by a small British

establishment of civil and military.

If any part of this coast were to be given up under such circum-

stances as have here been supposed, to the Siamese, Tavoy, perhaps,

might be thought least objectionable, even although it yields most
revenue. The Siamese would then be shut out from Pegu

;

W'here, owing to former alliances, and to the number of soldiers of

that nation in their army, they might be disposed to intrigue. It is

* The Malayan title for a throne.
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known that while 'the Burman war yet pended, they harboured a

refugee scion of the Pegu royal stock, or a pretended one, with the

intention of supporting his claims for theii own advantage, had an

opening occurred. Mergui, as a port for supplying and refitting

ships, exceeds by far in value any other on the Tennasserim coast.

That it wants population maybe deemed an objection: but where

property is under the safeguard of a British station, this defect will

always in due time remedy itself.

If a little knowledge too frequently betrays its possessor into error,

a little power is no less dangerous to the individual or to the many
who wield it, when the means of increasing it lie within reach. But

when the barrier has been leaped, and the first danger has been

overcome, new principles come into play. Among the eastern

nations, and particularly amongst the Chinese and Indo-Chinese, if

you have the power, you will gain no credit
j
perhaps be despised

and insulted for neglecting, or refraining, from politic or humane
motives, to use it

;
and their pretensions will rise in proportion to

your forbearance.

The British Government^ did not surely manifest any cupidity

for territorial acquisitions after the contest with Ava; for adverting

to what this war, so pertinaciously thrust upon us by the court of

Ava, cost in men and treasure, much more valuable concessions

might with justice, perhaps, have been exacted. A few years have

been sufficient to prove that the British might even have retained

Pegu, without having run the risk of being thought more ambitious

than they now seem to be to the Indo-Chinese nations, who have

been long tutored to consider no power as substantial, which does

not affect and come home, in some shape, to each individually. Our
deeds in Ava seem to them, and to the distant Malayan tribes, like

the pageants of romance,—short and brilliant. They are dazzled

by the strange light : but it is inadequate to dispel entirel}'- the

lurking suspicion, that the power which has (so magnanimously,

certainly) relinquished an empire within its grasp, is ineapable of

retaining it, or, as they would express themselves, that it resembles

a torrent which ravages for a season the plain, but is unsustained

by a copious fountain at its source. These sentiments are literally

those which have been gathered from natives of several of the

countries alluded to, and not theories of my own.

' The expression, “ British Government, here and elsewhere used in this

work, is perfectly applicable ; although the local administration he that of the

East India Company ; for other nations naturally look to the fountain of power for

the responsibility attached to the local exercise of it.
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It is surely time that Britain should not mistake, or wish others

to misconstrue, the footing on which her eastern empire rests. No
one with a sound perception of the past can well dispute that it must

be kept by the sword which took it; and that, however we may plume
ourselves on the influence of the beneficent institutions, the temperate

fi’eedom, purity of justice, and the exemption from the inflictions of

war and bigotry, which have accrued or been granted to our eastern

subjects
;
and however calculated these may be to hand down on the

enduring tablet of the human mind to future times, our moral and

political greatness
;

yet that there will always exist in the breasts

of the dispossessed Ishmaelites, and of the influential princes and

their subjects, a smothered spirit, jealous and repulsive of our power.

The glorious administration of the Marquis of Hastings dispelled

the mirage which had so long dimmed the political horizon of India.

His master mind led him to spring a mine in the enemy’s strong

holds before the latter could mature his plans : and the subsequent

events showed that extension was then the best safeguard of our

power; when conducted with a tempered judgment, and prosecuted

by unceasing activity. Extension is certainly a term of vague

import : but as applicable to India, it must be supposed to have a

limit; and there are circumstances in the geographical features

of this portion of the globe, and in the moral and physical aspect

of several of its nations and tribes, which, to the reflecting mind of

any one acquainted with them, will perhaps suggest a bomidary

beyond which, were it possible, it would be madness to advance.

Towards this barrier, if it has not been already reached, an

advance might indeed be fraught with ruin, were the means wanting

by which the mighty Indian fabric of power has been built up and

consolidated. But as such means are yet, and, it is to be hoped, will

long continue, at hand, and are growing with our power, any advance

which may be rendered imperious by the menacing attitude of native

states, will only serve to strengthen, on the principle that an enemy

is safer at a distance, than when thundering at our gates
;

that a

defensive system is always encouraging to him, since he construes it

into weakness
;
and that to retreat is immeasurably more perilous

than to advance.

The history of nations will convince us that our Eastern Empire

must have a termination
;

although circumstances might perhaps

warrant our throwing that period far on into futurity. However

contented we may be with what we already possess, and however

anxious we may feel to maintain our ground, necessity may yet

compel us to proceed, lest the tide of fate should turn before we have
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completed the mighty march. When a flood has been by any

catastrophe suddenly checked, or has exhausted itself, and the accu-

mulated waters begin to roll back, every puny rivulet hastens with

the utmost vigour to accelerate the retrogression.

With regard to the Indo-Chinese regions, extensive territorial

acquisitions in their interior may never be of importance to Britain,

situated as she now is. They are poor, compared with Indian

countries, and in comparison also with them, are scantily peopled
j

and their kings, and chiefs, and their subjects, cannot be moulded,

ordered, or guided, by those maxims of policy best fitted for India.

If any of these nations insult us, they can be taught their proper

distance
;
and should they proceed to such extremities, as to provoke

us to occupy any of their trading sea-ports, these will, if it should

. be desired, naturally connect themselves with those mercantile zones,

with which the enterprise of the British nation has already nearly

girded the worlds and which add elasticity and stability to our

power.

Lower Siam—Ligor.

The State of Ligor is one which chiefly obtrudes itself on the

British Government with reference to its possessions in the Straits

of Malacca.

Although much dilapidated, the town exhibits traces of its

former flourishing state. It is defended by a very ruinous brick

fortification, of an oblong shape, about 700 yards long, by 250 or 300

broad, the wall of which where uninjured is from twelve to twenty

feet high. Loubbre relates, that a governor of that province would

not allow a French engineer (who had been sent by the King of

Siam to survey it) to walk round the fort in less time than three

days,—a silly species of parade not unfrequently practised by Indo-

Chinese princes to enhance the fame of their cities.

The principal part of the town lies within the fortification
j

the access to which is across a wet ditch on the north, and a

dry one, or partly so, on the south. A small river, of the same

name as the town, protects it on the north-west. The only

buildings of any note are the temples, several of which are hand-

some
;
and the two termed PMhan Lo-ang and Wat Pradum are

venerated above the rest on account of their age. This cannot,

however, be great, as the superstructure is chiefly composed of

wood. There are many others scattered over the country.

This region is neither well peopled nor cultivated. The number
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of its inhabitants cannot be rated at upwards of 20,000 souls
;
but,

with the provinces of Sangora, Trang, and Dalung, the total Siamese

subjects of the Ligorean may be taken at 70,000 souls.

The situation of its Phraya or Governor has been hereditary,

when not subverted by faction or mal- administration
;

it depends,

however, entirely on the capacity of the successor-apparent whether

his claim shall be admitted by the court of Siam or otherwise, and

it is plain, from all that has passed within the last few years, that

the power of the Phraya is checked, and, when necessary, suspended,

or rendered nugatory, by a council of several chiefs appointed by

the Emperor of Siam to reside at Ligor.

Whatever the actual power may be, which the Siamese court

has hitherto delegated to the Phraya, it is evident from his whole

proceedings, since 1822, that no curb was put on his ambition, and

that his enterprising disposition was flattered and encouraged by

the emperor.

The invasion and subsequent occupation of Keddah by the

Siamese, in the year 1822, under the command of the Phraya,

joined to the subsequent intrigues of that chief with disaffected

individuals in the smaller state of Perak, leave no room to doubt

the strong desire which prevailed in the court of Siam to extend its

power over the whole peninsula of Malacca ’. Circumstanced, there-

fore, as the British possessions are on that peninsula, it becomes an

object of some importance to ascertain the real strength and re-

sources of the Siamese generally, and particularly of the Phraya,

and the degree of suspicion with which the latter ought to be viewed.

The former subject has been already discussed
;
and, before endea-

vouring to discuss the latter, it may be proper to advert to the

claims which the Siamese thrust forward to the sovereignty, not

only of Keddah, and, par consequenc-e, of the British settlement of

Penang, and of Perak ^ but of the whole peninsula down to Malacca

inclusive

;

and which, although they may allow them to lie dormant

for a season, will be resumed on some future and fitting occasion.

It would appear that the Siamese had, on several occasions, overrun

these countries, but that they had at length been contented to

receive mere acknowledgements of respect from their several princes,

under the denominations genei'ally of Dak Mai ngunThdng, meaning

“ gold and silver flowers.”

1 The Siamese, so long ago as 1511, claimed Malacca from Albuquerque.
® A Malayan state, bounding the British territory of Wellesley Province at

the Krean river, on the south.
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Perak is perhaps the last of the states alluded to which yielded

this unwilling acknowledgement of inferiority
j
and as it only hap-

pened two or three years ago, it was, we may suppose, the necessary

consequence of the termination of Dutch influence in that quarter.

Keddah was apparently one of the first peninsular rdjaships which

was driven to the necessity of thus simply owning the supremacy

of Siam. It would seem that the first regular presentation by her

rdjas of the Bunga Amas,’ or “ golden flower,” took place about

one hundred years ago. Since then she has made several ineffectual

efforts to get rid of the obligation
;
and it has been partly owing to

an attempt of this kind, and partly to misunderstandings on other

subjects, that the Phraya, or governor, of Ligor considered himself

justified in expelling the raja from his country.

The Siamese cannot produce any proof that Keddah (with which

country the British had, until 1822, been connected by treaty, and

by mutual relations of amity) was ever considered as forming an

intrinsic part of their empire
j
nor was it even subject to Ligor at

the period when that country was conquered by Thadthdng, a king

of Siam, as appears from the List of Tributaries contained in the

Ligor History,—a translation of which has been made by me, and

from which an extract will appear further on.

It is true that the original inhabitants of Keddah, or at least

those existing immediately antecedent to the invasion by a colony

from Acheen, six hundred years ago, were of the Thai, or Siamese

race, which perhaps spread from Ligor or Patani after the settling

of the colony under Thammasdkkarat \ the reputed founder of the

Ligor state, and also that the present ex-raja of Keddah traces his

descent from a line of independent princes of that race. Siam was

then but an infant state sent forth from the nursery of Laos
;
and

other small parties of the Laos may have branched off in different

directions, founding colonies where they settled. It was not until

long afterwards, that, feeling her strength to increase, Siam cast her

eyes on the provinces now called Lower Siam, and on Tannau, and

the coast south of Junkceylon inclusive.

It would be difficult to point out the country termed Awadi,

whence the colony alluded to emigrated
;

if, indeed, much of the

account regarding it is not fabulous. But as the journey occupied

more than seven months, we may suppose it to have been either the

’ The Sanscrit scholar will here observe, that the natives of these regions had
long ago adopted Indian titles, this one being the name of a Hindu prince, Darma-
soka Raid.
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territory of the Laos, or some other one where that people had esta-

blished themselves. It is also probable that it arrived from the

quarter of Pegu. Had the colony passed through Siam, its march

must have been known to the people, and could not have escaped

being recorded
;
whereas it should seem that the fame of the pros-

perity of the new city was the first intimation which they had of

its existence.

The fact of the inhabitants of Keddah, therefore, having derived

their origin from Ligor, is by no means necessarily connected with

any claim which the court of Siam may choose to found on their

being of the same race with themselves. Besides, the character of

that population has been perfectly altered by an intermixture with

the various tribes of Malays, which have at different periods settled

in the country.

Prescription might be allowed, perhaps, to have given to that

court a loose title to ask a token of respect from the rdjd of Keddah.

But since this mark of his weakness was exacted at first by force of

arms, it must have been a sense of inferiority and of inability to

assert his rights only, which could have excused a chief so situated

bearing with patience the degradation. Nor can the court of Siam,

after having punished his supposed contumacy, exhibit to the world

any just right permanently to occupy his country. As well may
China assume the direct sovereignty of Cochinchina, and several

other Indo-Chinese states, because she receives from them periodical

offerings as marks of her long-acknowledged superiority as a nation

over all of them h

It would appear, that for the space of four hundred years subse-

quent to the conversion of the people of Keddah to Mohammedanism,

i. e., about five hundred years ago, its rajas paid little regard to

Siam
;
and a passage is here produced from the Siamese History of

Ligor, in which all the tributaries are mentioned, but amongst which

Keddah is not to be found. In this History it is related that, after

the construction of Pagodas there by ambassadors, from the

Kingdom of Hongsawady, or Pegu, (which must have been antecedent

to Burnian influence in Pegu,) and in the fifth Siamese month, (or

beginning of the year,) all the princes of the petty states tributary

to Thammasdkkarat, Prince of Ligor, (or Lakhdn,) came either

voluntarily or on compulsion to Ligor to perform the ceremony of

' Every third year ambassadors go to Pekin from Siam, bearing a tree of gold

and another of silver, as marks of nominal vassalage. They assume the Chinese

dress.

—

Crawford's Siam.
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bathing the king,—such being the usual token of their homage.

[The actual ceremony was not performed. The chiefs only pre-

sented golden or other vessels filled with water.] The tributary

states were ;

—

3. Theppha

4. Tha Thang

5. Tani [or Patany]

6. Nang Chile Chana-di

7. Songkhla (Sangora)

8. Chaiya, and

9. Patthalung.

An intelligent Buddhist priest informed me, that Junkceylon

was once under the dominion of the Javanese
j
but Nai Ka, Lord

of Ligor, attacked and subjugated it on Wednesday in the twelfth

month of the 1916th year of the Bliddhist period, or a. d. 1373.

The island was then termed Mu-ung Sunnakhanaam, or the

Dog General’s Country, alluding to the name or title of a general

whose fame was perpetuated by a statue of a dog erected on the

island to commemorate his successes.

But, were her titles to the sovereignty of the whole peninsula

clearly defined and indefeasible, yet would her ruthless measures in

war render a generous nation averse to witness [unmoved, humanity

and reason outraged, without being permitted to use the means at

hand to restrain the offenders.

The Ligorian army, which took Keddah, was an apt sample of

a reckless horde of barbarians. Fire and the axe followed their

desolating track
;
and while their swords wei’e stained in the blood

of an unprepared and flying population, the fields were laid waste,

and fruit-trees cut down in wantonness, or, as a Malay expressed

himself to me, the broom of destruction swept over the face of the

country.

The unfortunate rdja fled on an elephant, leaving the greatest

part of his family behind him and he was so closely pursued, that

he was forced to throw most of his treasure into a river, and to

scatter money on the road as he proceeded, to delay his pursuers.

It is true that the rdjd’s country w'as unexpectedly attacked, and

that his subjects were unprepared for resistance) but it is not at all

certain that they would have successfully defended themselves, even

On the East Coast, On the West Coast.

1. Trang

2. Chalang, or Salang.

1. Kalentan

2. Sanga
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had they been aware of the danger : for it would seem that the

Malays of Keddah are inferior in courage and enterprize to their

brethren further down the Straits, and it would also appear that

the rdja had, by a system of finance, which threw his subjects

under the Chinese revenue-renters, and also by an unlimited and

harsh exercise of his power, contributed to render himself rather

unpopular at the time. He had, besides, never chosen to keep, as

his brother kings in the Straits generally do, a sufficiently strong

hand of regular troops in pay.

Flushed with victory, the Ligor Phraya ventured even to menace

the British settlement of Penang, and insolently to demand that the

Raja of Keddah, who had sought protection there, should be forth-

with given up to him. Some of his troops also had the boldness

to cross the Muda river (the British boundary), and pillage the vil-

lages within the British territory,—a positive act of aggression, and

not to be attributed to ignorance.

The native population of Penang was thereby thrown into a con-

dition bordering on distraction, while their fears were industriously

fomented by a few Chinese who were favourably disposed to the

Siamese. Under such circumstances danger was more to be appre-

hended from w'ithin than from anything which the Ligorian could

do from without. The Siamese only blustered, however, and re-

turned to Keddah, where they fixed their head-quarters, and have

since fairly settled.

From a written Siamese account of the proceedings in Keddah
at that period, it would appear that the raja was in the habit of

occasionally supplying rice at the usual rate of payment for the

Siamese troops, and that he had refused to give any on a particular

occasion, besides withholding the biennial, sometimes triennial, pre-

sentation of a golden flower. But it is further stated, that, upon
the death of the last Phraya of Ligor, a prince of the royal blood of

Siam went to that province to grace by his presence the funeral

obsequies of the deceased. Those chiefs of the peninsula who had

been too weak hitherto to resist the demand for periodical presenta-

tions of golden flow'ers, were speedily summoned to attend. The

Phraya Srai, or Raja of Keddah, was informed that he was ex-

pected to w'ait in person, (although such a mark of vassalage seems

never to have been exacted anterior to this period).

The chiefs alluded to “ either attended personally, or sent sub-

stitutes or commissioners to the presence of the prince. But the

Phraya Srai neither performed, nor sent any one in his place to per-

form this required act of homage. When the Phraya Thai, or King
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of Siam, was informed of the disrespect shown by the Phraya Srai

towards him, he directed the new Governor of Ligor to seize the

first favourable occasion to humble the Keddah Raya.” The

Phraya of Ligor accordingly invaded, some years afterwards, and

took Keddah, as related.

This Phraya is the son of the famous P,hria Tak, a Chinese who
usurped the throne of Siam about fifty-six years ago, immediately

after the departure from that country of the Burmans, who had

invaded it, and carried off the royal family. The prince’s mother

was a Chinese. Tak was treacherously murdered by two generals

who aspired to restore the original dynasty. His wife was saved,

and sent as a present to the then Phraya of Ligor. She brought

forth a son a few months afterwards, who is the present P,hria.

It is probable that the Siamese Court did not attach much blame to

Tak for his preferring a crown to his profession of a merchant,

—

especially as the captivity of the royal family had left the govern-

ment without a head.

The Phraya, or Governor, has therefore no illustrious ancestry

to boast of, although he chooses to assume the titles appertaining

to the original Ligor dynasty. His letters addressed to me, while

envoy to his court, began thus :
—“ Phra na hoa Chau Than chau

P,hria Nak’han Si T,hammaraat Pho prasut which may be

rendered, “ The illustrious Head—the Lord and Chief of exalted

degree—the princely Lord of Nakhan (or Ligor)—the noble T,ham-
maraat (the name of the first independent prince of Ligor), whose
mind is dignified and princely.”

It is not intended here to discuss minutely the question regarding

the expediency or otherwise of the British neutrality observed on
the above occasion. The attack by the Siamese troops on Keddah
was so unexpected and sudden, that no time was allowed for a refer-

ence to the supreme British authority, by the local government of

Prince of Wales’ Island. The evil was accomplished^ and to have

remedied it by force of arms, the only mode left, must necessarily

have led to a war with Siam, or, at the least, with the Ligor chief.

It will be sufficient to observe, that conduct such as that displayed

by the Siamese towards the local government, would, under any

supposition but that of their being an ignorant and half-civilized

race, have merited due punishment.

The conquest of Keddah is to be regretted on many grounds.

All free trade with its port is nearly wasted away : supplies from it

of grain, cattle, and poultry, for Penang, depend generally on the

temper which the Ligorean may happen to be inj and the avenues

VOL. IV. I
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to the tin-miues are blocked up. The remaining inhabitants of

Keddah are cruelly oppressed, and carried into slavery
j

agricul-

ture and trade are neglected by them ; and the British have only

got a narrow river betwixt them and the Siamese territory, which

favours the escape of criminals from justice.

All trade across the Peninsula, excepting in cattle, has been laid

under restrictions equivalent to an abolition , for, it is plain, that

however formally they may make a show of permitting a free trading

intercourse with the Honourable Company's territory, yet they have

the means of rendering such license null, without detection : and as

to their allowing, or pretending to allow, Asiatics, not descended

from Europeans, to cross it for trade, it is no boon to the British

;

since it is believed that the former class were never debarred the

privilege.

A general disorganization amongst the native chiefs of the inte-

rior, down to Salengore, also took place at the period of the invasion,

and for several years subsequent to it. But the embassies sent to

Perak by the Penang government happily gave a check to its further

progress, and secured the independence of the Malayan states.'

It was a fortunate thing for the oppressed people of Keddah,

Patani, and other provinces, that the Penang government, then under

the ^^Hon. Mr. Phillips, who took a lively interest in the prosperity

of the place, thought it expedient to settle the territory opposite to

the island on the main-land, which had long been ceded to the

British by a former Raja of Keddah.

This territory, termed Wellesley Province, extends nearly thirty

miles in a north and south direction, with a breadth of about three

miles. Many advantages have accrued from the possession of it,

independent of the supplies of grain, cattle, and poultry, it yields to

Penang. The Siamese have been precluded from approaching by

land too close to the island, and from having an easy access to the

countries to the southward. The piratical bands, which formerly

found secure retreats in its creeks and rivers, have not molested the

native traders in the degree and manner they formerly did; audit

offers a sure market to the people of the interior, who could not

otherwise have brought down their tin, and other produce, the cattle

and poultry, &c., evithout risk. If any political arrangement should

ever restore the Riija of Keddah to his rightful possessions, the

free and full control over the navigation of the rivers Muda and

Krean would be gained to us, by means of which the produce of

* The first under John Anderson, Esq., of tlie Penang Civil Service ;
and the

last one under the writer of this account.
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many valuable tin-mines might be secured for the trade of Penang;

and a commercial communication opened across the Peninsula to

Patani, and other ports.^ This province might then (as it ought to

have been at first) be bounded by the hills which are its natural

frontier on the E., and be sustained by the two outflanking frontiers

of Keddah and Perak, whose safety would then depend on us. This

extension on the east, would confine the Siamese to the east side of

the great range of hills, and remove them altogether from Straits

politics. But the Siamese are as deeply interested in retaining Ked-

dah, and controlling the Perak state, as the British can be that they

should remove to a distance
;

since these two would be admirable

positions for depots, to enable them to carry their ambitious schemes

into execution.

The total census of this province exhibits a fixed population of

25,043 souls. In this number there are 22,300 Malays, and 1,590

Chinese, and the rest is made up of people from Hindustan, Siam,

and other neighbouring regions. The males in the whole population

exceed the females by 1,772, which may be accounted for by the

number of persons who have fled from Keddah and Siam, leaving

their families behind
;
and also from the comparative small number

of Chinese who are married. There are, as nearly as can be known,

betwixt the ages of fifteen and fifty years, 1 1,795 ;
above fifty years,

3,781 ;
below fifteen years, 9,467. Births during the year amount,

by the census, to 162, or 154th part of the population; and the

deaths were 1 28 ;
the greatest part of the sufferers being children by

the small-pox. Both these numbers appear small, compared with

the population
;
but it is believed they are near the truth.^

The agricultural and proprietary class, of both sexes, consists of

about 18,000 souls. The other inhabitants are engaged in petty

trade, and in various other employments.

There are, in the whole population, 600 male and 500 female

debtors, (termed orang berhutang,) or persons who have sold their

services for a specific or unlimited time, always reserving the power

^ It lias been stated by an author, whose name does not occur to me at present,

that the Malacca Peninsula could not have been the golden Chersonese, because it

does not yield gold. This, however, is an error : many thousands of persons, both

Chinese and Malays, are annually employed in working the gold-mines of

Patani and Calentan. There used to be a considerable importation of gold-dust

from these to Penang ; but, since the Siamese influence has prevailed down to the

fourth parallel of N. latitude, this trade has been destroyed.

^ In Europe the same extent of population might require 800 births, at least

—

while the deaths would probably be greater in many places.

I 2
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of freeing themselves* by payment of the original debt, and what

may have been afterwards added to it. They are a very indolent

and fickle class of people.

There are now several largie villages and bazars in the province.

The increase of the population during the year 1829, may be stated

at 1,860 souls. The births exceed the deaths only by thirty-four.

So that immigration has chiefly caused the above increase. Additions

are constantly being made in this way, from Keddah.

If the ratio of increase were to be calculated according to the

births, and these did not exceed greatly what they were last year,

it would require a long series of years to double the population.

Yet the nature of the bulk of the people is such as to induce the sup-

position, that the ratio of multiplication will be rapidly increased,

pai’ticularly should the vaccine inoculation prove successful. Un-

fortunately, it did not succeed on several occasions, and the conse-

quence was a great mortality by the small-pox.

At present, there are about 288 souls for every square mile.

But it can be shown that where rice will grow tvell, and yield fair

crops, one square mile is capable of supporting 2,900 souls. So

that there is abundant room for a much larger population than now
exists.

The present rice-produce exceeds the consumption of the pro-

vince by about 250 koyans (5,323 lbs. English), although the culti-

vators of rice compose only a little more than two-thirds of the

whole population. But there are many holders of dry land yielding

various descriptions of produce. Perhaps the province exhibits as

busy a scene as may be found in any Malayan country of similar

extent. When the labour of the fields is over, the ryot turns

fisher, or wood-cutter, or petty trader. The island of Penang is

almost wholly supplied too from this coast, with cattle, for draught

and slaughter, and with poultry, &c.

The annual value of every description of produce, according to

an estimate made by me, from minute returns, may be thus rated ;

specie Dollars.

Rice, 2000 koyans, at seventy dollars per koyan . . 140,000

Orchards—dry cultivation ; including some pepper and sirili . 73,000

Ratans—dragon’s blood, dammer oil . . . .1 ,000

Sugar-cane and sugar ...... 70,000

Cattle and poultry ...... 28,000

Trifling inanufaetures, viz., cloth, leather, lime, hrieks, charcoal 10,000

Fisheries, and turtles’ eggs ..... 5,000

Roofing-materials, and wood and fire-wood . . . 72,000

Milk, butter, and other smaller supplies, indigo and tobacco . 10,000

Total . 409,000
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It would be difficult, at present, to specify the real value of

fixed property. Land fit for cultivation is worth, to the proprietor

who farms on his own account, about 3/. 12s. the English acre
^
and,

calculating on the rental merely, its market-price is somewhat more

than four years’ purchase, although it yields about’ twenty per cent,

on the capital. Dry land varies in value according to its quality

and situation, from a rupee to twenty dollars, and it only yields rent

in some favoured situations, and where the soil is rich, and adapted

for the growth of sugar, betel-leaf, and other valuable produce.

But it would be very foreign to this work, were the subject of

Malayan Agriculture to be discussed in it at large, or the yet more

interesting one of the cultivation of produce for the home market.

The following may be about an average of the value of property

of every description :

“ Specie Dollars.

Value of lands in cultivation ..... 199,000

Value of fruit-bearing trees, agreeably to returns from districts 179,200

Value of buffaloes, black cattle, and other live stock . . 15,000

Agricultural stock (dead) ..... 11,000

Boats 13,560, and fishing-stakes 400 .... 13,960

Native houses and granaries 18,000 .... 67,000

Government buildings, and government officers’ houses . 2,900

Total . . . 488,060

The uncleared land amounts to about 28,283 orlongs, or about

37,710 acres English.

The military resources which the government of Ligor possesses,

are by no means formidable, even when placed in opposition to the

comparatively very limited number of troops which garrison the

British settlements to the eastward. It is not believed that the Phraya,

or Governor, could collect above ten thousand fighting-men of all

descriptions, about one-third part only of which he can afford to

supply with decent arms
;
or that such a militia, hastily assembled

—badly organized—without a proper degree of discipline—deficient

in zeal, and personally uninterested, owing to the oppression they

suffer, in the issue of their master’s schemes, would openly ever be

able 'seriously to annoy the British
;
who by that exhibition of

strength which is perfectly consistent with, if not essential to, a

defensive policy in the East, would ever be prepared for events as

they should arise.

The Siamese prefer expeditions in boats to long marches. But
it is a singular fact, which has been before adverted to in this work,

and which did not pass unobserved by Loubbre, that they are bad
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navigators, and totally disinclined to voyages out of sight of land.

The fact is singular, because applicable to a people who, from

inhabiting a very extensive tract of sea-coast, have every induce-

ment such a circumstance can afford to maritime enterprise.

Their war prahus contain from fifty to 100 men. They are not

always decked—their small artillery is rarely manageable
j
and the

whole equipment, except in a few used for show, is very paltry.

Their war-boats, and those of the Burmans, are nearly alike; and

we have seen how a gun-boat at Rangoon could disperse a fleet of

them, and destroy part.

The Siamese land and sea services, are not materially distinct

from each other. The subject becomes whatever his master desires,

from a serf in the field to a labourer on public works, or a soldier or

sailor in war. They are dexterous rowers, and seem to prefer con-

veyance by boats to any other. These boats, however, are well

enough calculated for making a sudden descent on an unguarded

coast
;
and it requires but a few months for the building of several

hundreds.

Were the Siamese ever to become so blind to their own interests,

and so fool-hardy as to meditate hostility towards the British

settlements in the Malacca Straits, their first object would be, to

prepare a large fleet of boats, for an attack on Penang, in their ports

of Keddah, Trang, Junkccylon, and Phunga, a measure which they

have frequently adopted for other purposes. It is difficult to suppose

that any co-operation from Siam by sea could be effected, if our

cruizers were vigilant, since the middle of the Straits of Malacca is,

in a great degree, under British control, and as the numerous pirates

lurking on the coasts would prevent Siamese prahus easily passing

close along them.

Such uncommon preparations as would be requisite to fit out

fleets of boats in the ports alluded to could not be kept secret,

and, if it were deemed necessary, could speedily be frustrated. But
were a fleet of such boats to reach the island, a gun-brig or two

would perhaps be equal to the task of compelling them to retreat.

If it were even to be supposed that an army from Siam Proper was

to join the Ligorean, and march across the Peninsula, the leaders

would probably proceed to Wellesley Province, with the greatest part

of their force, and there await the fleet which should convey the

remainder. An army so situated would be liable to be beaten in

detail, in an open country. For, admitting that by numbers it got a

footing in that territory, it would be compelled to remain inactive,

unless the fleet could reach it : and this might be prevented by
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blocking up the above-mentioned ports. Two regiments, at the

utmost, with the usual detachment of artillery, and supported by a

few gun-boats, might in the Straits defy the whole Siamese nation.

But Siam, unless indeed they leagued with the Malays, a very

improbable case, is too vulnerable by sea to the British, and by land

to the Burmans, Laos, Cochinchinese, and Cambojans, to admit of

her detaching a large army so far to the southward. Two British

frigates and a steamer, with complements of troops, would be

sufficient perhaps, not only to carry the boasted “ Seats of the Gods,”

but to destroy all their ports, and to suspend or annihilate their

trade.

There is a strong analogy between the Burman and Siamese

mode of governing. But in the details, it should seem that a firmer

chain of responsibility has been wrought throughout the body politic

in Siam than in Ava.

It is their unity of purpose alone, which has enabled the Siamese,

with inferior numbei’s in the field, to overawe several Malayan states.

It is in vain to indulge in the hope that the Malayan petty states will

ever firmly unite to resist Siamese aggression. These have never,

even in their best period, been united—have never constituted a

nation. The original Malayan government was apparently confined to

Sumatra, and was strongest about the ninth century, but many petty

chieftainships have since risen on its ruins.

Malacca was established in a. d. 572. But with reference to the

petty states bordering on the east shore of the Straits of Malacca,

they all naturally look for protection to the British. The fear of our

interference alone, checks the advance of the Siamese upon them.

Yet with such an asylum from ruin, these petty states secretly or

openly protect and abet the pirates, who systematically prey on the

native trader, and who dare even to attack small vessels bearing the

British flag, and to commit depredations and murders within sight

of the British ports.

On the west side of the Straits are several petty chiefs, who own
no superior, unless when forced to do so. They naturally fall under

the dominion of the Dutch, if we are to admit that any treaty

betwixt two European powers can transfer to either the right to

control these chiefs.

But the Dutch and British are bound by a treaty to co-operate

in expelling pirates from the Straits
;
and it is perfectly consistent

with the rights of nations, that the native chiefs, on both sides of

these Straits, should be required, or even, if necessary, compelled to

assist in finally suppressing them.
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With respect to the states on the Peninsula, a temperate, but

firm expostulation might have the desired effect; and should that

fail, other measures, warranted by a due regard for the rights of

trade, and the public safety, could be ultimately resorted to.

It is not probable that the court of Bankok will relax her rigid

rule over the provinces, Ligor and others, of Lower Siam, so as to

give them the opportunity to throw off their allegiance. Controlled

as each governor is, by a council of two officers of rank, it requires

the most guarded conduct on their parts to retain their situations.

Were they less under surveillance, and were Europeans allowed to

trade more freely with the inhabitants of their respective districts, it

is probable that they would assert independence. By intriguing

with the Cochinchinese and Cambojans, and bribing the Malayan

states bordering on his territory, and so as to keep them neutral, or

to gain their assistance, the Phraya of Ligor might without much
difficulty separate himself from Siam.

(To he continued.)
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MR. WATHEN’S TRANSLATION OF THE PRECEDING'^;
INSCRIPTION.

7 ranslation of an Inscription on three Copper Plates found near Bhandtlp

Village in Salsette. Dated saka 948 (a. D. 1027.')

“ Invocation.”

1.

May that Gananayaka/ by whose worship sovereigns obtain

victory and renown in every enterprise ! May that destroyer of

what is evil, preserve you from calamities ! !

2.

May that Siva on whose head Jahnavi ® shines, as the silver

moon on the summit of the golden Meru, protect you !

!

DESCRIPTION OF THE RAJA’s FAMILY, AND ITS ORIGIN.”

1. There was a son of Jimdtak^tu,^ most renowned in the three

worlds, the ever compassionate Jimuta-Vdhana,^ who, for another’s

good, considered his own body as grass, and saved Sankhachdra “

from Garuda.^

2. From his family ® arose King Kapardi, the frontal ornament

of the Silaharl® race, the overwhelmer of his foes
j
from him Pula-

sakti, who shone as the orbit of the sun.

3. From that prince, his son Laghu Kapardi,'" from whose dread

many princes gave up their kingdoms as water.

4. From him was born a son Sri-Vayutanna, a sole hero on the

earth, one courageous in battle. His son was Sri-Jhanjha, far-

famed, who [was affectionate] as a brother, the protector of cows,

fire, and men : his form was most beautiful.

^ At this time Canute the Dane reigned in England. ® Ganfea.
" The river Ganges (personified as the daughter of Rajd Jahnu) having

descended from Heaven at the request of Bhagiratha, the descendant of Raja

Sagara, was swallowed by Jahnu, but afterwards let out of his right leg. Hence

called “ Jahnavi.”
* Jimutaketu was a Vidyadhara, or demi-god.—Vide Note A.

^ Vide Note A. "A serpent so called.

’ The bird of Vislmu, the prince of birds. ® Silara (sftFni:).
" “ Sila,” a rock; “ Ahar,” food eaten, &c. Vulg., “ Shilar,” “ Selar,”

&c. Many Mahrattas have this surname.
'“ There appears to be some omission in the original, and Laghu Kapardi refers

to Pulasakti, whilst the name of his son is not specified.—H. H. W.
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5. His son Vajara Deva then reigned, whose actions were most

excellent, most astonishing, of wide-spread fame, the crested gem
of the whole globe of this world. With the force of whose arms

Rajya Sri ‘ (the fortune of kings) becoming delighted, hath, of her

own accord, taken up her abode in his heart, as in that of IMurari.^

6. (His son was Aparajita®) as Jayanta^ of Vritrari,' as Shan-

mukha® of Purari,’ the fortunate and virtuous.

7. In liberality as Kama,® in truth as Yudhishthira,® in glory as

Martanda,’® as the rod of Yama to his enemies.

8. From him sprung Vajara-Deva, whose eldest brother was

Kesha Raja-Deva
j

the son of this Vajara-Deva, Sri-Chhinna-

Raja-D^va, became lord of men
j
who, when a youth, increased the

renown of the Silara race.

" TITLES AND EPITHETS OF THIS DONOR,” viz. :

(Thus, from his own established virtue, the five great words have

been acquired. The sovereign of all inferior rajas. The Tagara-

pura ’® prince. A lord of men in the Silara '* family. This raja

on whom splendour is reflected by those of the Jimuta Vahana race.

He whose standard is a golden eagle.'® “ Sahajvidyadhar-Tyaga-

Jaggat-Bhrama,” the frontal ornament of inferior princes. A pro-

tector of those who seek asylum from the thunder of Indra. Lord

of chieftains,'® Sri-mata-Chhinna-raj-Deva, who, by the force of his

own arms, has acquired many different provinces j'' with the city

* Lakshmi, wife of Vishnu, and goddess of good fortune, &c.

* Vishnu, who lulled Mura, a demon.

® The “Asiatic Researches” calls this prince Vajrapunjara
; but both words

are only epithets, perhaps.—H. II. W. Son of Indra.

5 Indra, who killed the demon Vritara. ® Kartikya.

7 Mahaddva Siva, the foe of the demon Pura.

® An ancient rdjd, and half-brother of the Pandus.

® Son of Pandu, or of Yama. The sun.

" The deity of Hell, corresponding with Pluto and Minos.

Kesi. The “Asiatic Researches” has Arikesari.—H. H. W.
Lord of Tagarapura seems to be merely a title claimed by the rijSs of this

family, as the capital is called Puri.

Sildhdra (5fl also read Silara and(1%OTT\)-
This rather applies, I believe, to Jimuta Vdhana than to the reigning prince.

—

H. H. W.
The emblem of Garuda, who was the patron deity of the family.—See

Note A. '® Mandalikeswara.

Reigns over the whole Hither Konkan, with fourteen hundred villages,

and its chief city ; or it may be, of which Puri is the chief.—H. H. W,
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of Puri' the metropolis, and its fourteen hundred villages of the

Konkana, such a region this prince governs.)

Thus, supporting the burden of thought concerning this domain

—the prime minister, Sri Nagannyya® the Sandhi Vigrahica,® Sri

Sinhpyya, the Karnataca Sandhi Vigrahica,^ Sri Kapardi, Sri Kama,
&c. These being the five Pradhanas (ministers of state), at such

an auspicious period. This great Mandaleswara (prince) Srimata-

Chhinna-Raja-D^va, to all his own kinsmen, to others also, and to

such Rajputras (princes) as may hereafter reign, to ministers, and
priests, to the amatyas, pradhans and ex-pradhans, to those who
are in employ, or out of employ.

And the like of these, Rashtrapatis, (governors of provinces,) to

governors of districts, to chiefs of cities, heads of villages, both

present and former, to such royal servants, and also to the country-

people, addressing himself to these, and all others assembled, he

exclaims. Be these unto you ! reverence, worship and honour. We
order and proclaim. Let these be well known unto you ! !

STANZA.

1 . Wealth is unstable, youth vanisheth in a moment, man’s life

is as between the jaws of Kritdnta.® This life is a thing connected

with decay and death. Age and wealth are uncertain as a drop of

water sprinkled by the wind on a lotos-leaf. Considering this,

charity appears to me to be productive of the most solid advantage.

And thus :

1. Vyasa hath said, &c. [from the Purans.]

Thus remembering that the words of the ancient Munis, the

skilful in drawing the distinction between what is religious and

what is irreligious,® also for the sake of my own benefit, and for that

of my mother and father
j

hy me, years being expired of the king,

Saka^ nine hundred and forty-eight, in numerals 948, in the year

[of the cycle] called Kshya® or Kartica Shud® L5th, (or the day of the

' I have not been able to ascertain the site of this place.

® These appear to be names of Karnatkis from the termination pyya, &c.

3 Minister for peace and war.

* This person is a native of Karnataka. See 3, or this person had charge of

the Karnatic affairs.

3 Death personified, Yama.” ® Or lawful and unlawful.

^ In the original, Samvat is also here introduced, perhaps by mistake ; but

Saka and Samvat, I am told, are both used alike for Salivahaua’s era, in the old

Dekhin books.

® Kshya happens in 1728 Saka; hence it is quite correct.

® Probably a mistake of the engraver, for vadha or the dark half.
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full moon) being Sunday, on the great occasion of an eclipse of the

sun, having bathed at a sacred place :

Having offered an Arghya* (vessel) to Savita,^ the one Gem in

the Circle of Heaven, who is longed for by the lotos-flowers
j
having

also worshipped the Lord^ of Uma, the holy one, the spiritual instruc-

tor of the Sura^ and Asura the ruler of the three worlds
;

to Amadevya

the son of the Bramin Normyya, (a Brahmin of the Parasara tribe)

a sacrificer, and one causing sacrifice to be performed, a reader of

the Vedas, a teacher of them to others, a performer of the six (sacer-

dotal) duties, for the sake of acts done, and those still to be prac-

tised
j

for those which constantly require to be kept up
;
on account

of these, and for “ Bali,” (or offerings made to spirits, dogs, crows,

&c.) for the “ Vaiswadeva,”^—“ Agnihotra,”® sacrifices and ritual
j

for the constant performance of all these, and for'the maintenance

of his own family
;

is given, a field called Borni-Bhat, in the village

of Naura, one of the sixty-six^ villages Shat Shashti of Sri Sthanaka;®

(Thanna;) the boundaries of which are to the east, Gouvani bound,

to the south Gorapalwalli bound, to the west the Rajpatha, (or king’s

high road,) to the north-west, Gowani bound
j
thus defined by its

bounds within its well-known limits, with the whole of its produce.

i On which [field] the prince hath now no claims, on which the

king’s commands shall not take effect, which is improper ever to be

made use of by the sovereign. Such field is therefore granted with

water and gold,® of our free w'ill and pleasure : therefore as long as

this Amadevya, his lineal or collateral heirs, enjoy this, or cause it

to be enjoyed, cultivate it, or cause it to be cultivated, no one shall

offer them molestation or hinderance.

The Munis have also declared thus :

“ STANZAS FROM THE PURANS,” " &C,

1. Raja Sagara, &c.

2. Ramchandra’s bridge, &c.

Know these to be the sayings of the divine Rishi !'*

^ An oblation (and also the vessel holding it) to gods and saints, of rice; Durva,

grass, flowers, &e., with water. ® The sun.

® Siva. * Sura are good spirits, and Asura bad spirits.

* Offerings to all the deities. ® Worship of fire.

7 The island of Salsette is from this still called Sashti, being a corruption of

Shat Shashti. ® So Thanna was called.

® To constitute such grant a legal one, water must be poured by the donor

into the donee’s hand, and gold must be given.

Holy saints. ' ‘ These have been often translated. Saints.
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All future kings should be indulgent in confirming this grant.

Let no one ever live to incur the sin of coveting this [land].

I, having thus supplicated and entreated
;
whoever, having the

light of his mind destroyed by the dai'kness of ignorance, shall seize

this [land], or shall assist in destroying this [grant], being guilty

of the five greater, and the five lesser sins, will long inhabit the

dark abodes of hell ,
—

“

Raurava,” “ Maha 'raurava,” “ Andhata-

misra,” &c.
^

I, (the son of the Maha-Mandal-Eswara ^,) [Sri-mata-Vajjara-

D^va, Sri-mata-Chhinna-Raja-Deva, am the granter of this Sasana

(edict), cause my name to be inscribed by the writer, for whatever

is written is binding on me.

This order of the great king is written by me, Sri-Bhanda-

Agara-Senjogpyya, son of the brother of Nagalya, the “ Maha'Kavi,”

or great poet (poet laureate).

Should there be a letter either more or less, still the whole

[written] here is valid.
^

Be propitious !

Translated by W. H. Wathen.

(Note A.)

The following is a short account of the fabulous history of the

founder of this family. Jimutaketu, the father of Jimutawahana,

was a spirit (Vidyadhara), but by a curse he became a human being,

and then a raja. Once on a time, the eagle Garuda having made
war on Vasuki, prince of the serpents in hell, made him agree to give

him one of his subjects (serpents) daily for food, which was done.

After some time it came to the lot of a serpent named Shankachiira

to be sacrificed; he was accordingly taken to the appointed “ sila,”

or rock, and left there for the eagle, but was observed by Jimu-

tawahana, who resolved to save him
;
and on the serpent’s ^ going

to bathe previous to his death, the raja placed himself in his stead

on the rock. Garuda having come, the raja said he was the serpent,

and requested him to devour him, which he accordingly did, his

head only remaining. In the mean time the raja’s wife came to

' These are different mansions of hell, of various degrees of misery and tor-

ment. ® Great Sovereign.

^ These Nagas, or serpents, could assume human shape at will.
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the spot in search of her husband, and seeing the head, began to

reproach Garuda for killing so holy a man. The serpent also re-

turning began to reproach the prince of eagles, on which Garuda

restored the raja to life, and told him to ask for anything, that he

might grant him a boon. Jimutaw^hana then requested him to

abstain from devouring the serpents of Patala,' which he engaged

to do. The prince, from his generous conduct, obtained the name
of “ Silahara,” or, one who was devoured on the rock

;
this has

since been corrupted into “ Shilar,” or “ Selar,” and a caste of the

name is still numerous in the Dekkan.

W. H. Wathen.

LIST OF KINGS IN NO. III.

Jimdtawahana (of the Silahara or Shilar race) of Shaiva sect.

1. Kapardi.

2. Pulasakti.

3. Laghukapardi. (?)

4. Vyutanna.

5. Jhanjha.

6. Vajjarad^va.

7. Aparajita.

8. Vajjaradeva II.

(9. Kesharajddva.'^)

9. Chhinnarajd^va, whose title was the Tagara-

pura Prince. His capital was a place called

Puri, in the Konkan. ^

' The infernal regions. * Does not appear to have reigned.—H, H. W.
® These two circumstances are doubtful.—H. H. W.
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Art. IV .—Translation of a Berber Manuscript, by W. B. Hodgson,
E.sq., M. R.A. S., late American Consul at Algiers.

The present narrative was composed, a few months ago, at Tangier,

under my direction. It was written by the Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben

Mubammed, of the town of Messa, in the province of Sus. It was

first written in the Berber language, and thence translated into

Arabic,' .from which I made an English version.

The Berber language is spoken in North Africa, from the banks

of the Nile to the Atlantic ocean. In the empire of Marocco, the

aboriginal population has been divided into Shilluhs and Berbers,

both of which, however, bear the generic appellation of Amzigh, or

free, and they both speak dialects of the same tongue. ^This language

is called by them, Tamaztght, which is their own name, Amzigh, with

the feminine article T, prefixed and suffixed. It thus means the

free language. The appellation Amzigh corresponds with that ofFranh,

of the Teutonic nations, and Slav of the more northern countries.

The Greek and Latin historians seem to have corrupted Amzigh, into

Mazich, Mazisci, Mazyes, and Mazyces.

The Berber language merits investigation, from its great antiquity,

and its connexion with the geography and history of North Africa

and Egypt. This desirable object can only be accomplished by the

study of written examples. With this view the present narrative

was composed. In addition to this advantage procured for philologic

science, it affords that of some statistic and political information,

regarding a remote province of Marocco which has rarely been

visited by Europeans.

There are only three Berber manuscripts in existence, of which

I have any knowledge. The first is a version of the Evangelists,

made under my superintendence, and now in the possession of the

British and Foreign Bible Society. The second is a book of religious

faith and practice, written by the Marabut ben Naser, for the use

of the natives of Wad Draa. The enterprising traveller, Mr. David-

son, now in Marocco, has promised his efforts to procure a copy of

that book. The third manuscript is the present narrative of Sidi

Ibrahim ben Muhammed.

London, March 1, 1835.

1 Both these manuscripts are now in the library of the Royal Asiatic Society,

and it is hoped that they will shortly he published,

—

Ed,
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The Personal Narrative of the Taleh, Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed el-

Messi, of the province of Siis ; including some Statistic and Political

Notices of that extreme south-west country of Morocco.

The Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed el Messi, el Susi, says,

[God prosper the town of Messa, on account of its men of the

law ! Amen !] that he was the younger son of his father in

that place, and that he went to the mosques, to read the Koran

under the instruction of a fakir. The name [of this fakir was

Muhammed ben Muhammed, el Messi, el Susi. He continued to

study under him for the space of twelve yeai’s and a half. His

father supplied his expenses, and gave him bread and kiiskus every

day.

Let us now turn to the description of Messa
;

it has seventeen

villages, and a market in the centre of them. There is a quarter of

the Jews, under the government of Shaikh ]Mubarek ben Wahman,
and of Shaikh Ibrahim ben Sidi Muhammed Ben-jurmah. These

are the Shaikhs who receive the tribute from them, which amounts

to four dollars per month, for each house. If the feasts of the

Mussulmans fall upon Saturday, the Sabbath of the Jews, every

man, woman and child, must pay four ujuhs (25 cents) to the

Shaikhs.

We will now speak of the troops of Messa, of which there are

in number seventeen hundred. The number of women and children

can only be numbered by God himself. There are in Messa, twelve

hundred and fifty houses, and one hundred and eighty horses.

These are used both for riding and ploughing. Oxen, mules and

asses, are also used for ploughing. The horses are also employed in

war, in attacking the enemy. In Messa there are all sorts of trees

that are known to man. The vine, fig, cactus opuntia, date, orange,

lemon, apple, apricot, and plum; melons, water-melons, and olives,

flourish here. There is also abundance of honey and beer. Herds of

cattle, and flocks of sheep, camels, mules and asses, abound in Messa

.

The river' passes through the middle of Messa, and falls into the

sea. Jews and Mussulmans carry on an active commerce in this town.

The books deposited in the mosques of Messa are so numerous,

that no one knows how many there are, but God alone. There are

a great many Talebs, and Hajjis, Sheriffs, and Marabuts, whose
blessings, may God render availing for good ! Amen !

We will now speak of the money which Messa pays to Sultan

Mulai Abd-al-rachman, every year. This is the sum of five thousand

Elgas.
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mitscals, (3333 dollars), which remained fixed until the year 1251,'

w’hen the Sultan told the people of Messa that they must give him

one thousand additional mitscals per annum. They replied to this

requisition, that they would not give anything more than the five

thousand mitscals, a negro slave, a negress, and one horse, which it

had been an established custom to pay every year. The Kaid of

Tarudant, Abd-al-sadik, who represents the Sultan, upon the arrival

of this reply, sent fifty-five horsemen to Messa, and demanded the

six thousand mitscals, the negro, negress, and six horses. They

replied, “ Go back to the Kaid who sent you, and tell him that we will

not send him any part of the money which he has demanded.” Upon
this, the horsemen that had been sent to Messa returned to Tarn-

dant, to the Kaid Abd-al-sadik. He said to them, “Tell me what

passed between you and the people of Messa.” They replied, “The day
on^which we sent to them, they assembled at the house of the Shaikh,

to hear us read the order which you gave us for them. They replied

to us, ‘ Go back again, for we will give you nothing.’ ” On hearing

this, the Kaid immediately sent to his friends, the Shaikhs who
govern in the country of Stukha, which is near to Messa, to

whom, when they had assembled, he said, “ What shall we do with

the people of Messa?’’

The Shaikhs replied, “ You must write to the Sultan who is in the

city of Marocco, and request him in your letter to send you an army,

to attack the people of Messa.” The Sultan accordingly sent to his

Lieutenant an army of three thousand five hundred cavalry, under

the command of the Kaid Taib-eddin, who was in the service of the

Sultan’s Lieutenant at Tarudant. When the army of the Sultan

reached that city, it remained there three days, and then proceeded

to the interior of the country of Stukha. The Shaikh Taleb Mu-
hammed el girani, said to the Kaid, “I and your deputy must go to

the town of Messa, and hold a conference with the inhabitants.” To
this the Kaid consented. The Shaikhs mounted their horses and

proceeded to the district of the tribe called Aith Hamed. This tribe

inhabits the mountains between Messa and Idauliteit. The army
encamped near the mountains, on the river Elgas, and the moun-
taineers descended and fought with them, during the space of three

days, until the sheriffs and marabuts came to them, to make
peace. Upon this, the mountaineers came and remained with the

army one day. Fourteen of their chiefs were treacherously seized,

and sent to the Kaid Abd-al-sadik at Tarudant. On the day of

their arrival at Tarudant, they were all beheaded, and their heads

‘ 1835, of the Christian sera.

VOL. IV. K
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were hung up at the gates, and remained there till midnight, when
one of them was heard by the people to read the Koran, until day-

break, and another cried the ezan to prayers.

The army which had encamped on the river Elgas proceeded to

demand of the people of Messa that which had been previously

required by the Kaid. It encamped near Messa, on the night of

the festival of Mouloud,^ and remained there during the seven days

of the festival, during which time the six thousand five hundred

mitscals were brought and delivered to the Shaikh Hassan-weled-

Deleim, who went between the people of Messa and the Kaid. He said

to them, “ You must come and sit down, and talk with me.” They

replied, “ We will not meet you, even should we be forced to leave this

country entirely.” This answer was given to him, and the people of

Messa commenced the attack. The army mounted their horses,

rushed against the houses of Messa, destroyed them, fired upon the

people, and kept up the combat for half the day. The army was

routed, their cannons were abandoned, and they lost many men, and

seven hundred horses. They left their tents, only taking away

seven, and an infinite number of arms. They were pursued to

Stukhaj and the people of Messa were aided only by those of

Jgeloudsidi Teznit. The mortars and cannons which were taken were

kept until the six thousand five hundred mitscals that had been paid

were returned. This is what occurred between the people of Messa

and the Sultan’s Lieutenant who governs the whole country of Sus.

SOME NOTICE OF THE DISTRICT OF TEZERWELT.

The Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed el Messi, el Susi, says,

that he went to the monastery (Zawiah) of Tezerwelt, and studied

there seventeen months, under the instructions of the Taleb Sidi

Muhammed Ben Ajelli. He was a great saint. The number of

talebs who studied at that Zasviah was seventy-four. Thirty-two

of them read law, from the work of Sidi Halil, and the grammar of

Elfieli*, and all other writers upon these subjects. The other talebs

read the Koran. Their food was furnished by the Kaid alone, who

governs that country. His name is Sidi Hisham. He gave to the

Zawiah six women slaves, and the same number of men. These

cook the food of the talebs. The number of villages belonging to

’ Nativity of Muhammed.
® The Alfiyyah, a Grammatical poem, by Abu Abdallah Ben Malik, the text

of which, with a commentary iii French, by Baron dc Sacy, was published by

tlie Oriental Translation Committee.—En.
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Tezerwelt is nine. The castle of Hisham is in the middle of the

country, and the quarter of the Jews is to the left. The market is

always held at the gate of the castle, or residence of Hisham. This

building is of lime and bricks, and of planks and rafters, which are

of pine. Tezerwelt is rich. The Cafilas trade to Tombuctu, Sudan,

the Sahara, and Agherdum, and buy the following articles : elephants’

teeth, ostrich feathers, slaves, and gold dust. When the Cafila sets

out on a trading expedition, it does not return until the beginning

of the next year, when it brings back a great deal of property,

which they send to their friends^ the merchants in Suira (Moga-

dore). From them they receive in return other goods, such as

cloth, cotton, iron, steel, glass beads, coral, cloves, spikenard, delft-

ware, glass, and whatever else comes from Christendom. On the

arrival of the Cafila, all the merchants. Moors, Jews, and Christians,

assemble, and purchase the whole of their merchandise. This is the

custom of Tezerwelt.

We will now speak of Hisham. He has twelve sons, and they

all ride horses, of which they have thirty-five in number. Their

herds of cattle, sheep, and camels, cannot be numbered but by God
alone. Hisham has four white wives, and six women slaves. His

eldest son has an equal number of white women, but a larger

number of black ones, than his father. The horses which we have

mentioned, are mounted by the sons of Hisham alone. The troops

of Tezerwelt amount to fourteen hundred. These are cavalry, an
’

the horses of Hisham are not included.

The number of houses in Tezerwelt is seven hundred and fifty.

There are one hundred and thirty books in the Zawiah, four of which

are written in the language of the Amazigh, which means Shilha.
These four books contain the words of Ben Naser, in the Shilha

language.

We will now enumerate the fruit-trees which grow in this

country:—fig, date, grape, walnut, almond, pomegranate, lemon,

orange, apricot, plum, and whatever else are spoken of among men.

The river called Tezerwelt passes through the middle of the town.

Sidi Hisham govei’ns many districts, which we will here enu-

merate :

1. Endjad of tezleim
;

2. Aith wankesj 3. Adubouakel
j

4. Gir-

sunuktj 5. Maaderj 6. Wodjen; 7. Aith Ibrahim; 8. Aith abel;

9. Aith reha; 10. Ifran; 1 1. Idauliteit; 12. Adusemlel.

Over these tribes which we have enumerated, Sidi Hisham has

exclusive jurisdiction. He cuts off heads and hands, and does what-
ever may be his pleasure.
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The family of Sidi Hisham is Semleli. Semleli is from Edris,

and the family of Edris is descended from Muhammed, the Prophet

of God. Mulai Abd-al-rachman (the present Emperor) is of the

Fileli branch (Tafilelt), through Edris to Muhammed, the Prophet of

God, on whom be the peace and blessings of God ! This is the

difference of genealogy between Abd-al-rachman and Sidi Hisham,

both of whom are descended from Muhammed.

TOMGRUT.

The Shaikh Hamed ben Muhammed ben Naser, on whom be the

blessings of God ! composed his book in the Shilha language, and

called it the Book of the Amazigh. This book treats of those duties

which are of positive precejjt, and of the Sunnah. It ^treats of the

duties of fasting, and instructs as to what is lawful and forbidden

among men. It commands alms and tithes, and describes whatever

is lawful and unlawful in the world, among Mussulmans, Jews,

and Christians.

Sultan Mulai Abd-al-rachman gives to Sidi Abu Bekr (the son of

BenNaser) five thousand mitscals every year (3333 dollars). Sidi Abii

Bekr remains at his Zawiah until the beginning of the year, when he

leaves with his friends, and goes to Tarudant, the daughter of Syria,

where he remains until the people of Sus collect and bring to him

the money which is due. This is fixed at one quintal {666 dollars)

for every district. Shaikh ben Naser, the father, was a devout man,

and great with God, who gave him wisdom, and power over spirits

and men. May God render the blessings of his family profitable

to us !

Mulai Abd-al-rachman is bound to send a present, at the com-

mencement of every year, to Sidi Hisham, of one thousand mitscals

(666 dollars). Sidi Hisham sends to him in return a pi-esent, and

one slave. Sultan Mulai Abd-al-rachman calls this the present of

Sidi Hisham’s ancestor, Sidi Muhammed ben Musa. May God render

the blessings of his Zawiah profitable to us !

AGELLOU.

The Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed el Messi, el Susi, says, that

he went to the town of Agellou, and there studied nine months,

under the instruction of Taleb Sidi Muhammed ben Hussein el jerari.

The number of talebs who were studying there was fifty-two. Fif-

teen of these talebs were reading science (law), and the rest of them
studied the Koran. The number of books in the Zawiah of Agellou

was eighty-three. Of these, there was only one in the Amazigh Ian-
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guage. The maintenance of the talebs was derived from the people

of Agellou, who appropriated to this object half of the tithes in

wheat, barley, and dra, and other articles. These are collected and

brought to the Zawiah. In the house of the mosque there reside

four families, by order of the tribe, which prepare the food of the

talebs. Every house gives to the Shaikh Ali ben Abdallah, fifteen

Ukiahs in money (1 dollar), with which he buys oil, butter, meat,

soap, and other necessaries. This Shaikh instructs the talebs.

The number of villages belonging to Agellou is nineteen, and

there are two Shaikhs, whose names are Ali ben Abdallah, and Ab-

dallah ben Mubarek.

The district of Agellou furnishes three thousand two hundred

and fifty troops, and nine hundred and sixty horses. There are two

thousand two hundred houses, and an innumerable quantity of

women and children. The town of Agellou is on the sea-shore, and

it has a port built with mortar and stone. The inhabitants have

feluccas, with which they go out to sea, and fish. One day, there

appeared a vessel in the distance, which approached, but the fisher-

men fled through fear. The vessel remained at sea until the middle

of the night, when it entered the port and anchored. The next day

a red flag was hoisted on the mast, and the vessel remained fifteen

days at anchor. The inhabitants of Agellou, great and small, assem-

bled and kept watch night and day, as did also the horsemen. No
one remained at home. The Shaikhs of Agellou, upon this, wrote to

other districts, to inform them of the event, and they also wrote to

Sidi Hisham, I’equesting him urgently to come to them. They
informed him that the Christians had arrived, and taken their port.

Sidi Hisham in consequence sent couriers to every part of his

jurisdiction, and commanded the people to meet him at Agellou.

The tribes which were near assembled at that place. On the day of

his arrival, Sidi Hisham told the people to hoist the red flag, as the

vessel had done. At the sight of this flag the sailors came ashore

in their boat. Sidi Hisham then told the people that not one should

speak a bad word to the Christians, until he had spoken to them,

and understood their intentions. Hisham questioned the Christians,

and asked what they wished at Agellou. They replied, “ The first

thing we ask, is security.” Hisham replied, “God grant you safety

from us.” The Christians told him, that their object was to buy
and sell

5
to which Hisham replied, “ Very well.”

After this, the Shaikhs of other districts beyond the jurisdiction

i)f Hisham assembled, and had a conference in their divan. They

said that Sidi Hisham’s words with the Christians would not be
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pleasing to Sultan Mulai Abd-al-rachman. Ilisham replied to them,
“ I am responsible for those words to Abd-al-rachman.” To this

responsibility the Shaikhs assented, and had a paper drawn up to

that effect, in presence of aduls (notaries).

Sidi Hisham then asked the Christians what they wished to buy.

They said,
“ We wish to purchase oil, butter, wheat, oxen, sheep, and

fowls.’’ When the Mussulmans heard the words of the Christians,

they collected the articles which we have mentioned, until they had

an abundance. The Christians said to them, “ Our vessel is full, we

must now go and unload in our country, and we will come back to

you.” Hisham said to them, “ That which I have done is against the

wish of the inhabitants of Agellou
j

I have done it for God’s sake,

and for the sake of that peace which is betwixt us, and I have fur-

nished you with whatever you wanted from our country. When
you arrive in your country, you will buy for me fifty cannons and ten

howitzers.” The Christians promised to do this, and to return at

the same period the next year. Hisham said, “ Execute my wishes,

and whatever you may want in the land of Mussulmans, I will grant

it to you.”

This is the relation of the Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed el

Messi, el Susi.

THE TRIBE OF AITH AMRAN.

The year after this event, another vessel arrived, and anchored near

a place called Efin, which belongs to the trihe of Aith Amran. The

crew came ashore in a boat and talked to the people, and said, “ We
will buy from you bread, meat, water, and whatever else we may
want from you.” The Mussulmans then brought to them bread, and

melons, figs, prickly-pears, and water, and said to the crew, “ You
must give us two of your number to remain on shore, and we will

go off to the vessel with you,” to which they assented. The two

sailors were brought ashore, and the Christians then demanded one

Mussulman, who was given to them to remain on board. The Mus-

sulmans then loaded one boat and went off to the vessel, and

delivered fresh provisions to the crew. They went on hoard and

looked at everything in her, and then insisted upon some of the crew

going with them to get water, which they did, and filled their casks.

Only four men remained in the vessel, when fifteen Mussulmans

went off to her in a felucca. The crew told them not to come on

board, until their companions were come back. The Mussulmans

replied, “ We will come on board by force,” and they did get on board,

when the Christians fired upon them. The Mussulmans fought and
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killed two of their number, and the other two they took

ashore to their companions who were getting water. The Mussul-

mans then took the whole of them prisoners. The Mussulman

sailors went off to the vessel in a felucca, and having raised the

anchor, brought her to shore, by towing, and sold her for two

hundred and eighty mitscals. The Christians were sold, and distri-

buted among the tribes. Intelligence of them was sent from district

to district, until it reached Suira (Mogadore). The merchants of that

place immediately sent their friends with money to the country of

Aith Amran, and told them to buy those Christians, not one of

whom was to remain behind. Any price they were to give, great or

small. The friends of the merchants were Mussulmans, and they

proceeded to Aith Amran, and presented themselves to the Shaikh who

governs the tribe. They made the aar, and said to the Shaikh, “ Our

wish is that you would stand with us in purchasing the Christians

who were captured here by Mussulmans.” He replied, that he would

do so, and that they were welcome. He in consequence sent to the

Mussulmans who owned the Christians, and collected them together.

Seven were brought to the Shaikh
5

three remained, two of whom
were in the country of Aith Abu Bekr, in the possession of the Shaikh,

whose name was Shaikh Abdallah ben Abu Behr; and the third Chris-

tian, a boy, was in the hands of the Shaikh of the tribe of Agellou.

He said that he would not sell the boy, who was as dear to him as

one of his own sons.

Shaikh Abdallah said to the boy, “You must turn to the religion

of the Mussulmans,” and the boy consented. The day on which he

turned to Islam, the Shaikh killed an ox, and made a feast, and gave

to the boy the name of Muhammed. The Shaikh invited all the

tribe to this feast. All the people came, and made sport on horse-

back and on foot. The boy was mounted on the Shaikh’s horse, and
the people made sport before him, on the way to the Zawiah, where

he was circumcised according to the rule of Sidi Ibrahim el-Halil.

The Shaikli also said that he had given the boy four hundred

mitscals, a man and woman slave, all of which he sent with him to

the Zawiah, and placed the boy in the same room with his own son.

Their father, the Shaikh, sent them their food. God gave to this

boy an excellent understanding, and he committed to memory’ the

whole of the Koran. He has no other name among the people

but that of Sidi Muhammed ben Ali, and is now living at Agellou.

We will now return to the Mussulmans who had come with the

Christians, captives to the Shaikh of the tribe Aith Amran. There

were only seven of them found, whom the Shaikh bought for one
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hundred and fifty mitscals (100 dollars) a head, and sent them with his

friends from village to village, until they arrived at Suira, and were

delivered to the merchants. ” Where are the others?” said the mer-

chants. The Mussulmans replied, “ Two of them are in the posses-

sion of the Shaikh of the tribe of Aith Abu-bekr, who will not sell

them to us. The third belongs to the Shaikh of the tribe of Agellou,

and two others died at sea, the day on which they were deceived by

the Mussulmans.” The merchants gave new clothes to the seven,

embarked them on board of a vessel, paid their passage-money, and

sent them back to the land of the Christians.

THE TOWN OF TEZNIT.

Teznit is like a town, and surrounded by a wall, having two gates.

The water of the place comes from a fountain in the centre of the

town. The Casbah (citadel) is built over the fountain, of brick,

marble, stone, and mortar, and wood from the land of the Christians.

In the time of Sultan Mulai Suleiman, his governor resided in this

Casbah. After his death, the inhabitants of Teznit sent away his

governor, and the whole population, great and small, assembling

together, razed the Casbah to the ground. They then collected

the stones and wood-work, and built a mosque on the site of the

Casbah, over the fountain.

When Mulai Abd-al-rachman became the Sultan, may God assist

him ! he sent his governors to all the towns and districts , and to

Teznit he sent the Raid Taker ben Masud, of the tribe of Audaiah.

He was accompanied by thi-ee hundred horsemen. He arrived at

Teznit, and passed three days, during which the people gave him
food and barley. After these three days he called all the people,

and said, “ Come to me, and hear me read the Sultan’s order.”

The inhabitants, great and small, all assembled, and went out to

the Raid, and sat down before him. He read to them the

Sultan’s order, and said, “ that he must enter the town, and reside

in the Sultan’s Casbah.” The inhabitants replied, “ We have no
Sultan

;
return to him the road by which you came. The Casbah

has been thrown down, and with the materials we have built a

mosque in the centre of the town.”

Mulai Abd-al-rachman, when he received this intelligence, sent

his son Muhammed with the Raid Taher, and six thousand horse-

men, against the people of Teznit, who were informed of the expe-

dition. The Sultan’s army came, and encamped in the district of

Stukha, at a place called Tabuhanaith, which is near the river Elgas.

From this place to Teznit is one day’s journey. The inhabitants of
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Teznit began to be afraid, and sent couriers to other districts, and

invited the people to come and join them, saying that the Sultan’s

army had come against them, and insisted upon again occupying

their castle. They were required, "^moreover, to rebuild it in the

space of one month, under the threat of sending the troops against

them, of putting them to the sword, and of destroying their town.

The tribes to whom the people of Teznit sent their couriers,

assembled together, among whom were those of Aith Amran, Wad-

nun, the subjects of Sidi Hisham, the tribes of Idauliteit, Idauiouakel,

and those of the mountains, in great numbers. The son of the

Sultan remained at Tabuhanaith twenty-two days, and then passing

the river Elgas, sent his army against the people of Teznit, who were

surrounded by it. They went out to meet the army, and fought

the whole day, until sun-set. On the next day, at dawn, they

recommenced the fight, and the Sultan’s army was driven back

across the river Elgas, and lost eighty-seven men and thirty-five

horses. They were compelled, after great loss, to retrace their steps

to the Sultan.

THE TRIBE OF TEGERGUST.

The tribe of Tegergust is at the source of the river Sus, and is one

day and a half’s journey distant from Tarudant, the daughter

of Syria. There are thirteen villages belonging to the tribe of Teger-

gust, and two thousand five hundred troops, according to report,

and twenty-two hundred houses. The tribe is divided into three

sections, which fight with each other. They have each a Shaikh.

These three divisions of the tribe are in a state of constant hostility.

When a boy arrives at the age prescribed for the fast of Ramadhan,

his father purchases for him a musket and a sword. The market is

held in the centre of Tegergust, but no full-grown person ever goes

to it without his musket and his sword.

The three Shaikhs take the government in rotation, one every

four months. They have jurisdiction over the markets, and impose

fines and penalties for crimes committed therein. They exact the

price of souls, when any one is killed at the markets. It happens,

that those who commit the murder will not pay the price of souls,

denying the charge, and telling the Shaikhs to find the man who

committed the murder. So they say to the other Shaikhs, until

they begin to fight with each other. They go to each other’s vil-

lages at night, and steal cattle and horses, and kill each other.

During the day, they station two horsemen, as guards, between the

villages. The villagers thus remain at war, for months, or a whole
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year, until the son of Ben Naser^ comes through the country, and

arranges the difficulties of all the villages.

The son of Ben Naser, Sidi Abd Bekr, comes to the tribe of

Tegergust, he and his companions, and takes up his lodgings in the

middle of the district. The Marabuts and the Shaikhs, and the

great men of the tribes of the adjacent districts, all assemble, to greet

the Marabdt Ben Naser. He sends his companions to the people

of Tegergust, great and small, and calls them together. They are

then addressed by the Marabuts, who offer to make peace between

them. A conference is held among the people, and one party says,

“We will not make peace, until the other party pays the price of the

souls of our brethren whom they have killed.” The Marabuts

addressing the other party, ask “ what they have to say to the price

of souls ?” They reply, “ We have not slain the other party’s

brethren.” The Marabuts then say, “ that they must pronounce

the word of God upon his holy book.” The accused consent to

swear that they have not slain any of the accusing party. Then

the Shaikhs of the other tril)es who have assembled together,

address the accusers, and say, “ that they must not insist upon the

money, for their sakes, and that of the assembled Marabuts.” The
people of Tegergust reply, “May God curse the money ! but preserve

to us your favour, that of Ben Naser, and of the Marabuts.”

Ben Naser, then addressing the people, says, “ I now make
peace between you, and whoever shall break it shall pay the penalty

of his head, and I pray God that upon him may descend the humili-

ation of the Jew, and may he always be conquered by his equals!”

The Shaikhs of the neighbouring districts who are there in council,

say moreover to the people, “ We have now been present at the

peace made between you, by the Marabuts. Whoever shall break

it, shall pay us two thousand mitscals, and we will burn his village,

and we will war with the party, until one of us shall conquer.”

Ben Naser approves of this resolution of the Shaikhs, and in this

way he settles the controversies of the tribes, in all the country of Sus.

SOME REMARKS UPON THE ARMS USED BY THE
PEOPLE OF SUS.

Muskets and swords, knives and powder, are brought to the port

of Aghadir (Santa Cruz) from Christendom. The port of Aghadir

is frequented by Christian vessels, where the governor of Sidi Mu-
hammed ben Abdallah resided. His name was Taleb Saleh. During

his government, he amassed great wealth. All the munitions that

* Vide p. 120, Tomgnit.
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came to Aghadir passed^ through his hands, and the Mussulmans
called the muskets by his name. This Kaid walked out of his

Sultan’s road, and refused to take counsel of him, and to send him
money. If the Sultan sent to him, to require him to do thus and

thus with Christians and Mussulmans, he would reply, “ I will not

take your advice. In this place no one governs but I, and all the

people of Sus are under me. The Garh (west) I have left altogether

to you.”^

The Sultan, in consequence, sent Sidi Muhammed ben Abdallah

with many troops, and gave him much money. He conquered

the Kaid and his Divan, and’ put them in chains, and sent word

to the Sultan, saying, “Your governor Taleb Saleh and his followers

are in prison.” The Sultan commanded Sidi Muhammed, in reply,

to have an iron shashia (cap) and a shirt of iron-mail put upon him,

and to keep him in prison, on one loaf of bread a day.

The Sultan sent a letter subsequently to Aghadir, ordering all

the merchandise of the place to be shipped on board of Christian

vessels, and sent to Suira. Nothing was left at Aghadir, neither

muskets, swords, powder, sulphur, cloth, cotton, nor any other mer-

chandise. The commerce in these articles was carried on at Suira,

until Sultan Mulai Suleiman died. He increased the place, and said

to the Christians, “ Send me cannons, mortars, and powder, and I

will give you of my produce, such as wheat, oil, wool, and whatever

else you may want.” The Christians accepted this proposal, and
brought from their country the munitions which the Sultan required,

and he gave them in return, wool, oil, and wheat.

The Ulema opposed this, and said to the Sultan, “You are not

following the law. You are giving wheat, oil, and wool to the Chris-

tians, and are thus impoverishing the Faithful.” He replied, “ I must
do this for one, two, or three years, until the Christians have brought

the munitions of war which I want to place in the sea-port towns,to

be able to defeat the Christians when they come to make warupon me.”

In the town of Suira there were one hundred and fifty can-

nons, and forty mortars, under the command of Sidi Muham-
med ben Abdallah, who built it. Sultan Mulai Suleiman added

to them, and finished the place may God be merciful to him !

Sultan Mulei Abd-al-rachman has not added anything to this town.

On the contrary, he has prohibited the introduction of guns, swords,

and powder, and limited its commerce to other merchandise. Such

is the state of affairs at this day.

^ Tills occurred wlieu Jackson, the English merchant, was established at

Aghadk.—See Jackson’s Marocco.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF ARMS IN THE PROVINCE OF Sl's.

There are only three places in the province of Sus where guns are

made. The first is called Tidlee of Idauliteit'

;

the second is Tislan,

in the tribe of Adhergesmukt
;
and the third is Guran, belonging to

the tribe under the mountain, called in Shilha, Dudherar. The num-
ber of workmen among the tribes’ which we have mentioned,

is considerable. They make gun-barrels, pistols, and locks, and

whatever else belongs to the armourer’s profession. Swords and

knives are manufactured only by the Arabs. Powder is made by

every tribe, but in small quantities. Most of it is made by the tribe

Abu-bouakel, and the inhabitants of Agellou. The son of Sidi

Hisham has two blacksmiths, who make guns. No others attempt

it, and these two artisans remain in the Casbah constantly. The

people of Messa have also two smiths, who make guns and locks.

VILLAGES BELONGING TO MESSA.

The tribe of Messa contains thirteen villages, the names of which

are, Oghbalu, Oghrimiz, Emlalau, Adoumhar, Aghadir of the mar-

ket, (Aghadir’mta es-souk) Aith-elias, Tekawit, Aidouloun, Ifintar,

Tesnalt, Eldjouaber, Tesila, Ehrouban.

THE NAMES OF RIVERS WHICH ARE FOUND BETWEEN
W'AD-N N AND SUIRA.

The first of these passes through the centre ot Wad-Nun, and is

called Wad-Draa. The second is Wad Tezerwelt
;

3. Wad Elgas
j

4. Wad Susj 5. Tamarght; 6. Aourgahj 7. AithAmerj 8. W’ad

Egezulan
j

9. Aidougared (in Arabic, Wad el Halk). Upon this

river Aidougared, is built the town of Suira. These are the rivers

which are found between the Sahara and Suira. The distances from

one to the other are as follow :—One day’s journey between Aidou-

gared and Egezulan
j
from the river Egezulan that of Aith Amer,

one day; to Aourgah, half a day's journey; to Tamarght, four

hours, or less; from Tamarght to Wad Sus, half a day; to Wad
Elgas, one day

;
to Tezerwelt, one day; from Tezerwelt to Wad

Draa, one day and a half; from Wad-Nun to Sahara, is forty days’

journe3\ These are the rivers which flow between Suira and Wad-
Nun.

LAKES.

In these lakes the water does not flow, as in the rivers above men-

tioned. There are two of them in the district of Wad-Nun. The

one is in the middle of the territory of the tribe Erragabit, and the

other in that of the tribe Ezergin.
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There are four other lakes
;
one is in the plains of Idauliteit

;

one in the district of Ehnabin
;
a third is among the tribe of Idaugi-

loul
j
and the last is in the district of Entuka. These are all the lakes

which we know of in the province of Sus.

THE TRIBES OF W'AD-NUN.

We will now enumerate all the tribes of Wad-Nun; 1. Egelmim;

2. Erafaden
j

3. Ezergaben; 4. Weled-bu-baitah
j

5. Emdjad, in

Shilha, but Karah (scabby-head), in Arabicj 6. Weled el-Ebras
^

7. Erregabit
5

8. Ifrin, in Shilha, and Gharan (dens), in Arabic;

9. Aith Musaken
;

10. Imtikna; 11. Adoubelal ; 12. Weled bu-

Sebah
;

13. Edeleim; 14. Audaiah
;

15. Tajakant.

These are the names of the tribes which I have known in

the district of Wad-Nun. Of those which exist between that dis-

trict and Sahara, I have no knowledge. These tribes all live under

tents, and there is not one house in all the country, except that of

the Shaikh Abdallah, of the tribe of Egelmin. This is built of brick,

mortar, stone, and marble, from Christendom. The pine, plank, and

other materials, were brought from Suira. The masons and car-

penters who built this Casbah, were also sent from Suira. This

Casbah is equal to Tangier in extent, and contains a Jewish millah

(quarter), and warehouses (fondues). It is a market-town, and is

surrounded by w'alls.

This is the relation of the Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed
el Messi, el Susi.
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Art. V .—Remarks on the Origin and History of the Parawas, hy Simon
Casie Chitty, Maniyagar of Putlam, Ceylon, M. R.A. S. &c.,

&c., &c.

In the classification of the Tamil castes, the Parawas rank first

among the tribes of fishermen, and they are generally allowed to

have been the earliest navigators in the Indian Oeean, like the

Phoenieians in the Mediterranean. They are described in the Tamil

dictionary, entitled Nigundu Sulamanl, under the head of Neytha-

nlldmakkal, or inhabitants of the sea-coast. In Sanscrit they are

called Parasavas, or Nishadas, and in Tamil, Parathar, Parathavar,

and Paravar. The author of the Historia Ecclesiastica (published

in Tamil, at Tranquebar, in the year 1735), identifies them with the

Parvaim of the Scriptures, and adds, that in the time of Solomon

they were famous among those who made voyages by sea
j

but it

does not appear that there is any solid foundation for this hypo-

thesis.

It is the general belief among the Parawas that their original

country was Ayudhya, or Oude , and it appears that previously to

the war of the Mahabhdrat, they inhabited the territory bordering on

the river Yamuna, or Jumna. At present, they are chiefly found in

the sea-port towns of the Tinnevelly district, in the South of India,

and also in some of the provinces on the N. W. coast of Ceylon.

With regard to their origin, there is a variety, as well as dis-

cordancy, of opinions. Some of the Tantras which have been fol-

lowed by Mr. Colebrooke, in the enumeration of Indian classes,

represent them to be descended from a Brahman by a Sddra woman,
while the JdtibMi Ndl (a work of some celebrity among the Tamils),

states them to be the offspring of a Kurawa (or basket-maker),

begotten clandestinely on a female of the Chetty (or merchant) tribe.

But the Parawas have among themselves quite a different tradition

concerning their origin, which is founded on mythological fable.

They relate, that their progenitors were of the race of Varuna,'- and

on the occasion when Siva had called Kartikya'' into existence, for

destroying the overwhelming power of the Asuras,^ they sprang up

with him from the sacred lake Sarawana, and were like him nursed

by the constellation Kartika. At the close of the last kalpa, when

the whole earth was covered with a deluge, they constructed a dhdni,

* God of the sea. * God of arms. * Or evil spirits.
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or boat, and by it escaped the general destruction, and that when

dry land appeared they settled on the spot where the dhdni rested
j

hence it is called DMnipura, or the City of the Boat.

The Parawas were once a very powerful people, and no doubt

derived much of their ascendency over other tribes from their

knowledge of navigation. They had a succession of kings among
them, distinguished by the title of Adiyardsen, some of whom seem

to have resided at Uttara Kdsamangay, called at that time the city of

Mangay, a place of Hindu pilgi’image in the neighbourhood of

RamnM.
In the Purana, entitled Valdvisu Purdmni, we meet with the fol-

lowing fable. Pdrmti, the consort of Siva, and her son Kartikya,

having offended the deity by revealing some ineffable mystery,

were condemned to quit their celestial mansions, and pass through

an infinite number of mortal forms, before they could be re-admitted

to the divine presence
j
on the entreaty of Parvati, however, they

were allowed (as a mitigation of the punishment awarded) each to

undergo but one transmigration
;
and as about this time TriamhaJca,

king of the Parawas, and Varuna Valli his consort, were making

tapas,^ to obtain issue, Parvati condescended to be incarnated as

their daughter, under the. name of Tirysdi' Madente. Her son Kar-

tikya transforming himself into a fish, was roaming for some time in

the north sea. It appears, however, that he left the north, and made
his way into the south sea, where, growing to an immense size, he

attacked the vessels employed by the Parawas in their fisheries, and

threatened to destroy their trade
j
whereupon the king Triambaka

made a public declaration, that whoever would catch the fish should

have his daughter to wife. Siva now assuming the character of a

Parawa, caught the fish, and became re-united to his consort.

In that section of the Mahabharat entitled Adipurva, it is said,

that the king of the Parawas who resided on the banks of the

Jumna, having found an infant girl in the belly of a fish, adopted

her as his own daughter, giving her the name oi Machchakmdi and

that when she grew up, she was employed (as was customary with

the females of the Parawa tribe) to ferry passengers over the river.

On a certain day, the sage Pdrasara^ having chanced to meet her at

the ferry, she became with child by him, and was subsequently

delivered of a son, the famous Vydsa, who composed the Purdnas.

Her great personal charms afterwards induced king Santanu, of the

* Acts of devotion. ^ In the BJiagavata she is called Saiyavati,

® He ia supposed to have lived about the year 2825 of the world.
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lunar race, to admit her to his royal bed, and by him she became

the mother of Vachitravirya, the grandsire of the Pandavas and Kau-

ravas, whose contentions for the throne of Hastinapur, form the

subject of the Mahdbharat. Hence the Parawas boast of being allied

to the lunar race, and call themselves accordingly, besides displaying

at their wedding-feasts the banners and emblems peculiar to it.

In the drama of Alliarasany,^ who is supposed to have resided at

Kddremall^, on the N. W, coast of Ceylon, the Parawas act a con-

spicuous part. We find them employed by the princess in fishing

for pearls, off the coast, and that under a severe penalty they were

obliged to furnish her with ten kalams of pearls every season. The

fact of the pearl-fishery is corroborated by the vast quantity of

oyster-shells which are found embedded in the sand along the sea-

shore, from Pukalam to Kondatjai.

After the conquest of the Dekkan by the Muhammedans, the'Pa-

rawas were dispossessed of their fisheries, and the Indo-Moors, who
were in the neighbourhood, began to treat them with great contempt.

When the Portuguese established themselves in Cochin, the Parawas

(by the advice of “ Juan da Cruz,” who had some time before been to

Portugal, and there received into the Catholic Church) deputed

some Pattankattys, or head-men, to that place (Cochin), requesting

their aid, and having succeeded in obtaining a ship, and some troops,

they were soon delivered from the Muhammedan yoke, and resumed

their fisheries without any interruption. Shortly after this event

20,000 Parawas embi’aced the Christian religion
;

but as their

motive was simply to please their new masters, they soon

relapsed into Hinduism
;
the celebrated missionary Francis Xavier,

however, arriving at Tutocoryn in 1542, and there establishing the

truth of the doctrines he preached by miracles, they were again

brought to the faith,—and the whole of their tribe, without a single

exception, submitted to the pale of the Romish Church. It appears

that the Portuguese treated the Parawas with great kindness, permitted

intermarriages, and even allowed them to assume their surnames
;

so that we find among them, many Da Limas, Da Cruz’s, Da
Andrados, Da Cunhas, &c. They gave the chief of the Parawas the

title of “ Dom,” and allowed him the exclusive right of wearing a

gold chain with a cross, as a badge of nobility.

As soon as the Dutch took possession of Tutocoryn and
other adjacent towns, where the Parawas are found, they employed

Dr. Baldeus, and a few other ministers of their persuasion, to

* lu the Bhayavata she is called Chitrangadai,
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suppress the Roman Catholic faith, and to persuade the Parawas to

adopt their own in its stead
j

but in this they met with a total

failure, and were once very nearly bringing on a general revolt.

Notwithstanding the intolerance of the Dutch with regard to the

Romish church, the Parawas still remember them with gratitude, as

they afforded them the means of an extensive livelihood, by esta-

blishing in their principal town (Tutocoryn) a public manufactory of

cloth, and thus maintaining a considerable circulating capital.

The Parawas are divided into thirteen classes, among which,

however, there is little or no distinction, and though I have elsewhere

particularized them, I think it proper to notice them in this place.

The first class are chiefly headmen.

The second class are dealers in cloth.

The third class are divers for corals.

The fourth class are sailors.

The fifth class are divers for pearl-oysters.

The sixth class are divers for chanks.

The seventh class are packers of cloth.

The eighth class are fishers who catch tortoises.

The ninth class are fishers who catch porpoises.

The tenth class are fishers who catch sharks and other fish.

The eleventh class are palanquin bearers.

The twelfth class are peons, who wait about the person of the

Chief.

The thirteenth are fishers who catch crabs.

The Parawas differ very little from other Tamil tribes, in their

features, complexion, and shape. They generally shave the head, but

wear large mustachios on the upper lip
^
and as they consider it a

mark of effeminacy to bore the ear, they leave it without any orifice.

Among the superior classes, the dress of the men consists of a piece

of fine cloth, with tinged borders, called “ sdmen," which is wrapped

round the waist, and reaching to their ankles, encircles them two or

three times, and is then tucked in. Over this is worn a sort of

muslin coat, called “ angarka," reaching about to the knee, and over

this a shawl, which crosses their body, and is then thrown over

the shoulders, gracefully flowing on each side, while the head is

covered with a turban, or a flat-topped cap, made of velvet, and often

embroidered with gold. In Ceylon, however, the “angarka" is not

in vogue, and they have in its place a short jacket, called “ asair"

(with puffed sleeves,) which is fastened down the front with a thick

row of small buttons.
,

The dress of the inferior classes consists of

little else than a piece of cloth, called “ cayeli,"' wrapped round the

nVOL. IV.
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waist, and another square piece called “ urumal,” twisted round the

head. There is no difference in the garment of the female sex •, both

the superior and inferior classes wear alike, and it is by the quality

alone that they are distinguished. It consists of a single cloth, in

the form of a sheet, called “ chela," which, wrapped round the body,

and tucked in under the arm, crosses the bosom, and falls down in

large folds before and behind, as low as their ankles, like a petti-

coat} and is sometimes put on gracefully.

With regard to the ceremonies observed by the Parawas on their

weddings and funerals, they being for the most part similar to those

of the other Tamil tribes, I shall omit their description.

The Parawas in Ceylon, though they have headmen of their own,

called Adape?idrs, 5'et are under the control of the 31ddeliars of the

districts in which they live, and during the existence of compulsory

labour in the colony, were bound to perform service to government

by sea, often without payment. In the South of India they form a

distinct community, presided over by a chief, called Judi Talavan, or

“ Head of the Caste,” who resides at Tutocoryn, holding his office

upon the same tenure as the other Zemindars under the Company’s

government. He was denominated by the Dutch the “ Prince of

the Seven Havens,” and had formerly many exemptions and privi-

leges annexed to his office
j
among which was one, that he appro-

priated to himself a certain portion of the pearl-oysters fished off

his territory.
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Art. YI.

—

On Phoenician Inscriptions, in a Letter addressed to the

Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, by Sir Grenville
Temple, Bart.

London, November 13, 1834,

Sir,

On my arrival here last week, I found that the Royal

Asiatic Society had published a lithographic fac-simile of a Phoenician

inscription' which I had found in Barbary, and which I had for-

warded to the Society, through Lieut. Gen. Forbes; and having also

heard that this inscription had occupied the attention of several

persons, learned in the languages of the East, I am induced to send

you the copies of four others, which I discovered in different parts

of the Beylek of Tunis, as well as two which were found at Malta,

in 1822, by Signor Bonicci, and which I believe have not hitherto

been published.

Nos. I. and II. are inscribed on a mausoleum at Udukkah

the ancient Thuyga. The first is in Phoenician characters. Those

of the second are to me unknown, but it appears to be a translation

of the first. I do not think, however, judging from the manner in

which they are cut, and from their situation on the monument, that

they are coeval with it. In No. II. a resemblance will be

observed between the
| with the the with or perhaps the

the O with the Phoenician (_), the with the Samaritan and
the -b with the Phoenician X .

No. I. I think may be thus transcribed in Ilebrew characters:

]2 'na . . . m
]2 ajaRna pn

~\b p Ma .... in pnx p ia;:t

n . . . . Din p nina
. . noim':’ ann . . n . . . . . . ^<^n

. . . n . Rn pi‘?‘? . . "^noa inna mm
nn . .

. p miii “^^n . . . n n:“?n inn coDm
Of the precise value of some of the characters I am not certain,

and have therefore marked them by dotted lines. My knowledge of

Eastern languages is far too limited to enable me to attempt a trans-

lation of this inscription, but from the frequent repetition of the word

' The one alluded to in the following Article, and of which another interpre-

tation, by Professor Gesenius, MU be found at page 151 of this volume.

L 2
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]3, I should suppose that it chiefly refers to the genealogy of some
person. Many of the words are perhaps proper names. The few

to which I can attach any meaning are the following, "7^, ‘to you;’

‘she jassed;’ ‘ my servant (in the Chaldaic

inflexion) '”T, ‘that; ‘he destroyed,’ or ‘overthrew;’ but if the

last letter is a and not a '1, it will signify ‘ he kept,’ or ‘ watched
;’

]^nN, ‘ of our love ;’ DllD, ‘ like those ;’ ‘ a daughter,’

(Chald.); ‘73DQ, ‘ a burden ;’
‘ to bring forth;’ IlDN, ‘you;’

“Tin, ‘ he strengthened ;’
‘ all of us ;’

‘confusion;’ iTVlU,
‘ Tyre,’ (Chald.)

No. III. I found at Esbeebah, the ruins of the ancient

Su/es, (or Siifetibus of the Itinerary,) situated near the Wadi-al-

Rokhiah, —and not far from the base of the Jebel

Esmatah,

I am unable to decipher it, as well as No. IV. which was found in

the Island of Jerbeh, —the ancient Meninx.

One of the two fragments of inscriptions was found at Mahadhar
al Hammadah Walad Ayar, and the other at Ghabs, the ancient

Tacape.

The first of the Malta inscriptions has been thus deciphered and

translated, by the Abbate Marmara, a Maltese, and a very learned and

distinguished Oriental scholar

:

n'Jis bvn

^"70 IN bv

V n:"inm bD")

Tyrus perfecta decoris

Domina classium

;

Qui sita sicut cor

Ast eminens plena

Gaudii, voluptuosa

Supra omnem sermonem.

The first and last letters of the last line are supplied from

conjecture.

I have the honoiir to be. Sir,

&c., &c.
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Art. VII.

—

Remarks on a Phanician Inscription presented to the Royal

Asiatic Society, by Sir Grenville Temple, Bart., a fac-simile

of which was published in the third vol.' of the Society’s Transac-

tions ; also, a Translation of the same, by Sir William Betham.

This inscription is a powerful evidence in support of my hypothesis,

for it proves two very important faets : first,
“ that the Phoenician

language is the same as the Irish,”

—

secondly, ‘'that the Irish

character is a modification of the ancient Phoenician.”*

Sir Grenville erroneously calls the stone a sepulchral stone , the

inscription declares it to be made in praise of the Tyrian Hercules,

or Baal, the Sun, or Apollo, as the figure of the Sun above, and that

of the god below the entablature, also evinces, where he is repre-

sented as grasping two branches, possibly of olive.

The meaning of the inscription is as follows :

“ The learned priests* with harmonious voice will chant the

praise of Hercules this stone records their W'ise piety- by his

influence the troops of the people chase their enemies to the infernal

regions of decay and death.”

The inscription is metrical, and the words are as follow :

oa fon i am lo ErcT

ai om ab cloi an aid

fon faranic

foiar fi a n’ifrin* gos

floain

IN IRISH.

Oau i Iv GaucI

id] OTU] Ab dO]C AI] Alt)

F]Ot) PATIADIC itio

FosAitii: pAO] A ij’irnii) 56Ar

iPlOAJI]

' See Society’s 4to. Transactions, Vol. III. p. 548.

^ That the Celtee are a colony of Phcenicians, and the Irish language a dialect

of that spoken by the Tyrian Phoenicians, is also, I trust, clearly demonstrated.

® Or, wise and considerate people.

* The Irish word, CApc, means the sun, heaven, the rainbow, red, brilliant,

shining, produce, tribute. Ga]ica& is replenishing, filling, renewing.

® CATtCAjll, a support prop, pillar, defence, protection, from which attributes,

possibly, the deity was called, or these words had their origin from his name.
® ifpin is the Irish word for hell, or the infernal regions. Ifrinach, is a

devilish person, and by some of the old Roman Catholic controversialists applied

to the Protestants. Bonaventura O’Hose calls the Catholics, Aifvinigh, or people

of the mass, the Protestants Ifrinigh, or people of hell. If you compare the

characters on the stone with the common Irish alphabet now in use, the similarity

cannot but strike
;
but with the ancient MSS. it is still more palpable.
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A.RT. VIII.

—

Remarks on “ Paliiographische Studien uber phonizische

und punische Schrift, herausgegehen von Wilhelm Gesenius,”

Leipzig, 1835. 4to. pp. 110. Six Plates, by James Yates, Esq.,

M.A., F.L. and G.S. &c.

The work, bearing the title here prefixed, is dated “ Halle, August

30, 1835,” and at its close the very learned author expresses

his intention of visiting Holland, England, and Paris, in order

to examine with his own eyes the Phcsnician and Punie inscrip-

tions and coins there preserved. He aceordingly passed some time

in London, in the Autumn of the same year
;
and by a personal

inspection of some very valuable marbles, of which he and other

continental scholars had before published explanations from written

copies or plaster easts, he has been enabled to settle several points,

which were before uncertain. He thus spares no pains to bestow

the highest finish upon a work, which he has been many years

engaged in preparing; and which he proposes to publish under the

following title; “Marmora Phoenicia et Punica, quotquot supersunt,

edidit, et prcemissd commentatione de lifteris et lingud Phcenicum et

Panorum explicuit G. Gesenius.” He proposes that it should be

aecompanied by a folio volume of copper-plates, and succeeded by a

second part, containing the Phoenician and Punic coins. The pre-

sent work is intended as a preliminary treatise, explanatory of his

views upon the subject, and of some of the principal facts, which he

will have occasion to develop.

The work consists of two parts. The first is a translation of a

treatise on the alphabet and language of the Phoenicians, and of their

colonics {Del alfabeto y lengua de los Fenices y de sus Colonias), which

was published at Madrid, in 1/72, as an appendix to a translation

of Sallust by the learned Spanish Infante, Gabriel de Borbon. Its

author was Don Francisco Perez Bayer, who, after having been pro-

fessor of Hebrew at Valencia, became tutor to the Prince, and was
afterwards appointed to be First Librarian in the Escurial. He w^as

esteemed to surpass all his countrymen in extensive erudition
;
and

among other publications of great research, he produced three excel-

lent dissertations on the Maccabean, or Hebraeo-Samaritan coins.

As Bayer engaged in this inquiry while the study was little

advanced, he fell into some errors, which Gesenius has corrected hy
the addition of notes.

The second treatise in this volume is an original essay by the
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German professor explanatory of the coins and inscriptions which
have been found in Numidia, and the writing of which differs, in

some particulars, from that used in other nations of Phoenician

extraction. The author states, that the inscriptions to be published

in his great work are more than seventy in number.

Independently of the evidence afforded by the ancient inscrip-

tions, we have sufficient reason to believe, that the language of the

Phoenicians and of their descendants in all the flourishing colonies

which they planted, was allied to the various dialects of the

Semitic stock. Although we must probably wait until the publica-

tion of the great work of our Professor for the satisfactory elucida-

tion of the well-known passage in the Poenulus of Plautus, it has

long been observed, that many of the words and roots are clearly

Hebrew or Aramean. Separate words, intelligible upon the same
principle, such as suffetes, the name of the Carthaginian magi-

strates, occur now and then in other classical writings. Sallust,

who mentions that Leptis, a city placed between the Syrtes, was

colonized from Sidon, observes that, although its laws and worship

remained the same, the language of its inhabitants had been recently

changed by intermarrying with the Numidae. (Ejus civitatis lingua

modb conversa connubio Numidarum : legum culttis-que pleraque

Sidonia.

—

Bell. Jug.) Jerome (on Is. lib. vii. cap. 19.) represents

the Phoenician as allied to the Hebrew, and he says the same of

the Punic (on Gen. xxxvi. 24) ;
which, however, as he observes,

was more remote from the mother tongue. The same is asserted by

Augustine, bishop of Hippo, another Phoenician colony on the same

coast, where Punic was still commonly spoken in the time of this

writer. In his commentary on the epistle to the Romans, Augus-

tine adds, that, when the country-people about Hippo were asked

to what nation they belonged, they answered that they were Ca-

naanites. From Joshua ii. it appears, that when the Hebrew spies

went to Jericho, and were received into the house of Rahab, she

understood them without an interpreter, which was not the case

with Joseph’s brethren in Eg)^pt. (Gen. xlii. 23.)

Notwithstanding the far more important place, which the Greeks

and Romans occupy in ancient history in consequence of their

martial exploits, and the extensive conquests thereby effected, the

Phoenicians far surpassed them both in manufacturing industry and

in commercial enterprise. Originally occupying only a small strip of

land on the coast of the Levant, they maintained an inland commerce
with remote parts of Asia, and were thus more abundantly supplied

with the raw materials for their rich and ingenious fabrics. Laden
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with these unrivalled productions of their domestic skill, their ships

boldly ventured into every part of the Mediterranean, and even

penetrated beyond the pillars of Hercules. As population multi-

plied by virtue of their devotedness to the arts of peace, they planted

colonies in Cyprus, Sicily, Malta, and other islands of the Mediter-

ranean
;
a quarter was assigned to them in Memphis, and they had

a considerable establishment at Athens
;
they occupied the southern

shores of Spain, both to the east and to the west of Gibraltar
;

and

their settlements at Carthage, and along the contiguous coast of

Africa, rose to an importance, which excited the jealousy of Rome,
and enabled them to contest with her the sovereignty of the w'orld.

But, although we have some extracts, which profess to be translated

from the Phoenician history of Sanchoniatho, and although a Punic

history, composed by Hiempsal, supplied Sallust with materials for his

account of the Jugurthine war; yet, with the exception of the before-

mentioned passage of Plautus, the only specimens of the Phoenician

and Punic dialects, which remain to our times, are those discovered

either on coins or marbles. These present a few scattered notices

of the singular race, to whose various branches they relate; and
the industry of a Gesenius is now employed in gathering them from

every quarter, like the fragments of one of their own ships, broken

into pieces by the storms, and dispersed by the winds of heaven

;

but which, if collected and recomposed, may enable the antiquary to

form some conception of the shape and capacity of the vessel to

which they appertained.

In the remainder of this article, we shall present our readers

with a short account of some of the coins and inscriptions w'hich

have been illustrated by Professor Gesenius, and thus assist them in

forming an idea of a department of ancient literature, to which

scarcely any attention has hitherto been given in this country.

Coins. Gadira, the name for Cadiz in Greek authors, means

in Hebrew a fence, or enclosure. Hesychius (v. TaSeipa) men-

tions, that the Phoenicians used the word in the same sense

{7T€pi(f)pa'yfj,aTa)

:

and Festus Avienus, in his Description of the

Earth, gives a corresponding explanation;

“ Nam Punicorum lingua conseptum locum Gadir vocabat.”

“ Pcenus quippe locum Gadir vocat, undique septum
“ Aggere proeducto.”

As the Romans sometimes substituted the sibilant for the R in

other languages, they called this renowned city Gades, whence the

modern Cadiz. Gesenius, in Plate IV. of the present work.
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represents five coins, in which the name is written A G D R, or

E G D R. The prefix A or E, (two forms of the same word,) is the

definite article, so that by supplying the vowels we have on

these coins A G a D i R, or E G a D i R, signifying literally The
Enclosure. One of these five coins has moreover the term M E LM
before A G a D i R

3
and, as this word means, according to its He-

brew derivation, “ a striking,” (percussio,) the entire inscription

signifies the striking, or the coin of Gades. Instead of MEL M,
the other four coins engraved have another verbal noun, of which

there are two forms, M B O L and BOLT. Gesenius, as it appears

to us, rightly explains this word to signify the occupants, inhabitants,

or citizens of Gades
3

so that this inscription amounts to the same

as Gaditanorum in Latin. These coins of the ancient Cadiz

exhibit either a dolphin or two tunnies with the trident, emblems of

its maritime relations
3

and the reverse of all of them shows the

head of Hercules, covered with the lion’s skin
3

in regard to which

it may be observed, that the sun, the principal deity of Tyre, called

Melcart, having been identified with Hercules, we find the form,

head, and attributes of this Grecian hero continually recurring upon

the coins of Phoenice, and its colonies.

The modern Adra, anciently called Abdera, is another maritime

town of Phoenician origin in the south of Spain. Bayer says, that

he was in possession of no less than forty coins, discovered in or

near this city, the inscriptions on which were in Phoenician, in

Latin, or in both of these languages. Various devices are seen upon

them, viz., two fishes
3

a temple with four columns, and sometimes

two fishes instead of the two middle colums3 a head, perhaps

intended for a male divinity. The Phoenician name of the city is

expressed by the letters corresponding to the following, O B D RT3
and, in consequence of unusual carelessness or want of skill in the

die-sinker, they are so formed, that without casting types for the

purpose we may represent them by the use of our own numerals,

thus, 19990 . The fact is, that as the three middle consonants of

this word, B, R, nearly resemble one another in Greek, Latin, and

English, so they were very apt to be confounded in the writing of

all the Semitic nations
3
and, indeed, their similarity in the Phoeni-

cian alphabet is the cause of an equal similarity in those alphabets

which were derived from it
3
and it will be perceived, that by adding

a tail to D, and amputating the letters on each side of it to the same

amount, and then inverting them agreeably to the Semitic practice,

all three assume precisely the same form, which is nearly the same

with that of our ninth numeral. Of all the letters of the alphabet.
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none has sustained so little alteration in its form as the vowel O
j

the sound of which was, however, very often interchanged with that

of the first vowel A. The final consonant T, as it denoted the

feminine gender in the Hebrew and its kindred dialects, may be

regarded as answering to the last vowel in A B D E R A, A being

equally the sign of the feminine in Latin
j

and thus we see a very

exact correspondence between the name as expressed in Phoenician

and in Latin. In two of the six Abderite coins published by

Gesenius, the reverse exhibits the head of Tiberius Caesar. In

these also we see the five letters, which express the Phoenician

name, ingeniously fitted into the triangular pediment of the temple.

on the principle commonly adopted by the ancient architects, who
put the largest and highest statues in the middle of the group, and

used the small or recumbent ones to fill the two angles at the base.

We have only to observe, further, that in one of these coins of the

Augustan age, the six letters of the Latin name A B D E R A are dis-

posed on the outside of the colonnade, and in the intercolumniations

of the pillars, while the Phoenician name is in the pediment above.

Mahanaim is familiar to every reader as the name of a place in

the Old Testament. It signified an encampment
j
and, as the Latin

Castra, and the corresponding terms in various other languages,

often became the proper names of cities, it appears <5 priori probable,

that Mahanot or Mahanoth (the same word, only with a feminine ter-

mination) may have been the name of some of the Phoenician cities.

On this supposition Gesenius explains numerous coins of Uavop/MO<;,

the modern Palermo, which are inscribed with Phoenician characters.

Thucydides (1. vi.) testifies that this was a Phoenician colonv. The
coins before us ‘exhibit the usual Phoenician emblems, the date-palm

($otvi^), the head of Hercules covered with the lion’s skin, the Ne-

mean lion itself, and the head of the horse, which, as the horse was

sacred to Neptune, had reference to the worship, which Palermo as

a maritime city, and the Phoenicians in general as a commercial

people, paid to that Deity. That these emblems belonged at least to
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the ancient Palermo (Tlavopfio^) is certain, because they are found

on coins with the Greek inscription Havopixurav. The two coins

before us, besides the devices which have been mentioned, exhibit

inscriptions corresponding to the following letters of our own alpha-

bet, O M E M H N T and M O MM H N T
5

or, if we adopt the

common Hebrew characters, JlJn DH Each of

these forms expresses the same sense, viz.. Of the people of Ma-

hanot
j
which, on the assumption that Mahanot was the Phcenician

name for Palermo, amounts to exactly the same thing with the

above-mentioned Greek inscription Havoppurav.

We shall only describe another coin, belonging to Carthage.

(Plate III. No. 2.) On the one side are the heads of two men with

the following inscription round them
;
ARISTO. MVTVMBAL.

R I C O C E. S V F. It is in Latin characters. S V F. stands for

Suffetes, and the heads may be presumed to be those of Carthaginian

magistrates. Aristo appears to be the name of one of these magi-

strates. Mutumbal was another, and his name, which signifies

literally Baal’s man, supplies a curious illustration of another Car-

thaginian name found in Plautus, viz., Metuastartus, meaning

literally, Astarte’s man. As the one individual was devoted to

Baal, the sun, the chief god of Phoenice, so the other was at his birth

dedicated to Astarte, the Ashtaroth of the common translation of

the Old Testament, who was the same as the moon, and the prin-

cipal Phoenician goddess. The coin under examination shows on

the other side a temple with four pillars, and the inscription V E N
COL KAR, i. e. Veneris (templum), Colonia Kartliago. This coin

was, therefore, struck as late as the time of Julius Caesar
j

since by
him Carthage was made a Roman colony. The erection of a

temple to Venus was in conformity with the usual practice of the

Phoenician colonists. For the Venus of the Romans was identified

with the Astarte of the Tyrians and Sidonians. The worship of

Venus at Paphos in Cyprus, and of the Venus Erycina in Sicily,

are onl}'' specimens of the general practice of the Phoenicians in

erecting temples for the celebration of their national worship, ac-

commodated perhaps to local habits and ideas, in all places where

they established themselves.

Inscriptions.—Among the marbles which appertain to this

subject, we shall first mention the Inscriptio Bilinguis of Malta.

This was brought to light in the year 1735, and the illustration of

it was first attempted by Fourmont, and next by the Benedictines in

the Nouveau Traits Diplomatique. Barth^lemy afterwards undertook

the task, and was so intent upon it, that he even formed the inten-
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tion of going to Malta to examine the marble itself, hut was pre-

vented from accomplishing this design by the arrival of a cast of it

in plaster. He was very successful in his explanation, published in

Vol. XXX. of the “ Memoires de VAcademic dcs Inscriptions although,

relatively to certain parts of it, he was opposed by our countryman,

Swinton, in the Philosophical Transactions, Vol. liv. An increased

interest had been excited in favour of the study by the learned

traveller. Dr. Richard Pococke, who found among the ruins of

Citium, in Cyprus, a great number of Phoenician inscriptions, which

he had the merit of copying with considerable accuracy, and pub-

lished A.D. 1745, in the second volume of his travels, although he

was quite unable to read them, and did not even know with cer-

tainty in what language or character they were written. Thus do

the wealth and enterprise of English travellers continually supply

food for the learning and ingenuity of foreigners, and especially of

the Germans.

The bilingual inscription of Malta consists of two parts, the

upper Phoenician, the lower Greek. It is on two candelabra, the

one of which is preserved in Malta, the other in Paris , and it is

entire on each candelabrum. Gesenius has in the work before us

(Plate II.) given the whole inscription as it is seen in the Paris

copyj and he reads it as follows, showing that the candelabra were

dedicated by two brothers of Tyrian extraction to Melcart, the

principal divinity of Tyre.

He understands the sense thus ;

—

To OUR LORD Melcart, tutelary god of Tyre.

I WHO THUS FULFIL MY VOW AM THY SERVANT AbDASAR
WITH MY BROTHER AsAR SHAMAR, THE TWO SONS OF

Asar-shamar, the son of Abdasar.

On hearing their voice may' he bless them.

We perceive from this inscription, that the last- mentioned Ab-

dasar was the father of Asar-shamar, who had two sons, the elder

called Abdasar after his grandfather, the younger Asar-shamar,

after his father.

Asar was the Egyptian divinity Osiris
;
and the adoption of this

name in a Tyrian family may perhaps be best accounted for, by
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supposing that some of the members of it had joined the Tyrian

colony at Memphis. (Herod, ii. 112.) We know also, that there

was continual intercourse between Tyre and Memphis for the pur-

poses of commerce. It appears, then, that some Tyrian merchant,

who traded with Memphis, and perhaps dwelt there in the quarter

of the city allotted to his countrymen, dedicated his son to Osiris,

the principal divinity
j
and hence called him Abd-Asar, or Obed-

Asar, which means the servant of Osiris. It may deserve inquiry,

whether Esar-haddon, Tiglathpileser, and Shalmanezer, had not a

similar reference, since the name common to them all is in the

Hebrew the same, IDK- Swinton says Asar was the name for God.

{Phil. Trans, vol. liv.) The meaning of the other name, Asar-sha-

mar, does not appear; although from the subjoined Greek inscrip-

tion it appears probable, that it had some reference to another

principal divinity of Egypt, Sarapis, or Serapis.

The explanatory Greek inscriptions annexed to the Phoenician,

always recognise a comparison, or rather identification of the deities

of Phoenice with those of the countries in which the inscriptions

were put up
;
and, upon this principle, the names of the individuals,

who are called after certain deities, are always translated by Greek

appellatives, having a reference to the corresponding Greek divi-

nities. Of this we have a remarkable example in the bilingual in-

scription, which we are now considering. The Greek is as follows,

and it strikingly illustrates the Phoenician.

JIONTSIOS KAI ^APAHinN 01 SAPAUinNOS
TTPIOI HPAKAEI APXHPETEI,

i. e.
“ Dionysius and Serapion, the sons of Serapion, Tyrians, have

dedicated these to Hercules, the Prince.”

Ptolemy, the geographer, mentions that there was a temple of

Hercules in Melite. The two candelabra, which served as lamp-

stands, were no doubt deposited therein. Melcart, who is men-
tioned in the Phoenician part as the principal deity of Tyre, was
always considered as corresponding to the Greek ’HpaKkrj<;, and
is by Latin authors called Hercules Tyrius. In like manner we have

in this inscription the Greek name AIONTSIOS corresponding to

the Phoenician Obed-Asar; because the Greek AIONTHO^, or

Bacchus, was supposed to be the same with the Egyptian Osiris.

We see likewise, that ^APATIIflN, which means the son of

Sarapis, is put for the Tyrian Asar-Shamar, both as the name of the

father and of the son
;
but why the one was used as equivalent

to the other we cannot explain.
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We proceed to the explanation of another inscription, which

occurs on a monument belonging to Von Scheel, at Copenhagen :

rhpi inmb
ion ]b

/'np‘?D""DV m:!

K:n m mp‘?o-n p ost:;n

i. e.,
“ To our mistress Talat, aud to our lord, our master, the Lord

of heat. The man, who thus pays his vow, is Obed-Melcart, the

judge, son of Bar-Melcart, the son of Hannah.”

In this inscription we have mention of the two principal divi-

nities of Tyre, the sun and the moon. The sun is here designated

as “ the Lord of Heat.” He was also commonly called Melcart,

which means “ King of the City j” and the person who offers the

present, or makes the dedication, is called from him Obed-Melcart

;

his father having also been devoted to the same deity by the name
of Bar-Melcart.

The moon is here called Talat, the virgin or damsel, the word

being the same which we have in the Gospels in the expression Ta/i-

tha Kumi. Hannah must here be taken as the name of a man,

although it was also used as a woman’s name. It is indeed obvi-

ously the same with the name of Annas, the High Priest, mentioned

by the evangelist Luke and by Josephus.

The two inscriptions, which have been explained, belong to one

class, that of Anathemata (ava^T/yaara), offerings or dedications.

We shall now direct our attention to two, w'hich belong to a different

class, being monumental or sepulchral. Both of these are bilingual,

and they illustrate one another in a very extraordinary way. As

they occur on stelce of Pentelic marble, are of similar and very

elegant workmanship, and were both found along the track of an

ancient way, which led from Athens to the Grove of Academus
j
the

illustration of their history and relations requires some previous

notice of the connexion between Athens and Phoenice.

The Phoenicians seem to have remained longer at Athens than at

most other places where they settled. In Hesychius we find them
recognised as forming a distinct race among the inhabitants

;

^otvt/ce?, lyevo? tl AOnf^vr^aiv. An oration of Dinarchus, who

flourished nearly 300, B. C., was entitled AiaBiKaaia ^aXrjpeoiv

7rpo? ^oiviKa<i virep tt]<; 'iepcoavvr)<; tov UoaeLBcovo<;, “ A Defence

of the Phalereans against the Phoenicians concerning the priesthood

in the temple of Neptune.” From this circumstance it appears

probable, that the Phoenicians claimed the right of appointing the
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priests in a temple of Neptune at Phalerum. The case appears to

have been analogous to that in the island of Rhodes, where the Phoeni-

cians had dedicated a temple to Neptune, near lalysus
j
and the

priesthood was preserved among their descendants, who continued

to reside there as part of the Rhodian community. (Diod. Sic. vol. i.

p. 377.) Of the friendly relations subsisting between Athens and

Phoenice, a very interesting proof is exhibited in an inscription upon

marble, which was formerly placed in the Acropolis at the back of

the Parthenon, and which is now preserved at Oxford. It is pub-

lished by Chandler, Marm. Oxon. ii. 24., and by Bockh, Corpus Ins.

Gracarum, vol. i. p. 126. It is a decree of the Athenian senate, that

in consequence of the good conduct of Strato, king of the Sidonians,

towards the Athenians, he should receive from them whatever he

requested
;
that he and his children were to be regarded as 'jrpo^evoi

to the Athenian people,' and the senate was to fix upon a symbol,®

so that the Athenians might know if the king of Sidon sent to request

anything from them, and that he might know in like manner if

they sent to him. It is also determined, that the ambassador, who
had come from the king of Sidon, should be invited to a public

entertainment the next day in the Prytaneum, which was like invit-

ing a public man to a dinner at the Mansion-house amongst us. A
further provision is made respecting citizens of Sidon resorting to

Athens for the purposes of trade, that the}’’ should not pay the

MeTOLKLOv, or strangers’-tax, or be subject to other public contri-

butions. Bockh thinks the decree was passed Ol. 101-] 03, «. e.,.

some time from 372 to 364 B. C. The account given by Theo-

pompus® of the unbounded luxury of Strato proves, that the com-

merce and manufactures of Sidon were, during his reign, in a very

flourishing condition
;
which, however, seems in this, as in man}r

other cases, to have made that country more an object of the envy

and cupidity of conquerors, and less able to defend itself by the

virtue and courage of its citizens
;
so that it was very soon subdued,

and fell from its ancient glory in the reign of Tennes, who was either

the successor of Strato, or perhaps the same person.^

^ The facts which have been mentioned, are sufficient to show that

the Sidonians carried on a flourishing trade with the Athenians, and

that this intercourse led to the settlement of a company, or small

colony of the Phoenicians at Athens. With these facts then in view

' This seems to have been a title of honour. Passow’s Lexicon.

® 2vfi^dkov, probably^of the nature of the Tessera Hospitalitatis.

® Ap. Athenseum, xii., 41. ' Theopompi Fragmentaa Wichers, p. 85, 197..
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let us proceed to the explanation of the two bilingual monuments
discovered among the ruins of that city.

One of them is preserved in the Louvre at Paris, and is marked

No. 983 in the Salle des Candelabres. Its explanation has employed

the ingenuity of Akerblad, Millin, Silvestre de Sacy, and lastly, of

Professor Gesenius, whose reading and version of it are published by

Bbckh in his Corpus Inscrip. Gracarum, Vol. i.. Fasciculus ii. No.

859, p. 523. Professor Bcickh thinks its date later than the 100th

Olympiad, consequently later than 376 b.c., and coinciding very

nearly with the date of the decree already cited.

We shall first consider the Greek part of the inscription, although

it is placed under the Phoenician. It gives the name and country of

the person deceased, NOTMHNIOS KITIET2I, i. e., “Nu-
menius of Citium.” The birth-place of Numenius, Citium, is well

known as a town in Cyprus, which was one of the principal

Phoenician settlements, and an intermediate port between Sidon and

Athens. The Phoenician part of the inscription is read b}'^ Gesenius,

thus : ^j-i3 y:i:in ^ d 12 i:nm2P,
i. e.

“ To Ben Hodesh, son of Obed-Melcart, who was the son of

Obed-Shemesh, the son ofTaggenaz
j

a native of Citium.”

Thus, it appears, that the real name of this individual was Ben

Hodesh, {the son of the New Moon,) of which Novfxrjvio'i is a correct

Greek translation. He was probably so called, not only in honour

of Astarte, but because he was born at the time of the new moon.

His father was Obed-Melcart, which means the servant of Melcart,

and his grandfather Obed-Shemesh, which means the servant of the

Sun
j
and it is remarkable that the same deity appears here to be

recognised under two names, being called both Melcart (King of the

City), and the Sun. There remains the name of the great grand-

father, Taggenaz, which Gesenius translates a wreath, and supposes

to correspond to the Greek Xr€<^avo<;.

The other bilingual inscription from Athens is now preserved in

the United Service Museum, in London. Many learned men have

also employed themselves in explaining this monument, though

without observing that it had any connexion with the other. Those

who have written upon it are Akerblad, Tychsen, Bellerman, Kopp,

Hamaker, and Bres. Dodwell has published an engraving of it,

“ Travels in Greece," Vol. i. p. 411.; and Bbckh, “ Corpus Inscrip."

No. 894, has published it with the interpretation sent to him by Ge-

senius. Bbckh esteems it to be of later date than the decree in honour

of King Strato. The Greek part of the inscription is at the top
;

APTEMIAfiPOS HAIOAfLPOT ^lAHNIOX.
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The Phoenician part is read as follows :

p njn'inpb n'ni mijn
i, e.

“ A pillar of memorial among the living for Obed-Tanat, son of

Obed-Shemesh, a Sidonian.”

Here Obed-Tanat, the servant of Tanat, corresponds to the

Greek Aprefu^copo^

;

and we know both that the Greek Aprep,i^

was identified with the moon, the chief female divinity of the Si-

donians, and that this female divinity was called Tanat, or Tavat,rt<;.

The inscription records, that Obed-Tanat, or Artemidorus, was the

son of Obed-Shemesh, who, as his name imports, was dedicated to

the sun, the principal male divinity of the Sidonians, and who is,

therefore, called in Greek, 'iffAioStnpo?.

Now it is remarkable, that the name Obed-Shemesh occurs in

both of these monuments
5
and, as they are remarkably similar in

their sculptured ornaments, so that they may even be supposed to

have been wrought by the same hand
j
as they belong, moreover,

to the same period of time, and were both found so near that we
may suppose them to have been erected in the same cemetery, in

which, according to Pausanias (i. 29), many eminent men were

buried, we seem authorized to conclude, that the name Obed-

Shemesh refers in both to the same person, and that the family to

I
which it belonged was one of wealth and distinction. The two

monuments taken together, present to us the following genealogy.

Taggenaz, Gr. Sre^avoy.

Obed-Shemesh, Gr. ‘HXtoS&jpoy,

!

Obed-Melcart, Gr. 'RpaiiXios. Obed-Tanat, Gr. Apre/atStopoy

I (StScowoy.)
Ben-Hadosh, Gr. tiovprjvios

(Ktrtfuy.)

Thus it appears, that Artemidorus, whose monument is now at

London, in the United Service Museum, was the uncle of Numenius,

whose monument is in the Royal Museum at Paris. It is also

evident, that they belonged to a flourishing mercantile house, part

of which had migrated to Athens, and which had an intermediate

settlement at Citium in Cyprus, so as to maintain a profitable com-

mercial intercourse between these three places.

Numerous monuments with Phoenician, or rather Punic inscrip-

tions, have been found within the last fifteen years in the kingdom

of Tunis, and in the region of North Africa, which belonged to Car-

thage and Numidia. They are written in a character, which in some

VOL. IV. M
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measure differs from that of the other inscriptions
;
and, to explain

the nature of these differences, is the object of Professor Gesenius in

the Second Part of the volume before us.

These African monuments are divisible into two classes. The

first consists of monuments, in which the writing is like original

Phoenician. These have all been found either among the ruins of

Carthage itself, or at least in the neighbourhood of Carthage. Hence

Gesenius calls this kind of Punic writing Scriptura Urbana. He
refers as examples, to an inscription now at Leyden, represented by

Hamaker, in his Miscellanea Pheenicia, Plate I. No. I.; to another

discovered by Falbe, the Danish Consul, and described in his Em-
placement de Carthage, which was erected in memory of a fuller

;
and

to four published by Hamaker, in another and earlier work, called

Diatribe, Monumentorum Punicorum nuper in Africd repertorum interpre-

tutionem exhibens. Leyden, 1822.

The second class of these African inscriptions consists of those

which have been found in provinces at some distance from Carthage,

partly belonging to the Kingdom of Numidia. They are written in

a more loose and negligent manner than the others. The letters

consist of fewer strokes, jso that those which are similar become

undistingnisliable
;

just as five of the Estrangelo Syriac letters

become undistinguishable in the Cufic. This less-distinctly charac-

terized writing, is called by Gesenius, Scriptura Rustica, or Numidica.

The Spanish coins show the same negligence in the manner of

inscribing certain letters of the alphabet : the peculiarity of the

Numidian writing, which is found even on the coins of Juba I. and

II., consists in the prevalence of the same negligent manner in all

the letters. These inscriptions, whether from the provinces of Car-

thage, or from Numidia, belong to the time, when these countries

were under the dominion of Rome.
The first example of the Scriptura Rustica, produced by our

Professor, is that of a stone from Leptis, which was formerly in the

British Museum, and is now at Virginia-Water in Windsor-Park.

It formed anciently part of a triumphal arch. It exhibits the Latin

letters AVG. S V F F. for Augustalis Suffectus, the name of

an officer, whose duty it was to attend to everything expressive of

honour to the Imperial House. Under these letters is a Punic

inscription, which Gesenius explains to signify, “ The Imperial
House of Rome stands for ever.” On his late visit to England,

the Professor went to Virginia-Water to inspect this and another

Punic inscription, now forming part of the artificial ruin at that

place.
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Among the examples of this kind of writing, is the inscription

discovered in North Africa by Sir Grenville Temple, and lately

presented by him to the Royal Asiatic Society, in London, This is

engraved by Gesenius in the present work (Tab, VI, D,) together

with one (Tab, VI, E.), which was discovered by Von Scheel,

Secretary to the Danish Consulate, and which is now at Copenhagen.

Respecting these hitherto unexplained monuments, our author

makes the following observations, These inscriptions,” says he,

as I found to my extreme surprise and delight, are the only ones,

which, besides their importance in reference to the language and

mode of writing, possess also an historical interest. Whilst those

which have been hitherto deciphered contain only votive offerings

to the gods, or sepulchral records of private persons unknown in

history, and of no public consequence, their interest depending

chiefly on the philological analysis of the proper names, and on the

inferences deducible from them in reference to the religion (cultus)

of the Phoenicians and Carthaginians
j
these two inscriptions, on the

contrary, present the names of a series of Numidian governors, well

known, and even illustrious in history, in the same order of succes-

sion which we find in the classical authors. These princes are

designated b)’’ their native names, with an evident Semitic etymology,

which the Greeks and Romans altered so as to adapt them to their

own pronunciation; but their identity remains, notwithstanding this

change in their form,” Gesenius reads and translates the two in-

scriptions as follows :

ym y 'jbD 'n

Dbi? nDVD"? byjnjn nbp

]2 ]2 (V) Q riov

{. e. To the master, the lord of heat, the eternal king, who hath

heard the prayers of Hicembal (Hiempsal), master of the eternal

kingdom of the people of the Massylians, son of Mesibal {Micipsa),

son of Masinissa, son of Maznatbal {Mastanahal)

.

ym 'y pn by2

]2 'D nbp
by2wyi2 ]2 by22n

i, e. To the master, the lord of heat, the eternal king, who hath

heard the prayers of Hicmatbal {Hiempsal) the king, son of Hicebal

{Hiempsal), son of Mosibal {Micipsa).

M 2
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The letters marked with an accent are abbreviations for entire

words, viz.

:

'n for 'y fo>' 'D for

These two parallel inscriptions are well illustrated by certain

others, which were published a few years ago by Humbert and are

also figured and explained by Hamaker, the Professor of Oriental

languages at Leyden, in his Miscellanea Phoenicia, and which exhibit

the same form of votive dedication with immaterial variations. One

monument of this kind represents a rude figure of Baal, holding a

pomegranate in his right hand, and a bunch of grapes in his left,

emblems of the sun’s power in bringing the fruits of the earth to

maturity.

The name of the king who erected the former of these two in-

scriptions is Hicembal, which means, Baal hath made wise, or

Instructed, enlightened by Baal. Hicmatbal, or Hicemtbal, 'in

the second inscription is in substance the same, and means the

Wisdom of Baal, being however the name of a different person. If

we take Hicemtbal, omit c, change t into s, and b into p, and

transpose, we have Hiempsal, the form used by the Latin historians.

Mosibal evidently means the Work of Baal, or Created by Baalj

and Gesenius endeavours to identify this name with the Latin

Micipsa.

The result of the interpretation of the former inscription is, that

Hiempsal I., son of Micipsa, king of the Massyli, caused this stone to

be erected in honour of the great national deity of Carthage and

Numidia. He may have erected it in fulfilment of a vow
j
and,

certainly, with a view to some success, granted in answer to his prayers

either by a victory, a fruitful season, or some other fortunate event.

Gesenius supposes Hicembal, Hicemtbal, and Hicebal, to be, like

the German Joannes, Johann, and Hans, three forms of the same

namej and, since it appears that the Hicembal of inscription D, is

the same individual as the Hicebal of inscription E (for each is

assigned to the same father, Mosibal), we are able to make out a

genealogy, and the following table will show the correspondence of

the names as used in the two inscriptions and by the Greek and
Latin authors.

Inscription D. Inscription E. Classical Authors.

Maznatbal z= Mastanabal
1

Masnisn
i

= Masinissa
1

Mosibal z=
1

Mosibal
1

= 1

Micipsa

Hicembal = I

Hicebal
1

= 1

Hiempsal I.

Hicemtbal = 1

Hiempsal II.
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The general result of the explanation of these monuments is,

that they tend, especially by the evidence of the Proper Names com-

pounded of Baal, &c., to show a general identity of language,

writing, and religion, between the Numidians and the Carthagi-

nians
j

and thus to connect all with the Phoenicians, and to

prove the extension of this people along a large part of the north

coast of Africa, lying westward of Carthage.

At the conclusion of his interesting and instructive work. Pro-

fessor Gesenius gives a view of the Numidian alphabet, which will be

of great service to those who may attempt to decipher the monu-
ments yet to be discovered in this unexplored field of learned and

curious research.

Postscript.

London, April Wth, 1837.—I have the satisfaction to announce,

that since the preceding remarks were written, my very learned and

distinguished friend has published his greater work under the fol-

lowing title
j

Scripturce Linguceque Phanicice Monumenta quotquot super-

sunt, S^c., edidit Gun. Gesenius. Accedunt 38 tabulce lithograptce.

Lipsia, typis Vogelii. 4to.

J. Y.

V
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Art. IX .— The Medical Art amongst the Chinese, hy the

Rev. C. Gutzlaff.

Read \Sth February, 1837.

'‘The following paper on the state of the Medical Art amongst the

Chinese, has been recently presented to the Royal Asiatic Society,

by the Right Hon. Alexander Johnston. He, as Chairman of the

Committee of Correspondence of the Society, has for some time

instituted a variety of inquiries into the state of that art, in the

different parts of Asia. This paper has been sent to him by the Rev.

Mr.^^Gutzlaff, the intelligent and zealous Protestant Missionary in

China, who forwarded to him, some time ago, the very curious and

interesting analysis of the Chinese work, called the Yi She, which

has been published in the last number of the Journal. The ex-

tent of the Chinese empire
5

the number of its inhabitants ; the

progress which they are known to have made from the earliest times

in arts, manufactures, agriculture, and different branches of civiliza-

tion
j
the nature and value of the mineral and vegetable productions

of their country
j
the knowledge which they possess of the proper-

ties and uses of those productions
5
the variety of the climates to

which they are subject in the different parts of the empire
j

the

nature of the numerous diseases from which they suffer
;
the jea-

lousy with which the Chinese Government have hitherto excluded

foreigners from all intercourse with the people, and the obstacles

which they have opposed to the acquisition by foreigners of all

authentic information relative to their country, render a paper

of this description, at the present moment, when the Parliament of

Great Britain has opened the trade with China to all British sub-

jects, an object of interest and public utility, the more so, as Sir

Alexander Johnston, having submitted it for perusal to Sir Henry

Halford, has received from that gentleman, who is so distinguished

in his profession, and has transmitted to China a set of queries

which are calculated to elicit from the Chinese such information as

is deemed valuable by those who are professionally acquainted with

the subject in this country.”
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Mr. Gutzlaff’s Paper.

Unaided by foreign discoveries, the Chinese have themselves

established a medical system, which, according to tradition, is as

ancient as the monarchy itself. They have drawn the whole science

from the experience of the ancients. To Shin-nung (the divine

husbandman) is the honour ascribed of having laid the foundation

of this useful art. Having introduced the cultivation of corn

amongst his people, he thought, that heaven bestowing upon man-
kind plants for nourishing the body, had also created herbs to

remedy diseases. He therefore examined their qualities, and com-

municated the result of his researches to the people. From the

longevity of his contemporaries it has been justly inferred, that the

remedies invented by him must have been very excellent. The

system established by his practice has therefore been generally

adopted. A Chinese physician knows now exactly what drugs

should restore a patient, after having carefully ascertained the

disease
j

if, however, he dies, it is owing to accident, and by no

means to his physician’s want of skill. If, on the contrary, the

physician follows a method of his own, and the sick person dies

under his hand, he is amenable to the law.

Chinese doctors excel in the knowledge of the pulse, and are

able to ascertain with considerable accuracy the state of the patientj

they are well versed in the use of simples, but are ignorant of

anatomy, helpless as surgeons, and in time of sudden danger next

to useless. If any patient who has met with an accident dies under

their hands, they are responsible to government, and may be

punished for manslaughter. Hence their timidity of entering upon

any difficult case, where all depends upon prompt exertion, or where

life is nearly extinct.

In China physicians are by no means a privileged class, nor

have they to pass an examination. Every one who has read a cer-

tain number of medical books may practise, and the government

takes no notice of him, unless he kills people against the established

rule. Doctors are often unsuccessful literary candidates or poor

scholars, who must do something to earn their livelihood
;
on this

account large numbers of them are to be found in every city, and

even the smallest village has a practitioner. Their fees are very

small, and the profession by no means in high repute. There are,

however, some men, who by success have established a reputation,

and who have acquired honours and riches by their practice, but.
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compared with the multitudes of quacks and mountebanks, they are

exceedingly few.

Government, however, encourages the study of medicine in the

capital, where a medical board is purposely established, to watch

over the health of the reigning family. In large cities are also to

be found dispensaries, where the poor receive gratuitous medical aid

from doctors in the pay of government.

In many inveterate diseases the doctors refuse to wait upon the

patients, because the disorder is declared by the rules of practice

incurable. Whenever a sick person cannot eat rice, the physician

gives up his case as hopeless. The Chinese have therefore a

common saying, that most people die because they will not eat rice,

a caprice which costs them their life.

Since simples are either given in a decoction or in a bolus, it

frequently happens that a poor patient, unable to swallow the medi-

cine, is suffocated. Sudden fainting, paleness and tremor, are to be

relieved by pouring the blood of an animal, when still warm, down
the throat of the sufferer

j
under such circumstances instant death

is by no means unfrequent. But such accidents create little sensa-

tion, because it is dying according to the system established by the

ancients.

The Chinese possess one great advantage over Europeans. They
can take the most nauseous drugs with stoical indifference, and

have generally a very strong constitution
j
even when afflicted with

the most painful malady, they still move about, and are able to

support the most excruciating pains. Detesting the sight of blood,

phlebotomy is almost unknown amongst them, and the terror in-

spired by bleeding renders the remedy much more dangerous than

the distemper which it has to remove. A careful study of their

medicine might possibly lead to some valuable discoveries, but the

Chinese works treating upon the science are so numerous, and the

advantage derived from their perusal so trifling, as to discourage the

foreign reader. The writer wishes to give in this essay an outline of

Approved Marking-line of Medical Practice, a very celebrated work.

the Ching che chun ching.

five volumes pathology

in forty volumes
j

sever

(Tsa ching)
j

eight volur
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(Wae ka)
5
and the remaining volumes

treat upon the diseases of women and children

(Yew neu ko.)

It ought to be remarked, that the Chinese, in dividing a science,

are not strictly logical, and that whatever names we apply to their

divisions, they do not fully express the verified contents. The

above nomenclature will consequently be found very imperfect
j

we have, however, adopted it for want of a better one.

I. Nosology.

The human body is composed of water, fire, wood, metal, and

earth, the five elements which constitute the substance of every-

thing. As long as the equilibrium between them is maintained,

people enjoy health
;

as soon as one becomes predominant, sickness

ensues. All diseases arise from disturbing the natural state of

these component parts, and the art of healing consists in restoring

their mutual relation. A physician ought therefore first to ascertain

which of the elements has gained the ascendency over the others,

and, after mature deliberation, he should endeavour to counteract its

baneful effects.

Inflammatory diseases arise from the prevalence of fire. If the

limbs are cramped, the throat rattling, and the patient in a fainting

state, give the decoction of ginger, hemp oil, and aromatic pills
j
or

a tael of ginseng decoction, and san sang with the juice of ginger.

If, after having used some stimulants, the’patient revives, there is some

hope; otherwise he is incurable. If persons suddenly faint, because

the phlegm has run over the heart, the most effectual remedy is a

fumigation with vinegar, whereupon it returns to its vessels
;
but if

the patient drink a drop of water it settles there, and he must die.

When the eyes are yellow, the muscles contracted, and the mouth

parched, a dose of bezoar-stone or rhinoceros-horn will be very

efficacious. Distorted eyes and mouth arise from the prevalence of

wood over the metal, which contracts the muscles. Under such

circumstances earth also changes its nature, its power relaxes in the

interstices, the eye becomes hollow, and the muscles are contorted,

as may be abundantly proved from the classies. If the patient is

fainting, and becomes quite cold, give him aromatic pills and musk
in liquid, and as soon as he revives, examine him upon the probable

causes of the disease. These are various, but a skilful physician

attends to the symptoms, and treats his patient accordingly. The
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remedies natui-ally differ, but tonics and aromatics may always be

relied on.

- If prompt measures be adopted with persons who have hanged

themselves, there is some hope of bringing them to life again.

After they have been carefully cut down, they are stretched out on

the ground
j
one man places his feet upon the arms, and twists the

hair round his hand, whilst another puts his hand upon the breast

and rubs it, and a third bends the arms. As soon as the patient

revives, give him decoction of cinnamon and rice-water. If there still

exists a difficulty in swallowing, let a man blow with a tube into

his ears
j

this is a most excellent way of restoring people to life.

If the patient has recently hanged himself, it will be sufficient to

blow air into his mouth
j

if he has hung too long, it is in vain to try

to revive him. Persons who have been apparently killed by pres-

sure may be revived by pulling the hair and blowing powder into

the nose. Drowned persons ought to be placed across the back of a

cow or laid over a bench, in order to expel the water. If the acci-

dent happens in winter, he must be carefully covered with blankets,

and rubbed with stimulants. Those who are under the influence of

demons, and exhausted with excessive pain, ought to have their nose

twisted, their face spit upon, their feet bitten, and their elbows

burnt, to awaken them from the stupor.

The temperature of the air has a great influence upon the

human body; heat acts most destructively upon the body, but no-

thing affects so much the elements of which it is composed as a

parched atmosphere. Everybody who treats these diseases ought

to be perfectly conversant with its nature and influence upon man, in

order to remedy the evils arising from it.

Headach accompanied by heat, a general dejection of spirits,

and thirst, arises from the fire of the heart ascending into a flame,

and injuring the lungs. In all these and similar cases the pulse

ought to be accurately examined, for which the author gives very

minute rules, and suitable remedies used, which have been handed
down by the ancients, and have generally proved effectual.

There are from thirty-six to ninety-nine maladies arising from

the influence of evil spirits. The patient becomes reserved, speaks

nothing, and though his whole body is affected with the evil, he

himself does not know what ails him. The disease increases gra-

dually, and ends in the prostration of all strength, and death.

Aromatics and perfumes here do great service. Complaints arising

from these causes often resemble consumption
;
many, not able to

find out the symptoms, do not treat the patients in the proper
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manner • foxes’ bones and otters’ livers appear to be of some use,

but the proper remedy has not yet been discovered.

Most inveterate diseases arise from worms, of which the author

enumerates eighteen kinds, some resemble imps, others frogs,

lobsters, serpents, &c. An excellent remedy is a certain nut, which
has been tried by European doctors, and found efficacious.

The author treats upon fevers at great length
;
we cannot, how-

ever, follow him through all the divisions he makes. The theory of

fever is difficult to be understood, and some days must elapse

before the physician can find out where to classify it. Their treat-

ment differs widely from ours
;
cinnamon and fat broths seem to be

specifics, and an emetic is greatly recommended. As other diseases

are also accompanied by paroxysms, the physician can distinguish

the ague from the former by its periodical return. The causes

which the writer gives of inflammatory fevers seem to be very trivial.

The Yang and Yin—the dual principle, of which the former operates,

the other is worked upon, is deeply interwoven with human nature
j

the impotency of either checks the usual functions of the various

parts of the body, and gives rise to indisposition.

We have hitherto given only detached sentences, and it is now
time to present the reader with the general divisions of pathology.

The author classifies them in the following manner :

—

1. Violent and mortal fits; these he divides into nine distinct

diseases, according to the causes which have induced them
;

amongst them is wind, cold, heat, moisture, vapour, nutriment, &c.,

in this class are also included suicide and accidents.

2. Indispositions occasioned by heat, moisture, dryness, eating

and drinking, fatigue, &c.

3. Fevers and agues, hot, moist, and dry, malignant, cold, &c.

4. Defects in the respiration, suffocation, short breath, dropsy,

cough, &c.

1 5. Vomiting of phlegm, pus, green and sour water, obstructions

in the throat, &c.

6. Diseases accompanied by a loss of blood
;
bleeding at the nose,

tongue, teeth, and ears
;
vomiting and coughing of blood, &c.

7. Pains in the heart, head, face, stomach, side, &c.

8. Paralytic complaints, podagra, acute rheumatism, &c.

9. Rheumatic complaints, of which the author gives seven dif-

ferent kinds.

10. Mental disorders, insanity, madness, immoderate laughing,

fits of rage, fear, trembling, &c.

11. Sundry diseases
;

in this class the author includes immo-

derate perspiration, sleeplessness, somnolency, lassitude, yawning, &c.
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12. Diseases of the viscera, diarrhoea, dysentery, retention of

urine, &c.

13. Ophthalmic diseases
;
of these the author adduces forty-one

different kinds. They are very prevalent throughout the empire

;

the cause may be sought in the peculiar triangular formation of the

Chinese eye, the eyelids frequently becoming inverted, and the lashes

acting like a brush upon its surface
;

also in the want of cleanli-

ness, and in utter ignorance of the structure of the eye.

14. Pains in the ear, nose, tooth, mouth, jawbones, &c.
3

also

cutaneous diseases, and those of the hair.

Sudden fits are to be attributed to fire
j
the medicines ad-

ministered must be warm.

(
Indispositions in general are difficult to be accounted for, but

ought to be treated according to the above classification.

Respiration is quickened by anger, retarded by joy, lessened by

feelings of commiseration, lowered by fear, contracted by cold,

expanded by heat, disturbed by alarm, shortened by labour, and

impeded by thought.

From these changes the author derives the various diseases to

which respiration is subject, taking care at the same time, to give the

five elements their full share. The principal substance of the liver

is wood, of the heart fire, of the lungs metal, of the kidneys water,

of the organs of digestion earth. Respiration is to man, what the

air and ethereal fluid is to nature. As the least disturbance of the

equilibrium leads to a change in the temperature, what must not be

the consequences to human nature ! Wise men, therefore, curb

their passions, maintain their equanimity, and preserve themselves

from dangerous diseases. When, however, the mischief is already

done, the patient may be relieved by rousing the passions opposite

to those which have given rise to the complaint.

We are quite at a loss for the reasons which induced the author

to place dropsy under the defects of respiration. But the view

Chinese doctors take of respiration entirely differs from ours.

Throughout the human body a vivifying ethereal fluid is transfused,

which is called Ke, and resembles the ether of nature. According to the

best ancient authors, water enters through the mouth into the body.

Besides the natural way of evacuation, it is either absorbed during

cold weather by the Ke, or when the weather is hot, it comes forth

as perspiration
;
when grief oppresses the mind, it re-appears in the

shape of tears, or is thrown out as saliva. But when the Ke is

vitiated, its ejection is obstructed, it accumulates, and gives rise to

dropsy. The restoration, therefore, of the patient, is promoted by
the evacuation of the water.
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Phlegm is formed by the chyle of the stomach, from want of Ke
to refine it

;
being accumulated in the lungs, it becomes a canal

which overflows all parts. To remove it, the greatest care must be

bestowed upon strengthening the Ke of the stomach. Coughs, of

which there are many kinds, originate in phlegm.

The causes which produce vomiting must be sought in the

stomach
;
ginger is the best remedy. If it is preceded by pain in

the stomach, it is owing to inflammation, but if there is headach and

pain all over the body, it indicates flatulency.

The blood contained in the human body is of two kinds, the

Yang and Yin (the dual powers, male and female)
;
the Yang is con-

tained in the arteries, and circulates throughout the body
;
the Yin

is in the veins, it nourishes the soul, and moistens the bones and

sinews. If men are not careful in their diet and movements, the

circulation of the blood may be impeded
j
a hundred various dis-

eases arise from the bad state of the blood.

Headach arises from rheumatism, or the diseased state of other

parts of the body. Face-ach must be ascribed to the prevalence of

fire, and the concentration of the Yang in this part.

Complaints of the chest principally arise in summer, when the

south wind blows. They are owing to the want of Ke, and the in-

tervention of the Yin ke on the serum.

No disease is perhaps so common among the Chinese as lum-

bago
;
the poorer classes particularly suffer from it most severely.

The way in which Chinese doctors remedy this evil is by putting

adhesive plaster, composed of a variety of ingredients, upon the

spine.

Liver-complaints the author explains by the liver having become

too large and pressing upon the stomach
;

this again forcing itself

upon the thorax, the chest is affected, and pain is produced under

the ribs.

Pain in general is entirely the work of fire, the swelling which

may accompany it arises from moisture, and both owe their origin

to wind and cold, whereby the natural circulation of the blood is

arrested. The liver, moreover, extends its influence over the sinews,

and secretes the blood. The Ke of the liver belongs to the Yang,

and partakes of the nature of fire, whilst the blood is Yin, and con-

sists of water. When much blood is evacuated, the fire prevails,

there is nothing to nourish the sinews, and hence ulcers arise on

the back.

Insanity begins with little sleep, want of appetite, foolish imagi-

nations of grandeur and wisdom, a mad laugh, songs and silly
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actions. This disease is very seldom to be met with in China.

Unhappy persons of that description are generally outcasts from

society, and live as beggars and vagabonds. Chinese physicians

have recourse to simples, which, if they avail nothing, are at least

not noxious. Loss of memory, sudden surprise, fear and trembling,

&c., are classified by the author under the same head.

The heart contains blood, which, when it exudes from the body,

becomes sweat
j
sweat is thus the serum of the heart. Many diseases

either arise from the retention of the perspiration, or too profuse

sweat, which must be carefully treated.

People may be dumb from two different causes
j

first, from

defects of the tongue, and, secondly, from a stoppage in the thorax,

and loss of the voice by coughing.

During the spring the wood of the liver is invigorated, in autumn
metal predominates, and affects the wood

j
in summer fire is the

most powerful. Metal having lost its power, wood and fire predo-

minate, and injure the earth of the stomach, the body becomes

heated, the pulse very full
;
thus the aliment cannot be digested,

and dysentery naturally ensues.

The finest particles of the whole body are concentrated in the

eye
;

it is, therefore, the most subtile aperture. The pupil is the

very essence of the bones, the black of the eye of the sinews. Both

the liver, heart, and blood-vessels influence the eye, as maybe proved

from the classics. When man sleeps, the blood returns to the liver;

the liver having received the blood he is able to see
;
the Ke of the

liver having found its way to the eye, it can distinguish the five

colours. Inflammation, morbid thickness or opacity, cataract and

turbidness, are relieved by medicines taken internally, but not by

operations upon the eye itself.

The author fills a whole volume with his directions for healing

diseases of the eye. His remedies would astonish the medical

faculties in Europe, but as they are so very numerous and compli-

cated in the application, we can find no space for detailing them.

The ear stands in the closest connexion with the lungs, and

receives from them its auditory powers, whilst the nose is constantly

affected by the liver
;

if the liver is diseased, the nose is so likewise.

The diseases affecting this organ are very trifling, and easy to be

removed.

When the marrow in the bones is deficient, the Yang very

bright, the arteries empty, all the various diseases of the teeth

commence.

The lips faithfully represent the internal state of the body.
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whether white, red, or livid
j

whilst they announce the perfect

state of the body, they are also the harbingers of approaching death.

The tongue is to the apertures what the heart is to the body in

general, both stand in intimate connexion, and as long as the former

is in good order the latter can distinguish the five tastes. By dis-

criminating the tastes it contributes towards the nourishing of the

body, supplies the stomach, and enables it to furnish nourishment

to all the viscera. Therefore the aorta of the heart is in the root of

the tongue, and the artery of the liver at the side.

In the face all the Yang is concentrated. If the face is red, it is

owing to the heart, if it is livid, to the liver, if it is yellow, to the

stomach, if white, to the lungs
;
from these general symptoms the

physician may judge of the state of the patient.

The eating too many sweet things occasions pains, and causes

the hair to fall off. Bones and sinews cannot exist without each

other, the diseases which affect the one do also injure the other.

We pass over in silence the observations upon the hair and skin,

the latter of which is said to be influenced by the liver
;
nor can

we dwell upon the remarks regarding poison, which contain nothing

striking.

Many of the above sentiments may appear exceedingly crude,

but we ought to remember, that the Chinese are an original race,

—that their ideas are still as undigested as they came from the first

thinkers, and that they have never had the advantage of improving

by the discoveries of foreigners. Errors in other sciences, if they

do not immediately affect human society, may be harmless, but in

pathology, blunders endanger the life of the sufferer. We carry

drugs to the Chinese, and take some of theirs in exchange, but never

yet has an attempt been made to benefit one another by an inter-

change of medical science. It must not, however, be expected, that

the Chinese would grasp with eagerness at our improvements, for

this they are too proud
;
yet we might gradually gain the ascendency

over their empiricism, and perform a most benevolent act towards

this great nation.

Vaccination has thus been introduced into the empire. Many
have been benefited by it, but the great bulk of the nation still

remains in ignorance of its salutary effects. As long as the erro-

neous opinion prevails, that everything aneient is excellent, and^ far

superior to all recent inventions, the nation will remain in the

present state of lethargy, and even the most useful sciences will be

rejected
;
buff when this great bar shall be removed, it will keep

pace with other countries, and perhaps surpass many.
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II. Pharmacology.

The writer regrets his ignorance of Chinese botany, on account of

which he is prevented from giving a better view of the Chinese

pharmacopoeia. There is scarcely a shrub, leaf, or root, which has

not been adopted as an ingredient of medicine. The pharmacy of

the Chinese is richer than that of any other nation
j
a physician has

•a large choice, and to be always sure, he prescribes a variety of

drugs, of which at least one may prove effectual. Though few sub-

stances in nature are found to be fit for exhibition in medicine

without a previous preparation, they take good care not to adulterate

them by a chemical process. Chemistry, as a science, is entirely

unknown to them, there is not even a name for it in their language

;

a simple decoction or powder, or a pill containing twelve or fifteen

different ingredients, serve them for all purposes. Their materia

medica has an original cast: whether the articles employed in

the cure of diseases are more adapted to nature, we shall not

decide
;
but there is at least something deserving the attention of

foreigners.

Our author has arranged his remedies according to the diseases

of which he has treated in the former part of the work. As a

general rule, he suggests that it should first be ascertained to what

state the malady has arrived, and that the remedy should be modi-

fied accordingly. The external causes of sickness are wind, cold,

dryness, and moisture; the internal, the seven passions, (anger,

pleasure, sorrow, fear, love, hatred and desire,) and the six affections,

(the temper, disposition, natural feelings, natural affection, animal

passion, and 'sexual desire); after having fully investigated the

origin, the doctor may then prescribe.

In no country are people in possession of so many nostrums as

in China. Great numbers of physicians and apothecaries traverse

the country with their secret treasures, expose them to the view of

the multitude, and praise their virtues in eloquent language. Others

are not content with one or two specifics
;

they engage to heal so

many diseases in a given time, for each of which they prescribe an

antidote.

The panacea of China is the gin-seng, the root of a plant well

known to our botanists, which also grows in America, and is from

thence exported to Canton. However numerous may be the virtues

we have ascribed to the Peruvian bark, they fall far short of this

remedy against all diseases. Though we can attach little belief to

the extravagant praises pronounced upon this miraculous root, we
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must nevertheless admit, that it possesses some good qualities, and
that it is worthy to be tried by our physicians.

The Chinese very much value the bones and horns of certain

animals
;
they preserve the liver of various quadrupeds, use the

fins of fishes, and even receive the reptiles into the materia medica.

Harts’ and rhinoceros’ horns, the bones of the tiger and elephant,

&c., are very excellent remedies in extreme weakness, they strengthen

and fatten the body, and a dose of tigers’ bones is even said to

inspire courage.

Aromatics and gums are considered as the best remedies in

apoplectic fits, and all violent and sudden diseases. The powers of

asafoetida are over-rated
^
some physicians think it to be an universal

medicine, which extirpates the very seeds of a malady.

Opium is used as an anodyne, and also applied in dysentery.

Its introduction into this country, the cause of so much woe and

misery, is owing to the recommendation of physicians. Few
who use it to excess, escape the dreadful consequences of a body

reduced to a skeleton, and a mind stupefied and blunted , persons

addicted to its use present the most wretched sight which a human
being can possibly exhibit. In the last stages, no remedy on earth

can rescue the wretch from the grave towards which he is hastening

with gigantic strides. The willing victim of vice, he has scarcely a

consciousness of his feeble state, but declines insensibly into an

awful eternity. Though instances of this kind are very frequent,

they strike little terror into the beholder
j
other wretches inhale the

deleterious drug, and find a speedy grave : and a still more numerous
band presses forward with equal eagerness to render themselves as

tinhappy as their predecessors. Everybody abhors the use of this

poisonous drugj the government prohibits its importation under
severe penalties, but it is nevertheless extensively consumed, and
the guardians of the law not only connive at its introduction, but

often partake of the fumes themselves. The severe prohibitions

have raised a desire of enjoying an illicit pleasure, w’hich few can

resist, if they have means of gratifying it.*

Mercury, either in the raw state, or as an oxide, is very much
used, and more so than any other metal. A Chinaman is very soon

salivated, and the effects of mercury upon his constitution are most
injurious. Quacks, however, are very free in administering it, and

* It appears, from recent accounts, that the Chinese government are deli-

berating on abolishing the ineffectual prohibition of opium, and on substituting a

regular duty upon its admission.—

E
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though they may relieve a patient, the remedy is worse than the

malady itself. Physicians of any note consider it below their dignity

to cure venereal diseases. The ravages occasioned by vice are thus

frightfully prevalent, and the wretched sufferers present a most

horrible sight.

We have tried to discover whether iron be used in any shape,

but have not been successful. The most congenial of all metals to

the human body seems to have escaped the notice of the physicians,

because they do not know of any process to reduce it into such a

shape as to enable the patient to take it.

We must now return to our author. After having given the

specific for a disease, he supposes it to take such and such a turn,

and gives his prescription accordingly. We shall give a few instances

of his mode of arrangement. If a disease commences with a pro-

stration of all strength, and an utter state of apathy, he prescribes

thirty-three different herbs, which weigh about seventy-five taels

;

one tael with double the quantity of hot water to be taken each

time. If the weather be moist, he adds a quantity of ginger, and a

variety of pills, when the patient is about to lie down to sleep. By
these means the spirits are excitetl, and the lungs purified. To pro-

mote perspiration, a peculiar mixture of ginger and hemp-seed is

added. The physician ought, in his prescription, to attend to the

seasons and the temperature of the air, in order to lessen or increase

some of the above ingredients. Now this medicine will relieve most

patients, if their malady already amounts even to delirium. For

strengthening the marrow and bones, he communicates a recipe of

twenty ingredients, amongst which we find the gin-seng, bezoar-

stone, mint, and musk, with sundry pills. To restore the organs of

digestion, the author recommends pepper, nutmegs, cloves, cinnamon,

and a certain bean. For relieving the diseases of the liver, he orders

the decoction of twenty-eight different herbs, which are to be taken

with various pills, &c. Such are the contents of eight volumes,

wherein the writer has shown the utmost ingenuity in prescribing for

all possible cases. These few specimens may suffice} it would be

tedious to give more.

The general rule observed by Chinese physicians, in making

choice of drugs, is to use the top of the plants, when the disease is

in the head, the trunk for the middle parts, and the root for the

lower parts. Some, such as gin-seng, rhubarb and musk, &c., hold

A principal rank, and may be used simple
}

others can only be

administered as compounds, or serve as vehicles. The best mode
of dividing them is according to their taste, or to their innate
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qualities, whether they warm or cool the body. By properly mixing

them, even the poisonous qualities of some may be taken away,

whilst useless drugs may be rendered effectual by being compounded

with others. The way of applying them differs also very widely

;

some may be taken in decoction, to purge and to promote the cir-

culation of blood
j

others made up into pills, to expel the wind and

open the bowels
j

others are mixed with liquor, vinegar, and other

strong essences
;

to augment their effect, others are ground to pow-

der, or fried in fat to absorb the bad humours. Maladies accom-

panied by cold, require warm remedies, and vice versS.
;
indigestion

may be relieved by emetics; worms, and humours of the abdomen,

give way only to poisonous drugs; and bad humours may be

expelled by moist medicines. In distempers of the lungs repeat the

dose nine times, of the heart seven times, of the spleen five times,

of the liver three times, but of the kidney only once.

The remedies found in the animal kingdom may be used with

very great effect. An elephant’s eye burnt to powder, and mixed

with human milk, is a sovereign remedy against the inflammation of

the eyes
;

his bones pulverized, and given in liquor, promote diges-

tion, and relieve all the defects of a disordered stomach
;
the ivory,

prepared in like manner, is a capital remedy against the diabetes,

and the teeth of his mouth against the epilepsy. Camels’ hair and

fat, taken internally, remove piles
;

and the flesh of certain crabs,

properly prepared, is an antidote against poison.

III. Pathology.

Much has already been said upon this subject under the article

Nosology. The diseases treated by the author under this head, arise

all from cold, and are chronical. After having given a full descrip-

tion of the malady itself, he specifies the remedies, and their appli-

cation. Before, however, entering upon the subject, he explains the

effects of the weather upon the body; in this point he is very prolix

:

to find a cause for every disorder he exhausts his ingenuity to divide

the elements, and to particularize the receptibility of every part of

the body.

Every season of the year has its proper pulse, whereby the phy-

sician may judge, whether the state of the patient is in accordance

with the temperature of the air. The elements constituting the body
have, moreover, their respective reigns, which last about two months
each, after which another element takes the lead, and influences the

body. From these various points diseases ought to be judged and
treated.

N 2
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The knowledge of pathology depends upon a thorough ac-

quaintance with the pulse, a science which occupies all the attention

of the Chinese physician. He examines the pulse for hours together,

then prescribes, and, certain of success, leaves the house without any

intention of returning, unless again called. His very profession

depends upon the accuracy with which he explains the causes and

the subsequent progress of the disease, the beating of the pulse being

the criterion. With the greatest confidence he predicts the course

which the disorder is to take, and in how many days the patient

w'ill be relieved from his complaint. If none of the viscera be in-

jured, a speedy recovery may be expected with certainty. If the

distemper has become inveterate, half the number of patients can

only be restored, but if they are in the last stage, it is better to

refuse once for all to give them anything, or else to hint at their

certain death, and still endeavour to avert it.

By observing the colour of the countenance, whether it be livid,

yellow, red, white or black, a second criterion of the state of the

patient may be found
;

for the five viscera have their respective five

colours, the six blood-vessels likewise, and the colour of each part

affected is to be found refiected in the countenance. A livid, or

rather green, colour like grass, is the forerunner of death. The

common livid colour, which belongs to the element wood, indicates

the prevalence of the Yin principle
j
the red colour belongs to the

element fire, and announces infiammation, &c.

The various parts of the body bear relation to the four cardinal

points of the compass and to the zenith, which is strictly to be at-

tended to. Thus fire predominates in the heart and viscera, and as

fire is concentrated in the south, there exists a relation between the

heart and the south. The liver and gall belong to the air or winds,

winds come from the east, and therefore both have reference to the

east. The kidneys belong to water, water corresponds with the north,

and therefore the former also harmonize with the north. The lungs

and intestines contain the predominating element metal
j

this again

tallies with the west, and consequently the former likewise. The

spleen and stomach relating to the south, correspond with the zenith.

These four cardinal points correspond with the seasons, as has been

already observed
;
thus each of the parts of the body has its pecu-

liar time in which it is the most invigorated, and in its proper state,

whilst the others suffer and are affected by not being congenial to

the existing season.

Whosoever is conversant with all these matters, which may be

considered as incontrovertible maxims transmitted by the ancients.
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must, in examining a patient, turn his attention to the eyes, ears,

tongue, lips, and in a word, to the whole body. If a patient, for

instance, can easily turn himself about, he may be soon cured. If

the body be constantly moist, the suiferer recovers
j

if, on the con-

trary, dry and scorched, he will die.

Having already too long transgressed upon the patience of the

reader, we shall make no further extracts. Though much may
appear ridiculous, it is to a Chinese an axiom, and he would smile

in his turn at the ignorance and presumption of a barbarian, who
doubts these things.

Our author treats fully upon catarrh, fevers, stiffness of the

neck, excessive vomiting, pain in the chest, and other complaints,

which are epidemic in certain seasons. It is difficult to make
extracts where each chapter stands in the closest connexion with the

whole, and mere scraps must always remain unintelligible. We
trust to have given the spirit of this part of his work, and shall now
speak of

IV. Surgery.

The utter aversion of the Chinese to any surgical operation, reduces

them to the necessity of using internal remedies or cataplasms in

various shapes as substitutes. The moxa and acupunctura, how-

ever, do not belong to this class. The latter is performed by silver

needles, which are stuck into the flesh and twisted round, whilst the

physician compresses the slight wound thus made. This mode of

pricking the body is said to be very efficacious in removing pain, and

relieving the patient instantly. As the moxa is well known to our

physicians, we have only to remark, that the Chinese apply it far

more frequently, and place greater reliance upon it, than our expe-

rience would warrant. In desperate cases they have recourse to a kind

of tattooing, which can never after be effaced. They likewise use red

hot iron for cauterizing old wounds, and removing the raw flesh.

Though they possess many caustics, none can be compared to our

nitrate of silver.

The author first treats of swellings
;
these arise either from the

temperature, from high-wrought feelings, injuries, or the body being

hot and suddenly becoming cold, or from having eaten or drunken

something injurious to the body. The blood is thereby arrested in

its circulation, and a swelling ensues. After having given very good

hints for treating swellings, ulcers, tumours, scrofulous tumours,

abscesses, gangrene, ossification, &c., and given prescriptions how to
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remove them, he then particularizes the complaints in each part of

the body, external as well as internal.

In the cure of ulcers, surgeons are very deficient, but they excel

in radically curing the gangrene by a cataplasm of herbs, which

extracts the very roots. We are unable to trace the various modes

of treatment, and must be content with a few observations.

If a tumour will not open, but remains hard, the best way is to

make an incision in the shape of a cross, wash it well with vinegar

and water mixed with flour, and give a few doses of myrrh,

olibanum, musk and burnt crabs, and the complaint will disappear.

Running sores indicate a debilitated state of the body. The first

care, therefore, ought to be to restore the constitution, and then the

cure will be very easy. Virulent ulcers must be treated internally

as well as e.xternally with five different kinds of poison inflamed

sores can be reduced by cold remedies externally applied. Suppos-

ing much blood to flow from these wounds, it is a sure symptom that

the blood-vessels are not in good order
;

it is especially the liver

which occasions this, and the first attention ought, therefore, to be

directed towards this part.

The lungs holding a very conspicuous rank amongst the viscera

by inhaling the air, they are exposed to many injuries outwardly as

well as inwardly
j
hence the frequency of ulcers in this part. The

worst is, that the consequences are not solely confined to the seat of

the disease, but spread all over the body : and it is on this account

that death very often follows. Some palliatives with liquorice,

almonds, barley, peach-kernels, &c., do in all such complaints excel-

lent service, yet death is often unavoidable. Poisonous ulcers can

easily be dispelled by rhubarb, the kernels of dates, the pulp of the

lotus, &c.

Herpetic eruptions may be cured by saline lotions. The scrofula

arises from various poisons being concentrated
j
the healing of it is

attended with great difficulties. Apply a cataplasm of oysters and

rhubarb, give aromatic pills internally, and if the disease will not

give way, administer dissolving medicines and onions. If, notwith-

standing all precaution, the cure does not advance, it becomes a

hopeless case, and ought to be entirely abandoned. Common sores,

if not inflamed, may be opened with a needle, and as soon as the

blood and pus are pressed out, they will of themselves heal up.

Spreading and spongy sores originate in the bad state of the liver,

and care ought to be taken to restore this viscus, when they will of

themselves dry up.

The dirty habits of the Chinese engender a great many cutaneous
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diseases, in the cure of which they do not seem to have made much
progress. Itch appears in its most frightful shape, tetters, scabs,

and ringworms, often cover the whole body, and leprosy is making

dreadful havoc amongst the people. Various remedies are recom-

mended, and many physicians travel through the country to relieve

the sufferers, but they appear to succeed ill, for even the rich cannot

be freed from these disgusting disorders.

Wounds, if possible, are sewed up with a thread made from the

bark of a mulberry-tree, and then dressed with ointments. Of these

they have a very great variety, of different colours and qualities. If

by a cut in the abdomen the entrails come out, replace them after

having oiled your hands, and rub the wounded part with a decoction

of gin-seng. Order thin rice in which sheep’s kidneys have been

boiled, and the patient will recover within ten days. Few surgeons

will attempt the cure of a patient who is dangerously wounded, for

fear of endangering both their safety and reputation. Even the

nearest relations refuse taking them into the house, and though life

might still be saved, such poor wretches often expire in the streets.

V. Diseases of Women and Chii.dren.

In this part of the book, the author is more diffuse than in any of

the foregoing
;
but he treads over the same ground as in his patho-

logy and nosology, only expatiating more fully upon the disorders

peculiar to childhood. The prescriptions are so numerous as to be

adapted for all possible cases, how difficult soever. In the five last

volumes he very ably discusses the disorders of females, and collects

the most approved prescriptions for curing them.

This essay being already too long, we cannot enter upon the

Chinese theory of generation, their knowledge of midwifery, the

treatment of children after their birth, &c., which are all contained

in these volumes. They are great adepts in promoting the fertility

of women, whilst they never scruple to procure abortion. The pre-

valence of this horrible practice may be attributed to the depraved

principles of paganism, and the corruption of manners which per-

vades all ranks.

The intricate science of medicine is, after all, in the estimation

of some authors, useless. They pretend to] avert all diseases by a

proper mode of life, and to cure themselves by a moderate diet and

fasting. If all people only followed their advice, the world would
need neither physicians nor remedies

;
unhappily, however, man-

kind is given over to debaucheries, and the science of medicine is a

necessary evil.
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Art. X. On the first Translation of the Gospels into Arabic.

By Baron Hammer Purgstall.

Read loth April, 1837.

Within the last sixteen years, the presses of Tahran and Cairo

have sent forth four works on the biography of Muhammed, which

contain a mass of new facts hitherto unknown to all European

biographers of the Prophet, and which furnish ample materials for

a more characteristic biography than those of Gagnier, Boulain-

villiers, Turpin, Savary, Mill, Bush, and the Encyclopedias. Of the

four above-named works, the first was published at Tahran
j

it

forms the second volume of the Haiwat al Kulub (life of the hearts),

450 leaves in folio, by Muhammed Bater. Three years after its

publication appeared at Cairo, the Turkish biography of the Prophet,

by Waisi —and three years later the continuation of it by

Nabi^\j who rank both amongst the first writers of the Ottomans.

But Nabi’s biography not reaching further than to the conquest

of Mecca, it has been continued by Nazmizade x jlj whose

continuation, however, has not yet made its appearauee in print
j
in-

stead of it the commentary of Ibrahim of Haleb was published at

Cairo in the month of May, 1833, (Zilhidja, 1248.) This is by far the

most important of the four works mentioned,' and from it the follow-

ing notice of the first Arabic translation of the Gospels is extracted.

Three years after Muhammed’s having set up his claim to prophecy,

and ten years before his emigration (Hijrat®) from Mecca to Medina,

in the year 612, died Warkd, the son of Naufel, Jjy ^ \jij^ the

cousin of Khadija, a Christian priest, of whose momentous influence

on Muhammed’s mind and knowledge, nothing has been recorded

by the European biographers of the prophet. He translated the Gos-

pels (or rather the Bible) into Arabic, and this accounts at once for

' A new biography of Jluhammed, chiefly drawn from the four works above-

mentioned, and other hitlierto unpublished sources, is the first of a series of

biographies of great Moslem monarchs during the first seven centuries of the

Hijrat, the first volume of which is to appear next Easter, at Darmstadt, sold by

Leske.
* •*

Hijrat, not Hegira, is by no means to be translated by flight, but by

emigration, as the prophet never could confess a flight, but only an emigration,

which is also the true sense of the word ; from the same root comes the name of

Hajar, (the emigrant.)
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Muhammed’s deep acquaintance with it, proved by so many passages

of the Koran. Muhammed held in the highest esteem this cousin

of his most respected wife, and sanctioned this high esteem to all

future times by the following tradition :
“ I have seen a priest in

Paradise dressed in green silk, and he was no other than Warka, the

son of Naufel.” The passage which records him to have translated

the Gospels into Arabic is the following : page 53. cJoA-Ctij

^ “ W^rka, the son of Naufel, the cousin

of Khadija, had become a Christian at the time of ignorance

(before Muhammed), and translated the Gospels from the Hebrew
into Arabic.”

By the Gospels the Bible must here be understood, not only on

account of the Hebrew, but also because the Koran evinces, in a

great many passages, a greater acquaintance with the books of the

Old Testament, particularly with the Psalms, than with the Gospels
j

at any rate Warka, the son of Naufel, the cousin of Khadija, is the

first Arabic translator of a part of the Bible.
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Anr. XI .—Sketch of the Island of Borneo, by G. Windsor Earl,

Esq., M. R. A. S. Communicated in a Letter to the Right Hon.

Sir Alexander Johnston.

Read Ath February, 1837.

“ Although Borneo is so large an island, and although some parts

of the coast have been known for many years, very little informa-

tion has been yet received respecting the interior of the country, and

the different people who inhabit it. The Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Correspondence, conceiving that a knowledge of this

island has become more than ever an object of importance to the

British public, in consequence of the trade with China, and with the

islands in the Eastern Sea, having been laid open to all British sub-

jects, has taken measures for procuring translations into English

of the different works upon the subject written in Dutch
j
and for

collecting all the information relative to Borneo, which can be ob-

tained from those persons who have visited the coasts of that

island. Mr. Earl, who has acquired much knowledge relative to

different parts of it, sent a paper to the Society, which was pub-

lished in the third volume of this Journal
;

and we have now
the pleasure to publish the following paper sent to Sir Alexander

Johnston by the same gentleman, who, we hope, will soon have

an opportunity of obtaining still further information upon the

subject, by joining the expedition which is about to sail for the

purpose of making a survey of the Eastern Seas
j
and which will

afford him the means of completing those inquiries which he has

already carried on, as appear by the papers we have published, with

so much zeal and intelligence.”

Mr. Earl’s Paper.

I HASTEN to draw up a statement of the information I have been

enabled to collect concerning the great island of Borneo, and I

regret being unable to give more than a very meagre account of a

country, which, besides possessing a soil which vies in richness with

that of any other island in the Indian Archipelago, contains exten-

sive veins of precious metals close under the surface of the earth.
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alone sufficient to render it of the utmost importance. The notices

contained in the following pages are partly the results of observa-

tions made during a personal visit to the western part of the island
j

partly from the notes of a gentleman who visited the interior from the

east coast
j
and partly from information collected from the com-

manders of vessels, and others, Europeans and natives, who have

visited the parts in question.

Commencing with the western part of Borneo, which is the point

nearest to the British settlements in the Straits of Malacca, we find

that the rich mineral productions have attracted the cupidity of

foreigners
j

the Malays and Chinese having established themselves

on the coast and on the shores of the larger rivers, the Dyaks, the

aboriginal inhabitants, having retired before them into the interior.

The period of their arrival on the Island cannot be ascertained,

but the Malays must have been firmly established when the Chinese

first immigrated, for the latter acknowledge that the country in

which they are settled by right belongs to the former. The Malays,

being a maritime people, did not occupy themselves in working the

mines
;

but, having fixed themselves near the mouths of the three

great rivers of Pontianak, Sambas, and Succadana, were contented

with the gold and diamonds they procured by barter from the

aborigines, chiefly employing their time in piratical cruizes against

the natives of other parts of the archipelago. The Chinese, on the

contrary, being extremely partial to mining speculations, established

themselves in the parts where gold and diamonds could most readily

be procured. They are now principally congregated in the district

of Montradok, which lies between the rivers of Sambas and Ponti-

anak. This district is about forty miles wide, and extends from the

sea- coast between sixty and seventy miles into the interior.

The rivers of Sambas and Pontianak are of considerable depth,

and aEford great facility for communication with the interior. They
are both supposed to take their rise in the very centre of the island.

Sambas river is the largest on the west coast of the island. The
entrance is about a mile and a half wide, the depth being nearly

twenty feet at high-water spring-tides, but immediately inside the

heads, the width of the river increases to two miles and a half. It

has been ascended by the Dutch a considerable distance, probably

eighty or ninety miles, and nothing was found that would obstruct

its navigation by vessels of moderate burden. It is said by the

Malays that canoes can ascend it to within two days’ journey of

Borneo Proper,

The Pontianak river, the mouth of which is about ninety miles
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to the southward of Sambas, is inferior in point of size to the latter,

but the town situated near its mouth is of more importance than

Sambas, as it is the chief residency of the Dutch on the west coast.

In addition to the two settlements already mentioned, the Dutch
have a third at Landak, a town on the banks of one of the lesser

branches of the Pontianak river, about seventy miles from the sea,

near which are the most productive diamond- mines.

In 1823, the southern branch of this river was ascended 230

miles, by an exploring party from Pontianak, but no account of the

expedition has been made public, and the only information I could

procure concerning it, was from one of the gentlemen at Sambas,

who was intimately acquainted with the person who conducted it.

At the point to which they ascended, the river was found to open

out into an extensive lake, twenty-five miles in length, possessing a

depth exceeding three fathoms. Two islands were situated near the

centre, one of which was named Van Der Capellen, after the gover-

nor of Dutch India.

Several Dyak tribes were settled on its shores, but I could not

ascertain whether they possessed vessels of a superior description to

those used by the tribes who inhabit the banks of the rivers. I sus-

pect that the Dutch avoided having any intercourse with them.

The Danau Malayu, as the lake is called, was estimated at only

100 feet above the level of the sea; but as a much greater elevation

would be necessary to give the stream of the river the force that it pos-

sesses, I think they must have calculated only the height of the falls

which they passed in the ascent, one of which was thirty feet high.

The latitude of the lake was estimated at 1° 5' N., and its dis-

tance from the sea, in a direct line, at 140 miles.

The west coast of Borneo was ceded to the Dutch about the year

1780, by the king of Bantam, in Java, who either had, or professed

to have, a right to it, and an expedition was fitted out the same year

by the Batavian government to take possession of the territory.

Succadana, then the most important town on the west coast of

Borneo, was the spot fixed on for the settlement, but the native

chief disallowed the right of the king of Bantam, and refused to

admit the Dutch, who immediately attacked the town, and destroyed

it. They then established factories at Pontianak, and at Mompava,

a town on the coast of the district inhabited by the Chinese
j
but

both the latter and the Malays were so opposed to them, that the

establishments were abandoned as unproductive, after a trial of

thirteen years, during which time numbers of lives w'ere lost
j
and,

what was considered of more importance, large suras of money were

expended.
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In 1823, the Dutch again established themselves at Pontianak,

and purchased the monopoly of the diamond-mines from the Panam-

bahan, for 50,000 dollars. The stones below four carats were to be

the property of the miners, and those above that were to be sold to

the Dutch, at twenty per cent, below the market price. In 1823 and

1824, diamonds, amounting to 2290 carats, wei-e received by the

government, which cost 33,000 guilders, and were sold for 52,000,

giving a profit of 19,000 guilders (1,583/.), rather more than fifteen

per cent, on the money paid to the Panamhahan. Even this small

profit decreased, either from the miners not working with zeal, or

from their being enabled to embezzle the larger stones.

The Dutch, finding that the speculation was a losing one, turned

their attention towards the Chinese, in the hope of wringing from them

some of the produce of their labours. The territory occupied by

the latter had not richer mines than were contained in other parts of

the country, but Chinese industry rendered them more productive.

However, the Dutch sent a body of troops against the Chinese ; the

latter could not cope with the Europeans in the field, but they ha-

rassed them by cutting off the supplies, and poisoning ihe wells,

until at last the Dutch troops retreated.

Another plan was now pursued by the Hollanders. A sum of

money was paid to the Sultan of Sambas, for permission to form a

settlement there, and the intermediate coast has ever since been

blockaded by gun-boats, so that the Chinese can neither leave the

country, nor have any communication with foreign parts, except

through Pontianak or Sambas. Enormous duties are levied on

exports and imports, and a tax of sixty guilders is imposed on every

man that leaves the country.

The Dutch also acquire a revenue by farming to individuals the

exclusive privilege of retailing opium, betel, arrack, pork, indeed

almost every necessary of life. The sale of salt is entirely in the

hands of government. It is brought from Java, and deposited in

large store-houses, and sold to the natives at a price amounting to

700 per cent, on its intrinsic value.

With respect to the supply of salt, the interior of Borneo is

similarly situated to the inland parts of Africa. It is obtained from

the sea-coast, and the further it is taken into the country, the more

it increases in price. At a place 200 miles from the mouth of the

Sambas river, a measure of salt is exchanged for twenty times the

quantity of rice. On the northern coast, where the Dyaks are rather

more civilized than the people near Sambas, cakes of salt are used

in lieu of coin, as a medium of exchange.
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The illiberal system pursued by the Dutch has not effected an

improvement in the revenue department, an annual loss being sus-

tained of from 40,000 to 50,000 guilders. The commerce is in a

great measure destroyed. About fifteen Junks from China came

annually to the coast before these restrictions were imposed, but the

number is now reduced to four or five.

The gold and diamond mines are easily wrought, and with Euro-

pean enterprise and machinery, their produce would be immense.

The veins of ore are not in the hills, but in the low country, and are

seldom more, and often much less, than thirteen feet below the sur-

face. The miners use simple spades and mattocks for digging out

the ore, and clear the gold and diamonds from the earth by means

of a strong stream of water turned through a large wooden trough.

The particles of gold are generally very small, but large pieces are

occasionally found. The Sultan of Sambas has in his possession a

piece which is said to weigh more than twelve and a half bunkals,

about eighteen ounces. A diamond is seldom found of more

than thirty carats. The famous Matan diamond, which is almost

the only property left to the Sultan of Succadana, is 367 carats. I

have never seen it, but have heard from those who have examined it,

that it is not a true stone ; it is uncut.

Pontianak, the chief settlement of the Dutch on the west coast

is distant from Batavia 420, from Singapore 340, and from Canton

1400 geographical miles. The distance between Pontianak and

Batavia is not actually more than eighty miles greater than that

between Pontianak and Singapore; but as the monsoons in the

China Sea blow from north-east and south-west, a ship can always

make the voyage from Singapore and back with a fair wind
;

so that

five voyages can be made in the same time that would be required to

make one to and from Batavia
;

for in the latter case a ship would

always have the monsoon against her one part of the passage.

The exports of the west coast of Borneo are gold, diamonds,

bezoar-stones, and small quantities of wax and rattans. Although

part of the territory occupied by the Chinese is in a high state of cul-

tivation, nothing is grown for exportation. Pepper was formerly

produced, but since the restrictions on commerce, the Chinese will

grow nothing except for their own consumption. Iron is obtained

in small quantities from the interior : it is sometimes exported to

Java, and other countries in the Archipelago, where it is much
valued for the manufacture of krisses (daggers). The iron is brought

from the interior in bundles, each containing ten small pieces. Five

of the bundles are worth three dollars.
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Calicoes, teas, and all articles of Chinese produce and manu-
facture, are brought from Canton and Amoy; rice and salt from

Java; and opium and piece-goods from Singapore.

Proceeding northwards from Sambas, the first place of sufficient

importance to attract attention, is Serawak. Here the country is

mountainous, and the Dyaks, instead of being driven into the

interior, occupy the sea-coast. The town is situated in a bay, on

the east side of Point Api, about sixty miles to the southward of the

Sambas River.

This part, indeed the whole N. W. coast, is claimed by the

Raja of Borneo Proper. There is but a handful of Malays at Sera-

wak (perhaps forty), but the Dyaks are so easily governed, that a

small number of foreigners is sufficient to keep a large native tribe

in the most complete subjection. The mountains in the vicinity

contain inexhaustible mines of antimony. The ore is brought down
by the Dyaks, who receive in return small presents of red calico,

beads, brass-wire, and tobacco, and is taken by the Malays in Bor-

nean and Sambas prahus, to Singapore, where it is eagerly pur-

chased and transmitted in its crude state to Europe. The price paid

for the ore at Singapore, is from one to two dollars a picul (1331b.),

while the trifles given to the Dyaks for fifty piculs, are not valued at

more than five dollars. I cannot discover that any European has

yet visited Serawak.

Two days’ sail to the N.W. is Serassan, where the Dyaks are

supposed to be in greater force than in any other part of the coast.

Many of the creeks here are occasionally occupied by Lanun
pirates, from Mindanao, who are sometimes at war with the Dyaks

;

but they frequently join forces, in which case the Dyaks claim the

human heads and iron, leaving the rest of the plunder to the Lanuns.

The Badjus, a kind of sea-gypsies, who are supposed to have

come originally from the vicinity of Singapore, are also to be met

with here. They live entirely in their little boats, and sometimes

employ themselves in making salt from sea-water, which is eagerly

purchased by the Dyaks.

The N.W. coast is so little known, that even the points are not

accurately laid down in the charts, except those in the vicinity of Bor-

neo Proper. The latter was once a place of great importance, but the

system of piracy connived at by the Muhammedan government has

driven away the European, and a great part of the Chinese trade.

After being neglected by the British for many years, two ships were

sent here from Singapore in 1834, and they procured considerable

quantities of gold-dust, pepper, and camphor. The pepper is entirely
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cultivated by the Chinese, and the greater part of the produce is

sent to Canton and Amoy, in the Chinese junks which annually

visit the port. Borneo Proper also exports cloves, bark, rattans,

dammer, black-wood (for furniture, &c.), and tortoise-shell. The

town is of considerable extent, nearly all the houses being built upon

floats on the river.

Proceeding from the town of Borneo Proper to the N. E., we

come to the northern part of the Island, which was ceded to the

English by the Stilus, and is still considered by many natives as

the property of the British Government. The climate and soil are

spoken of by the Bugis, who are well acquainted with this port, as

superior to any in Borneo. Near here is the island of Balambangan,

where the British settlement was unfortunately formed, in pre-

ference to the main land. It was established for the purpose of

carrying on a contraband trade with the spice islands, and also with

a view to induce the Dyaks to undertake the cultivation of pepper.

The aborigines are here very numerous, and are further advanced in

civilization than the Dyaks of the west and north-west coasts.

The mouths of the rivers are occupied by the Malays, or rather

Moors, who look on the Dyaks as a property, and endeavour as

much as possible to prevent their having communication with

foreigners. In 1834, I met at Singapore three Bugis chiefs who

had touched here on their voyage from Sulu. They informed me
that a numerous body of Cochin-Chinese had settled there. Should

this be the case (and I have no reason to doubt the veracity of my
informants), the country will have an industrious population, which

will be of the greatest value should the British ever again colonize

the part in question. It will perhaps be remembered that some years

ago, the Jesuits of the Propaganda Mission in Cochin-China, having

been detected in treasonable practices against the state, were expelled

the country. The native Christians then rebelled, but were put

down by the king’s forces, when many of the former emigrated.

I am the more inclined to believe the statement of my Bugis

friends, from the fact that numbers of Cochin-Chinese are settled in

the neighbouring island of Palawan, and from the position of the

north point of Borneo, it being so situated, that the voyage to and

from Cochin-China can be made with facility in all monsoons, also

from the numbers of well-sheltered harbours and navigable rivers
;

from the fertility of the soil, and the absence of all likelihood of

determined resistance from the aborigines, there is not a spot in the

Archipelago better adapted to their purpose.

As the sea- coast on the west side of the island is inhabited by
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Malays, so is that of the east by the enterprising Bugis tribes of

Celebes. Of the coast from Malludo Bay to Coti, which comprises

nearly eight degrees of latitude, little further is known than that it

contains many considerable rivers. The productions of the country

are chiefly taken to Coti and Passier, the principal ports on the

west coast, whence they are exported to Singapore. In the year

1827, Mr. Dalton, a mercantile gentleman from Singapore, went to

Coti in a Bugis prahu, and penetrated far into the interior, to the

country of the Dyaks, where he remained trading fifteen months.

Unfortunately he died soon after his return to Singapore, and the

notes he has left are sadly deficient in geographical information, but

they contain voluminous accounts of the manners and customs of

the Dyaks. It appears that he ascended the Coti river 600 miles,

but in which direction is not mentioned. He was treated well, one

of the chiefs having adopted him as a brother. Were not the habits

of the Dyaks of the west coast well known, it would be almost im-

possible to believe that human beings could be so far degraded below

the level of the brute creation as he describes them. The sole em-

ployment of the chiefs appears to be in undertaking expeditions

into the interior, for the purpose of surprising and slaughtering the

inhabitants of whole villages, solely that their heads may be pro-

cured to deck the habitations of the murderers. Hunting-parties

are formed to destroy the people belonging to the wilder tribes that

inhabit the woods. A man cannot marry until he has procured a

human head, and he that has several, may be distinguished by his

proud and lofty bearing, for it constitutes his patent of nobility.

From this it may be thought that all attempts to improve them

would be hopeless
;
but on the contrary, the horrible nature of their

mode of life renders them more willing to adopt milder customs.

The Moslems never found more ready converts. On the west coast

I saw both the wild and the tame Dyaks, and thought it hardly pos-

sible that they could be the same race of people. Those in the

vicinity of the Chinese settlement had totally abandoned their horrid

customs, and were milder in conduct and disposition than any of

the natives of the Archipelago I had hitherto seen. How the custom

of wholesale murdering originated, it is impossible to say
;
but the

Dyaks that exist at present have been brought up to consider the

destroying of a fellow-creature as the most meritorious action that

they can perform.

From the account of Mr. Dalton, the Dyak population in the

vicinity of Coti must be considerable. There are three head chiefs,

one of v/hom has fifty, another seventy, and a third 150 minor chiefs

VOL. IV. o
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under nim, each of whom is supposed to have about 1,000 indivi-

duals under his rule. This population will appear immense, when

the system of human sacrifice is considered, but it must be remem-

bered, that these rarely attack each other, their murderous excur-

sions being undertaken against the more distant tribes.

Single missionaries would be of little avail in weaning them from

their evil practices, as it is apparently by example, and not by pre-

cept, that they can be permanently benefited. From the Dutch

settlements on the west and south coasts, civilization might be dis-

seminated far into the interior of the country, but unfortunately the

governments there are solely occupied in enforcing their commer-

cial monopolies.

A mission similar to those of the Jesuits among the natives of

South America (to whom the Dyaks bear an extraordinary resem-

blance in appearance, habits, disposition, and even in weapons),

would be likely in a few years to put an entire stop to the horrid

practices which now obtain. It would not be those only in the im-

mediate vicinity of the missions that would be benefited, but the

more distant tribes would soon follow the good example. Instead

of missions similar to those of the Jesuits, I should have said, on a

similar system,—that is, by establishing the missionaries in threes

and fours at the chief villages of the various tribes.

The town of Coti, or Semerinden, is situated sixty miles up a

large river, at the mouth of which are numerous small islands,

which afford a retreat for pirates. The town is chiefly inhabited by

Eugis, many of whom annually proceed to Singapore to dispose of

the produce of the country, gold-dust, wax, &c., and bring back

articles for home consumption, or for exportation to the more eastern

parts of the Archipelago. Above Coti are the Dyak towns of Ton-

garron, Mapao, and Woaho, the inhabitants of which, to the estimated

amount of 270,000, are nominally under the control of the Bugis

of Coti, who are enabled to keep them in awe by their knowledge

of the use of fire-arms, of which the Dyaks have the greatest

dread.

Mr. Dalton resided during his stay chiefly at Tongarron, the

largest Dyak town on the banks of the river, which, from the esti-

mated length of the reaches of the river, he considers to be situated

200 miles N.W. i-N. from the mouth.

The following positions which he has assigned to the various

towns on the banks of the river, would probably be more coi-rect,

were one-third of their distance from the mouth of the river

deducted, as an over-estimation of the lengths of the reaches.
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Latitude, Longitude.

Semerinden . , , , 1® 4^ N. IIG*’ 2' E.

Toiigarron . . . .
1° 30' N. 115° 6' E.

From Tongarron, the river is stated to run north thirty miles,

N.W. thirty miles, then west, and afterwards W.S.W. Mapao, a

large town, is said to be between 300 and 400 miles further up the

river, and that a fast canoe, aided by the current, can descend from

Mapao to Tongarron in twenty hours. The river must be extremely

tortuous in its course, for were a straight line carried out to the

N.W. 300 miles from Tongarron, it would enter the China Sea.

The mouth of the Coti river is estimated by Mr. Dalton to be in

latitude 1° 2' S.
;
longitude 117° E.

In the year 1825, an expedition was sent by the Dutch govern-

ment to explore the Coti river, and to endeavour to traverse the

island to its opposite coast, the unfortunate results of which tend

to prove, that in countries like this, politics should be entirely un-

connected with exploring expeditions.

Major Muller, a gentleman who had been employed in the same

capacity on the opposite coast, was placed at the head of the expedi-

tion, the remainder of the party consisting of twenty-four Javanese

soldiers. On arriving at Coti, he prevailed on the Sultan to permit

the Dutch to settle there, and to monopolize the duties, for the

annual payment of 80,000 guilders. When this compact came to

the knowledge of the Pangerans, they remonstrated so strongly with

the Sultan, that he regretted having made the agreement, and, to

prevent its being acted upon, he determined to have Major Miiller

and his party destroyed, as then no evidence of the fact would

remain. One of the Bugis Pangerans was, therefore, sent with a

strong party as a guide, who, with the assistance of the Dyak boat-

men, treacherously murdered the greater number, a few of the

Javanese alone escaping.

The extraordinary temper of the Dyak swords was here put to

the test, and it is said that some of the muskets of the Javanese

soldiers, with which the latter endeavoured to defend themselves,

were cut in two by a single blow. The iron which is found in the

interior of the island must either be of an excellent quality, or the

Dyaks have discovered a method of tempering it, which sets at de-

fiance the competition of more civilized nations. This is probably

one of the relics of a former state of civilization, which has been

remembered from the intimate connexion it has with some of their

present customs.

About 100 miles to the southward of Coti is a large river, on the

o 2
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banks of which, about sixty miles from the mouth, is the town of

Passier. This place had formerly considerable trade, being a depdt

for the spices and other produce of the islands to the eastward
;
but

since the settlement of Singapore, its commerce has decreased.

In 1772 the British were about establishing a factory here, but

some violent disturbances which took place in the state about that

time deterred them. The dissolute habits of the chiefs have caused

this place to become a den of infamj”^, and murders are daily com-

mitted in the streets. Neither Passier nor Coti have been visited

by an European ship for many years.

Proceeding to the southward there is no place of sufficient im-

portance to attract attention, until we arrive at Pulo Laut, an island

of considerable size, divided from Borneo by a narrow strait. Its

shores are inhabited by the most fei’ocious pirates in the Archipelago,

who are the terror of the navigators of these seas. During the

south-east monsoon, they cruize with their prahus near the coasts of

Java, and of the more civilized islands; were they not fortunately

as idle and unenterprising as they are ferocious, the commerce of

the adjacent islands would almost be put a stop to by them.

Passing round the southern point of Pulo Laut, the south coast of

Borneo commences. A range of high mountains lines the shore from

this to Point Selatan, or South Point, a distance of ninety miles.

From Point Selatan the coast line trends to the northward, to the

mouth of the river Baujar Massin, one of the largest yet known on

the island. The town of the same name is situated about twenty miles

from the mouth of the river, on the left bank. It was founded by

the Javanese many years before the arrival of Europeans in the

Archipelago, but since then there has been such an influx of Bugis

and other foreign settlers, that the inhabitants have lost all resem-

blance to the people of Java, although a constant correspondence

has been kept up with that island.

In 1747 a factory was established here by the Dutch, which was

continued until 1809, when the Hollanders, finding that the settle-

ment did not afford more revenue than was sufficient to pay the

expenses, abandoned the place to the native chief, who paid .50,000

rix-dollars for the forts and government buildings.

When the British took possession of Java in 1811, Banjar Mas-
sin was much reduced in importance. The Raja having invited the

British to settle there, a factory w’as established, which was given

over to the Dutch on the restoration of Java, and is continued by
them until the present day.

The principal part of the commei'ce is with Java. The exports
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are gold, diamonds, pepper, indeed, precisely the same as those of

Borneo Proper.

The banks of the rivers abound in rattans of the best descrip-

tion, which are exported in large quantities to Java, where they are

exchanged for rice and calicoes. A considerable trade is carried on

between Banjar Massin and Singapore, but it is much discouraged

by the Dutch authorities.

The coast between this place and Succadana is understood to

possess no large rivers, but there are numerous small towns, inhabited

chiefly by Bugis, which are fast rising in importance, as the esta-

blishment of Singapore, where the utmost freedom of commerce is

enjoyed, has given a spur to the trade of this and every other port

in the Archipelago. Cota Ringin, a town about 100 miles to the

eastward of Tanjong Sambar, the S.W. point of Borneo, is second

in importance to Banjar Massin.

The relics of a people who must have been much further ad-

vanced in civilization than the Dyaks, are to be met with in various

parts of the island. Those near Banjar Massin are evidently

Hindu remains, and their existence may be accounted for by the

fact, that a colony of Hindus from Java was established there
;
but

I cannot help thinking, that those found in the wilder parts of the

island are even more ancient. From what I could learn, the latter

consist of tumuli, in which are found curiously-shaped earthen

jars, and as these are considered by the Dyaks as being con-

nected with the ashes of their forefathers, the tumuli are probably

graves.

^ In the maps of the Island of Borneo, a range of high mountains

is represented as traversing the interior of the island from north-

east to south-west, but I have never seen them, nor have I been

able to discover any evidence that may tend to prove their existence^

indeed, I have no doubt, that when the island is better known,

these will be erased from the chart, and probably a ch ain of lakes

will then occupy their place. There is nothing in the geological for-

mation of the hills in Borneo that would lead to the supposition

that the ranges of mountains would there take a different direction

from those in the islands to the westward. With the exception

of the mountains in Java, and in the islands to the eastward of

it, which are of volcanic origin, all the ranges yet discovered in the

western parts of the Indian Archipelago, and in the intertropical

parts of Eastern Asia, extend from north-west to south-east
j
and

as the hills on the west and north-west coasts, and perhaps also

those in the interior of the island, are of the same formation (primi-
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tive granite), it appears improbable that they should take another

direction.

One of the Eastern Asiatic ranges, after extending along the

S.W. coast of Sumatra, terminates at its S.E. point. Another runs

along the Malay peninsula, is lost for a time, but appears again in

the high peak of Lingin, and terminates in Banca and Billiton
;
and

a branch from this separates at Pulo Timoan, on the east coast of

the peninsula, and ends at Carimata, in the strait between Billiton

and Borneo. Two ranges traverse Cambodia and Cochin-China in

the same direction, and these will be found to extend to, and, per-

haps, to traverse Borneo. Between the Cambodian range and the

mountains at Serawak, on the north-west extremity of Borneo, the

Natunas islands and Pulo Condor form the connecting link ; and as

the Serawak hills run to the south-east, the range is probably con-

tinued, either by a connected line, or by isolated mounts, until it

terminates in the Gunung Ratos, near Cape Selatan.

All these ranges abound in metals, which is not the case in Java,

where the mountains take another direction.

Mr. Dalton, in his papers, mentions no range of mountains in

the interior of the island, and, had they existed, they would certainly

not have been allowed to pass without some allusion to them. The

streams of the rivers, however, are so swift, and their courses are so

long, that the country in which they take their rise must be some

thousand feet above the level of the sea.

As geographical research is extending to every part of the globe,

Borneo, which certainly deserves the name of El Dorado better than

any country hitherto known, may not be entirely neglected. The

numerous large rivers afford easy communication with the inner-

most recesses of the country, and, unlike the Quorra and other large

rivers in Africa, they rarely have sand-banks or rapids to arrest the

progress of voyagers. Very little fear is to be entertained of the

hostility of the Dyaks, for they are so terrified at fire-arms, that they

have been known to run for miles on hearing the report of a gun.

Were a free trade at any future time to be opened with the

Aborigines, it would afford an annually-increasing market for many
articles of British produce and manufacture. Those now in demand
are calicoes, beads, brass wire, and iron for agrieultural instruments.

Regretting that the information I have been enabled to collect is

so inadequate to the importance of the subject,

I have the honour, &c., &c.
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Art. XII .—On the Cause of the external Pattern, or Watering of the

Damascus Sword-Blades, by Henry Wilkinson, Esq.

Read April 1st, 1837.

It is well known that Damascus was formerly celebrated all over

the world for its manufacture of sword-blades, and it is recorded,

that when Timur Lang conquered Syria, in the beginning of the

fourteenth century, he carried off all the manufacturers of steel into

Persia
j

since which period, the fabrication of arms has declined at

Damascus, and the successors of those workmen, being dispersed

over the East, are said either to have lost the secret, or ceased to

make blades of more than ordinary goodness. We must, however,

first divest ourselves of all prejudice in favour of the exaggerated

reports of their qualities, and remember, that at the time when the

natives of the East were well acquainted with the art of working

in iron and steel, we, and indeed all Europe, appear to have been

comparatively in a state of perfect ignorance; the ancient swords

of Damascus, therefore, when opposed to those of other countries,

were probably found to be infinitely superior in temper and quality

;

which, combined with their great external beauty, stamped them for

ages with so high a character for excellence, that they are even

now handed down as heir-looms by Eastern princes to their pos-

terity. The extraordinary prices^ that have been offered and obtained

for them, sufficiently attest the estimation in which they were held,

which is certainly not warranted in the present day, when swords of

equal, or superior quality, might he manufactured at one-twentieth

of the expense. In addition to the foregoing observations, the

strength and great dexterity of the swordsmen must be taken into

consideration, and much of the apparent superiority of these blades

may be undoubtedly ascribed to this cause.

The attempt to imitate them has, however, occupied the attention

of philosophers and manufacturers in various countries, and at

different periods
;
but these attempts have been mostly directed to

produce the external appearance, rather than to attain any superior

quality, for which the original swords were famed, and the explana-

tion of the true cause of the watering, or Joivher, (which, in my

' Two swords presented to Sir John Campbell by the Shah of Persia, were
valued at 200 ducats each, or about 8Gf. And the Umeer of Scind had a large

sword, for which ho refused 9000 rupees, equal to 900f.
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opinion, has never been successfully imitated,) is still a,desideratum.

With this view I have attentively pursued the subject for several

years, and finally came to the conclusion that the natives of the

East are either perfectly ignorant of the cause themselves, or, finding

their labours so highly appreciated, have mystified the process as

much as possible, in order to avoid the discovery of having no secret

to keep.

s With respect to the various attempts at imitation, the least

ingenious one is certainly that of etching, or engraving, a blade of

common steel, merely to deceive the purchaser. Amongst the

numerous failures, we may enumerate those of Messrs. Nicholson,

O'Reilly, Wilde, and others in England, as well as that of Mon-
sieur Clouet, in France, whose treatise entitled, “Art de fabriquer les

Lames figurdes, dites Lames de Damas," does not contain any method

capable either of imitating the figure, or the boasted qualities of the

real blades; which is clearly demonstrated by Signor Crivelli, in a

memorial published at Milan, in 1821, “ SuU’ Arte di fabricure le

Sciabole di Damasco,” in which the author considers that he has disco-

vered the great secret; but, although his method is extremely inge-

nious, and, in my opinion, calculated to produce swords of great

beauty, and equal to any ever made at Damascus, yet I think I may
be able to prove that his conclusions are erroneous, and that he has

mistaken a natural appearance for an artificial one. Another method,

adopted in ignorance of the true cause, or merely for the sake of

ornament, is not uncommonly met with in Georgian swords and

daggers, and in those of Russia, and other countries, forming a cen-

tral line along the blade, and made by a process similar to that

employed for the manufacture of gun-barrels in India, and now
w'ell known in Europe; consisting of alternate laminae of iron and

steel, twisted in a spiral direction, and w'elded together; this arrange-

ment is, however, totally different to the true Damascus, and wholly

unfit for the edge of any cutting instrument, being incapable of pro-

ducing uniformity of temper. A few celebrated swords made by

Goork of Taflis, almost all of which are at present in the possession

of Kings, are made of Georgian steel, the ore being obtained from

the Siberian mines; they have a broad band of this kind of artificial

Damascus near the back of the blade. One of them I have lately

examined, and do not consider it superior to those of our own
general make, in respect to its useful qualities; the band being

merely an ornamental introduction.

The conviction in my own mind that secrets of importance in

manufactures can rarely be kept for centuries, induced me to seek
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for the cause in the material employed
j
and I think that in China,

and other places, where the natives excel in the production of any

particular article of commerce, we must generally attribute it to the

quality of the material, and the method of manipulation, rather

than to the superior skill and knowledge of the workmen. Una-

voidable results are often obtained, depending on circumstances

unknown to themselves, and, therefore, easily preserved from the

curiosity of others.

The Joxoher, or watering, of the genuine Damascus sabres, I con-

ceive to have been originally produced by two principal causes
j

first, the nature of the iron-ore; secondly, the method of converting

it into steel. The latter differs in various provinces of India, but

is essentially the same, as I find by the MSS. of Dr. Moorcroft, and

Major James Franklin, and also by other documents.* The furnace

is of a rude description, being composed of stones and mud, or clay;

the iron-ore is reduced to a coarse powder
;
the furnace being filled

with charcoal,* the fire is urged by bellows until no moisture is

given out; a small basketful of the ore is then poured in at the

top, and a larger basketful of charcoal, and so on alternately. The
scoria begins to run in about an hour; the bellows are inces-

santly worked by men relieving each other, and in about twelve

hours the process is finished. The crude iron thus obtained has

never been really melted, but falls by its weight to the bottom of

the furnace, where the grains agglutinate : in this state it is often

malleable. The wall of the furnace is broken down—the red-hot

mass dragged out, and divided into pieces of one or two pounds’

weight. To convert it into steel, each piece is put into a crucible,

with a handful of dried branches,* and the mouth is closed up with

mud : the crucibles are arranged in a circle, in a hole dug in the

ground, the cavity is filled with charcoal, and a strong heat is kept

up for six hours : the crucibles are then sprinkled with water to

’ In Vol. i.,p. 245, of the “Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,” there

are some interesting particulars relative to the native manufacture of steel in

Southern India, extracted from the MS. Journals of the late Dr. Voysey ; and at

page 253 of the same Journal, some observations are made on the Salem Iron-

works. Dr. Hejnie has published his “ Tracts on India," in which he fully describes

the method of manufacturing iron and steel in various parts of India. The MSS.

of Dr. Moorcroft and Major James Franklin are in the library at the East India

House.
^ Bamboo-charcoal is said to be preferred, probably in consequence of the

quantity of silica it contains, which acts as a flux.

® The dried branches of the Cassia auriculata, apd the fresh leaves of th^ Con-

volvulus laurifolia, are employed.

—

Dr. Heyne,
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cool them, and the steel is found at the bottom
j
but some of the

crucibles contain part iron and part steel, and others have cracked

and allowed the metal to flow out. The cakes of steel are called

wooiz: they differ materially in quality, according to the nature of

the ore, but are generally very good steel,' and are sent into Persia

and Turkey, where such as are suitable for the purpose are manu-

factured into sword-blades, razors, and other articles of cutlery.

This is the kind of steel that has always been employed for those

blades so celebrated for their beauty, and I consider that it would

be as impossible to forge a sword- blade out of some of these ma-

terials, when properly selected, without obtaining the true Damascus

figure, as it would be to imitate the pattern by any contortions of

iron or steel artificially. These cakes of steel are evidently crystal-

lized, and the future pattern of the sword-blades depends on the

size and arrangement of the crystals, modified by so many circum-

stances, that it is not surprising the proper kind of steel for this

purpose should be so rare, or that the secret should have been sup-

posed to be lost. Some of the causes which influence the arrange-

ment, are,—minute portions of the earths, or their metallic bases,

entering into chemical combination with the steel
j
the alloy of other

metals contained in the ore
j
the quantity of carbon absorbed by the

iron in its conversion
j
the weight of metal fused at one time

;
the

quickness or slowness of the cooling, which in all cases affects the

laws of crystallization, and in some cases even alters the properties

of the crystals themselves
;
above all, it is highly probable that

electrical action may induce a peculiar arrangement of the crystal-

line structure according to the temperature
j

but, from whatever

cause or combination of circumstances it may arise, it may be ren-

dered self-evident, that the figure or pattern, so long sought after,

exists in the cakes of wootz, or native steel of India, and only requires

to be produced by the action of diluted acids.''

* I gave a specimen of Salem steel to an experienced forger, who attempted to

work it at various heats without success, and at length declared it to be incorrigibly

bad, and perfectly useless for any purpose. I then tried another portion of the

same steel myself, and found it could be worked with little more difficulty tlian

ordinary cast-steel ; thus proving that, in experiments of tliis nature, we sliould

never bo satisfied with the opinion of one person only, however skilful. These
cakes, however, appear to differ very much in quality, and are decidedly inferior to

the Cutch steel.

^ Sulphuric or nitric acid diluted with water may be used for this purpose ; but
immersion in a bath composed of a solution of sulphate of copper in water, in the

proportion of one ounce to a quart, produces a better eflbet, and exliibits the crys-

talline arrangement perfectly. The surface of the metal must be preHously freed
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In the examination of various specimens of wootz, I found one

large cake of about two and a half pounds’ weight, from Cutch,

which, on cutting and working, not only furnished excellent steel,

capable of being hardened and tempered without much difficulty,

but exhibited the Damascus figure, both in the cake itself, and when
drawn out by forging into a bar , I also found that this bar could

be doubled down on itself four times while red-hot, and then welded

perfectly together. Several specimens from Salem, weighing about

one pound each, gave only slight indications of a pattern, the

crystals being very small, and the steel inferior in quality. Now,
it is a singular coincidence, that the trade between Cutch and Da-
mascus was formerly direct

;
it is therefore highly probable, that the

ancient blades were originally made of this steel, and consequently,

by mere accidental circumstances, presented a beautiful figure;

whereas, if the trade to Damascus had been from any other part of

India, where the steel was prepared from a different kind of ore, or

in smaller cakes, or in fact, did not contain the pattern within itself,

the Syrian workmen might never have become more celebrated for

the manufacure of their blades than any other Eastern artisans. I

find also that there are two distinct patterns in the Cutch steel I

have examined
;
one can be produced in a few minutes by the action

of dilute nitric and sulphuric acids, which show the general arrange-

ment of the crystals in the cake, and their elongation into lines

when drawn into a bar; but there is a secondary pattern more

complicated, resembling the dark lines in the genuine Damascus,

which is much more difficult to bring out, and requires the Oriental

methods, or the long-continued action of light and air, to render it

perfectly evident
;

this appears to result from the lines formed by

the currents of the fluid mass of metal while cooling, which currents

are well known to exist in all fluids when acted upon by increase or

decrease of temperature
;

in the present instance, that portion of

the melted steel which is in contact with the sides of the crucible, is

cooled faster than the centre, and falls by its superior density, while

fresh portions flowing from the centre to the sides, keep up a con-

tinuous circulation until the whole mass solidifies
;
hence arises the

radiated appearance on the surface of these cakes of vjootz, and

hence results the more elaborate pattern, or watering, wholly inde-

pendent of that formed by the elongation of the crystals themselves.

from grease, either by rubbing with wood-ashes and water, as in India, or by

smearing it over with a paste of chalk and water, and allowing it to dry on : the

time of immersion may vary from ten minutes to half an hour.—H. W.
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In all our manufacturing processes, immediate results are

demanded, and the effects produced differ considerably from those

obtained by the more tedious operations of the East, where human
time and labour are less esteemed

;
this may in some measure

account for the doubt and difficulty that has attended the investi-

gation of this subject. It is proper, however, to observe, that

Dr. Faraday and the late Mr. Stodart made several experiments on

wootz, and it was not likely that so accurate an observer as Dr. Fara-

day would fail to discover the pattern in the cakes, and ascribe it to

the true cause
j
but as his experiments were directed rather to ascer-

tain the properties of the steel itself, than to account for the beauty

of the finest Oriental blades, the perfect identity between them and

the pattern discovered in the Indian steel was still unexplained. I

think, however, that, independently of the true germ being dis-

cernible in the steel itself, we must remember, that one of these

cakes is insufficient to make a sword-blade
;
every blade must be

composed of three at least
;
a heavy blade would probably require

eight, or more, depending on the size, and the skill of the forger, as

the cakes seldom exceed two pounds in weight. These cakes, being

first drawn into bars, must be welded together, thus forming laminse

by necessity, and not by choice originally
j
and as the workmen

could not fail to discover that, by increasing the number of laminae,

the beauty and the quality of the blade would be improved propor-

tionallj^ they had only to double the complex bar on itself, and weld

again, and thus, by repeating the operation, increase the number of

laminae at pleasure. Now it seems evident, that the reason why the

steel in India is made in small lumps instead of larger masses is,

that larger and more perfect furnaces would be required in the first

instanee, and then, for want of powerful machinery, the steel could

not be drawn out, or tilted into bars
;

it woidd not, therefore, be a

marketable commodity in countries where manual labour only is

employed.

Having forged the blade from sucb a bar as that before described,

the laminjE, or plates, must necessarily be very thin, and in the pro-

cess of grinding and polishing, break into each other
j
the indenta-

tions of the hammer, and the clumsiness of the forger, even combin-

ing to increase the diversity of figure, thus completing all those

variegations of pattern so eagerly sought after in every country, and

for many centuries.

One illustration, in conclusion, may suffice; if we examine any

mass of crystals, such as fluor-spar, for example, one surfaee of

which is polished, we shall perceive all the pattern and indications
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of its crystalline structure. Let us now suppose such a mass to be

drawn out to a considerable length, as in forging, the crystals be-

come spread and elongated into delicate tortuous lines, spreading

over and throughout the whole substance, and by the union of

several such bars, unequally cut through in various parts, we may,

I think, imagine all the variety required to fulfil the condition of my
argument, which is to prove, that the figure of the genuine ancient

and modern Damascus sword-blades is the result of nature, and not

of art.
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Art. XIII.

—

Remarks on the Origin of the Popular Belief in the Upas,

or Poison Tree of Java, by Lieut. Col. W. II. Sykes, F. R.S.

Read March Ath, 1837.

There are very few popular beliefs of any duration, however extra-

vagant or incredible, that cannot be traced to some foundation in

truth, however much distorted by ignorance, superstition or folly
5

and we have a remarkable instance of this in the celebrated Upas,

or Poison Tree of Java, whose shade was believed to extinguish life

in the unhappy beings who sought refuge under it. It was stated to

be in a valley in the interior of Java, but it was surrounded with so

many terrors, that its exact locality was not likely to be well defined

or understood
;
and in this uncertainty originated the fables which

have so long been before the public. I am indebted to Sir Charles

Forbes, for a copy of a letter addressed to the late W. Taylor Money,

Esq., Consul-General at Venice, from a gentleman who visited the

Guwo-Upas, or Poisoned Valley, near Batur, in Java, on the 4th of

July, 1830. I understand that the letter has appeared in print, but

I have not seen it
5
and I deem it necessary to incorporate it in the

present paper, to facilitate the comparisons and deductions I purpose

making. A perusal of it will, I presume, afford satisfactory reasons

to conclude, that in this deadly spot originated the belief in the

Poison Tree, the mistake of the mephitic vapour escaping from vege-

tation, rather than from the soil, being natural and probable. The

writer of the letter is a gentleman of the name of Loudon, an Eng-
lishman, but a landholder in Java, well known to Doctor Horsfield,

and full reliance may be placed on the accuracy of his descriptions.

He is disposed to question the resemblance between this Valley of

Death and the Grotto del Cane, near to Naples
j
but I will endeavour

to show that the difference is only in the physical features of the

localities, and that the probability is, that the effects described origi-

nate in precisely similar causes. Dr. Horsfield informs me that he

was at Baturin 181.5 and 1816, and aware of the vicinity of the

poisonous valley, but the natives refused to conduct him to it.

The following is Mr. Loudon’s letter ;
—

“ In July last (1830), when returning from a visit to the interior

of Java, I examined, in company with several others, the Gutvo-Upas,

or Poisoned Valley, perhaps the most extraordinary place in the

world, and as a description of it may not be uninteresting at your

fire-side, the following is the copy of a letter which I have this day

written to Dr. Horsfield, the botanist, who was many years in Java.
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“
‘ In the publications of the Batavia Society of Arts and

Sciences, I have sometimes read with pleasure your travels and

experiments, and particularly that of the Pohu-Upas, at Banjowangie

(where I was resident in 1811), as well as your Tour, published by
the same Society in the 8th Vol. of their transactions, and while at

Baiw' you state (p. 24), ‘The Guwoi'-XJpas is dreaded by the natives,

and according to their account, resembles the Grotto-del-Cane near Na-
ples. They could not be prevailed on to conduct me to this opening.’

“
‘ The object of this letter is to acquaint you that on the 4th of

July last, I visited the valley in question, on my return from a tour

through the districts of Bagalun, Banjonvas, and Ledok , and I

should be happy to have an opinion upon such a phenomenon of

nature
j
and as you have examined the mineralogical constitution of

these ranges of mountains, I know no person so capable of giving

an opinion on the Valley of Death as yourself. The following is an

extract from my Journal on the subject.
“

‘ Batur, ?>rd July, 1830.—This morning, while w'alking about

the village with the Patty (native chief), he told me that there is a

valley, only three miles from Batur, that no person could approach

without forfeiting their lives
j

and that the skeletons of human
beings, and all sorts of beasts and birds, covered the bottom of the

valley. I mentioned this to the Commandant, and Mr. Sprenden-

herg, and proposed going to see it
j

and the Assistant Resident, Mr.

Darndels, agreed to go with us early next morning. At this time I

did not credit all the Javanese chief told me
;

I knew that there was

a lake on the top of one of the hills that it was dangerous to approach

too near
;
but I had never heard of this Valley of Death.—Very cold

this evening, the therm. 52°.

“
‘ Batur, Ath July.—Early this morning we made an excursion

to the extraordinary valley, called by the natives Guwo-Upas, or

Poisoned Valley

;

it is three miles from Batur, on the road to the

Djung. Mr. Darndels had ordered a foot-path to be made from the

main road to the valley
;
we took with us two dogs and some fowls,

to try experiments in this deadly recess. On arriving at the foot of

a mountain we dismounted, and scrambled up the side of a hill, fully

a quarter of a mile, holding on by the extended roots and branches

of trees, and we were a good deal fatigued before we got up, the

path being very steep, and slippery from the heavy rains during the

night. When within a few yards of the valley, we experienced a

strong, nauseous, sickening, and suffocating smell , but on coming

close to the edge, this smell left us. We were now lost in asto-

nishment at the awful scene below us. The valley appeared to be
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about half a mile in circumference, oval
;
the depth from thirty to

thirty-five feet, the bottom quite flat, no vegetation, a few large (in

appearance) river stones, and the whole covered with the skeletons

of human beings, tigers, pigs, deer, peacocks, and all sorts of beasts

and birds
;
we could not perceive any vapour, or opening in the

ground, which last appeared to be of a hard sandy substance. The

sides of the valley, from the top to the bottom, are covered with

vegetation, trees, shrubs, &c. It was now proposed by one of the

party to enter the valley
;
but at the spot where we were, this was

difficult, at least to me, as a false step would have brought us to

eternity, and no assistance could be given. We now lighted our

cigars, and with the assistance of a bamboo we went down within

eighteen feet of the bottom
j

here we did not experience any diffi-

culty in breathing, but a sickening nauseous smell. We now
fastened a dog to the end of a bamboo eighteen feet long, and sent

him in
j
we had our watches in our hands, and in fourteen seconds

he fell on his back he did not move his limbs or look round, but

continued to breathe eighteen minutes
j
we then sent in another, or

rather he got loose from the bamboo, but walked in to where the

other dog was lying ; he then stood quite still, and in ten seconds

fell on his face, and never moved his limbs afterwards, but continued

to breathe for seven minutes. We then tried a fowl, which died in

a minute and a half
;
we threw in another, which died before touch-

ing the ground : during these experiments we experienced a heavy

shower of rain, but we were so interested by the awful scene before

us, that we did not care for getting wet. On the opposite side of

the valley is a large stone, near which is the skeleton of a human
being, who must have perished on his back with his right arm under

his head : from being exposed to the weather, the bones were

bleached, and as white as ivory. I was anxious to get this skeleton,

but any attempt to get at it would have been madness. After re-

maining two hours in this Valley of Death, we returned} but found

some difficulty in getting out
;
from the late heavy shower the sides

of the valley had become very slippery, and had it not been for two

Javanese behind me, 1 certainly must have fallen some distance

below
;
being rather heavy, I held on by the branch of a tree

;
when

my foot slipped, the branch gave way. On reaching our rendezvous,

we had some brandy and water, and left this extraordinary valley.

Came down the slippery foot-path, sometimes on our hams and
hands, to the main road, mounted our horses and returned to Batur,

quite pleased with our interesting trip. The human skeletons are

supposed to have been rebels, who may have been pursued from the
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main road, and taken refuge in the different valleys, and a wanderer

cannot know his danger, till he is in the valley, and when once there,

he has not the power or presence of mind to return.’
“ You will perceive, from the above extract, that there is a great

difference between this and the Grotto del Cane, near Naples, where the

air is confined to a small aperture, while here the circumference is

fully half a mile.
“ After I have seen mj’- family at the Hague, I shall go to Lon-

don, and will do myself the pleasure of calling upon you
5

in the

mean time, I should he happy to have your opinion of the mineral

constitution of the hills near this extraordinary valley, where there

is not the least smell of sulphur, nor any appearance of an eruption

ever having taken place near it, although I am aware that the whole

range is volcanic, as there are two craters at no great distance from

the side of the road, at the foot of the Djring, and they constantly

emit smoke.”

Such is Mr. Loudon’s description, and without having visited the

spot myself, from the simple perusal of the letter, I would not hesi-

tate to say that the Poisoned Valley is a volcanic crater, in which the

igneous action is latent
;
and the noxious vapour is carbonic acid gas,

produced in a manner made perfectly intelligible, by extracts which I

shall give from the Abbate Domenico Romanelli’s “ Viaggio a Pompei,”

&c. Mr. Loudon speaks of the absence of any smell of sulphur, and

the want of any appearance of an eruption having taken place
j

but that there are craters at no great distance. This is precisely the

case at the Grotta del Cane
j
but Mr. Loudon by his description gives

a lively idea of his having ascended a volcanic cone, and finding a

crater at the top
;
a precipitous ascent for more than a quarter of a

mile (about 500 yards), terminated by an oval valley, with a diameter

of about 300 yards, surrounded by a precipitous ledge, not more

than thirty-five feet deep. Many such craters may be seen in Italy,

and elsewhere. It will not be any objection to this valley being a

crater, that the ground appeared to be of a hard sandy substance

;

for myself and several friends walked at the bottom of the crater of

Vesuvius, within a month previous to the eruption of 1822. The

effects of the experiments tried by Mr. Loudon with the dogs, are

exactly such as are produced at the Grotta del Cane
j
but from the

length of time the dogs continued to breathe
;
one eighteen minutes,

and the other seven minutes, (after walking to where his companion

lay), I should doubt whether the noxious gas is in so concentrated

a state in the Guwo Upas Valley, as in the Grotta del Cane, par-

ticularly as the scarp of the valley is lined with vegetation close

VOL. IV. p
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down to the bottom
;

for though carbonic acid gas is necessary to

vegetation, yet in an undue proportion, it is as injurious to vegetable

as to animal life. The first dog put in was fourteen seconds before

he fell senseless
j

but at the Grotta del Cane, Doctor Pasquale

Panvini, who tried the gas upon himself, w’as obliged to desist in

ten seconds, from approaching suffocation. It appears that Mr.

Loudon and his friends remained two hours in this valley of death

without detriment, and within eighteen feet of the stratum of car-

bonic acid gas, which, from its great weight, compared with atmo-

spheric air, the former being 1,.52G to 1, was lying upon the bottom

of the valley. Judging from the depth of the stratum in the Grotta

del Cane, which according to Abbate Romanelli, does not exceed a

palm,’ (palmo, a span,) I should have inferred that they might

have approached very much nearer, and safely satisfied themselves

whether the gas were carbonic acid, by well-known tests
j
acidu-

lating a tumbler of water, and trying its effects upon litmus-paper,

syrup of violets, lime-water, extinguishing a light, &c.

Dr. Mead, who describes the Grotta del Cane, does not mention

the exact height of the gas
;
but says, “ It has this remarkable dif-

ference from common vapours, that it does not, like smoke, disperse

itself into the air, but quickly after its rise, falls back again and

returns to the earth
j
the colour of the sides of the grotto being the

measure of its ascent : for so far the sides are of a darkish-green, but

higher, common earth. And as I myself found no inconvenience by

standing in it (the grotto), so no animal, if its head be above this

mark, is the least injured
;
but when, as the manner is, a dog, or any

other creature, is forcibly kept below it, or by reason of its smallness,

cannot hold its head above it
j

\t presently loses all motion, falls down
as dead or in a sw'oon, the limbs convulsed and trembling, till at last

no more signs of life appear, than a very weak and almost imper-

ceptible beating of the heart and arteries
j
which, if the animal be

left a little longer, quickly ceases too
;
and then the case is irreco-

verable : but if snatched out and laid in the open air, it soon comes

to life again, and sooner if thrown into the adjacent lake.”®

The newspapers of the last fortnight have given two melancholy

instances of the death of several persons from carbonic acid gas,

resulting from burning wood or coals in close rooms
;
and in the

case of three of the parties, it is supposed, had they not slept on

' “ Che il suolo di questa grotta tramanda contmuamente una gran quantita di

gas acido carbonieo, la cui altezza appena arriva ad uu palmo.”—Ab. Komauelli,

parte seconda, p. 98.

^ Rees's Cyclopoedia, article, Grotto del Cane.
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the floor, their lives would not have been endangered
j

as the pan of

coals had been removed before they went to sleep, and had not been

very long in their cell in the prison in which they were confined.

With the Abbate Romanelli’s book in my hand I have visited the

Grotta del Cane, and witnessed the effects upon dogs described by
Dr. Mead, corresponding in fact to the effects detailed by Mr. Loudon,

in the Poisoned Valley
j
and I will now proceed to the explanation

of the phenomena, given by Dr. Pasquale Panvini, an able chemist,

and friend of the Abbate D. Romanelli. He considers that sulphur,

a volcanic product, being in constant contact with water, a decom-

position of the latter takes place, and the result is sulphuric acid,

which acting upon carbonate of lime, by its greater affinity for lime

than carbonic acid, drives off the latter in the gaseous form, and it

rises through the Grotta del Cane. All that is wanted is sulphur,

water, and carbonate of lime, under certain combinations, and all

these requisites are plentiful in the neighbourhood of the Grotta del

Cane. Why the gas should make its escape through one aperture

only, in a surface riddled by volcanic action, is not quite so explicable
j

but that it has continued in the same state for seventeen or eighteen

hundred years, is attested by the Abbate Romanelli’s quotation

from Pliny, “ Scrobs Charonea mortiferum spiritum exhalans.”'

The following is the Abbate’s account of his friend Panvini’s

explanation of the phenomenon.—“ Egli ripeteva lo sviluppo del gas

acido carbonico dalla continua decomposizione dell’ acqua in contatto

coi sulfori che ad evidenza esistono nelle viscere delle prossime

colline. L’ acido solforico {olio di vitrimlo), che risulta dalla detta

decomposizione, passando al contatto delle pietre calcari, per la sua

maggiore affinita colla calee, ne fa scappare 1’ acido carbonico.

Questo restando libero si unisce col calorico che se ne sviluppa, e

passando alio stato di gas, si manifesta in questa grotta, e produce

cosi terribili effetti.”^

To me it appears that the only difference between the Grotta del

Cane and the Poisoned Valley is, that in Italy carbonic acid gas

issues from a small cave, and in Java it issues from a crater at the

top of a hill. Both localities are closely associated with volcanic

action, and the noxious gas produces similar effects in both places.

It remains to be shown whether or not the laboratory of Nature in

Java supplies the constituents for a similar chemical action^to that

going on near Naples, as explained by the Abbate Romanelli.

^ Pliny lib. 2, cap. 93.

^ Viaggio a Pesto, &c., dell’ Abbate Domenico Romanelli, parte seconda,p. 100.
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Art. XIV.

—

Notes on the Thags,' hy Lieutenant Reynolds, of

the Madras Infantry, and of H. H. the Nizam's Service. Commu-

nicated by L1EUTEN.4.NT Colonel Smythe, of the Madras

Cavalry.

Read December Zrd, 1836.

Introduction, by Lieut. Col. Smythe.

The Paper on the T’hags was drawn up in 1832, from the personal

observations of Lieutenant Reynolds, who had been for a considerable

time (nearly two years I believe) employed by the Resident at

Hyderabad, as a sort of Agent among that extraordinary people.

His principal and public object w’as to gain information as to the

extent and scenes of their depredations, by admitting and taking

down the testimony of such among them as w'ere willing to become

approvers; so that ultimate steps might be taken to put down the

systematic practice of such horrid atrocity. In this he succeeded so

well, that whilst I was at Hyderabad in 1833, a body of, I think,

nearly three hundred of them were brought in as prisoners, were

tried by the Resident, under a special commission for that purpose,

and were punished by hard labour on the roads, to which, I believe,

the awarded sentence of death was commuted.

Lieutenant Reynolds, from his continued sojourn among them,

his peculiar position, and the confidence with which he inspired

those who claimed his protection, had probably a better opportunity

of becoming acquainted with a set of people, whose works were all

darkness, and to w’hom secrecy was essential, than any European

ever had ; hence we have more minute details than ever appeared

publicly before
;
and he was able to verify, by personal observation,

the truth of many circumstances which otherwise were too shocking

for belief.

During the trial of the wretches at Hyderabad, some singular

things occurred, all tending to confirm his statement of their being

exceedingly superstitious, and of their having no adequate idea of

the horrible wickedness of their pursuit.

A woman was called on to testify against a man (he w’as her

son), the ordinary oath was administered, and she unhesitatingly

denied all knowledge of circumstances, in which it was well known
that the prisoner had been engaged under her very eye. The oath

was changed to one held so sacred by her, that she dared not persist

' Coimuouly called T’liegs, or T’hugs.
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in her falsehood. A curious exhibition of the existence of conscience

(or a feeling resembling it) in one, who, if not a professed mur-
deress herself, had been during life the associate of professed mur-
derers. And what can be more curious, what can more forcibly

show how singularly the mind may be led astray, than the fact, that

these wholesale murderers, whose every act showed so utter a reck-

lessness of human life, should have so great a horror of shedding

blood? What a nice distinction between the spiller of blood, and

the taker of life ? Yet, while they glory in the dexterity with which

they perform the latter, they reject the former title with abhorrence
j

and while they confess themselves to be murderers solely for gain,

they think it foul scorn to be called thieves

!

The T'hags form a perfectly distinct class of persons, who subsist

almost entirely upon the produce of the murders they are in the

habit of committing. They appear to have derived their denomina-

tion from the practice usually adopted by them, of decoying the

persons they fix upon to destroy, to join their company
j
when they

take advantage of the confidence they endeavour to inspire, by

strangling their unsuspecting victims. They are also known by the

name P’hansigars : but in the north-eastern part of the ISizam’s

dominions, are usually called T’hags. There are several peculiarities

in the habits of the T’hags, in their mode of causing death, and in

the precautions they adopt for the prevention of discovery, that dis-

tinguish them from every other class of delinquents
5
and it may be

considered a general rule whereby to judge of them, that they affect

to disdain the practice of petty theft, house-breaking, and indeed

every species of stealing that has not been preceded by the perpe-

tration of murder.

The T’hags adopt no other method of killing but strangulation
j

and the implement made use of for this purpose, is a handkerchief,

or any other convenient strip of cloth. The manner in which the

deed is done will be described hereafter. They never attempt to

rob a traveller until they have in the first instance deprived him of

life
j

after the commission of a murder, they invariably bury the

body immediately, if time and opportunity serve, or otherwise con-

ceal it, and never abandon a corpse on the highway, unless they

happen to be disturbed.

To trace the origin of this practice would now be a matter of

some difficulty, for if the assertions of the T’hags themselves are
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entitled to any credit, it has been in use from time immemorial
;
and

they pretend that its institution is coeval with the creation of the

world
}

like most other inhuman practices, the traditions regarding

it are mixed up with tales of Hindu superstitions, and the T’hags

w'ould wish to make it appear that in immolating the numberless

victims that yearly fall by their hands, they are only obeying the

injunctions of the deity of their worship, to whom they say they are

offering an acceptable sacrifiee.

The object of their worship is the goddess Kail, or Bhavdni, and

there is a temple at a village, near Mirzapdr, to which the T’hags

usually send considerable offerings, and the establishments of priests

at that shrine are entirely of their own community. Bhavani, it

seems, once formed the determination of extirpating the whole

human race
3
she sacrificed all but her own disciples, but she dis-

covered, to her astonishment, that through the intervention of the

creating power, whenever human blood was shed, a fresh subject

immediately started into existence, to supply the vacancy. She

therefore formed an image, into which she instilled the principle of

life, and calling together her disciples, instructed them in the art of

depriving that being of life, by strangling it with a handkerchief.

The method was found on trial to be effectual, and the goddess

directed her worshippers to adopt it, and to murder without distinc-

tion all who should fall into their hands, promising that she would

herself dispose of the bodies of their victims, whose property she

bestowed on her followers
5

and also that she would be present at,

and preside over, and protect them on those occasions, so that none

should be able to prevail against them.

Thus, say the T’hags, was our order established, and we origi-

nally took no care of the bodies of those who fell by our hands, but

abandoned them wherever they were strangled, until one man more

curious than the rest, ventured to watch the body he had murdered,

in expectation of seeing the manner in which it was disposed of.

The goddess of his worship descended as usual to carry away the

corpse, but observing that this man was on the watch, she

relinquished her purpose
3
and calling to him angrily, rebuked him

for his temerity, telling him she could no longer perform her pro-

mise regarding the bodies of the murdered, which his associates must

hereafter dispose of the best way they could.

Hence, say they, arose the practice invariably followed by the

T’hags, of burying the dead
3
and to this circumstance principally is

to be attributed the extraordinary manner in which these atrocities

have remained unknown
3

for with such circumspection and secrecy
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do they proceed to work, and such order and regularity is there in all

their operations, that it is next to impossible a murder should

ever be discovered.

Absurd as the foregoing relation may appear, it has had this

effect on the minds of the T’hags, that they do not seem to be

visited with any of those feelings of remorse, or compunetion, at the

inhuman deeds in which they have have participated, that are com-
monly supposed to be, at some period of their lives, the portion of all

who have trafficked in human blood
j
on the contrary, they dwell

with satisfaction on the recollection of their various and successful

exploits, and refer, with no small degree of pride and exultation, to

the instances in which they have been personally engaged, especially

if the number of their victims has been great, or the plunder they

have acquired has been extensive.

Notwithstanding the adherence to Hindu rites of worship observed

among the T’hags, a very considerable number of them are Musul-
mans

;
no judgment of the birth or caste of a T’hag can, however,

be formed from his name, for it not unfrequently happens that a

Hindu T’hag has a Musulman name, with a Hindu alias attached to

it
j
and vice versd with respect to T’hags who are by birth Muham-

medans. In almost every instance, the T’hags have more than

one appellation by which they are known. Of the number of Mu-
sulman T’hags, some are to be found of every sect. Shaikh, Syed,

Mogul, and Pattan, and among the Hindus, the castes chiefly to be

met with, are Brahmans, Rajputs, Sodhis, Ahirs, and Rolls. In a

gang of T’hags, some of every one of these castes may be found,—all

connected together by the same peculiar plan of murder practised by

them
3

all subject to the same regulations, and all, both Hindus and

Musulmans joining in the worship of Bhavdni. They usually move
in large parties, often amounting to 100 or 200 persons, and resort

to all manner of subterfuges for the purpose of concealing their real

profession. If they are travelling southward, they represent them-

selves to be either proceeding in quest of service, or on their way to

join the regiments they pretend to belong to in this part of the

country
j
when, on the contrary, their route is towards the north,

they represent themselves to be sepoys from corps of the Bombay
or Nizam’s army, who are going on leave to Hindustan.

The gangs do not always consist of persons who are T’hags by

birth
;

it is customary for them to entice by the promise of monthly

pay, or by holding out hopes of amassing money, many persons

who are ignorant of the deed of death that is to be perpetrated for

the attainment of these objects, until made aware of the reality by
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seeing the victims of their cupidity fall under the hands of the

stranglers
j
and the T’hags declare that novices have occasionally

been so horrified at the sight, as to effect their immediate escape
;

others, more callous to the commission of crime, are not deterred

from the pursuit of wealth by the frightful means adopted to obtain

it, and remaining with the gang, too soon begin personally to assist

in the j)erpetration of murder. Many of the most notorious T'hags

are the adopted children of others of the same class
;
they make it a

rule when a murder is committed, never to spare the life of any one,

either male or female, who is old enough to remember and relate

the particulars of the deed. But in the event of their meet-

ing with children of such a tender age as to make it impossible that

they should be able to reveal the fact, they generally spare their

lives, and, adopting them, bring them up to the trade of T'hagi.

These men, of course, eventually become acquainted with the fact of

the murder of their fathers and mothers, by the very persons with

whom they have dwelt since their childhood, but are still not de-

terred from following the same dreadful trade.

It might be supposed that a class of persons whose hearts must
be effectually hardened against all the better feelings of humanity,

W’ould encounter few scruples of conscience in the commission of the

horrid deeds whereby they subsist
j

but, in point of fact, they are

as much the slaves of superstition, and as much directed by the ob-

servance of omens in the commission of murder, as the most inoffen-

sive of the natives of India are in the ordinary affairs of their lives.

The chief symbol of worship among the T’hags, is a Khodali,

or pick-axe; it is known among them by the names of Ni.shan

Kassi, and Main : with every gang there is carried a Kishan,

which is in fact their standard, and the beai-er of it is entitled to

particular privileges. Previous to commencing an expedition, the

heads of the party celebrate a Piija to the Nishan,* which is typical

of the deity of their w'orship : the ceremonies differ little from the

usual rites of Hindus on similar occasions. A Hindu T'hag of good

caste is employed in making a quantity of the cakes called Puries,

w’hich being consecrated, are distributed among the assemblj". The

Ni.shan is bathed and perfumed in the smoke of burning Benjamin,

and is afterwards made over to the Nishan AYala, who receives it in

a piece of cloth kept for that purpose
;

it is then taken out into the

open fields, in the expectation of an omen being observed. The

Nishan is deposited in a convenient spot in the direction the party

intends to proceed, and certain persons are deputed to keep watch

' Nishan, a sign.—rersian.
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over it. There are particular birds and beasts that are looked upon
by the T hags as the revealers of omenSj to whose calls and move-
ments their attention is on this occasion particularly directed,

among the number are the Owl, the Jay, the Jackall, the Ass, &c.
If one of these calls out or moves to the right-hand side, the omen
is looked upon as favourable, and the project is not abandoned. It

is not unusual for the T’hags to look for a favourable omen previous
to the commission of a murder, and they are frequently deterred
from carrying their intentions immediately into effect, by the obser-

vance of an unfavourable sign, such as a snake crossing their path
when in pursuit of a victim, or the circumstance of any of the

animals before mentioned calling out on their left-hand sides. This
no doubt accounts for the T’hags so often keeping company with
travellers for many days previous to murdering them, although they
had determined upon their sacrifice from the moment of their first

joining the party. The omen is denominated Sagun, by the T’hags.
A corruption no doubt of the Persian Shagvin.

In the event of an expedition proving more than ordinarily suc-

cessful, a Puja is usually made to Bhavani, and a portion of the

spoil taken by the gang is set aside for the purpose of being sent to

the .pagoda before alluded to, as an offering to the goddess. Pro-
pitiatory offerings are also made, and various ceremonies performed
before the Khodali, or Nishan, should the T'hags have failed in

obtaining any plunder for a length of time. In every gang of T’hags,

there are to be found one or more Jemidars, who appear to hold that

rank not by the choice of their followers, but in consequence of their

wealth and influence in their respective villages, and of having assem-

bled their own immediate followers in the vicinity of their homes.

The profits of a Jemidar are, of course, greater than those of his

followers
j
he receives 65 or 7 per cent, on all silver coin and other

property, not hereafter specified, and then shares in the remainder

in common with the other T’hags of the party. When gold is

obtained in coin or in mass, the tenth part is taken by the Jemidar,

previous to dividing it, and he has a tithe of all pearls, shawls, gold,

embroidered cloth, brass and copper pots, horses, &c.. The Jemi-

dar acts as master of the ceremonies when the Puja is performed,

and he assigns to every T’hag the particular duty he is to under-

take in the commission of every murder that is determined on. ^
>

These duties are performed in succession by all the T’hags of

the party, and to the regularity and system that exists among them,

is to be attributed the unparalleled success that has attended their

proceedings
j

next to the Jemidar is the Buttoat, or strangler, who
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carries the handkerchief with which the T’hags usually murder their

victims. This implement is merely a piece of fine strong cotton cloth

about a yard long
;

at one end a knot is made, and the cloth is

slightly twisted and kept ready for use, in front of the waistband of

the person carrying it. There is no doubt but that all T’hags are

expert in the use of the handkerchief, which is called Rumal, or

Palu, but, if they are to be believed, only particular persons are

called upon or permitted to perform this office. When a large gang

is collected, the most able-bodied and alert of their number are fixed

upon as Buttoats, and they are made the bearers of the handker-

chiefs, only after the performance of various and often expensive

ceremonies, and only on their observance of a favourable omen. The

old and experienced T’hags are denominated Guru Bhow, and the

junior T’hags make a merit of attending upon them, filling their

Hukahs
;
shampooing their bodies

j
and performing the most menial

offices. They gradually become initiated in all the mysteries of

the art. And if they prove to be powerful men, these disciples of

the Guru are made Buttoats. The T’hags say, that if one of their

class was alone, and had never strangled a person, he would not

presume to make use of the handkerchief, until he observed a

favourable omen. The ceremonies are the same as those described

in carrying out the Nishan, in room of which the handkerchief is on

this occasion substituted, and an offering of Pan, Cocoa-nut, Tur-

meric, red ochre, &c., is made. When a murder is to be committed,

the Buttoat usually follows the particular person whom he has been

nominated by the Jemidar to strangle, and on the preconcerted

signal being given, the handkerchief is seized with a knot in the left

hand, the right hand being some inches further up, in which manner

it is thrown over the head of the person to be strangled, from behind
;

the two hands are crossed as the victim falls ; and such is the cer-

tainty with which the act is done, as the T’hags frequently declare, that

before the body falls to the ground, the eyes usually start out of the

head, and life becomes extinct. Should the person to be strangled

prove a powerful man, or the Buttoat inexpert, another T’hag lays

hold of the end of the handkerchief. The perfection of the art is

described to be when several persons are simultaneously murdered

without any of them having time to utter a sound, or to be aware of

the fate of their companions. Favourable opportunities are given to

the Buttoats to make their first essay in the art of strangulation.

When a single traveller is met with, a novice is instructed to make a

trial of his skill ; the party sets off during the night, and stops while

it is still dark, to drink water, or to smoke. While seated for this
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purpose, the Jemidar inquires what time of night it may be, and
the T’hags immediately look out at the stars to ascertain, this being

the pre-concerted signal; the Buttoat is immediately on the alert,

and the unsuspecting victim, on looking up at the heavens in com-

mon with the rest of the party, offers his neck to the handkerchief,

and becomes an easy prey to his murderer. The Buttoat receives

eight annas extra for every murder that is committed, and if the

plunder is great, some article of value is assigned to him over and
above his share. The persons intended to be murdered are called

by different names, according to their sect, profession, wealth, &c. &c.

A victim having much property is entitled Naimud, and they are

also generally called Rosy.

To aid the Buttoat in the perpetration of a murder, another

T’hag is specially appointed, under the denomination of Samsuah

;

his business is to seize the person to be strangled by the wrists, if

he be on foot, and by one of his legs, if he be on horseback, and so

to pull him down. A Samsuah is sent off to the traveller, and he

places himself in a convenient situation near him, to be ready when
required.

In the event of the traveller being mounted on horse-back, a

third T’hag assists, under the designation of Worawal
;
his business

is to lay hold of the horse’s bridle, and check it as soon as the signal

for murder is given.

One of the most necessary persons in a gang of T’hags, is he

who goes by the name of Tillai. The T’hags do not always depend

upon chance for obtaining plunder, or roam about in the expectation

of meeting travellers, but frequently take up their quarters in or

near a town, or some great thoroughfare, from whence they make
excursions according to the information obtained by the Tillafs

;

these men are chosen from among the most smooth-spoken and

intelligent of their number, and their chief duty is to gain infor-

mation
;

for tliis purpose they are decked out in the garb of

respectable persons, whose appearance they must have the tact of

putting on. They parade the bazaars of the town near which their

associates are encamped, and endeavour to pick up intelligence of

the intended despatch or expected arrival of goods, of which infor-

mation is forthwith given to the gang, who send out a party to

intercept them. Inquiry is also made for any party of travellers

who may have arrived, and put up in the bazaars, or elsewhere
j

every art is brought into practice to scrape an acquaintance with

these people
;
they are given to understand that the Tillai is tra-

velling the same road, an opportunity is taken to throw out hints
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regarding the insecurity of the roads, and the frequency of murders

and I'obberies, an acquaintance with some of the friends or relations

of the travellers is feigned, and an invitation given to partake of the

repast that has been prepared at the place where the Tillai is put

up, the convenience of which, and the superiority of the water, are

abundantly praised. The result is, that the travellers are inveigled

into joining the party of T’hags, and they are feasted and treated

with every politeness and consideration by the very wretches who
are also plotting their murder, and calculating the share they shall

acquire in the division of their property. What must be the feel-

ings of men, who are actuated by motives so entirely opposed to

their pretended civility of behaviour, is difficult to imagine
;
and

I know not whether most to admire the duplicity with which

they continue to conceal their murderous intentions, or to detest

the infernal apathy with which they can eat of the same dish, and

drink out of the very cup that is partaken of by the \ ictims they

have fixed on to destroy. It is on the perfection which they have

in the art of acting as Tillais, that the T’hags particularly pride

themselves, and it is frequently boasted of by them, that it is only

once necessary to have an opportunity of conversing with a traveller,

to be able to mark him as an easy victim, whenever they choose to

murder him.

Instances sometimes occur, when a party of T’hags find their

victims too numerous for them to master while they remain in a

body, and they are seldom at a loss for expedients to create dissen-

sions, and a consequent division among them.
'

If all their arts of intrigue and cajolery fail in producing the de-

sired result, an occasion is taken advantage of to ply the travellers

with intoxicating liquors, a quarrel is got up, and from words turn

to blows, which end in the dispersion of the company, who, proceed-

ing in different roads, fall an easy prey to their remorseless destroyers.

Having enticed the travellers into the snare they have laid for them,

the next object of the T’hags is to choose a convenient spot whereon

to murder them
;

this, in the technical language among them, is

denominated a Bhil, and is usually fixed upon a short distance from

a village on the banks of a Nalah, where the trees and underwood

afford a shelter from the view of occasional passengers. The T’hag

who is sent on this duty is called a Bhilla, and having fixed upon
the place, he either returns to the encampment of his party, or

meets them in the way, to report the result of the inquiry
5

if the

Bhilla returns to the camp with his report, the Luggais or grave-

diggers are sent out with him to prepare a grave for the interment
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of the person it is intended to murder
;
ai’rangements are pi-eviously

made, so that the party in company with the travellers shall not

arrive too soon at the Bhil
;

at the particular spot agreed upon the

Bhilla meets the party, a recognition takes place, the jemidar calls out

Bhilla, have you cleared out the hole?” the Bhilla replies “ Man-
jeh,” on w'hich the concerted signal is given that serves as the death-

wai’rant of the unheeding travellers, who are forthwith strangled
;

while some are employed in rifling the bodies, others assist in carry-

ing them away to the ready prepared graves; the Luggais perform

the olFice of burying them, and the remainder of the gang proceeds

on its journey, leaving with them a certain number of the Tilhus or

watchmen on the look-out, to prevent their being disturbed
;
should

a casual passenger appeal-, the Tillai gently throws a stone among
the Luggais, or grave-diggers, who immediately desist, and crouch

on the ground until the danger is averted.

After the interment is completed, the Luggais rejoin their party
;

but it is not unusual to leave one or more of the Tillais to keep

watch, to prevent the bodies being dug up by beasts of prey, and if

a discovery be made by the village-people, to give instant informa-

tion to their companions, in order that they may have the oppor-

tunity of getting out of the w'ay
;

it often happens that the arrange-

ments and precautions above mentioned cannot be entered into, that

travellers are casually met with on the road, and hastily murdered,

and as carefully interred; in these cases, if the opportunity is

afforded them, the T’hags always leave some one to keep watch at

the place, and rather than run the risk of detection by the bodies

being dug up by wild beasts, they return, and re-inter them.

If the ground is strong they never touch the corpse, but if the

soil is of that loose te.xture as to render it probable that the bodies

in swelling will burst the graves, they generally transfi.x them with

spears or knives, which effectually prevents that result. When the

T’hags may choose to strangle their victims in some more exposed

situation, as in a garden near a village whei-e they may have put up

for the night, they resort to further precautions to prevent dis-

covery. The grave is on this occasion prepared on the spot after the

murder has been committed, and the corpse having been deposited

therein, the superfluous soil is carried away in bundles, and strewn

in the neighbouring fields
;

the place is watered and beaten down
with sticks, it is ultimately plastered over with cow-dung, and

chulahs or fire-places for cooking are made on this spot. If the

party find it necessary to decamp, they light fires in the chulahs,

that they may have the appearance of having been used to cook in
;
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should they determine on staying, they use the chulahs to cook their

food in on the succeeding day, having no qualms of conscience to

prevent their enjoying the victuals prepared on the spot, the associa-

tions attendant on which ought to be considered too revolting to

dwell upon.

The parties of T'hags being often very large, they have many
beasts of burden in their train, as bullocks, ponies, and sometimes

even camels
;

if they remain at a place where they have committed

a murder, and do not construct fire-places, they take the precaution

of tying their cattle on the spot. The T’hags say they can always

recognise the fire-places of their own class, there being peculiar

marks about them, which are made to serve as directions to the

next party that passes that way. The T’hags always prefer burying

their victims at some distance from the public road, and therefore, as

soon as the bodies of murdered persons have been stripped of the

property found upon them, they are carried on the shoulders of the

Luggais to the spot selected for interring them. They say they are

more careless about the concealment of a corpse in the Nizam’s

country than elsewhere, for they have been always so secure from

molestation, that they have frequently left bodies exposed without

running any risk, for no one takes the trouble of inquiring about

the matter.

The division of spoil does not usually take place immediately

after the perpetration of a murder, but every person secures a por-

tion of the property on the spot, and when a convenient opportunity

occurs, each produces the article he has been the bearer of, and a

division is made by the jemidar, whose share is in the first instance

deducted
j
then the Buttoats, the Sumsuahs, and Tillais claim the

extra reward for each murder they have assisted, and the Luggai

takes the reward for the trouble he had in digging the grave, and

the residue is divided share and share alike among the whole gang.

It may be supposed that the cupidity of individual T’hags may occa-

sionally induce them to attempt to defraud their comrades, by
secreting any articles of value at the time the murdered bodies are

plundered
;
but they say that the whole class are bound by an

inviolable oath to produce for appropriation to the common stock,

everything that may fall into their hands while engaged with a par-

ticular party. The division of plunder, as may be supposed, often

leads to the most violent disputes, which it is astonishing do not end

in bloodshed
;
but it might almost be supposed the T’hags have a

prejudice against the spilling of blood, for they refuse making use

of the weapons they usually wear, even in defence of their own per-
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sons. The most wanton prodigality occurs when plunder is divided,

and occasionally the most valuable shawls and brocades are torn

into small stripes, and distributed among the gang, should any dif-

ference of opinion arise as to their appropriation. The T’hags say

this is also done that every person may run the same risk, for such

an article could not be shared among them until converted into

money, and some danger is attendant upon the transaction.

They appear invariably to destroy all Hundis that fall into their

hands, as well as many other articles that are likely to lead to detec-

tion ready money is what they chiefly look for, and when they

have a choice of victims, the possessors of gold and silver would

certainly be fixed upon in preference to others. In consequence, it

seems to have been a general practice among the T’hags to way-lay

parties of Sepo}^s of the Bombay and Nizam’s armies, while going on
leave to Hindustan, for the sake of the specie they are usually the

bearers of
j
and they remark, that of the many Sepoys who are

supposed by their officers to have abandoned the service, while their

friends and relations consider them to be still with their regiments,

they alone can tell their fate, the whole number being strangled by
their hands. The immense wealth that has at various times fallen

into the hands of these miscreants has been expended in the grossest

extravagance and debauchery, and as may be supposed, their ill-

gotten gains remain but a short time in their possession.

The T’hags have in use among them not exactly a language of

their own, but they have sets of slang terms, and phrases, which

give them the means of holding a conversation with persons of

their own class without any chance of being understood by the un-

initiated. Their term of salutation, whereby also they recognise

each other if they casually meet without being'personally acquainted,

is “ ^li Khan Bhai Salam.’' That which appears most extraordinary

is the manner in which the T’hags recollect the names of their com-
rades, as well as their persons, and they declare, that though the

name of any one of a gang may hav^e escaped their recollection,

they never forget the person of a T’hag who has assisted them in

the perpetration of murder. The T’hags, indeed, seem to know
each other almost instinctively, and the quickness with which the

recognition between individuals takes place is so surprising, as almost

to warrant the supposition that a sort of free-masonry has been

established among them.

To facilitate their plan of operation, the T’hags have established

a regular system of intelligence and communication throughout the

countries they have been in the practice of frequenting, and they
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become acquainted with astonishing celerity with the proceedings

of their conn'ades in all directions. They omit no opportunity

of making inquiries regarding the progress of other gangs, and are

equally particular in supplying the requisite information of their

own movements
;

for this purpose they have connected themselves

with several persons residing in the Nizam’s dominions as potails

and cultivators of villages, many of the latter of whom follow the

profession of T’hags in conjunction with their agricultural pursuits.

The Marwaris and other petty bankers are. also frequently the

channels of communication between T’hags, and there is no doubt,

the purchasers of the property of the murdered. The religious

mendicants throughout the country occasionally assist in this mea-

sure, by becoming the receivers of messages from bands of T’hags

to be delivered to the next party that comes in their way. With
this view also they have adopted the practice of forming chulahs,

or fire-places, of a particular construction, to serve as marks of

their progress through the country : when a party of T’hags come

to a road that branches off in two directions, they adopt the precau-

tion of making a mark for the guidance of those associates who may
come after them, in the following manner. The soil in a convenient

spot is carefully smoothed, and the print of a foot is distinctly

stamped upon it , a T'hag, on seeing this mark, which he naturally

searches for, knows, by the direction in which it points, which track

has been followed by those that preceded him. The peculiar desig-

nation by which they are known, is a point on which the T’hags

are pai'ticularly tenacious, and they attach an importance and even

respectability to their profession, that they say no other class of de-

linquents is entitled to. The denomination of thief is one that is

peculiarly obnoxious to them, and they never refrain from soliciting

the erasure of the term, and the substitution of that of T’hag when-

ever it may appear in a paper regarding them, declaring, that so far

from following so disgraceful a practice as theft, they scorn the

name, and can prove themselves to be as honest and trustworthy as

any one else, when occasion requires it. It seems their ambition to

be considered respectable persons, and with this view they expend
much of their gains on their personal decorations, even those who
have been seized and admitted as evidence are more solicitous about

their dress and decent appearance than anything else. They mostly

seem to be men of mild and unobtrusive manners, possessing a

cheerful disposition entirely opposed to the violent passions, and
ferocious demeanour, that are usually associated with the idea of a

professed murderer , such is the extent to which this dreadful
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system has been carried, that no idea can be formed of the expendi-

ture of human life to which it has given occasion, or the immensity

of the wealth that has been acquired by its adoption.

When it is taken into consideration that many of the T’hags

already seized confess to their having, for the last twenty-five or

thirty years, annually made a tour with parties of more than a

hundred men, and with no other object than that of murder, and

that they boast of having successfully put their tens and twenties to

death daily, and that they say an enumeration of all the lives they

have personally assisted to destroy, would swell the catalogue to

hundreds, and as some declare to thousands, some conception of the

horrid reality may be formed. Of the amount of the property that

they have yearly made away with, it must be impossible to form

any calculation
;

for, independent of the thousands in ready money,

jewels, and bullion, the load of valuable clothes and every descrip-

tion of merchandise that continually fall into their hands, the

Htindis, that they invariably destroy, must amount to a con-

siderable sum.

The impunity with which the T’hags have heretofore carried on

their merciless proceedings, the facility they have possessed of re-

cruiting their numbers, which are restricted to no particular class or

sect
;
the security they have had of escaping detection, and the ease

with which they have usually purchased their release when seized

by the officers of the weak native governments, in whose dominions

they usually commit the greatest depredations, have altogether so

tended to confirm the system, and to disseminate it to the fearful

extent to which it has now attained, that the life of no single tra-

veller on any of the roads of the country has been safe, and but a

slight chance has been afforded to large parties of escaping the fangs

of the blood-thirsty demons who have frequented them.

VOL. IV. a
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Art. XV .—Koie on the Saltness of the Red Sea, by J. G. Mai.colmson,

M.R.A.S., Surgeon, Madras Establishment.

Read April 15, 1837.

In the Asiatic Society Journal for September 1835, Mr. Prinsep,

the distinguished Editor of that invaluable publication, has given the

result of the examination of two bottles of sea-water
j
one from the

Indian Ocean, the other from the Red Sea. The officers of the

Hugh Lindsay steamer having reported that, in consequence of the

greater saltness of the Red Sea than of the Ocean, it was necessary

“ to blow-olf much more frequently while in that part of the voyage,
”

Lieut. Burnes had, therefore, brought to India a bottle of the water

of the Ocean, and of the Red Sea, which were found to have (at the

temperature of 86°), a specific gravity of 1‘0254 and L0258 respec-

tively
;
too small a difference to cause any sensible effect in blowing-

off. But as lime might exist in greater quantity in the inland sea,

the analysis was principally directed to ascertain the proportions of

sulphuric acid and lime, the precipitation of which is the cause of

the necessity of blowing-off.

The following are the results :

Mr. Prinsep proceeds to quote an account of an analysis by Dr. Ure,

of a specimen of water brought from near Berenice, by Mr. Wilkinson,

to the following effect:
—“ The specific gravity is 1 035j and 1000

grains of water contain forty-three of saline matter, of which about

four grains are muriate of lime, with a little muriate of magnesia,

and the remainder muriate of soda, with a little sulphate of mag-

nesia. The specific gravity of water of the open ocean, in the same

latitude, is only 1 028, and contains not more than thirty-six grains

of saline matter in a similar quantity.” Mr. Prinsep accounts for

the discrepancy, by supposing the water examined by Dr. Ure, to

have been obtained from an insulated position near the shore, and

adds,—“ the hydrometer is in all cases the safest test, and it is a

pity that it had not been resorted to in the steam navigation of the

Mediterranean sea, which has been the source of such contradictory

statements.’’

Having furnished myself with the necessary apparatus, previous

Sulphuric acid

Lime
Common salt

Indian Ocean.

. 1-82 .

. 0-70 .

. 32-8 .

Red Sea.

1-80

0-82

33-5
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to my return from India by the Red Sea, the beginning of last

year, with a view of this very subject, I found the specific gravity

of the sea, from Mangalore in Malabar, along the Indian coast to

Bombay
j

in that harbour (in December, 1835) 5
and of the ocean

between India and Cape Furtak and Bab-el-Mandeb, in Arabia,

to be r0265. The temperature of the water did not vary more than

a few degrees, and, being barely sufficient to cause a difference of a

few hundredths of a grain, may be safely neglected. The tempera-

ture of the sea opposite to Mangalore was 83°, which it retained till

north of Fort Victoria, latitude 17° 56' North, when it was found

to have fallen to 79°, and in Bombay Harbour was as low as 76°.

Throughout the voyage to the Arabian coast (in January) it was

about 79° when the winds were slight, but was remarkably affected

by the freshening of the breeze, falling soon after to 7 6°, that of the

air varying from 74° to 76°. On the 12th of January, when coming

in sight of Cape Furtak, the sea was 75° ;—the thermometer in the

cabin being 73° at eight, a. m., and 75° at three, p. m., the wind

blowing pretty fresh from N.E. by N., and the wet-bulb thermometer

falling to 65°‘5
;
while Daniell’s hygrometer failed to form any dew

with ether of ordinary strength.

In the roads of Mocha, and near Kamran Island, the Red Sea

hardly differed in specific gravity from the ocean, while off Cosseir,

at a considerable distance from the shore, it attained the specific

gravity of 1'035, nearly corresponding to that brought from Bere-

nice by Mr. Wilkinson. When it is considered that no river runs

into this long and narrow gulf, surrounded by dry and burning

sands, it is not to be wondered at, that it should be so remarkably

salt; an effect hardly visible at Mocha, from its proximity to the

ocean, from which a current almost constantly sets into the sea. I

regret that severe sickness prevented my ascertaining the rate at

which the density of the sea increases on sailing from Mocha to

Cosseir. Had Mr. Burnes stated from what part of the sea he took

the water, I have no doubt that the result of Mr. Pidnsep’s exami-

nation would have corresponded with that above given.

That this great increase of specific gravity would sensibly affect

the boilers of a steam engine, will be evident from the following

remarks:—Dr. Wollaston, in the Philosophical Transactions for

1829, in a paper on the saltness of the Mediterranean, gives a for-

mula for finding the quantity of salt by the specific gravity, which I

have found to give sufficiently correct results, when compared with

the experiments on the waters of the Indian Seas. He directs the

excess of the specific gravity to be multiplied by ' 144 , which gives

a 2
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the saline contents, plus (+ ) a quantity of’ water retained by the de-

liquescent salts when dried at 212”. In the present case, it will be

better to employ the factor '134, which will give the salts dried at a

temperature at or above 300°. Hence, if a portion of water of the

Indian Ocean,' of specific gravity, 102G5, which I found it, afforded

sulphuric acid 1'82 grains, and lime ’/O, that of Cosseir would, in

the same bulk, furnish 2'40 grains, and '955 of a grain
;
or about

one-third more, which, in so insoluble a salt as sulphate of lime,

must exert a considerable influence over the rapidity of deposit in

the boilers, and be the cause of some delay in the voyage.

* I have used Mr. Prinsep’s analysis and my own specific gravity of the Indian

Ocean, as by this means the proportion between the saltness of the ocean and the

Sea of Cosseir is better seen. If this is objected to, it will make the excess Still

greater.
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Art. XVI .—An Inquiry into the Fate of the Ten Tribes of Israel

after the Fall of Samaria ; with a View of the History of the

Assyrian Empire at that jieriod, as derived from a comparison of

what is recorded on the subject in the Histories of the Jews, the Greeks,

and the Persians. By the late T. M. Dickinson, Esq., Secretary

of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,

Read January 7th, 1837.

PART I.

ON THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF ASSYRIA AND PERSIA
J
AS CON-

NECTED WITH THE DESTRUCTION OF THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL.

The points discussed in the following pages, are the subject of an

inquiry into which I was led, some time ago, by finding in the

writings of an Arabian geographer, mention made of several places,

which attracted my attention from their agreement in name with

those to which we read that the Israelites were carried, when Samaria

was destroyed by the armies of Assyria. Knowing that it was still

a matter of doubt where the captives of Israel were placed, and find-

ing in all that had been written on the subject, nothing which

appeared satisfactory or conclusive, I was curious to ascertain,

whether, in a case so authentic and so interesting, something like

certainty could not be elicited by reflection and research; which led

to an inquiry, somewhat longer than I anticipated, which forms the

subject of the following pages.

I found in the very outset of my inquiry that it involved, and

indeed essentially demanded, a careful consideration of the political

state of the Assyrian empire, at the time of the captivity; a subject

which, more perhaps than any other, has exercised the research

and ingenuity of the learned, has been dimmed by clouds of learning

VOL. lY. R
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and criticism, and buried in a darkness not its own. It is true that

in the sources from which our information regarding the history of

Assyx'ia is drawn, there are many differences and apparent contra-

dictions, sufficient, at first sight, to warrant an idea that the several

accounts are utterly discordant and at variance with each other; and

as the period to which they refer is one that stands at the farthest

verge of historical record, obscured and almost lost in the dark shade

of extreme antiquity, we cannot be surprised that men who were

studious and ardent in the investigation of all that relates to these

ancient times, should, when excited by the great interest of the

subject, have been beguiled from the way of truth and history, into

the wide field of speculation and conjecture
;
that in their desire of

explaining what they did not understand, they allowed their judg-

ment to follow their imagination—and thus, on the assumption of a

contradiction in history, thought themselves at liberty to adopt any

probable conjecture, or hypothesis, which would reconcile the

apparent discrepancies of their subject, and free them from the many
imaginary difficulties, by which they found themselves so seriously

perplexed.

The accounts which are preserved of the Assyrian empire, are

chiefly referable to three great sources,—the histories of the He-

brews, the Greeks, and the Persians; and it has generally been

supposed that these three histories, in all that relates to the affairs

of Assyria, are at variance with each other, and in some cases also,

inconsistent in themselves. It has, therefore, been the endeavour of

several writers, to reconcile these apparent discrepancies and contra-

dictions; but so numerous and so different are the systems they have

l)ursued, so unscrupulous have they been in rejecting and falsifying

whatever opposed their own views or opinions, that the subject has

come to be regarded as a question of curious but useless speculation

and conjecture—a subject on which anything may be surmised, but

which cannot be brought to a satisfactory conclusion. I shall

endeavour in the first part of this inquiry to show that these histories,

if taken in a plain and literal sense, are not contradictory to, or at

variance with, each other; that on the contrary, the leading features

agree in all, in a manner so remarkable, as to afford a strong argu-

ment in favour of the general truth of all. And I hope to prove,

that if so viewed together, they will be found to explain and to eluci-

date each other, and to throw much light on a portion of very ancient

Oriental history, which at present is involved in great obscurity.

To commence with the Greek aecounts of Assyria. We know of

two Greek historians only, who have written on the subject of Assy-
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rian history, on the authority of their own personal researches. The
one was Herodotus, “ who drew his materials from records which

respected the national crown of the Medes,” about the middle of the

fifth century before the Christian era. The other was Ctesias,' who
compiled his history from the Archives, which contained the succes-

sions on the imperial throne of the successors of Ninus, about the

end of the same century. It is generally supposed that these two

histories are at variance, and not to be reconciled with each other;

and it will, therefore, be my first endeavour to show the incorrect-

ness of this opinion.

We learn from Ctesias, as he is quoted by Diodorus, Eusebius,

Syncellus, and other chronologists, that a long and continued dynasty

of kings, from Ninus, who built the walls of Nineveh, to Sardana-

palus, the last of the Assyrian family, swayed the sceptre of Western

Asia for upwards of 1,300 years. That in the reign of Sardanapalus,

about 82
1

years b. c.,^ a revolution was effected in the Assyrian

' To tliose who doubt the veracity of Ctesias, and deny his authority on his-

torical questions, I would recommend a candid and unbiassed consideration of the

circumstances mider which he wrote his history, and of the arguments in favour of

his general veracity adduced by Stephanus, in whose opinion I fully agree :
—

“ Q,ui

melius, qui certius de rebus Persicis scribere potuerit quam Ctesias, arbitror fuisso

nominem.” From what is recorded by sacred and profane authors, we have reason

to believe that the Chronicles of the Kings of Assyria and of Persia were written

and preserved with the greatest attention. See Ctesias, Herodotus, Moses of

Chorcne, and the books of Ezra, Esther, &c., &c. “ Such,” observes Van Heeren,
“ was the origin of the Chronicles or Diaries of the Persians, which, being deposited

in the principal cities of the empire, Susa, Babylon, and Ecbatana, formed what

were called the Archives of the kingdom. A history compiled of such materials,

would necessarily be a history of the Court, rather than of the empire ; and frag-

ments of Ctesias serve to confirm this idea.”

—

Hist, Researches. This should be

borne in mind throughout the following pages.

2 This date is made out as follows :

—

It is stated by Diodorus, on the authority of Ctesias, that there were ten kings,

inclusive, from Arbaces to Cyrus, viz. :

—

1. Arbaces, reigned . . . 28 years.

2. Mandauces . 20

3. Sosarmus . . 30

4. Artychas . . . . 30

5. Arbianes . . . . . . 22

6. Artseus . 40

7. Artynas . 22

8. Astybanm . . 40

9. Aspadas, or Astyages

.

. . . 35

10. Cyrus —
Total Years, 2C7.

R 2
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empire, by Arbaces, a Mede, at the instigation, and with the aid, of

Belesys, a Babylonian, which ended in the capture and destruction of

Nineveh, the death of Sardanapalus, and the elevation of Arbaces, a

Median prince, to the vacant throne of the successors of Ninus.

From this period, Diodorus informs us, from the same authority, that

the Median supremacy was established in the East, and continued in

the hands of Arbaces, and his successors, for a period of 267 years,

through nine generations, down to Aspadas, whom the Greeks called

Astyages, whose reign was terminated by the conquests of Cyrus,

which raised the newly established kingdom of Persia to the supre-

macy of the nations of Western Asia.

From Herodotus we learn, that after the Assyrians had been in pos-

session of Upper Asia for 520 years, theMedes revolted, and succeeded

in shaking off the yoke of Assyria. That they remained for some time

in the enjoyment of a state of wild independence, without the control

of any sovereign authority, till 710 years before the Christian era;'

It is to be observed with regard to tliis list, that in the present editions of Diodo-

rus’s works, the duration of the reigns of Mandauces and Artychas, is given as fifty

years for each. But Syncollus and Eusebius, who both wrote on the same authority,

agree in assigning the shorter periods, which are here adopted. The duration of

the reign of Astyages is not given by Diodorus; it is, therefore, taken on the autho-

rity of Herodotus.

Now the beginning of the reign of Cyrus the Great, is generally placed at the

year b. c. 559. It is, however, probable that this refers to the period when Cyrus

was placed at the head of the Persian armies, when they rose against the Median
king ; and that it was some time before he was strong enough to depose Astyages.

I will, therefore, take, with Dr. Russell, the year 554, as the last year of the reign

of Astyages, which, added to 267, the sum of the nine reigns above detailed, gives

the year n. c. 821, as the date of the accession of Arbaces the Mede, to the throne

of Sardanapalus.—See several authorities in support of this, in Jiussell's Connexion

of Sacred and Profane History, Book II. c. 1.

* This date is taken from Diodorus Siculus, who says. Lib. II. p. 118, that the
revolt of the Medes under Deioces, as related by Herodotus, occurred in the second
year of the seventeenth Olympiad,which corresponds with the year b. c. 710. Hero-
dotus has assigned two different periods for the duration of the Median power, and
the reigns of the Median kings, which I do not think has been clearly explained.

He gives a list of four kmgs of Media, from Deioces to Astyages, who was deposed
by Cyrus, and makes the sum of their reigns amount to 150 years. In another
place he says, that the Median power fell before Cyrus, after it h.ad subsisted 128
years; exclusive of a period of twenty-eight years, during wdiich he tells us the
Scythians held possession of Upper Asia; making thereby an interval of 156 years
from the accession of Deioces to the defeat of Astyages, by Cyrus and the Per-
sians. Now the proper explanation of these seeming mcongruities, appears to me
disceruible from a careful attention to the words of Herodotus. It is more than
probable, that Cyrus was invested with the royal title in his native country, before

he had won the sceptre of the Modes. During this interval, Astyages was stUl the
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when, to save their country from anarchy and ruin, they elected

Deioces to he their king. Deioces established himself at Ecbatana,

which he henceforth made the capital of his kingdom, and persuaded

his countrymen to enclose it with walls. After a reign of fifty-three

years, he died, and was succeeded by his son Phraortes, who, after

a brilliant and successful career, during which he is said to have

defeated the Persians, and to have overrun a considerable portion of

Asia, was vanquished and killed by the Assyrians of Nineveh, after

a reign of twenty-two years. He was succeeded on the throne by

Cya.xares, who invaded Assyria, and had shut up the Assyrians

within the walls of Nineveh, when his career was stopped by the

invasion of a horde of Scythians from the north, who defeated the

Medes, and occupied the country for twenty-eight years^ when they

were at length driven out by Cyaxares, who thereupon renewed

operations against Nineveh, and revenged his father’s death, by the

capture of the capital, and the final destruction of the Assyrian

empire. He reigned forty years, (including the twenty- eight of the

Scythian ascendency,) and was succeeded by Astyages, the last of

the Medes
j
who, after a reign of thirty-five years, was vanquished

and deposed by Cyrus the Persian, who thereby raised his native

country to the supreme power of Upper Asia, which, the Medes had

enjoyed for a period of 128 years.

Such is a brief and faithful summary of the circumstances related

by Ctesias and Herodotus, regarding the ancient history of Assyria,

which embraces nearly all the points which have given rise to the

various opinions in which the subject is involved and obscured. As
the leader of a great Median revolt, some writers have thought it

necessary to identify Arbaces with the Deioces of Herodotus
;
others

have supposed him to be Cyaxares, as the captor of Nineveh, and

subverter of the ancient empire of Assyria,- while others have adopted

other suppositions, differing from the preceding in every point,

king of Media, and the Medes, till their defeat, were the paramount power in Upper
Asia. But in writing a chronological list of kmgs, in which Cyrus succeeds Asty-

ages, either the first years of the reign of Cyrus, or the last years of that of Astyages,

must be omitted; or the chronology deducible from the two together would be

incorrect. If then we suppose that the sum of the four Median kings of Herodotus,

commencing in the year b. c. 710, and amounting to 150 years, ended with the first

regnal year of Cyrus, we shall have for the date of that event the year b. c. 560,

which exactly corresponds with the received chronology. But the Median power,

which is not introduced in a chronological series, actually continued until itfell before

Cyrus, in 554, as above stated. Its duration, therefore, counting from the esta-

blishment of the Median kingdom, in b. c. 710, would be exactly 156 years, as it is

correctly represented by Herodotus.—See Diod, Sic., Herod.
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except in their total discrepancy with each other, and with the

sources from which they profess to be derived.

Now, it is certain that, if we would attach any degree of authority

to the accounts of these two Greek historians, we cannot identify the

dynasty of Ctesias with that of Herodotus; that is, a dynasty of nine

kings, founded 821 years n. c., and continued for 267 years, with a

dynasty of four kings, founded only 710 years b.c., the sum of

whose reigns did not exceed 156 years, at most. Still it is evident

that the last two kings in both dynasties were the same, from the

circumstance of the former of them reigning forty years, and holding

his court within the walls of Ecbatana; and being moreover the

father of the latter, who was the Astyages, king of Media, whose

empire was subverted by Cyrus the Persian, as recorded by both

Herodotus and Ctesias. We must, therefore, consider. First,—Who
were these two different dynasties ? and where did they reign ? And,

Secondly,—How comes it, that they should both terminate with the

same two princes?

Whatever may have been the expression of Ctesias, regarding the

capture of Nineveh, by Arbaces, 821 years before the Christian era,

it is certain that the ancient capital of Assyria was not utterly and

for ever destroyed on the occasion of that momentous revolution.

For not only does Herodotus positively assert, that Phraortes was

destroyed by the Assyrians of Nineveh, and that Nineveh was

besieged and taken by Cyaxares, in the eighth century before the

Christian era, but all the Hebrew histories concur, in stating that the

first invasion of the Assyrians into Israel, was subsequent to the

year 769 b. c., when Menahem ascended the throne of Samaria, from

which time their inroads were continually repeated, till the year 719

B. c., when Israel was carried away into Assyria. It follows, that,

the dynasty of the Arbacidae, as recorded by Ctesias, though called

Median from the circumstance of the founder being a Mede, still, as

being possessed of supreme power in Upper Asia, can be no other

than that to which the Hebrew historians allude in all their relations

of the kings of Assyria, whose capital was the great city of Nineveh.

On the other hand the dynasty of Herodotus, were, as he clearly and

expressly states, kings of the Medes, who, about 710 years b.c., threw

off their allegiance to the sovereigns of Nineveh, and elected Deioces

to be their king. This led to constant w'ars between the Medes and

Assyrians. In one campaign, Phraortes, the son of Deioces, was

slain; but his death was revenged by his son Cyaxares, who con-

quered the Assyrians, destroyed Nineveh, and seized on the ancient

sceptre of Ninus—torn from the w'eak grasp of the successors of
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Arbaces, to deck the throne of the kings of Media. But Media was

not long destined to enjoy the proud elevation to which the sword

of Cyaxares had raised itj his son Astyages yielded to the rising

fortunes of Cyrus, when the newly acquired sceptre of the Eastern

world was transferred to the sway of the kings of Persia.

Here, then, we find the records of two different Median dynasties,

and discover the reason why the last two kings of Media, as recorded

by Herodotus, are also included in the list of Ctesias. The records

to which this author had access, contained the list of all those mon-

archs, who had, from the most remote period of antiquity, enjoyed

the supremacy of Western Asia
j

of whom the Persians, when they

had raised themselves to the supreme power, would justly consider

themselves the successors. So long as the empire of Assyria existed,

the Medes and their princes were regarded as rebels in arms against

their lawful sovereigns. Deioces, therefore, and his successor Phra-

ortes, would have no place in the chronicles of the kings of Upper

Asia. But when Cyaxares, the son of Phraortes, had captured and

utterly destroyed Nineveh, and had, by the subversion of the power of

Assyria, raised his native country to the rank which Assyria held

before
5
he would, as the sovereign of Upper Asia, be entitled to a

place in those records, from which Ctesias compiled his history
;
and

would be included also in the list of Herodotus, as a successor of

Deioces, on the throne of Media. For the same reason also, Asty-

ages, the son and successor of Cyaxares, would have a place in the

list of both historians; and hence the circumstance of the dynasties

of both terminating with the same two individuals.

This view of the subject will be simplified and illustrated by the

following

TABLE :

—

Showing the Series op Kings preceding Cyrus the Great, as

RECORDED BY CtESIAS AND HeRODOTUS.

CTESIAS. HERODOTUS.

Dynasty and Number of Kings.

Began
to

Reign.
Dynasty and Number of Kings.

Began
to

Reign.

I. Assyrian op Nineveh. B, C. B. C,

No. 1. Niiius 2126
31 or 3C Kings, to 3G Sar-

clanapalus, overthrown Media subiectcd to Assyria

821 1341

It
w II. Median op Nineveh Medes revolt from Assyria... 821

No. 37. Arbaces 821 I.

7 Kings, to 43 Artynes, No. 1. Deioces elected King 710
overthrown by Cyaxares 629 2. Phraortes 657
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Dynasty and Ktimber of Kings.

S 6
« H

III. Median of Ecbatana.
No. 44. Cj axares, or As-

tybaras

2 Kings to 45 Astyagcs, or

As])adas, overtlirown by
Cyrus

IV. Persian.

No. 4G. Cyrus the Great

10 Kings to 53 Artaxerxes

Mncnion, in whose court

Ctesias lived

Degan
to

Reign.

Dynasty and Kumpeb of Kings.
Began

to

Reign.

B , C , Kings of Media & Assyria. B. C.

C29 3. Cyaxares C33

554 4. Astyages 593

554
II.

5. Cyrus the Great, &c,... 559

404

The difference of six years betw'een these lists has already been explained in

Note 1, p. 220.

In support of the system which is here pursued for reconciling

the accounts of Herodotus and Ctesias, I avail myself of the authority

and arguments of Dr. Russell, exhibited in Book ii., c. 1., of his

very able work on the Connexion of Sacred and Profane History, in

which the objections to the several systems of Hales, Marsham,

Usher, Drummond, Prideaux, Jackson, and others, are briefly but

most satisfactorily exposed. The opinions of the more ancient

chronologists and historians who have treated on the ancient history

of Assyria, as Eusebius, Africanus, Polyhistor, Abidenus, Syncellus,

Ac., have been collected, with immense industry and research, in the

Appendix of Clinton’s Fasti Hellenici, c. 3 and 4,
“ On the ancient

Kings of Media and Assyria;” and to those able works, and to the

authorities therein quoted and controverted, I must refer those who
W'ould enter more fully into the details of the question, while I pro-

ceed to examine those legends and traditions which are preserved in

the pages of Oriental history, which, though meagre in its details of

all that relates to these ancient times, and partly obscured by fable

and hyperbole, has retained in its outline so striking a likeness to the

leading features of the Greek accounts, that I cannot but regard it as a

sti’ong argument in favour of the authenticity and correctness of both.

It is supposed that the ancient histories of Persia were lost or

destroyed in the troubled period whidi followed the Mohammedan
invasion of Iran. Our earliest authority is, therefore, brought down
to Abu Jafer ben Jarir, better known as A1 Tabari, who wrote a

work on Universal Plistory about the beginning of the tenth century

of the Christian aira. This work was chiefly compiled at Bagdad, and

was written in Arabic; a Persian translation being the book now
known as tbe Tarikh i Tabari. I am disposed, however, for many
reasons, to prefer the authority of the great poet and historian of
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Persia, Firdousi, of Tus, in Khorasan, who wrote the Shah Nameh
about the beginning of the eleventh century, in which we have every

reason to believe that he embodied all the information procurable

from old manuscripts, songs, legends, and traditions respecting the

ancient history of Persia.'

According to Firdousi, the sovereignty of Persia was enjoyed in

very ancient times by a dynasty generally known as the Paishdadean,

which was founded by Kaiomars,’* the first king of Persia, and con-

tinued for a period of 800 years, when it was attacked and over-

thrown in the person of Jamshid, by an invasion of foreigners from

the direction of Mesopotamia. This invasion was conducted by one

Zohak,® the son of Mirdas, the king of the Tazis, as Firdousi calls

them, who, at the invitation of a party in Iran, whom the tyranny of

Jamshid had driven into revolt, led an army into Persia, and, aided

by a party of the Persian nobility, expelled Jamshid, whom he

afterwards slew, and seized upon the throne of the Paishdadean

kings, which he (and his successors) are said to have retained for a

period which is stated at a thousand years. At length Persia was

delivered from bondage by the gallantry and conduct of a native chief

named Feridun,^ who rose against Zohak, and after a series of

' While treating of the Oriental accounts of Persia, I wish it to he understood

that I intend, by that name, the whole country called by the modern Persians

Iran. Of the Medes I am not aware of any mention being made in Oriental

history. I consider them to have been a powerful tribe of the same stock as the

Persians of Fars, whose name has gradually fallen into disuse since the time when
Cyrus raised his native country to the highest rank amongst the nations of Iran.

^ The name of Kaiomars appears to be Sanscrit, and signifies “ Body of Clay,”

and he is called by Persian writers Gil Shah, or “King of Clay.” The Parsi's

suppose him to be the first created being, which is correct with reference to the

extent of their knowledge ; for they have no account whatever of the deluge.

According to the Dabistan, he is only the first of the fifth dynasty of the kings of

Persia.

^ Other writers call Zoh^k the son of Shedad, king of Syria.-—See the Zinat

al TawariJch.

* There is a circumstance connected with the history of Feridun, as recorded

by the Persians, which I think is well deserving of attention. I allude to the story

of the Dirafsh i Kdwan, the famous Leather Standard of Persia. That such a

standard did exist, is proved by the fact of its having been taken by the Arabs,

under Saadi Wakas, the general of the Caliph Omar; but the question is, what

was its origin ? The Persians say it was first borne in the revolt of Feridun

(the Arbaces of the Greeks), when he freed his country from the yoke of Assyria.

But can it be supposed that a standard of so peculiar a nature should have escaped

the notice, not only of Herodotus and Ctesias, but also of Alexander, whose his-

torians have preserved no mention whatever of any such a standard being borne by
the Persians, Moreover Xenophon, who fought on the most momentous occasion
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brilliant successes, defeated and destroyed the power of the Tazis

in a great battle fought near the banks of the Tigris, whereby he not

only delivered his country from the foreign yoke and tyranny of

Zohak, but raised himself to the head of the vast empire of the Tazi

kings, which"stretched from Asia Minor, through Mesopotamia and

Persia, to Khorasan and Tartary, and the confines of China.

Feridun was succeeded by his grandson, Menucheher, who main-

tained in all its power and dignity the vast empire over which he

ruled. But from the accession of his successor Nozar, the power of

the Persian kings declined. The country w'as exposed to continued

insults from the warlike and hostile tribes of Turan. In one cam-

paign the unfortunate Nozar was made prisoner and slain by

Afrasiab, the famous king of Turan, who ruled over Persia for a

period of ten or twelve years. At the end of this time, he appears

to have been driven out by Zal, hereditary chief of Seistan, the hero

of this portion of Persian history, who raised in succession two kings,

named Zow and Kershasp, to fill the vacant throne of Persia. Little

is said regarding these princes, whose reigns were short, and not dis-

tinguished by any great exploit. Peace indeed seems to have been

purchased from Afrasiab, on terms, which the language of Firdousi

himself w'ould lead us to suspect were neither honourable nor advan-

tageous to Persia. But the weakness of Kershasp left the country

virtually, if not actually, without a king. The people were scattered

and without a head, till at length a pressing sense of their danger

compelled them to unite and elect a king, when the choice of the

nation fell on Kaikobad, the founder of the Kaianian dynasty of

Persia.

In viewing this portion of the history of Firdousi, we must
bear in mind the circumstances under which that history was com-

piled. It is almost certain that the list and chronicles of the kings

of Persia who reigned before the time of Alexander, were lost or

destroyed long before the age of Firdousi, and that nothing was

left to the people of Persia but the remembrance of those broad out-

lines of their history, which were sufficiently marked to fix on the

memory, and to preserve in some measure a sort of connexion be-

that ever summoned a king of Persia to the field, expressly says that the standard

of the empire was a golden eagle. And so says Q. Curtius. I consider that the

Persians have made up of facts, which are fundamentally true, a story which is

wrong in its application. I think that the hero of the Leather Apron was

Artaxerxes, or Ardashir, who subverted the empire of the Parthian kings, and

founded the Sassanian dynasty of Persia, a. d. 22(J, and who was, as Vaillant says,

Cujusdam Persm viri infimse sortis, et coriariam quidem exercentis filius.
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tween themselves and the founders of their empire. It is, therefore,

not likely that the names and duration of every reign would be pre-

served of a long dynasty of kings who had obtained a place in the

page of history, solely from having sat on the throne of Persia. It

is far more probable that the dynasty would be embodied in a single

individual under some name, or perhaps only some royal title which

was assumed by every king of the series, as the Caesar of the Roman
and Pharaoh of the old Egyptian empires. The reigns of Jamslnd,

therefore, and of Zohdk, may be regarded as a native and foreign

dynasty, of which no other details have been preserved, save only

that they subsisted, the one for 700, the other for what is termed

“a thousand years.” With regard to this term we should bear in

mind that it is commonly used, in the idiom of Persia, to represent

any great and indefinite quantity. Thus the Bulbul is called Hazar

Dastan, “ of a thousand tales,” from the great variety and compass

of its notes. So also a large double flower is called Hazar Beng, or

the flower of “a thousand leaves,” to which many other instances

might be added. The thousand years, therefore, of the reign of

Zohak, means nothing more than that Persia was subjected to a

foreign yoke for a very long but indefinite time.

The statement of Firdousi then, is simply this:—That the

Persian monarchy had subsisted for a period of 800 years, when it

fell before the arms of a foreign power which came from the west,

in the direction of the Tigris, and was called by the name of Tazi, or

Arabian.' That it remained subject to a foreign rule for a very long

^ There can be little doubt that tliese Tazis were Assyrians. Some Persian

authors indeed assert that they came from Nineveh; and Firdousi countenances

this assertion by saying, that wlien attacked by Arbaces, they made a final stand

on the banks of the Tigris, and were chased by the Persians across that river,

which we may therefore suppose to have been in the heart of their native country.

It is worthy of remark, though it need not surprise us, that the Persian historians

appear to have known nothing of the Assyrian empire under that designation,

though it is incorrectly stated by a great Orientalist, that “ Mohammedan writers

knew nothing of Nineveh.” The Arab geographers call it Niiiweh, and

say it was a city of the highest antiquity. The author of tlie Rouzct al Safa

calls it by the same name, and says it was the capital of Mesopotamia. They have

preserved, however, distinct accounts of the existence of a great power in ancient

times on the banks of the Tigris, and liave recorded some circumstances connected

therewith, as related in the writings of the Hebrew historians. The invasion of

Israel is mentioned, but the leader of it is called Punkun, king of Mesopotamia
;

and the destruction of the Assyrians before the walls of .Jerusalem is described as in

the Hebrew, except that by the Persians a wind is represented as the instrument

of the Divine wrath employed against the idolatrous hosts of Assyria. With
regard to the term Tazi, it is synonymous with Arab, and is applied to men, dogs.
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period of years, when it was freed by tlie gallantry of a native chief

named Feridun, who not only delivered his country from bondage,

but raised himself to the head of the Tazi empire. That in the

course of two or three generations the country fell into a state of

confusion, and was for some time without a king, when the people

elected a chief named Kaikobad to fill the vacant throne of Persia,

who became the founder of a race of kings which subsisted till the

time of Alexander the Great.

It is impossible to read this account of Firdousi, without

being struck by its near agreement with the statement of the Greeks.

By the reign of Zohak is evidently intended the Assyrian dynasty,

which ruled over Persia for a period which Herodotus enabels

us to determine at 520 years. The Feridun of Firdousi, who sub-

verted and usurped the Assyrian power, is thus identified with the

Arbaces of Ctesias, which gives, as the time of his elevation to the

throire, the year b. c. 821. And the Kaikobad of the Persians, who
lived about four generations after Feridun, and was called to the

throne by the people of Persia when they felt the want of a sovereign

head, is thus identified with the Deioces of Herodotus, who was

raised to the throne of his native country under exactly similar cir-

cumstances, in the year 710 before the Christian era.’

horses, &c. of Arab extraction. Oi the two words it is the most comprehensive,

and was applied, I consider, by the ancient Persians to the people of Mesopotamia,

Syria, Irak i Arabi, and Arabia, who spoke the Arabic, or some cognate dialect,

(which I regard as having been the language of the Assyrians,) in the same manner

as the term Feringi is applied indiscriminately to all Europeans, (save those of

Turkey,) by the Persian writers of the present day.

' ^^'^ith regard to the connexion between the Greek and Persian accounts of

the successors of Deioces or Kaikobad, I would refer to the excellent summary of

the Kalaiiian dynasty of the Persian kings, contained in chap. iv. and vii. of Sir

John Malcolm’s History of Persia. According to this, the Deioces and Phraortes

of the Greek historians are identified with Kaikobad, and a king whose name
Firdousi has not recorded, but who is called by the author of the Majmah al

Tawarikh, by the name of Aphra, which nearly agrees with the Phraortes of the

Greeks. The Cyaxares and Astyages of the Greek writers are both represented by

the Kaikaus of the Persians, whom some call the son and some the grandson of

Kaikobad. Kaiko.srou, is Cyrus, the founder of the Persian dj-nasty of the Greeks.

From this period we arc not able to identify with certainty the succeeding kings

till we arrive at Artaxerxes Longimanus of the Greeks, whose name alone is suffi-

cient to identify him with the Ardeshir-Dira'zdast, or Long-handed, of the Persians.

The interval is filled up by the Greek historians with the reigns of Cambyses,

Darius Hystaspes, and Xerxes, and the short usurpation of Smerdis-^Iagus and

Artabanus. Some writers have thought proper to call in question the reigns and

exploits of these princes, but their reasons for so doing are very insufficient, and the

light lately thrown on this portion of history by the inscriptions on the temples and
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These great points being determined, it is easy to account for the

apparent discrepancies which appear in the details of the several

historians. With regard to the difference between the accounts of

Herodotus and Ctesias, it has already been explained by showing

that these historians were treating of two separate and distinct

dynasties
j
and this explanation has been confirmed by the authority

of the native histories of Persia. But before entering on further

details, I will take a bi’ief notice of the history of the Assyrians, as

preserved in the sacred writings of the Hebrews.

The Scriptures make no mention of the Assyrians, from the time

of their first establishment by Ashur, till the eighth century before

the Christian era, if we except the casual notice of them by Balaam
when he was called upon to curse the children of Israel,' and a king

of Mesopotamia, mentioned in the Book of Judges, c. iii. v. 8, whom
I consider to be king of Assyria. But about the year 769 , when
Menahem had seized upon the throne of Samaria, we find it re-

corded that, “ Pul, the king of Assyria, came up against the land,

and Menahem gave Pul 1000 talents of silver that his hand might

be with him to confirm the kingdom in his hand.”'’ Menahem was

succeeded by his son Pekahiah, who was slain by the conspiracy of

Pekah, the son of Remaliah, the captain of his host, who seized

upon the throne b. c. 757. “ And in the days of Pekah cameTiglath-

pileser, king of Assyria, and took Ijon and Abel-beth-maachah, and
Janoah, and Kedesh, and Plazor, and Gilead, and Galilee, all the land

of Naphtali, and carried them captive to Assyria.”’' He also went

up against Damascus and took it, and carried the people of it cap-

tive to Kir, and slew Rezin, the king of Syria.'* In the year 737,
“ Hoshea, the son of Elah, made a conspiracy against Pekah, the

son of Remaliah, and smote him and slew him, and reigned in his

stead.”^ After an interregnum of nine years, " against him came
up Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, and Hoshea became his servant,

monuments of Egypt, bear ample testimony to the truth and correctness of the ac-

counts which we have received from the Greek autliors. The Persians have pre-

served the names of two kings only during this period ; the first named Lohrasp,

whom I consider to be Cambyses, the second Gushtasp, who was probably the
Darius of Greek history. The Isfandiar of the Persians, the son of Gurshasp, was
probably the famous Xerxes of the Greeks. He was probably called Shahmshah,
or king of kings ; the common title of the kings of Persia, which the Greeks may
be supposed to have Hellenized into Xerxes. The Persian Sh ± beins;o

always represented in Greek by X. Herodotus, I know, derives the name from
ep^eirjs, “ The Warlike.”

‘ Numbers xxiv. 22, 24. * 2 Kings xv. 19. ^ 2 Kings xv. 29.
* 2 Kings xvi. 9. * 2 Kings xv. 30.
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and gave him presents; and the king of Assyria found conspiracy in

Hoshea, for he had sent messengers to So, king of Egypt, and

brought no present to the king of Assyria as he had done year by

year, therefore the king of Assyria shut him up and bound him in

prison. Then the king of Assyria came up throughout all the land,

and went up to Samai’ia and besieged it three years. In the ninth

year of Hoshea, the king of Assyria took Samaria, and carried Israel

away into Assyria, and placed them in Halah, and in Habor by the

river of Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes.”*

Such is a brief summary of the accounts preserved by the kings

of Assyria in the Hebrew histories, from the time of their first inva-

sion of Israel, down to the capture of Samaria by Shalmaneser,

from which we are enabled to fill up in some measure the imperfect

accounts of the Greek historians, who have related but little of the

four princes who succeeded Arbaces, except their names and the

duration of their reigns.* Arbaces, as we have seen, ascended the

throne n. c. 821, and was succeeded by Mandauces, the end of

whose reign may be placed about the year 773. Of these two

princes no mention is made in the Hebrew scriptures, and Ctesias

has recorded but little regarding them. He tells us that Arbaces de-

stroyed Nineveh, conferred on Belesys the government of Babylonia,

and established himself in Ecbatana, all which I see no reason to

* 2 Kings xvii. 3—6.

* The following passage from Dr. Russell will show the chief points in which I

admit, and in which I differ from the authority of his opinion.

“ If I be right in this conjecture, it will follow that the four monarchs, who in

scripture are called the ‘King of Nineveh,’ Pul, Tiglath-pileser,' and Shalmaneser,

and who by Ctesias are denominated Arbaces, Mandauces, Sosarraus, and Artycas,

are respectively the same persons ; and that they were in fact, Assyrian kings who
had sprung from a Median family. As yet Assyria, Babylonia, and Media, were

under the same crown, and it was not until the year b. c. 711, that the people of

the last-named country, who were dissatisfied with the imperial government, revolted

from its authority, and made preparations for the establishment of an independent

sovereignty in their own land. After a certain period of anarchy, Dejoces was

elected king ; and at this point commences the IMedian kingdom properly so called

According to the views which we are now following, there were sovereigns of Median
extraction on the throne of Ecbatana, as well as that of Nineveh.”

Now according to Dr. Russell (Book ii. chap. 1.) Arbaces ascended the throne

of Nineveh b. c. 821, and, after a reign of twenty-eight years, was succeeded by
Mandauces, who reigned twenty years. The end of his reign will therefore be

about the year b. c. 773. Again, Dr. Russell himself shows (Prelim. Dissert.) that

Menahem ascended the throne of Samaria B. c. 7C9, in whose reign Pul uivaded

Israel. I consider, therefore, that in the above comparison of the list of Ctesias

with the scriptural accounts. Dr. Russell has committed an error, and think that

he would liimaelf acknowledge the correctness of the system here advanced.
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dispute. We cannot suppose that after such a revolution, the

Median usurper found the throne of Ninus an undisturbed pos-

session. There was little, however, to fear in the west, which was

awed by the presence and talents of Belesys, whose honour and

whose interests were alike engaged to put down any insurrection in

the western provinces. But it was otherwise in the eastern parts of

the empire, and the central situation of Ecbatana would naturally

recommend it to the Median chief, as the place best adapted for his

camp and his capital, till he had forced the warlike tribes of the

north to acknowledge the successor of their former masters. Whe-
ther he remained there for the whole period of his reign, or returned

to the ancient capital of the empire, we cannot determine from the

records of history. It is probable, however, that both he and

Mandauces, whom I hold to be the Menucheher of the Persians,

were long detained in their Persian provinces, perhaps in reducing

the tribes of Turan, which accounts for their celebrity in the annals

of Persia, and. for the silenee of the Hebrew writers respecting them.

Mandauces was succeeded by his son Sosarmus, who, according to

Ctesias, ascended the throne about 773 years b. c. Two generations

would have amply sufficed to secure and establish the Median

dynasty} and hence we might expect, that the same spirit which

had raised his fathers to the throne of Assyria, would, when all ob-

stacles were overcome, urge a young king to further conquest.

In perfect conformity with what is here supposed, we find that

during the reign of Menahem, which commenced in 7C9, a king of

Assyria invaded Israel. This king is called Pul in Hebrew history,

and must, from the time in which he lived, be the same as the

Sosarmus of the Greek historian. The next king of Assyria men-

tioned in Scripture, is called Tiglath-pileser, or Tiglath-pileneser,

who reduced Syria, invaded Israel, and carried away captive the

tribes of Gad and Reuben, and the half-tribe of Manasseh, as recorded

in 1 Chron. v. 26. This is generally supposed to have occurred

about twenty years before the fall of Samaria, or about the year

740 B.c. Now, according to Ctesias, Sosarmus died in 743, and

was succeeded by Artychas, who is thus identified with the Tiglath-

pileser of the Hebrews. The next king mentioned, is Shalmaneser,

who invaded Israel, and took Samaria, about the year b.c. 719,

who must, therefore, be identified with the Arbianes of Ctesias, who
ascended the throne on the death of Artychas.

It may, however, be objected to this, that the history of the suc-

cessors of Feriddn in Persia, according to the records of the native

historians, differs entirely from the account here given of the con-
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quests of the warlike princes of Nineveh. This difference, I think,

may be explained as follows. It has already been shown that I

consider the Arbaces and Mandauces of Ctesias, to be the Feridun

and Menucheher of Firdousi
j

and, also, that it is likely they

were long engaged in establishing security and peace in Persia. Now
Firdousi tells us, that Feridun, some time before his death, divided

his empire among his three sons, leaving to each a separate and inde-

pendent kingdom. These sons, however,were all cut off in a great civil

war, before the death of their father Feridun, and the empire, there-

fore, devolved entire upon his grandson and successor, Menucheher.

We may hence suppose that this prince adopted a similar policy, (it

has been followed by all the greatest conquerors in the East, as may
be seen in the instances of Jengiz Khan and Timur,) and that he, per-

haps, on his return from Persia, and the restoration of the ancient

capital of Assyria, divided his kingdom, which extended from the

shores of the Mediterranean, to China, giving Persia to Nozer,' and

Assyria to Sosarmus, as two separate and distinct principalities.

Hence, the Persians, in speaking of the successors of Feridun and

Menucheher, would allude to that branch of the family only, which

succeeded to the throne of their native country; whose calamitous

career, as related by Firdousi, fully accounts for the state of confusion,

which Herodotus and the Persians describe as the cause of the election

of Deioces, or Kaikobad. In like manner, Ctesias and the Hebrew
writers would have known of no other successors of Mandauces,

than those who succeeded to the throne of Nineveh. We need not,

therefore, he surprised that the accounts of the writers of the He-

brews and the Persians are on this point at variance with each

other; nor need we be reduced to the unwarrantable extreme of set-

ting aside and discrediting a grand national history, merely because

it differs in some of its details, from another history with which we
would identify it, and from which, in great measure, it is separate

and distinct.

With regard to the kings who succeeded Shalmaneser on the

throne of Nineveh, there is some difficulty in reconciling the accounts

of Ctesias and of Scripture, inasmuch as there is nothing recorded

by the Greek in any way analogous to the short and disastrous

* Firdousi tolls us, that Menucheher made Nozer king of Persia before his o^vn

death, and recommended him to the counsels of two famous Persian w’arriors, S5m
and Zal, in case of an attack from the tribes of Turan, which I think favours the

opinion here expressed, that lie was himself departing to another part of his empire.

Firdousi, however, it must be acknowledged, says he was dying.
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reiga of Sennacherib, the son and successor of Shalmaneser. Ac-

cording to Scripture, Sennacherib succeeded to the throne of Nine-

veh about the year b.c., 712 , and was assassinated by his sons

not long after his return from Israel, about two years after his

accession. According to the Greeks, Arbianes was succeeded on

the throne by Artaeus, who enjoyed a long reign of forty years. Now
if we suppose that there was something illegal in the elevation of Sen-

nacherib to the throne of Assyria, it will at once account for the

absence of his name from the Assyrian archives, and the consequent

silence of Ctesias on the subject, and will restore the harmony which

has hitherto been observed between the Greek and Hebrew histories.

And we find recorded many circumstances which strongly favour

this view of the case. It is evident from many parts of the Scripture,

that during the short reign of Sennacherib, the affairs of Assyria were

in a verytroubled and confused state. The Assyrian armies were de-

stroyed before Jerusalem. Media was a prey to anarchy and revolt

;

and rebellion raged within the walls of Nineveh, till Sennacherib him-

self fell a victim to its fury. This state of affairs would naturally be

seized on by the neighbouring nations to assert and establish their

own independence. The Medes raised themselves into a king-

dom, and the Babylonians' (who we know were subject to Shal-

maneser—they had probably been subdued by Tiglath-pileser®) sent

messengers to Hezekiah, king of Judah, as if they wished to make
a league against the common enemy. If, then, we suppose that the

elevation of Sennacherib to the throne of Assyria was violent and
illegal, and was, therefore, not recorded in the chronicles of the

kings of Nineveh, we shall find the difficulties of our subject removed,

and may proceed with the comparison of the lists of the remaining

kings of Assyria, according to the Greek and Hebrew accounts.

The Esarhaddon of Scripture, will be regarded as the legitimate suc-

cessor of Shalmaneser, and will thus be identified with the Artieus

of Ctesias. This prince appears to have been of a quiet and peaceful

disposition. Little is said of him in Hebrew history, except that

he appears to have tacitly admitted the independence of the Medes.
And the only event which the Greeks have recorded to mark his long

reign of forty years, is the revolt of the provinces bordering on
Media, and the total defeat of the imperial armies, by a body of

rebels in the hills of Cadasia.

Artaeus was succeeded on the throne by Artynas, the last of

the descendants of the great Arbaces, recorded by Ctesias. His

' 2 Kings xxvii. 24. * 2 Kings xx. 12.

VOL. IV. S
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reign is made to cease from the time of the accession of Cyaxares

the Mede to the throne of Media
j

for though there were kings of

Assyria for more than thirty years after that event, still, as Cyaxares

destroyed Nineveh, and transferred to himself the sceptre of the

Assyrians, he would naturally stand in the chronological list of the

sovereigns of Upper Asia, to the exclusion of the kings whom he

conquered and destroyed. Now this Artaeus, who succeeded Esar-

haddon, must have been that warlike king of Assyria who defeated

Phraortes, king of the Medes, the Arphaxad of Judith, and must,

therefore, be identified with the Nebuchadonosor of Hebrew history,

who, “ after having defeated and taken Arphaxad, in the mountains

of Reigan, and smote him through with his darts,” sent forth Holo-

phernes, the chief captain of his army, which was next to him, “ with

an overwhelming force, and ordered him to go against the West coun-

try, and to be avenged on the coasts of Cilicia, and Damascus, and

Syria, and that he would slay with the sword all the inhabitants of the

land of Moab, and the children of Ammon, and all Judea, and all that

were in Egypt, till ye come to the borders of the Two Seas, because

they had disobeyed his commandments,” when he summoned them to

join him in his late campaign against the Medes. On the success of

this expedition, history is silent
;
but it is highly probable that it was

short and disastrous. For we learn from Judith, that Holophernes

was killed, and his army, the elite of the Assyrian troops, defeated

before the walls of Bethulia. The loss of this array explains the

weakness in the Assyrian empire, of which Cyaxares took advan-

tage, by invading the kingdom, as related by Herodotus. The sway

of the once great kings of Assyria was already confined to the walls

of Nineveh, when they were saved from ruin, though exposed to a

fresh insult, by the incursion of a horde of Sythians, from the banks

of the Tanais, who overthrew all that opposed their advance, drove

Cyaxares into the hills of Media, and enjoyed for a period of twenty-

eight years undisputed possession of Upper Asia. Nineveh, itself,

does not appear to have suffered from their attacks. The indis-

criminate rapacity of these barbarians would be amply satiated on

the spoils of the fertile provinces of Assyria, and would render them

as indisposed as they were ill-prepared to waste their time in the

tedious and unaccustomed operations of a siege. But twenty-eight

years of luxury and indolence impaired their native strength and spirit.

They fled in their turn before the armies of Cyaxares, and Nineveh

was again exposed to his attacks. About the year b. c. 605, the capital

of the East fell before the combined power of the Babylonians and

the Medes. And the Assyrian name, and the Assyrian power, which
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had flourished for 1,600 years, was cast down and destroyed for

ever.*

’ The utter destruction of the most powerful nations and cities of antiquity, is

a striking feature in the history of the world. They appear to have been destroyed

by a moral deluge, which has scarce left a vestige of their former existence. The
history of Assyria, and the destruction of Nineveh, may be cited as illustrative of

this remark. The early history of this once great capital is buried in the darkness

of extreme antiquity.—According to the Scriptures, it was founded by Ashur, the

son of Shem, the son of Noah, about twenty-three centuries before the Christian

era. According to Ctesias and the Greek historians, it was built by Ninus, in the

twenty-second century n. c. The Greek, however, tells us that Ninus was not the

first king of Assyria : we may, therefore, suppose him to have been the son or

the grandson of Ashur, which wOl reconcile the slight difference between the two
accounts. Fi-om this early age, we have no account of the capital of Assyria, till

the time of the Arbacidae, in the ninth century before the Christian era, under whom
we may suppose it attained its highest state, splendour, and prosperity. About the

year b. c. 605, Nineveh was taken and destroyed by Cyaxares. But its fine situa-

tion on the banks of the Tigris, in the midst of the most fertile parts of Assyria,

would make it the abode of the merchant and husbandman, although it was no

longer the capital of an empire. Accordingly we find it mentioned by Ptolemy,

(L. xii.
) Tacitus, (An. 13,) Dion Cassius, and others, as holding a place in their

time among the cities of Assyria; and Ammianus Marcellinus (xxviii. 7,) speaks

I

of it as a large place, so late as the middle of the fourth century of the Christian

j

era. But the incursions of the Huns, in the fifth century, and the wars of Justi-

nian and Noshirwan, in the sixth, w'ould render the fertile banks of the Tigris ill-

adapted for the operations of agriculture or commerce. And weai’e, therefore, not

surprised to find, that in the year 627, the armies of Heraclitus contended with the

Persians for the empire of Assyria, on the ground where the capital of Ninus had
stood. In the words of the prophecy denomiced against her, “ She had become a
desolation, and dry—like a wilderness—a place for beasts to lie in.” Since that

period, Nineveh, like Babylon, has remained desolate. Still, in her desolation,

she has retained the vestiges of her former greatness. The ruins of her walls, and
towers, and palaces, lie along the Tigris, more like the works of nature than

of man ; and offer, in the silent solitude of the desert, an eloquent example of

worldly vicissitudes, but an imperishable monument of the grandeur and magnifi-

cence of the capital of Assyria. And the fate of Ecbatana is no less striking

;

were it not that its position is determined by the accounts of ancient writers, there

is little to show us, that the modern open town Hamadan, is the remains of the

once magnificent Ecbatana ; the town which Semiramis adorned with aqueducts

;

which Deioces encircled with a sevenfold wall; which the successors of Alexander,
and the Parthian kings long preserved as a royal city. Bochart has advanced a
strange opinion respecting the derivation of the word Ecbatana. Alluding to

the sevenfold wall of Deioces, each wall of which is said to have been of a different

colour, he observes :
—“ Ah hac colorum varietate putaverim Ecbatana dicta, quia

Arabice hodie id ipsum siguificat. Giggeius A1 Agbatha,

vario colore distinctus fuit.” Now, setting aside the question of an Arabic derivation

for a Median town, I would observe, that Agbatha does not mean “parti-

coloured,” but “dust'or brick-coloured.” Thus, according to the Kamus, it means

CllAXji dust-coloured, whence a lion is called t-" . gfl from his colour. So

S 2
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Before taking leave of the subject, I cannot omit to notice another

striking agreement between the accounts of the Greeks and the

Persians, in regard to the period to which they refer the establish-

ment of the Persian and Assyrian kingdoms. When the infant

colonies of the descendants of Noah spread themselves abroad in

separate parties to seek for a place wherein to settle, it is reasonable

to suppose that the same causes, whatever may have been their

nature or origin, which led to the institution of a sovereign autho-

rity in any one tribe or society, would have led to a similar result in

another, if similarly situated, at no very distant period of time.

When, therefore, we find accounts in two different anddistincthistories,

which fix the establishment of the sovereign authority in two neigh-

bouring kingdoms of the highest antiquity, at nearly the same

period of time, it must be admitted that the conformity of the two,

is an argument in favour of the truth of them both. According to

Ctesias, the empire of Assyria was founded by Ninus, more than

1300 years before the revolt of Arbaces the Mede, which occurred,

as we have seen, in the year b.c. 821. And this places the establish-

ment of the Assyrian monarchy in the twenty-second century before

the Christian era. According to Firdousi, the Paishdadean dynasty

had been on the throne 800 years before the invasion of the Tazis,

under Zohak, which event we have above referred to the year b. c.

1341, which gives for the establishment of the Persian monarchy

the year b.c. 2141,^ twenty years only before the year assigned by

the Greeks to Ninus, and these accounts are strikingly borne out by

Hebrew history. From the Hebrew Bible we learn that the earth

was divided in the time of Peleg, who was fourth in descent from

Shem, the son of Noah. Now Peleg was born in the second century

after the deluge, which, according to the chronology of the Hebrew
Bible,* was the twenty-second century before the Christian era; the

Meninskl renders it, on the authority of tlie Wan Kuli, “ Pulverulento quasi

colore praeditus,” and the Persian lexicographers represent it as a colour produced

by mixing black and red, which we all know produces a browui.

* The foundation of the Egjq^tian monarchy may also be referred to the same

period. The accession of Menes, the first king of Egj-pt whose reign appears to

be authentic, is fixed about the latter end of the twenty-third century b. c. Euse-

bius places it in the year b.c. 2258; Julius Africanus in 2218. (See Hales,

Analysis of Amient Chronol.) Dr. Pritchard gives the year 2214 for the same
event. (See Egyptian Antiquities.)

“ According to the Chronology of the Hebrew Bible, as calculated by Usher,

the Deluge occurred 2348 years before the Christian era. Plaj'fair makes it 2351.

A much longer period is assigned by the Greek and Samaritan versions, which I

consider to be incorrect.
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very century to which the Greeks and Persians refer the establish-

ment of the ancient empires of Persia and Assyria. And there is

another circumstance worthy of being noted. Peleg, according to

the Hebrew history, was the son of Eber, the son of Salah, the son

of Arphaxad, the son of Shem. Kaiomars, the first king of Persia,

was, according to the author of the Jehan Ard, the son of Delawad,

the son of Amin, the son of Arphaxad, the son of Shem, which

makes him exactly cotemporary with Peleg, “ in whose time the

earth was divided.” I consider Ninus to have been cotemporary

with Kaiomars, to whom Assyria was allotted in the division of the

earth. He was probably the grandson of Ashur, the son of Shem,
from M'hom his kingdom was called the Assyrian.

Bomhay, April, 1836.

PART II.

ON THE FATE OF THE TEN TRIBES OF ISRAEL AFTER THE
FALL OF SAMARIA.

“And God stirred up the spirit of Pul, king of Assyria, and Tiglath-

pilneser, king of Assyria, and he carried them away, (even the Reu-

benites, and the Gadites, and the half-tribeof Manasseh,) and brought

them unto Halah, and Habor, and Hara, and to the river Gozan,

unto this day.”— 1 Chron. v. 26.

“ And in the ninth year of Hoshea, the king of Assyria (Shal-

maneser) took Samaria, and carried Israel away captive into Assyria,

and placed them in Halah, and in Habor by the river Gozan, and

in the cities of the Medes.”

—

2 Kings xvii. 6.

Such are the accounts which history has preserved of the de-

struction of the Hebrew kingdom of Samaria, and of the carrying

away into captivity the ten tribes of Israel by Pul, Tiglath-pilneser,

and Shalmaneser, the kings of Assyria. The statement itself is dis-

tinct and indisputable, but involves two questions in addition to

those already discussed, which are still obscured by much doubt and

uncertainty. These questions are, first, “ Where were the captive

Israelites deposited ?” and second, “ Where are, or what has become

of their descendants ?” The consideration of these questions is the

subject of the present part of this inquiry.
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Now in order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion on the first

of the questions above stated, it is highly necessary that we clearly

understand those passages of scripture from which is derived all our

information regarding the subject now under discussion.* It will be

seen by a reference to the several versions of the Hebrew text, that

commentators and translators are by no means unanimous as to

what is the true meaning of the passages in question. And since to

every impartial inquirer, it must be a matter of considerable im-

portance to know the exact sense of the original, to ascertain what

the names preserved in Scripture are intended to represent, whether

towns, or countries, or districts, or rivers, before he can proceed to

identify them with places now existing, or preserved in authentic

works on geography, I will offer a few brief observations on what I

conceive to be the meaning conveyed in the words of the Hebrew
Bible.

There are two passages in the English version which I cannot

but regard as decidedly objectionable. The first of these is in the

1 Chron. v. 2G, where the words in: are rendered “ the

river Gozan,” from which it would seem that Gozan is to be under-

stood as the name of a river. But in Hebrew the two substantives

are placed in construction, as is shown by the punctuation, and

therefore the latter must be, as we say, in the genitive case. Accord-

ing to this the passage would be rendered the “ River of Gozan,”

making Gozan the name of a town or country
j
and this view’ of the

question is supported by other passages of Scripture, in which Gozan

is mentioned as the name of a place. Thus, in 2 Kings xix. 12,

Sennacherib alludes to it as one of the places which his ancestors

had reduced. “ Have the gods of the nations delivered them which

my fathers had destroyed, as Gozan and Haran ?” &c. From all

which it must, I think, be inferred, that Gozan was the name of a

town or country, and not of a river, as would appear from the read-

ing in the English Bible.

* The following is a specimen of the discrepancy between the several trans-

lations :

—

1. Septuagint.—Kal KaronKriaev airoiis fv"A\ae Kai iv "Afiap Trorapois To>^av koX

opr) MT)8a>v.

2. Vulgate.—Posuitque eos in Ilala, ct in Habor, juxta fluvium Gozan, in civita-

tibus Medorum.

3. Chaldee Paraphrase.—Et coUocavlt eos in Hhalah, et in Habor, fluvio Gozan,

et urbibus Madai.

4. Arabic Paraphrase, (Translation) with which the Syriac agrees.—Et habitare

fecit illos in Hilah, et in Habor, fluminis Gozan, &c.
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The other passage to which I object, is in 2 Kings xvii. 6. The

text is jnj “inj -nnnn, which is rendered in the English Bible

“Habor, by the river of Gozan,” where the particle “by” is intro-

duced without authority^' there being nothing to correspond there-

with in the oi'iginal. The interpretation is simply, and cannot with

propriety be other than this, “ To the Habor, the river of Gozan,”

which, as we have seen, was a town or country.

As regards “ Halah,” there are no means for ascertaining pre-

cisely whether it is the name of a town or of a river. It may in

both passages be understood as either
j
but from the manner in

which it is coupled with the Habor, where that is called the river of

Gozan, I should rather be induced to regard it as a river. The Greek

translation called the Septuagint, seems to take this for granted, and

renders the passage ev %\a6 Kal iv ^'A^cop TTordpiOL'i Tco^av, “about

the Halah, and about the Habor, rivers of Gozan,” which, although

it is not a literal version, must I think be regarded as substantially

correct.

As to Hara, it may be observed that there is some controversy

about this name. Usher reads it Haran, and identifies it with

the Haran of Genesis xi. 31, and of 2 Kings xix. 12, in which

place it is also, as in the present instance, associated with Gozan.

I am therefore disposed to assent to the opinion of the learned pre-

late above mentioned, especially as some Arabs, to whom I have

mentioned the name Hara, have not hesitated to identify it with the

well-known Haran of Mesopotamia
;

I think it not unlikely, that, at

some period of its history, this town was known by the name of

Hara, for the Greeks and Romans always wrote it Xappai, and

Charrae, which would hardly have been done had the place been

called Haran, with the final N. as fully sounded, as in the ancient

Hebrew and modern Arabic names.

These remarks will suffice to show how in my opinion the pas-

sages before us ought to be understood and translated. I will there-

fore proceed to make some remarks on the opinions which are at

present generally entertained regarding the situation of those places

^ The cause of the introduction of this particle is obvious. By the literal inter-

pretation, “ Habor, the River of Gozan,” Habor is identified with the river of

Gozan ; to which it was objected, that in the other passage above quoted from

1 Chron. v. 26, Habor and the river Gozan are separately mentioned, as two dif-

ferent localities. But when it is considered, as wiU be shown in the sequel, that

the Habor is actually the river of Gozan, and also that a town and district in the

vicinity of that river are known by the same name, it will be evident that the

liberty taken with the text is as needless as it is improper.
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to which the captives of Israel were carried, and to show the insuf-

ficiency and inconclusiveness of the arguments upon which they are

generall}’- supported. It would be a task as useless as uninteresting,

to take a review of the several opinions of the many writers on this

controverted question
;
and as the objections I have to make apply

not so much to the details of any particular case, as to the method
which has been pursued in all, I will confine my remarks to a single

example, and for this will select the hypothesis of Bochart, in con-

sequence of the publicity it has generally acquired from having been

adopted, in toto, by Wells in his Geography of the Bible, and by

Patrick in his Commentary on the Old Testament, in reliance on

the opinion of that celebrated Orientalist.

According to Bochart, the captives from Israel were carried to

Calachena,' a town in theN. E. of the Assyrian empire; to Chaboras,

a mountain, and Gauzania, a town still further to the north, in the

direction of the Caspian, and to Aria, which he supposes to be put

lor Media, that is to say, towards the modern provinces of Azarbi-

jan and Khorasan. It appears that the grounds on which Bochart

has proceeded to identify these places with those mentioned in

Scripture are, first, a certain similarity in name, and secondly, the

circumstance of their being, as he makes them, “Cities of the IMedes.”

With regard to the latter part of the argument, which appears to have

been regarded as a point of great importance with almost every one

who has written on the subject, it is necessary to observe, that there

is nothing whatever in the Scripture accounts from which it can be

argued that the places there mentioned must be regarded as identi-

cal M’ith the cities of the Medes. The copulative conjunction does

not require that the things which it is applied to connect together,

should be identical or synonymous with each other. On the con-

trary, if any argument can be drawn from a grammatical analysis

of the passage in the text, it would be that Halah and Habor, &c.,

were other places than cities of the Medes
;

for a conjunction joins

things not identical but different. With regard, however, to the

similarity in name, not only is this incomplete and far-fetched, but,

supposing it to be much more perfect than it is, we should find that

it would not of itself be an argument to establish the identity of any
one particular place, with any of those mentioned in Scripture

history. For in the maps of the old Assyrian empire, and in the

’ It is obvious that Calacliena is a very different word from Halah, and we
have no authority for identifying tlie mountain Cliaboras of Bochart with the Ha-
bor of Scripture, wliieh is said to have been a town or river. The objection is lees

with regard to Gauzania, except that the Gozan of Scripture history is said to be
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very same pages of Ptolemy’s Geography which contain the names

which Bochart has selected, we find Caherasa, Chalcis, Gasina, and

Coana
;
and of Chaboras, Chalcitis, Gauzania and Charrse

;
of

Colchis, Iberia, and many others which bear a resemblance at least

as near to those in our text, as the mountain Chaboras, Calachena,

Gauzania, and Aria, above mentioned. It is evident, therefore, that

a mere similarity is not of itself by any means conclusive, in favour

of any particular place; there must be a probability on other grounds

(as well as this, which is also necessary), the want of which, in my
opinion, constitutes a great and fundamental objection to the argu-

ments of Bochart, and of every other writer on the subject.

We have seen that at the time of the capture of Samaria, not

long before the elevation of Kaikobad, the Persian monarchy was in

a state of utter anarchy and confusion, subject to constant inroads

from the tribes of Turan, who were only checked by the conduct

of Zal, and the gallant chiefs and warriors of Seistan. It is, there-

fore, improbable, as opposed to the whole tenour of Persian history,

to suppose that at that period a king of Assyria would have meddled

at all in the affairs of the north-eastern provinces of Persia, parti-

cularly as we learn from Hebrew history, that so much of the atten-

tion of the Assyrian armies was turned at that time towards the

kingdoms in the west, which afforded, it is probable, not only a

more easy, but a more valuable conquest, than could be wrested

from the waidike tribes in the north. It is no less improbable that

a king of Assyria should have carried away a whole nation of cap-

tives, across countries so arid and so diflicult to traverse as the plains

of Mesopotamia, and the rugged mountains to the north of Assyria,

to place them in the remote and turbulent provinces now known as

Azarbijan, Khorassan, and Seistan. Nor is this objection much
diminished, if we admit the supposition of Rennell and others, that

situated near the river Habor, whereas the stream which flowed by Gauzania, is

known in the pages of ancient history by no other name than that of Cyrus. How-
ever we have no authority for supposing that Aria was the ancient name of Media.

It is, indeed, asserted by some geograpliers, that tlie Medes were once called 'Apiot,

Arians, as were our ancestors once called Saxons and Normans, &c. But it is no-

where said that the country of the Medes was ever known by the name of Aria.

Weave indeed told by the Winstons (Amiotat. in Moses Chorenen. Hist. Armen.)
that the name is derived from a word signifying, “ Bold, Courageous,” which would
account for the Medes being called Arians, but would not authorize the assumption

that their country was called Aria, and might therefore be identified with the Hara
of Scripture. The Aria of the ancients lay to the east of the province of Khorasan,

in the direction of the Seistan of the modern Persians, which is famous from having

been the principality of Z51, and the great heroes of Persian history, who lived, as

has been show, about the time of the captivity of Israel.
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a portion of the nation of Israel only, consisting of fighting-men,

artificers, &c., were carried away captive into Assyria. But this

opinion is purely conjectural, and opposed to the whole tenour of

Scripture history. Other objections might also be advanced against

the hypothesis now under discussion, but as I have said that I ob-

ject chiefly, not so much to any one hypothesis in particular, as to

the insufficient grounds on which they all are established, I will

not dwell on this point any longer, but proceed to point out those

localities to which it seems probable that a king of Assyria would,

in the then state of the Assyrian empire, have carried a nation whom
he had expelled from Samaria.

It has already been shown, in the preceding part of this inquiry,

that Arbaces the Mede ascended the ancient throne of Nineveh

about the year 821 before the era of our redemption
j
and that he

was succeeded by Mandauces, who died about the year 773. These

two princes we have already identified with the Feridun and

Menucheher of Persian history
j
and have shown, from a comparison

of the several records which treat on the subject, that it is as evident

as it is probable, that the latter prince pursued the common policy

of Oriental conquerors, by dividing his empire among his sons, and

that, therefore, the histories of Persia and of Assyria are henceforth

to be regarded as separate and distinct. Mandauces was succeeded

in Assyria by Sosarmus, and this prince and his successors, Arty-

cas and Arbianes, must be identified, as we have seen, with the Pul,

Tiglath-pilneser, and Shalmaneser, of the Hebrews.* We are dis-

tinctly informed in the sacred history, that Tiglath-pilneser, not long

before the invasion of Israel, had conquered Syria, and carried away

the inhabitants in bondage to Assyria. And we are likewise told

that, on the reduction of Samaria, Shalmaneser brought men from

Babylon and Cuthah, and the adjoining countries, to place in the

lands of the children of Israel.® Now we learn from Ctesias, that

* 2 Kings xvi. 9.

* “ And the king of AssjTia brought men from Babylon and from Cuthah, and

from Avah, and from Sepharvaim, and placed them in the cities of Samaria, instead

of the children of Israel.”—2 Kings, xvii. 24.

With regard to these places, they may still be traced in the countries adjoining

Mesopotamia and Assyria. Babylon is well known. Cuthah, HTHD *® ®f*ll pre-

served. Thus the Kamoos olj.s!L> “Cutha is a tomi in

Irdk, or Babylonia.” Avah is, I imagine, the Auchanitis regio of the

ancients, situated above Babylon, on the right bank of the Euphrates. (Nitis is an
affix, which subtracted leaves Aucha, which is perhaps the nearest form by which the

Greeks and Romans could represent the guttural sound contained in the Hebrew
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on the elevation of Arbaces, the province of Babylon was awarded

to Belesys, as an independent principality, to be held by him, without

the payment of tribute, as the price of his assistance in the revolu-

tion by which Sardanapalus was deposed. It is, therefore, evident

that the kings of Assyria could not have interfered with the affairs

of Babylon, unless in their career of conquest in the west, under the

warlike successors of Arbaces, they had invaded and reduced that

country also, when they would naturally pursue the same course

with its inhabitants, which we are informed that they adopted towards

the Israelites and Syrians. We read, moreover, in the blasphemous

message of Sennacherib to Hezekiah, king of Judah, that Haran
also, and the adjoining parts of Upper Asia, had fallen before the

tide of Assyrian invasion, from which we may infer that the inhabit-

ants of that part of the country also, shared the common fate of a

conquered province, and were driven in exile to a foreign country.

The devastating influence of such wars, and such a policy, in a region

so arid as that part of Mesopotamia, would have left a desert

between the Tigris and Euphrates, which could not have been crossed

by a whole nation of captives, but which it was the obvious policy of

the Assyrians to restore to cultivation, by the introduction of a

colony from a foreign land. Had people been brought from Babylon
or Assyria, the immediate vicinity of their native country would
afford them too great facilities for escape. The same objection would
have made it unsafe to leave the Israelites in Damascus, and the

adjoining cities of Syria. And hence we must conclude, that Meso-
potamia was the place, to which it is most probable that a consider-

able portion of the captives of Samaria were driven in bondage by
the kings of Assyria.

In the well-known geographical work of Edrisi, it is stated,’ that

name.) Hamath, nan is preserved wtliout variation in the Syrian town of

Hamah, or Hamat. and Sipharvaim may be traced in the Sip-

phara of Ptolemy, situated in Babylonia, not far above Babylon. Sipharvaim, it

may be remarked, is in the dual number ; the singular is Siphara, or Sipharva. The
Sipphara of the Greeks lay on the left bank of the Euphrates, and, it is probable

that the district extended to the opposite bank of the river ; hence, being divided

into two portions, it would with propriety be called Sipharvaim, or the two Sipharas.
* The words of the Geographer are,

—

^
“ And from A1 Habor to Karkasfah is two marches ; and Karkasiah is a town
on the east bank of the Euphrates, and under it flows the Hermas, commonly
called A1 Habor.”
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about 250 miles west of Bagdad, near the left bank of the river Eu-

phrates, stands the town of A1 Habor, and that two

marches further to the westward is a river, the only one of size in

Mesopotamia, which comes down from the north, and falls into the

Euphrates, at Karkasiah, the Circesium of the Roman geogra-

phers. The name of this river is Hermas, but says our

author it is generally called by the name of A1

Habor, which name, he also tells us, is extended to the district
>

stretching for miles along the banks of the river. Not many miles

west of the source of this stream, stands the ruined, but well-known

town of Haran Kara, the Xappai and Charrae of the

ancient geographers. About fifty miles from Karkasiah, up the

Habor, at its junction with another stream, stands the town of

Naharain, or, the Town of the Two Rivers.” The one

is the Habor, which flows dow'n to Naharain from a W’esterly

direction. The other is called A1 Halih ^1„^1 and Halah by the

Arabs, and the country on its bank is called by Ptolemy Gauzanitis

PaufavtTi?. When, therefore, in the very places where we have seen

it is most probable that the Israelites were deposited, we find every

name recorded in Scripture so little changed in the lapse of centuries,

we may, I think, rest satisfied, that we have ascertained the locality

in which the captives from Samaria were placed.

It remains, then, to notice “ the cities of the Medes,” of which a

general mention only has been recorded, as if they were places more

remote and less known than Haran, and the neighbouring parts of

Mesopotamia, and which cannot, I think, be properly understood in

any but a plain and literal sense,—that part of the captives were

carried into Media. It is distinctly stated in the history of Tobit,

that in the times immediately subsequent to the capture of Samaria,

several families of the Israelites were settled about Nineveh, and in

Rages, and Ecbatana, and other cities of Media; and even had this

evidence not been preserved, a consideration of what was the obvious

policy of the Assyrians, would lead us to suppose that some such

distribution of the captives would be made. Experience had shown

It appears that the Jews of Mesopotamia entertain an idea, tliat tliese are the

sites to wliieh the captives of Samaria were carried. And it is remarked by the

Rabbi David ben Hillel, in his travels through Mesopotamia, that, “about two

hours’ distance from Nisebbin, I passed a small river whicli the Israelites call

Halah, which comes from the mountains. The Arabs call it A1 Hali. It appears

to me that it is the same river which is mentioned in 2 Kings xvii. 6. because it is

very near the cities of the Medes, and the river Hdvor is not far from it.’’.
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them that misfortune and adversity could not reduce the proud spirit

of the children of Israel
;
a three years’ siege of Samaria bore witness

to the obstinate nature of their courage; and it is, therefore, not

likely that the conquerors would introduce them into the heart of

the Assyrian empire, without taking the precaution of breaking those

bonds of union and nationality, on which the strength of the Israel-

ites so vitally depended, for which no means could be more easy and

more effectual than the dividing them among the districts of Meso-

potamia and Media, with the armies of Nineveh interposed between

them.

We have thus arrived at the second question proposed for con-

sideration, as to what has become of the descendants of the captives:

a point on which history is unfortunately silent. Had there been

only one dispersion of the children of Israel, we might have been

enabled, with less data than we actually possess, by the sole means

of physiognomy and language, to trace their descendants among the

nations of the earth, or be certain that the objects of our search

were no more. But in the case before us, we require some means

to distinguish the objects of our inquiry, from those of the same

nation, who were subsequently carried off, or dispersed in all direc-

tions, when Jerusalem was taken by Nebuchadnezzar, and subse-

quently by the armies of the Roman emperors. But history is

silent, language and physiognomy are evidently ineffectual, and there

is, therefore, nothing to which we can look, to guide us in the wilds

of speculation and conjecture, but the faint and uncertain glimmer

of tradition.

But in this instance, tradition fails us; for we do not know of a

tribe or people, who have preserved a tradition, or of whom a tradi-

tion has been preserved by others, that they are descended from the

captives of Israel. ' But since there are certain opinions and specu-

lations, which have obtained from the great names with which they

are associated, a considerable degree of publicity and belief, although

they are devoid of any real foundation, it may be satisfactory, while

treating on the subject, to take them briefly into consideration.

The opinion which has gained most general notoriety, from the

manner in which it has been advanced by Sir W. Jones, is that

* I should perhaps except the modern Samaritans, or Sichemites, who claim

descent from Ephraim and Manasseh. “We believe in Moses, and in Mount
Gerizim. We have priests of the race of Levi, descended in a right line from
Aaron and Phineas. We are all of the tribe of Joseph, by Ephraim and Manas-
seh, and of the tribe of Levi ; our habitation is in the Holy City of Sichem al Gaza.”
See Letter addressed by the Sichemites to the Jews of England.

—

Basnage.
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which supposes the fierce tribes of Afghanistan to be the descendants

of the captives of Samaria. Now it is to be observed, that in the

histories and traditions of the Afghans, upon which it is supposed that

this opinion is established, there is no mention whatever of Samaria,

or of the Assyrians. On the contrary, according to their own tra-

ditions, the Afghdns are descended from the captives of Jerusalem,

who were taken, when their country was overrun by Nebuchadnezzar,

and placed about Ghour and Kandahar, whence they took their

present name, from one Afghana, a son of Saul, from whose family

they claimed descent. Now it is clear, that this story, supposing it

to be authentic, does not warrant the conclusion that the Afghans

are the descendants of the captives of Samaria. And there are no

other traditions whatever on the subject; nor other grounds upon

which this hypothesis can be supported. So that it is, in fact,

opposed to those very histories and legends, upon which alone it

rests for its support.

Another opinion, is that which has been advanced by Major Ren-

nell, in his Geography of Herodotus, where he states, on the authority

of Josephus and Abulfeda, that there were, in ancient times, several

settlements of Jews scattered throughout Media and the adjoining

provinces; and one in particular, which was called Jahudia, which

he supposes to have been established by the captives of Samaria.

Now the settlement, as is stated, was called Jahudia, or the Place

of the Jews
;
and this is an argument that the captives of Judah,

not those of Israel, were the original founders of these Jewish colo-

nies; as the Israelites would never have called a town which they

founded, by the name of that tribe from which they had separated,

and with whom they were engaged in constant hostility. Had the

inhabitants of these early settlements called themselves Israelites, or

children of Israel, an argument might be found in favour of this

opinion
;
but as it is, the argument is against it.

Another opinion, and which I myself have heard expressed by

well-informed Jews, both of India and Arabia, is founded on a tra-

dition, which seems to be current among the Jews in the East, that

the ten tribes of Israel are still in existence, somewhere beyond a

river which they call “ the river of tribes,” which they say is situated

in a north-easterly direction, beyond the confines of Tartary and of

China. Although it is probable that this opinion rests on no other,

or no better foundation, than the belief entertained so fondly by the

Jews, that their kingdom will be restored on the advent of the Mes-

siah, when the lost tribes will be brought back, and re-established in

Jerusalem, it is curious nevertheless, and worthy of attention, from
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its conformity with an opinion once so generally received, which
would derive the several tribes of North American Indians, from an
Hebrew origin.^ It is certain, and for the cause of knowledge it is

to be regretted, that when the idea of tracing the wanderers of

Israel to the wilds of the new world first suggested itself to the

early settlers in America, it was, from its novelty, and the great

interest of its subject, of a nature too calculated to seize upon the

imagination, and to enlist the wishes of the pious and contemplative

^ The idea of the Hebrew origin of the North American Indians, which was
advocated so warmly by the early settlers in the new world, appears of late to be
very generally disregarded, or to be looked on as an idle and visionary speculation,

the mere offspring of the enthusiasm and imagmation. That men who were excited

by the interest of the subject, should fancy some analogies and points of resem-

blance, where others, who were indifferent, or perhaps incredulous, were unable to

perceive, or unwilling to admit them, is too much in accordance with human nature

to excite our surprise. But to say that the several facts and arguments which have

been adduced by so many different authors in support of this opinion, are nothing

more than the effects of imagination, is a bare assertion against positive testimony,

a mode of reasoning too unphilosophical to satisfy the mind of the most superficial

inquirer. The idea of the Hebrew origin of the North American Indians, was
entertained by almost all the first ministers who settled in New England, as early

as the middle of the sixteenth century. It appears to have been first suggested to

John Elliot, (the Indian Evangelist, as he is deservedly called,) by a Mr. Wins-
low, the agent in New England of the Massachusetts colony, about the year

1549 ; and was communicated as the opinion of a learned Jew, named Rabbi ben
Israel. It was subsequently maintained by several other writers on the subject,

and supported by arguments drawn from several striking peculiarities, which cha-

racterise the manners, customs, religion, usages, and physiognomy of the North
American Indians. These writers are far too numerous to be quoted, but the

report of Mr. Blome and Cotton Mather’s “ Magnalia Christi Americana,” pub-

lished in the seventeenth century, and the work of Adair in the eighteenth, though

not altogether free from objections, will suffice to show the general opinion of the

, age in which these writers lived. In later times the subject has been treated by
Dr. Bodinot,'in his “Star in the West,” in which he has applied to it the interpre-

tation of the dream contained in 2 Esdras xiii. 39, et seq., which contains these

remarkable words :
—“ And whereas thou sawest that he gathered another peaceable

multitude unto him ; those are the ten tribes which were carried away prisoners

out of their own land, in the the time of Osea, the king, whom Salmanasar, the

king of Assyria, led aw'ay captive, and he carried them over the waters ; and so

came they into another land. But they took this counsel among themselves, that

they would leave the multitude of the heathen, and go forth into a further country

where never mankind dwelt. That they might there keep their statutes, which

they never kept in their own land. And they entered unto Euphrates, by the nar-

row passages of the river. For the Most High then showed signs for them, and

,
held stUl the flood till they were passed over. For through that country, there was

a great way to go, namely of a year and a half ; and the same region is called

1

Arsareth,” &c. The last writer on the subject is Colton. And in these authors

{

may be found perhaps all that can be said on the question.
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in the establishment of its probability, to be dispassionately and
fairly viewed

j
“ we are, therefore, (to use the words of Jervis on

this subject,) constantly led to suspect the fidelity of the statements

of these early writers, because their judgments had lost their equi-

poise, and they saw everything through a discoloured medium.”

But it is equally to be regretted, that those who thought proper to

reject these hypotheses, founded, as they appeared to be, on a number
of positive facts and circumstances, did not think it necessary to

give their reasons for so doing, or to enter into the exposition of the

fallacy of those arguments, or the misstatement of those circum-

stances, upon which the opinion which they rejected appeared to be

established. Instead of this, they seem to have been satisfied

with a single argument
;
and on the grounds of an opinion that the

language of the North American Indians was different and distinct

from that of the Hebrews, they have abandoned the subject, as

undeserving of further comment or consideration. As a general

rule, it may be admitted, “ that the most unequivocal method of

ascertaining the origin of a people, is to examine with attention the

character of their language, and to compare it with tlie languages of

more ancient nations.” But the history of some of the wandering

tribes of the East, shows that this rule is not always to be relied on
j

and that the Parsees of India, are not the only people, who, having

wandered, or been driven from their native land, have abandoned,

entirely, the language of their ancestors, and adopted that of the

country where they settled. If, therefore, it is true, as is so gene-

rally stated, that the Indians of North America have preserved in

their physiognomy so strong a resemblance to the Jewish features,

that, to use the quaint expression of an early writer, “ a man would

think himself in Duke’s Place, or Bury Street, in London, when he

seeth them if there are in the rites and ceremonies of their

religion, so many points of conformity with the Jewish ritual, as are

generally admitted—if the sacred character with which they invest

the ark, or covered chest, which they carry in their expeditions is

not grossly exaggerated, or utterly misstated—if they apply the

Hebrew term, A-loh-heem, or “ Gods,” to the “ Great Spirit,” the

name by which they call the Deity, and if “ in their sacred songs

and dances, Hal-le-lu-yah is often heard as perfectly as in a Chris-

tian choir;” and, to cite but one other point of resemblance, if their

deep veneration for the word Jehovah resembles so nearly as is

stated the awe with which the Hebrews regard the mysterious name

Jehovah; the mere difference of language is not, in my opinion,

sufficient to discredit their Hebrew origin, in opposition to the
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testimony of so many circumstances, which cannot be attributed to

chance or to accident.' From the traditions of the Jews who are

scattered throughout China, we are informed that their ancestors

were established in that country during the reign of the Han
dynasty, which ascended the throne in the third century before the

Christian era
3
and there is nothing therefore extravagant or impro-

bable, in supposing that in times as remote or more ancient, another

body of the same people were driven from their settlements by the

causes which impelled those who fled into China, and that, taking a

somewhat more northerly course, they persevered in their wander-

ings till they reached the narrow channel between Asia and America,

(supposing such a channel to have existed in those times,) which,

whether they were seeking a more genial climate, or were fleeing from

the attacks of the wild tribes of Tartary, they would have been equally

desirous of crossing. Necessity may have compelled them to join

I

themselves in intercourse with the tribes who preceded them in the

occupation of America, till the language of their fathers fell into dis-

use, and nothing remained to bear witness to their descent, save the

marks which nature has stamped upon their features, and those

(
rites and ceremonies of the religion of their ancestors, which their

j

‘ ignorant superstition may have led them to retain, in the absence of

f any more inviting form of worship, long after the religion of which

I
they were the symbols had been lost and forgotten in the stream of

* time. Still, however, supposing it were proved that the American

J Indians were of Hebrew descent, it would be of little use in our pre-

sent inquiry. No certain argument could be adduced for assigning

, their origin to the captives of Samaria, rather than to the Jews who
i _• were driven from Jerusalem. Much less, in the absence of all record
!' ’ and tradition, can it be asserted that any traces of the ten tribes of

Israel can be found among the Indians of North America,

i The last opinion which has been advanced on the subject, is that

i of the well-known Dr. Wolff. He says that “In the year 1829,

j

V being then at Jerusalem, I said to my wife, Bochara and Balkh are

. very much in my mind, for I think I shall there find the ten tribes.’’

, In pursuance of this idea, he set off on his travels. On his arrival

\ at Meshed, he found there several Jews, of whom he says, “ that

i

*
they protest against the name of Jew

5
they want to be called

j
)

' With regard to their language, Colton observes, that “ the universal para-

f mount requisition among them of the guttural organs in the use of their languages

% is a remarliable type of the Hebrew.”

VOL. IV. T
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i. e., Beni Israel, children of Israel.” On arriving at

Bokhara, he entered into diseussion with the Jews of that place, and

says, “ Rabbi Gaday informed me that the old Rabbis of Bochara

assert that Balkh and Bochara were the Habor and Halah of

2 Kings xvii. 6, and that the Ammoo, called also the Gihoon or

O.xus, is the river Gozan, mentioned in the same ehapter
;
that the

Jews at Subzawar had been carried by some king to Samarkand,

Balkh, and Bochara.” The Mussulman moollas confirmed this

opinion, by saying that Balkh was originally called Hanah, and sub-

sequently Halah. He proceeds to say, “ Some of the Jews say that

the ten tribes are beyond China, and one must eross the Sumbatyon

in order to reach them
;
but the river is very stormy through the

whole week, exeepting on the Sabbath-day. On the Sabbath, Gen-

tiles were allowed to cross it, but not the Jews, for the ten tribes

would say. Why do you transgress the law, by crossing the river on

the Sabbath day? and would stone them, aceording to the Mosaical

law. Though this is mixed with fiction, there is no doubt that some

of the tribes are in China, as I hope to prove when I come to the

narrative of my journey to Cashmere. The tradition already men-

tioned of the emigration of the children of Israel to Isheen-Patsheen,

shows that some of the ten tribes must have been there, though I

believe likewise the Benee Israel round and at Bombay, to be of the

ten tribes. Rabbi Joseph ben Zachariah ben Mashah, from Sanaa in

Yemen, now at Bochara, a very learned man, who speaks, as do all

the Jews of Yemen, beautifully the Hebrew tongue, and also the

Arabic language, tells me that the Benee Israel at Bancoot, near

Bombay, are believed by the Jews of Yemen to be of the ten tribes.”

The opinion, then, of the missionary Wolff, appears to be (for it is

not very clearly expressed), that the ten tribes are around Lassa, in

Tibet and China. But the grounds on which this opinion is

founded appear to be purely speculative, being nothing more tnan

vague traditions not sufficient to set at rest, in a satisfactory manner,

any part of the subject now under discussion. The followers of the

law of Moses in Tibet and China may be Israelites, but there is no-

thing to show that they are not Jews.

Before quitting this part of the subject, I may notice the singu-

lar race of people above alluded to, who, though unquestionably of

Hebrew descent, are distinguished from all others of the same

family by certain peculiarities, so marked and singular, that they are

well deserving of the attention of those who enjoy an opportunity of

inquiring into their history. I allude to the people who are gene-
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rally known as the Black Jews of Malabar.* By their own accounts,

as far as I can learn, they arrived in India not long after the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem by the Roman armies under Titus
j
they say that

the ships in which they had embarked were wrecked on the western

coast of India
;
that a few of the men only escaped, who married

women from the part of the country on which they were thrown,

from whose offspring the present people are descended. It is, how-

ever, to be observed, that they call themselves Beni Israel, or

children of Israel, and not Jews, the general name by which the

followers of the law of Moses are, I believe, universally called.

They declare, however, that they are Jews or Yahudi,^ though for

this I can find no other authority than their own assertion, founded

on their wish to appear of the same caste or family with the .Tews

of Arabia, Syria, &c., by whom they are regarded with the utmost

contempt. Moreover they differ in stature and physiognomy from

the Jews of the other parts of Asia, from which and from other cer-

tain peculiarities. Dr. Buchanan found reason to believe “ that they

arrived in India many ages before the white Jews, who regard them

as being of an inferior caste.” The subject is one on which little is

known, and is well deserving of investigation.

It is needless to dilate any further on this subject. The opinions

above noticed are all which I am aware of, that have attained such

a degree of authority and support, as to render any mention of them
necessary or interesting. And when it is considered how slight are

the foundations on which they are based, when the facts of the case,

as above set forth, have been carefully attended to and fairly

weighed, it must be admitted that the children of Israel have not

been preserved as a separate body, and that it is vain and hopeless

to seek for their descendants either in the present day, or anywhere

within the reach of historical record. It is probable that many of

them adhered religiously to the faith of their fathers, till the capture

* Others of them have a different story from what was told me. Wolff says,

“ I went with Mr. Stevenson among the few Benee Israel, children of Israel, who
are resident at Poona. They are totally distinct from the rest of the Jews in

Europe and Hindostan. Soon after the destruction of the first temple, they came
in seven ships (thus they relate their own story,) from Arabia, into Hindostan,

where they have since forgotten their law, but continue to repeat iu Hebrew cer-

tain prayers. They have synagogues, but they have not in them, like the rest of

the Jews, the Sephar Torah, or five books of Moses, written upon parchment.”

—

Researches, p. 494.

® This, however, is not a general sentiment. I have reason to believe that a

considerable part of them disclaim, in toto, the name of Jew, and maintain that

they are not Yahudi, but Beni Israel.

T 2
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of Jerusalem and the fall of Judah; and that then, when the Jews

were scattered throughout Persia, and were, by the toleration of the

Persian princes, allowed to form themselves into separate communi-

ties, or to return if they preferred it to their native land, we may
suppose that the hopeless exile of Israel would endeavour to avail

himself of the indulgence thus granted to his brethren of Judah;

and as national animosity would be buried for the time beneath the

weight of general calamity, they would gradually be incorporated in

the tribe of Judah, and fall under the general denomination of Jews.

Others, it is probable, returned in the course of time to Samaria, and

joined themselves with the strangers whom the kings of Assyria had

placed in the cities which were once their own. And it is likely that

a great portion lapsed into idolatry, and became a part of the nation

of their conquerors. “ When the law was given in thunder from

Mount Sinai, when the tides of the ocean and the course of the

planets were suspended for the convenience of the Israelites; and

when temporal rewards and punishments were the immediate conse-

quence of their piety or disobedience, they perpetually lapsed into

rebellion against the visible majesty of their divine King, placed the

idols of the nations in the sanctuary of Jehovah, and imitated every

fantastic ceremony that was practised in the tents of the Arabs, or

the cities of Phoenicia.” How then can we suppose that, when dis-

pirited and without hope, captives in the hands of strangers and

idolaters, they should refrain in their despair from the worship of

those idols, to whose agency they attributed that power and success

which the God whom they had insulted and forgotten in their pro-

sperity had transferred to the enemies of their country and their

religion ?‘ They were surrounded by countries closely allied to them

by a common origin and a cognate dialect, from whom their religion

and religious institutions alone kept them separate and distinct.

The strictness and severity of the law of Moses, was not likely to be

an object of preference with a people, in the bitter hours of servitude

and exile, after they had so constantly slighted and rejected it, when
they knew it was upheld by the hand of the Most High, and enforced

by immediate and fearful punishment. They had not that cheering

* “ And it shall come to pass, that as the Lord I'ejoiced over you to do you

good, and to multiply you, so the Lord will rejoice over you to destroy you, and to

bring you to nought. And ye shall be plucked from olf the land whither thou

goest to possess it. And the Lord shall scatter thee among all people, from the

one end of the earth even to the other. And there thou shalt serve other gods,

which neither thou nor thy fathers have knowm, even wood and stone.”—Deutero-

nomy xxviii. 63, 64.
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consolation afforded them, those manifestations of the divine power

exercised in their behalf, which buoyed up the spirits of the captives

of Judah during the period of their captivity. Prone to idolatry,

and surrounded by temptation, a miracle alone could have upheld

their belief, and that miracle was not vouchsafed them. They were

left to the natural course of events, unchecked by further punish-

ments, unsupported by a hope
;
and their past history is enough to

show how rapid and how general would be their fall into the

superstitions and the idolatry of Assyria.

Bombay, April, 1836.
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Art. XVII.

—

Analysis and Specimens of a Persian Work on

Mathematics and Astronomy, by the late John Tytler, Esq.

Read June Ath, 1836.

A SHORT time before my leaving Calcutta, a Maulavi, by name
Gholaum Hosain, was introduced to me under the character of a

great mathematician and astronomer. I found he was in the ser-

vice of Mirza Khan Bahadur, the Mohammedan son of Mitrajit

Singh, the well-known Maha Raja, of Takari, in Bahar. The Mau-
lavi stated, that he had devoted himself to the study of mathematics

and astronomy, not only as far as they are contained in the Arabian

and Brahminical writings, but also as far as he could gain from the

interpi-etation of European books, as given him by European friends,

he himself being ignorant of English; that he bad, under the patro-

nage of Khan Bahadur, compiled a s)'^stem of these sciences from

all these sources, and that his patron had supplied him with a sum

of money to publish this book at one of the lithographic presses of

Calcutta. This was the purport of his present errand down the

country, and he had already got about 100 pages carried through

the press. His object in applying to me was to obtain a recom-

mendation of his M'ork to the Government Education Committee.

He produced his MS., but it was much too long to examine minutely

in the short time I had to remain in Calcutta, and in my then

harassed state of mind and body. I saw enough, however, to

convince me that it was a work of very considerable merit and in-

formation, compared with the author's opportunities. It commenced
with the elements of geometry and arithmetic as known to the

Hindus, and thence went on. In the course of the work are explained,

the European methods of decimal fractions, logarithms, and trigo-

nometrical tables. The author then gives a system of astronomy,

first according to the Brahmins, then according to Ptolemy, and then

according to Copernicus, together with an account of astronomical

instruments, and the mode of calculating astronomical tables and

almanacs. The whole MS., as will appear from the author’s own
computation, comprehends 900 closely-written quarto pages. To be.

able to recommend the work with greater confidence to the Govern-

ment Committee,! requested the author to furnish me with a few short

extracts, and as my hasty departure from Calcutta precluded my
taking any steps in the matter there, I translated the extracts during
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ray passage to the Cape of Good Hope, and transmitted them from

thence to the Committee in Calcutta, with a letter explanatory of

the nature of the work and the views of the author, I have not

as yet heard anything of the result. As the extracts were sent me
in duplicate, I trust it may not be unsatisfactory to the Society to

receive the other copy, together with a translation. They are as

follows :

No. I. is a letter from the author to me explanatory of his views.

No. I.

“ To the gentleman of lofty virtues, of sublime dignity, the bestower

of bounty, the goal of hope to the miserable, perpetua sit benefi-

centia ejus.

“ After preferring what is required of reverential salutation and

honour, let it be proved to your sun-like heart, that the elements of

mathematics, especially geometry and arithmetic, are full of real

amusement, and that in them there is no uncertainty as in other

sciences, besides which, manifold and multiplied advantages are

prepared for their students. Hence, this humble one, contrary (to

the practice of) his equals, has spent much time in acquiring this

science, and has derived great benefit from the study under masters

of the works of the ancients, which exist in the Arabic and Persian

languages, and he has acquired (the knowledge of) many valuable

particulars which are not to be found in the writings of the Greeks,

by the opportunity of associating with (European) gentlemen of

lofty dignity. After these acquisitions it was continually in my
humble heart that I should compose a comprehensive book, which

should be extracted from the aforesaid books, with many additional

observations in the Persian language, that the generality of the in-

habitants of India, who pay little attention to this science, should be

benefited
;
but, on account of the continual occurrence of worldly

affairs, which is unavoidable to every individual of the human race,

my leisure did not allow me to turn myself to this quarter
;

at last,

by a favourable accident, a short time ago, Rajd Khan Bahadur

Khan Dilawar Jang, who is an admirer of profound sciences, be-

came my surety and confederate in the times of composition
;
on

this account your humble servant, with his whole heart, composed

a book comprising the general principles of mathematics in such a

manner that it might render the books of the ancients unnecessary

to students, and, in short, the nature of its composition will be

manifest to your noble understanding from the list of contents
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enclosed in this petition
;
and that the existence of this book may

continue for some time, I have caused the printing of it to be com-

menced at the lithographic press, and I am myself employed in

correcting it, so that the book itself should be suited to practical

purposes
;
but the desire of (me a) seeker of fortune, is this, that,

since your worship is the touchstone of the standard of science, you

should take the book under your noble inspection, in such a man-

ner, that, by the determination of your happy judgment, this book

should be useful to the public, you should in the way of benevolence

be pleased so to bestow your endeavours, that the gentlemen of

lofty dignity of the Committee, perpetua sit prosperitas eorum, (the

universal benevolence of which most liberal personages is always

employed in the business of diffusing knowledge, and the intelligence

of the wise, and the universal tranquillization of the creation,)

should direct particular attention to be paid to the printing of this

book, as this will not be far off from the encouragement of talent.

Further, may the days of cheerfulness and pleasure be perpetual,

accompanied by a state of affluence.

“ The supplicatory petition of the sinner Gholaum Hosain, of

Juanpore. Written on the 12th November, 1834.”

No. II. is a list of the contents of the work, divided into its

several books and chapters.

No. II.

“ Contents of the book entitled, the Bahadur Khanian Collection,

which comprises the sciences of the elements of mathematics, and

consists of about 900 pages of one pattern, divided into six trea-

suries, ut enumeratum est.

“ Treasur}'^ the first. Of the science of Arithmetic, comprising

274 propositions arranged into six castles.

“ 1. An account of the definitions, object, and principles of

geometry.

“ 2. The principles of straight lines, angles, and rectilinear sur-

faces, comprised in 49 propositions.

“ 3. The principles of circles and arcs, the properties of lines

and angles, which are produced by the comparison of circles, 35

propositions.

“ 4. The principles of general quantities, and the rules of simide

and compound and derivative proportion, 08 propositions.
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“ 5. The principles of solids, cylinders, pyramids, cones, and

spheres, 61 propositions.

“ 6. The principles of circles and arcs, and angles, which exist

in the surface of a sphere and of ovals, 61 propositions.

” Treasury the second. Of Optics, which consists of 59 proposi-

tions, arranged in three castles.

“1. Of the principles of vision.

“ 2. Of the science of optics, comprising 45 propositions.

“ 3. Of the science of reflection, comprising 14 propositions.

“ Treasury third. Of Arithmetic, comprising an introduction,

and eight treasuries.

“ Introduction. Of the definition of arithmetic, and an expla-

nation of its object.

“
1 . Of the operations of the arithmetic of integers.

“ 2. Of the operations of the arithmetic of fractions.

“ 3 . Of the operations of the arithmetic of decimal fx’actions, and

the rules of logarithms, and a table of them.
“

4. Of the operations of arithmetic by sexagesimal figures.

“ 5. Of the higher rules,

“ 6. Of discovering unknown quantities by means of the rule of

false.

“
7. Of the operations of algebra for the practice and exercise of

students.

“ 8. Of miscellaneous questions for the practice and exercise of

students.

“ Treasury the fourth. Of extracts from the sciences of the

three preceding treasuries
j

that is, of mensuration, of finding the

magnitudes of sines and tangents, the division of circles, and their

parts, comprising one introduction and seven chapters.
“

1. Of finding the magnitude of chords and sines, and of their

tables.

“ 2. Of finding the magnitudes of tangents, and of their tables.

“ 3. Of the division of circles.

“ 4. Of knowing the magnitudes of the sides and angles of

triangles.

“ 5. Of knowing the quantities of the sides and angles of sphe-

rical triangles which exist on the surface of a sphere.

“ 6. Of the sequelae to the measurement of the surface of the

earth, and the knowledge of the height of elevations, and the breadth

of rivers, and the depth of w'ells.

“ Treasury fifth. Of the science of Astronomy, comprising one

key, five castles, and a conclusion.
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“ Key of the definition, and object, and origin of the science of

astronomy.

“ 1. A general account of the sciences of the spheres, and the

inferior elements, and the nature of the stratification of these bodies,

and the inferences.

“ 2. An account of instruments for observing, the method of

observation, and a knowledge of spherical quantities.

“3. Of the particular form of the spheres, and an account of

the nature and quantities of their motion, according to the rules of

observation, and the finding of mean and equable (motion).

“ 4. Of the form of the earth and the particularities of its eleva-

tion, and of things connected therewith.

“ 5. Of the knowledge of distances and magnitudes.

“ Conclusion. An explanation of the differences which exist

among the observations of astronomers.

“ Treasury the sixth. The explanation of the construction of

astronomical tables and almanacs, comprised in two castles.

“
1. An explanation of the foundation and elements of astrono-

mical tables.

“
2. An explanation of the technical terms of an almanac.”

The next is the method of determining the proportion between

the diameter of the circle and its circumference. I requested the

author more particularly to give me these as a proof of how far he

had proceeded in advance of his countrymen. All the other Moham-
medan mathematicians, whom I had ever seen, contented themselves

with the coarse approximation of 7 to 22, but it will here be seen

that the author carries it on to seven places of decimals. To under-

stand his calculation it is necessary to premise, that the Mohamme-
dans, in writing trigonometrical, astronomical, and all other calcula-

tions, in which we use decimal fractions, employ the sexagesimal

system of the Greeks, that is, the system in which degrees are

reckoned as integers
;

minutes, as figures immediately on the right

hand of the decimal point; seconds, as the second figure on the

right hand
;

thirds, as the third, &c.
;
and these they express by the

well-known .1 Abjud letters. This system, however dififerent in

appearance, is founded on the same principles as our decimal nota-

tion, with two great advantages ; First, that its base being 60 instead

of ten, all numerical expressions are abbreviated
;
and, secondly,

that 60 having so many more divisors than ten, the number of infi-
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nite decimals is diminished. Its only fault is the want of a simple

set of characters up to 59 ;
were they invented, the sexagesimal sys-

tem would be greatly preferable to the decimal.

I take as an example the first number occurring in the extract, the

chord ofA B, which, in the Arabic characters is Us. j 1

that is, 1', 2", 49"', 54*'', 30'', or, to use the letters corresponding

to the abjud among the Greek astronomers, it is, a./3.yu,0.v8.X. fifths,

that is — -4- — 4- ^ 4- ^ which, added together, willtUclL IS, -t- -r gQ3 T 60^ ^ 60^ ’ ’

be found nearly equal to our decimal, .01694575, &c.
j

that is,

0 1 — &c
10

’’’
10‘* 10^ 10* 10^ 10® 10’ 10®

It is also to be observed, that the Arabs reckon the radius of

the circle to be equal to the base of the sexagesimal system, that is,

to 60; hence, in comparing their tables with ours, their numbers

must always be divided by 60. Now, dividing the above number,

there will be found “ .000282429, &c. for the chord or
oO

line of one minute, the chord and sine of very small arcs being iden-

tical
;

and, in our tables, the sine of 1', is .0002909, agreeing with

the above very nearly.

Again, the last number in the extract from the author’s tables,

is the tangent of 2° 59', which is said to be
^.5 f j] ^

or in Greek letters y. B. fourths, that is, 3° 7' 37" 4'" 37**'

= ^ + S-*
- 3.1269658177, &c., and this divided

by 60 = .05211609696 for the natural tangent of 2° 59' decimally.

In our tables it is . 0521161, which is very near.

According to this system integers are called degrees, i
•• ,1

durjdt. Numbers in the second place, which correspond to our

tens, are called Marfda Marratan, (once elevated,

or elevation). Numbers in the third place, our hundreds, are

musdni, (duplication). In the fourth place, or thousands,

are, musdlis, (Triplication), &c. So that, one elevation

= 60; one duplication = 60’ = 3600; one triplication = 60® =
216000, &c.

In the same manner we might call 10 an elevation
; 100, or 10®,

a duplication
;

10®, or 1000, a triplication, &c,

* In the Abjud letters
^

(Jim) is written thus also ^ (Dal) is written

like Hamza and
j

(ze) has its diacritical point omitted.
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Hence, the number given in this extract,

Aj ^,r i^r
^ ^ tu laj lai that is

vd. vd. vO. vO. fi,''/. \y. /3. K^. fjb^. k,8. te

which I have decimalized thus :
—

O ^
2 o

5f) 59 59' 59" -13'" 33''' 2' 27'“ 47'“ 22'“' 2(i'’‘ 15'‘, is, in reality 59 x

rn 4- -0 4.
‘-2 “7 47 22 26 15

OU + oj -t — + —.
4- ~ + + + + +_+_+

and so of others.

In the same manner the distance between the two foci of the

earth’s orbit is stated to be /3. *. kB thirds, or 2° O' 37" 24'", the

half of which, or 1
° ()' 1 8" 42'", that ‘S, 1 + ^ ^ is the ex-

ccntricity, the semi-major axis being 60.

That is, 1 = 1. 000000000

_0 = 0.000000000
*60

j_8

liOi

42

lio^

0. 000513888

0. 000055555

60)1. 000569444

0. 016676157

In Vince’s astronomy, Vol. I., p. 141, it is stated to be from

,01681395 to . 016919, which agrees nearly.

III.

Extract from the book called the Jamia Bahadur Khdni, (the

Bahadur Khanian collection,) as a specimen.

“ Castle third, of the division of the circle ; and the meaning of

that is, to know the arithmetical proportion of the diameter to its

circnmference, which is the nearest to the real proportion of the

quantities, and for this we must suppose an arc A B, a very small

part of the circumference
j

for example, one minute, and in this

case the magnitude of the chord A B, is a. /S. fid. vB. \ fifths, (1'

2" 49'" 54" 30',) and the centre of the circle is the point D
;
join

D A, D B two radii, and draw from the centre D a perpendicular

D E to A B, and by proposition y (3) of 3, treasury first; this

perpendicular will bisect the said chord in the point E. Produce
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this perpendicular on the side of E to the point G, which is in the

circumference, and draw from the point G the perpendicular H G T
on D G till it meets D A, D B, produced in the points H, T. Then,

I say, that when the known square of A E, which is, tc. vf. X/3-

Xf. X7. ixe, tenths (16'" 26*^ 57'' 32'‘ 12''“ 37''"* 33*^^ 45^) is sub-

tracted from the square of D A the seinidiameter, there remains

>

3

v6, v9, v9. v9. fu,y. X7. K^. k/3. ki^. 16 . tenths, (59. 59° 59

59" 43"' 33''' 2'’ 27''* 47'’" 22'"' 26'" 15’‘) which begins from elevation

and ends with tenths, and this is the square of D E.

“ Its root which is v9. v9. v9. v9. va. yu-c. fifths, (59° 59' 59" 59'"

51''' 46') is the length of D Ej and by the similarity of the two

triangles D E A, D G H, the proportion of the known side D E to

the side D G the semidiameter, is as the proportion of the known
side A E to the unknown side G H

;
hence if we divide A E by D E

properly reduced, there will come out G H, and that is Xa. kS. vf.

te. B fifths (3l' 24" 57"' 15"' 4'') and the double of this which is a.

/x9. vB. fifths (1° 2' 49" 54'" 30*'' 8^) is the length of H T
5
and

since A B is the chord of one minute there is no doubt that it is the

side of an equilateral and equiangular figure described in the circle,

the number of whose sides is Ka, a. ^ (21 x 1000 -f- 600) that is

twenty-one thousand six hundred, (the number of minutes in the

whole circumference) which in reality is six duplications (6 x 60^)j

so if we multiply A B by six duplications it will be the length of all

the said sides TO17. v9. seconds; that is, three hundred and

seventy-six degrees, fifty-nine minutes, and twenty-seven seconds,

in parts of the diameter which is pK (120) degrees; and by proposi-

tion V (50) of 4, treasury first, the circumference of the circle is

greater than this quantity. Again, H T is the side of the same

figure which is described about the circle, and if we multiply H T
into the same six duplications, the length of all the sides of the
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figure about the circle will be obtained roc. v0 . k^. *• firj fourths,

that is, three hundred and seventy-six degrees, fifty-nine minutes,

twenty-seven seconds, no thirds, and forty-eight fourths
;
and by

proposition va. (51), the circumference of the circle is smaller than

this
j
hence the circumference of the circle is as it were the mean

number of these two, so that if we take half the difference which is

Ko fourths, (24"’, that is — ), and either add it to the said smaller

number, or extract it from the greater
j

in both cases the amount

of the circumference of the circle is found to^t • v6. k^. *. k8 fourths,

and if we reduce the degrees to elevations, the form of the expression

will be this £7 . tc. vd. k^. *. k8, that is, six elevations, sixteen de-

grees, fifty-nine minutes, twenty-seven seconds, no third, and

twenty-four fourths
;

after that I divide the quantity of the circum-

ference by the diameter, which is two elevations, there comes out

7 . 77 . k 6. fiy. X. t/3. fifths, (3° 8' 29" 43"' 30''' 12'’.)

“ Hence the proportion of the diameter to the circumference is

the same as the proportion of unity to this number
j

that is, to

three integers, and the remaining sexagesimal fractions, and if we

reduce each antecedent and consequent to a common consequent of

fifths, we shall obtain the proportion of the diameter to the circum-

ference in decimal figures, as 777600000 to 2442900612. And as

the common measure of these two numbers is twelve, so, for abbre-

viation, we divide each antecedent and consequent by twelve. Then

the twelfth part of the antecedent is 64800000, and the twelfth part

of the consequent is 203575051, and then by a minute consideration,

these two numbers are the least integral numbers, whose proportion

is as the proportion of the diameter and the circumference. And
again, when we divide the first number by the second, by the calcu-

lation of decimal fractions, it produces the number 3. 1415903 that

is, three integers and fourteen lacks, and fifteen thousand and nine

hundred and three parts of one crore
;
hence the circumference of

every circle whose diameter is supposed to be unity is three times

and the amount of this fraction.

“ Admonition. That which is common among surveyors is, that

the proportion of the diameter to the circumference is as the propor-

tion of 7 to 22. This proportion is less than the accurate propor-

tion which has been stated, for if we reduce the proportion of 7 to

22 to decimal fractions, it is as the proportion of unity to this num-
ber 3.1428571, and this is greater than the first by this fraction,

.000126685 but as this excess is approximately one part out of a
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thousand parts, so in the measurement of small circles the difference

is not perceptible, and hence this is the proportion generally em-

ployed.

“Inference. As the circumference of the circle in parts of the

diameter is toc. v0. *. /cS fourths—if this be divided by 360,

which is the number of the circumferential degrees, the quotient

which is a. j3. jubO. vS. X, 8 fifths is the quantity of one circumfe-

rential degree in parts of the diameter, and if we divide one circum-

ferential degree by this number, the quotient which is *. vf. v^. /xS.

v^. yu fifths (0°. 57' 57" 44"' 57*'' 40'') is the quantity of one diametri-

cal degree in parts of the circumference.”

The next extract will be read with some interest. It is an ex-

planation of Seth Ward’s famous problem for determining the place

of a planet by supposing its motion round the focus in which the

central body is not, as equable. The method in which this is treated

is remarkable. The author begins by attributing the discovery of

the ellipticity of the planetary orbits to one of his own countrymen.

This is not perhaps very wonderful, considering his situation and

birth-place. He then goes on to endeavour to reconcile this to the

Ptolemaic idea of circular orbits, and this he does by a very fanciful

hypothesis of a circle and epicycle : then taking it for granted that

the motion of the planet round the empty focus is uniform, he shows

the method of finding the planet’s true place, and concludes with

some observations. The question that naturally occurs on this oc-

casion is, how the knowledge of this problem could have travelled

to the court of the Great Mogul. Calculating from the probable

ages of the authorities which the author quotes, it must have been

known in the East for a hundred years. It was published in Europe

(see Vince’s Astronomy, Vol. I., chap x.) in 1654, and perhaps may
have reached Delhi about the middle of the last century. It would

be desirable to investigate the channel through which it did so, as a

matter of rational curiosity, and also as affording useful hints as to

the best method of diffusing European science among the Oriental

nations.

IV.

From the book entitled the Bahddur Kh^nian collection.

“ The majority of ancient and most of modern observers have de-

termined the orbit to be an excentric circle, and have calculated the
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partial equation on this supposition
;
and Mirza Khair Allah, the

arithmetician, in his commentary on the tables of Mohammed Shah,

has asserted that he has found, not only that the orbit of the sun is

excentric, but that the orbits of all the signs are of an elliptical

form
;
by this proof, that if we reckon the place of the sun and

planets, according to the equation of a circle, we shall not find them
agreeable to observation

;
contrary to what takes place in the equa-

tion which is produced in the case of the ellipse, and if we determine

the place from that h/ier calculation, the determination will be more
agreeable to observation. Hence the rule of convex’sion proves that

the orbits are elliptical, and for astronomical purposes the following

explanation is given
;
that this supposition is realized by supposing

the existence of three spheres, one agreeable, the other excentric, so

that the distance between the two centres should be equal to half

the distance between the known centres, and on the circumference of

the excentrie sphere, an epieycle whose semidiameter is equal to half

the differenee of the two diameters, the longer and shorter of the

ellipse, that is in the figure of the solid sphere, the semidiameter of

the epicyele is equal to the sum of this difference, and the semi-

diameter of the sun, and the superior movement of the epicycle, is

to be in the same direction as that of the exeentric sphere, and of

double the angular velocity, and in the beginning of things the centre

of the epicycle must have been at the greatest distance of the excen-

tric sphere, and the centre of the sun at the greatest distance of the

epicycle. In this case, by the motion of the epicycle and the excen-
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trie sphere, the centre of the sun will describe an orbit, similar to

an elliptic orbit
j
and the centre of the universe will be one of the

two focal points of the ellipse, and the centre of the excentric sphere

will fall in the place of the centre of the ellipse, and the other focal

point, towards the other side of the excentric sphere, in the direction

of the apogee, at the same distance as is between the centre of the

universe and the centre of the excentric sphere
;
and the distance

between the two focal points is called the sine of the extreme equa-

tion, and the second focal point is supposed to be the known place

of the excentricity
j

so that the epicycle should be carried out of the

middle
;
and all that has been said will be evident from this figure.

The compiler says, that this demonstration will not prove the orbit

to be exactly elliptical, but only that, from the small space between

the two focal points, it is very similar to an ellipse, and the equation

which is produced on the supposition of an ellipse, is not perceptibly

different. At present it is incumbent on us to explain the mode of

demonstrating the method of finding the equation in an elliptical

orbit
5
and we say, let A B C D be an elliptical orbit, A C is its

long, and B E D its short axis, intersecting at right angles
j
H the

centre of the universe, which is one of the two focal points , G, the

place of the excentricity, which is the second focal point
;
A is the

sun’s point of apogee
;
C the point of perigee, and we suppose T, in

the circumference of the ellipse, to be the centre of the sun, and we
join G T, H T, and then the angle A G T, which is the measure of

the motion of the sun’s centre from the point A, is known, and so

the angle T G H, which is the complement of the angle A G T to

VOL. IV. u

Fig. 3.

c
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the half circumference, is also known, and the two sides G T, H T,

though they be not known separately, yet their sum which is equal

to A C, the long axis of the ellipse, that is pK (120) degrees is

known, and we produce G T towards I, till G I be equal to the long

axis
;

in this case T I is necessarily equal to T H, then we join I H,

so that the isosceles triangle H T I be produced; and we show that

in the triangle H G I two sides, H G, G I, and the angle H G I are

known, hence the remaining sides and angles will be known, that is,

the side I H, and the two angles G H I, G I H are known, and since

the two angles T H I, T I H, on account of the equality of T I, T H
are equal to the exterior angle GTH of the triangle H GT, which

is, the angle of the equation is known to be double of the angle

T I H, and that is what was required.

The construction is, that from the point H to I G, the perpendi-

cular H K is to be drawn, and since in the right-angled triangle

H K G the side G H is known, that is, it is /3. *, Af. kB. thirds

(2° 0' 37" 24"')> and the angle A GT for example, is ^ (60) degrees,

so the angle K G H which is opposite is also ^ (60) degrees, and the

angle at K is right, hence the angle G H K is A (30) degrees
;
hence

if G H be reduced and multiplied into the sine of H G K, which is

va. v^. pia seconds (51° 57' 41") the product which is a. p,B. k^. k€

thirds (1° 44' 27" 25'") will be the amount of H K, and this, if it be

reduced and multiplied into the sine of the angle G H K, which is

A. * * * degrees (30°), the product which is a. *. lt). pbfS thirds

(1° 0' 18" 42") is the length of the side G K. Now in the right

angled triangle I K H, the side I K is pKa' *•
it]‘ /x/3 thirds (121°

0' 18" 42'"), and the square of that is 8‘ B- lq- At?' s- a fourths

(4. 4. 2° 16' 38" 6'" 1’'') and the square of H K is 7. a. la. le. t?3
'

fourths (3° 1' 11" 15'" 12"’), and the sum of the two squares is

S ^

B. B. e. pb9. brj. ly fourths (4. 4. 5° 17' 49" 18'" 13"). The root

of that which is pKa. a. a. 7 thirds (121° T 1" 3"') is the length of

the side I H. After this I reduce and divide H K by H I, there
,

>O
S

comes out *. va. p,^. seconds (0. 51° 47' 22"), the sine of the

angle I, and the arc of this (as found) in the table of sines, is the

magnitude of the angle of the equation G T H, a. A??. vB seconds

(1° 38' 54"). And observe that the extreme excess of the annual

equations of the point of the greatest and least distance, is *. a. vr)

seconds (0°. T 58 .) If this difference be added to the mean daily

(motion) of the sun, the sum, which is a, a. r. k thirds (1° T 6" 20"')
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is the greatest daily velocity of the sun, and if it be subtracted from

the mean daily motion, the remainder, which is *. vf. i. k thirds

(0° 57' 10" 20'") is the least daily velocity. Observation.—European

philosophers consider the earth as moving in an elliptical orbit, and

the sun as fixed in the longer diameter of the ellipse, so that the

centre of the sun coincides with one of the two focal points, and the

centre of the ecliptic is the centre of the sun. For example, A B C D

is the elliptic orbit of the motion of the earth, and A C is the longer

diameter, and the two focal points on the longer axis are E and G,

and H T is the sun’s disk, and I K L M is the ecliptic. Then after

determining these lines, I say that if the earth passes over the point

C, it is at its least distance from the sun and with respect to the

ecliptic, it is in the point L, and it is supposed that the place of the

sun is in the point I, which is its higher apsis, and is opposite to the

point L, and thus the position of the earth in every point being

known, the position of the sun is to be considered as opposite to

that
3
and if the earth proceeds from the point C towards D, it is

supposed that the sun proceeds from I towards K, and the distance

of the earth from the sun increases daily, till it comes to the point

A, and then the earth will have come to its greatest distance from

the sun, and the sun is seen in the point L, and this point L is

imagined to be the higher apsis of the sun, and the distance of its

passage from the point A is the decremental distance, and when it

reaches C, then it appears in its original state and as B C D is less

than half of the elliptic orbit, and the part corresponding to it in the

ecliptic is a semicircle, so an inhabitant of the earth passes over this

X

XJ 2
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half quickly, and hence he supposes that the sun passes through the

half M I K quickly, and for the same reason the earth passes over

the half KIM slowly. And as it is certain that from the earth the

situation of the sun appears opposite to that of the earth, so if (the

spectator) be supposed looking at the centre of the sun, the place of

the earth will appear opposite to the sun, that is in that half in

which the motion of the sun appears slow, the earth will appear to

go quick, and in the quick half, slow
;
hence if the equation which

has been found by the demonstration with reference to the focal

point be brought into operation reversedly, on the supposition of the

earth’s motion, and the place of the earth be determined, what is re-

quired will be found. And it is sufficient for us, if after determining

the sun’s place we should add or subtract half a revolution to or

from it, so that according to the phraseology of Europeans, we may
obtain the earth’s place.

The next extract does not properly belong to the book in ques-

tion. Its history is this—On Gholaum Hosain’s arrival in Calcutta,

he paid a visit to the Madrasah, or Mohammedan College there,

and had a conference with the students on the subjects of their

studies. The result was, that as a trial of skill he proposed a num-

ber of problems for them to resolve, and they in return pi’oposed

one to him. Of all these he gave me a copy. Those proposed by

him to the students are as follows :

I. Produce a finite straight line, so that its square shall be

equal to the rectangle between the whole line so produced, and the

part produced.

II. Within a circle describe another circle touching the first, and

cutting out of it a given part.

III. Describe a circle equal to a given number of other circles.

IV. Determine the length of the perpendicular from the apex of

a given scalene triangle to the base.

V. Prove that the area of an equilateral triangle is equal to the

square root of thrice the square of the fourth part of the square of

the side.

VI. If a line be drawn from one extremity of the diameter of a

circle, to a tangent raised from the other extremity, the rectangle

contained by the whole line thus drawn, and the part of it within

the circle, is equal to the square of the diameter.

VII. Is the proposition whose translation is given in this extract.
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VIII. From the cube of a given number to find the cube of the

next number above and below it in the natural series.

IX. Having given the value of z and x to find x and z.

The question which the students proposed to him was this. Let

the base of the right-angled triangle be 60. From the extremity of

its perpendicular, let a line be drawn to the base, dividing it into

segments of 45 and 15, and forming with the hypothenuse an angle

of ten degrees, to determine the length of the perpendicular.

V. Problem Seventh.

The method of finding the quantity of the angles produced at

the elliptic circumference, by joining the lines between the two focal

points and the point of the circumference, and these are called the

angles of the equation, and this serves to find the places of the

planets according to the system of those who consider the orbit of

the ecliptic to be elliptical. For let AB C D, (Fig. 3) be the ellip-

tical orbit, and A C the longest, and BED the shortest diameter

intersecting in E at right angles, and G H the focal points, and the

angle of equation required to be found G T H, and T, the place of

the centre of the planet moving round the centre G, in a mean
equable motion, and H the place of the spectator

5
and the line

G H between the two centres, which in the language of astronomers

is called the line of the extreme equation, is known by observation,

and the angle A G T is the angle of the motion of the centre of the

planet, and that is also known at all times by the mean tabular

(calculations), and the angle T G H, which is the complement of the

known angle A G T to two right angles, is itself known. Now let

us produce G T to I, so that G I should be equal to A C, tbe longest

diameter, whose length is pK (120) degrees; and since T H, added

to T G is also equal to A C, so after taking away the common part

T G, there remain the 'equal parts T I, T H. Now let us produce

T G to K, and raise on it H K, a perpendicular from the point H,

and in the right-angled triangle G K H, the angle K G H which is

equal to the known angle A GT is also known (Eucl. i. 15), and

thus the angle K H G, the complement of the angle K G H to a

right angle is known, and its side G H is known. Now the philo-

sopher of Tus (Nassar al Din) has proved in his book called Kashf-

al-Kinau (Denudatio Calanticae), and also at the end of the twelfth

chapter of the first book of the Almagest, that the proportion of the

sides of a triangle, is the same as that of the sines of the opposite

angles, and hence if G H be multiplied into the sine of the angle

H G K, reduced, there will be found the magnitude of ^ K ; and if
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this be similarly multiplied into the sine of the angle K H G, there

will be found the magnitude of G K. Now we say, in the right-

angled triangle I K H, the side I K is known because it is the sum
of I G, G K which are known, and K H is known

;
and (Eucl. i. 47)

I H is the root of the sura of the squares of I K and K H, and is

known
j
hence if the side H K be divided by the side I H reduced,

the quotient is the sine of the angle at I, the arc of which is the

magnitude of the angle at I, and double of it (Eucl. i. 5, and i. 32)

is the magnitude of. the angle HTK required, and that is what was

proposed.

The last extract (Fig. 5.) is a specimen of the Arabic astrono-

mical tables. The notation of these, it will be seen, is the sexage-

simal Ptolemaic system, as has been explained in observations on

extract III.

These extracts will be sufficient to give a general idea of the

nature of this book, and of the extent of the author’s knowledge, and

I think it will be allowed that he well deserves the patronage, not

only of the British Indian Government, but even of such societies

in this country as take an interest in the literary efforts of the East.

Unfortunately a great prejudice has for some time existed against

such works, not from their contents, but from the circumstance of

their being written in Persian, a language which it is now considered

desirable to suppress or exterminate. Of the policy of the measures

which have been taken for this purpose, or the chance of their ulti-

mate success, I shall not pretend to give an opinion, and I have

alluded to the subject only to express a hope, that notwithstanding

the unfavourable state of public opinion, the recommendation which

I took the liberty of making to the Government Committee of

Calcutta, may have been attended with some benefit to Maulavi

Gholaum Hosain.

John Tytler.

14, Avenue Road, Regent's Parle,

April 10, 1836.
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Fiu. V.

A Table of Prime Tangents, which are also called
Versed Tangents.

Deg. *- a

Tangent. Difference. Tangent. Difference. Tangent. Difference.

Min.

Deg. Frths. Min. Frths Deg. Frths. Min. Frths. Deg. Frths. Min. Frths.

* * v 45
a.j3 .jx6.ve a.^.v. i^.Xrj a.j3.va.e j3.e.jxj3.vy.L a.j3 . v8.Xy

a a.fi.fj.d.ve vd y.vy rj.jiy c T.jxe.jxC-Jxy H
13 ^.e.\6.fx6 V€ 8.v^.v6.v L C.jxrj.jx^.K jxj3

y y.rj.K6.fj.8 ve e.vrj.va.* 1/3 rj.va.XC.j3

s d.ia.td.Xd V€ C.a.jx^.L^ 6.v8.Xa.jx6 vj3

€ e.i8.6.\d rj.d.Xy.KT L.vC.KT.jxa vC

S’ r.ir.vd.Kd VS- 6.C.Kb.jiy K Lj3.*.Ka.Xrj v€*a

C ^.id./xd.Ke vs- t.t.tr.y Kj3 Ly.y.LT.X6 r

V rj.K^.Xd.Ka vs- la. ty.^.Ke kS ib.T.La.jxe ta

e 6.k€,k6.l^ vs- ij3.ie.vrj.jj.6 Le.6.T.VT tr

L i.KT] 16. ly Ly. irj.v.LS- X lT.Lj3.j3.Lj3 Ka
La ia.Xa.6.1, vC 18. Ka.fj.a.jMT X/3 lC.l8 lC.Xij xC

1/3.Xy v6.^ vrj if.Kb.Xy.itj Xe Lrj.rC.vj3 . v6 Xa
ly ly Xr./u^.e vrj LT.K^.Kb.vy Xrj r6.K.jxrj.X Xr

cd i8.\6-\6.y v6 tf.X ir.Xa fxa K.Ky.jxb.T fia

l€ le./xIS.Kd.^ vB Lrj.Xy.rj.ij3 jx8 Ka.KT.X6.JxC JXT

LS" ir.fXf.iG.a V.* r6.Xe.v6.VT 6-C Kj3.K6.Xe.Xy

iClJ.r].d.a a K.Xrj.va.jxy V Ky.X^.Xa.Ke vC

iij ir/.v.vd.^ a Ka.jxa.jjLy.Xy vy Kb.Xe.KCK^ VT.j3
c6 id.vy./iO.y K^.jid.Xe.KT V€ Ke.Xrj.Ky.K8 V

K K.vr.Xd.e y Ky.jJL^.KC.Ka vB KT.jxa.r6.Xj3 ry

Ka Ka.v6.K6.rj y k8.v.l6.k F/3./3 KC-jx8.re.jxe rrj

Ky.j3.i6.ia d Ke.vy.La.Kj3 e Krj.jxC.L^.y k8

y K8.e.6.ie e KT.VT.y.K^ V K6.V.YJ.KC k6

K£.^.v6.K r K^.vrj.ve.Xe ta X.vy.8.VT Xe
K€ ks-.i.jji6.ks- c k6.ii.jx^.jit L€ Xa.vT.a.Xa

< K^.ty.X^.Xy V X.B.jx.a Lrj X^. vrj. vrj. La JXT

KS- Krj LT.K6.jia 6 Xa.^.X^.r6 KU X8.a.v8.vC. v^

KIJ k6.l6.l6.v . L X/8.i.k6 .ju, Ke Xe.8.va.jx6 v(
kO X. k/3 . 1.* Xy.iy.i^.e Krj Xt-C fxrj-l^^ H-y
X Xa Ke.*.ij3 ly X8.LT.6.Xy X/3 XC.L.jxe.jx6 6
Xa X^.K^V.Ke td Xe.r6 .j3.e Xe Xrj.ry.jx^.vrj L€

X/3 Xy.X.jj..X6 L€ Xt. Ka.v8.jJL Xrj X6.LT.jx.ry K

Xy X8.Xy.X.vd LS- XC.K8.jxC.irj jx. r6.XC.Xy KS-

xs Xe.Xr.Ka.i Xrj.KC.Jx.* jxe jxa.Kj3.X8.v6 XfS

Xe \T.X6.ia.K^ tB X^.X.X/3 jxe jx6 jxj3.Ke.X^.Xa Xrj

Xr XCjJ-j3.a.jiT K jx.Xy.Ke.X8 vy jxy.KijX.6 jx8

H Xrj .jx8.v$.t jxa.XT.Lrj.KC vC jx8.Xa.KC.vy V
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Table of Prime Tangents—Continued.

Deg. a

Min.
Tangent. Difference. Tangent. Difference. Tangent. Difference.

Deg. Frths. Jlin. Frtlis. Deg. Frths. Min. Frths. Deg. Frths. Min. Frths.

\t) a.ji.v.Ky a.fx(3.X6.ia.K8 a.^.vy.a ^.jxe.Xb.Ke.jxy o.jS.i'f.i/r

\6 fi.v.Xfi.va Kb jxy.fx^.b.Kf b fxs-.X^.Ky.X6 VTj.y

^a.vy,Ky.L€ KS- fxb.jxb. v^.kO jx(.jx.Ka.jx^ V
fjia fjL^.vr.y.fia K1J jxe.fxC.v.XC jxTj.jxy.i6.v l€

m/3 fiy.v6.8.6 k6 jxr.v.fxy.fxO tr jx6.jxsr.lrj.€ Ka

MV fj.e.a.v8.Xr] \a fx(.vy.XCe K v.jx6.ir.Kr fsC

mS fi.r.8.fie.6 Xy IxTj.vr.X.Ke Kb va.v^.ib.vy Xy
Mf fx(.C.X(.nl3 XS ji6.v6.Ky.jx6 K1J vj3.ve.iy.Kr X6

MS' Xr va.^.i(.iC X/3 vy.vrj.i^.e MS'

M^ )x6 ly.LT.v^ Xrj v^.f.i.jx6 Xr V€, a.i, va vy

M»? v.ir.CX M vy.ij.b.K€ M vr.b.6.jxb v6

fiO vaurj.vTj.t fxa vb.i.vrj.e jxb vCC-n-6-y v6.r

V vl3.Ka.ixij.va MV ve,iy.va.jx6 jx6 vrj.l.(.jx6

va vy.Kd.Xd.Xd Mf vr.ir.jxf.Xr] vy v6.iy.{j.a i6

vd.K^.X.id Mf v(.i6.X6.Xa y.*.ir.r.K K€

vy ve.X.Ka.r V vrj.K^.Xy.KTj vb.a a.i6.e.fxe X/3

vb vs-.Xy.ia.vs" v6.K€.k^.k6 r /3.g/3.e.tf Xrj

V€ vC-Xs-.^.lxrj vb j3.*.Krj.Ka.Xe L y.Ke.b.ve €

vr vtj .Xij.vy.fx^ VT a.Xa.if.jxe b.Kij.b.jx v^

H vO./xa.fxd.Xrj vrj (i.Xb.i.* i6 e.Xa.b.Xj3 vB

vr) u.*.ju8.Xe.Xr va.* y.X^.d.t6 Ky r.Xb.b.Xa a.y.*.r

v6 a.jx^.Ke.Xs- /3 b.X6.vrj.jx^ Krj f.xc.8.X(T
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Art. XVIII .—Two Plates of Coins, presented to the Royal Asiatic

Society, by John Robert Steuart, Esq., M. R. A. S., &c., &c.

Read February \Sth, 1837.

The accompanying two plates of coins present a type which is quite

new to the numismatic world, if we except two or three specimens

published in the second part of Vol. I., of the Transactions of the

Royal Asiatic Society, from the collection of my ingenious and inde-

fatigable friend Colonel Tod, who has left no branch of Indian

antiquities unexplored or unadorned. We are informed that he met
with these coins in the whole of the district from Oujein to Cutch,

as far as the Indus, and he ascribes them to the Balhara sovereigns,

mentioned by the Arabian travellers of the ninth century, as trans-

lated by Renaudot, who conceives these princes to be the same as

the Zamorin. In this attribution I must differ with Colonel Tod for

several reasons, independent of one to which I shall now confine

myself, and which is to be found in the text of the above workj viz.,

that the drachms coined by the Balhara princes are said to weigh

one-half more than the Arab drachm, whereas the coins in question

do not even reach the weight of this last.

The specimens of which I now transmit engravings, are derived

from nearly the same sources as those obtained by Colonel Tod,

and I am chiefly indebted for them to the kindness and liberality of

the Right Honourable Mountstuart Elphinstone, while Governor of

the Presidency of Bombay.

On the first appearance of these coins, the mixed and varied

character of their type was calculated to perplex the investigator.

The execution bespoke a familiarity with something like Grecian

art^ on some of their obverses, letters, if not entirely Greek, ap-

proaching very nearly to the Greek forms
;
and on the reverse,

legends in a character having considerable affinity to, but at the

same time quite distinct from, the Sanskrit
j

features well defined,

but, as well as the costume, exhibiting a Tartarian rather than an

Indian air, were all so many apparent contradictions, which it was

necessary to reconcile.

After a considerable investigation, I found the characters of the

reverse to bear a great resemblance to the small specimen of the

Ablaikit manuscripts, given in page 777, vol. xxx, of the M^moires

de l’Acad€mie Royale, but as there was no Tibetan work at hand
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to refer to, I procured from Europe a copy of the Alphabetum

Tibetanum of Giorgi, and soon convinced myself that the characters

on the coins were essentially Tibetan. In the mean time I consulted

De Guignes’s invaluable History of the Huns, in order to discover if

any migration, or inroad, of Tartars from Tibet, had occurred in the

direction in which their coins are generally found, and was gratified

by meeting with the history of a tribe, to whom all the peculiarities

of the coins were perfectly reconcileable.

Before proceeding further, it may be proper to give some de-

scription of the coins themselves, which are of silver, about half an

inch in diameter, and generally weighing from twenty-eight to thirty

grains each.

On the obverse is the bust of a personage to the right
;
and,

though differing in feature on the several specimens, presenting inva-

riably the same costume
;

the profile is well defined, the chin is

smooth, but a long curling mustachio decorates the upper lip
;
the

ear is ornamented with an oblong ear-ring, in the upper part of which

a pearl, or jewel, appears to be inserted. Around the neck is an

ornamented collar, or perhaps the embroidered border of a robe.

The head is covered with a helmet, perhaps rather a hat, not differ-

ing much from that which is now in use, with a flat crown and

narrow brim, and resembling that of the ambassadors from the

Lama of Tibet, as delineated in Newhovii Legatio Batavica ad

Magnum Cham, vol. i. p. 155. The hair to the temples seems to be

shaved, but from thence it hangs down inclining backwards, in three

formal curls or volutes. Behind the head there frequently occur

two or more letters of a peculiar character, which are followed by

several others referrible to the Greek alphabet.

The reverse exhibits a pyramidical symbol, divided into three

compartments, above which is a crescent, and a sun or star
j
below

it is a wavy line, in shape like a bow
j
around is an ample legend,

in the presumed Tibetan character, a character which occurs fre-

quently on the inscriptions in the numerous excavations on the

N. W. side of India. Mr. James Williams, the] H. C. resident at

Baroda, was, I believe, the first person who noticed these coins,

having found several specimens at Buddresir, close to Mundrah,

and at Raiepoor, near Mandavie, on the coast of Cutch, in the

neighbourhood of some ruins and mounds of sand, probably covering

further rerhains of antiquity
j
others have since been found, and

transmitted to the Literary Society of Bombay, by Mr. G. P. Wil-

loughby, as well as by Colonel Archibald Robertson, from Kan-
deish, and Colonel William Miles, from Pahlenpore. Considering
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the frequency of these discoveries, all of recent date, and made
nearly at the same time, it may be inferred that many valuable and
interesting objects may yet be brought to light, were proper encou-

ragement afforded.

The Tartar nation, to whose kings I am disposed to attribute the

present coins, is that of the Yue-Chi,^ or Race of the Moon, men-
tioned by De Guignes in his learned Dissertation (Memoires de

1’Academic, tome xv. p. 214), on the introduction of the religion of

India (Buddha or Fo) amongst the Tartar tribes , as also in his

celebrated Memoirs (Ibidem, tome xxv. p. 17), on the Destruction

of the Empire of the Greeks of Bactria by some Scythian tribes
;

these were, according to the annals of the Chinese, the Sii and the

Yue-Chi. The Su were the first to overcome the Bactrians, but

they were afterwards dispossessed of their conquests by the Yue-
Chi

;
these latter extended their dominion over a great part of

India, particularly along the course of the Indus, as far as the pro-

vince of Baroach, and the temple of Somnath, in Kattywar, the

precise line in which these coins are found. It appears that the

Yue-Chi had been driven from their original settlements by the en-

croachments of the Huns, or Hun, who at the same time menaced

the Chinese empire with invasion. The Chinese in consequence

courted an alliance with the Yue-Chi, and the better to promote a

good understanding, despatched ambassadors, who joined the horde

at the moment they were invading the Bactrian and Parthian pro-

vinces, of which, in the sequel, they obtained possession. The
Chinese deputation was particularly struck with the coins of the

conquered districts. It is probable that the new rulers would not

be inattentive or insensible to the advantages of continuing the

coinage, having the artists employed in it at their command. With
equal probability it may be supposed, that they would transport

with them into India, a practice of which they had experienced the

utility, if indeed they did not find mints already established in that

portion of the peninsula which they conquered.^ Having thus far

1 This is the Chinese pronunciation ; they are considered by De Guignes and
others to be the Jetse, or Getee.

® Although history is silent on this subject, in itself sufiSciently obscure, there

is every probability that the Yue-Clii were the ultimate destroyers of the Greek
power in India, They had already subverted the Bactrian empire, or at least occu-

pied the provinces of wliich it was formed, and the country which they afterwards

subjugated in India, is exactly that which had been subdued and ruled by a branch

of the Greek dynasty of Bactria. This branch, amongst whose kings we find the

names of ApoUodotus, Demetrius, and Menander, wa,s opposed to the Bactrian

government, wliich was looked upon as that of usurpers ; indeed, it was owing to
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reconciled the discordant peculiarities in these coins, first, their

belonging to a Tartar' race
j
second, their exhibiting a tincture of

Greek character and art
;
and third, their being found in a parti-

cular district in India, there now only remains for me to account for

their legends being written in a chai’acter resembling the Tibetan,

That Tibet received its alphabet from India is deducible from

various authorities. Dr, Wilkins, a most competent judge, asserts

in the preface to his Sanskrit Grammar, p. xi, “ that the learned

languages of Tibet, of Ava, and of Ceylon, are enriched by the San-

skrit, and every one of them is indebted to it for its alphabet,” and

De Guignes, p. 220, of the 40th vol. of the M^moires de I’Acad^mie,

states, that in the latter part of the first century of our era, Samtan

Poutra, a native of Tibet, on his return from India, brought back

the religion of Buddha or Fd, and communicated to his countrymen

laws and the art of writing. It is added, that the alphabet proving

too complicated, it was modified and rendered better adapted to the

genius of the language of Tibet.

In page 214, he remarks, that the conquests of the Yue-Chi, in

India, must have enabled them to impart the Indian religion (Bud-

dhism) to the other Tartar nations. In page 257, he mentions, that

in the year 168 of our era, Chi-tsin, a priest of the tribe of the Yue-

Chi, reached China from India, accompanied by several other priests

;

and in 266 another priest again arrived in China from that part

of India' which had been conquered by the Yue-Chi, and contributed

materially to introduce the religion of Fo into China.

It may be here observed that the Chinese, having already writ-

ten characters of their own, had no occasion to adopt those of India,

these dissensions that the Bactrians were so much weakened as to fall an easy prey

to the Scythians on one side, and the Parthians on the other. This occurred about

134 A. c. How long the power of the Greeks in India survived the downfall of

their brethren in Bactria, can only be conjectured. Some information may per-

haps be hereafter gleaned from coins ;* hitherto, the only ones discovered are of

Apollodotus and Menander. Colonel Tod has published copper coins of these

princes, and Colonel Miles had the good fortune, in 1826, to recover two silver

drachms of Apollodotus in the very district in which Arrian mentions them to have

been current in his time.

Colonel Tod has also published four medals of Indo-Grecian kings, but they

unfortunately only set forth the titles, without the names of the prince ; they have

every appearance of belonging to a later age than that of the three kings named

above, the Sigma and Omega 2 Q being written c a>.—See Strabo, p. 516 ; also

Trogus, Prolog., 41, and Justin, lib. 41, cap. 6.

* Since penning the above, I rejoice to think that this presentiment, which I

cherished ten years ago, is now likely to be realized by the extraordinary discoveries

resulting from the researches of Messrs. Masson, Ventura, Swiney, Burnes, and
others.
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as did the Tibetans, and probably other illiterate Tartars to whom
the religion of Buddha was communicated.

On the obverse of several of the coins now under consideration,

a series of letters, very much resembling those of the Greek alphabet,

may be' perceived. The letters I. O. V. t. (or T.) A. C. 12. vary

in nothing from those of the Greek, and the circumstance of their

being unmixed with any of an Eastern form, is certainly a very

singular peculiarity : the acquisition, however, of No. 29 (for which

I was indebted to my friend Mr, G. T, Gardiner, then resident at

Booj), showing on the reverse similar letters, combined with the

Tibetan characters, has shaken my belief in their belonging to a

distinct alphabet.*

It now remains for me to speak of the symbols on the reverse.

The principal one seems to represent a mountain, and, in fact,

closely resembles the type of the Mountain Constellation, as given in

the 6th vol. of the Asiatic Researches, p, 199. It may refer to the

Mountains of Imaus, around which the Yue-Chi were at one time

settled. Underneath is the figure of a bow, the obvious emblem of

Tartar power. The sun and moon might refer, the one to their

Eastern origin, the other to their fabled descent and their appellation

of Yue-Chi, or Children of the Moon.

It is possible that the whole may express some astronomical con-

junction, The figure of the mountain occurs on other ancient

Indian coins, which, having been found in the same tract, may also

belong to the Yue-Chi : I have given representations of them in

Nos. 33 to 36.

In classing the present coins, I have been guided chiefly by the

legends on the reverse, and I have invariably found that similar

* This had already been suspected by Major (now Col.) W. H. Sykes; the

following note refers to the object under discussion.

“ My dear Sir,

“ Very many thanks for the inscriptions. You would oblige me

could you let one of your people copy the Thibetan alphabet for me. I have no

doubt of being able to identify every letter of the alphabet from the inscriptions on

the Nanee Ghaut.

“ I have read your paper with much interest, but am not quite satisfied with

respect to the Greek inscriptions on the Cutch Coins, The, apparently, Greek

letters observable, are found in the Boodh inscriptions, and in the Thibetan alpha-

bet, The coins may possibly be those of the Boodli Monarchy, which must have

existed on this side of India.

“ I hope to be able to communicate something interesting to you respecting the

inscriptions ere the next rains.

“ Very sincerely yours,

W. H. Stkes,”
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heads corresponded with similar legends. This similarity of feature

has also enabled me to class together several specimens in which the

inscriptions were defective, and thus to complete the legend : in

doing this, I have frequently been obliged to have recourse to no

less than four specimens, the whole of which I have caused to be

engraved, whereby the varied form of the same letters will also be

more apparent. Of each inscription I have subjoined an entire

specimen in a generalized form of character, for the purpose of a

more easy comparison, and for the better accommodation of the

learned, who may be inclined to attempt the explanation of these

coins
;

a task which, though unable to execute myself, I have spared

no pains to render easy to those who may be able and disposed to

undertake it.

In arranging the order of the coins, I have given the priority

to those whose legends were simplest, and consisted of the fewest

letters
j
and in assuming the point of commencement, I have chosen

a word * which, from its position on the coin, as well as from its

occurring on every one of them, seems entitled to precedence. This

arrangement brings every inscription to end also with corresponding

letters, except that in some cases, instead of the two last letters, a

couple of dots are substituted, probably as a contraction, owing to

deficiency of space.^

The first and last combinations, being the same in all, express

most probably the usual titles of the sovereign
;
those which vary,

his particular name
j
and as the two former are repeated in all of

the inscriptions, except one. No. 1 to 4, I conclude that this one

belongs to the founder of the dynasty, and that the others designate,

besides their own, the name of their father or predecessor.

The number of the Sovereigns here represented, may be ten or

eleven, which implies a dynasty of considerable duration, particularly

as it can hardly be supposed that the series is complete. De Guignes

was unable to ascertain how long the empire of the Yue-Chi in

India subsisted
j
the latest date which occurs is that already men-

tioned of A. D. 266, giving, from the subversion of the Bactrian Em-
pire, a period of exactly 400 years. But I trust we shall not now
have long to lament the scantiness of materials for elucidating the

history of this extraordinary nation, which imparted letters, religion,

' By a singular coincidence, Col. Tod has commenced from the same point, a
circumstance which adds considerably to my confidence in its correctness : he does

not mention his reasons for doing so.

^ In two or three instances the dots seem to he omitted, and, in one instance,

they occur in the middle of the legend.
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and laws, to one of the most extensive regions of the globe,' to say-

nothing of its influence in India, where extraordinary and numerous

remains still attest the height of grandeur and civilization to which

it had attained.

The similarity, if not identity, of its alphabet with that of Tibet,

will, it is to be hoped, furnish a key to the sculptured monuments

of Buddhism which abound throughout the North of India, and

which, I believe, have hitherto baffled the investigations of the

learned.

The empire over the northern and western regions of India, of a

powerful (Scythian) race, professing the Buddhist religion, has been

long felt and acknowledged, while the total absence of intelligible

records has tormented the historian, and almost extinguished a de-

sire for information which seemed doomed never to be gratified.

Description of the Plates.

Plate 1, No. 1 to 28, appear to offer a series of nine different

princes
;

their respective legends are delineated more fully in

Plate 2.

Plate 2 No. 29 to 32, resemble the preceding, but are of a more
barbarous character. No. 33 to 36, are copper coins exhibiting the

symbol of the mountain. Nos. 3, 16, 25, and 28, present the ob-

verses of their respective coins, on an enlarged scale.

' The Chinese have no sciences, and their religion, and roost of their laws, are

derived from the Indians; Nay, they are of opinion that the Indians taught them

the worship of idols. Renaudot’s Ancient India, p. 3C.

We have already seen that these Indians were the Yue-Chi, settled in India,
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MR. WATHEN’S TRANSLATION OF THE PRECEDING
INSCRIPTION.—(No. 4, of his Collection.)

Art. XIX.

—

Translation of an Inscription in the Sanskrit Language,

and inscribed in the Purvada Holla Character, on three Copper Plates,

found in the Karnataka, or Southern Mahratta Country. Dated saka

980 (a.d. 1058.)

“ Invocation.”

Prosperity.— 1. May that Samba/ who is adorned with

brown braided hair, from whom proceed mighty sovereigns, the

source of all sciences, knowledge, charity and instruction ! may this

lord of the three worlds be always victorious !

!

“description of the donor’s family,” &c.

Be Prosperity.—2. The frontal ornaments of the Silahar

family, the increaser of the fame and power of the children of

Jimdta-Vahana, on whose flag is the figure of a golden eagle (Ga-

ruda) possessor of this ocean-girt globe. A king whose praises

are celebrated by the princes of the Karnataka^ country, who hath

the auspicious mark called Malayanka, king of kings endued with

great wisdom
;
dreaded by inimical princes

;
protector of the country

of the city of Tagara^ (or the Tagaranagara-country-protector),

“ Tagaranagara-bhupalakah,” of splendid fame, of unchangeable

determination, of renowned valour, who dwelt as a lion in the strong

hill-fort of Pannalaj'* of fair and vast valour, supreme lord of great

princes, who seized the treasures of his enemies
j
such was the king

Sri-Jatiga.

His son was Sri-Gonkala-Raja,® an excellent prince, of great

valour, the destroyer of/he armies of his foes, resembling serpents
;

an inestimable gem of the demigod-descended race.

3. Whose majesty was dazzling as the sun
;
he delighted in war,

great king of -kings
;
one who by the fear inspired by his voice re-

sembling the roaring of a lion, and by the dread inspired from the

appearance of his flaming sword, (obtained and enjoyed the country

.
’ Siva. The word Karndtaka does not appear in the original, and

the whole passage is evidently inaccurate.—H. PI. W.
® It merely means lung of the city of Tagara.—H. H. W.
* Near Kolapore. ‘ The text has Gonka.—PI. H. W.

VOL. IV. X
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of Kurrar.’ From the terror of his name alone the land of Mirija*

and the vast territory of the Konkan were surrendered to his

dominion.) Ever generous and ever valiant was this noble prince.

“ DESCRIPTION OF DONOR.”

Sri-Marasinha-Raja, lord of men, now reigns, famed for his

science and state policy. He is of himself an assemblage of all

virtues, ever cheerful and happy, who hath the mark Guhalankha,®

whose court is the asylum of all that is great and good
;
who is

favourable to those of virtuous conduct
;

as a snake so destroyeth

he inimical armies; as an ankusha^ to guide elephant-like chief-

tains, who is always in command of his passions, of perfect self-

possession. He showeth no mercy towards those evil princes who
are seeking to usurp the kingdoms of others; (in whose possession

is the strong hill-fort of Kiligila-Diirga.) A hero conquering other

powerful sovereigns
;

one constantly desirous to overcome and

humble conquerors
;
endowed with every excellent virtue, equal to

the Sri-Gonkala-Rajd above described. Acquainted with every

description of science, protector of the three worlds; overcoming

his powerful enemies, famed for being the first to rush on his

enemy in the field to battle.

His sword is all-powerful of itself to destroy his foes
;

the poor

even can he raise to wealth, such are his riches
;

continually rejoic-

ing the hearts of his bards with gifts and largesses, whose hand is

always employed in giving away in charity (such is the great king

Sri-Marasinha-Deva)
;

his arm is always held forth extended. His

body is as that of Madana (Cupid). As a lion so doth he destroy

the pride and arrogance of his foes.

A magnanimous hero, the abode of bravery, who possesseth

every heroic virtue, ever generous. Such is Sri-Marasinha-Deva !

Whose wishes in every respect are completed by the favour of the

divine Lakshmi, beautiful and handsome, and in the prime of his

youth.

Whose thighs are worn with marks from being constantly

mounted on his war-horse.

A most perfect prince, whose propitious fortune is the dread of

other chiefs.

* K.^rahata and other countries having passed Ganja. (?)

® Meritch or Mirij, in tlie Dekkan.
® This has no meaning, and may he intended for a name, the Guvala of the

inscription in the “ Bombay Transactions.”—H. II. W. * Iron goad.
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By the force of his own arms alone, he hath obtained victory

j

most skilled in the art of governing
j
a most ambitious hero, beloved

by reason of his perfect beauty.

Whose pure fame is spread over the eight points of the compass

as a white’ canopy, his government resembleth that of Rama and

other Rajas
j
sueh is Sri-Marasinha-Deva, lord of the earth !

- Who enjoyeth the five great blessings, who is king of kings,

chief prince of Tagara city (Tagara-pura-varfidhisvara),® of the

Silahar race, descended from king JimVita-Vahana.

On whose flag is a golden eagle. In ability this prince is as the

Marubaka serpent, a lion to his elephant-resembling enemies, as the

moon, the boar, and the sun (possessing mildness, power, and

splendour), as Parayana in appearance. A second Vikramdditya in

this kali-age, possessing many horses, much riches, and beauteous

damsels.

With him is the favour and blessing of Maha-Lakshmi (the god-

dess of good fortune), whose eourt is adorned by its being the resi-

dence of many kings. (This sovereign is residing at Kiligila-

durga,® being at this plaee engaged in listening to the recital of

pleasing tales, and in the full enjoyment of his kingdom.)

At such fortunate moment.

“ DESCRIPTION OF DONEE.”

In an impenetrable forest, deserted both by animals and birds,

from the dread inspired by the roaring of the lions which infested

it, dwelt an holy devotee, whose praises were constantly raised by

the humming of the swarms of bees, and myriads of other beautiful

insects, that flew from flower to flower, and formed with their tones

a delightful harmony. This pure saint had cast away from his

mind all sinful desires
;
had attained sueh perfection as to render

him worthy of adoration. Tie was paid reverence to by all princes,

his devotion was most deep, the observances of his penance were

most rigid. He was meek and humble, and had overeome and

rendered useless the darts of Madana. His mind was free from all

the cares of this sinful world, deeply w’as he skilled in divine know-

ledge, and well aequainted with the nature of the divine essenee.

* “ Sveta Chatra” in original.

* Or greatest prince of the Tagara country
;

probably this means greatest

prince of those who are descended from the kings of Tagara-pura.

® Meaning the hill-fort of Kiligila. The text adds his capital Rdjadlitof.—

H. H. W.
x2
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His soul was constantly united with Brahma (the almighty divine

spirit), his mind was always filled with the spirit of God.

In him was no evil, no falsehood; his religious practices were

most excellent
;
he was a person alone fit in this world to perform

properly the worship of Brahma and Siva. May his memory
remain for ever

!

His chief disciple was Malya-D^va, one well acquainted with the

Sastras, one released from these evils, anger, pride, passion and

covetousness.

Whose soul was firmly fixed in contemplation of the divine

essence; who was an example in religion to the whole world, who

was most discerning in the bestowing of gifts.

His successor is Chika Deva, one worthy of the praise of kings.

The Kalpavriksha (tree of abundance) to the sovereigns of the city

of Mirija.

A lion in destroying those who forsake the right practices of

religion, as a sun causing the true faith to expand its flower as a

lotus, by his resplendent rays.

Who alone can explain the established systems of religion and

philosophy. Who is the sole true director as to the right per-

formance of the sacred rites, from whom alone can be learned the

proper modes of bestowing charity.

As a bee he remains attached to the lotus-resembling foot of the

Almighty.

Who hath no worldly affections, no passions, no sins.

The rigid and austere practices of whose penance and devotion

have never been excelled. Such is this Chika-Deva !

In charity, penance, and devotion, in all the practices of

Brahma-charya, never was thei-e one so perfect in former times,

there exists not his equal at present, nor will any one in future ages

ever resemble in perfection Chika-Deva.

The period past from the aera of King Saka (Salivahana) being

nine-hundred and eighty years, in numerals 980, being the year (of

the sexagenary cycle) called Vilambi, the seventh of the bright

half of Pausa (month), on Thursday, on the occasion of the sun’s

northern declination, having washed his (Chika-Deva’s) feet, water

being poured into his hands.

” THE GRANT.”

Thus;—In the country of Mirija, consisting of three thousand

villages, and about four miles from Shirol, to the south of the

Krishna-Vena river, and having to E. S. and W. the four villages.
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Kanvadaj Hardaliwada, Galkati, and Ulipahati, is situated the village

of Kurandawada (Kurandwar.)

This village, with its four proper bounds, is given by me, the son

of a king, to this holy saint.

All rights of sovereignty are resigned on this village.

A Panchayata of Siva, situated without the city of Mirija, is

also herewith given.

Having granted these, I, the king Sri-Marasinha-Deva, have

ordered this royal edict to be drawn up, and thus the devotee hath

come into possession of the village and temples.

This holy Brahmana formerly wandered along the banks of the

river (Krishna), but now hath he found an asylum worthy of his

residence.

He hath attained the highest degree of perfection in mental ab-

straction : he is adorned by a constant unruffled mind, by constant

prayer and by fixed devotion he hath become most pure.

Every month he performeth sacrifices, he hath the entire com-

mand of his passions and of his sensual organs. One most steadfast

in the practiee of the Brahma-charya rites
j
a reader of the holy

Vedas, causing them to be read by others, by whom hath been

acquired the favour of Siva.

He understandeth the first principles, a perfect Yogi, constant

in the performance of his prayers.

With him reside his disciples, who are receiving his instruction,

none else.

Among these five temples, the chief of which is dedicated to

Siva, is one belonging to the lord of Sri- (Vishnu.) Here is

penance constantly proclaiming
;
here are the inimical rdjas obliged

to pay their tribute to the mighty king. In this sacred precinct is

also deposited a treasure. These temples are always pure, being so

formed that the rays of the sun always pervade them.

Such five temples, the worship of which is worthy of Chika-

Deva’s performance, are thus granted.

“ aUOTATION FROM MAHABHARATA.”

Sagara and many kings, &c.

Ramchandra’s sacred bridge, &c.

The prince-minister (Sachivotama) having examined this docu-

ment hath caused it to be written. Chika-Deva hath also received it.

Be propitious ! !

W. H. Wathen,
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LIST OF KINGS IN NO. IV.

Jimutavahana, a demi-god called the Silahara, whence the name

of the race, who were Saivas.

1. Jatiga, who reigned at Pannalla.

2. Gonka.

3. Marasinha-deva, who appears to have reigned
|

at Mirija.

N.B. Many names are left out, which may be seen in Captain

Grant’s inscription in the Bombay Transactions.”
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Art. XX.—Inscriptions from the Boodh Caves, near Joonur. Com-

munieated in a Letter to Sir John Malcolm, G.C.B., President

of the Literary Society, Bombay!

Read Gth July, 1833.

Destitute of the prospect of leisure to complete a general descrip-

tion and comparison, long since undertaken, of the cave-temples and

excavations, Boodh, Jain, and Brahminical, on the western side of

India, involving also the placing in juxtaposition the various in-

scriptions in unknown characters, to be found in these excavations,

I am happy to anticipate a distant period, and at once to lay before

the Society some inscriptions obtained lately from the Boodh exca-

vations in the neighbourhood of the town of Joonur in the Poona

collectorate. The multiplication of Boodh inscriptions in the hands

of the learned, and the early introduction of any new inscriptions to

the notice of the profound Orientalists in Europe, may facilitate the

attempts now making to understand the lithographic records of a

mighty people, who, equally with their language, have disappeared

from India, leaving, however, such multitudinous and stupendous

monuments of their industry, taste, power, wealth, and numbers, as

to excite the most unlimited astonishment in the contemplative

mind, that a great nation should have gone down the stream of time

without leaving a tradition even of its existence in its native country,

the present inhabitants of Western India being more ignorant of the

origin of these mighty works of art, than the European stranger

who visits them from curiosity.

It is not my intention to enter into a description of the city of

caves surrounding the present town of Joonur. It will be simply

necessary, for the proper understanding of the locality of the inscrip-

tions, to state that Joonur has a hill two miles to the north
j
ad-

joining the suburb on the west is the hill-fort of Sewner, and with

a short break leaving a pass over it, the same hill, on which the fort

stands, sweeps round to the eastward, giving a mile in extent of the

hill a northern aspect. It then turns suddenly to the southward,

the hill having an eastern aspect for about half a mile. Joonur thus

has hills close around it on the north-west and south. These hills

' 111 this article Colonel Sykes’ mode of spelling Indian terms and proper

names has been followed.

—

Ed.
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are in terraces formed of horizontal strata of greenstone, ani}'gda-

loids, w’ackes, and basalt. The more compact strata do not readily

decompose, and their lateral planes or vertical edges present a per-

pendicular wall all round a hill of from twenty to three hundred

feet in height, according to the thickness of the stratum. One, two,

or more of these natural walls are seen in almost every hill in the

Dukhun. The intermediate strata decompose, and form rapid

slopes, the debris from them frequently shooting over the perpendi-

cular wall below, and partially obliterating its precipitous continuity.

These belts of rock therefore offer to man, from the hand of nature,

impregnable fortresses in most of the hills of the Western Ghauts and

their vicinity. In the face of the perpendicular walls round the

hills, the celebrated caves are excavated, and in general the com-

pactness and homogeneous character of the rock assure the exca-

vator of freedom from impediments to the successful execution of

his most extended and complicated designs.

The inscriptions numbered 1, 2, and 3, are perfect; they are

copied from two pillars at the entrance to a Boodh cave-temple, in

the hill with a northern aspect, one mile south of Joonur; from

the letters being less angular than usual, and from their being ac-

companied by many unusual marks, points, and strokes, indicating

inflexions of the letters, the inscriptions may possibly be of a less

ancient date than others subsequently noticed. In a gallery adjoin-

ing the temple whence these inscriptions were copied, three mutila-

ted figures of Boodh, so much injured as scarcely to admit of the

sex being determined, have been converted by the Brahmins of

Joonur into representations of the Hindoo divinity Parwutee, under

her names of Ambah, Ambeekab, and Ambaleekah. I found a

Brahmunee woman and her son busily employed in washing them

with turmeric water, and offering rice and betel-nut to them. I

mention this, as it is a generally received opinion, that Brahmins do

not worship mutilated images, much less Boodh figures; similar

adoptions, and similar worship, however, wilk be found in the Kar-

leh Boodh cave-temple, in some of the caves at Ellora, and in the

Lainahdree caves at Joonur.

Inscriptions 4 and 5 are copied from the walls of a large square

chamber, by tbe side of the road at the west of the Nane Ghat.

This chamber commands a view down the Ghat and over the

Konkun or country below the Ghats; three walls (the south side is

open to the road) have been covered with inscriptions, but the de-

composition of the rock from moisture has occasioned great oblite-

rations. Inscription No 1, however, which is in a continuous line
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round the three sides of the chamber, immediately under the ceiling,

is perfect as far as it goes, with the exception of fifteen or sixteen

letters. No. 5 is a partially obliterated inscription on the eastern

wall of the same chamber, but in some of the lines there are so

many letters in continuation, as to justify the hope that information

may ultimately be extracted from them. The inscriptions on the

southern and western walls have too many lacunae to render them

worthy the labour of copying. Less attention appears to have been

paid to the perfect formation of the letters in these inscriptions than

is xisual in Boodh inscriptions; they bear marks of having been

quickly done, as a person writes when careless or in haste. The

chamber was probably intended as a resting plaee for persons

passing the Ghat, as there is a stone seat all round the bottom of

the walls, and some reservoirs for water, and one or two other un-

finished chambers are excavated close by. This ghat, or pass down
the mountains, is on the direct line of communication from the

ancient Deoghur, near Dowlutabad, passing through Joonur with its

city of Boodh caves to Callean, known as the Calliara of the Periplus,

and thence probably the road continued to that other city of Boodh
caves in Salsette.

Inscription No. 6 is from the wall of a verandah to a cave-

chamber in the rock under the hill-fort of Sevvner. The Western

and eastern lateral planes of the stratum of rock, on which the fort

stands, are pierced with excavations, temples, halls, cells, and reser-

voirs for water. Above is the fort in which the celebrated Seewajee

was born. The inscription No. G appears to be perfect, with the

exception of eighteen letters, the places of which are marked by

small crosses.

No. 7 is a perfect inscription, on the wall of a cave-temple under

the fort, in which stands a very large isolated dhagope, a short cy-

lindrical emblem, with an hemispherical top, usually crowned by an

umbrella or a laboured crest or process. A sketch is given of this

emblem in an accompanying sheet. Mr. Erskine considers it to

represent the tomb in which a relic of Boodh is usually buried. The

flat ceiling of this temple is chunnamed and painted in small squares,

each square having concentric circles of white, orange, and brown.

The colours are still sufficiently marked.

No. 8 is an imperfect inscription in the face of the rock over a

reservoir for water. The first three letters are wanting, and twenty

other letters are effaced in subsequent parts of the inscription.

Inscriptions Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13, are from the excavations

called the Lainahdree caves, in the hill two miles north of Joonur,
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The whole of them are quite perfect. The principal temple, in its

design, resembles the Karleh temple, but it is smaller. There are

octangular pillars on each side, on whose capitals repose two

elephants, or two lions. The roof is arched, and appears supported

by stone ribs, whose ends rest between the elephants on the summit

of the pillar, a sketch of one of the pillars accompanies the inscrip-

tions. The proportions throughout are good, the design tasteful

and ingenious, and the execution very perfect. The inscription

No. 10, is over the doorway to this temple, within the vestibule;

the letters are very large, well finished, and quite distinct. No. 9

is a perfect inscription over a door to a small hall with dormitories

round it, a little to the eastward of the temple just mentioned.

Almost adjoining the large temple on the west, there is a large hall

without pillars, 57 feet broad by 51 in depth. The hall has a stone

seat all round the walls, and there are eighteen cells in the west,

north, and east walls; each cell has a stone couch for its former

occupant. It is remarkable that this refectory and dormitory append-

ing on the Boodh temple have been taken possession of by the

Hindoos. A recess has been excavated in the northern wall, and a

gigantic figure of Gunputtee, the son of Mahadeo, is in it, either

chiselled out of the rock, or placed there, I could not determine

M'hich. The Brahmins insist upon this figure of Gunputtee being

one of his eight spontaneous manifestations; there is a yearly pil-

grimage to it, and it is in high repute. This figure is called Usht

Weenaek, from Usht and Weenaeek, a name of Gunputtee. An
avenue of trees runs up to the cave from Joonur, said to have been

planted by Amrat Rao, the adopted son of Raghoba, the late

Peshwa’s father. On the western wall, between the doors of two

cells, there is an unfinished copy, in the most faint outline, of one of

those sculptured stones, so common in the Mahratta country, repre-

senting the worship of the Leeng in the upper compartment, and

combats in the lower compartments.

The inscription No. 1 1 is in a panel in the rock, over the left

cistern, near the large reservoir for water, considerably westward of

the great hall just mentioned. No. 12 is in a similar panel over

the right cistern near the great reservoir. No. 13 is a perfect in-

scription in a panel in the rock near the most western chambers.

The ground of the panel has been covered with a reddish, indurated

ochry matter, which is in excellent preservation, and the letters

appear to have been cut through it. In the neighbourhood of this

inscription, another panel has been chiselled, smoothed, and pre-

pared for an inscription, but the design was not perfected.
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^la concluding my notices of these inscriptions, I beg to call the

attention of the Society to the very singular fact, that in comparing

Boodh inscriptions with very ancient Sanskrit inscriptions, Boodh
letters are discovered in the latter

;
and the prevalence of Boodh

letters is in the ratio of the antiquity of the Sanskrit inscription.

I have identified forty-five Boodh letters in the ancient Sanskrit

inscriptions to be met with in the volumes of the Asiatic Researches.

Can it be that these letters are a very ancient form of the Sanskrit

alphabet, and that the inscriptions themselves are in the Sanskrit

language ? The variations in the forms of the letters in the above

Boodh inscriptions, would seem to indicate that some of them are

of different ages.

(Signed) W. H. Sykes.
Poona, August 1, 1828.

Since the above paper was sent to the Literary Society of

Bombay, the volumes of Sir Stamford Raffles on Java fell into my
hands, and on turning to copies of the ancient inscriptions in Java

and Bali, I was struck with the identity of some of the letters in the

Boodh inscriptions in the Dukhun, with those in the “ Aksara budda”

or ancient alphabet of Java, and with those in the “ specimen of

an inscription in the ancient Javan or Kawi found in Maleng.”

As the powers of the letters of the Javan-Boodh alphabet appear to

be still known, they might possibly be successfully applied to

decipher Boodh inscriptions in India necessarily fraught with the

highest interest, as they involve notices of people, the predecessors

of the present races of inhabitants a people of whom not a tradi-

tion remains, but whose extended range of occupancy is attested by
their wonderful cave-temples, occurring at intervals from Boodh
Gyia to Salsette. I have not had leisure to go into details, nor

make rigid comparisons of the respective inscriptions of Java and

India, but hope my notice may induce some more competent person

to work out the subject.

W. H. Sykes, Lieutenant-Colonel.

London, June 6, 1832.
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Art. XXI.

—

Translation of the General Siroze of the Pa'rsis. By
John Wilson, D.D., President of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, and Missionary of the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland. Communicated by the Bombay Branch

Society.

Read Is# July, 1837.

In the third volume of Anquetil du Perron’s translation of the

Zand-Avastd, there are versions of two small liturgical works of the

Parsis, entitled by him the “ Lesser Si-rozd,"' and the “ Greater

Siroze'." There is another Siroze, however, possessed by the Parsis,

which he does not translate. It treats of the qualities of the thirty

days of the month, as auspicious or inauspicious. Though its inti-

mations are absurd in the highest degree, it exercises great influence

over the whole body of Zoroastrians. It is so much regarded by

them, that there is scarcely a family without a copy, and there are

few individuals who have not its precepts written on the tablet of

their hearts. On this account, as well as because of the brief infor-

mation which it gives respecting the Amshuspands and Izads, to

whom the days of the month are sacred, it is not unworthy of the

attention of Europeans. It exists in the Persian language
j
but

there are several Gujarathi versions, which are generally used.* The

translation which I give is very literal, and is formed from a colla-

tion of these versions, and a careful comparison with the original.

I have added a few explanatory notes. The only general remark

which I would make on the Precepts of Fate which this Sirozd con-

tains, is that its framers seem to have made such a distribution of

good and evil throughout the month, and its dilferent days, as is

calculated to render those who credit it, neither much elated, nor

much cast down, on account of any of its portions. Blessings and

curses are made to go hand in hand during the whole journey of

the moon.

The following is a list of the names of Celestial Beings who
preside over the days of the month, as given in the Pehlevi Farhany.

It may prove useful in the deciphering of ancient inscription.

—

Anahdma, Vahuman, Antavehest, Satnivar, Sapandomad, Khuudad,

’ From thirty, and roz day.

I am indebted to Manakji Kiiarshedji, M. R. A. S., for aiding me in pro-

curing some of tlie copies which I have used.
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Amundad, Atump-de, A'tun, A'wan, Khor, Mahd, Tir, Gos, De-pan-

matun, Matun, Saruz, Rashnan, Parwardm, Warahram, Ram, Wad,
Dep-din, Din, Ard, A'stad, A'sman, Zamiad, Masarazpand, Aneran.

I.

Let it be known to all that the first day of the month of the Behedin,

is that of the god Hormazd/ This day is reckoned auspicious for all

good undertakings, especially such as commencing new buildings,

sending children to school (for the first time), and commencing the

cultivation of a field or garden. It is auspicious for all kinds of

consultation, for selling and for buying, for uniting together, and

for marrying; for dressing in new clothes, and for cutting nails.

Shaving, going to the hath, and perjury, on this day, meet with in-

stantaneous punishment from God. If a person be taken ill, he

will soon be restored to health. The day is well adapted for a short

journey. If a person may have mislaid any thing, he will recover it.

Should a child be born, it becomes very fortunate, and enjoys long

life. Dreaming is attended with good; and the dream ought not to

be revealed to any person, till its result be known. The significa-

tion of a dream will be manifested, and not occult. What has now
been stated accords with experience, through the divine power. We
have not divine authority for our statements.

II.

The second day is that of Bahman, the angel who presides over the

increase of mankind, and protects horses and goats. It is a fortu-

nate day, and well suited to sensual indulgences, to the performance

of marriage-ceremonies, to the drinking of wine,^ to putting on new
clothes, to scraping nails, to forming new hopes, to contracting

friendly alliances, and to giving instruction. Taking medicine and

riding on horseback are on this day detrimental. It is fortunate

for visiting a king, and for holding consultations. The child born

this day is of a comely figure, but is possessed of neither good

talents nor sense. The illness of a person who is attacked this day,

will be long in duration, though he may recover. If any thing be

lost or missing, it will be found. Should a tree be planted, it will

wither, or its fruit will not be good. Events dreamt of, will occur

in four days, but the hopes which may be cherished will be dis-

appointed.

* On the status of Hormazd among the Pdrsi's, there are some remarks in my
lecture on the Vendiddd Sdde, pp. 9, 10, 11.

® On the day of Bahman, as likewise on three other days afterwards mentioned,

the Parsis eat no flesh. They are not forbidden, however, the use of flsli.
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III.

The third day is that of Ardebehisht, the angel who is the guardian

of fire.' This day is inauspicious
;
we should desist on it from

doing any work. Fire must be worshipped. Nothing else must be

done, lest its issue should prove unfortunate. It is to be maintained

that whoever shall work this day, will repent it at the end. The

day is certainly not good for selling and buying. The child born

this day will be miserable, stupid, and deceitful, during a long life.

Good reports are neither to be approved nor credited. The visions

of dreams will not be realized. Should a person fall ill, his life is

in danger. If any thing be lost, it will never be recovered, unless

by a special intei’position of Providence.

IV.

The fourth day is that of Shahravar, the angel who presides over

hills and mountains, and over mines, gold and silver. This is a

good dayj and it is suitable for diversion, for marriage-ceremonies,

and for contracts. It is auspicious for erecting buildings, for culti-

vating land, for selling, buying, and laying new foundations, for

going to the court of a magistrate, for treating an enemy with hatred,

for going to the court of a king, and forming hopes, and for pur-

chasing a horse. But proceeding to a foreign country, putting on

new clothes, and going to a bath, are forbidden. The child born

this day becomes very virtuous, and speaks but little
j
and on any

person exacting obedience from it, he will be respected. The person

who gets indisposed on this day will speedily recover. The visions

of dreams will be speedily realized. An article lost or missing will

soon be found. There will be truth in reports heard.

V.

The fifth day of the month is that of Sphandarmad, the protector

of animated beings. This day is unfortunate
j
and consequently we

must refrain from doing any work. Prayers may be made in pri-

vate
j
and, by all means, w'e must keep ourselves quiet. The day,

however, is well adapted to commencing the perusal of a book. On
this day we may sail across a river,* and make the earth joyful.

Nothing else ought to be done. If a person happen to fall ill this

day, he will not soon recover, and if he does not improve within five

days, he will probably die. The child born will be fortunate and

' This is one of the four days of the month on v liicli the more “ devout” of the

Piirsis repair to the firc-templcs. “ Or take a short voyage.
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courageous. The visions of dreams will have a speedy realization.

Things which are missing or mislaid, will never be recovered.

Reports heard on this day will prove insignificant, or be afterwards

contradicted.

VI.

The sixth day of the month is that of Khurdad, the angel who pre-

sides over water and vegetation. It is a fortunate day and auspi-

cious for sowing seeds, and planting trees
;

for drinking wine, and
opening veins

;
for setting out on a long journey, and marrying.

But no new hope should be entertained. The day is suitable for

shaving, for scraping nails, and for going to a bath. The child

born this day will prove of bad character and qualities. Those who
fall sick will soon be restored. The visions of dreams will be

realized before the close of a day. Whatever may be lost or mis-

laid, will never be recovered. Rumours will not be contradicted,

but prove true.

VII.

The seventh day of the month is that of the Amshaspand (archangel)

Amardad, who presides over trees and grass. This is not a good

day
j
and during it no work should be performed. But the wor-

shipping God (by offerings) and praying to him publicly, and any

thing of a like nature may be done. Great meiv must not be visited

this day. The child born, will either speedily die, or if it live,

will prove a bad one. The day is auspicious for forming unions, for

learning science, and casting a malicious look at an enemy. The

person taken ill will be in danger of his life
;
and the good or bad

results of a dream will be known within twenty days. Any thing

lost or mislaid will not be recovered. Rumours will not prove false.'

VIII.

The eighth day is denominated from Depadar Izad. It is a lucky

day. Selling and buying, laying new foundations, dressing in new
clothes

j
and bathing, and drinking wine, are proper. It is also

good for eating and drinking, and marrying, when music is laid

aside. It is good in like manner for travelling. But planting young

trees, and commencing new works are forbidden. No war or nego-

tiations ought to be made this day. The child that is born will

' The preceding seven days are sacred, it will be observed, to the seven Am-
shaspands, viz., Hormazd, Bahman, Ardebehisht, Shdravar, Sphandarmdd,

Khurddd, and Amarddd. The days wliich follow are sacred to the Izads
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prove honest, and expert in reading and writing and other kinds of

learning. He will be the instrument of good to others. If a person

be taken ill this day, he will probably soon recover
;
but if he con-

tinue ill for twenty days, he will certainly die. Should any thing

be lost or mislaid, it will be found. The visions of dreams will be

realized within ten days. The intelligence which maybe heard, will

be partly false, and partly true.

IX.

The ninth day of the month is denominated from Adar, the angel

who presides over fire.' This day is inauspicious and unlucky.

There should be cessation from labour during its continuance; The

child born this day will be dishonest and mischievous, cowardly and

guilty of manslaughter, and of a malevolent disposition. If any

thing be mislaid or lost, it will not be found. Should any person

get ill, he will continue indisposed for a long time. The visions of

dreams will be realized within a fortnight. The intelligence re-

ceived this day will prove false.

X.

The tenth day of the month is denominated from Awan Izad,® who
presides over water. The day is lucky, and may be used for all

good works. Commencing cultivation, laying the foundations of

buildings, purchasing cattle,® putting on new clothes, cutting out new
clothes, and discharging debts, are proper. Should a person start on

a journey this day, he will get possessed of immense property and

wealth. But the day is not good for fighting battles, or holding ne-

gotiations; for depositing money, bathing, scraping nails, and sitting

in water. The child born this day will be wealthy, and prove a

blessing to its parents
;
and it will enjoy long life. If any thing be

mislaid or lost this day, it will be recovered. Should any person get

unwell, he will either recover within eighteen days, or will die after

that time. The visions of dreams will be realized within ten days.

The news heard will prove true.

XI.

The eleventh day is that of Khiirshed, the angel who presides over

the sun. This day is auspicious, and proper for all good works.

Whatever work is required may be performed; but marriage, sen-

sual pleasures, and setting out on a journey, are to be avoided.

' On this (lay the fire-temples are frequented. ® Or AbSn.
® Or quadrupeds.
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Should any person pray to God, he will obtain his desires. The

child born this day, will be possessed of good talents, and will be-

come learned, and enjoy many comforts. He who steals any thing

this day, w'ill soon be punished. He who falls sick, will soon re-

cover. If any thing be lost or mislaid, it will be found again. The

news heard will prove true.

XII.

The twelfth day of the month, is that of the angel Muhu,^ who takes

care of cattle. This is an excellent day. All soi’ts of amusement,

and diversion, and enjoyment, visits to ministers, and consultations

with them, and the maltreatment of enemies, are lawful. The visions

of dreams will be realized within three days. This day is favourable

for the cultivation of land, and the prosecution of learning. But it

is not good for depositing money, and for killing and eating cattle.*

Should any one wish to recommence a work which was discon-

tinued, he should twice pray and practise genuflexion; and after his

morning prayer is finished, the sun, the illuminator of the universe,

must be invoked. But the prayer should be offered from the terrace

of a house or from the summit of a mountain; the prayer is then

immediately granted. The child born this day becomes very enter-

prising and fortunate. Should the public send any person on depu-

tation, the day will prove lucky. If a person fall sick, he will soon

recover his health, though he may suffer great distress. What is

lost will be recovered. The visions of dreams will be immediately

realised. The news heard will prove true.

XHI.

The thirteenth day of the month is that of Tfr, the angel who pre-

sides over clouds and rain. This day is inauspicious; no work

ought to be performed during its continuance; but it is suitable for

worship, prayer, and sacrifice. Should any one form new desires,

they will be successful. Should any one contract a friendship or

effect a reconciliation, he will be injured. There ought to be no

shaving, or scraping of nails. It is not probable that a birth will

occur this day; but should a child be born, it will prove wicked and

debauched. If any one become unwell this day, he will recover. If

one be attacked with fever, he will be better within twenty-eight

1 Or Mali.

^ This day is on the same footing with regard to animal food as that of Bah-

man, already noticed. Mr. Erskine, I may here remark, is not strictly correct,

when he says that the Parsis have no fasts.

VOL. IV. Y
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days. Articles lost will not be again found. Dreams will be realized

within forty days, and news will prove false.

XIV.

The fourteenth day is that of Ghosh, the angel who presides over

animals.' This is a good day, and suitable for selling and buying,

for conferring benedictions, opening veins, dressing in new suits,

taking medicine, and making the earth flourishing, for sport and

amusement, for giving in marriage, and for making private negotia-

tions. The child that is born will be a poet and an astronomer, and

fortunate and wealthy. Should any thing be lost or mislaid this

day, it will be recovered. If a person fall sick, he will soon be re-

stored. The visions of dreams will be realized within twenty days.

The news heard will prove true.

XV.

The fifteenth day of the month is called Depmeher, the Izad who

presides over all the languages of the world. These languages are

seventy-two in number, as known to the glorious God, and to our-

selves. This is an auspicious day, and is suitable for all kinds of

good undertakings. This day should be devoted to charity and

prayer. Reconciliation may be made with friends
j

estates may be

purchased
;

baths may be attended
;
heads may be shaved

j
chil-

dren may be sent to school
j
and hopes may be entertained. But

none should set out on a journey, or deposit any article with others.

The child born this day, will he universally beloved, and expert in

the use of bows and arrows. His death will occur in the first

month of a year. The visions of dreams will be realized the same

day. Should any one pray twice this day, and supplicate for any

thing, he will readily obtain it. He who is ill will soon get well. If a

person be imprisoned, it will be long before he will be set free. He
will be frightened. Evil deeds should be refrained from. News

will prove true.

XVI.

The sixteenth day is that of Meher Izad (Mithra), the angel who

resides with the sun and presides over the blossoming of trees. It

is a lucky day. Selling and buying, planting trees, and cultivating

fields, purchasing land, giving entertainments, travelling, opposing

an enemy, indulging in amusement, drinking wine, entertaining new

hopes, and, in a word, all pure works, ai'e on this day auspicious.

1 Hence no flesh is eaten on this day.
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But shaving, going to a bath, anointing the body, sensual enjoy-

ments, and putting on a new jama, ' are prohibited, lest great evils

should accrue. The child born this day will become a notorious

liar, and daring blasphemer. Marriage is on this day auspicious.

If any one become unwell, he will be restored within five days. If

any thing be lost or mislaid, it will be recovered. The visions of

dreams will be realized before the close of the day. The news

heard will mostly be true,

XVII.

The seventeenth day is that of Serosh, the angel who presides over

learning.^ This is an inauspicious dayj all work should be laid

aside. Worshipping, praying, entertaining hopes, visiting kings and

great men, and returning home from a foreign country, are good.

The child born will enjoy long life, and become a drunkard and

debauchee. Should any one contract a friendship this day, the

friend will prove a foe. Should any one be attacked with illness, or

fever, he will not live, but at the end of seventeen days he will die.

If any one be committed to prison, he will either come out within

ten days, or meet death. All the visions of dreams will proA^e false.

If any thing be lost or mislaid, it will be x’ecovered. The news

heard will prove true.

XVIII.

The eighteenth day of the month is that of Rashne, the angel who
presides over truth and righteousness.^ It is an auspicious day.

For recreation and amusement, for selling and purchasing, for

aspiring at something new, and for taking medicine, for bathing,

and for shaving the head, it is particularly suitable
;
but for scraping

and cutting nails, putting on new clothes, drawing blood, or drink-

ing wine, it is unsuitable. Should any person take medicine on this

day, he will experience a speedy cure, and continue well for a year.

The child born this day will become a good man, and be endowed

with a calm and modest disposition. Should any person get unwell,

he will soon recover. The visions of dreams will be fulfilled within

sixteen days. If any thing be lost or mislaid, it will be recovered.

The news heard will prove true.

XIX.

The nineteenth day is that of Farvardin, the angel who presides over

' The upper vest, as distingulshecl from the Sadar, or perhaps, a complete suit.

® This day is sacred to the worship of fire.

® He is generally spoken of as Rashne-rast.

Y 2
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Paradise/ and over the souls of men. This day is very auspicious.

A journey may be commenced, deposits may be made. Illumina-

tions and marriages are proper. Presents may be given, consulta-

tions may be held. The fire temple of Behram ought to be attended,*

but not that of Adardn. Blood may be drawn; all kinds of bar-

gains are auspicious. But the foundations of buildings ought not

to be laid, lest they should soon be injured. New clothes should

not be put on, and nails should not be cut. The child born will be

of a beautiful form, and excellent disposition. If a person fall ill,

he will long suffer, but he will eventually be restored. The visions

of dreams will be realized in eight days. The things lost or mislaid

will be recovered. News will prove false.

XX.

The twentieth day is that of Behram,® the angel who presides over

travellers. It is a good day; worship ought to be performed, and

alms dispensed. Consultation may be held with an enemy. Good
things may be desired. Should a person start on a journey, he will

acquire considerable wealth, and will return in safety. New clothes

should not be put on, and no marriage or amusement should take

place. The child born will prove a poet and an astrologer. The

visions of dreams will be realized within ten days. If any thing be

' Beliisht.

* The A'tish Behrdm is said to be composed of 1001 kinds of fire. The
temples in which it is deposited are six in number, and their locations, &c. are

as follows

:

1. Umarsari. The temple at this place was erected by Anjumin of Sanjin,

in Samvat 777, or a. d. 720.

2. Naus^ri. The temple here was erected by Desai Kharsedji, in Samvat

1822, i. e., A. D. 1765, .and consecrated by Dastur Sohorabji Rastamji.

3. Mumbai. (Bombay). The first temple was erected by Ddddbhdi Nassar-

wdnji, in Samvat 1838, or a. d. 1781, and consecrated by Dastur Mulla K^was, the

father, I suppose, of Mull5 Firuz.

4. Surat. The first temple wiis erected by Ddddbhai Nassarwdnji, and Shet

Hormasdji Bahm.anji, in Samvat 1880, or a. d. 1823, and consecrated by Dastur

Edalji Ddrabji Rustamji Sanj4n4.

5. Surat. The second temple w.as erected by Pestanji Kalabhai Wakil, and

consecrated by Dastur Sohorabjf Jamshedjf, the famous Zand scholar, in Samvat

1880, or A. D. 1823.

6. Mumbai (Bomb.ay). The second temple, Avhich is more frequented than

any in Bombay, was erected by Wadiaji Shet Hormazdji Bahmanji, in Samvat

1887, or A. D. 1830, and consecrated by Dastur Edal Darii Sanjana, the High-
priest of the Shehershahis, the most numerous of the two sects into which the

Kabisa controversy has divided the Parsis of India.
® The temple of Bchrdra is much frequented on this day.
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lost, it will be recovered
;
and if a person elopes with any article, he

will be seized and punished. News heard will prove true. If a

person get unwell, he will be in danger of his life. All this is

agreeable to our experience, as God knows.

XXI.

The twenty-first day is that of Rdm,^ the angel who presides over

destiny.^ This is a good day. Worship may be performed, hopes

entertained, blood drawn, and cattle purchased
j
but shaving, bathing,

and cutting nails, are forbidden. The child born will be miserable

and ill-looking. If a person get unwell, his life will be in danger.

The visions of dreams will prove delusive. Whatever may be stolen

or mislaid will be recovei'ed. News heard will prove false.

XXII.

The twenty-second day of the month is that of Guvdd (Vad),^ the

angel who presides over the winds. It is a good day. The purchase

and ornamenting of cattle are proper. Work should be deliberately

done this day
;

for if it be rashly done, the issue will be bad. Should

any person start on a journey, he will encounter many difficulties,

but at the end he will accomplish his objects. News heard will

prove true. The child born will be circumspect. In the first stage

of fife he will experience misery, but in the last he will possess

riches. If any person get unwell, he will soon be restored. The

visions of dreams will be realized. If any thing be lost or mislaid,

it will be recovered.

XXIII.

The twenty-third day of the month is that of Deh-Din, who is God
himself. This is an inauspicious day. All works should be sus-

pended
;
but God should be worshipped and adored. Selling and

purchasing, dressing in new clothes, starting on a journey, taking

amusement, and marrying, are proper. A person guilty of perjury

to-day, will be immediately punished and disgraced by God. If a

child be born it will enjoy long life. A person who may get unwell

will arrive at the point of death, yet God will eventually restore his

health. Whatever may be dreamt of ought to be kept secret. If

any thing be lost or mislaid, it will be recovered. Reports heard

will prove true, as God knows.

'No animal food is used on this day.

“ Kismat, incorrectly written Khalwat, in some copies. ® Or Bad.
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XXIV.

The twenty-fourth day of the month is that of Din, the angel who

presides over the Mazdiasnan' religion. It is an auspicious day,

and suitable for approving works. During it amusements, marriages,

and the laying the foundation of new houses, are proper; no other

kind of work should be done. The child born will be a blessing to

its parents, and become possessed of great property. Should any

person be taken ill he will soon be restored. The visions of dreams

will be realized before the close of the day. Should any person run

away he will get into difficulties, and will speedily return. Reports

heard will prove true, as God knows.

XXV.

The twenty-fifth day of the month is that of Ashasang, the angel

who presides over religious mendicants. It is an inauspicious day,

and during its continuance all works should be laid aside. But

hopes may be entertained, because they will soon be fulfilled. The

child born will suffer illness and pain, or will meet with a violent

death. If a man fall ill, it will go hard with him. The visions of

dreams will be bad, and their issue unpleasant. They will be realized

within five days. The news heard will prove false.

XXVI.

The twenty- sixth day is that of Ashtad, the angel who presides over

the seeds of the earth. This is a good day, and proper for all good

works. New works may be commenced this day, buildings may be

begun, wine may be drunk, journeys may be entered upon, and there

may be selling and buying. The child born will live in poverty,

though called to labour hard. The person who becomes unwell will

soon be i-estored. Whatever may be lost, or missing, will be re-

covered before the day close. The visions of dreams will be realized

within ten days. News heard will prove true. Weddings which

take place to-day, will end in future divorces.

XXVII.

The twenty-seventh day is that of A'smdn, the angel who presides

over heaven. It is an excellent day, and is suitable for work. It is

suitable for despatching a messenger or a letter, for drinking wine,

for putting on new clothes, for shaving, for forming new desires, for

marrying, and for forming connexions. But it is inauspicious for

* The Parsis, in their more serious compositions, thus denominate their religion.
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drawing blood. The child born will prove correct in morals, and

fortunate. Whoever may be taken ill will soon be restored. What-
ever may be lost or stolen, will soon be recovered. The visions of

dreams will be realized within ten days. News heard will prove

false.

XXVIII.

The twenty-eighth day of the month is that of Zamiad, the angel who
presides over fruit-bearing trees. This is an indifferent day. All

work should be desisted from. A journey is not good. No deposit

should be made. Few children will be born this day^ and such as

are born, will speedily die. The visions of dreams will soon be

realized. Should a person elope, he will be apprehended. Should a

person be taken ill, he will speedily recover. News heard will prove

false.

XXIX.

The twenty-ninth day of the month is that of Maharaspand, the

angel who presides over paradise. It is a good day, and suitable

for labour. Setting out on a journey, forming new projects, reading

the Zand-Avesta, are becoming. But no will should be written.

The child born will prove upright. If a person be taken ill, he will

shortly be restored. The things lost will not be recovered. The

man who elopes will not be apprehended. The news heard will

prove true,

XXX.

The thirtieth day is that of Aniran, the angel who presides over mar-

riage among mankind. It is a good day. For drinking wine, for

sensual pleasures, for maltreating enemies, for purchasing cattle, the

day is well adapted. And it is also good for drawing blood, for

taking medicine, for worshipping God, for forming new projects,

and for marrying. The child born will be a speaker of truth and

prove honest. The person who gets unwell this day will be in

danger of death. The visions of dreams will soon be realized.

Whatever be taken away or lost will be restored. The news heard

will prove false.
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Art. XXII .—History of Tennasserim, by Captain James Low, Madras

Army, M.R.A.S., &c. &c.

(Continued from page 108 .)

CHAPTER XIII.

THE MILITARY RESOURCES OF THE SIAMESE, PARTICULARLY CONSIDERED, WITH
REFERENCE TO FORMER TIMES AND THE PRESENT PERIOD.

It has been uniformly acknowledged by those travellers w'ho have

visited Siam, that scarcely any correct knowledge can be gained of

its institutions and resources, beyond what may be gathered within

a very confined range of personal observation.

It is the aim of the court, and the duty, if not the inclination, of

the people, consequent on their state of political degradation and

slavery, to involve a stranger in a constant delusion regarding all

that concerns them and their country. And while they distort or

magnify such pieces of intelligence as their interest prompts them

to communicate, they carefully block up every avenue to truth,

which they wish to keep concealed.

Such being the case, and the British political relations w'ith Siam

still continuing in a very restricted state, the remark of an eminent

Oriental geographer may be here very aptly applied, that “ we

must be content to receive our information in the form in which it

can most conveniently be collected.”'

In the present instance information has principally been obtained

from personal observation and direct intercourse with the natives of

the countries alluded to. Several of the Siamese having been sus-

pected by the court of giving me intelligence of a nature which it

is considered treason to reveal, were outlawed
3
which shows that

they were considered by it to be capable of making disclosures.

The T'hai race lays claim to a higher degree of political address,

and to superior sagacity in the conduct of warlike operations, than

they are willing to allow to their neighbours. Perhaps these points

may be conceded in their favour; and particularly as regards the

Burmans, who, from being of a more impetuous character, are less

disposed to adopt disingenuous practices : and whose uniform suc-

cess during a long course of encroachment on the states in their

' Major Rennel.
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vicinity, had rendered it less requisite for them to disguise their sen-

timents. In so far as respects letters, the Siamese deserve the first

rank, in a comparison betwixt them and the Burmans, Peguans,

Laos, and Cambojans.

The Burmans claim the pre-eminence in the field : and it may be

perhaps assumed, that were equal numbers of them and of the

Siamese to be opposed, other advantages being equal, the former

would prove the strongest. On the other hand it may be instanced,

in proof of the Siamese not being much inferior to the Burmans,

and not at all so to the Laos and Cambojans, in the quantity of

the materiel used in their common modes of warfare, or in the

tact and resolution requisite to employ it with effect, that they have

always extricated themselves from difficulties, and have often been

the attacking party on these several nations. We know likewise

that the large force which was, about the year 1810
,
sent against

Junkceylon, was nearly annihilated by the Siamese.

It would not be a fair way of proceeding, were a comparison to

be drawn betwixt the military character and resources of the

Siamese, and those of any European nation. The object in an

investigation of this kind ought to be to assign to the people, with

reference to these two particulars, their proper station in the chain

of warlike nations. And if facts should induce us to allot to them a

very inferior link in it, we ought, at the same time, to make due

allowances for those habits of mind which have been formed, fostered,

and regulated by unvarying civil institutions.

The courage of a perfect savage often differs not more from that

exhibited by a half civilized people, than the courage of this last

generally does from the intrepidity of the European or Arab, or

even the bravery of the races in the north and west of Asia.

On a broad view it would seem, that as an approach is made
from the western confines of Cochin-China towards the Ganges, the

warlike energies of the various intermediate tribes are upon an

ascending scale. China, the fosterer in this section of the East of

arts and luxuries, owes her safety to her geographical position,

rather than to her numbers •, for on her western frontier lies Cochin-

China, the nursery of a less refined yet bolder race, while on her

N. E. stretch the islands of Japan, the rugged coasts and mountains

of which seem to have stamped still more warlike features on the

singular and industrious race they contain, yet curb any disposition

they may have to trouble their neighbours.

The native historian of Aurengzebe’s conquests aims at impress-

ing his readers with a very high idea of the bravery of the Assamese,
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However politically weak, their personal courage is probably still

superior to that of the Burmans. The Laos races have occasion-

ally resisted both Burmans and Siamese, and owe their present

state of vassalage to both of these powers, but particularly to the

Siamese, to their disunion and paucity of numbers only. It may be

remarked that the deficiency which is observable amongst all these

nations in order, steady courage, military discipline, and union, is

in some measure compensated by the rigour of their laws, their ex-

cessive self-importance, and the implicit faith they almost universally

repose in all sorts of talismans, auguries, and invisible influences.

These last, it will be confessed, are certain to inspire even timid

minds with a confidence which may support them in battle against

an equal enemy, and insure victory over any inferior one. The force

of such belief has been exemplified not long since in contests with

the Ashantees on the Gold Coast.

It may now be worth while to attend shortly to the military

condition of the Siamese in former times, as described by several

authors.

Loubbre held the Siamese military character in great contempt,

and fell into the frequent error of rating it by an European standard.

Writers also, as before alluded to, on the wars of the Peguans, the

Burmans, and Siamese, represented them in a very despicable light.

The Siamese have not been tried as j'et, by the British, but were

they to he so, we cannot safely pronounce that their character for

war has not been undervalued by travellers of the present day also.

Loubbre remained a few months in Siam, and afterwards com-

piled an account from information given to him by Europeans

settled there, of whose views and whose sources of knowledge he

must have been in a great measure ignorant. At the same time his

“ Historical Account of Siam” contains much accurate information.

He observes, “ the sight of a naked sw'ord is sufficient to put an

hundred Siamese to flight; there is only required the assured tone

of an European who wears a sword by his side or a cane in his

hand, to make them forget the most positive orders of their supe-

riors.” The next is a sweeping charge, which proves that he judged

without reflection or proof. “ I say that every one born in the

Indies is without courage, although he be born of European

parents.” He then, in support of sueh extravagant assumptions,

goes on to state, that a “ Cyprian, a foreigner by birth, who served

in the Siamese army, went alone into the enemy’s camp and took

their general captive!” a story which might have passed in a

romantic age, but is too improbable for history. His general cha-
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ractei’ of them is more happy, but it equally belongs to any people

who are politically enslaved—

“

they are proud with those who deal

quietly with them, humble to those who treat them with rigour, and

subtle and variable like all those who suspect their own weakness.”

It is too true that their rulers have no regard for justice, while

the governed, having already drained the cup of oppression to the

dregs, seek refuge and consolation in a well enough defined social

private compact, which is not so tangible to tyranny as their

property.

It happened rather unfortunately for Loubbre’s postulates, that

they were proved to have been mere assumptions only one year

subsequent to his leaving Siam, and, as generally happens in such

cases, the proofs were more glaring, and seemed more discreditable

to those in whose persons they were exhibited, in the exact degree

that their opposites had been insisted on.

The facts alluded to, and which are perhaps so well known that

they might have been here omitted, are related by Kempfer in his

well-known “History of Japan,” and are briefly these: Constantin

Faulkon, a Greek, and who had been a cockswain in the English

service, contrived by his ability and his success in the matters

assigned to him by the Siamese court, to reach within the space of

nine years the pinnacle of credit and authority. He it was who
had persuaded the king to send an embassy to France, which pro-

duced two in return, the last being M. de la Loubbre’s. General

des Fargues oeeupied Bankok with 1400 French soldiers
j
Faulkon

now thought he might safely upset the government, and place the

reigning king’s son-in-law, and a creature of the Freneh and him-

self, on the throne. The general was invited up to Ayutthiya to

witness the ceremony which was to give to his nation the supremacy

over Siam. But before his arrival Faulkon had been beheaded, a

pretty fair specimen of Siamese promptitude, and measures had

been taken to prevent the defection from spreading.

The general was glad to escape by leaving his two sons and
twelve men as hostages in the hands of the Siamese. Notwithstand-

ing that the latter held such strong pledges for his non-interference

in the affairs of the country, he imprudently, and it may be added,

with reference to the hostages, inhumanly, eommitted various aets

of hostility against the Siamese. A vessel which he sent to acquaint

the French commanders of several Siamese vessels with his situation,

was attacked and taken after a desperate fight.

The Siamese then began to construct works to prevent the egress

of the general, and eventually he found himself and his regiment of
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Europeans, albeit they had naked swords in their hands, under the

necessity of making certain humiliating concessions imposed on

them by the Siamese at the price of his and their freedom.

The French have never in this quarter recovered the blow.

But if Loubhre despised and underrated the character and re-

sources of the Siamese, Kempfer^ unaccountably struck into the

opposite extreme of unmerited and unqualified panegyric, affirming

that “ the kingdom of Siam is the most powerful, and its court the

most magnificent, of all the black nations of Asia.” The calm cur-

rent of truth will as usual be found betwixt the more vehement

ripplings on either side of it
j
yet such an assertion might lead us

to suspect some exaggeration in his valuable account of the

Japanese.

It would serve no useful purpose were the whole of Loubbre’s

invective to be here, noticed and commented on.^

The relations which had until within the last four years existed

between the British Government and the Court of Siam, may be

stated to have been purely commercial, and it was not until the

usurpation of the Keddah government by the Phraya of Ligor, by

order of the court, that the British found the slight boundary of a

river,^ one hundred yards broad, alone divided their territory from

that under Siamese domination.

The breaking out of the Burman war, which 'promised to bring

the British troops into play throughout the whole of Tennasserim,

and thereby to place them in contiguity with a long line of Siamese

frontier, together with the expediency of probing the feelings of the

Siamese, and if possible of getting these directed into a channel

favourable for the co-operation of the Siamese army with the British

one, seem to have induced the Supreme Government to approve of

^ Kempfer’s Japan.
* “ The king has horse-guards composed of men from Meen (perhaps meaning

Mi'ng-mon) and Laos, as numerous as the king pleases. 2ndly. A foreign guard of

130 gentlemen, i. e., two companies of Moors, natives, or originally descended from

the Mogul States, of an excellent mien, but accounted cowards. 3dly. Twenty

Chinese Tartars armed with bows and arrows, and formidable for their courage

;

and lastly, two companies of twenty-five men each, Pcguans of the true India

called Rasbonts, or Raggibonts (Rajpoots), whose courage is very famous, though

only the effeet of opium.

“ Tlie Siamese are ignorant of the art of war, abhor blood, only war on their

enemies, because these are more cowardly than themselves ; have no forts deserv-

ing the name, no standing army, no artillery, and their infantry are naked. They
use elephants, never come to close quarters, and are afraid to become over coura-

geous. They are weaker by sea than by laud.”

® The Muda river, on the coast of Keddah, opposite to Penang,
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certain embassies being sent to Siam. These were subsequent to

Mr. Crawfurd’s mission, which happened long before the war broke

out, and which was of a commercial nature chiefly.

. The first,! which was despatched in May, 1824, to the Rdja or

Phraya of Ligor, failed entirely in its object, namely, of inducing

that chief to afford the assistance of a fleet of boats for the Rangoon

expedition. The causes of the failure were simply the late period at

which it was sent, after war had actually commenced, the cautious,

haughty, and dilatory temper of the Phraya, and his inability to act

without direct instructions from the capital. The embassy was,

however, detained three months in his country, and some local

information was thereby acquired.

The next embassy was despatched from Prince of Wales Island,

under Lieutenant-Colonel Snow, of the Madras army, and a second^

furnished with duplicate powers, in case such might ^have been

required. Its general object was nearly the same as that of the

preceding one, to obtain the co-operation of the Siamese in the war,

and in any desirable shape in which their pride, ambition, or avarice

might instigate them to act. It was intended that on Tavoy and

Mergui falling into the hands of the British, the mission should pro-

ceed overland to the capital of Siam, a journey of about twenty-

five days.

This embassy which promised, at least, to develope, in the

speediest manner localities might be supposed to permit, the senti-

ments and purposes of the Siamese regarding the war, and to assure

them at the same time of the real intent with which that war had

been entered on, was arrested at Tavoy by an order conveyed

through the political agent in Ava, and was dissolved. The second

member of the mission, however, was enabled to penetrate, in con-

formity with separate instructions, by two several routes, to the

Siamese frontier, by which some information respecting these tracts

was obtained.

A third speedily followed, under the direction of Captain '(now

Major) Henry Burney, of the Bengal army, who w'ent to Siam by

sea, and of course arrived in the capital at a period when the vacil-

lating court had made up its mind on the points which the two

previous embassies had brought before it.

In so far, therefore, as the pugnacious propensities of the Siamese

were to be worked on, the mission neither did, nor could, produce

any sensible effect in aid of our arms. But a treaty was concluded

! Under the author of this account.

^ The author of this account.
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betwixt the Governor-General of India and the Siamese Court.

Just before this took place, the infraction by the Siamese Governor

of the Lower Provinces of a preliminary treaty entered into by him

with the British, was the cause of another embassy being sent from

Prince of Wales Island to the Malayan petty state of Perak. It

would appear that the Siamese, following up the ambitious policy

which had urged them to invade, and annex to their territory the

country of our ally, the Raja of Keddah, had now sent an influen-

tial party, backed by armed men, into the Perak state, and that

having here usurped the raja’s authority, they contemplated the ex-

tension of their power over the whole remaining parts of the penin-

sula (not perhaps excluding from their ultimate prospects the pro-

vince of Malacca). The embassy* proceeded in the PI. C. B. cruizer

Antelope, and a gun-brig, up the Perak river. The Siamese did not

deem themselves strong enough to dispute the passage, but evacuated

the country, and protracted negotiations during nearly a month

enabled the political agent to destroy the Siamese influence in that

country, to restore the chief to his rightful state of independence,

and to free all those who were interested in the prosperity of the

peninsula from their apprehensions of the effects of Siamese aggres-

sion, which is always marked by reckless devastation, cruelty, and

barbarities of every kind.

But if the Siamese Court veiled the shrine of its political god at

Bankok, the steps of the devotees were apparent enough on the

frontiers of the Martaban province, nor was it difficult to discern

that the Devatta was ambition, and that so long as there remained a

prospect of gaining by his instrumentality the envied post of Marta-

ban, it was a matter of indifference to them which party were vic-

torious. The high-flown adulation with which the Siamese generals

besprinkled the Commander-in-Chief of the British forces in Ava,

was intended as a fence and cover to their paltry shifting, and to

procure for them a ready access to the person and opinions of that

chief; and both objects were gained and kept during a period suffi-

ciently long for their purposes.

Any person who will allow humanity, confined by just political

views, to guide and aid him in his retrospect, must assuredly rejoice

that the British arms did prove alone strong enough for the arduous

task assigned them
;

at the same time it must be admitted that the

nature of the war at its commencement was such as to render,

apparently, Siamese co-operation highly desirable, or at the least

their neutrality.

* Under the writer of this account, who commanded also the party of troops.
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Before the British entered into the contest with Ava, the Siamese

and the Burmans were constantly at war.

Where enemies come to a mutual understanding to confront

each other as rarely as possible, the arts of stockading, mining, and

trenching, are of primary importance. We accordingly find that

both the Siamese and Burmans are well advanced in these arts, con-

sidering their state of civilization.

The Siamese are, indeed, so attached to these modes of carrying

on a war, that several of their most celebrated historical romances

hinge entirely on them. In the work termed Mahosat, the Siamese

leaning to defensive warfare is particularly obvious. It is probable

that this work has reference to some system of more westerly origin,

since many of the incidents it records have seemingly been taken

from the Thotsa Chatta, or Bali chronology of the ten Avatar princesj

in whom the Siamese Buddha became successively incarnate.

^

In the Bali work termed Milinda Raja, under the head Anika, the

following order for war is specified :—Hattha Anika, the elephant

column. On each elephant are four armed men; eight armed men
follow on foot, being two for each leg of the animal. Four elephants

thus attended compose a party, which is commanded by an officer.

Next Assa Anika, a horse and armed rider, eight foot ‘ soldiers

attend him, and all these with their attendants form a squad, or

band. Rattha Anika, a war-chariot with one inside rider, dragged

by horses which are driven by a soldier sitting in front of the

charioteer; two soldiers run along with each wheel, and four chariots

are a band. Pati Anika, a foot soldier
;
four compose a party, and

four parties, or sixteen men, are a band, who are under an officer.

The Siamese can scarcely be said to have any well-fortified

places; those at Bankok, the capital, and at the mouth of the

Menam river leading to it, have been often described, and it may
safely be affirmed with respect to them, that they would prove but

feeble obstacles to an attack on the city by one or two well-manned

European ships of war. Their very best defences wmuld little avail

them, even at a distance from the river, if spiritedly attacked by

infantry and some small guns.

The true Siamese, and, indeed, Indo-Chinese fort, is the stockade,

and it is believed that this race produces as expert stockaders as the

' Mahosat was prime-minister to King Tliau Withi, whose object it was to

carry off the daughter of anotlier prince, whose name was Chalanf. This latter

prince was guided in his operations hy the advice of his prime-minister Takiwat.

The war is carried on principally underground, by mining and countermining.

Thau With! gains the day.
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Burraan nation does. They have been rivals in the art ever since

they contended for supremacy.

There are, however, several brick fortifications or walls, and
walled towns, in different parts of Siam and in the neighbouring

countries of Laos and Camboja. These defences may be of service

here, since the natives have little knowledge of the methods of

breaching a place, but would prove stumbling-blocks in their way
had they ever to contend with practised troops. Their walls are for

the most part of a square or oblong shape, with round or square

demibastions at intervals, and have sometimes double ditches

outside.

Mode of Attack.

The Siamese rarely attack a fortified place until they have

blockaded it to the utmost of their means. They then make ap-

proaches by trenching and throwing an occasional shot, rocket, or

combustible ball, into the enemy's work. If they find the enemy to

waver, they spring a mine perhaps, or try to surprise them. An
open attack is i-arely persisted in, if any determined opposition is

shown. Their chief aim is to outflank an enemy.

Fire Arms.

The Siamese, inferior as they are to the Chinese in the arts of

civilized life, have yet the advantage of them in the use of fire-arms.

They are also a muscular people, although the average of their

stature is only about 5 feet 4 inches at the highest; Mr. Crawfurd

gives it at 5 feet 3 inches. This last is the average of the people of

Lower Siam under the Ligorean, as measured by me :

Ft. In. Ft. In.

1st Man 5 3 5th Man 5 6

2nd 5 4 6th 5 H
3rd 5 41 7th 0

4th 5 8th 5 3

This observation is made from a comparison of what has been seen

by me amongst the Siamese, and what has been written respecting

the Chinese by natives of China and by Europeans. The Siamese

do not despise the arts of foreigners, and have had the good sense

to avail themselves of them in their war department.

The indigenous population of the whole of Siam (i. e., exclusive

of Chinese and other foreigners) may be rated at 1,700,000 souls as

a maximum. But I will here take it at 1,500,000 souls. The male

Chinese amount, it is said, to 205,000 at least.

In this number of Siamese, all the males not specially exempted,
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betwixt the ages of fifteen and sixty years on urgent occasions, and

between twenty-one and sixty in ordinary times, bear the king’s

seal impressed on their arms, a little above the wrist
j
no male sub-

ject can escape the infliction of this mark of servitude unless he be

a priest' or public servant
;

or unless by his either purchasing his

exemption, or securing it by taking shelter under some man of rank

or office. Of the first class the numbers are few
j
of the latter there

is a considerable body, but its real amount it would be very difficult

to discover
j

I incline to place it at 10,000.

Reflecting on this conscriptive system, one might be led to sup-

pose that Siam could bring a very respectable numerical force into

the field
j
but this conclusion ought not to be hastily drawn.

• According to the principles usually recognised by writers on

population, and allowing one man for each house, there ought to be

in the above rated population of 1,500,000 souls, a body of 300,000

men perfectly capable of bearing arms, or whose ages lie betwixt

twenty and forty-five.

But it has never perhaps yet happefted, that the total available

male population of any country has assembled en masse, and an in-

spection of the map of Siam will at once show the impracticability

of such a congregating there.

The total want of anything like attachment to the government

in its people, the dispersed state of the provinces, the difficulty of

collecting and supplying with provisions troops scattered over so

wide a surface, and the inability of the government efficiently to arm
the whole, must all operate against the rapid accumulation of a

large army, while they would render speedy the dissolution of a

moderate one. That Siam labours under a paucity of inhabitants

compared with the extent of her soil, is proved sufficiently by the

restrictions imposed on the emigration of her people, particularly

women. The Chinese Government, it may be said, imposes similar

restrictions on its subjects
3
but its bigotry to everything ancient

urges it to continue the restriction after the cause in which it

originated has totally disappeared, namely, a redundant population.

There is a vast difference betwixt a force thus assembled for de-

fensive purposes, and one destined for foreign service.

Although Upper Siam might afford a levy en masse of 100,000

men, and the lower provinces on each side of the Gulf 20,000 each,

' Priests make nearly one per cent, in tlie population of some provinces. The

settlers, or descendants of settlers, are about 10,000 Peguers, as many Laos and

Cambojans, and some Cocliinchinese ; also about 600 natives of India, and a few

native Christians.

VOL. IV. z
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yet it appears extremely doubtful if the Court of Bankok could

assemble an army of 20,000 perfectly efficient and well-armed

Siamese for aggressive purposes on its neighbours
j

it might, per-

haps, get together 50,000 men of every description. During the

Burman war with the British, the Siamese had a mercenary force of,

it was said, 10,000 men, chiefly composed of Peguans. When Siam

was last attacked in the quarter of Salang, or Junkceylon (which

happened about 1810), by a Burman army of 35,000 men (accord-

ing to the Siamese), a force was despatched from Bankok, which

joined another under the Rdjd of Ligor, and then a third under the

Bindakara of Keddah, who became the Laksamana, or general-in-

chief. This combined army consisted of 27,000 troops, agreeably

to information which was given to me by a Siamese priest who ac-

companied the Bankok force; and by other natives who witnessed

the progress of the war. The Burmans had been, it seems, three

months in possession before they were driven out.

Of this force 3000 Siamese were left to garrison a town on the

west coast of the Gulf of Siam.

The result is well known; the Burmans were signally defeated,

and driven back with the loss of the greatest part of their army.

The Bankok force had, according to the same authorities, 1000

swivels, some on elephants, and about one-third of the men had

muskets.

The following order was observed during the march :

—

1. The advanced guard, called Sua pa, “tigers of the woods,’

and meo san, “watchful cats,” being in all 300 men. The advance

sometimes preceded the main body by several days when the enemy
was at a distance.

2. The main body, preceded by artillery.

3. The “ Pik Khwa,” right wing.

4. The “ Pik Sai,” left wing.

The commander-in-chief’s body guard consisted of 300 men
clothed in red cloth, with muskets and swords; 300 men dressed in

blue cloth, with swords and muskets.

Every party of ten men had a servant, who brought provisions

from the baggage.

A gun was fired at an early hour. The army having marched
until about eight o’clock halted for breakfast, then having proceeded

till mid-day, made a second halt. Two hours after this it again set

out, and halted for the night at about four or five o’clock p.m.

The day’s march was averaged at 800 sens, about twenty miles.

During the night fires W'ere lighted around the camp, and patrols
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and sentries arranged, and no intercourse was permitted betwixt

different parts of the camp on pain of death.

The army had no cover but what the forest and their clothes

afforded.

The night was divided into four watches, and at the relief of

each the gong was beaten.

The materiel was conveyed on elephants, and in chests and bags.

Siam seemed once aware of the bad poliey of keeping mercenary

troops
j

for the Japanese guards were disbanded. Why the Peguans

are now preferred it were hard to say, unless they are found more
submissive and tractable.

The Chinese are never employed as troops
j
were they, indeed, of

a warlike disposition, Siam might have good reason to dread them.

WEAPONS.

The armoury at Bankok is by all accounts well filled, and from

what has been personally observed by me amongst the Ligorian’s

troops, it should seem that they are better armed than even the

Burmans are. There are several reasons for this
;
the port of

Bankok is open to ships from every nation, and good prices are paid

for the muskets they bring; and the towns are well supplied with

Chinese blacksmiths, who not only repair but manufacture arms.

Lead is not, perhaps, so plentifully got in Siam as it is in Ava.

It does not appear from any accounts we possess that lead is found

in Lower Siam
;

it exists sparingly in the central parts, and, accord-

ing to Mr. Crawfurd, more plentifully on the northern frontier,

where 2000 peculs are annually obtained. In Ava, and especially

in the frontier Shan province of Thaumpe, extensive mines of it are

worked. Instead of lead the Siamese frequently employ tin for

musket-balls, or a mixture of it and lead,

GUNPOWDER.

Their powder is either imported or manufactui-ed in the country.

What they make has a very coarse grain, like Burman powder, and

is deficient in strength. The sulphur is generally imported, although

it might be got perhaps in the country.

The saltpetre is chiefly made from the lixiviate formed by satu-

rating the dung of bats or vampires in water and evaporating. This

is found in large quantities in the caves which abound in the hilly

districts, especially in Ligor and Dalung. In a cave under the sin-

gular rock called Sagat lang, which forms the west side of the Kru
z 2
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kla rapid on the Martaban or San Luen river, the soil of bats was

found by me to be a foot deep at the least.

The charcoal used in making the powder is carefully prepared

from two kinds of woods, the Pankar^, which is light, and the Wai

mai than, a species of cane, the fibre of which only is used.

The ingredients having been well pounded and mixed, are formed

into a mass with the help of water and the juice of the Kha (or

Maranta galanga of Linn.), or of the Alpinia galanga. The mixture is

put over a fire, and when the evaporation has proceeded nearly to

dryness, the residuum is exposed to the sun and well dried. It is

then pounded and spread out on mats, and a grain is formed by

sprinkling a diluted ardent spirit over it. The gunpowder is pre-

served in large earthen glazed China jars, well closed by wooden

covers, and lined with clay.

Their cannon-balls are of iron, but stone, and even wooden ones,

are used occasionally.

POLICY OF ALLOWING THE SIAMESE AND OTHER INDO-CHINESE TO

PURCHASE FIRE-ARMS AT BRITISH PORTS.

It has been questioned whether it consists with British policy

that the Siamese and other people should be permitted to supply

themselves with fire-arms from the ports in the Straits of Malacca.

Were the Siamese on a footing in point of courage with nations

more civilized and better inured to war, it might be easily shown

that they would be still, witli this permission, much more formidable

with their national weapons in their hands, than if they should

employ, as they now do, the musket without the bayonet attached,

in the way the Burmans use it. But as the Siamese, Burmans, and

other Indo-Chinese nations, fall greatly below the European standard

in discipline and valour, it is quite obvious that without fire-arms

they must prove weak and puny adversaries when opposed to

European skill and courage.

Their national arms they could not use with any degree of effect,

since it is plain that they never would come to close quarters with

enemies so superior. On the other hand it is equally clear, and has

indeed been confirmed by the experience of the Burman war, that

the adoption of the musket must give to these nations in time of

war, and in peculiar situations, a manifest degree of superiority over

Europeans. While the former are fighting defensively, every step

in advance upon them is gained with the loss of men. When they

lie behind a rampart or in a trench, that superiority will be mea-

sured by the time required to reach them, and that time will gene-
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rally be sufficient to render each advantage a dearly bought one.

But should it be on such grounds politic to interdict the sale of fire-

arms to these nations^ the prohibition would be in a measure futile,

since American and other ships will always be ready to supply their

wants. It is true that the Siamese prefer English muskets to those

of other nations, but they will be glad to take any kind if such are

debarred them.

The question, then, will be, whether, for the sake of opening this

source of trade to our merchants, we may safely run the risk of

adding to the confidence and strength of the people just alluded to,

by affording them more destructive arms than they can procure

elsewhere.

The Siamese national arms are the sword, spear, and bow. -

They have adopted the following:

1. Pun yai, or cannon.

Each gun has from twenty to forty men attached to it, to drag

and work it.

2. Charongj field-pieces, with twenty men attached.

3. Pun lang chaang; a swivel which is carried on an elephant.
^

4. Pun kha nok yang, is a short piece which one or two men
can carry. When it is to be fired, it is supported on a sort of

tripod of wood. It is either a wall or a field-piece, and is of the

same description as that which the Burmans used with such good

effect during their war with the British. This arm is capable of

improvement, and from its portable nature might be rendered very

serviceable in the hands of British soldiers obliged to fight in

jungles.

Pun Sale chai,

Punnok Khum; “quail’s-bill piece,” are small pieces of ordnance.

The Haam Len is a wall-piece, and is also used like the pun

kha nok yang in the field.

Pun K’hap siula are the infantry muskets. The powder is kept

in joints of bamboo or in horns, and the balls in bags tied round the

waist; the hags have a top of horn. Mr. Crawfurd, in his “Mis-

sion to Siam,” observes, that the Siamese got about 30,000 stand of

arms from the Americans.

The large gunpowder bamboo is slung over the right shoulder,

hut the belt does not cross the body. They also carry small bam-

boos filled with combustible matter to set villages on fire.

Khap chut is a matchlock, the match being fixed in the place

which the flint would otherwise occupy.

Pun langmaa, the pistol.
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Khang prai is a blunderbuss. This arm is fabricated in Siam

and in the Straits of Malacca by the Chinese. The outside of the

barrel looks well, but the inner surface is very rough. They have

also large brass pieces, mortar-shaped, for throwing grape to short

distances.

T’hami, the cross-bow, is about five feet longj it is passed

through a stock about three or four feet long, tipped with hard

wood, or iron. The leaf of a palm supplies the place of a feather to

the arrow. The bow-string is drawn to the notch by the united

exertion of the feet and arms, and the arrow is shot off by a trigger.

These last are often poisoned by the tribes who occupy the wilder

parts of the country, and who, it may be remarked, alone use the

bow and arrow in battle.

The poison is the ipoh, or upas of the Malays, or toxicaria

of Marsden. The tree which yields it has no peculiar noxious in-

fluence on those who shelter under it, as was formerly believed. It

grows plentifully in the peninsula of Malacca, and its juice, prepared

by boiling, is employed by most of the savage tribes of the forest to

poison their arrows. The poison to have full effect must be used

fresh. A poisoned arrow procured by me from one of these tribes,

was, after having been kept several months, found to have no effect

on a dog which was wounded by it.

The Kayu rungas of the Malays, a red-wooded tree, is much
dreaded by the Malayan wood-cutters. One of them, after having

cut down a tree of this description, has been observed by me
to be afflicted with painful swellings of the face and body. Sleeping

under it is hurtful.

Hdk sat is a spear about seven feet long, and is cast by the foot.

Hak is a plain spear.

K’houm is a sort of lance or javelin, seven or eight feet long,

sometimes longer. It is seized at the upper end, the fore-finger

resting on the top
;
and although light, flies with sufficient force for

thirty to forty yards to kill an enemy. The Burmans used the same
weapon in the last war, but the British troops were too rapid in

their attacks to suffer much from them.

Tri is a trident-shaped missile.

Dap is the long curved sword, from eighteen to forty inches long;

a dart is lodged on each side of it to cast at an enemy before coming
to close quarters. Some of these swords require both hands to

wield them.
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Kapi is a long sabre, and has been got from foreigners.

Ngao is a sort of curved knife or sword, of eighteen inches long,

having a handle of about six feet in length.

Kasun is the common single bow.

Lok fai, “child of fire,” is a combustible ball, which is thrown

from a gun to set fire to a town. It is not dangerous in any other

point of view, as it does not explode.

Phld is a small fire-ball, which is sent out of a bamboo, on the

principle of a rocket, for signals.

Tro-ut is the Siamese rocket.

The Siamese seem to be inferior to the Burmans, as these last

are to the Chinese, in the knowledge of pyrotechny. The Burmans
made little or no use of their boasted rockets during the late warj

but Congreve’s gave them a lesson. The Siamese use fire-rafts on

their rivers when attacked, and they stockade these also as far as

they can. In 1825 they pretended to be, or really were, so appre-

hensive of a visit from the British troops, that they attempted to

throw a chain across the river Menam to prevent ships from reach-

ing the capital. This attempt, which would have been useless before

any European enemy, was not carried on.

Lo is a round shield.

Dang, an oblong one
;
they are either formed of wood or of

buffalo’s hide.

Khwak kachap smngaam, are crows’ feet, made of bamboo
sharpened, and then hardened by fire, or of iron, and so constructed

that on being cast on the ground one spike remains nearly upright.

These are carried in bags, and during a retreat are strewed in the

path and amongst grass to impede pursuit.

They also, like the Burmans and Malays, use spikes of bamboo
similarly prepared, from six inches long and upwards, for the same

purpose, and also as a defence to a town or stockade. These are

generally concealed in grass and weeds, and inflict very bad wounds,

penetrating even the thick sole of a leather shoe, as many soldiers

who fought in the Ava campaign can testify.

The Siamese have knives and daggers, but do not often use

them, unless to despatch a prisoner where quarter is refused.

The Siamese mining and trenching implements differ a little

from those of the Burmans; each soldier is provided with a set

when they are likely to be required. Every man takes care of him-

self when a trench is to be made, but a general line is preserved,

and in an hour’s time a Siamese army can be put completely out of

sight and beyond the chance of injury from musketry and cannon.
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Even mortar practice must be very correct to tell on them with

effect when so situated.

ORGANIZATION OF AN ARMY.

The organization of a Siamese army and its accessories come
next to be considered.

Some account of these has been given in the description of the

army w'hich marched from Bankok to drive out the Burmans from

Junkceylon. But a more general account may be required by the

curious on such subjects.

A Siamese force having been assembled by the usual means of

a forced conscription, and the securing of the relatives of conscripts

as pledges for their fidelity, it is divided into three lines, each con-

sisting of three divisions. The first line consists of the Naa, or

(advanced) centre; the Pik khvva, or right wing; and Pik sai, the

left wing. The Nun, or second line, is also similarly divided, as is

the Lang, or third line, which forms the reserve.

The Commander-in-Chief is chosen from amongst the great

officers of the state, without any minute inquiry as to his capacity

for the office.

As bravery is not here the over-frequent growth of the soil, the

Court perhaps judges rightly in often preferring the greatest boaster

for this high office, since he thereby lays himself by his voluntary

pledge more open to punishment for misconduct. Inordinate pre-

tension, too, suits the genius of this Court.

The Commander-in-Chief is generally a Phraya, or officer of the

first class. lie is compelled to take a binding oath, which will be

found at the end of this chapter. The officers next in rank to him

are taken up from the Lo-ang. They are commonly si.x in number

:

1. Lo-ang Phi Chai Sena.

2. Lo-ang Awut.

3. Lo-ang Satha ru-ang det.

4. Lo-ang Wiset Kra sattra.

5. Lo-ang Song Richa.

6. Lo-ang Kla P’honlarop.

These six take the oath.

Next are the Mun, who command each 200 men. They are

selected from the class so called, and they are required to take the

oath. The Phan command small parties, and being of inferior rank

they do not take an oath. But, as in civil offices, the following order

of rank may be also followed :

—
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1. Chaau Phraya.

2. Phraya.

3. Phra.

4. Lo-ang.

5. Khiin,

6. Phan.

7. Nai.

8. Phraij or common soldiers.

The exelusive military titles given to

1st. Khun Phon
2nd. P’hayakk’ha Naam
3rd. Smg’ha Naam
4th. Nagha Naam
5th. Khruttha Naam .

Gth. KhotchaNaam .

(There are four kinds of Lions)

7th. Sunnakk’ha Naam

the chiefs in command are

Commander-in- Chief.

Tiger General.

Lion General.

Snake General.

Garuda General.

Lion General.

Dog General.

The last title may serve to remind us of the Canicularians of

Curdistan, and in Libanus, and of the frequent worship of the dog

in former ages.

To illustrate more fully the institutions of this curious people, I

have translated from a Siamese manuscript the description of the

thirteen different military dispositions practised by them. That

these are ever very closely followed, or that the numbers of the

troops given correspond with facts, cannot be proved, and need not

be supposed. It is probable that the system may have in some

measure been suggested to them by persons versed in the Bali lan-

guage. There is one reason for my thus showing these fanciful

evolutions, and it deserves notice. It is this, that throughout the

whole of them there is not one single allusion to naval warfare- the

fact is singular, since, although the Siamese are not much attached

to a seafaring life, yet their maritime situation has often compelled

them to contend with their enemies on the sea, and it sufficiently

points out their origin to have been far removed to the northward of

the Indian Ocean. A Siamese Phra Chaukhu, or priest, informed

me that they have a Bali work relating to warfare, termed Chattu

Rongkha.

A Siamese general rarely exposes his person
j
he occupies a posi-

tion in the rear of the centre line with his body-guard and band of

music. He wears the mo-ak, or high and peaked gilt cap.
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DRESS.

The Siamese national military dress is red, but the government is

too penurious, and too little impressed with a knowledge of the

advantages derived from uniformity, to give its troops respectable

clothing. It is only a select body which is honoured with a red or

blue \miform. It follows that a Siamese army, like a Burman one,

exhibits a motley assemblage of fanciful dresses, and of persons

naked from the waist upwards. The Siamese prefer this last state,

for they are seldom seen with the upper part of the body clothed

except in cool weather. The raja or governor of Ligor himself sits

in the Salaa or Durbar, without being clothed higher than just

described. The true national head-dress is a cropj the hair is

longer in front than behind, and is brushed up in a way which gives

them a wild appearance. It is the best mode of wearing the hair

for war, especiall)’’ in a retreat, for the Chinese and others w'ho

w’car their hair long are liable to be caught more easily by an enemy.

Fighting men have generally a peeuliarly shaped cap or turban,

stamped with cabalistical sentences from the sacred Bali. All ranks

are attached to charms, which they believe perfectly secure them

against wounds. Such a charm may consist of a deer’s horn, a pre-

cious stone, a bit of wood, a gold ring, or other things over which

incantations have been repeated, by priests or other persons qualified

for the purpose.

The Siamese are acquainted with the use of coats of mail, but,

unless on some grand attack of a fortified place, they do not attach

importance to their use. Besides, as mail is of little or no service

to foot soldiers, and the Siamese have no cavalry,^ the use of it

must be confined to the men on elephants.

STATE OF DISCIPLINE.—EFFICIENCY.—SUPPLIES.

As the Siamese have no body of indigenous troops deserving

the name of a standing army, that discipline which alone renders

men formidable in the field is with them at a very low ebb. What-
ever degree of exiiertness a Siamese soldier may exhibit in the use

of his arms, is generally the result of his own exertions, for he re-

ceives no training, (although he may have just left his plough,) until

he goes into action. In their villages and in their houses they prac-

tise the ram dap, or sword dance, much in the Burman manner,

and have fencing matches (pang pat). In these last the left hand is

* They have a few small horses,—Mr. Crawfurd’s embassy.
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armed either with a shield or a sword
;
the sword held in the left

hand is for defence, the other for attack. Some of their positions

are good, but they transgress the rules of science by striking so low

as to expose the upper half of their bodies to an adversary. The

long shield covers the body from the head to the knee, and is worn

to ward off a cut on the left side. The Siamese will never thrust at

a shield, since they are framed often of tough buffalo or rhinoceros

hide, in which a sword would stick.

They seldom fire in a standing position, but in one somewhat

approaching to that used by European sharpshooters; and their

whole musket exercise consists in loading and firing in the manner

each individual finds most convenient for himself.

They are, however, pretty good marksmen
;
they practise at a

mark about ithe size of a crown-piece, and at a proper distance.

Siamese troops generally appeared to me to have a slovenly

stooping gait, which may in part be owing to the habit of constantly

crouching to power in every shape. The Siamese do not use oil and

unguents like the natives of India to render their limbs supple, but

they are an active race when in the field, and capable of enduring

much fatigue.

PAY, RATIONS, AND SUPPLIES.

The soldier does not receive regular pay at any time, and in

general does not get any pay or remuneration excepting bare provi-

sions. Even these last he seldom receives until he has actually

joined the army. In a book of rules it is provided that each man
shall have a vest, a handkerchief for the head, and a sum of about

ten rupees. The chiefs ought to have gold brocade dresses and

money, but it is doubted if these regulations are acted on. Provi-

sions or rations consist of rice, which having been boiled is dried in

the sun
;

it is then packed in long bags, and each soldier, after the

Burman fashion, wears one round his body until its contents are

expended, also salt dried fish, chillies, and other small supplies.

Every soldier on' a regular march carries as many days’ provisions

as he can, and a bamboo of water
;
he is afterwards supplied from

the stores conveyed on elephants; one man is allowed to every ten

to assist them in cooking, bringing provisions, &c. As no Siamese

force is accompanied by such a large number of elephants as would
be required to convey provisions for any considerable length of

time, the government always takes care to form depots of grain at

all the most important stations in the country
;
and it is, as amongst

the Burmans, a rule, never swerved from it is believed, that every
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province in the kingdom, and every subject state, shall provide grain

to meet contingencies. For this purpose a tithe of the crop is

yearly stored up in granaries.

The king takes the richest plunder of a campaign, hut private

plunder is also permitted.

CAMPAIGNS.—SLAVERY.

The Siamese make it a rule never to give quarter in battle, unless

to officers of high rank. Prisoners taken after an engagement are

carried into slavery. The sols object in the predatory incursions

formerly made by the Siamese and Burmans into the outer provinces

of each other’s countries, was to carry off the inhabitants and con-

vert them into slaves. The Burmans got back many of their coun-

trymen at the intercession of the British authorities, but the Siamese

are too politic a nation to allow a treaty to shackle them, except

where the obligation is calculated to operate in their favour. They

have accordingly helped themselves out of the unfortunate country

of Keddah to a supply of persons of both sexes, and of all ages,

excepting the infirm, in order to fill up the void space left by the

removal of the Burmans and Peguans, taking credit all the while for

having lent a favourable ear to the solicitations of the British.

MARCHES. OMENS.

The marches of a Siamese army are regulated by the ma-hon,

or astrologers, who form a numerous class, depending for subsistence

on the offerings of credulity. If a snake should cross the road from

right to left, it is a bad omen
j

if the reverse, it is good. But these

astrologers have regular tables by which they calculate their fortu-

nate days, and some of which depend on the peculiar positions of

the planets. A prejiaration over a fire with shoots of the wild lime,

and the wood of the tree called dudor by Malays, is fired along with

ball at an enemy, and is supposed to paralyze his efforts. When
going into battle, the Siamese often tie the long handles of their

swords to the fore-arm, and repeat backwards the following Bali

passage ;— Eiti piso Bakliawa arahang Samasam Phuttho wicha

charana sam paunosukkhato lokawithu amittaro btiritsa thammassa
rathi satha thcwa mamits-anang Phuttho Bhakkhawatf.”

It would be difficult to state the number of elephants which
accompanies any given number of men. It depends entirely on the

nature of the service to be performed. To each elephant are allotted

twenty men, one sits on the neck, two in or on the howdah, who
direct a swivel. To each foot of the animal there are four men
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appointed, and they carry such arms as are given to them. Female

elephants are mixed with the males to keep them in subjection.

The elephants of Siam are large and well-teained. Lower Siam and

the peninsula of Malacca abound with fine ones. The people from

the Coromandel coast frequently export them^ they take them on

board at a port within the Hon. Company’s territory, on the bank of

the Pry river, lying opposite to Penang.

In marching, the centre of each line is some distance in advance

of the wings, but not so far as to prevent them mutually assist-

ing. The first line often precedes the others by two or three days’

march. If the line thus advanced sustains a defeat, the rear ones

generally retreat. About the period when Junkceylon was retaken,

a Siamese force invaded Tavoyj it consisted, according to the

Siamese, of 10,000 men. The advance of about 3000 having been

beaten, the general fled or returned. At this rate we should only

reckon in an army of 100,000 men, 33,000 who could be depended

on.

They march at any hour, as the case may be, setting out before

sun-rise; they halt an hour or two for breakfast, resume the march

till about mid-day, then halt for rest, and finish the day’s march

about 4 p.M. They keep regular watches at night, and post

numerous sentries, so that the Indo-Chinese armies are not so liable

as Indian ones to be surprised at night. Fires are kept burning all

round the camp, and patrols, when an enemy is near, are sent in

every direction. A day’s march is about twenty miles on an average.

The van of an army is preceded, and in some degree screened

from the brunt of the onset, by a sort of forlorn hope, consisting of

gaol prisoners and persons in disgrace with their superiors or the

Court, and who have all the promise of pardon should they behave

well and survive. This body are not denied such artificial or natural

defences as they can make or find, such as bags of sand, rocks and

banks, &c. The head-quarters are in the centre, as before observed.

When the troops reach within musket range of the enemy, the

ranks are single and about twenty feet asunder. They alternately

advance, stoop and fire, taking advantage the while of every natural

shelter the place may afford. When they attack a fortified place

they first endeavour to completely invest it
;

their guns fire occa-

sionally, the miners and working parties keep constantly digging

approaches, and when they have got close to the enemy they per-

haps try to explode a mine, or, if they fancy him to be alarmed and

ready to fly, they venture an escalade.
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SIEGES.

The siege of the Laos fortified town of Che-ung-mai, about

twenty-eight years ago, lasted, the natives say, nearly two years,

when it was relieved by the ai’rival of a Siamese force. If they have

no time to dig trenches, each man bearing a musket is provided with

a spearman, and one or more persons carrying sand-bags, or tem-

porary defences of plank.

INFLUENCE OF BUDDHISM.

The most singular feature in the Siamese military system is the

injunction given to the commanders and soldiers ‘^not to kill,” but

to fire short of the enemy, that they may escape the denunciation

pronounced by their great religious lawgiver, Buddha, against the

shedders of blood human and bestial.^

With this Jesuitical salvo for his conscience, the king of Siam

dismisses his generals to the war, knowing full well, however, that

the dread of his displeasure, should they prove unsuecessful, will be

sufficient to impel them to try and assure themselves of his approba-

tion, by disobeying his orders. The fact is, that the remote dread

which the Siamese soldier feels at the prospect of naraka, or hell, is

conquered by the stronger fear of being slain by the enemy before

his eyes, and he therefore kills him if he can. To suppose that a

Siamese soldier, barbarous and unsparing as he is when excited by

revenge and hatred, should calmly fire short of, or above, his enemy,

were to give him credit for a degree of courage and magnanimity at

variance with every fact yet brought to light.

It is true that the benign tenets of genuine Buddhism might

have been expected to have operated as powerful checks on the san-

guinary dispositions of its later followers, and that the countenance

it is calculated to afford to the peaceful arts of life, might have

enhanced their value, and insured their ultimate triumph. But

none of these results hav'e followed its introduction amongst the

Indo-Chinese nations in the degree proportionate to what they ought

to have shown themselves. Buddhism would appear to have

reached the Siamese at the period when they had but lately branched

off from the Lau or Laos nation
j
and when they possessed all the

keen curiosity, the dread of preternatural influences, and sensitive-

ness to external impressions, joined to the gloomy implacability,

* Mr. Crawfiircl, in bis instructive account of Siam, notices, that those nations

which have adopted Buddhism have not been famed for prowess. If such be the

case, this injunction may have been one cause.
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which ai’e the characteristics of barbarism. Buddhism, therefore,

grappled with their senses and fixed their fears
;
but, divested of its

external attractions, it was too abstracted and exclusive to operate

as the complete subverter of former principles of action or the

framer of new.

The very naraka or hell, which the Burmans and Siamese dread

or feign to dread so much, has only furnished them with demoniac

cruelties and tortures to inflict on their enemies or others. Extremes

too closely approach each other
5
and if a high state of civilization

in Europe be consistent or coexistent with the infliction of torture,

well may the Indo-Chinese nations claim exemption from severe

censure on this head for centuries to come.

DESERTERS.—MILITARY PUNISHMENTS.

Should a Siamese soldier attempt to desert, he is instantly cut

down or reserved for a worse punishment, and his whole family are

thereby exposed to the penalty of death for his offence. Decapita-

tion is the most common mode of executing culprits, but the will of

the court, or of the commander in the field, determines the nature of

the infliction. Sometimes they split open the offender’s stomach

with a large knife, in the same way as Mrs. Judson has described

the Burman punishment, or they sew up his mouth so that he is

only able to subsist on liquids, a punishment found amongst the

Malays of Keddah.

Other punishments are inhumation up to the neck, and exposure

to the sun in this horrid sand-bath for a specific period, or until death

ensues
;
melted lead or other metal poured down the throat, or a

cocoa-nut driven into the mouth. This last punishment is adverted

to byM. de la Loubere, in his historical account of Siam. He relates

that one of the Siamese ambassadors to the court of France in his

time, imprudently said on his return, that the stables of King Louis

were more elegant than the imperial prasaat (palace) at Bankok, for

which assertion he was executed, by having a cocoa-nut driven into

his mouth. There have been instances (but the punishment is not

military, and is confined chiefly to the committers of sacrilege) of

persons having been roasted to death in iron cages. Impaling, as

amongst the Burmans, is notan unfrequent punishment
j

strangula-

tion and the bastinado are common
5
thumb-screwing, and violent

compression of the temples, drowning in sacks, and casting from

rocks, are also practised. Sometimes the unfortunate wretch has

his limbs tied to the bent-down branches of two contiguous trees,
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and these are then allowed to rebound, carrying the dissevered mem-
bers with them. They brand with a hot iron, or scoop out the eyesi

or starve to death, or lop off limbs, or scalp, or cast adrift offenders

in leaky boats. Ought civilized nations to treat with such a people

on an equal footing ?

AHDENT SPIRITS.

' Although the use of ardent spirits is interdicted by the'code of

Buddha, yet this does not prevent the Siamese soldier from indulg-

ing in them when he can. Arrack is given also to elephants before

an engagement. Opium, although prohibited to be used in Siam

under severe penalties, is nevertheless indulged in.

TRACES OF HUMAN SACRIFICES HAVING ONCE OBTAINED.

Some faint traces appear to be still extant in Siam, of that nefa-

rious spirit which formed the basis of most of the religions or super-

stitions of the old world, as it yet does of the dark creeds of several

barbarous nations, and which demands the immolation of human
victims at the shrine of the deity. But that such sacrifices actually

formed a part of Siamese superstitions previous to the introduction

of Buddhism, cannot perhaps be now proved.

Their soldiers of the present day confess that it is their custom

to taste or touch with their mouths the blood on a sword which has

just been used in slaying an enemy, by which act they declare that

they believe themselves to be invested with the courage of the person

slain, and that they will be preserved from the malice of hobgoblins

and from madness. This custom is parallel with one which prevails

or prevailed amongst several of the savage races of Ameriea, where

the heart of an enemy was devoured in order that the person ban-

quetting thus horribly might be inspired with his courage.

STANDARDS, OR THONG AND STANDARD BEARER.

The Siamese have five principal Thong-rap or standards, those

of the centre and wings, of the advance, and the rear-guard. They

are generally made of silk, and their colour is red. The devices are

often embroidered.

The standard or colour-maker is either a chaukh (or priest), or

one of the laity of reputed sanctity. But priests only accompany

the army to perform their proper duties
;
they are then termed ma-

hon. Siam contains, it is believed, about 50,000 priests. In both

cases the individual must undergo certain modes of purification to
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pi'opitiate the Devattas. The ceremonies consist in placing lighted

waxen tapers, dressed food, confections, and fruits, on the floor, and

in ablutions and recitations of Bali passages of celebi’ated efficacy.

The K’hon-thu-thong, or standard-hearers, are men of some

consideration, but not necessarily of very superior rank. They

ought to be of a pure mind, and their external man ought to be

secured from wounds by potent amulets and charms. These have

partly been Already noticed. They do not, in the manner of Burmans,

tattoo charms on their bodies, or thrust plates of gold or silver im-

pressed with cabalistic marks under the epidermis, but they use

charmed juices of trees and oils, termed waan, which are either

swallowed or rubbed on different parts of the body, during which

operations they repeat invocations. Slips of metal, termed watrut

phitsamaan, containing powerful spells, according to their belief, are

also hung round the neck, and mongkon, or slips of paper, or o

cloth, with other spells written upon them, are worn on the head

They also wear charmed clothes, on which Bali sentences have been

impressed.

When a Siamese soldier is momentarily expecting to be engaged

with the enemy, he makes for the time being a compact with him-

self, by which he renounces his most besetting sins until a certain

period shall have elapsed. But they rarely renounce the indulgence

of ardent spirits, and therefore pray to the Devattas to forgive them,

on the score that such a stimulus is requisite.

The Siamese, like the Burmans, often plant their standards in

exposed situations, and surrounded by mock figures, in order to at-

tract and distract the attention and the fire of the enemy. While

this stratagem prevails, which it is apt to do in the absence of

telescopes, they are busied intrenching themselves, or carrying on

some other operation.

DEVICES ON STANDARDS.

The heraldry of Europe has evidently derived its origin from the

East
;

it was, like that of the latter, intimately associated with religion

and superstition. Maurice observes, that by the same hardy race, the

descendants of the Tartar tribes which tenanted the north of Asia,

armorial bearings were introduced into Europe, which were origi-

nally nothing more than hieroglyphical symbols, mostly of a religious

allusion, that distinguished the banners of the potentates of Asia.

The eagle belongs to the ensign of Vishnu; the bull to that of

Siva, and the falcon to that of Rama. The sun rising behind a re-

cumbent lion, blazed on the ancient ensign of the Tartar, and the

VOL. IV. 2 A
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eagle of the sun on that of the Persians. The hansa, or famous

goose,' one of the minor incarnations of Buddha, is yet the chief

emblem on Burman banners. The Russians, no doubt, had their

standard from the eastern nations; it is the type of Garuda. The

Islamites took the crescent, a fit emhlem either of a rising or of a

declining empire, and of their primeval worship. Garuda, who is a

great favourite with the Siamese, is yet not represented on their en-

signs, although he waved his sable wings of old over thS^ war-flag of

the Hindu Vasu Deva, and of Pun derike in Kashe; and although

he is otherwise the eagle of the preserving Vishnu, the great enemy

of snakes, whose prince, Raja Naga, lives in the nether regions in

Badan.^ But here in his stead we find the ape general, who was an

emblem on the war-flag of Arjun. The leng, or horned alligator,

or Sanskrit makara, the type of capricorn, sprawls on the Chinese

standard
;
the great dragon or snake, symbolical of the horizon, of

the Cneph, or agatho dmmon, or good spirit of the Egyptians, and

one of the forms in which Buddha became incarnate, rolls his huge

volume on the Malayan flag.

THE OATH TAKEN BY OFFICERS OF THE GOVERNMENT APPOINTED
TO THE WAR DEPARTMENT, OR AS COMMANDERS OF TROOPS.

Previous to the oath being administered, a large jar filled with

nam ongkhan, or holy water, is placed before the person swearing
;

five wax candles are lighted, lignum aloes and other fragrant woods
are burned, and five branches of lotus and other flowers, and also

perfumes, are duly arranged.

The Sathak’hom, or person who holds the office of adjurator,

accompanied by four Phraam, or Brahmans, attends. Martial

weapons which have been dipped in the holy or consecrated w'ater

already alluded to, are also produced. The individual makes three

several obeisances to the candles and flowers, and repeats the Bali

creed, beginning, “ Namo thatsa,” &c., and then the invocation of

spirits of earth and air, beginning thus :
“ Sakhe kame charupe,” &c.

lie then repeats the oath after the Sathak’hom. It is as nearly as

possible in the same terms as the judicial oath, a copy of which was
transmitted by me to the Royal Asiatic Society, appended to a dis-

sertation on Siamese law.

“ I, his Majesty’s devoted slave, placing the sublime feet on the

crown of my head, viz., on the head of the slave of the exalted

* Are not this goose and LeJa’s swan twin brothers ?

* Asiatic Researches.
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Phra Thmang chakkra phat itsara ai sawan, who governs with

justice and according to pure Bali ordinances, who is defender of the

pure and holy P’hra Satsana [or the Buddhist faith], who regulates

his public conduct by the Institutes of the renowned Baromma-
krasat of old, whose fame is bright and unsullied as the diamond

orb of day, and whose actions are the refulgent beams by which a

dark world was illumed, and under whose beneficent rule the arts

of peace were cultivated, and science flourished. I, slave of Phra

Phut tin chau [here one of the titles of Buddha is obliquely be-

stowed on the king], solicit that I may be here permitted to take the

binding oath of allegiance to his sacred majesty, the sappha awut

thang po-ang, or arms and panoply of war
j
and the holy water

being before me, and further, being conscious that I act as if in the

presence of Phra Phut thi chau [Buddha], of Phra Dhamachau
[the Bali or sacred word, here in a manner personified], and also of

Phra Songkha chau [the holy ministers of religion]
;
and likewise

in the presence of the emerald image of Buddha, which was

fashioned by the hands of the cloud-borne Indra, when he conde-

scended to visit the earth
j
and also having before me, and deeply

impressed on my mind, the fear of the Devattas, and a sense of

their glorious presence, and that they see me and hear me ; in pre-

senee also of the spirits both good and evil of the four several

degrees, and of Krung Phali, who was driven from the earth by
Buddha

j
of Nang Phra Tharani, the goddess of earth; of Uma

Bhakk’hawadi, the RakTisa princess, who is everywhere present;

of Wichathan, the famed physician of old, who discovered the

mercurial elixir, conferring immortality, and found out the virgin-

bearing tree;^ also of Khun than, and of Subanna and Nagha
Raja; in presenee of this exalted assemblage of divinities and

spirits of distinguished mortals, I do swear that I will neither think,

speak or act, in any way which shall not prove my fidelity to his

Majesty. If I prove false, may this holy water be converted into the

water of destruction, and may I be annihilated by it, under this

shape, or under the shape of the red water of hell, or the water of

stupefaction. May these weapons of war slay me, may the hatsfini,

or lash of the sky, cut me in two, if I become a traitor to the lord of

the red rice [Chau khau deng, alluding to the yearly festival which

is held from the morning of the 14th to the evening of the 16th day

of the fourth month, and is termed Wan trut 16 wan Songkhraan

(Sonkranti) Sam wan, on whieh three days the king distributes

1 The Siamese represent this tree with virgins on it growing out of the flowers.

2 A 2
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coarse rice boiled to all his subjects present]. May the Devattas

[genii Loci], Phra Su-a niu-ang, and Phra Song mb-ang, and Phra

than an mirit, who may be distinguished in the Songkhraan [or Sonk-

ranti, in the fifth month, when the sun enters Aries], also Tong pi,

and Phi sat, and P,hot and P,hrai, utterly destroy me. Should his

sacred Majesty take the field, then if I shall prove a coward or

traitor, may the sword of the enemy reach my heart, or may Phra

Yakha [a Rakhsa] seize mej or may Phlai and Phlang [male and

female elephants], or buffaloes or rhinoceroses all mad with rage,

tread on and gore me, or may snakes or alligators, or huge fishes,

prove my destruction
;
or let Mangkan [or horned alligators], Nguuk

[or Mermen], P,hrai nam, [evil water spirits,] devour me. Should

I traitorously countenance any of the king’s enemies, may I be tor-

tured to death, so that blood shall spout from my mouth, ears, and

nose
;
then let my head be cut off, and my sinning soul be precipi-

tated into the hell Lokanta, there to feed on filth, and suffer during

the space of one hundred thousand infernal years, during which

should one or more Buddhas appear on earth for the regeneration

of mankind, may I be found in hell beyond the pale of their mercy
!”
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Art. XXIII.

—

A Dissertation on the Antiquity of the Armenian Lan-

guage. By Arratoon Isaac Aganoon, of New Julpha : with

some Notes and Observations by the late T. M. Dickenson, Esq.,

Secretary to the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Read December 17, 183C.

From all that is preserved in the Holy Scriptures, and in those

ancient histories which treat of the subject now under discussion,

we are justified in assuming, that from the days of Adam till the

time of Noah, and subsequently till the confusion of languages at

Babel, “ the whole earth was of one language and of one speech.”

—

Genesis xi. 1. The question, therefore, resolves itself simply into

this: Was the confusion of tongues which took place at Babel con-

fined to those who were engaged on that great work of impiety and

rebellion in the plains of Shinar, or was the punishment inflicted on

the innocent as well as on the guilty, so as to affect Noah and those

of his descendants who remained with the venerable patriarch in

Armenia? For if it be acknowledged that the language of Noah
remained unchanged, I hope to be able to prove satisfactorily, that

that language was the Armenian.

On this point there exists a great diversity of opinions : for

although it appears to have been generally allowed, by several people

of the most undoubted antiquity, as the Syrians, the Hebrews, the

Chaldeans, the Egyptians, &c., that the original language of Noah
was preserved, still no two of them can agree in deciding which that

original language was, each being more intent upon establishing its

own pretensions to originality, than in fairly and impartially investi-

gating the truth. As, however, none of them have adduced stronger

arguments in support of their claims than those who contend that

the Hebrew is the primitive and original language, I shall confine

myself to making a few observations on their arguments and rea-

soning, in the hope of being able to prove satisfactorily, that they

cannot be considered as sufficient or conclusive.

The principal argument, in favour of the Hebrew being the

original language, is drawn from this circumstance; that most of

the proper names of the antediluvian patriarchs retain in the Hebrew
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the significations imputed to them in the books of Moses.* Now as

Moses was wi’iting by the divine inspiration in Hebrew for the

Hebrews, we may reasonably suppose that in rendering a word which

was meant to be significant, although a proper name, he would give

it in the language which was likely to be understood by the 'people

for whom he was writing. Thus, when in relating the history of

Lamech, he wished to make known to the children of Israel, that

that patriarch gave to his son a name expressive of the hopes he en-

tertained at the time of his birth, when he said, “This shall comfort

us concerning our work, and the toil of our hands,” (Genesis v. 29)

he states that “he called his name Noah,” a Hebrew word expres-

sive of “ rest or refreshment,” adapted to the comprehension of the

Hebrew nation. In like manner other nations of antiquit)', in the

records which they have preserved of the same personage, have

called him, not by his Hebrew name Noah, a word insignificant and

unintelligible to them, but by other names, as Saturnus, Xisuthrus,

&c., words which in their own language were expressive of the idea

which they wished to express. Thus, in our version of the books of

Moses, where it is rendered in the English, “ And he called the

name of theVell Ezek, because they strove with him,” (Gen. xxvi. 20,)

we read, “He called the name of the well Zercooman;” not that we

mean that the well was actually named Zercooman, but we use a

* The proofs to establish this opinion are briefly and ably set forth by Bochart

;

and as arguments are here adduced to show their insufliciency, the following pas-

sage may not prove uninteresting :

—

“ Linguam Hebraicam omnium esse antiquissimam docent etjTnologise nominum,

quotquot extant in historia Mosis, a mundi creaiione, usque ad dispersionem gen-

tium. Sic Hortus Eden Hebrreis est ‘Hortus voluptatis, sive deliciarum.’

Terra Nod, ‘Terra exilii,’ quia ibi exulavit Cain. ‘ Confusio,’ quia

linguoe inibi confusae sunt. OTK Adam, primus homo, dictus est quia ex

Adama, sen terra, factus est, nin Eve, a vita, prima mulier, quia mater omnium

vivcntium. Cain, unus e filiis, ab acquirendo, quia dixit mater, ijT'ip Acqui-

sivi virum a Domino. Alius Seth, a ponendo, quia dixit, posuit mihi Deus

semen alterum. Turr Enoch, a dedicando, quia natus in ipsa dedicatione urbis

quam aedificavit Cain. Alterius Enochi filius n^tiliriD Methuselah anno diluvii

mortuus, id significat ipso nomine, quod illi a patre inditum prophetico spiritu.

^*^3 Phaleg est a dividendo quia in diebus ejus divisa est terra, Taceo

allusiones ex Ilebraea lingua petitas, ut cum de Noa dictum est ‘ Cou-

solabitur nos,’ et de Japheto 7^3' Deus dilatet Japhetum.”

The arguments against the Chaldees, who b.ave the same claims as the above,

are founded by Bochart on the expression used in Genesis ii. 23, which is intel-

ligible only in the Hebrew :
“ Vocabitur vira, quia ex viro sumpta est. Hebraice,

ut Is pro viro, ita Issa pro muliere vox est usitatissima.”

It will be observed that the objections, which are confined in our text to the

example of Noah, are equally applicable in all the above cases.
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word signifying “deprivation,” to express the idea which is repre-

sented in the Hebrew by the Hebrew word Ezek. In like manner

Josephus, when he states that the Armenians call the place in which

Noah descended from the ark by the name Apobaterion,' does not

mean that the Armenians actually used a word derived from the

Greek, but merely that amongst them, the name of the place bears

the same meaning as the Greek word Apobaterion, which implies

“ a going-forth,” and is represented in the Armenian by the word
Nakhijivan, the actual name of the place alluded to.

There are some, who contend that the language in which the

books of Moses were written was the language of Adam, because,

say they, it is manifest that Moses wrote in the language of Abra-

ham, from whom he was descended
j

in like manner Abi’aham used

the language of Terah, who used that of Shem, who used that of

Noah, which was the language of Adam.^ This seems to me to be

nothing more than begging the question, and hardly deserves the

name of an argument, as it might be applied with equal reason in

the case of any other of the languages of antiquity. There are,

indeed, some who contend that Eber, the ancestor of the Hebrews,

did not assist at the building of Babel, and that, consequently, his

language remained unchanged. But the Greek histories, which have

preserved this story, contradict it in other places, where they say,

that it is recorded that Eber was actually the architect who super-

intended the building of Babel, under Bale, or Nimrod, who exer-

cised a paramount authority over all. In a Greek work called the

Smaller Genesis, Syncellus tells us, that there was a tradition, that

^ Joseph. Anticp 1. i. c. 3.

“ The reasoning which gives most weight to this assertion is drawn from the

argument, that Abraham and his forefathers, in a direct line up to Noah, must be

looked on as heirs of the covenant, which God established with Noah and with

Adam (Gen. ix. 9, and iii. 15); that consequently we have no reason to suppose that

they joined in the work of impiety which was punished at Babel, and that their lan-

guage consequently remained unaffected. This argument is ably set forth by Bochart,

Phaleg. lib. i. c. x. To this, however, it may be answered, that a mere supposition

founded on human reasonhig and opinion, on mere mortal ideas of what would be most

advisable and expedient, is, when applied to the acts of God, one of the most fertile

sources of error which the history of religion or of philosophy has recorded. The
natural and probable course of events is a far safer guide to the way of truth in a

case so obscure as the one in question. Now if it be allowed, as I think it must,

that it is natural to suppose that Noah did not wander to any great distance from

the mountains of Ararat, and that the original language, if preserved at all, was

preserved to him ; it must also be allowed that it is most probable, as being most

conformable to the natural course of events, that the original language was pre-

served in Armenia, and that, therefore, in this part of the argument at least, tho

probability is in favour of the claims of the Armenians,
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an angel appeared to Moses, and told him that he had taught the

Hebrew tongue to Abraham the Chaldean, and that the Hebrew
was, therefore, considered as original. But these accounts are

evidently as fabulous as they are at variance with each other and

with the records of Scripture.

It cannot be doubted that Abraham spoke the language of the

Chaldees.’—See Genesis xi. 28—31 j
Judith v. 6

;
Acts vii. 4. Now

the Chaldees originally inhabited the country in the immediate

vicinity of the land of Shinar, in which the confusion of tongues

took place. Whence, then, the argument that the language of the

Chaldees 'remained unchanged? But allowing that it did, we shall

find ourselves far from the solution of the question
3

for the language

of the Phoenicians, Syrians, Arabs and others, are, equally with the

Hebrew, cognate dialects of the Chaldean, differing from each other,

not in essentials, but only in the degree which may now be perceived

in the several dialects of the Armenian, as spoken at Constantinople,

at’Julpha, and at Angulis, or in some of the languages of Europe

which have been derived about the same period from a common
origin. Moreover, if it is argued that the language of the Chaldees

remained unchanged, I would ask who were the people whose lan-

guage was changed at the confusion of Babel? There is no reason

for saying it was Noah, and those who were with him in Armenia,

because we are told that the miracle was performed at Babel,
“ where the Lord came down to see the city, and the tower which

the children of men* budded.”—Genesis xi. 5. Nor can we say it

was the language of the Persians, or of the Greeks, or of the

Egyptians, because we hav'e no grounds for supposing that Greece

and Persia and Egypt w'ere then inhabited. The obvious answer is,

that it w’as the people inhabiting the country in the vicinity of the

place w'here the power of God was made manifest, who, or amongst

whom, we have every reason to believe, w'ere those who were subse-

' Ur and Haraii, in Mesopotamia, are the places in which we first find the

Chaldees established. Bochart takes a considerable liberty with geography in

asserting that these early seats of the Chaldees, were “ hand procul a Corduena in

qua constiterat area Noee.”
* That Noah and those who remained \^dth him were not intended by tliis ex-

pression, “ the children of men,” is thus ably argued by Bochart

:

“ Sed neque Noam aut Semum aut Arphaxadam aut Heberum, ad quos perti.

nebat foedus, conspirasse verisimile est, in tarn insanre substructionis fabriciam,

quia videntur excipi, cum versu 5° descendisse dieitur Deus, ut videat civitatem

et turrim, quam sedificabant OTNIl fihi hominum. Nam Genesis wl. verso 2°

filiabus hominum apponuntur filii Dei, ut fideles infidelibus ; sic igitur insinuat

Moses, solos filios hominum, id est solos infideles isti operi se mancipasse.”

—

Phaleg. lib. i. c. 10.
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quently known as the Chaldees
;
from which it would follow that

the present Chaldee, with its cognate dialects, the Arabic, Syrian,

Phoenician, &c., must be regarded as one of the great families of

languages, the origin of which was at the confusion of Babel.

There are some, indeed, who assert that the present Chaldee is

derived from the Hebrew, an opinion which is not only highly im-

probable, but which positively militates against the facts recorded

in the Holy Scriptures. For it is related by Moses, that “ the Lord
had said unto Abraham, Get thee out of thy country and from thy

kindred, and from thy father’s house,” whieh we are distinctly told

was in the land of the Chaldees, from which it is clear that Abraham
was a Chaldee’j and while history shows us that the Chaldeans

never migrated to any great distanee from Ur and Haran, where we
first find them established, and that they gradually rose to be a

most powerful nation, we find that Abraham, with no other of his

countrymen, save only those of his own household, “ departed out

of Haran,” as the Lord had commanded him^ that he went down
into the land of Canaan and into Egypt, and that he sojourned till

his death in the land of the Canaanites^ that his son Isaac also,

and Jacob the son of Isaac, spent their lives in the same foreign

land, where they dwelt 215 years. The sons of Jacob went down
into Egypt, where they and their descendants remained for a farther

period of 215 years, when they went forth under Moses to pos-

sess the land which had been promised by the Lord to Abra-

ham, their forefather. It appears, then, that for a space of 430

3'ears, the language of the Israelites was confined to one family, who

were strangers and sojourners in a foreign land; and as, during this

time, they dwelt upon terms of the closest intercourse with the

people amongst whom they dwelt, it is against all experience to sup-

pose that they could possibly have preserved their language as pure

as it was originally introduced by Abraham from Chaldea. We see,

moreover, that the language in which the books of Moses were

written, and which we must suppose to have been the language of

the Israelites, though allied to the Chaldean, is nevertheless a sepa-

rate and distinct language. It has also been showm that there are

no grounds for supposing that the language of the Chaldees re-

mained unchanged at the confusion of Babel; so that on every side

the opinion of those who assert the originality and superior antiquity

of the Hebrew language, is not only in the highest degree impro-

bable, but is obviously opposed to any just conclusion to which fair

reasoning and the records of Scripture are calculated to lead us;

and as the arguments of other nations of antiquity in favour of the
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originality of their own languages are not supported on better

grounds than those which have been adduced on the part of the

Hebrew, I will proceed to show the arguments upon which it is

contended that the language of Noah, and consequently of Adam,

has been preserved unchanged amongst the people of Armenia.

We are told in the Holy Scriptures that Noah, in the six hun-

dredth year of his age, entered into the ark, taking with him seven

other persons, namely, Noyemzara, his wife (whose name has been

preserved amongst the records of the Armenians), and his three

sons, Japheth, Shem, and Ham, with their wives; that the flood

came down and continued till everj’’ living thing was destroyed, save

only those which were preserved in the ai-k
;

that the waters pre-

vailed upon the earth for 150 days, after which they gradually

abated, and the ark at length rested upon the mountains of Ararat.^

These mountains were certainly in Armenia. In the Syriac and

Latin translations of the Bible, the word Ararat is rendered
“ Armenia,” which is also the case in the English version, in

2 Kings xix. 37, and also in Isaiah xxxvii. 38. Jeremiah also uses

Ararat for Armenia, li. 27. Josephus (Anliq. lib. i. c. 3,) calls

Ararat a mountain of Armenia, and states that Berossus the Chal-

dean called it Mount Cordus in Armenia; by which name it is

called in the Arabic and Chaldean translations of the Old Testament.

Abydenus also, Nicholas of Damascus, and others, agree in placing

Ararat in Armenia. The oldest, perhaps, of these early historians is

Maribas of Catene, mentioned by Moses Chorenensis, lib. i. c. 8,

from whom'he writes, (lib. i., c. 1 1 and 1 4,) that the mountain was at

first named Masis, from Amasia, our ancestor, whose name is still

preserved in the town of Amasia, and that Ararat was the name of

the district around it, so called from Araeus, another of our ances-

tors, and that it is also known by the name of Cordus, the general

name of the great chain of mountains to which it belonged. Jose-

phus also mentions, that in his time it was believed that the rem-

nants of the ark were still in existence, which belief was strongly

entertained amongst the Armenians, so late as the time of St. Jacob,

Patriarch of Nisibeen, in the year a.d. 340.

' Speaking of Mount Ararat, Tavernier, who travelled through Armenia in the

seventeenth century, says, “ IMont Ararat, cpie les Armeniens appellent Mesezou-

sar, e’est a dire IMontagne de I’Arche. Aussitot les Armeniens la decouvrent, ils

baisent la terre.”—Voy. de Taver. v. i. c. 2.

Also Bochart : “Communis sententia hroc cst, Ararat esse Armeniam.”

—

Phaleg. lib. iii. c. 3 ; in which he has expressed himself at length on this point.

Bryant also in like manner ; he derives Ararat from n'lrij Harirad, which

signifies airo^aTr]piov, the Mountain of Descent.—Yol. iii. p. 4.
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These proofs, I trust, will satisfactorily prove, what few perhaps

of my readers will call in question, that the ark rested on a moun-
tain in Armenia

j
and as there is nothing in the language of Scrip-

ture, nor any circumstances which would render it probable that

Noah would wander forth in quest of a place wherein to settle, far

from the scene of his miraculous preservation, situate as it was, in

one of the finest countries in the world,‘ we are warranted in assum-

ing that the patriarch, and such of his descendants as remained with

him, established themselves in Armenia, speaking the language of

the antediluvian world. Now we know from several examples which

abound throughout the Old Testament, that it was customary in

those times to fix the names of any new place, by some circumstance

connected with its early history. Hence it may be inferred, that if

in the country in which, as has been shown, Noah and his family

descended from the ark, and fixed their residence, there are found

any names significant of circumstances relating to the history of that

early period, the language in which such names are significant, is

the actual language which was then in use. Now according to the

history of Moses of Chorene, the ark rested on Mount Masis in

Armenia, at the foot of which mountain we find to this day a town

and district, called Arnohwote; now this word [in Armenian, signi-

fies “ Noah placed foot,” from Ar, “placed,” Noh, “ Noah,” and wote,

“foot.” Again, in Genesis ix. 26, it is written, “And NoahJjegan to

be a husbandman, and planted a vineyard.” Now adjoining to Arnoh-

w'ote is a place called Akhooree, which signifies in Armenian, “ he

planted a vineyard,” from Akh, “ he planted,” and oor, “ vines.” In

the same vicinity is another place called Nakhijivan, which signifies

“first halting-place,” while others say it should be called Nakhsivan,®

’ Strabo bears witness to the fertility of Armenia, and, which is singular, acci-

dentally meets the objections of those, who contend that the ark did not rest in

Armenia, because it is said in Scrqjture that Noah, from the place on which the

ark rested sent forth a dove ;
“ And the dove came to him iu the evening, and lo

in her mouth was an olive leaf plucked off;” whereas the olive is not to be found in

Armenia. But Strabo, at the end of a short passage on the fertility of a district

in the north of Armenia, has these words-, (p^pei 8e koI eXaiav :
“ it also produces

the olive.”—Geog. lib. xi. p. 528.

® Nakhijivan. Frequent mention of this place is found among the writers of

Europe.

Ptolemy calls it Naxuana, Na^ovava. Tab. As. iii. and page 135. William de

Rubruquis, who travelled into Tartary, a. n. 1253, makes this mention of it:

“ Araxi et Naxuanse duo imminent montes Massis nomine, in quibus arcaresedit.”

Galanus also, a Roman presbyter, who wrote on the reconciliation of the

Armenian Church with that of Rome, tells us that, according to the natives of

Armenia, the true name of the place is Nalchidsevan, by which they say is sig-

nified “ the first place of descent.” Tavernier
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which means “ first departing-place,’’ which is evidently, as the

traditions of the country set forth, the place from which the first

colonies emigrated, and is the place which Josephus calls Apoba-

terion, in which he tells us was the sepulchre of Noah. It is, more-

over, stated in Armenian history, that on the death of Noah’s wife,

Noyanzar (or Nemzar, as she was called by some writers), her sons

buried her in a place which was consequently called lMarant,‘ which

signifies in Armenian, “ Mother is there,” which name is still pre-

served in a town of Armenia. Now as these places are all actually

in existence, bearing in the present language of Armenia the singular

meanings above assigned to them, they cannot but be regarded as

strong proofs in fa\’our of the proposition which it is my object to

establish, that the language of Noah, and consequently of Adam, has

been preserved amongst the mountains of Armenia.

It should further be observed, that there is nothing whatever in

sacred history to which this opinion can be said to be opposed. For

even in the account of the confusion at Babel, it is stated “ that the

Lord did there confound the languages of all the earth.” By there is

meant the plains of Shinar, the land of Babel, not that of Armenia.

For otherwise the word there would have been superfluous; and it

cannot be said that a like reasoning will equally apply to other

places as well as Armenia, and give grounds for asserting that the

languages of the people of Persia and of Syria must also in like

manner be supposed to be original, because we have no grounds for

assuming that those countries were then inhabited at all, whereas

we know that Armenia had been inhabited since the ark x-ested on

the mountains of Ararat.

Many more arguments in support of my proposition may be

drawn froxn a fair reasoning on the facts and circumstances which

Tavernier calls it Naksivan, and says of it, “Naksivan est, selon eux, la plus

ancienne ville du monde ; elle a 6te batie a trois lieues de la moutague sur laquelle

s’arrcta I’arche de No<?. C’est ce qu’indique le nom Armenien, forme de Nak,
‘ navire,’ ct de Sivan, ‘arrete', ou demeur^.’ ”—Voy. de Taver., tom. i. c. 2.

The learned translators of Moses Cliorenensis thus make mention of it : “Jose-

phus (Lib. i. c. 3.) de Noachi ex area egressu ageus, hmc seribit, dnolSaTTjpiov

fi€v Tot Tov TOTTov TOvTov ^Apjxrjvioi Ka\ov(}-iv. Hunc autem locum Armenii ex-

scentlonis locum appellant. .lam vero ntin longe a campo Araratensi sita est, urbs

Armenioe celeberrima, quam Armenii uuo ore vetustissimum mundi esse oppidum
tradunt ut statira post diluvium, a Noacho conditum, nomine Nakhidshevan, quod
vocabulam Armeniacum, primum descentionis locum sonat.’’—Gul. et Georg.

Whistou. in Prsefat. ad Mosis Choren. Hist. Armen., p. iv.

* Maranta, “Les Armeniens prdtendent, que ce fut le lieu ou No^ vint habiter

on sortant de I’arche
; ils ajoutcnt qu’il y fut enterrc?, et que sa femme cut son tom-

beau a Marante sur le chemin de Tauris.”—Voy. de Taver., tom, i. c. 2.
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have been preserved regarding the point in question, some few of

which I will here adduce. The confusion of tongues is generally-

allowed to have occurred in the second century after the deluge,

which Noah survived 350 years. He must, therefore, have been
alive at the time of the confusion. Now it is hardly to be supposed,

that he to whom the Almighty had said, “ Thee have I seen righteous

before me, in this generation,” (Genesis vii. 1.) and this, too, be-

fore the fearful manifestation of divine vengeance, from which he

and his family were alone preserved, should so soon afterwards have

lapsed into rebellion against the Most High, by joining what is

termed a “ wicked conspiracy,” particularly as we read “ that he was
found I'ighteous and preserved blameless unto God.” (Wisdom x.) We
may therefore suppose that the punishment of the wicked was not

inflicted upon the “righteous one that the language of Noah, and
of those whose attendance on the venerable patriarch prevented them
from following the migration to Shinar, was not affected by the con-

fusion of Babel, and consequently that the ancient language of the

antediluvians was preserved unchanged in Armenia. It is no where
recorded where Noah died, but there is a tradition amongst the

Armenians, preserved in a work called Zoowetsa, or “The Collection,”

which states that he was buried with his wife at Marant, to which

Syncellus and Cedrenus both bear witness
j
and Josephus, when

recording the death of Noah, states, that after that event there was
an emigration from Armenia, from which it would follow that Noah
himself died in Armenia.

If it is allowed that the language of Noah was preserved in

Armenia till the death of that patriarch, it cannot be said that it

has been subsequently changed, because the ancient kings of Ar-

menia were descended in a direct line from Haic, who lived with

Noah in Armenia; and although our country has in later times been

overrun and occupied by foreign powers, the language has not been

materially affected, as may be seen by comparing it with the lan-

guages of those nations by whom it has been at different times

overrun.^ I do not mean to say that it has not undergone, in the

course of centuries, such partial changes as all languages, however

perfect, are subject to; but I maintain that it has undergone no

material alteration since the days of Noah,—that consequently it is

the original language of mankind.

' This is attested by Cirbied, Professeur Royale de la Langue Armenienne a

I’Eoole Royale :
“ Du temps des Empereurs d’Assyrie lors des conquetes des Mace-

doniens et des Romaius, a I’epoque des regnes des Arsacidse en Armdnie, la langue

de cette contrde emprunta des mots etrangers, mais elle n’^prouva aucuu change-

meat essentiel.”
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And indeed the beauty and singular perfection of the Armenian,*

even when viewed in its present state, must be regarded, by all who

* The Armenian language is a subject which appears to have been very much
neglected and misrepresented. The accounts of the writers of antiquity regarding

it, are very imperfect. Strabo, who from writing so soon after the occupation of

Armenia by the Romans, may be supposed to have had as good an opportunity as

any other writer of antiquity for gaming some information regarding the language

of Armenia, evidently knew but little on the subject ; for he tells us, in one place,

“ that the Armenians and Medes were a cognate people with the Thessalians,”

(Geog. lib. xi. p. 531), and in another he says, “that the Armenians appear to

be nearly allied to the Syrians and Arabs.” (Geog. lilr. i. p. 41.) And to these he

adds the Assyrians, the Arians, and the Erembi, as bemg considered a cognate

people. It is not unlikely that he was led into this error by mistaking the language

of the Armenian merchants, interpreters, &c., who probably attended the armies

of Rome in the Armenian campaigns, for the genuine and ancient language of

Armenia. And even Sir William Jones appears to have been no less uninformed

on the subject, for he says “ that he is convinced from the best information pro-

curable in Bengal, that its basis was ancient Persian, of the same Indian stock with

the Zand, and that it has been gradually changed since the time when Armenia

ceased to be a province of Iran.” We have fortunately the testimony of several

writers, whose knowledge of Armenian cannot be called in question, to show how
erroneous are these opinions, and to corroborate the assertions contained in our

text. Thus the two Whistons declare, “Cmterum lingum Armenne antiquitas

hide etiam comprobari potest, quod ab ulla alia recent! lingua nullo modo
pei-fluxisse videtur.” So also Cirbied: “Malgrd certains rapports et certaines

similitudes d’un rang primordial, la langue Arme'nienne est toujours une langue

isolee, sans melange avec aucune autre langue.”—Page 6.

I With regard to the power of the Armenian language, for wliich our author con-

tends, as a proof of its having been the original language of the earth, he is fully

borne out by the most able writers on the language of Armenia. Thus the Whis-

tons above quoted : “ Quod si linguae Haicanae naturam hoc e genere prospicere

libet, tantaest ejus copia atque ubertas, sibi maximam partem propria, non ab aliis

gentibus adscita, quantum ex studiis nostris cognoscere potuimus, ut vetustissimis

temporibus primordia sua cepisse videatur.” So likewise Aucher, (in Praefat. ad

Euseb. Pamph. Chron. Sect. ii. p. 11.) “Id vero turn Haicanae linguae ubertati ac

felicitati tribuendum quod in omnes prorsus dicendi modos msuetos etiam et pere-

grines facile inflectitur,” &c. And again :
“ Saepefit, ut in quibus e Greeco transfe-

rt ndis, Latin! maxime laborant, ea Armenii majore uescio facilitate, an felicitate

convertunt.” As to Armenian having been the original language, the following

philosophical observation of Cirbied contains perhaps all that will be allowed on

the subject: “ Des historiens,” says the Professor, “ et des commentateurs de la

Bible, ont soutenus que la langue Armenienne etait celle que parlait Nod, et qu’elle

fut conservee en Armenie depuis le temps de ce patriarche jusqu’a nos jours. Nous

croyons qu’eu admettant les traditions de certains auteurs profanes, avec I’autorite

do I’Ecriture Sainte, cette opmion serait la plus probable dans cette question pure-

ment conjecturale.”

i A general objection may be raised against the proposition maintained in this

paper, on the grounds of the Armenian not having been a written language till the

beginning of the fifth century of the Christian era, when Mesropes, about a. d. 406^

organized an alphabet of the Armenian language ; after which it is allo^Yed, that a
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are capable of judging, as a proof that it possesses beyond all other

languages, ancient or modern, good grounds for claiming the pecu-

liar distinction of being the original language of the earth. For it

is a singular fact, that a native of Armenia, with a thorough know-

ledge of the language of his country, and of all the numerous

varieties of sound which its copious alphabet enables it to express,

has little difficulty in acquiring and pronouncing the words of any

wondei’ful degree of alacrity was displayed hy the literati of Armenia, who before

A. D. 450 had translated above six hundred works of foreign literature into the lan-

guage of their native country ; and this objection, it may be contended, is an argu-

ment against not only the authenticity of the ancient traditions and histories of

Armenia, but also against the antiquity of the language itself; but the objection, in

,my opinion, is not of much force. For the history of Armenia is drawn from tra-

ditions and written sources of the highest auticputy. Of the traditions, it is re-

corded by Moses of Chorene that the ancient Armenians had preserved in verses,

which they sang to music, records which extended as far back as the time of the

deluge, and historical traditions of Semiramis and the early princes of Assyria.

And, as regards the histories, that of Moses of Chorene was taken in great mea-

sure, as he himself declares, from a famous book of Mai’ibas Catenensis, who about

the year before Christ 130, was sent by Valarsaces, king of Armenia, to examine

the royal archives of the Parthian kings, among which he found a book which

showed in the title page that it had been translated from the Chaldee by order of

Alexander the Great, from which Maribas collected the materials for his own
history of Armenia, which we are told he wrote in Greek and Syriac. Moreover

the Armenians, although for many centuries they had no alphabet of their ovii,

made use of those of the neighbouring nations, using chiefly the Greek and the

Persian characters, of which it is recorded by Moses of Chorene, “ that there were

preserved amongst the Armenians, innumerable volumes of histories, &c. written in

these characters.” The Syriac also was occasionally used, as we read in Diodorus

Siculus, lib. xix. Neither is the want of an Armenian alphabet, till so late a
period as the fifth century after Christ, any argument against the originality of the

language. For the Arabic, at least the language of the Koreish, had no written

character till a period later than that assigned to the alphabet of the Armenians

;

and although, as the Arabs pretend to assert, the greater part of the words of their

language may be lost, we have reason to believe that the structure of that exqui-

sitely beautiful language has never been materially affected ; words and phrases,

and accent and idiom, those modes of language which depend upon the memory or

caprice of men, may have changed perhaps as much among the Arabs, as we see

they have in the nations of Europe; but their language bears about it, in the

matchless simplicity and uniformity of its structui’e, that which must ever preserve

it from corruption. The language of the most ancient writings of the Arabs, is the

same as would be employed for a similar purpose by the learned of the present day,

saving only some words and expressions which have fallen out of use in the course

of 1300 years. And if in the structure of the language of Armenia, there is any
thing of a similar preservative nature, it is, I think, certain, that the circumstance

of there not having been for so many centuries any written character or organized

alphabet, is not a good argument that the language of the country has therefore, of

necessity, been materially changed, or that it is not essentially the same language

as was spoken in the early ages of the world, by the first settlers on the hills of

Armenia.
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other language whatever, as correctly as if it were his own native

language
;

whereas in other languages, the alphabet of any one

will seldom be found capable of expressing correctly the power

of all the letters of any one other, even though that one be a cognate

dialect, and nearly allied to the same original. And the same may

be said of the power of our language, in its great capability for the

clear and general expression of ideas
;

for it is well-known to all

those who have made the attempt, that there is no difficulty in

translating from any other language into the Armenian, and this too

in such a manner, that the work translated, however difficult and

abstruse it may be, will generally be found to be improved by the

translation, whereas to translate from the Armenian into any other

language, ancient or modern, is a work of the greatest toil and diffi-

culty, as is shown by the translation of the Armenian history of

Moses of Choreue, by the sons of the famous William Whiston,

which while it evinces the singular industry and great knowledge of

Armenian which these two learned Englishmen possessed, is at the

same time a convincing proof to those who are enabled to form a

judgment on the subject, that they were in many places far from

understanding the spirit of the author, whose work they so carefully

and so ably translated.

I should, perhaps, observe what might by some be adduced as an

objection, that it is related by some of the historians of Armenia,

that Haic, the great founder of the Armenian nation, was actually

present at the confusion of Babel, and that after ^that event he

returned with a small party of followers, and settled in Armenia
j

and hence it might be objected, that as his language must have been

changed at Babel, the language of Armenia w'ould also be from him
a changed language : on which I would observe in the first place,

that it is not a generally received opinion that the language of Haic

was changed at Babel; and in the second place, supposing such to

have been the case, I would ask is it possible, I will not say pro-

bable, that a descendant of Noah, accompanied by only a small band
of followers, should have been able to extirpate the language of the

patriarch and of those who remained around him in Armenia, and
to instruct them all in a strange language? The affirmative of the

proposition cannot be maintained with any appearance of proof or

probability, and consequently the objection, although we allow it

every advantage, must fall to the ground as undeserving of

attention.
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Art. XXIV.—Illustrations of the Languages called Zand and Pahlavi

;

by John Rosier, Esq., late Member of Council at Bombay,

M.R.A. S., 8;c.

Read July 1, 1837.

Introductory Remarks, by Professor Wilson,

Director of the R. A. S.

A paper has been entrusted to me for communication to the

Society by one of its members, Mr. Romer, which offers some valu-

able contributions towards the determination of a question of con-

siderable difficulty and great literary importance,—the authenticity

of the Zand and Pahlavi languages, as they appear in the religious

writings of the Parsis. A very wide and irreconcileable difference of

opinion has prevailed, and continues to prevail, with regard to the

genuine or fictitious character of these dialects, and every thing

which tends to establish either beyond the possibility of contro-

versy, cannot fail to be interesting to the Society and the public.

Without proposing to enter into a detail of the views which

have been advocated by the eminent Orientalists who have expressed

their sentiments on either side of the dispute, a brief notice of their

conclusions may perhaps be of use in recalling to our recollection

the principal points under discussion.

For our first accurate knowledge of the religious books of the

Parsis of Gujarat, we are indebted, as is well known, to Anquetil

du Perron. Both in his translation of the Zand avasta, and in

some separate dissertations published in the M^moires de I’Acad^mie

des Inscriptions, Monsieur du Perron has maintained the authen-

ticity and high antiquity of the Zand and Pahlavi languages, in

which those works are composed. The former he asserts to have

been the spoken language of the countries between the Caspian and

Black Sea, and of the upper part of Mesopotamia, or, in a word,

of Northern Media, several centuries before the sera of Christianity.

Pahlavi, according to him, was also spoken in the countries between

Dilem, Mazanderan, and Farsistan, at least as far back as the date

of Zoroaster, the reputed author of the Zand avasta.

These assertions of Du Perron were strenuously opposed by

Richardson, in the Preface to his Persian Dictionary, who treats the

claims of the Zand especially with great contempt, asserting it to be

an invention of the Parsi priests
;

a barbarous jargon
;

a lingua-

Franca, culled from the dialects of every surrounding country.

VOL. IV. 2 B
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Sir William Jones, in his Discourse on the Persians, addressed to

the Asiatic Society of Bengal, expresses his opinion that no genuine

books in Zand or Pahlavf exist, and that the dialect of the Gabrs

is a late invention of their priests, subsequent, at least, to the Mo-
hammedan conquest of Persia

;
the Pahlavi abounding with verbal

nouns and infinitives, evidently formed on the rules of Arabic gram-

mar, and the Zand, consisting of six or seven Sanskrit words in

every ten.

Colonel Vans Kennedy, in his work on the origin and affinity of

the principal languages of Asia and Europe, after a full examina-

tion of what had been urged in favour of the genuineness of the

languages of the Parsi writings, concurs entirely with Sir William

Jones, and asserts that his conclusion of their being late inventions,

is incontrovertible. The Zand, he says, is a pretended language

invented by the Parsi priests, and never actually spoken or written

by any people upon the face of the earth. The same remarks, he

adds, apply with still greater force to Pahlavi.

Mr. Erskine, in a letter to Sir John Malcolm, on the sacred

books and religion of the Parsis, in the second volume of the Bom-
bay Transactions, so far differs from the preceding, that he appears

not to regard the Zand as a fabrication, though he sees no reason

to believe that it was ever a spoken language within the limits of

the Persian empire. He concludes it to have been a dialect of

Sanskrit current in some part of India, and employed by the Parsi

priests exelusively, in the composition of their sacred books. The

Pahlavi he concurs with Sir William Jones in considering as a dia-

lect of Persian, spoken on the confines of Syria and Mesopotamia,

and much intermixed with Syriac and Arabic. The date of the

compilation of the Vendidad he refers to the sera of Ardashir

Babegan, or about a. d. 229, when the imperfect remains of the

lost volumes of Zoroaster were written down from the recitation of

aged Mobeds and Dasturs. Even Mr. Erskine, therefore, entertains

an opinion, not very favourable to the authenticity of the only mo-

numents in which the Zand and Pahlavi are said to be preserved.

The English authorities are, therefore, unanimously opposed to

the antiquity of the sacred writings of the Parsis, and to the genu-

ineness of the languages in which they are composed. On the

other hand, the Continental writers are equally unanimous in advo-

cating their authenticity. Adelung, in his Mithridates, advances, in

opposition to Richardson, that the invention of the languages is

contrary to all probability, and that the Zand must be considered

as a real language, which was once actually spoken. The Baron de
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Sacy has attempted to explain various ancient inscriptions found

in Persia, upon the principle of their being in the Pahlavi language
;

and Grotefend and St. Martin have attempted to read some of the

arrow-head inscriptions, on the supposition that they are written in

Zand. The late Professor Raske, in reply especially to Mr. Erskine,

has published a defence of the authenticity of the Zand and Pahlavi

languages, the principal arguments of which are comprehended in a

letter to Mr. Elphinstone, which is published in the Transactions of

the Royal Asiatic Society. Professor Raske maintains, that the

Zand was a living language, the spoken language of Media, and that

the Vendidad, as it exists, was composed before the time of Alex-

ander the Great
;
farther he does not pretend to go, nor does he

undertake to decide the date of Zoroaster, to whom he ascribes the

authorship of the work. Mr. Raske’s views seem to have been im-

plicitly adopted on the continent. M. Burnouf, at Paris, has litho-

graphed the text of the Vendiddd, and has published two volumes

of an elaborate translation of, and commentary upon, the Yashna

;

and Professor Bopp has taken the Zand for the basis of an exten-

sive comparative grammar of it, with the Sanscrit, Greek, Latin,

and Teutonic tongues. It is evident, therefore, that these last two

writers consider the question as decided, or they would not devote

their time and talents to such laborious illustrations of the Zand

and Pahlavi languages.

Notwithstanding, however, the asserted opinion of Continental

scholars, or the inference that is to be drawn from the labours in

which they have engaged, it is impossible, in the face of the asser-

tions and reasonings of our own equally eminent Orientalists, to feel

quite convinced that the former are in the right , and it is obvious,

that the subject requires farther and more deliberate investigation.

One of the chief means for the accomplishment of this object is,

access to the original texts, so as to comprehend, generally, the

structure of the language, without being obliged to acquire a know-
ledge of it, which, in the present stale of the study, must be, as

M. Burnouf admits, necessarily imperfect. Some notion of its

principles may, however, be possibly collected from the careful in-

spection of passages from the Parsi w'orks, and from their collation

with modern Persian
j

and it is this facility which Mr. Romer
proposes to furnish, in the communication to which the attention of

the Society is now invited.

2b2
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Mr. Romer’s Illustrations.

Colonel Vans Kennedy, in his “ Researches into the Origin and

Affinity of the principal Languages of Asia and Europe,” after an able

examination, p. 169, et seq., of the different opinions maintained by

Orientalists, as to whether the languages known among the modern

Parsis by the names of Pahlavi and Zand are genuine tongues,

formerly spoken in Persia, or nothing better than fabricated jargons,

closes this part of his argument in the following words :
“ If, there-

fore, no proof can be adduced to establish the authenticity and

antiquity of the Parsi books, it necessarily follows, that they cannot

be received as evidence of the existence and antiquity of the lan-

guages named Zend and Pehlevi. The opinion, consequently, of

Sir William Jones cannot be controverted
j

for he remarks,—‘This

distinction convinces me, that the dialect of the Gabrs, which they

pretend to be that of Zerdesht, and of which Bahman gave me a

variety of written specimens, is a late invention of their priests, or

subsequent at least to the Musulman invasion
;

for, although it

may be possible that a few of their sacred books were preserved, as

he used to assert, in sheets of lead or copper, at the bottom of

wells, near Yezd
j

yet, as the conquerors had not only a spiritual

but a political interest, in persecuting a warlike, robust and indignant

race of irreconcilable conquered subjects, a long time must have

elapsed before the hidden scriptures could have been safely brought

to light, and few, who could perfectly understand them, must then

have remained
j
but as they continued to profess amongst them-

selves the religion of their forefathers, it became expedient for the

Mubeds to supply the lost or mutilated works of their legislator

by new compositions, partly from their imperfect recollection, and

partly from such moral and religious knowledge as they learned,

most probably among the Christians with whom they had

intercourse.’”

The means of satisfactorily determining this question would,

perhaps, be a present of some value to the literary world. I do

not, however, presume to offer myself as competent to such an under-

taking
j
but being in possession of some materials, the application

of which may assist in throwing light on the subject by the mode

of using them, I have not deemed myself precluded from laying

them before the public in the shape thought most perspicuous, from

considerations of my humble pretensions to Oriental knowledge, and

this the more especially, since I shall confine myself to this single

object, obtruding little as opinions of my own.
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In explanation of the plan of comparison adopted in this paper,

and of the way I was led to believe such a mode of exposition

might be useful to the end proposed, I would refer to the Dasatir,

the publication of which entirely dissipated with me, as it must have

done with others, all doubts as to the genuineness of the tongue in

which it is said the text is composed. The simple examination of

what is called the original, in juxtaposition with the (misnamed)

translation into Persian, cannot fail to convince any one acquainted

with this language, that the Asmani Zaban is pure invention, the

book having, in fact, been first written in Persian, and then trans-

lated into the uncouth jargon dignified with a name from Paradise.

The result of this proceeding with the text and alleged transla-

tion of the Dasatir induced me to try a similar one with the Zand

and Pahlavi, with the view of conveying some notion of their gram-

matical construction, if they possess any
;
and the extracts from

the books in these languages, here following, have been made and

disposed with this object. They are given in the Roman character,

because, probably, few men of letters would take the trouble to

master the alphabets employed in writing the Zand and Pahlavi, in

order to institute a comparison between these and other languages.

I should also add, that the transcriptions are made from copies in

which the Zand and Pahlavi originals are underlined with their

words expressed in Persian letters. I likewise subjoin a scanty spe-

cimen of the elements of Pahlavi grammar obtained from a Dastur,

(it was all his store,) who professed extensive knowledge of the

language.

The short account of the book named Din-kard, is offered to Orien-

talists, as bringing to their notice a work I have not seen mentioned.

The late Miilla Firoz, of Bombay, in a controversial work on
the Parsi year, called Kithb-i-Avizhah Din, in which he cites

many passages from the Din-kard, quoting the third Daftar of the

book, says,—“ The translator of the Din-kard from Greek into

Pahlavi himself states, that the original Din-kard was composed in

'the time of king Gushtasp, and that the book now extant and
known by this name in Pahlavi, is not the original Din-kard, that

book having been burnt by Alexander. That translations of it into

Greek, made by order of Alexander, and subsequently, also, by
direction of Ardsher Babagan, were preserved and remained in

Persia until the Arabian conquest. That the reliques of these

ancient and mutilated translations falling into the hands of a learned

man, named Adarbad, he put them together to the best of his

ability, compiling, from what remained intelligible to him of such
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materials, a new book in the Pahlavi language. That it is neverthe-

less doubtful, whether the Din-kard, extant, is the work of Adarbad,

or of some other person
j

but, be this as it may, it is certain the

book was brought to India from Persia. In the text the author is

named Mawandad, son of Bahram Mihrban
j
the date of writing

the book, the year 369 of Yazdijird, a. d. 999. In a. y. 865, a. d.

1496, it was transcribed by Shaharyar Ardsher, and another copy

appears to have been made by Mawandad Bahram Ardsher, of

Turkdbad, in a. y. 1009, a. d. 1639.

In the following extract from the Vendidad, of which work

several passages are given in Mulla Firoz’s book, Kitab-i-Awizhah

Din, the Pahlavi version and Persian translation, with the former

underlined in Persian letters, are by the Mulla. The Zand is not

interlined, but the words of the text are, separately re-written in

Gujarati characters, by the assistance of which the subjoined tran-

scription of it, in Roman letters, has been made and verified.

z. Pirisad Zarthoshtarii Ahorim-mazddm Ahorimmazd

p. Panid Zartoliasht min Anliiima dgh Anliuma

Per. Pursid Zartusht az Urmazd go Urmazd

Z. maiiif sapinista diitari githanSm astawatandm

P, mad lire apzuni dadar gaihdn ostahumandiin

Per. munti afzdjmdah diHr jahSn ostakhwdnmand

Z. dsaum kad ta nara irista isha Darokhshaiya

P. airub umat zak kibnd ramit ash zak Daroj

Per. ashu kai in mard mi'rad ash ^n Daroj

Z. Nasosh upa duSnsaitL

;

dad martid ahoramazd

P. Nasash madam dubiirad

;

azash gupt anhumd

Per. Nasash bar bidawid

;

azash guft urmazd

Z. asari paschita parairistim sapitaman Zarathostaru

P. ^gh tej 5hir pun wadirshani sapitamdn Zartohasht

Per. go shitab pas ba guzashtan saptntamdn Zartosht

Z. usa hacha bfldu ai^d.

—

Isha Darokhshaiya

P. UU min bud piinjanyak rawad.— Ash zak Duroj

Per. baland az jan ba jSe rawad.

—

Az dn Daroj

Z. Nasosh upa dudnsaiti apdkhidri ebiyu nimabiyu

P. Nasash m.adam diibarad min apaklitar nima

Per. Nasash bar dawad az taraf-i-awdkhtar

Z. maklisha kihrapa irigiti'u farsanuish apazddiandii

P. maklish karap irang pandj jdmi awaj kun

Per. magas surat ganda fardz-i-zdnu bdz kun

Z. akaranim dariwiySc aiyat zuizdeshtSish kharfashtari

P. akin&ra d.aram cliagm bujatam kliarpastar

Per. beshumar afshdu chiin gunahgdrtar kliarostar.
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Gtijardti translation of the above
^ from the same hook :

—

Arth. Puchhiyun Zartoste Urmazdne, e tJrmazd Miudi aurdhi

Karnar, ane ostakhanwand duniyd na paida karnar, ane ashu

;

kihware te muela adami dpar te Duroj Nasash daure ? Jawdb
didho Urmazd ki shitdb mua paclihe e sapetmin Zartosht ki je

majdaiasni dm nu adami guzare, ane tehnd jid baland kalbud

mdhan thi nisare ki shitab tehej waqt m^n, tena kdlblid upar te

jago man, te Daroj Nasash te kalbud upar daure. Yane, je

adami guzare tehenu jiu tehend kalbud mdhan t,hi nikale, shitdb

tehej waqt tehej jago mdn, tehend kalbiid hpar Duroj Nasash baise

awdkhtar ni taraf t,hi g,hand,hdto mdk,hani surate ure
;
ane tehena

gotjhan dgal une pach,hwdri gand
;

une beshumdr daram, yane,

ch,hdnt g,hani chandala ni misdle tehend tan upar ch,hdnt ekek ane

b,herwdli ane te g,hand,hdto ure kharafstar m misdl no rim ni

b,harelo g,hanoj riman.

Translation,

“ Zartusht asked Urmazd, ‘ O Urmazd, maker of the sky, creator

of the world and heaven, when does the Daroj Nasash (Evil Spirit,)

attack the dead man ?’

“ Urmazd answered, ‘ Immediately after the death of one profess-

ing the Mdjdaidsni faith,—the religion of Sapitaman Zartusht, life

having gone forth from the body, then quickly, at the very moment,

and upon the spot, the Daroj Nasash flies upon that corpse.’

“ That is, when a man dies, and his soul quits his body, in the

instant and on the spot, the Daroj Nasash quickly alights upon the

corpse, coming in the form of a carrion fly from the quarter of the

North, and sitting about the knee and anus. Then the body must
be lavigated with copious and innumerable sprinklings, that that

carrion fly may depart filled with corruption and matter.”

Here is a passage from a letter written at the beginning of the

last century, by the Parsis of Kirm^in to the Parsi communities' of

Surat, Broach, and Nowsari, which is of some curiosity, as expla-

natory of customs connected with their religious observances in the

disposal of their dead,

* * * * Touching what you write concerning that praise-

worthy and exalted work, the noble tomb, which he of the good

faith, whose dwelling is Paradise, whose soul is in heaven,

—

Nhdnab,hai, son of Punjiya, founded, at a time, as the event proved,

when he did not expect to behold its completion, for Nhandb,haf

died before the tomb was finished, leaving a will in which he directed
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that his remains should be deposited in the noble tomb when ready

to receive them. That upon the death of Nhanab.hai, the Dasturs

and elders of your country assembled together, consulted and re-

solved that the corpse of Nhanab,hai should be conveyed to an old

tomb, and there placed, with a slab of stone below it and another

above, and this was done accordingly. That two months after this

disposition of the remains, they were removed and deposited in the

new tomb. And that, thereupon, stood forward and

denounced this removal as an act contrary to our religion.

“ Now, be it known to you, that the Zand and books of the Good
Faith declare, if a corpse be placed in a clean spot, where are not

the remains of another body, slabs of stone being put below and

above it, having been borne thither, dressed in grave-clothes, by two

‘ baw^ij-i-awasta wa sag-did,’ with ‘ recitation of the Awasta and Dog-

gaze this is certainly allowable, proper, and right.” *****
The “ Sag-did,” that is, dog-gaze, is the ceremony of bringing a

dog to look upon the dead body
j

for, according to some supersti-

tious notions of the Parsis, evil spirits are driven away by the pre-

sence of the dog, and the fate of the deceased’s soul may be, they

think, guessed at, by the manner in which he regards the corpse.

This usage they do not willingly make known
j
the term

therefore, instead of being thus written, in the text, is, as here

shown, concealed from the vulgar eye under the veil of Zand

letters.

The book of Mullk Firoz also contains extracts from the first

Karda of the Yajisni.—The Zand text is accompanied by a Pahlavi

version, not procurable by Anquetil du Perron, as M. Burnouf in-

forms us, regretting the want of it. The former is rewritten in

Gujarati characters, and literal and idiomatie translations, in that

language, are added
;
they are made, apparently, from the Sanskrit

of Niriosang,h, and the version of this Mobid is also sometimes

given. The Pahlavi is not underlined in Persian letters, as in the

extract from the Vendidad, but it will, on reference, appear in the

place it occupies in the Kitkb-i-Awizhah Din*.

On M. Burnouf’s researches into the origin and meaning of the

Mobid’s name Niriosang,h, it may be remarked, that Narsing,h,

like others taken from their mythology, such as Krisbn, Kali, Dvirga,

• Tills book and other papers, from ivhich tliese extracts have been made, are

now in the Library at the India House.

men of the Good Faith
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Ram, &c., is a common proper name among the Hindus
;

in

Gdjarat, it is usually abbreviated to Narsi. But what is more to

our purpose, as accounting for finding a Mobid under such an ap-

pellation, the Parsis of the present day, following the practice of

their immediate forefathers, freely adopt Hindd proper names,

having significant meanings
;
hence, in almost every family we

meet with Jiwan-ji, Kunwar-ji, D,han-jf, Manik-ji, and the like.

The extract from the Yajisni that follows, is the same given by

M. Burnouf, at pages 105 and 146, of “ Commentaire sur le Ya^na.”

It has been put into Roman letters through the assistance of the

Gujarati transcription before-mentioned. The Sanskrit is from M.
Burnouf s work, and compared with a MS. of a few pages, con-

taining, with the Zand text, a Pahlavi version, the Sanskrit of

Niriosang.h, and its translation into old Gujarati. The Gujarati

given below, is from the Kitab-i-Awizhah Din.

Z. Niwidaicmi hainkairimi

S. NimantriySmi sampuran

G. Notruii deun cli,lieun tam^m

Z. Riwatu kharinangjhatu

S. Suddjliimantram Srimantram

G. Nur-b,harelo jalkdt-b,harelo

Z. Wahistahieba

S. Vapushautkrishtaram clia mulyen

G. Mule karf g,laano unclia cli,lie

Z. Kharoclidistaliiclia

S. gfir,hataram cha kdryanydyai

G. g,liano djh^ro insM no kam mSn

datjlioso Uliorumazdae

malia gydninam
cha karomi ddtdram Sw^minam
karun ch,hetin d&d&v Urmazd

mazistahicha

mahattaram cha kila

moto sarire

san'stahicha

sundrataram cha darsnen

gjhano saro ch,he jowd mdn

kharitjhwihistahfcha

bud, hitainam gaydnitamam

gjhani bud,hi no gniydni

Z. Hukiripatitimicha

S. Sukalewartamam cha kildsya angdnin anyonya anurupatardmi

G. Atiso sdro sari no

Z. Asdd apanutimhi'cha

S. punydt prad,hantamam cha saddchdrdt kila Hurimmazddt yadd,haph phnyen-

tanmahattaram

G. pun no g,hano moto

Z. Hudaimanti

S. uttam gayani kila sadydpdrgnyani

G. ruda gniydn no

Z. wu,6ru rafanag,hu

S. k,lnch ch,hdnanddi kila apardn ab,hipistataren dnanden kuriite

G. Ich,hd nd khivdhish ne dnandmi samastdni ni
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z. lu mi dada lU tatas

s. Yo asmdii daddu yo d,hdtydmds tandbibam
G. Ki dpane paidd kid,ha ki d,haridntan

z. lU tot,hrui iu miniu sapidntutfmu

s. yah prityapalayat yo addashyob,hyo brihattarah

G. je pdlndr ki mi'nu t,hf buzurg g,hano

Z. Niwidaiemi liadnkairimi

S. NiraantriySmi sampuranydmi

G. Notrun deiin ch, heiiii sampuran karun ch,he,(in

Z. *Wag,hewahemanag,he

S. Gwaliman nSmanam amaram gawdm pashunam patim

G. Bahman Amis^spand ne

Z. Ushaiwahishtai

S. Ashwahist n. u. agnindm patim

G. Ardebihisht Amisdspand ne

Z. KhasatjhariiwairiySi

S. Sliaharewar n. u. sapta d,hatun5m patim

G. Shaharewar amisdspand ne

Z. Sapidntaiy^rmaiti

S. Spindirmad n. u. Prit,hwf patim

G. Sapindarmad Amisdspand ne

Z. Hauruadbiyti

S. Uwidad n. u. apdm patim

G. Klnirddd Amisaspand ne

Z. Amiritadbiyu

S. Amirddd n. u. banspatmdm patim

G. Amarddd Amisdspand ne

Z. Gfiislitashnu gfiishurunai

S. Gustanum gordtmdnam

G. Gosfandondntan ne gosfando no rawdno ne

Z. A,tharai Ahoraimazdai

S. Agnim Horimmazdasya

G. Atash ne Urmazd na

Z. laitustimai

S. Samagantritdmam amarib,hyo gurub,hyah chinheydto

G. g,hano pocbdlo

Z. misandm

S. asima dit,hi prdpte stah parlokashya ih lokashya cha

G. malelo ch,he

Z. sapidtauram

S. angdro jyotisclia

G. amargward amisdspand.

• This word, and those which follow in the Zand, appear to be barbarcue inyen-

tions to disguise well-known proper names.
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Literal translation of the Gujarati.

“
I give invitation, I make complete (invocation to) the just

Urmazd, full of light, full of splendour, great in form, in origin

most high, excellent to behold, for many days in works of justice
;

very wise, very intelligent, of pure body, most virtuous and wise,

accomplishing happily desires and wishes
j

self created
5
the pre-

server
;
greatest and most venerable in heaven.

“ I invite, I make perfect (invocation) to the Amisaspands Bah-

man, (from the Sanskrit,) lord of cows and beasts. Ardebihisht, lord

of fire. Shaharewar, lord of the seven minerals. Sapindarmad, lord

of the earth. Khdrdkd, lord of the water. Amardad, lord of trees

and foliage. Gustanam, (from the Gujarati,) guardian of sheep and

flocks. The fire Urmazd, the most penetrating and influential of the

Amishspands.”

From the Vispard,—Zand text, Pahlavi version, Persian transla-

tion
j
from the Kitab-i-Awizhah Din.

Z. Niwidaiemi

Pah. Nawidmam
P, Bakhwtoam

Z. dStaniehi

Pah. urunishi

P. &h andaruni

haSnkairimi

wdnkardmam
tamam kunam

ashaunu

ahlob

asho

Maidfushimahi

Mi'dioshaham

Midioshaham

ashahi

ahlafsh

ashwiyi

wdsatarii

w^star

parvarish

rat,hawu

rad dia

buzdrg andar

Translation.-

“
I call upon, I perfect (invocation to) Midiosham, (one of the

Ghumbars,) preserver of water, splendid, pure, and great”.

From the “ Din-Kard.”—The Persian translations by the late

Mulla Firdz and a Dastur of Surat.

By Mulld Firdz.

Pah. Madam kand baba angdshidah raushani min b(5n

Per. Bar har b^b harnin rawish raushani az S.shi

Pah. raushan zak bun punsishan wajar dahiwud
Per. raushan dn dghdz pursish jawdb pddshdh

Pah. buzand Kaf Washtdsp pam' ki'nid bun bun
Per. saz^wSr Kai Gushtdsp nawisht dghdz dghaz

Pah. u ganj Saspigdn ospard pazhin pashizkihd

Per. d ganj-i- Saspigdn sipiird naql sdklitah
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Pah. wastardan parmud min zak dhir pazhm

Per. gustardan farmud az dn pas naql

Pah. u dazh napisht shadunid tamamnich ddshtan

Per. li qila nawisht firist^d dnjd ddshtan

\

Pah, dgdhi

Per. dgdhi (ddd)

Pah. Din wazand min marah dush kadman Arsfid

Per. Aiidar gazand az rahzan bad

—

khira Sikandar

Pah. <1 Irdn situn din khoddi mad zak pun dazh

Per. li Irdn shahar din klioddi rusud dn ba qila

Pah. napislitan u sojislian zak pun ganj Saspigdn

Per. nawishtan u sokht dn ba gunj-i Saspigdn

Pah. d padnam Arumdydn mad apash uih yudndi

Per. u dast—-i— Riimiydn rasid azu dn Y undni

Pall. hazwdn wajdrad pun dgdhi min peshini gupt . . .

Per. zabdn guzdrish kard ba dgdhi az peshingdn guft . . .

Pah. Ahir rain wazand washiipshan min Tazikdn

Per. Pas az gazand khardb shudah az Tdziydn

Pah. uih diuiydn ganj kishwar mad huparwad Atunbdd

Per. dn di'niydn ganj kishwar rasid nek ddnd A^darbdd

Pah. Aturfarobag Farukhzdddn hudiniydn peshpd

Per. Adarfarobag Farukhzdddn nekdiniydn peshwa

Pah. zak pazhin kastihd Pirangi jdnunid nu apzar

Per. naql kohnahd Firangi bud nau afzar

Pah. min Pirangi rokhdr u hami dindn zish babd

Per. az Firangi bdz u llama dindn inrd bdb

Pah. jditkuntan din nakirshan anddzshan u shapir

Per. dwurdan andar nigdh anddkht u bih

Pah. din awastdk zand Puriyudkeshdn gobshan

Per. din awastd zand Puriyudkeshdn guftah

Pah. anjiishida pairawi miu zak

Per. hamin rawish pairawi az in

hard rakhar kard

nekf hiz kard

Pah. pun

Per. ba

shagupt

shaguft

dram zand

dram zand

Zartuhusht

Zartusht

By the Dastur.

Farjd fud pun shum (i shddiyd wa rdmashan

Tamdm shud ba darfid u shddi wa ramshani
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Pah. din yaum-e-Anhuma min bina Sapandumad Shanat

Per. andar roz-i-Urmazd az mdh-i-Sapandumad S41

Pah. 865 dhir min shanat-i-rtir bih Yakhand Malikan

Per. 865 bdd az Sil-i man aui Yazdijird Malikan

Pah. Malikai Shatanydr^n nawishtah hum ra din

Per. Malikai Shaharyaran nawishtah ham man din

Pah. bandah Shatanyar Yardashari Irichi Rustami

Per. bandah ShaharySr Ardshir bin Irich-bin Riistam-bin-

Pah. Iriehf Kubad Ir^nsh^ nawishtah humam
Per. Irich-bin Kubid Irdnshdh nawishtah ham

Pah. fandj shabkud. Giiman daftar pazhm min

Per. pesh guzSsht. In duftar naql az

Pah. daftari Sapandihid kanad humam.
Per. daftar-i

—

Sapandihad kardah am.

From the “ Dashtir,” p. 222, et seq.. original Text and Transla-

tion as printed.

0. Fa Sim—i— Mazdim, hi farjishwar Hartiband

Per. Ba nim—i— Yazdin, ai wakhshwar Zartusht

0. pal arjum Si'mkandash haikdr hawad o fir

Per. pas—i—tu Sikandar chamr shawad o pas

0. hurmm Sarsad wakhshwar hiyad u kirtas-i-tamki

Per. nakhustun Sisin paighambar iyad u nimah-i-turi

0. lispar nfdah furunad. Hi Simkandash

Per. hamsirazi raushan sizad. Ai Sikandar

0. farpud-i-Nashab Mazdim arjumki fa

Per. pur-i-Dfirib Yazdin turi ba

0 fardfshwari wa jishwari fartikht, zandim
Per. pidshahi wa jahingiri bardisht, ain-i-

0. fuztir Abid ki yo fuzurdarim-i-farjishwarin

Per. biizurg Abad ri ki buziirgtarin-i-paighambarin

0. id fa putfar shilishwari farochiz kum
Per. ast ba bisiyir dinishwarf ishkiri kun

O. Amar
Per. Agar

haz

az

harmud-i-tam pam
lashkar-i-tu bar

harasndm-i-HMs
nekin-i-fran

tazdrih rasmidah yatush wun wa hishim ki
iziri rasidah patit kun wa ishin ri

O. arsdd wardan

Per. khushniid gardan

wahar la haz arjum

na az tu

puruam.

pursam.war
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ELEMENTS OF PAHLAVrGRAMMAR.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Pahlavi. Persian. English.

Sing. Ra or Awam. Man. I.

Rak or Awat. Tu Thou.
Warmiln. U He.

Plu. Rumun Md We.
Rakum Shumd Ye.
Gumishdn Ishdn

Relatives.

They.

Dak or Zak. An. That.

Dakdn or ZakSn. Anhd. Those.

Gtiman In. This.

Gumaudn. Indn.

Reciprocal Pronouns.

These.

Sing. Awam* wapshaman. Man kiiud. I, myself.

Rak wapshaman. Tu khud. Thou, thyself.

Warmun wapshaman. U khud. He, his self.

Plu. Rumun wapshaman. Md khud. We, ourselves.

Rakum wapshaman. Shumd khud. Ye, yourselves.

Gumishdn wapshaman. Ishdn khud.

VERB. Infinitive.

They, themselves.

Jamnunatan or Jamniiratan. Guftan.

Preterite.

To speak.

Sing. Awam jamnunid. Guftam. I spake.

Awat jamnunid. Gufti. Thou speakest.

Warmun jamnunid. Guft. He spake.

Plu. Riimun janmunid. Guftim. We spake.

Rakum jamnunid. Shumd guftid. Ye spake.

Gumishdn jamnunid. Ishdn guftand.

Future.

They spake.

Sing. Awam jamnunishid. Khwdham guft. I will speak.

Awat jamnunishid. Kliwdhi guft. Thou wilt speak.

Warmun jamnunishid. Khwdhad guft. He will speak.

Plu. Rumun jamnunishid. Khwdhim guft. We will speak.

Rakum janmunishid. Khwdhid guft. Ye will speak.

Gumishdn jamnunishid,, Khwdhand guft. They will speak.

' This word in its form and import has every appearance of being taken from

the Hindi Apan—Apas.
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Imperative.

Pahlavi, Persian. English.

Jamnun. Bagu. Speak thou.

Jamnunid. Bagiiyid. Speak ye.

jamnunid Naguyad. Let him not speak.

LS jamnunand. Naguyand. Let them not speak.

Awam la jamnun. Nagtiyam. Let me not speak.

Rumun Id jamnun. Naguyim. Let us not speak.

The modern Parsis are not behind their ancestors in the desire

to mystify, or to interpolate a date, where they find an opportunity.

For instance, there is a copy of the Vendidad in the Library at the

India House, one of the books collected by Mr. Guise, surgeon at

Surat, which both from the state of the writing and the effect^ of

the ink on the paper is manifestly a MS. of some antiquity
j

it is

incomplete, and at the bottom of the last page there is added in

Zand and Persian characters, the letters fresh, and quite distinct

from those of the text, “ Six hundred and fifty-two,” a date corres-

ponding with A.D. 1282. This date is also referred to in a Gujardti

note at the beginning of the book, but it is evident it cannot be that

of the actual time at which the book was written, probably between

two and three hundred years ago. In the catalogue of Guise’s

books the date, by mistake, is made 125 of Yazdijird.

The period of the arrival of the Parsis in India is involved in

doubt and obscurity. According to the traditions of this event, as

they would appear to be preserved in their only historical work
extant, a short poem named “ Qissa-i-Sanjan,” written about a. d.

1 600, some Persian families in the reign of Khusru Parwez, warned

by a prophecy of approaching evil, retired to the mountains of

Khorassan, it is said, forty-nine years before the era of Yazdijird.

There is, however, an error here, for Khlisru Parwez began his reign

A. D. 591, or only forty-one years before the accession of Yazdijird

in 632. These families and their descendants, the story goes on to

say, continued in Khorassan for a hundred years, and then quitted

the country for the island of Ormaz, where they sojourned fifteen

^ The la here is clearly the Arabic negative.

^ The ink of this MS., unlike that commonly used in the East, a preparation

of lamp-black, appears to contain some corroding substances ; the letters in the

middle of the page in several places having eaten tlirough and destroyed the paper.

The writing is unaffected by the application of moisture, which would efface letters

written with the common Indian inks.
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years, and then sailed to Din on the coast of Gujariit, whence, after a

residence of nineteen years, they passed over to Sanjan (St. John’s),

a place on the continent of India, south of Daman.
The following is an amusing example of their love of effect,

where they thought something magnificent and high-sounding was
attainable. Since the division among the Parsis of India, which
arose nearly a century ago on the subject of computing their year,

—

the era ofYazdijird—distinguishing names between the parties have

been introduced. This era, known at the time in Persia by the

name of “ Sdl-i-qadim,” was found to differ from that observed by
the Indian Parsis by one month, commencing Just thirty days

earlier according to the names of the months, than the Indo-Persian

year. A Pdrsi had been deputed to Persia to inquire into the

matter
;
he was a churigar, or bracelet-maker, and appears to have

seen reason for following the custom of Persia
j
on a small number

of the community adopting his opinion, and resolving to correct

their year and bring it to the Persian standard, it received the

name of its introducer’s business, and was called Churigar, as well

as Sdl-i-qadim, and its observers Churigariyans and Qadimis. The

great mass of the Pdrsi population, however, adhered to the existing

era, and thenceforward took thenames of Rasamiyan and Shaharsdiydn

from their year, which was denominated Rasami, “ customary,”

and Shahar-sai, or “city-like,” “common;” and these names con-

tinue to prevail among this people, to their separation in many things

of social and religious observances and duties.

During another dispute which began some years ago among the

Parsis of India regarding the observance of the Kabisa, or inter-

calary month, and is not ended yet, some one proposed to substitute

for the word “ Shahar-sai” with its Gujarati affix, as a corrected

reading, Shahanshahi, and thus convert the vulgar into the imperial

year, and simple citizens into kings of kings. The thing was con-

sidered a joke, and laughed at by the Qadimis and their leader Mul-

Id-Firdz, as passing the reception of the most ignorant; nevertheless

the absurd change has been adopted, and among others by the

Editor of a lithographed version of the Vendidad, a copy of which

was presented to the Asiatic Society
;
departing from the hitherto

unvaried usage, he dates the dedication of his book on “ the 1st day

of the 5th month of the Shahanshdhi year 1200,” instead of writing

1st Shaharewar, 1200 Shaharsai or Rasami. But this is surpassed

by a writer on the Kabisa question, who, professing to follow the

authority of the “ Qissa-i-Sanjan,” (innocent, I am bound to add, of
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the egregious anachronism), gravely informs his Parsi readers, that

it was the persecution of the Portuguese which compelled their

ancestors to quit Diu, an event, we have seen, that occurred about

the year of grace 717 .

I now give further extracts from the Dm-kard, which will serve

as specimens of Pahlavf, compared, as a language, with Persian.

Pah. Jamnunand dgh min fardhankah naduk ukhirde

Per. Goyand ki az ilm-i-nek khird-i

Pah. naduk jdnunid, wa min khirde naduk khdi

Per. nek ydftah shawad
; wa az Idiird-i-nek khu-i

Pah. naduk jdnunid; min kliui naduk khem
Per. nek hdsil dyad; az khu-i — nek kliwdhish-i

—

Pah. naduk jdnunid

;

wa min khim naduk kanshan

Per. nek paidd shawad ; wa az khwdhish-i-nek Idrddr-i

—

Pah. fardrun jdnunid

;

pun kanshan fardriin Daroj

Per. rdst gardad

;

waz kirddr-i-rdst Deo Duroj

Pah. min gihdn bah kud jdnunid.

Per. az jahdn dur kardah bdshad.

Pah. Jamnunand dgh anshutdn haft

Per. Goyand ki mardumdn haft

Pah. manduma pahalum. Husrubiyd, hildliyd, awddiyd,

Per. chiz baland ast. Nek-suldini, parhezagi, neki,

Pah. khoddiyd, patukhshdiya, dunitiyd. ad shindishan,

Per. Idioddi, padshahi. durusti, wa shindsi.

Pah. Husrubiyd ana jdnunid mun bdstdn

Per. Nek-sukhni in biid ki qadim

Pah. babd madam sipirdn shindishan shdyad jdsunid.

Per. rah bar bill shindsdn shdyad darand.

Pah. Hildliyd ana jdnunid mun kanpa ruban rd

Per. Parhezagi in bud ki kirfah bardi ruan

Pall, w^diindiyan.

Per. kunad.

Awddi'ya

Nekf

ani janunid mun -

m bud ki

Pah. dihishan

Per. dadan-i-

sipiran au

nekdn wa
arzanigdn waddndiyan.

sazawdran kunad.

Pah. Khoddiya

Per. Khodii

ana janunid

m bud

mun tun min winas

ki tan az bad

Pah. wadundm jlisunid.

Per. kardan darad.

Patukhsliaiya and

Padshdhi In

janunid

biid

2 CVOL. IV.
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Pah. mull jisuiiislinah sipi'raii aii Ivharujashnah suriratdn

Per. ki nigah ddshtaii-i-nekdii wa sazd namudan baddn rd

Pah. wddundiii. DunitiyS and jdnuiiid miin tun au

Per. kuiiad. Uurusti m bud ki tan wa

Pah. rubaii kliundi min jiid gauhar juidai rutaman,

Per. riidn-i-khud az bad gauhar judai kunad.

Pah. iiapashman liam gatihar ham jdsum'd. Shuiaishan

Per. ba khesh-i- liam gauhar ham ddrad. Shindsi

Pah. and jdnum'd mun pun nadukiya mad jaglmimunld

Per. u' bud ki ba neki rasi'dah bdsliad.

An examination of the above and foregoing extracts will render

the following opinion and conclusions of the Baron de Sacy, at

least, questionable
;
they appear to be founded on Parsi tradition,

unsupported, so far as I know, by authentic history.

“ La traduction Pahlevie du livre de Calila a eu le sort de tout

ce qui constituoit la litterature Persane, au temps de la dynastic des

Sassanides. Elle fut detruite en grande partie lors de la conquete

de la Perse par les Arabes, et sacrifice au zfele aveugle des premiers

Mussidmans
j

et le peu qui echapa alors h la destruction, tomba

dans I’oubli et disparut lorsque la langue Pahlevie fut remplacee par

I’Arabe et le Parsi.”—Calila wa Dimna, Mem. Historique, p. 10.

Pure Persian, there can be little doubt, like the Arabic, in those

countries where the latter prevailed, was spoken and existed as the

national language throughout all Persia, for centuries before the

Mohammedan conquest. Not a word of this language, it is pro-

bable, was lost at the time (a. d. 1,000,) when Firdausi flourished,

whose immortal poem bears ample testimony of its richness and

beauty
;
nor is there reason to suppose that any other tongue was

spoken in the courts of the Sassanides.

The Kalela wa Damna, was translated into Arabic by Abdullah

bin A1 Muqaffaj he died a. h. 137, a. d. 755, and the language

of the original, used by him, is said to have been Pahlavi
5
but this

must be understood as referring to the same meaning of the word

as that which Firdausi applies to itj namely, “ Bastan,” old Per-

sian, and not what is now called Pahlavi by the Parsis. See Far-

hang-i- Jahangiri, word “ Pahalwani,” “ Pahlawi.”

“ A"ar pahalwani na ddnf zabin
“ Batdzi tu ArwandrS Dajla kliwan.”

“ Zaman gaslit dast-i-fasdhat qavf

“ Bipard^khtam daftar-i-Pablavi.”
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Firdausi having stated that tc him the “ Pahlavi” owes the

graces of eloquent composition and vigorous style, on closing his

work, names the improved language “ Parsi,” a name appropriate

to the modern language of Persia,—whether taking Arabic vocables

with a sparing hand or more largely,—from that day to this.

“ Base ranj burdam dar m sal-i-sf,

“ Ajam zindali kardam ba in Parsi.”

This goes far, I think, to prove that Pahalwani, or Pahlavi, is

only another name for the Zaban-i-bastan, used, we may be allowed

to conclude, to distinguish the ancient tongue from the modern
language of Persia, which, without structural change, was then be-

ginning to receive the copious accession of Arabic that has since

flowed into it
3
enriching the language of the country by intermix-

ture with that of its conquerors, instead of superseding or destroy-

ing it. A natural result, and, as a fact, it is strongly opposed

to the hypothesis of the Baron de Sacy, touching the fate of the

supposed Pahlavi, or the language of the religious books of the

Parsis.

This paper is closed with a translation into Zand, by the Surat

Dastlir, of the fragment of old Persian, published by Sir William

Jones
3
‘ and an observation the value of which may be tested by

reference to Kennedy’s work (quoted before), whence, indeed, it is

drawn.

If, as it is said, the succession of languages in Persia was Zand,

Pahlavi, and Persian, is it not more than singular that the two first

should be totally unlike each other, and, that more pure Persian

words should be found in Zand than in Pahlavi, which it immedi-

ately succeeded ? May I be permitted to add, what appears far from

improbable
3

that the Sanskrit supplied the frame-work upon which

Zand has been constructed
3
whilst it is evident that, in the forma-

tion of Pahlavi, it is from the Arabic that assistance has been sought

and applied, but following, particularly in the infinitive, the form of

the Persian verb.

z. Haclia pitaram \va miitaram chid yo pitaram wa

p. Az pid u mad chi ki pid u

z. matram aldishnutu bawi'ti akurzam wahishtam nuid

p. mad nakliuslmud bid hargiz biliisht na

z. wiuiti
3 piti aso asliunim winasim winiti ;

mazishtdniia

p. viui'd ; ba jdyi kirfab bizah vinid ;
milidn ra

1 Vol. iv, p. 306, 8vo. edition.

2 c 2
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Z. piti urwaiitim ddriti

;

kazislitanim piti liiebad gdnam
P. ba dzarm nelc cldrid

;

kiban ra ba hecli gunali

Z. md z^riti

;

hubishdwantam darigliushim nangim ma diriti

;

P. maydzarid

;

az Idieshdvandi- darvfsh nang maddrid

;

Z. ddtim u wnddtim yo ddma patfm aj•uta wuhu kfirim

P. diid u vLnddd-i- khdliq-i-yakta bib kdr

Z. diin'ti

;

liacha fristakhizim tanu pasinam mast

P. ddn'd

;

az ristdkhiz-i- tan pasm andesbab

Z. numaiti

;

mawdtd ko aslia tanum liawi'scba duzbagjhim

P. nuinayid

;

niabada ki asliu tan kbesh ra duzakbi

Z. kiriti, wa tfchid piti bawistim y^niti aiba kasdnim

P. kum'd va anchi ba kheshtan iiasbabad ba kasan

Z. ma parisinditi u ma kiriti ; wispacba piti gitjbim

P. ma pasandi'd va ma kunid ; harchi ba giti

z. ariziti aiba minium hi padirabi aiti.

p. kum'd ba mainu az auib pazirab dyad.
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Art. XXV.

—

Narrative of Gaikwdr Affairs ; from the unpublished MSS.

of the late Jonathan Duncan, Esq., Governor of Bombay, SfC.,

SfC., SfC.

Introduction.

The Society is indebted to Sir Charles Forbes, Bart., for the fol-

lowing interesting Narrative. It has been selected from a voluminous

collection of the MSS. of the late Governor Duncan, which have

been kindly entrusted to the care and inspeetion of the Editor,

and of which a great portion, will, he trusts, from time to time,

appear in this Journal. Some additional interest may perhaps

attach to this narrative, from its correspondence with what has

lately appeared relative to the Gaikwar affairs in the able and valu-

able “Dispatches of the Marquess Wellesley,” compiled by Mr.

Montgomery Martin. H. H.

PiLLAJi Gaikwar, the great warrior, a khidmatgar or menial

servant of Umabai, the widow of Dabaria Sena Patti, was the first

who came to Gujarat, and conquered the country since possessed

by the Peishwa and Gaikwar. Pillaji had two sons and several

brothers
5
previous to his death he divided his eonquests amongst

his family, allowing to such of his brothers as were living at the

time of his death, a. d. 1747, the districts of Dhar, Sankira,

Badurpur or Bhaderpur, with their respective districts, whilst on his

eldest son, Damaji Rao, he bestowed the government of Gujarat (i. e.,

of Ahmedabad) and of several districts known by the name of the

Gaikwar Talluk
;
and to his second son, Kanda Rao Gaikwar,

he gave nine Parganahs, named Nariad, Khurry, Kaperwange,

Deogaung, Balladge, Dolka, Challah, Mondeh and Matter; which

partition of country it seems was confirmed by the Peishwa, and

also by the Raja of Satara, who distinguished the sons by conferring

on Damaji Rao Gaikwar the title of Senakhass Kheyl Shamsher
Bahadur, and on Kanda Rao Gaikwar, that of Hemmut Bahadpr.

These two brothers enjoyed their respective shares of their late

father’s conquest quietly and peaceably, and like two good friends.

, Some time after the above settlement, Damaji Rao was obliged

to go to Punah, and for reasons which cannot be ascertained, was

under the necessity of entering into some arrangements with the
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Peishwa, by which he became hound to afford the government of

Punah a permanent assistance of a certain number of troops, or to

pay to that government the sum of fifteen laks of rupees every

year.

On this occasion Damaji Gaikwar (who respected his brother

Kanda Rao, as they always lived upon terms of the most intimate

friendship with each other) proposed to Kanda Rao, that he

should contribute something towards defraying that heavy tribute,

w'hich he very generously agreed to do; but instead of taking upon

him to furnish his share of the troops, or money, he very readily

ceded to his brother four of the above nine Parganahs, namely,

Mondeh, Matter, Balladge and Dolka, and kept five for himself^

namely, Nariad, Khurr}^, Kaperwange, Deogaung, and Challah,

which is a district included in Deogaung, and was quite satisfied

with these uncumbered districts as his share of his father’s conquest.

Kanda Rao was first married to Sunderbai, the daughter of

Ponwar, the Patel of Nasick, by whom he had three daughters and

one son
;
the latter and one of the former died soon after they were

born, and the mother shortly afterwards. He was then married the

second time to Rajasbai, the daughter of Moriah, by whom he had

three sons (of whom Malhar is one) and three daughters, but they

all except Malhar Rao and one daughter died
;
Kanda Rao died in

1785.

Malhar Rao was first married to the daughter of Jagade Rao

Ponwar, of Nasick, who died without issue; he was afterwards

married to Emnabai, the daughter of the Patel of Eulah, called

Ramchandra Naik, by whom he had a son, the present Kanda

Rao Gaikwdr, who was born in the year 1784.

A few months after he was born, some quarrels happened be-

tween his mother and his father Malhar Rao, which by degrees rose

to such a pitch that they could no longer agree together. Malhar

Rao had at this time changed his conduct and mode of living,

and thought of nothing but exercising his cruel disposition and

intriguing pursuits. Kanda Rao and his mother were both

neglected, and thrown into a room without being permitted to go

out, and were allowed no more provision and clothes than what was

necessary to keep them alive and to cover their nakedness.

While Kanda Rao and his mother (who lived about twelve

years after he was bom) were in this disagreeable situation, being

close prisoners, and suffering the want of almost every necessary

and comfort of life, an aunt of his, the sister of MalhEur Rao, called

Tackabai, and a natural son of his grandfather, Kanda Rao, called
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Christnaji Rao, otherwise Apah, and Hussonbhai Borah, contri-

buted towards his and his mother’s comfort by supplying them

amply (unknown to Malhar Rao) with every necessary of life.

Manaji Rao, when on the masnad of Baroda, hearing of the

ill-treatment which Malhar Rao inflicted on the young Gaikwar

and his mother, frequently wrote to his cousin Malhar Rao, repre-

hending him and exhorting him to take care of them, but he paid

no attention; on the contrary, following the advice of the women
about him, and Pana Bacha (his Devan), and Becher Jati, he even

treated them worse; these two men and the women round him

having made him believe that his son Kanda Rao was an unfortu-

nate youth, as having been born at a very unlucky moment, and

that as long as he existed, Malhar Rao would never be successful

in any of his enterprises.

Manaji Rao having left Baroda to go to the Jatra, or religious

resort of Bechrarji, halted on his way at Khurry. Malhar Rao, on

receiving intelligence of his coming that way, went to Kalol to meet

him, and brought him into the fort of Khurry, leaving all his bag-

gage and troops in tents which had been previously pitched opposite

to one of the gates of the fort called the Hanmont Gate; he remained

at Malhar Rao’s house twenty-four hours
;

great attention was paid

to him, not only by Malhar Rao and the whole family, but by all

the inhabitants of the place, and Malhar Rao gave an elegant enter-

tainment on the occasion.

During this visit Manaji, much against the will of Malhar Rao

had Kanda Rao always with him, and not only reprehended

Malhar Rao for treating him and his mother so very ill, but insisted

upon carrying them with him, which Malhar Rao could not posi-

tively refuse, but yet did under some plea or other decline, promising

however, that they should be ready to go with him when he returned

from the Jatra.

Unfortunately for Kanda Rao, his uncle, instead of going baek

to Baroda by the way of Khurry, took on account of some business

which occurred just at that time a different route; but Manaji Rao,

after his arrival at Baroda, did not forget his nephew Kanda Rao
nor his mother, and often wrote to Malhar Rao to send them, and

it was not till he stated that he was ill and wished to see the young
man, as he had with him nobody of the family who had a right to

be in charge of the masnad, that Malhar Rao began to make the

necessary preparations to send him
;

but while these were making,

accounts arrived of Manaji’s death, which put a complete stop to

Kanda Rao’s being sent to Baroda.
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At this time Govind Rao Gaikwiir, with his sons Anand Rao
and Kanoji Rao, were at Punah, and nobody but Siaji Maharaja,

in whose name Fatteh Sing Rao and Manaji carried on the adminis-

tration of the country, was at Baroda; he was a madman, and
though entitled to the raasnad, was unfit to manage it or the

government.

The mother of Manaji, called Gungabai, was no sooner aware

that her son Manaji was dead, than she dispatched an express to

Kanoji at Punah, acquainting him with the death of her son

Manaji, telling him there was nobody at Baroda, and requesting he

would set out on receipt of the express, and come there to take

charge of the masnad
;
and Siaji wrote to the same effect to his

brother Govind Rao, but his despatch did not reach Punah till

two days after Kanoji had left the place.

Kanoji, who had gone out riding, saw on his return home a harkd-

ra coming in great haste
;
he stopped and desired his peons to ask

where that harkara came from, and finding he was from Gujarat, he

sent for him, and asked who he was, and where he was going; the

harkdra said he was from Gujarat, and was going to Punah in

charge of some letters for the merchants and shroffs at that place.

Kanoji was not satisfied with this answer
;
he commanded all the

letters to be examined, and as the man did not appear to him like a

common harkdra, he resolved to find out who he was and who had

despatched him, and from what place in Gujarat he came
;
and the

man still refusing to declare, this increased his suspicion
;

he

commanded the man to be seized and the stick he had to be broken,

and in the hollow part of the stick he found a letter addressed to

himself, containing the advice of Manaji’s death, and his mother’s

solicitation for his coming down without loss of time.

He then took the harkdra with him, and proceeded quietly to

his tents, and made one of his people carry all the letters to town

and deliver them according to their different addresses
;
and without

giving any reason he divided a quantity of sugar, betel, and betel-

leaves amongst all his people, and went to his father’s tent, where

he was sitting with Raoba; after the usual compliments he was

asked to sit down, which he did, and soon after he told his father

that he was come to request his permission to go to Gujarat for a

few days, to which both he and Raoba objected, and told him they

expected shortly to return to Gujarat, and that he should go with

them
;
Kanoji did not like this

;
he insisted upon his father’s

indulging him with his permission, but finding him averse to his

sudden wish of returning to Gujarat, got up, made his salam as
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usual, and said whether he was allowed or not he would go
j
saying

so, he returned to his tents.

All the night was consumed in concerting a plan for his leaving

Punah, and at gunfire in the morning, leaving his tents standing,

with all his servants, furniture, and other necessaries upon the

ground, he took two of his most confidential servants and the best

horse he had, left Punah and came to Dawry, where his mother

was, and taking from her a rich and valuable chain, called har,

and selling it there for; as much as he could get, he purchased

two horses, and leaving that place came direct to Darampur, where

his uncle, the raja of that place, gave him some money, a pdga, and

some people, and despatched him to Songhur. No sooner had he

entered the Surat Attavisse, than the people of the several districts

joined and accompanied him to Broach, where he was received and

handsomely entertained by Lallubai, who gave him his p^ga,

elephants, and some of the Arabs in Scindiah’s service, and sent

him to Meya Gaung, where the mother of Manaji and Siaji Maha-

rajh had sent all the Gaikwar force, with almost all the principal

officers of that government, to meet and conduct him to Baroda.

He was conducted to a large house of his own upon the banks

of the Sirsagar Tank, where he remained one day
;
on the following

day he was sent for by Siaji Maharaja, who, as soon as the usual

ceremony of the visit was over, placed Kanoji on the masnad of

Baroda, and gave him the administration of the government, by

delivering to him the sica and katar, the seal of government and

sword of the state.

Govind Rao received his despatch two or three days after the

departure of Kanoji, and became thereon very uneasy
;
upon which

he went to the Darbar of Punah, and represented the death of

Manaji, the madness of Siaji, and Kanoji’s departure for Gujarat,

as also the necessity of his presence there.

Finding, however, the Darbar hesitated in allowing him to go

down, he prevailed upon Mahdoji Scindiah, who was at Punah at

that time, to interfere between him and the Darhar, and to obtain

permission for him to return to Gujarat, and take possession of his

country and its government.

Mahdoji Scindiah agreed to render his friend Gaikwar this

service, but on express condition that he should give him three

laks of rupees, and marry his son Anand Rao to his daughter.

Govind Rao had no alternative but to agree to these proposals; as

there was no other channel through which he could get the difference

then existing between him and the Punah Darbar settled, nor the
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Peishwa’s permission to assume the masnad and government of

Baroda
;
though he did not mean to comply with the latter^ indeed

he could not, for Mahdoji Scindiah, though a great man, was of an

inferior caste.

Mahdoji Scindiah interfered and settled all the differences on

as favourable terms for his friend Govind Rao as it was possible,

and obtained the Peishwa’s permission for him to leave the country,

and to resume the masnad and government of Baroda on his arrival

there, and also prevailed upon that court to despatch him with every

honour due to his person and rank.

Govind Rao accordingly left Punah in great triumph, and came

to Dawry, where Mahdoji Scindiah insisted upon the three laks of

rupees being paid to him, and the marriage ceremonies as agreed

upon being performed. Govind Rao had not at that time the means

of complying with the former, but he resisted the latter, saying

that his daughter was not of the same caste, but that on his arrival

at Baroda he would consult the family, and determine finally on that

point. Mahdoji Scindiah immediately suspected his intention, and

prevailed upon the court of Punah to prevent his leaving Dawry
until he paid his three laks of rupees, and the first instalment of

his agreement with the Darbarj Govind Rao was accordingly

stopped there a long time.

Govind Rao had no resources at this time, and did not know
where the money could come from

;
however, he knew that Kanoji

was upon the masnad of Baroda, and was determined to^ try whether

he would do any thing for him.

He accordingly wrote to Kanoji explaining the situation he was

in, and requesting he would assist him with tents and other neces-

saries to enable him to come down and enter Gujarat with credit;

and also with cash to meet Mahdoji Scindiah and the Peishwa's

demands, and saying that unless they w'ere satisfied, he could not

descend the Ghauts nor come to Baroda.

Kanoji on receipt of this letter began preparing the tents and

other necessaries, as also some troops, cattle, elephants, camels, &c.,

and such money as he could at that time command; and having

demanded of Siaji Maharaja his assistance to complete the sum he

wanted to remit to his father, he refused, saying that he had put

him upon the masnad, and that if money was w'anted, he might

open a loan and borrow from the merchants
;
that he would not

consent to his touching the jamdar khana, or treasury.

After this refusal a quarrel ensued between Kanoji and Siaji

Maharaja, and they turned their guns and troops upon one another.
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and began firing; this continued for a week, when some respectable

merchants and officers of government interfered and settled the

quarrel.

Kanoji, however, got a considerable sum of money, some say

fifteen laks, others say twenty, whether from the jamdar khana or

from the shroffs was not known, but he certainly sent his father a

vast number of tents and supplies of camels, bullocks, elephants,

and people, and a very large sum of money under a strong escort.

Govind Rao was rejoiced at that necessary and timely supply, and

on receipt thereof he paid the Peishwa’s and Mahdoji Scindiah’s

demands, and leaving Dawry, came to Songhur, where he was joined

by all his people, and came to Gujarat, accompanied by them all,

and went direct to Mastu Bagh, and wished to make his entry into

the fort
;
but Kanoji sent to request he would stay where he was

until he came to conduct him into the fort
;
these events took place

February, 1794.

Kanoji keeping in the fort for his guard two thousand Arabs and

six hundred Patan horse, sent all the rest of the Gaikwar’s force,

horse and foot, to attend his father and to be under his order at

Mastu Bagh.

About ten days afterwards Kanoji, without previously acquaint-

ing his father with his intention of paying him a visit, went to

Mastu Bagh, accompanied by four hundred of his choice Arabs, and

presented himself to his father, and surrendering him his sword and

target, sat down about a quarter of an hour, and asked his per-

mission to go and pay his respects to his mother
;
he went accord-

ingly to the zanana, but instead of returning after seeing her, he

went directly to the fort; this created some suspicion in the mind
of the father, which was increased by the intriguing people round him.

Govind Rao, knowing that Kanoji was not to be depended upon,

and suspecting 4hat he might play some of his tricks against him,

begun soliciting and securing the interest of all the troops he had

out with him at Mastii Bagh, and particularly the Arab jamedars

and other officers commanding the several detachments of horse and

foot, and by dint of bribes and promises brought the whole of them

over to his interest, so that Kanoji remained only with his body-

guard, consisting of about four hundred Arabs, the jamedar of which

was bribed, and confederated with the rest in favour of Govind Rao.

Every thing being thus arranged for seizing Kanoji, Govind Rao,

four days after the visit which Kanoji paid him, entered the fort,

went to the palace, called the Badur, and assumed the masnad of

Baroda. Kanoji was at this time in Fatteh Sing’s large house in
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town
;

his owTi body-guard confined him in that house, and he was

afterwards by his father’s order placed in the upper story of the

house under a very strong guard
;
every communication was pre-

vented, and nobody except the servant who attended him was

allowed to have access to him.

Kaiioji being thus imprisoned, Govind Rao took possession of

the masnad, and commenced his government
;
he was fond of

Kanoji, but, although very intelligent, and a prince possessing both

understanding and resolution, he was, by the continual insinuations

of the people around him, made doubtful of his son’s attachment,

and suspicious of his fidelity; although his recent behaviour in

supplying him so amply with the means of satisfying Scindiah and

the Peishwa, and of thereby coming to Gujarat, had pleased him

much, he still suspected him, and the ministers, whose interest it

was that the father and son should not be on good terms, took care

to poison his mind against Kanoji. They were aided in this by the

intrigues of the women, particularly of the widows of Fatteh Sing

and Manoji, who on their congratulatory visits to Govind Rao

while in Mastd Bagh, had said all they could to prejudice him

against Kanoji, because he had not only curtailed their allowances,

but taken some of the money (to which they had no right) to com-

plete his remittance to Punah, and to pay the troops, who were

greatly in arrears.

This, together with his owm doubts as to the sincerity of Kanoji’s

attachment to him, made him seize and keep him as a state prisoner

in the manner above stated.

A month had scarcely elapsed when Kanoji found means to get

some women’s clothes, and putting them on, got down by the back

door, and went out of the fort by the Larepore gate to the house of

a fakir called Shah Vazass, whence he sent to tell Nana Raut to send

him one of the best horses in his father’s stable^ with which he

readily complied. No sooner had he got the horse than he left the

fakir’s house, and directed his course towards Sankera Bahadurpur,

halting on his route at a place called Padreah Bomareah, a

Movass village, where he assembled as many Bhils and Collies as he

could, and began annoying the parganah of Sankera Bahadurpur,

till Gunput Rao, tired of his losses under the constant depreda-

tions committed by Kanoji and the Bhils he had entertained, wrote

to Govind Rao, acquainting him with the circumstance, and request-

ing he would settle the difference between him and his son Kanoji,

and carry him to Baroda. Govind Rao, on receiving this intelli-

gence, detached Sidi Omer, a chella of the Me Manoji, and Harry-
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bhdi, one of the Gaikwdrs commanding a p%a, with a small force

to apprehend himj they met at the place called Padreah Bomareah,

and Kanoji engaged them, hut was unfortunately for him defeated,

and obliged to fly to the thickest parts of the hills of Sat Patti, inha.

bited by the Bhils and Collies. Govind Rao’s force followed him

a little way in hopes of coming up with him, but returned to Baroda

unsuccessful.

While on the hills of Sat Patti, without the means of existing or

satisfying his followers, he met a Banian who had come from the

Dekkan with a large assortment of piece-goods hy that route, and

was going to Baroda
j
from this Banian he purchased a lak of

rupees’ worth of piece-goods, and divided the greatest part thereof

amongst his followers, and applied the rest to his own use. As
soon as the time agreed on for payment was expired, the Banian

began importuning him for his money
;
he always put him off from

time to time, till the Banian was quite tired, and spoke to him in a

manner rather disagreeable, upon w'hich he told him in plain terms

that he could not pay him, not having command of money, that he

should either wait till he got some from some plunder or other, or

take a bill on his father Govind Rao, and run the risk of its being

paid or not
j
the poor Banian hesitated a long time, till at last he

preferred a bill upon Govind Rao Gaikwar, having no alternative.

The poor Banian accordingly took the bill and came to Baroda,

where he presented it to Govind Rao, who refused to accept it;

this, however, was no disappointment to him, as it was an event

which he expected; he went with this bill to all the principal

bankers in the place, and particularly Mungul Sakidass, or Mungul
Parik, who was in Govind Rao’s confidence, and acting as his con-
fidential dewan, while Raoba was that of government. These
people advised the poor Banian not to discount the bill as he in-

tended, but to hold it, and that they would endeavour to get him
his money.

These Banians being all men of w'ealth and influence, and both
Govind Rao and Raoba depending on them for the supplies of cash

for the exigences of the state, they repeatedly addressed both Govind
Rao Gaikwar and Raoba, concerning this bill, and showed the

necessity of discharging it. The bill was some short time after-

wards discharged, and the man went to his country quite satisfied,

although with the loss of interest for near twelve months.

The moment Kanoji heard of his bill being paid, he descended
the hills of Sat Patti, and came to Dakur, annoying and plundering

the country, and levying troops as he went along
;

he reached
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Pittapur by the way of Lonawarah, and went thence to Khurry
;

at

this time he had about two thousand Arabs with him, besides other

followers. He stopped at some distance and acquainted Malhar

Rao with his arrival, who instantly sent people to invite him into

the fort. Kanoji knew his relation too well to trust himself in the

fort without a baindery, or security. Bowanbhdi, Malhar Rao’s

brother, was given as a security, who pledged himself for his safety

in case of any disagreement between him and Malhar Rao. Kanoji

accordingly was conducted into the fort, and lived at Malhar Rao’s

house. His troops were left out of the fort at a distance of two

miles. Malhar Rao, apprehensive of some force from Baroda

coming against him, entertained Kanoji and all his force in his ser-

vice
;
having at this time a small body of horse and foot, and some

sibandy Sepoys.

Govind Rao, as soon as he came from Punah, and resumed the

masnad of Baroda, wrote to Malhar Rao, complaining of his not

having come to meet him on the road according to custom, and

inviting him to Baroda. Malhar Rao declined the invitation,

suspecting, and with just reason, that Govind Rao would call him to

account for attempting to marry his daughter, by a Gujarat girl, to

Bapker of Lony, a man of high rank, and of the same family and

country as the Gaikwdrs, and also for the arrears of Peishkush,

which Fatteh Sing had unjustly established, and exacted, and which

he had not paid since his death, nor was it demanded by Manaji.

He did not choose to pay it to Govind Rao Gaikwar, because his

father Kanda Rao was ruined by Fatteh Sing, who drove him out

of Nariad, and established this Peishkush, or tribute, for no other

reason than because Kanda Rao gave Govind Rao every aid and

assistance in his power to fight Fatteh Sing, and afterwards shel-

tered him at Nariad, and went with him to Ahmedabad.

The cause of Fatteh Sing driving Kanda Rao from Nariad,

and establishing the Peishkush payable from Khurry every year,

was that when Govind Rao came from Punah with troops that he

had levied on his way down the Ghauts at Songhur, and in Surat

Attavissi, with the view of dispossessing Fatteh Sing of the

masnad and government of Baroda, Kanda Rao aided and as-

sisted him in his project, not only with large loans of cash, but

with seven or eight thousand troops, horse and footj he also went

himself to conduct his nephew Govind Rao, and on the first attack

defeated Fatteh Sing, who was obliged to retreat and shut himself

in the fort of Baroda till he had levied troops enough to attack them

both
5

in the first attack he was so successful as to disperse them
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and all their troops; Govind Rao and Kanda Rao deserted the

field and went to Nariad, and thence to Ahmedabad, where Kanda
Rao supported Govind Rao at his own expense, till the Peishwa’s

troops came in search of Ragonath Rao, when Govind Rao found

his way back to Punah. Kanda Rao remained at Ahmedabad
till the matter between him and his nephew Fatteh Sing was

settled; he then returned to Nariad, and there he remained quiet.

Fatteh Sing, who could not forgive Kanda Rao for his be-

haviour in favour of Govind Rao, soon drove him out of Nariad,

.sent him to Khurry, and as a fine, established and exacted from him

the Peishkush, which Malhar Rao did not pay to Manaji, nor was

it demanded during his government. Malhar Rao was in great

hopes, that when Govind Rao came to the masnad of Baroda, he

would not only return Nariad, remit the Peishkush, and pay the

expense which Kanda Rao had been at in aiding and assisting

his cause, but that he would give him some remuneration for his

attachment and friendship
;
but he was disappointed for instead

of doing all this, he retained Nariad and insisted on the payment of

the Peishkush, and many other things in which he ought not to

have interfered.

This and many other circumstances hereafter detailed was the

cause of Malhar Rao resisting the payment of the Peishkush, and

going to war with Govind Rao the first time, and if Ismael Beg had

joined him he would have certainly taken the whole country, and

Baroda also, as was his intention.

While they were corresponding on these and other subjects,

Govind Rao Gaikwar received intelligence of the arrival of Bapker,

the intended son-in-law of Malhar Rao, at Jambusir, upon which he

(Govind Rao Gaikwar) sent several detachments of his troops

under the command of their respective officers, namely, Sidi Omer
(the chellah of the late Manaji Rao), Amin Saib, Sevaram Gardy,

and Naran Rao Pandriah, with orders to proceed in several direc-

tions (as they could enter the Peishwa’s district), and that when

Bapker left the place to cross the Myhe, to attack, plunder him, and

to put him to death if he resisted. Bapker fortunately received this

intelligence in time to make his escape to Surat, from which place he

wrote to Malhar Rao, who recommended his coming by water to

Baunagur, where he would have a strong party to escort him to

Khurry by Limri, which was accordingly done, and Bapker joined

his intended father-in-law safe at Khurry.

This raised Malhar Rao’s anger and his suspicion of Govind Rao
Gaikwar’s intention; he became apprehensive that he would certainly
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call him to account for giving shelter to Kanoji, for acting as he did

with respect to Bapker, and declining the payment of the Peish-

kush
j
he accordingly determined to oppose any force which he

might send against his fort, and for this purpose he wrote to NeyeflF

Khan, and Ismael Beg, at Joudpur, to come to his assistance with

about twenty thousand Patans, saying that he would pay them

handsomely, and he also gave Kanoji instructions to augment his

force, and he himself begun to enrol Arabs, Scindians, Patans,

Pardessis, &c., and made between him and Kanoji upwards of ten

thousand horse and foot of the best that could be got, and prepared

to give any force which Govind Rao Gaikwar might send, a warm
reception.

Govind Rao Gaikwar hearing all this, wrote him, in express

terms, to suspend the marriage of his daughter with Bapker, to

seize and deliver up Kanoji, and pay the arrears of the Peishkush
j

and that if he did not comply with all this, and did not give good

and sufficient reason for levying new troops, that he would send a

force to raze Khurry from its foundations, and seize him and all his

associates.

Malhar Rao received this letter, and after considering his

cousin’s demands, wrote to him for answer, that he would do nei-

ther, and that he might send his force to reduce Khurry whenever

he liked, as he was ready to receive them and prevent any mischief

they could do.

No sooner had this letter been sent, than Malhar Rao began to

levy more troops, and to put them in a perfect state for meeting and

opposing the troops of his cousin when they should come, and made

every preparation he could for a vigorous defence.

Govind Rao Gaikwar, on receipt of such an unexpected answer,

desired Raoba to send a strong force to reduce Khurry and. seize

Malhar Rao and Kanoji.

The troops were accordingly got ready
;
Mukund Rao was

appointed commander in chief, Govind Punt Mama, to the office of

Sar Nobat, or Faujdar, and sent with them Mir Gossan, Mir Kha-

maluden Khan, Sevaram Gardy, Amin Saib, Karan Raw, and

Jagadi Rao Pandrah, Garguiah, Gorforch, Nombalkar, Abud Mana,

and several other Arab jamedars, with their respective detachments

of horse and foot; with Huzur, and all other Pagas, amounting

altogether to near twenty-five or thirty thousand troops, including

the force from Gujarat.

This force took a long time in preparing. However, they left

Baroda in several small detachments, and went to Ahmedabad, by
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the way of Nariad, and, after crossing the Saber, they stopped at a

place called Kalli Kotte, and there they remained some time till all

the detachments had joined, and then they commenced their march
towards Khurry

;
as they went on, they razed the Thana, or Chow-

key of every village they came to, till they came to Kalol
j
the

Tandar, or officer of the chowkey at that place, made his escape,

and went to Malhar Rao, to whom he reported the approach of Govind
Punt Mama’s force.

Malhar Rao, at this time, was at Adulhage with the best of his

troops, in hopes of intercepting Govind Rao’s force, having been

told that Govind Punt Mama intended to take that route from
Kalli Kotte

;
but on receiving intelligence of their having gone the

other way, and reached Kalol, he left Adulhage, and by forced

marches, went to Khurry, and there remained quiet till Govind
Rao’s force advanced to a place called Kand, about two miles from

the fort, when Malhar Rao, Kanoji, with the best of his horse and
foot, and all the Arabs, commanded by Sultan Jaffer and his brother

Bader, made a desperate attack, in which Govind Rao’s force was

defeated, and obliged to retire to Kalol; from whence, after three or

four days’ rest, he marched in the other direction round the fort,

and came to a place called Kundal
;
he there took post in a valley,

and on the following day marched towards the fort, with the view of

attacking it, when Sultan Jaffer, Bader, his brother, and several

other Arab Jamedars, with Kanoji, Hanmont Dewrao, Trembuck
Rao, Namo Pindara, Sheikh Abud, the Jamedar of Pattan, with all

the Scindians, Purbias and Pardesses got out of the fort, and made
another desperate attack which lasted till the afternoon; in this

grand attack Govind Rao’s force was again defeated, and Mir
Gossain with great difficulty could save his guns. In this action

Kanoji, who had the arrangement of it, gained great credit
;
he

himself fought like a brave man, and conducted the whole action

in such a masterly manner, that the number of killed and wounded
of Malhar Rao’s army was about two hundred and odd, whilst that

of Govind Rao’s army was upwards of four hundred, besides horses,

bullocks, camels, and one elephant, and managed to close the action

by taking the Baroda Zari Patka, the standard of government.

Mir Gossain, disappointed at this ill success of Govind Rao
Gaikwdr’s force, proposed to Govind Punt Mama, that they should

both go round the fort, to take a view of all the ground, and choose

a convenient spot for erecting their batteries, and attacking the fort

at once. This was agreed upon, and on the third day of the second

action, they accordingly went round, and pitched upon a large sandy

2 DVOL. IV.
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hill, which commanded the fort. This hill was between two villages,

one called Ardasser, and the other Azandru, quite close to the fort.

He prevailed upon Govind Punt Mama to move the whole army to

that place, which was perfectly sheltered from the guns of the fort,

and promised to reduce it in four days, if he gave him people and

assistance to place his eight guns on the top of the hill, which was

readily complied with. The troops left Kfmdal, and came to

Ardasser
;
every thing that Mir Gossain asked was duly given him,

and the guns were accordingly placed on the top of the hill. No
sooner had this been done, than Gossain opened his battery,

threw several shots into the fort, and dismounted one of the guns,

from Malhar Rao’s battery called Merab Ghur, which played upon

the village of Ardasser, though with little effect. Malhar Rao
was frightened at this

;
he thought he should not be able to defend

much longer his favourite fort of Khurry, and was determined to

push with all his force, and attack that of Govind Rao Gaikwar at

the village of Ardasser, when a French officer, whom he had in his

service, told him to order two great guns to be placed on the top of

another high hill, immediately at the back of the hills where Gossain

was with his guns, and to keep all his horses in readiness to charge

in different directions the moment Gossain’s fire ceased. Orders

were accordingly given, but Malhar Rao was so confused, that

notwithstanding the French officer’s advice, he went to the battery,

got the gun-carriage repaired, remounted the gun that was dis-

mounted, and kept firing merely to show he kept up a constant fire.

The French officer, who was called Monsieur John, went upon the

hill, opened his battery of two guns upon Gossain, and directed his

fire with such judgment and success, that Gossain was soon obliged

to cease firing
j
the moment that was perceived in Malhar Rao’s

camp, the horses advanced in different directions, the foot followed,

and under Kanoji’s direction they charged, and attacked Govind

Rao’s army with such success, that it was completely defeated, and

obliged to retire to the other side of the same village, leaving their

tents, baggage, &c., upon the ground, the greatest part of which,

and the guns, were carried off by a party which had returned in time

to save them, but it cost them the loss of many lives, and among
them those of their very respectable' sardars, Karan Rao and

Jagadi Rao Pandrab. Malhar Rao also lost a great many people,

and some of his best officers, amongst them Namo Pindara, Lateff

Khan, and Hussen Khan, the two Pattan Jamedars. Kanoji, on this

occasion, made Monsieur John a present of a piece of jewellery which

he always wore about his neck, called hhr.
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After this great defeat, Govind Punt Mama with his whole

force retreated to the further end of the village Ardasser, and

remained there waiting it was supposed for orders from Baroda.

No sooner had this victory been gained by Malhar Rao, than, in-

stead of being grateful to Kanoji for his great exertion in favour of his

cause, he began to be suspicious and afraid of him
;
and Pana Bacha,

and Becher Jatti, who did not like Kanoji, took this opportunity of

poisoning Malhar Rao’s mind against Kanoji, by saying all they

could to his prejudice, inspiring into the mind of Malhar Rao, that

he was a bad man, though a great warrior, and that from his late

success, all the troops had a great opinion of him, and that they

would not be surprised if one day or other, with the assistance of

these very troops, he made himself master of Khurry. This, by

degrees, operated so strongly on Malhar Rao’s mind, that he was

afraid of Kanoji, but did not know how to get rid of him
;

these

people finding that Malhar Rao hesitated sending Kanoji away,

forged a letter to Govind Punt Mama, as if it had been written by

Kanoji, giving an account of the strength of the fort of Khurry,

and of Malhar Rao, and advising him to come on, and that he

would contrive to keep one of the gates open for him, and that he

would take care that Malhar Rao’s troops should make no

resistance.

This letter was intercepted and presented to Malhar Rao, upon

which he gave full credit to every thing that was said to him against

Kanoji
j

as the latter was at this time in the fort of Khurry, without

any more assistance than that of his domestic servants and a few

sepoys, a plan was laid by Malhar Rao at the suggestion of his friends

and associates, to seize and put Kanoji to death.

Kanoji hearing of this, immediately wrote to his people to be

upon their guard, and to be in readiness to obey such orders as he

might send
5

but being in the fort, and not able to avail himself of

their assistance, he fled from the house where he lived, to the house

of his security, Bowanbhai, the brother of Malhar Rao, and

remained there.

Malhar Rao insisted upon his being given up, which Bowanbhdi

refused, saying, that as long as his security lasted, he would not

give him up
;
he then insisted upon his turning him out of the fort,

which Bowanbhai readily agreed to do, on the terms of the security-

bond, which were, that in the event of any dispute happening

between them, he was obliged to see all their accounts settled and

paid, and conduct him safe, with all his troops and baggage, to any

place ten koss distant from Khurry.

2 D 2
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Some disputes arose between Malhar Rao and Kanoji, con-

cerning the payment of the lattei’’s old and new levies, which was

however settled in the best possible way. In the course of the

settlement of these accounts and differences, some disagreeable

words passed between Kanoji and Malhar Rao, and the former told

the latter, that he would at this time close all accounts with him,

but that if he ever succeeded to the masnad of Baroda, or got the

means of having a force at his command, the first thing he would

do, would be to reduce Khurry, and that if he caught him alive,

he would cut him to pieces
;
and saying so, he came out of the

fort, accompanied by Bowanbhai and his troops, and went to

Kampurah, where he was received by Bhugat Sing, the Takur of

that place, who entertained him and all his troops for four days.

On the fifth he left that place, and avoiding his father’s territories,

went to Veremgaung
;

all the petty Princes, Takilrs, and Rajas, in

the way as he passed, made him presents of money, according

to their means. The Dessoy, and other people at Veremgaung,

made him also presents, and entertained him for the few days he

remained there.

At this place he sold all his jewels, and with some money he

had, he managed to pay his people, and discharged them all, except

a few choice sepoys, and about two hundred of his best horse.

From Veremgaung he went to Sumh Razanpur, where he re-

mained a few days, and thence he went to a place called

Dantah, till he obtained the permission of Holkar and Scindiah’s

people to enter Malwa with security to his person
;
he went direct

from thence to Ougein
j

as he went from village to village he was

entertained on account of the Sirkar, and people made him presents,

which afforded him the means of living and defraying the expense

of his followers. From Ougein, he passed by the way of Dhar, the

country of one of his relations called Ponvar, and came to the hills

of Raz Pimpla, on the Movass part of it, where he remained.

The people at Baroda some time after, having received intelli-

gence of this, despatched Narii Serput, and Sidy Amber
j

(this last

was the Chella of Salle Chillaby, at Surat
;

since leaving his master,

he had become an intriguing officer, and was employed in the service

of the Gaikwar j) men on whom Kanoji placed some reliance they

went there, saw him, and used every argument in their power to

persuade him to return to Baroda, in which case they promised him
that his father would receive and use him w'ell, and their interest

should be used with his father to give him some employment.

Kanoji, too, was tired, and all his means of living and entertaining
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troops any longer were exhausted
;
rather therefore than perish in

the jungles of Raz Pimplaj he determined to return, and accord-

ingly, accompanied these two men, and came to Baroda
;
but no

sooner had he arrived there, than he was carried to a large house

upon the banks of the Sirsagar Tank, and confined there under a

strong guard.

When Malhar Rao Gaikwfir wrote, inviting the Nabob Neyeff

Khan, or otherwise Ismael Beg, with twenty thousand Rattans, he
had in view, after the defence of Khurry, to attack and destroy

Govind Rao Gaikwdr’s force, and then, joining his and Kanoji’s

force to the expected reinforcement, to annoy, plunder, and take

all the territories of his cousin Govind Rao, and to reduce Baroda
if possible : he had also in view the reducing of all the petty

Princes, Rajas, and Takurs, and making them tributary to him. He
meant to keep Baroda and the best of the territories under it to

himself, and to place Kanoji at Pattan, and Ismael Beg at Pallan-

pore
5
the latter was to share one half of all reduced countries,

and Malhar Rao was to keep for himself the other half.

He expected Ismael Beg would, from the letter requesting his

assistance, reach him previous to the approach of Govind Rao’s

force, and often regretted his not having arrived, or even written to

him acknowledging the receipt of his letter
j
while in this state of

suspense respecting the expected assistance, Govind Rao’s foree

arrived, and he was fortunate enough to beat them twice
;
immedi-

ately after the seeond action at Kiindal, he received a letter from

Ismael Beg, saying he was ready to come with twenty thousand

choice Rattans, but that they would not leave their country without

some money in advance. Malhar Rao instantly wrote to him that

he might set out for Pallanpore, where he would meet with Sheikh

Abud Jamedar, who would be despatched in a day or two with

money, and that he would meet with provision and other supplies at

every stage
j
he accordingly despatched Sheikh Abud Jamedar the

very next ,day, with money and credit to the amount of a lak and

sixty thousand rupees.

After the despatch of Sheikh Abud to await the arrival of

Ismael Beg at Pallanpore, Govind Punt Mama was determined to

attack Malhar Rao’s force and the fort of Khurry again, which he

did, and was again completely defeated, as stated in the account

of the action already given
;
being thus defeated the third time,

he retreated with his whole army to the furthermost end of the

village, and took post there, and it was supposed he wrote to

Baroda for fresh orders and reinforcements.
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ISIeanwhile intelligence arriving from Bessanaghar, that Ismael

Beg, from Joudpur, was advancing quickly with some Pattans

towards Pallanpore, Govind Punt IMama, supposing this was the

reinforcement expected by Malhar Rao, left his army at Ardasser,

took ten thousand horse and foot with him, and went to Bessana-

ghar with the view of intercepting them as they passed that place.

But hearing that the reinforcement consisted of twenty thousand

choice Pattans, he remained at Bessanaghar, informed the govern-

ment of Baroda, and requested their assistance.

Ismael Beg arrived at Pallanpore, received the money and the

credit, divided the same amongst the troops, and wrote to Malhar

Rao, that he required more money and a large supply of provision and

other necessaries, as his people from being in want of money and

provision were sick and mutinous, and were deserting fast. Malhar

Rao at this time had beafhn Govind Rao’s force three dififerent

times
j
the fear which he had on its approach was all over, both his

treasury and credit were exhausted, and he had no immediate means

of raising either money or credit. He therefore wrote to Ismael

Beg, that he was endeavouring to raise the means of sending him
some money and provision, but that in the mean time he might

send a party of horse with direction to take and plunder Seidpur,

that it was a large fertile and rich country, and would afford him
plenty of money and provision for all his array. Ismael Beg took

the advice, and went there accordingly with a detachment of five

thousand horse, and as he approached near the place, a Brahman,

an old inhabitant of Seidpur, after taking a full view of his party,

went to Bessanaghar, reported the same to Govind Punt Mama,
and prevailed upon him to attack them by surprise, promising, at

the same time, to get all the country people and the Kulies to join

him. Trusting to the Brahman’s information, and his influence in

the country, Govind Punt resolved to follow his advice, and marched

accordingly j
on coming near, Neyeff Khan sent to inquire who

they w’ere, and was given to understand they were Malhar Rao’s

troops, coming from Khurry with money and provision, which pre-

vented his collecting his small force, or taking any steps for

resisting his enemy. He was shortly after taken by surprise, and

his camp plundered and destroyed. Retreating with about one

thousand horse and followers, accompanied by his friend Sheikh

Abud, he reached Pallanpore, whence he went with all his people to

Batty, and from thence to his own country.

The account of this great success having been received at Baroda,

Govind Punt Mama was ordered to return to Khurry, and to endea-
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vour to take it, and all the officers of the Baroda force were directed

to use every exertion in their power to enable Govind Punt Mama
to comply with the wish of government. On his arrival, operations

again commenced, but before they came to anything serious, Malhar
Rao, sensible of the loss of Kanoji, and finding that the hopes of

assistance from Plindostan had all vanished, and that his own force

alone was not able to contend with that of Govind Rao Gaikwar,

resolved upon making peace.

Negociations were opened for that purpose, and Shahamut Khan,
Kassim Khan, and Khamaladin Khan, were deputed to treat on the

part of Malhar Rao with Govind Punt Mama, but nothing decisive

or final was concluded. Husson Borah was then employed. Pie

very wisely went to Govind Punt Mama’s camp, and told him that

as he was going to Baroda to negotiate a peace with Govind Rao
Gaikwar, he (Govind Punt Mama) should move with his array to

Minda Adulhage, and remain there until his (Borah’s) return, and
that Malhar Rao should remain quiet in his foi't

;
this was accord-

ingly agreed upon.

Hussonbhiu Borah then went to Baroda, saw Govind Rao Gaik-

war and Raoba, and was so successful, that on his third meeting he

concluded the peace, on the following conditions :

—

1st. That Malhar Rao should remain in quiet possession of

Khurry, Kaperwange, and Deogaum.

2nd. That Malhar Rao should instantly pay to Govind Rao
fifty thousand rupees, and five laks of rupees to the Sirkar, as fol-

lows : namely, two laks and fifty thousand rupees in a month or

six weeks from the date of the treaty, and the remaining two

laks and a half in two years, by equal instalments of one lak and

twenty-five thousand rupees a year.

3rd. To pay regularly after the date of the treaty every year, one

lak and fifteen thousand rupees, as it was settled by Fatteh Sing.

4th. That as soon after the rains as possible, Malhar Rao

should come to Baroda to pay his respects to Govind Rao Gaikwdr.

Seid Mulakella, Manor Punt Nana, Vajnauth Pandit, and Vakat-

sawset, and several other persons were the guarantees of the said

treaty of peace, as well as of the due performance of its several

articles.

As soon as the treaty was made, signed, and ratified, which was

in May or June, 1794, the troops were all ordered back to Baroda;

and Malhar Rao, after the dassarah in the month of October follow-

ing, went to Baroda and paid his respects to his cousin, Govind Rao
Gaikwdr. He was well received and entertained agreeably to his
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rank, and all the men, women and children of the family were happy

to see him. Govind Rao invited him to stay a little longer, but he,

suspecting some treachery, was not happy till they allowed him to

return to Khurry, nor till he was many miles on his way thither.

Malhar Rao continued very friendly and peaceably till the year

1799, when his mother, Rajasbai, died, and about six months after,

his own wife, the mother of Kanda Rao, died. After the death of

these two persons, Malhar Rao altered his conduct again, took the

administration of the affairs at Khurry from Husson Borah and

Christna Rao, and gave it to Pana Bacha and Becher Jatti, and at

the instigation of these two men, both Husson Borah and Christna

Rao were confined, and he began his old behaviour again
;
but with

the government of Baroda he continued very friendly, and paid his

Peishkush regularly.

After the conclusion of the peace above-mentioned, Raoba went

to Punah on the concerns of the government, and on his return

from thence in the year 1797, he was the means of procuring for

Aba Silokar the mamlet or revenue administration of the Peishwa’s

share of Ahmedabad, and brought Silokar with him; this man be-

haved remarkably well one year or thereabout, but afterwards he

began annoying the Gaikwar and his country in such a manner, that

Govind Rao was obliged to go to war with him, which commenced
about the middle of the year 1799; at this time Malhar Rao had

made over the management of Khurry to his son Kanda Rao, in

whose name all sanuds and other papers were made, and Malhar

Rao remained simply with the administration of the revenue and

government.

Malhar Rao’s motive for putting his son upon the masnad of

Khurry, notwithstanding the ill-will he bore him, was, first because

he was his son, and also because his father, Kanda Rao, had put

him (Malhar Rao) upon the masnad of Khurry at the age of sixteen,

and he himself was always out in the parganah, and in command of

his small body of troops, and went once a year on Mullukguery

collection. Malhar Rao wished to follow the same plan, and young

Kanda Rao had no sooner attained the age of sixteen, than he put

him upon the masnad, and kept himself disengaged to manage the

revenue business, and to command his troops; besides this he had

another reason, which was the disturbances at Baroda, for had

Govind Rao Gaikwkr put any of his sons on the masnad during his

life, so many changes and revolutions would not have taken place;

this he wished to avoid, and as the masnad of Khurry, and all the

country attached to it, being hereditary estate, would have ultimately
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fallen to Kanda Rao, he chose to see this business properly settled

in his life-time. But though the affairs of Khurry were managed in

Kanda Rao’s name, yet he was not regularly put upon the gaddi till

after the death of Govind Rao, in the latter end of October, or begin-

ning of November, 1800, On this occasion all the guns of the fort

and army fired
j
notice was given to all the neighbouring chieftains,

and all the officers of government and army, together with the Patels

Dessoy,-and the merchants came and made him the congratulatory

salam and nazar.

When Raoba went against Ahmedabad, Govind Rao made a

requisition, requesting Malhar Rao to aid and assist his expedition

with such troops as he could spare, on which occasion two Pagas

were sent, one of Kanda Rao, and the other of Malhar Rao, with

Kanda Rao’s Zari Patka, and they I'emained there until Silokar

was seized, and Govind Rao’s force left Ahmedabad for Baroda.

However bad the conduct of Malhar Rao might have been in

other cases, his whole deportment with respect to the Baroda govern-

ment till this time, was uniform and proper, although he hated

Raoba and his caste.

While Govind Rao’s force was contending with Silokar at Ahmed-
abad, he was taken ill

j
from day to day he grew worse, and soon

after he heard of Raoba’s success in reducing the fort of Ahmedabad,
and taking Silokar a prisoner, he wrote to him to return with all

possible haste, but before Raoba entered the town, Govind Rao was

no more.

It is said that Govind Rao, a few minutes before his death, called

Kanoji three or four times, and finding he was not there, said, “ Why
don’t you send for Kaniah j” (the name by which he used to call him.)

Mungal and Sanval Pareks, who were present, said he was coming,

and they went down below where Anand Rao was, and brought him
;

when Govind Rao said, “ Why have you brought Anaba
j
where is

Kaniah ?” they replied, “ He is coming, but Anaba is here, you should

place him in the masnad, and deliver him the sika and katar.” He
was then at the point of death, but was able to say, “Very well,”

before he died. Anaba was accordingly proclaimed the rdja of

Gujarat, and next morning the remains of Govind Rao were burnt

according to custom.

On the seventh day after the death of Govind Rao Gaikwkr,

Kanoji, confederating with some of the Arab Jamedars, took an Arab
dress, and bribing the guards as he w'ent along, found his way to

the palace , and between eight and nine o’clock at night he went up
where his brother was sitting, made his salam, qnd stood before him.
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Anand Rao looked at him with astonishment, and asked him, “ What,
Kaniah, are you come?” he answered, “Yes.” “Well,” said Anand
Rao, “ sit down.” No sooner was he seated, than Anand Rao sent for

the Sika and Katar, and said “ Take this.” Kanoji wanted nothing

else, he received them with pleasure, and immediately gave orders to

secure the gates, and the next morning made all his arrangements and

commenced his government. Raoba w'as at this time at his house

in Ras Purah; he kept him there taking no notice of him, and

appointed his brother Babaji his karbary, and began calling every

body to account, fining some and confining others, which disgusted

every body and put them upon their guard, to devise means to

overthrow him.

Kanoji, immediately on his assuming the masnad of Baroda,

wrote to Malhar Rao, putting him in mind of his treatment at

Khurry, the manner in which his account was settled, the arrears of

Peishkush since he last paid it to his father Govind Rao, and saying

that if he did not satisfy all these demands, he would send a force

to reduce Khurry and bring him to Baroda, where he would cut

him to pieces, according to the promise he made on leaving Khurry.

This message seriously alarmed Malhar Rao, as he knew Kanoji

was capable of executing his threat. He directly wrote to Raoba,

expressing his concern at Kanoji having assumed the masnad and

government of Baroda in the place of Anand Rao, who was entitled

to it, and that he was surprised that a faithful servant like him could

suffer it without taking some steps to prevent it, and to put Anand
Rao upon the masnad, and that if any assistance was required he

would give all in his power.

This was not all, but apprehensive of his letters being intercepted,

he sent a Vakil of his to be at Baroda, to communicate to him every

event which took place, and inspire in the mind of Raoba and other

officers of the former government, the necessity of dispossessing

Kanoji of the masnad, and placing Anand Rao upon it as the right-

ful heir, being Govind Rao Gaikwar’s eldest and legitimate son.

Had Kanoji conducted himself with moderation, and endeavoured

to gain the good-will of those who had always been about his father,

and those who were in his confidence, particularly the two Banians,

Mungal and Sanval Pareks,who were always considered as the support

of government, and had called in Raoba, and conferred the adminis-

tration upon him, Anand Rao would have remained where he was,

and Kanoji would have been on the masnad till this day
j
but he

never ceased tyrannically seizing upon innocent people, putting them

in irons, and fining them large sums of money; this gave a general
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disgust, and caused such a terror in the country, that no one thought

himself or his property safe while this man was on the masnad, and

people began to join and confederate together to devise a plan for

seizing and confining him.

Malhar Rao also was continually importuning Raoba by his

Vakil,"and by letters, offering assistance if neeessary. His first view

was to prevent Kanoji sending a force against Khurry, which he

certainly would have done if he had continued on the masnad of

Baroda. His next view was, if Raoba succeeded, to get Nariad back,

and the Peishkush remitted, as the one was taken, and the other

established by an arbitrary act of Fatteh Sing, merely because his

father, Kanda Rao, gave shelter to his nephew, Govind R-ao Gaikwar,

and afterwards fitted out an armament, and went to Govind Rao’s

assistance against Fatteh Singj his ultimate view was, by Anand
Rao being placed on the masnad, to become one day or other entitled

to the masnad of Baroda, either on failure of his having a son, and

young Fatteh Sing dying during his minority, or as Anand Rao was

a man of weak intellect, to excite through some quarrels the women
(who were not fond of the then administration) when he would

perhaps be able to step in, to look after the interest of his foolish

relative, and become master of the country.

It is supposed that Raoba had made, through his valdl, some

kind of promise to induce him to hope that he would, if he suc-

ceeded, restore Nariad, and remit the Peishkush.

Kanoji reigned four months, at the end of which he was seized,

and confined in the fort of Kanaptir. Anand Rao was put upon

the masnad, and Raoba and all his friends and relations resumed

their different offices, as in the time of the late Govind Rao, except

Mungal Pareks, who would no longer have the management of the

domestic administration.

When Malhar Rao received intelligence of Raoba’s success in

confining Kanoji, and putting Anand Rao upon the masnad, he was

apparently greatly rejoiced
j
he fired a salute from all the guns in

the fort of Khurry, and wrote to Raoba, congratulating him on so

happy an event, and praised Raoba for his faithful attachment to

Govind Rao’s family. Matters afterwards went on very quietly,

and Malhar Rao, in full confidence that Raoba would restore Nariad

to him, remit the Peishkush, and make some further compensation,

instructed his vakil to speak to him concerning the same
j

this he

did, but Raoba avoided giving any answer till he -had made all his

arrangements for the safety of the government and the country.

Kanoji’s confinement took place about the month of November,
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1800, and until the month of March, 1801, or after the termination

of the Huli festival, Raoba gave no answer respecting the restoration

of Nariad; on the contrary, he expressed his indignation at Malhar

Rao’s unjust pretensions, and hopes of Nariad being restored, and

said that Raoba, as a karbary or dewan, could not take upon

himself to remit the Peishkush, which was established by Fatteh

Sing so long ago, and desired his vakil, Gangadar Punt, to write to

him, that it was necessary to pay the Peishkush of three years

due to the government of Baroda.

Malhar Rao’s vakil did so, but at the same time wrote to him

that Anand Rao was a man of weak intellects, and not fit to be

upon the masnad, and that the whole government was managed by

the Purvoes, (meaning Raoba and all his relations,) who did not

mind anything but their pleasure, and their own interests, to the

ruin of the state and the country
j
that Kanoji was not entitled to

the government, being born of a Rajput woman, that Anand Rao

was a fool, and unfit for the masnad; and that Fatteh Sing was at

Punah, and that it was a matter of doubt whether the Peishwa

would let him return, besides that he was young and unfit for

government; he concluded with recommending his levying new

troops, and taking possession of Baroda at once.

Malhar Rao, finding that all hopes of Raoba’s complying with

his wishes were gone, and receiving from his vakil a regular account

of every transaction which passed at Baroda, with every information

regarding the state of the force, and how much the whole govern-

ment was at the mercy of the five or six Arab Jamedars and

Banians, began levying troops with the view of laying the country

waste, and taking Baroda if possible. Gangabai, the widow of Da-

maji, and the mother of Manaji, who invited Kanoji, also wrote

Malhar Rao a letter in the name of Kanda Rao, as he was then on

the masnad, saying that the Purvoes had confined Kanoji, and having

placed a fool upon the masnad, had made themselves masters of

the country
;

that all the Gaikwar’s family w'ere starving, and that

they were surprised that he, being one of the Gaikwars, did not

think of levying troops or coming to their assistance
;
and that if

he had any regard to the name of Gaikwar, he should lose no time

in coming to Baroda, take the administration from the hands of

the Purvoes, and make arrangements for the preservation of the

Gaikwar’s name and state. Upon this he began augmenting his

levy with vigour, and determined to make war the second time, and

pay himself by becoming the Rdjd of Gujarat,

While this sort of correspondence was going on between Malhar
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Rao and his vakil, the latter continually complaining to Raoba that

his master gave no answer respecting the payment of the Peishkush,

and Raoba finding no overture from Malhar Rao for liquidating

this old account, and that on the contrary he was vigorously raising

troops, and that his vakil, Gangadar Punt, under the plea of

going to perform some religious ceremonies at Chandor Karnally,

had gone to Khurryj he prevailed upon those people who had
guaranteed the treaty of peace in 1794, and been security for its

performance, to go to Khuny, and demand from Malhar Rao the

arrears of the Peishkush, and his reason for raising troops. Seid

Mulakella, Manor Punt Nana, Vajnauth Pandit, Vakatsawseth, and
several other persons, went to Khurry, and had an interview with

Malhar Rao
;
but all the reply they had was, that he was short of

cash, and that the troops he was raising were with the view of root-

ing out the Kulies from the country; they observed to him that

they feared such an answer would not be deemed satisfactory by
the Darbar at Baroda, upon which he dismissed them under a pro-

mise of giving them a more satisfactory one the next day; but

before day-bi’eak a guard of Pattans was put on each of them, and

it was signified to them that if they did not go back to the place

whence they came, he would put them all in close confinement.

Thus circumstanced, they had no alternative, but to return to

Baroda. This happened about the latter end of October, 1801. At

this time Malhar Rao had a force of about fifteen thousand horse

and foot; and no sooner were the above people returned, than he

quitted Khurry, leaving a sufficient garrison there, went to Bessanaghar,

and took that place early in November. Makund Rao about this

time arrived at Khurry with three or four hundred troops; Sidy

Amber, who was at Surat, also came to Khurry by the way of Bal-

lassonor; Semi Rajanpdr arrived with ten Bracks of Scindiah’s

Pattans and Dekkani Sepoys
;

and Sevaram Jagadiss, otherwise

Sevaram Gardy, whom Malhar Rao had, by dint of money and pro-

mises, brought over to his interest, instead of going to join the army

of Babaji Appaji, which was at Garwell, about ten koss from Ahmed-
abad, went with all his force to Khurry, and joined Malhar Rao,

in consequence of which Babaji was obliged to leave his station

and take shelter at Kambay, until he received reinforcements from

Baroda.

Malhar Rao kept himself quiet at Kalol, assembling all tbe troops

he could, till he had nearly forty thousand horse and foot, including

Kulies, &c. All his best troops were stationed at Kalol
;
the Pen-

daris and Kulies were employed in annoying and plundering
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Govind Rao Gaikwar’s territories, and in the mean time he was

corresponding both with Kanoji and Anand Rao, and with several

women of the Gaikwdr family at Baroda
;

to the former he gave out

that he was fighting to release him from his situation
j

for although

he had when in power written a threatening letter to him, still he

was one of the Gaikwars, and more fit for the charge of government

than the fool whom the Purvoes, with the view of keeping the

government and the country amongst themselves, had put upon the

masnad; to the latter he said that he was sorry to observe him

more like a state prisoner than a master, and that he was levying

troops with the view of coming to Baroda, to chastise and confine

all the Purvoes, release him from that sort of treatment, and make
the necessary arrangements for the preservation of the country, as

well as of his uncle Damaji’s family. Anand Rao wrote him for

answer, that he would be happy to see him, as the Brahmans, as he

always called Raoba and other officers of government, had treated

him like a fool, and that they were no longer under his authority

and control, and therefore the sooner he came and made his

arrangements for the good of the country the better. This letter

w’as shown to Husson Borah, in the presence of Kanda Rao, Jevaji

Bassarah, Ragoji, and others, when he went to Khurry by Major

Walker’s desire to obtain the release of Captain Williams and

Sanderji.

While this sort of correspondence was going on between Malhar

Rao, Kanoji, Anund Rao, and the women, the former employed a

vast number of intriguing people to disunite the Arabs, and bring

them over to his interest
;
this measure was not without success, as

some of the Jamedars had already promised to join him, and like-

wise some of the Pagahs and Selledars, except Mir Khamaladin

Khan, whose people were above listening to any proposals of the

kind. Malhar Rao’s intention was to conquer all the Gaikwar’s ter-

ritories, destroy the Purvoes, and take Baroda, not for Kanoji or for

Anand Rao, but for himself, the former not being entitled to reign

from his not being born of a Dekkani woman, the latter because he

was a fool and incapable of being trusted with the government; and

that he, being the nephew of Damaji, had the best right to it. He
therefore determined to put his plan into execution, and had taken

his measures, and made his preparations accordingly.

Raoba, aware of this, and knowing that some of the Banians, and

most of the Arab Jamedars, and of the Pagahs and Sillidars, were

favourably inclined towards Malhar Rao, had no alternative but

to solicit the aid of the English to reduce Khurry, and take Malhar
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Rao. It was only by their assistance that he could hope to save

himself, family, and indeed the whole body of Purvoes, from falling

into the hands of their arbitrary and cruel enemy, who would not

spare them.

Raoba accordingly dispatched Mir Khamaladin Khan and Gopal

Rao to the Governor at Bombay. In consequence of some previous

correspondence, the Governor had sent Major Walker, who had

several conferences with Raoba, and as report says, one or two

meetings with the Raja, Anand Rao, who, of course, would act

whichever way the Purvoes desired, and who on receipt of a present,

would put his seal to any paper whatsoever written by his kar-

baries. What report the major sent to Bombay was not known,

but soon after, the Governor, Mir Khamaladin Khan, and Gopal

Rao, went to Surat, and the English troops began to assemble at

Kambay. As soon as the Governor had made his own arrangements,

he left Surat and went to Kambay, to see the plan carried into effect,

as also, it is supposed, with the view of seeing Raoba, who, soon

after the Governor’s arrival at Kambay, went there to see him.

The troops marched from Kambay, and came by Ahmedabad to

Adulhage, and joined Babaji’s army, which was lying there,

after having been beaten and repulsed several times by Malhar

Rao’s force.

Major Walker’s wish, one should imagine, must have been to

effect an accommodation between Malhar Rao and the Baroda

government, and to reconcile them to each other, for a negociation

to that effect was opened almost from the time he joined; but Mal-

har Rao obstinately resisted every proposal, at the suggestions and

advice of Becher Jatti, Pana Bacha, and several other people in

his confidence, and with whom he advised
;
he also proposed inso-

lent terms, and behaved in so ridiculous a manner, that Major

Walker was obliged to continue his march, and proceed to a place

called Shertah, where he halted in a large field between that and a

village called Syed, about three koss from Kalol.

At this place Malhar Rao had an interview with Major Walker.

The particulars of the conference between them were not known,

but from reports then prevailing, it was understood that Malhar

Rao was to go to Kambay with five or six hundred men, accompahied

by Major Walker’s people, in order to settle all differences with the

Governor, who was there when this arrangement was completed.

Malhar Rao after making and receiving presents, took leave of the

major and went to Kalol, where he was to have remained
;
but on
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his arrival he forgot all he had settled at Shertah, and with the

advice of his associates he went from Kalol directly to Khurry.

Major Walker and Babaji, finding Malhar Rao was not at Kalol

as agreed upon, marched with their respective forces to Badassen,

about two koss from Khurry : on their arrival there, Sunderji and

Captain Williams went into the fort, where INIalhar Rao detained

them, and attacked Major Walker, who was obliged to retire and

remain under intrenchment at Badassen.

While in this situation, Husson Borah and Vacatsawset went

to Khurry to obtain the release of Sunderji and Captain Williams.

Vacatsawset returned
;
but Husson Borah remained with Sunderji

and Captain Williams, treating with Malhar Rao respecting them
;

in the mean time, the reinforcement from Bombay arrived, attacked

and took the outward battery, and then the fort.

Previous to the English taking the fort of Khurry, Malhar Rao

had gone to the English army, still in hopes of making some

arrangements
j
but he left orders to his son, Kanda Rao, and his

family, to leave the place and go to Drangcdraw in Kattiwar, where

they accordingly went, with such baggage and necessaries as could

be carried away.

Malhar Rao came to Kambay, where the Governor prevailed

upon Raoba to give him aJaghir; Nariad was accordingly given

him, where he remained from June till December, when he

made his escape, and went to Limri, thence to a place called

Morby, and directed his son and family to join him there. At

this place he remained one month, and went to Maliah, a village

in Kattiwar, where, from what cause or reason nobody knows,

he put his son Kanda Rao in confinement under the guard of

Captain Joaquim, who had joined him at Morby
j
he afterwards

went to Shapiir, a village of the Parganah of Bbilj. At this place

he remained quiet for about four or five months
;
he then began

levying troops, and no sooner was he able to muster about four

thousand horse and foot, than, leaving his women there under the

care of Hanmont Rao Gaikwar, and taking Kanda Rao with him,

he came to Sailah, by the way of Kua
j

in this district he burnt and

destroyed about five villages. While he was lying there with his

small force, the Dessoy of Patti solicited his assistance to oppose

the force of Babaji, which was coming to that place on his Mulluk-

guery collection. What answer Malhar Rao gave him was not

known, but it it is supposed he declined for want of a sufficient

force and money. His intention was to go round the country to
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collect troops and money
;

he accordingly went from Sailah to

Piirbunder, Mangrore, Junagur, and other places in that direction,

collecting money and troops
;

and after having collected near

twelve thousand horse and foot, he returned to Kattiwar, and came

to Sailah again, whence he sent a small party to Dollerah to see

who was there
j
but Babaji’s army coming to Warwan at the same

time, obliged him to move and go towards the Parganah of Baba-

reah, where, a little before he was attacked by Babajl’s troops,

Kanda Rao was liberated from confinement.

In this attack he lost a great many of his horse and foot.

Want of money and provision, and the apprehension of being

taken by Babaji, caused many to desert, particularly about one thou-

sand Scindians, and almost all the Arabs whom he had entertained

at Junagur. Malhar Rao, with about two thousand men and

horse, including followers, was obliged to fly to Tallajah and thence

to Baunagar, where the Rdja of that place received and gave him

some money, some say five thousand, others say six thousand ru-

pees, to defray his expenses
j
but as he could no longer remain

there, nor go to any other place by land, all his people having left

him, the Raja and his dewan got him a boat, to go to Purbunder

by water. On this vessel, Malhar Rao, his son Kanda Rao, Jevaji

Bussarah, Rawji, and Gungather Pundit, embarked with the view of

landing at Purbunder, or at Mandavi, and accordingly dropped down
the river, but before the boat was out of the river, the Raja and his

dewan, from what reason it was not known, took the opportunity of

the Surat convoy coming to Gogo to frighten Malhar Rao by saying,

that the English government had sent that vessel to apprehend him.

This made him return and land at Baunagar again, and as Babaji

was in the neighbourhood at this time, the Raj4 declined giving him

any shelter, but gave Jevaji Bussarah, Rawji, and Gungather Pandit,

every assistance in his power, and escorted them safe to Dangadrah

that very night
;
he then sent Malhar Rao and his son to the hills

of Pally Tanah, where, after six days they were discovered and

seized by a party of Katty, employed by Babaji for .that purpose,

and were immediately delivered up to Babaji, in his camp, at a place

called Daiy.

At this place the father and son remained a fortnight under

a guard, suffering from want of food, clothes, and bedding,

Kanda Rao, who was very unwell when taken by the Kattys at the

hills of Pally Tanah, became seriously ill, and Malhar Rao appre-

hensive of fatal consequences, proposed to Babaji to send him
to Gangabdi at Baroda. Babaji consented to it, but Kanda

VOL. IV. 2 E
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Rao declined, saying that if they were to be treated in that

manner, he would rather stay with his father, and die with him
j

he afterwards got better, when he and his father were sent to

Ahmedabad under a strong guard.

On their arrival at this place, Malb^, who was acting there under

Babaji, put them in close confinement in a dirty old ruinous house

under ten sentries, and allowed them two seers of flour each per day,

a quarter seer of ghee, and two pice-worth of vegetables, but before

this small quantity of coarse and mean provision reached them, the

best part of it was eaten by the sepoys employed to bring it.

In this situation they remained for eight or ten days, when they

were conducted to a room, the doors and windows of which were all

filled up with chunam and bricks, without any opening for the cir-

culation of air, and in which there was only one small opening to

admit the provisions which were sent every day. In this room they

were obliged to dress their victuals, sit, sleep and perform all the

other functions of nature.

Some days after two pair of heavy irons were brought, one

was put on Malhar Rao, and the other they wished to put on

Kanda Rao, when some respectable people assembled and said

that was not just, because, however deserving Malhar Rao might

have been of such treatment, Kanda Rao was innocent, and that

it was hard he should undergo such treatment, which made Malbd

decline putting him in irons.

No sooner was Malhar Rao put in irons than he declined receiving

the provisions which they sent him, because with them on he could

not dress his victuals
;
upon which they agreed to take off the

irons just about dinner-time, and put them on again; but a few

days afterwards they did not care whether he dressed his victuals

or not, and whether he ate or not, and declined taking olf his irons.

After this, Malhar Rao, for upwards of six months, lived upon

four pice-worth of milk and a little sugar, and Kanda Rao upon two

seers of wheat or badjeri flour, a little ghee, and two pice of vege-

tables
;
and all the time they were thus confined, they were not

allowed to change their clothes, (indeed they were allowed none to

enable them to change,) wash their bodies, nor to shave themselves,

or cut their nails.

In this situation they were brought to Baroda, and sent to a

garden called Mastd Bagh, where they had nothing to eat, or sleep

on, so that the two days they remained there they were obliged

to sleep on the ground, and Malhar Rao being in irons, could

scarcely move from the place where he was put by the Palankin

Kdlies, who brought them from Ahmedabad.
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While in Mastu Bagh, Anand Rao Gaikwar paid Malhar Rao a

visit there
;
he entered the garden upon a tatu, with four or five

khidmatgars, and came to the place where Malhar Rao was; he

then embraced him
;
what passed between them nobody knows.

Kanda Rao was at some distance, and as Anand Rao never asked

after him, he kept himself where he was. Soon after he came, Hus-

son Borah made his appearance, and while they were engaged in

conversation. Major Urquhart came, and with great difficulty car-

ried Anand Rao to Major Walker.

A few minutes after he was gone, Mr. de Souza came and sat

for about an hour, spoke both to Malhar Rao and Kanda Rao, and

offered them his services at Broach, or on the road to that place.

The next day they left Baroda and went to Meyam Gam, and

thence to Kabertan, a village of the Broach Parganah, where the

officer, commanding the English guard which accompanied them,

ordered the irons to be taken off.

On their arrival at Broach, they were carried to the Darbar-

house in the fort, where they were treated with great attention, and

provided with every thing they could wish for.

They left Broach late in the season, and were obliged to put

back and proceed over-land, and since their arrival at Bombay, they

have been well attended to, and have every reason to be satisfied

with the treatment they have met with from the English govern-

ment.

The succinctness of the conclusion of this narrative, is too charac-

teristic of the self-denying demeanour which so strongly marked the

whole character of the late Mr. Duncan, to admit of a doubt that it

was dictated by him. It is gratifying to be able to add, on the

authority of a friend who was at the time here alluded to on the

spot, that Malhar Rao received every kindness from the Bombay
government, that he was permitted to be at large on his parole, and
that he visited the principal gentlemen at the Presidency, to whom
he took every opportunity of expressing his sense of the liberal

treatment he received from the government, and in particular of the

kind and humane attention of the Governor, Mr. Duncan.
An anecdote with which the Editor has been favoured by the friend

above alluded to, will more fully illustrate not only the interest that

was taken by Mr. Duncan in everything that concerned Malhar Rao,
but also the peculiar character of Malhar Rao himself.

2 E 2
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A piece of ground on Malabar-hill, on which there was a house

and garden, and a Hindu pagoda, had heen sequestrated and sold by

the sheriff, the purchaser being an opulent and highly respectable

Pars! merchant.

The Hindus resident at Bombay, notwithstanding the transfer

of the property, claimed a right to the pagoda, as a place of religious

worship, which had been long frequented by their easte. The elaim,

as a matter of right, was objected to, and it became a subject of

tedious and expensive litigation in the Court at Bombay, of which

Sir James Mackintosh was then Recorder.

Malhar Rao put himself at the head of the Hindd claimants, and

the suit was earried on in his name, at the expense of the Bombay
Government, who instructed their law officers to prosecute it.

Malhar Rao had a strong personal feeling in the matter, and was

constant in his attendance in Court, whenever the cause was likely

to be discussed. The aetion, however, was defended with much
spirit, and Malhar Rao, not accustomed to the formality of legal pro-

ceedings, became impatient at the “ law’s delay,” which was to him

quite unaceountable, nor could he ascertain with any certainty, when

a deeision was likely to be obtained.

He consequently thought it might be better terminated by the

parties litigant, without troubling the Court further, and he formally

proposed to his Parsi antagonist in the suit, that they two should

decide the matter by personal combat. “ I have a sword,” said

Malhar Rao, “you can get another, let us meet and fight for it,

and whichever proves victorious, will of course be allowed to keep

the pagoda.” We need not say, that this mode of “joining issue,”

however consonant to Malhar Rao’s principles and previous practice,

was declined by the Parsi, who would indeed have stood but a poor

chance in a personal encounter with such an antagonist.

Malhar Rao was in person of small size and stature, remarkably

active, with a keen penetrating eye, and very intelligent countenance.

He never appeared without a sword in his hand.

—

Ed.
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Note on the Communication of J. R. Steuart, Esq., (page 273,)

by Professor Wilson, Director of the R. A. S.

Some of the coins of which Mr. Steuart possesses so extensive a col-

lection, and of which he has favoured the Society with such full and
valuable illustrations, have from time to time found their way to

Calcutta, and been noticed and delineated by Mr. James Prinsep

in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Knowing the

active interest which that gentleman has displayed in the investiga-

tion of the different important numismatic discoveries recently made
in India, and anticipating from his singular talent for deciphering

novel forms of Indian characters, the possibility of bis finding the

key of those which occur on Mr. Steuart’s coins, I requested Captain

Harkness to transmit to Mr. Prinsep a copy of the engravings now
published. The advantages expected from this communication have

been more than realized, as the characters have been deciphered and
the inscriptions satisfactorily read. The May number of the Bengal

Journal just received, contains an interesting account of Mr.
Prinsep’s success, and repeats the legends of Mr. Steuart’s plate

arranged in the order in which each is to be read, differing chiefly

in this respect from the plate, in transferring to the head of the

line the two or three letters which there stand at the end of it.

From Mr. Prinsep’s verification of the character, it results that

the language of the inscription is Sanskrit, written in an ancient

form of the Deva nagari alphabet, and omitting most of the vowel

signs, as is still the practice, it appears, in the language of Sindh.

The letter r and some of the compound consonants are elongated

below the line, and thus give the peculiar appearance which is cha-

racteristic of the inscriptions on these coins.

The equivalents of the different inscriptions will be found in Mr.
Prinsep’s paper, but as a specimen of his interpretation we may take

the first line in our second plate, removing the last two letters to its

commencement. It then maybe read “ Rdjnah Kritrimasya Sdhasya,

Swami Janadama Putrasya (coin) of the elected King Rudra Sah,

son of Swhmi Janadama.”

The other inscriptions all commence with the same words,

—

“ Rdjnah Kritrimasya, the king made or elected,” varied in two or

three instances to “ Rdjnah Mahd Kritrimasya, the great elected

king;” the names amount to eleven, thus specified by Mr. Prinsep.
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1. Rudra Sah, son of a private individual, Sw^imi Janadaina.

2. Agadama, his son.

Here the connexion is broken.

3. Swami Rudra Dama.
4. Swami Rudra Sah, his son.

The connexion again broken.

5. Dama Sah, of whom no coins exist.

6. Vijaya Sah, his son.

7. Vira Dama, another son of Dama Sah.

8. Rudra Sah, son of Vira.

9. Viswa Sah, son of Rudra.

10. Atri Dama, another son of Rudra.

11. Viswa Sah, son of Atri Dama.

The only object of this note being to complete the results afforded

by Mr. Steuart's plates as the ground-work of Mr. Prinsep’s inter-

pretation, it is unnecessary to enter into any examination of the

latter gentleman’s attempts to assign a date and position to the Sahs

of Cutch, especially as they are less suecessful than his determination

of the purport of the inscriptions. The title Sah is, as he shows, by

no means uncommon in India, as in the case of the ruling family in

Nepal. The style of the coins and the apparent imperfect represen-

tation of Greek characters on one faee, justify the inference that

these princes reigned in Cutch in the early part of our aera.

[^An interesting paper has been received, on the Manners and Institu-

tions of the Independent Nestorian Christians dwelling in Kurdistan,

written by Mr. Rassam, one of their body, whose extensive acquaintance

with the various tribes in that part of the world has necessarily opened

to him peculiar sources of information.

This paper was received too late in the session to appear in the present

number of the Journal.

—

Edit.]
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

COMMITTEE of AGRICULTURE and COMMERCE.

April 8, 1837.

A Committee was held this day at one o’clock.

Present :—The Right Hon. C. W. Williams Wynn, M. P. ;
Sir Charles

Forbes, Bart.; Sir George Thomas Staunton, Bart. ; Colonel Briggs
;
John

Fraser, Esq.
;

Dr. Horsfield
;

Louis H. Petit, Esq.
;

Colonel Sykes

;

Captain Harkness.

On the proposition that the Right Hon. Mr. Wynn, the President of the

Society, do take the Chair, Mr. Wynn suggested that Sir Charles Forbes,

who had taken so lively an interest in the success of the Committee of

Agriculture and Commerce, should be elected its Chairman
;
but that' till

that gentleman arrived, he would be happy to supply his place. This sug-

gestion was unanimously agreed to, and

It was Resolved,—That Sir Charles Forbes be requested to accede to

the nomination.

On the arrival of Sir Charles Forbes, the resolution of the Committee

was communicated to him
;

to which having kindly acceded, he was duly

elected Chairman of the Committee of Agriculture and Commerce, and he

took the Chair accordingly.

The Secretary read the following Minutes of the Council of the Society

:

“July 16, 1836.

“ Resolved,—That the Committee of Agriculture and Commerce do con-

sist of the President, Vice-Presidents, and Members of the Council, and of

the following gentlemen:—the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone
; Major-Gen.

Sir Henry Worsley, K. C. B. ;
Sir Whitelaw Ainslie, M. D. ; Colonel John

Briggs; John Crawfurd, Esq.; James Cropper, Esq.; John Fraser, Esq.

;

Dr. Horsfield ; M. Scott Moore, Esq., M. D.
;
John Forbes Royle, Esq.”

a
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“ February 22, 1837.

“RULES FOR THE COMMITTEE OF AGRICULTURE
AND COMMERCE.

“ 1st. That all Members of the Council be, ex-officio. Members of the

Committee.
“ 2nd. That Members of the Committee not Members of the Council,

shall go out at the Anniversary, and that others from the general body of

the Members of the Society shall be elected in their room
;
or the same

Members may be re-elected. The election to be by ballot.

“ 3rd. That the Committee do from time to time report their proceedings

to the Council.

“4th. That any person not a Member of the Society, desirous of further-

ing the objects of the Committee, may be at liberty to subscribe for the same.

“ 5th. That all subscriptions for such objects be kept separate from the

general fund of the Society, and applied to the objects of the Committee

only.

“ 6th. That all subscribers of one pound and upwards be entitled to

copies of all printed proceedings of the Committee."

Resolved,—That the Committee are anxious to relieve the Secretary of

the Society at the earliest practicable period at which their funds will

permit, from this additional call on his time and exertions; but in the mean

while, they hope that Captain Harkness will have the goodness to conduct

the business of the Committee.

Resolved,—That the Secretary be authorized to obtain occasional assist-

ance, at an amount of expense not exceeding sixty pounds per annum.

A mass of Papers were submitted to the Committee, containing the

Replies of the several Collectors under the Presidency of Madras, to Queries

suggested by Mr. M'Culloch, on statistics, manufactures, commerce, &c.,

and transmitted to India by the Committee of Correspondence of the

Society.

Resolved,—That these papers be conveniently arranged for reference ; and
that a list of the Queries, with marginal notes indicating the corresponding

number of the Reply, the places from which, and the persons by whom
answers have been returned, be prepared.

Resolved,—That Mr. M'Culloch be informed of the receipt of the

replies to his queries from Madras
;
and that he have access to the same.

Read the following communications ;

—

1st. From Mr. Harman Visger, of Bristol, on Lichens, with specimens,

S;c., Sic.
;
and expressing his conviction that the extensive regions of the

East must produce, in abundance, some of the known, and many of the

unknown, though probably not less valuable. Lichens available for dyeing ;

that a large and certain supply of good sorts would greatly stimulate the

consumption, which has been much checked by the short supply and high

price of the best-known Lichens used for dyeing; that, at present, he esti-
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mates the annual import at from 60,000/. to 80,000/. ;
that he would be

happy carefully to test any specimens that may be sent to him, and to

report on them
;
and that he had sent to the Committee such specimens of

Lichens as he had then been able to procure, with a list and paper of instruc-

tions, not confined merely to them, but comprising others which he would
send so soon as he could procure them. (See page 4).

‘2nd. From Mr. Southey, of Coleman Street, on East Indian V/ool, with

specimens, &c., &c. (See page 5).

3rd. Extract of a Letter from Messrs. Forbes and Co., of Bombay
; on

Indian Iron.

Resolved,—That the thanks of the Committee be returned to these

gentlemen for their kind attention
;
and that the list of Lichens and paper

of instructions drawn up by Mr. Visger, and the letter from Mr. Southey,

be printed in this day’s proceedings. (See page 4).

Resolved,—That the specimens of Lichens furnished by Mr. Visger, of

the ammoniacal liquor for extracting the colour, and of the colour required,

be sent to the different Presidencies of India, and to Ceylon and China,

through the medium of the home and local Governments, and to the several

Horticultural and Agricultural Societies already established in India; and
that fifty copies of the Committee’s Proceedings of this day accompany each

assortment of the specimens.

Resolved,—That the subject of Mr. Southey’s communication on East

Indian Wool, and of the extract of a letter from Messrs. Forbes and Co., of

Bombay, on East Indian Iron, be allowed to lie over until the result of the

examination of the expected investments of those articles be known.

Read a letter from the Horticultural Society of London, dated the 31st

ultimo, enclosing a paper of proceedings of the Meerut Horticultural

Society, and the report of the Members of the Committee to.whom these

communications had been referred.

Resolved,—That extracts from the paper of proceedings of the Meerut
Horticultural Society be published in the Committee’s proceedings of this

day (see page 7) ;
and that in all similar cases, papers be referred to parti-

cular Members for their report thereon.

Professor Royle suggested that specimens of the species of Lichen used

in India for the purpose of dyeing (one of which is extensively employed in

the Northern provinces, and is there called Chulcheleera,) be obtained, and

sent to Mr. Visger for the purpose of being submitted to experiment.
,

Resolved,—That the Committee take measures to obtain specimens of

those Lichens
;
and that they be sent to Mr. Visger for experiment.

An offer was made by Professor Royle, to furnish a list of alt the plants

of India which yield oil.

An similar offer was made by Colonel Sykes, with reference to the

plants of the Dekkan which are suitable to the purposes of domestic

economy.

Professor Royle also promised to prepare a paper on the subject of

Caoutchouc, and to submit it to the Committee, at as early a period as his

present numerous avoovsti'! ns would permit.

«2
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Resolved,—That the Committee will be happy to avail themselves of the

kind offers of Professor Royle and Colonel Sykes.

Resolved,—That J. G. Malcolmson, Esq., be nominated a Member of the

Committee.

Resolved,—That letters be addressed to the Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Societies of India and of England, expressive of the wish of this Com-
mittee, to enter into communications with them on all subjects of mutual

interest to the respective institutions.

List which accompanied Mr. Visger's Specimens of

Lichens, &c.

No. of

Specimen.

“ Lichens of Ccmmerce.

Commercial Name. Botanical Name.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8.

9.

10.

11 .

12.

13.

Canary Orcliilla Weed
Cape de Verde ditto

Western Island ditto ...

Madeira ditto

African ditto

South American ditto ...

Sardinian ditto

Cape of Good Hope ditto

English ditto

Canary Rock Moss
Sardinian ditto

Pustulatus ditto, of 1

Sweden, Norway, >

and England )

Tartarous Moss

Lichen Roeella

Unknown
(supposed) Pustulatus

Lichen Pustulatus, or

GyTophera

Lichen Tartarus

Value per Ton.

250/. to 350/.

200 to 300

150 to 230

100 to 150

80 to 120

80 to 120

30 to 45

20

io commercial value

80 to 90

70 to 90

20 to 40

20 to 40

“ Lichens liable to be mistaken for those of Commerce, but possessing

no value.

No. of May be mis-

Specimen. taken for

21. Nos. 1 to 9.

22. No. 12.

23. No. 10.

Points of Difference.

The bad is flat, and has a bitterish taste ; the good is

cylindrical, and not hitter.

The difference is apparent, but the Villous is generally

more or less mixed with the Pustulatus whenever

collected.

The great similarity between the good and bad Canary

Mosses, renders the collection of the good a matter of

some difficulty.

“ The Good has a nearly white powder on its surface, towards the centre;

the under surface is of a gray colour, and is not hairy
;

if wetted it does not

turn of an orange colour ; its edges are flat and thin.
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“ The Bad has no mealy white powder on its surface; its under side is

hairy, and blacker than the good
;

its edges are usually more or less knobbed,

and on being wetted it generally becomes of an orange colour.

“ No. 24, contains a mixed sample of good and bad, which has been wetted

with water.

“ The useless Mosses greatly outnumber the useful, and vary from each

other, in some instances, by such slight shades of differenc, that the above

specimens of them can serve little more than to call minute attention to the

subject. A test for the discovery of colour is therefore necessary.

“ Test .—Take liquor ammonim, very much diluted with water, but strong

enough to retain a powerfully-pungent smell—half-fill a phial bottle with

the same, then add of the Lichen (being broken up to a convenient size), so

much as will lightly fill up the liquor, so that the whole may be readily

stirred about. Care must be taken to leave at least one-third of the bottle

for air. The bottle must be kept corked, but be frequently opened, and the

contents stirred with a small stick. The colour will begin to exhibit itself

in a few hours, and the more rapidly in proportion to the warmth of the

place in which it is kept; but the heat should not exceed 130° Farenh. A
piece of white silk placed near the surface of the fluid will show the colour

before it would otherwise be perceptible. This test will only serve to show

where colour exists, but will not develop it to its fullest extent.

“ Localities.—The good sorts are generally found in rocky or stony dis-

tricts, or where dry stone walls abound ; in the neighbourhood of the sea,

—

or if distant from the sea, in places exposed to sea breezes. The more

valuable are met with in volcanic islands. My own experience has been

principally in the Canaries, where I find the more arid the situation, the

better the quality of the Lichens. When the land is high and humid, the

useless sorts alone are met with. In dry places near the sea, there are only

the good sorts
;
and there is generally a belt between the two, in which both

good and bad are found on the same stones, and not unfrequently overrunning

each other.

“ There is with the samples a small bottle of ammoniacal liquor, of the

strength suited for test
;
and also a small bottle of the colour to be produced.^”'

Mr. Southey's Communication.

“ London, 2Ath Nov. 1836.

“ We have much pleasure in offering you the following observations on

the Wool imported into this country from Bombay, by which you will per-

ceive there is in India a race of sheep which produces Wool that can be

applied to useful purposes in some of our manufacturing districts
;

at the

same time it will be seen that, with due attention to the assortment of the

Wool, and to the improvement of the breed of sheep, a more valuable

description of Wool may be produced.

“ Most of the Wool which has hitherto been imported into this country
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from India, has been found of a short staple, with a vast quantity of hairs

interspersed through the Wool (what is technically called kemp hairs)

;

they will not receive dye, which renders such Wool unfit for general use,

and consequently confines its application to the more ordinary branches of

manufacture, such as blankets, and other low quality of goods.

“ It evidently appears there are various descriptions of Wool produced

in India, as we have seen some of a superior quality, which we are given to

understand was produced in the province of Guzerat, some of which we
estimate to be worth \bd. to 18rf. per lb.

“ The whole of the Wool hitherto imported from thence, came from the

island of Bombay, we are therefore unable to form an opinion where the

Wool is grown ; but should the information we have obtained prove correct

(that it is produced in Guzerat, and that that portion of the province is under

British sway), it may be deserving consideration, whether an improvement

in the quality of the Wool would not prove an advantage to this country.

“ Under this assumption, we shall proceed to make the following obser-

vations :

—

“ During last year, there was imported into London 773 bags of Indian

Wool, and into Liverpool 624.

“ 1397 bags—these were sold at public auction, at A\d. to \A\d. per lb.

They were chiefly white, and well washed : there is occasionally found a few

black locks interspersed through the bags, which ought to be carefully

excluded, as the Indian sheep's Wool is generally applied to the manufac-

ture of white goods, consequently any admixture of coloured Wool tends to

deteriorate its value.

“We have discovered amongst the finer qualities of Indian Wool, a

considerable portion of yellow and discoloured locks, which operates very

materially against its sale. In order to remove such an objection, it is

requisite the discoloured wool should be selected from the white, and each

kind packed in separate bags, by which means an increased competition for

the 'article would be produced
;

at the same time its value would be

thereby enhanced. To which we may further add, the Wool would be

bought with greater avidity, as it could then be immediately applied to

the various purposes of manufacture without further trouble or expense.

“ To those who may feel the laudable desire of producing an improve-

ment in the breed of sheep, and quality of their Wool, we would recommend
the introduction of some of our best-woolled English rams amongst the

Indian ewe flocks, as by so doing, the quality of the Wool would be mate-

rially improved, inasmuch as it would thereby become both a better and

more useful class of Wool
; at the same time the quantity would also be

considerably augmented.

“ We remain. Gentlemen, &c."
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Extract from the Proceedings of the Horticultural Society
AT Meerut.

“The Secretary reported that considerable progress had been made in

the garden since the last Meeting, that many of the seeds sown had vege-

tated, the stock of nursery trees and plants been considerably increased,

and a large portion of ground appropriated to the cultivation of strawberries,

of which a great quantity of a very good description had been presented by

Mr. Hamilton. Also, that at the conclusion of the rains he had purchased,

at very moderate rates, from a native nurseryman travelling up the country

with a large stock for sale, about 300 plants, of twenty-seven kinds, mostly

of well-grafted fruit-trees; amongst which were four kinds of oranges, two

of pomegranates, chukotras, two of peaches, jakes, &c., and that, with two

or three exceptions, the whole continued to the present moment in excellent

order. The singularity of the fact of an individual earning a livelihood by

means much at variance with the usual habits of the cultivators of the

land, induced the Secretary to make several enquiries of this man, which

led him to state that he had an extensive nursery at Cawnpoor, devoted

almost exclusively to the raising of fruit and ornamental trees and shrubs,

which annually, at the conclusion of the rains, were taken by himself and

his connexions in small parties of two and three to various parts of the

country ;
that they found a ready sale for them amongst the richer natives

who had extensive gardens, and sometimes amongst European gentlemen.

That he had in former trips been as far as Nagpoor southward, and Nee-

much westward, and would now, unless he sooner disposed of his stock, go

as far as Loodheeanah. The plants were very neatly and compactly

arranged, with just sufficient earth tied on the roots to prevent them from

drying, and appeared, although upwards of three w'eeks out of the ground,

in perfect condition.

“ Resolved,—That, with reference to the increase of labour in the

garden, and the necessity of a proper distribution of the several duties of the

gardeners, such as grafting, collecting of seeds, &c., three additional mallies

be entertained, on the usual wages of 4 Rs. per mensem.
“ The Secretary reported that the plants despatched by Dr. N. Wallich,

of the Company's Eotanical Garden at Calcutta, had arrived. Amongst
them are five kinds of Mangoe, the Mangosteen, Chocolate, Alligator Pear,

the Sapota, the Jamrool, Japan Sweet Olive, also the Logivood and Caju-

puti Oil Tree.

“ The Secretary reported that he had received the following communi-

cations since the last Meeting of the Society.

“ From Captain C. M. Wade, Political Agent at Loodianah, to Captain

Anderson, H. A., consigning a small parcel of Prangoss seed to his care.

The seed is described, and the extreme importance attached to its introduc-

tion into England as a cure for the rot in sheep, by previous acclimation in

India, dwelt on by Mr. Moorcroft, in the first Vol. Trans, of the Horticultural

Society of India. Captain Wade says the seed now sent were very recently
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obtained from Little Thibet, where they were first discovered by Mr.

Moorcroft, and that he is anxious it should have a trial in the Society's

garden. Several parcels have been sent to Calcutta, but do not appear to

have vegetated. Should the present sample share the same fate. Captain

Wade will endeavour to have some of the plants brought to him in their

native earth. (The Secretary stated that the seed had been sown, but had

not as yet shown itself above ground.)

“ From J. Bell, Esq., announcing the dispatch from Calcutta persteamer

of a large quantity of three kinds of fresh American Cotton-seeds, (Up-

land Georgia, New Orleans, Sea Island,) and also Egyptian, had been

dispatched to Captain Watt, at Allahabad, to be at the disposal of any

Society in the Upper Provinces of India.

“ From Captain W. H. Sleeman, to R. M. C. Hamilton, Esq., Informing

him that he had requested his friends at Jubbulpoor to send up a boat-load

of the Otaheite sugar-cane, which would come free of expense to the Society

as far as Ghurmuckteser. Also, that if the Society would send down

camels, the expense should be paid at Jubbulpoor, and the Society be

thus enabled to get some whole canes, to compare with those that might be

got from Moradabad.
“ From Lieut. H. Kirke, Sirmoor Battalion, to the Rev. J. C. Proby,

mentioning that he had been since last August instructing a gardener in

the art of grafting, laying out grounds, and collecting seeds; that the

man had made a great number of grafts of all the best trees in Lieut.

Kirke's garden, and when completely ready, should be sent down to Meerut

;

which would be about the 1st December next. The grafts are of three

sorts of plum, two of peach, and one of the English green-gage.

“The Secretary exhibited to the Meeting two plants of the Egyptian

cotton, reared from the seed forwarded from Calcutta about five months

since. The plants were in full flower, about two and two and a half feet

high, in apparent good condition, and stated to have been cultivated in a

dry sandy soil in the Secretary's own garden, which, more from necessity

than otherwise, had not been watered since the rains, and but slightly

manured with the ashes of some rubbish burnt on the spot. The plants,

both of Peruvian and Egyptian cotton, which had been cultivated in the

Society's garden in a strong clayey soil, and abundantly watered, appeared

on the contrary to be quite stunted, and little likely to yield any produce.
“ The Secretary also mentioned, that the attendant circumstances in the

cultivation of a small quantity of Nankeen cotton had been reversed, as the

dry soil and much water were found to promote its growth, whereas that in

the sandy soil without water, was in a very lingering condition.

“ Considerable attention has lately been paid towards the improvement
of certain products adapted for exportation. It may be thought worthy of
consideration to ascertain whether produce for home consumption, particu-

larly the more valuable sorts, may not be equally capable of improvement,
with great benefit.

“ The mass of the population of India being almost wholly employed in

ngriculttiral pursuits, has long been considered prejudicial to the improve-
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ments of the country, the first step to which must naturally be looked for to

a new system, and cannot be better commenced, than by acquiring superior

products as the first stimulant to further industry.

“The agricultural products of India, as far as regards corn, have pro-

bably never undergone any changes. Although in Europe great advantages

from time to time have been derived by the introduction of superior foreign

grain, the attention of agriculturists seems still to be drawn to the subject,

and new and important acquisitions to the English farmer have lately been

made in the Victoria wheat.

“ The light corn of India, as at present grown, may be best suited for

dry light upland soils without irrigation, but the rich and irrigated soils

certainly deserve a better and heavier description of grain than that now
used.

“ In order to show the necessity of improvement, the following is a short

description, with sketches, of barley and wheat grown in India, compared
with common wheat grown in England, and wheat in Syria, the latter in a

climate somewhat similar to this, premising that the crop selected of

India produce, was of the best description procurable in the district of

Saharunpoor.

“No. 1. Barley, length of straw three feet two inches
;

fifty-four grains

in the ear, weighing thirty grains.

“ No. 2. Common red wheat, length of straw three feet nine inches,

thirty-eight grains in the ear, weighing twenty-one grains. This is the

wheat sown generally in the Dooab, in all soils.

“No. 3. The Daoode, or beardless wheat, length of straw three feet

eight inches, twenty-eight grains in the ear, w’eighing twenty-two grains.

The district of Rewarree, in Dilhee, is famous for this wheat
;
the flour from

it is used for the finest sort of bread and sweetmeats.

“ No. 4. Bearded large white wheat, forty-three grains in each ear,

weighing thirty-one grains. This wheat is very uncommon : it is some-

times grown in the Futtyghur district
;
a few heads of it were found at

Saharunpoor.

“ No. 5. Heshbon wheat, as sketched and described by Messrs. Irby

and Mangles, in their travels in Nubia and Syria, &c. Length of straw

five feet one inch, eighty-four grains in the ear, weighing 103 grains.

“Common English wheat, length of straw four feet two inches, forty-one

grains in the ear, weighing forty-two grains.

“Instructions respecting the planting of the Otaheite Sugar-cane,

by Captain W. H. Sleeman.

“ Four cuttings of three or four joints each must be planted in each hole ;

the holes are two feet asunder at the ends, and in rows which are four

feet asunder. The cuttings are put in diagonally, so that one end may be

at the surface, while the other is six or eight inches under the earth in the

centre of the holes. The cuttings must lie so that the shoots may be at the

sides, and not above and below.
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“ After the planting the holes are filled in, and the ground levelled

;

but when the watering commences, channels must be made for the water

between the rows; and in the course of weeding, the earth is thrown up

from between the rows upon the canes, which prevents the water from lying

over them in the rains.

“ The best soil is what the natives call Doomateen
;
the ground must

not be at any time flooded, or under water in the rains
;
the ground must

be well manured, just as it is for potatoes. A second crop may be taken the

second year. After the cutting, the stumps are burnt to the earth by setting

fire to the dry leaves about them
;
the ground must be loosened around

them in February, fresh manure supplied, and the watering goes on as in

the first year."



ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

COMMITTEE op AGRICULTURE and COMMERCE.

May 26 , 1837 .

A Committee was held this day at one o’Clock.

Present :—Sir Charles Forbes, Bart. ; the Right Hon. Sir Alexander

Johnston ; the Right Hon. Holt Mackenzie ; the Honorable Mount-

stnart Elphinstone ;
Sir Henry Willock ; Colonel Briggs

; Lieut.

Colonel Sykes; W. Jerdan, Esq., Dr. Horsefield; J. G. Malcolmson,

Esq. ; W. Newnham, Esq. ; W. Oliver, Esq. ; Captain Plarkness.

Sir Charles Forbes, Bart., in the Chair.

The minutes of the last Committee were read and confirmed.

Sir Alexander Johnston informed the Committee that since their

last Meeting he had received a letter, over land, from his son in China,

in which it was stated that Lichens had been found in the Peninsula of

Macao, and about the mouth of the Canton river : these Lichens are

said to be inferior to those generally used in Europe, for dyeing ; but

Mr. Johnston had understood from well-informed Mandarins that in

the province of Fokien, and in the environs of the city of Nankin,

some exceRent species are procurable, which there would not be any

objection to send to Europe ; that they were in fact encouraging the

growth of them.

Read a letter from J. A. Stewart Mackenzie, Esq., M. P.. dated

the 22nd instant, stating that he will be happy to promote the objects

of the Committee, and to have his name added to the list of Members
;

Mr. Mackenzie further states, that he will take an opportunity before

b
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his departure for Ceylon, of consulting the Members of the Commit-

tee on the best means of carrying their intentions into effect, as regards

that country.

Resolved,—That an application be made to the Colonial Office,

requesting that the Committee may be favoured with the loan of all the

papers connected with the plan proposed by Sir Alexander Johnston,

in 1810, for the cultivation of the waste lands of Ceylon, and which

papers were deposited two or three years ago in the Library of the

Colonial Office.

Read a letter from Professor Royle, stating that he had not been

able to prepare the paper on Oil Seeds, which he had hoped to get ready

for reading at this Meeting of the Committee ; and that the paper on

Caoutchouc alluded to in the Committee’s proceedings of the 8th ultimo

would shortly be published.

Resolved,—That reference be made to the Horticultural and

Agricultural Society of Western India, Bombay, for information res-

pecting a grey- coloured moss, named Shennah, which is collected by

the Bedouins on the Granite Mountains of the island of Socotra ; this

moss is used by the women to dye their faces yellow
; and is mentioned

in a report of Lieut. Wellsted, in the journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, for the year 1835, page 144, where it is stated that the granite

spires of the island are covered with it.

Resolved,—That copies of the Committee’s Proceedings be sent to

the editors of the chief provincial newspapers in the united kingdom.

Resolved,—That the Committee endeavour to procure specimens

of the soils in which the various kinds of American cotton most ap-

proved in the English markets, are grown, with a view to the institu-

tion of a comparison of them with the soils of the cotton districts in

India.

Resolved,—That a letter be written to his Majesty’s Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs, forwarding the above Resolution, and request-

ing that he will have the goodness to obtain for the Committee from

those parts of the United States where cotton is produced, the infor-

mation and assistance required.

An extract from a pamphlet on the cultivation of cotton, by Dr. Lush,

printed at Bombay in 1837, was read, relating to the difficulties expe-

rienced in the transport of goods from the want of roads.

Resolved,—That the above extract be published in this day’s

Proceedings, (uirfe p. 18)
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Mr. Ashburner, who had kindly favoured the Committee with his

attendance, read a paper drawn up hy him, on the internal trade of

Bombay in cotton, salt, &c., and on the state of the roads and modes

of conveyance in general throughout that Presidency.

Resolved,— That this Paper be printed in the Proceedings of this

day, (vide under) and that the thanks of the Committee to Mr. Ash-

burner for his communication, be recorded.

Resolved,—That a copy of Mr. Ashburner’s Paper be sent to the

Court of Directors, with a request that an abstract statement of the

roads constructed at the several Presidencies of India within the last

twenty years, be furnished to the Committee.

Memorandum respecting the Internal Trade and Communi-

cation OF THE Presidency of Bombay, by Geo. Ashburner, Esq.

Within the last few years the internal trade of western India has

exhibited unusual signs of activity. An intercourse has long been

established between the provinces on the Nerhudda and the Taptee,

and the port of Bombay ; but until 1 830 it was confined almost en-

tirely to the conveyance of salt for the consumption of central India.

This article was carried on bullocks from the sea-coast to the town

of Oumrawutty in Berar, a distance of near six hundred miles.

As the bullocks were sent down from Oumrawutty unladen, it oc-

curred to an enterprising native in the year above mentioned, to load

some of them with the cotton of the country, which had been pre-

viously carried to Calcutta, via Mirzapore and the Ganges, and the

experiment succeeded so well that no less that 10,000 loads of the arti-

cle were brought to Bombay the following year.

The price it then sold for (64 rupees a candy) seemed sufficiently

remunerating ; for the quantity brought to market was steadily and

rapidly increasing. The great rise, however, in the price of cotton all

over the world, which took place in 1834, and 1835, and the high prices

which continued last year, gave an additional stimulus to the cotton

dealers and cultivators of Berar ; and the result was, the importation

into Bombay last year of no less than 90,000 bullock loads of 2401bs.

each, of the article from the above district.

The great fall which has since taken place in the value of cotton

will no doubt check this important branch of commerce. If properly
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managed and encouraged, however, there is every reason to suppose

that it will nevertheless go on increasing at a steady pace. The fact

is, there is no portion of the world at present which seems capable of

producing cotton at so cheap a rate as central India.

The soil throughout the greater portion of the country is uncom-

monly rich, and its value is but trifling.

The exact amount of the assessment I have not been able to

ascertain, but from all that I could learn it was not more for cotton

lands than 4 annas (about 6d.) per bigha. In the next place labour in

central India is cheaper than in almost any other portion of the world

;

the wages of an able bodied man being only 3 rupees per mensem.

It has been estimated therefore that Berar cotton may be cultivated

profitably for 30 rupees per candy, or for rather less than a penny a

pound ! Hence the only obstacle which exists to its production to a

much greater, I may indeed almost say to an unlimited extent, is the

difficulty of transportation from the place of cultivation to a market.

To give an idea of the extent to which this operates, it is necessary

in the first place to state, that the price of transportation at present

amounts to from 7 to 9 rupees per bullock load between Oumrawutty

and Bombay, or allowing 3 bullock loads to a candy, to an average of

24 rupees per candy, a sum equal to 80 per cent, upon the first cost of

the article. But this is not all. The time occupied on the route

between Berar and Bombay is very great. A laden bullock travels

only at the rate of 9 miles a day, and often from lameness, fatigue,

and other causes, is obliged to remain stationary for days together.

About 70 days, therefore, are required to effect the transit between the

place of cultivation and the coast, and as the cotton of Berar ripens in

February and March, it requires the utmost exertion to bring any por-

tion of it to market preAuous to the setting in of the south-west

monsoon ; while it almost invariably happens that large quantities are

caught on the road by the rain, and if not destroyed, are greatly da-

maged, by becoming wet, mouldy and black. Besides, in such cases,

numbers of the cattle used for transportation are killed from overwork

;

as in addition to the anxiety felt to push them on to the utmost to

avoid the effects of rain, the cotton with which they are laden, from

absorbing quantities of moisture, becomes double its original weight,

and actually crushes the animals it is upon to the ground. It frequently

happens therefore, owing to this and the other causes I have mentioned.
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that hundreds of their carcasses are to be met with just previous to

the monsoon strewed along the paths they have traversed.

All this however, may easily be improved. The natural and obvious

remedy is a good road for wheel carriages ; at present nothing of the

kind exists over the greater portion of the route between the places

above mentioned.

The effects which improving the means of communication in this

way would have upon the trade of central India are almost incalculable.

The rude carts of the country upon ordinary and very imperfect roads,

lessen the cost of transportation as compared with bullocks in the

proportion of two to seven,* and admit at the same time of double the

speed attainable by the latter.

Were, therefore, the trade of Berar to remain stationary instead of

improving, as it might very reasonably be expected to do, by the con-

struction of a good road to the sea-coast, the first effect of such a

measure would be to lessen the cost of transportation five-sevenths

upon the amount of the produce sent to and from that and the

neighbouring provinces, which was last season estimated in round

numbers at

Bullock Loads.

Cotton 90,000

Salt 200,000

Total 290,000

But, instead of estimating the probable saving upon this immense

traflSc at five-sevenths, suppose, to be within bounds, that it is taken at

only one half. The result
.
allowing 8 rupees as the average cost of

transportation for a single bullock load would be a reduction of

expense of sixteen lakhs of rupees per annum, or in round numbers of

160,000/., and this, it is to be borne in mind, would be upon one route

alone ! At the same time such a saving would probably be the least of

the advantages resulting from the work in question. By lessening

* Colonel Briggs, the late resident at Nagpore, who has resided for many years

in the valley of Berar, estimates the difference between the 2 modes of convey-

ance as still more considerable. He found, by enquiries made on the spot, that

a common cart with two bullocks conveys seven ordinary bullock loads
;
and that

carts on a good road proceed at the rate of 18 miles a day. Whereas laden

bullocks, as 1 have stated, accomplish only one half of that distance. The pro-

portion between the two, therefore, in his opinion, is as 7 to 1, in favour of the

former.
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the expense at which the produce of central India, on the one hand,

and of the coast on the other, could he carried to a market, it would

inc]Fjease the demand for it to a proportionate extent. This again

would stimulate cultivation and production, and, as the population of

the country in question is enormous, it is difficult to assign limits to

the increase of trade that would arise from conferring upon it

merely the ordinary means of intercourse in all civilized states, of

which hitherto it has unfortunately been in a great measure deprived.

It may be as well, however, to shew the productive powers of the

country more clearly, to instance the increase which has lately taken

place in the amount of cotton exported from Bombay. From 1828

to 1835 the exports averaged 178,000 bales a year, and remained

nearly stationary. But the high prices of the latter year led to more

extensive cultivation, and, notwithstanding numerous obstacles to pro-

duction, the Presidency of Bombay last year produced and exported

no less than 290,000 bales of cotton, being an increase of 112,000

bales within the year. Some portion of this increase no doubt

is attributable to an unusually good season, but by far the largest

share arose, as the reports of the revenue collectors shew, from

extension of cultivation alone. Here, then, is a specimen of what

India is capable of doing under favourable circumstances, and there

can be no question whatever that the production of cotton would, with

good roads to the interior, go on increasing as rapidly as it increased

during the last twelvemonth ; for the stimulus to cultivation would

be as great from decreased expenses as it has lately been from

increased prices.

Thus with proper management we might reasonably expect to see

the exports of the country in this staple alone, swelling at the rate of

100,000 bales per annum, and amounting probably at no distant period

to a million of bales. And what would be the consequence in other

respects ? Besides henefitting the revenue, and improving the condi-

tion of the people of India, such a trade would give employment to a

vast amount of British shipping, (400,000 tons,) at the same time that

it created a greater demand for the manufactures of the mother country.

Upon the trade in salt, the effect of improved means of communica-

tion probably would be equally great. The first cost of this article is

but trifling, amounting in general, to less than an eighth of the sum

paid for its transportation to the market of Oumrawutty. Any thing,

therefore, which reduced the latter, would, to almost an equal extent.
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affect the price of this great necessary of life, to the consumer in central

India, who at present, from being forced to supply himself with it, by

means of a slow and laborious land carriage of 600 miles, finds it one

of the most expensive articles of food. There can he little doubt there-

fore, that a reduction of fifty per cent, in its price, which, I am confident

might he effected by good roads, would at least double the quantity con-

sumed, and that instead of the trade in it being limited to 200,000

bullock loads, it would soon exceed twice that amount.

Nor is it in cotton and salt alone that an improvement of this kind

would take place. Every description of raw and bulky produce, such

as wool, hemp, linseed, and dye stuffs, suffers in an equal degree by the

present state of things ; the effect of which in many cases, may be esti-

mated as doubling and trebling their price, between the place of culti-

vation and the sea coast, where a large market for them alone exists.

Great, therefore, as the field unquestionably is for improvement in India

in the mode of cultivating and preparing its products for market, and

beneficial as the introduction of new articles of produce, suited to the

wants of Europe, as well as to those of the native population, would

be, I cannot but think that the simplest, surest, and most important

step towards bettering the condition of the people, and increasing the

resources of the country, will he facilitating the means of internal

traffic. G. A.
London, May 25th,

1837.

Extract from Pamphlet by Dr. Lush, on the Cultivation

AND Preparation of Cotton.

Packing and transport of cotton .—The Guzerat districts enjoy facili-

ties of transport unknown to the southward, there being not only

convenient water carriage, but as the country is flat, carts are the

common transport of the country, notwithstanding the absence of

made roads. This is accompanied by the repacking system, by which

the cotton is screwed into a smaller compass and the cost of transport

lessened. But in the Southern Maratha country, and in all those

distant provinces, where, from the hilly nature of the surface, carts

cannot travel many miles without made roads, the only carriage known
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is the back of the bullock and buffalo ; a mode slow, expensive, and

injurious to the cotton. Considering the expense of the land car-

riage of loosely packed cotton, of which each bullock cairies ten

maunds only, the bullock-hire (though moderate at twelve rupees per

candy for about 100 miles,) it is really wonderful how the cotton of

some distant countries ever reaches the Bombay market at all.* It

now comes under the temptation of very high prices. But should

cotton fall to one hundred rupees the candy in Bombaj% how many

of these provinces would find their trade stopped and their cotton

cultivation checked ? It would be needless (for it has been tried

without success) to establish repacking screws in parts of the country

where carts are not the ordinary carriage of bulky merchandise.

Your cotton would be screwed and carts might be hired, but they

Avould be the carts ordinarily used for agricultural purposes, and the

bullocks also taken from the plough, to the great hindrance of farming

business, for which you must pay accordingly. Well-made roads

through distant and difficult countries must precede any other step

in the encouragement of the trade in cotton. Should a considerable

fall, even though temporary, be experienced in the price of cotton,

before these increased facilities can be afforded, we shall hear of

cotton remaining on hand in all the distant districts, land thrown

out of cultivation, and heavy remissions of revenue to the rA'ots.

It would be tedious to trace out all the inconveniences of the

present mode of transport. Let any one picture to himself, droves

of brinjaree buUocks, carrying each a few maunds of cotton, moving

through the black plains in a year of famine, in the attempt to convey

to the coast the abundant crop of cotton of the year preceding,

obliged to carry their fodder as well as their cotton bags. Contrast

this with a state of things which we all must wish to see, well construc-

ted roads, fit for substantial carts, candying from the coast or the more

favored inland districts, grain to the famished ; and returning at less

than half the present cost, laden with “ repacked ” cotton ifr far

better condition than any now received, unless from the more favored

districts to the northward. At this moment there is not a road from

any cotton mart under this presidency to any commercial port on

the coast.

* In 1831, cotton was offered in the ceded districts beyond the Toombudra, at

from 24 to 28 rupees per Surat candy, but in wiin, how was it to reach Bombay 1

Could it have been screwed and carted, it would have been an excellent specu-

lation.
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Returns of Exports of Cotton, Opium, and Wool, and of the Tonnage

inwards and outwards, with Imports and Exports of Treasure at

Bombay, received from Bomanjee Hormarjee, Esq.

COTTON.

To China. To Great Britain. Total

Bales. Bales. Bales.

1828 ,

1829 .

1830 ,

1831 .

1832 .

1833 .

1834 .

1835 .

1836 .

1837. Estimated at

OPIUM.

In 1829
it 1830 ,

ti 1831 ,

it 1832 ,

tt 1833
it 1834 .

it 1835 ,

a 1836 ,

(( 1837. Estimated at 18,000 Chests.

Wools for Great Britain.

Bales

1833 lOQ

1834 439

1835 2,290

1836 6,125
Not Estimated.

1831. 1832. 1833. 1834. 1835. 1836.

Inwards ,

.

Outwards .

60,379
63,510

66,051

63,200
71,929

62,852
69,803
87,930

73,176
74,138

102,571
104,424

Cwts.

303

1,719

6,363

14,645

Imports , . .Treasure. Rs.

Exports

1832. 1833. 1834.

54,79,600 119,90,127 1 10,30,696
26,45,086 19,50,512 16,17,978

1835.

131,91,657

16,43,414
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

COMMITTEE of AGRICULTURE and COMMERCE,

June 16, 1837.

A Committee was held this day at one o'clock.

Present;—Sir Charles Forbes, Bavt.
;
the Right Hon. Sir Alexander

Johnston ; the Right Hon. Sir Gore Ousely, Bart.
;
the Right Hon. Holt

Mackenzie; the Right Hon. Henry Ellis
;
Colonel Briggs; William Newn-

ham. Esq, ;
Professor Royle ;

Colonel Sykes; John G. Malcolmson, Esq.;

Captain Harkness.

Sir Charles Forbes, Bart., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Committee were read and confirmed.

Read a letter from the Right Hon. Lord Glenelg, Secretary of State for

the Colonial Department, complying with the wishes of the Committee as

explained in their Minutes of the 2Cth of May last ; and forwarding a volume

of papers connected with the plan proposed by Sir Alexander Johnston, for

the cultivation of the waste lands of Ceylon.

Resolved,—That the thanks of the Committee be returned to Lord
Glenelg for his kind attention.

Resolved,—That the Right Hon. Sir Alexander Johnston be requested

to conduct the communication with the Right Hon. Stewart Mackenzie, in

the name of the Committee, respecting the present condition and improve-

ment of the Agriculture of the island of Ceylon.

Read a letter from John Macvicar, Esq., acknowledging his election

into the Committee.

Read a letter from William Jordan, Esq., enclosing an Extract from

the Ceylon Gazette,

Resolved,—That the thanks of the Committee be communicated to Mr.

Jordan.
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Read a letter from Captain H. Drummond, of the Bengal Native

Cavalry, stating that he is about to depart for India, to be employed in

examining the mineral resources of the Himalaya Districts ;
and express-

ing his wish to be placed in communication with the Committee, with the

object of promoting its views, as regards the part of India to which he is

proceeding.

Resolved,—That Captain Drummond be informed the Committee will

be happy to communicate with him on all subjects connected with the

objects it has in view
;
and that copies of all the Proceedings of the Com-

mittee be transmitted to Captain Drummond.

The Committee, understanding that Dr. Spry had been some time in

attendance with the expectation of an interview
;
but that he had left the

house

:

Resolved,—That the Committee much regret not having had the plea-

sure of an interview with Dr. Spry, on his return to Bengal ; that a letter

be addressed to him to this effect
;
and that in accepting his offer to promote

the views of the Committee in the part of Bengal to which he is proceeding,

as recorded on the Minutes of a former day, the Committee feel assured

they may anticipate much valuable aid from his exertions.

A Paper, on the cultivated Oil and Cordage Plants of the Dekhan, by

Lieutenant-Colonel Sykes, was rearf to the Committee, and ordered to be

printed in this day's Proceedings, {Vide p. 22.)

Resolved,—That the thanks of the Committee to Colonel Sykes, be

recorded.

Account of the cultivated Oil and Cordage Plants of Dehhan,

- ^ by Colonel Sykes, F.R.S.*

Kurdee, Kurtuh, Koosoom ;
Carthamus persicus. Flowers not used as a dye,

sown with shaloo {Andropogoii sorghum) in the proportions of 1 to 8, returns

53 for 1 ;
ripe the end of March. The seeds produce an edible oil, which is

esteemed when fresh
;

it is in use also as a lamp-oil. Forty-eight seers of

seed produce 7^ seers of oil, or more than 15 per cent, weight against bulk.

The price of the seed in the Serroor market, in August 1825, was 20 seers

bulk for two shillings ; but this was dear. Price of the oil at the same time

3| seers, or about 7 lbs. avoirdupois, for two shillings
;
same name of

Koosomb to both species. In times of scarcity, the seeds are eaten whole

as food, also the leaves as greens. The oil-cake is highly nourishing to

milch cattle. Price, 80 seers, or about 160 lbs. avoirdupois, per two shillings.

This article is not in any Commercial Price Current.

Juwus, Atahsf, Teesee ;
Linum usitatissimum. Flax, cultivated only for

its oil, used in lamps. The return about 20 for 1. In a stone-mill, 4 seers

measure of seed produce one of oil. Price of the seed in Poona, January 1825,

• Colonel Sykes’ mode of spelling Oriental words is adhered to in this

paper.

—

Ed.
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sixteen seers for two shillings
; this was dear. Oil used medicinally. Oil-

cake given to cattle. The seed itself eaten by man, in condiments, made up
of the Kuree Neemb {Bergera Koznigii), capsicums, &c.

This article is not in a late Bombay Price Current.

Moharee, RajeekS., Raee
;

Sinapis racemosa. Two other kinds of

mustard-seed are also cultivated; Raee Pandree, or white mustard, and
Manjurya, black mustard-seed. As a field produce, these kinds are culti-

vated for their edible oil, used also medicinally for rheumatism
;
but almost

every part of the plant is used either as greens or condiment. Price of

moharee at Serroor, in August 1825, 8 seers, or 16 lbs., for two shillings;

the other kinds about 25 per cent, cheaper.

This article is not in a late Bombay Price Current.

Yerund-tambra, Wahyagrah-dallah, Brand
;

Ricinus communis. Com-
mon red castor-oil, a perennial plant of 20 feet high, but is cut down yearly.

The seeds are used to produce a lamp rather than a medicinal oil. I found

4 seers measure to produce 1 seer, or 2 lbs. weight, of oil, or 25 per cent. The
leaves are in universal use for poultices for Naroo or Guinea worm, inflam-

mation of the eyes, severe head-ach, bruises, &c. The flowers are given to

women four months gone with child, and the leaves are used as a febrifuge.

Several species of Ricinus are cultivated in Dekhan.

In a Bombay Price Current of the 28th January, 1837, castor-oil is

stated at 4 rupees the maund of 28 lbs., or 3^ lbs. for a shilling.

Teel, Teelhah, Til; Sesamum orientale, or indicum. There are two

varieties, the white seeded, and that with blackish-red seeds. Although not

a bread grain, Teel is used for many economical purposes. The seed is too

oily to be made into flour, but it is toasted and sprinkled on bajree {Panicum

spicatum) bread, indeed, upon any kind of bread. It is used in many compound

dishes
;
various sweetmeats are made with it, but it is principally esteemed

for its valuable and agreeable oil. Three seers bulk of the seed produce one

seer weight of oil, or 33^ per cent. This oil is preferred in cooking to all

others. I say nothing of the extensive use of the seed and oil in religious

ceremonies. The oil-cake is eaten by the farmers with salt and pepper.

Price in the Poona market, in January 1835, 5 seers per rupee. In October

of the same year I counted 103 capsules on one plant, averaging 68 seeds

each, giving a return of 7208 for one,^

This valuable seed is not in a late Bombay Price Current.

Karleh, Kalee-Teel. Verbesina sativa. From its being frequently called

Kaleh-Teel (black sesamun), it is confounded by Europeans, not botanists,

with the sesamum, but it is an entirely different plant. Its seed produces

an edible oil, which is the great substitute for Ghee (clarified butter), with

the poorer classes of the cultivators and the population generally
; 1 2 seers

of seed in bulk in a stone mill produce 3 seers, or 6 lbs., of oil in weight, or

25 per cent. Price at Neelsee in April 1825, 20 seers measure for two shil-

lings. The oil-cake is in high esteem for milch-cows
;
price at Poona in

January 1825, 60 seers, or 120 lbs., for two shillings. Feverish and asthmatic

persons, and those whose digestion is not strong, cannot eat the karleh oil
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with impunity. As an edible grain, karleh is only used in acid and pungent
condiments.

Unnoticed in Price Current,

Mohha, Maddooddoomah, Mohha
;

Bassia latifolia. A handsome
forest-tree. The well-known ardent spirit called mowra, is obtained from

the inflated fleshy tubes of the corolla. The dried flowers are an article of

trade
;
they have a slight resemblance to the dried seedless grape, and are

not disagreeable in flavour. The seeds of the fruit produce a thick edible

oil. The bark of the tree is used in obtaining a brown colour. Wood of

the tree durable, and compact.

,
The article is unknown in Price Currents.

Char, Peeyalah, Peeyal; Chironjia sapida, A forest tree. The seeds

of the fruit are much esteemed for their fine flavour, A medicinal oil is

extracted from them which is considered efficacious in bile and phlegm.

Price of the kernels or seeds at Poona, in January and February 1825, 4

pounds, avoirdupois, for two shillings.

Unnoticed in Price Currents.

Cordage Plants.

Ambaree; Hibiscus cannabinus. This plant produces an oil-seed
; but it

is principally cultivated for its bark for cordage. The plant sometimes

attains the height of 12 feet
;
usually 5 or 6. Bark separated by steeping.

The bark is called waak. Price at Poona, March, 1825, best kind, 10 lbs.

for two shillings, and second kind, 1 2 lbs. The oil from the seed is scarcely

deemed edible
;
in pressing it, therefore, the seed is frequently mixed with

the seeds of the verbesina and linum. Price of Ambaree seed at Ambagaon,

February 1826, 120 lbs. for two shillings. Price of the bark, or waak, 16

lbs. for two shillings. The length of the fibre is of course proportioned to

the growth of the plant. Both cordage and twine made from it are very

strong. At present, very little more is cultivated than is required by the

farmer himself, for his own use.

Unnoticed in Price Currents.

Taag, Shunum, Sun ;
Crotolaria juncea. Bengal Hemp, The stalks

are wand-like, and 5 or 6 feet long. One hundred bundles, each bundle con-

taining from 400 to 450 stalks, produce from 12 to 16 lbs. of fibre, which,

in January and February 1826, sold at the rate of 12 lbs. for two shillings.

During the rains, the farmer and his family make their own twine, which

they weave into pieces of very coarse canvass, called gohnpaat, from 30 to 40

feet long, and 10 inches wide. These are made into canvass bags, called

gohnecs, for the conveyance of grain on the backs of bullocks
;
into cover-

ings for the saddles of camels
;
into large sheets, in which the baggage is

tied up on the backs of elephants and camels
; into pack-saddles, &c. &c.

All the uniting paper in common use in Dekhan, is manufactured from old

and worn out grain-bags, and other articles made from the fibres of Taag.

In a Bombay Price Current, of January 28, 1837, Gujerat hemp is stated

at 68 rupees the candy of 784 lbs., or 5| lbs. for a shilling.
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Cocoa-nut oil being now[imported into England, in considerable quantities,

1 shall only express ray opinion, that its present retail price, of 4s. &d. per

gallon, weighing 9 lbs., raust give an enormous profit, as the cost-price, at

Bombay, on the 28th of January, 1837, was Is. 9d for 18 lbs. avoirdupois
;

and in Ceylon it is much less. In fact, the present charge upon the cost-

price, is 312 per cent. I must express my regret also, that it is not more

generally used in England ; for, instead of the detestable smell of fish-oil,

it has rather an agreeable odour
;
and it is readily consumed in open glass

vessels, with floating, or standing wicks, whatever the temperature of the

air may be.

At a future period, I shall be happy, if ifbe desirable, to give an account

of the plants producing aromatic seeds, which are generally cultivated in

Dekhan, and the seeds are very cheap. Also an account of the plants used

in dyeing, tanning, wild cordage and oil plants, &c.

I have purposely excluded from the above accounts all systematic details

respecting the cultivation, time of flowering, returns, &c., of the various

plants
;
believing that such details could not be of any interest to the mer-

chant or manufacturer in Great Britain. If it were desirable, I could furnish

the medicinal properties of the plants, according to the Hindoos.

The first name of each plant is in the Mahratta language, the second

name in Sanscrit, the third in Hindostanee, and the fourth is the botanical

name.

The standard measure of capacity in the Dekhan is called an adholee, of

2 seers. Of small grained rice it contains 4 lbs. 12 oz. 7dwts. 22j grains,

avoirdupois weight. It contains a weight of water, at a temperature of 75“

Fahr., of 5 lb. 3oz. 3dwts. 5i grains, or 144'4 cubic inches; and at a tem-

perature of 60“ Fahr., it contains 48 per cent, less than an imperial gallon,

or very nearly two quarts. Rigidly the seer of capacity is 4' 1 7 per cent,

larger than an imperial quart. Measures of capacity and weights, however,

differ a good deal in different market-towns. The standard seer of weight

is equal to 80 Arkoosee rupees, or 1 lb. 15 oz. 8 dwts. 18| grains, avoirdupois

;

but the seer commonly in use weighs only 76 rupees.
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

COMMITTEE or AGRICULTURE and COMMERCE.

August 5, 1837-

A Committee was held this day at one o'clock.

Present:—The Right Hon. Sir Alexander Johnston; Sir Charles

Forbes, Bart.; Sir Henry 'Willock; W. Jerdan, Esq.; Captain Jervis;

L. H. Petit, Esq.
;
Colonel Sykes.

The Right Hon. Sir Alexander Johnston in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Committee were read and confirmed.

The Right Hon. Sir Alexander Johnston informs the Committee that,

in obedience to their wishes, he has conferred at considerable length with

the Right Hon. Stewart Mackenzie, who is going out as Governor of the

Island of Ceylon, upon the best measures to be adopted for improving the

Agriculture and Commerce of that island ; that, in order to put Mr.
Mackenzie in possession of his views upon the question, he has given him
a paper, of which the following is a copy, containing an account of what
he himself did so far back as 1809, and what he now advises Mr. Mackenzie
to do upon the subject.

“ Sir Alexander .Tohnston, having, in 1807, while Chief Justice and
First Member of His Majesty’s Council, at the request of the then

Governor of Ceylon, Sir Thomas Maitland, made a circuit through every

part of the British territories on that island, for the purpose of obtaining

accurate local information upon every subject connected with the interests

of the island, was, in 1809, sent officially to England by Sir Thomas, in

order that he might lay before His Majesty’s ministers, his (Sir Alex-

ander’s) reasons for advising a variety of different measures, which he had
suggested to the local government as necessary to improve the condition

of the natives, and the agriculture of the country-

“ The following are the measures which he submitted to the Marquis of

Londonderry, the then Secretary of State for the Colonies, as necessary to

improve the Agriculture of the island.

“ 1 . That every possible encouragement be held out, both by the

4.
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government in England, and the government on Ceylon, to all capitalists, as

well Europeans as natives of India, of every caste and religious persuasion,

in order to induce them to embark their capital in the repair of all the

tanks, great and small, and all the water-courses which were formerly in a

state of repair, but which are now in ruins
; and thereby again bring into

cultivation all those lands which are now lying waste and unproductive,

but which were in ancient times highly cultivated, and produced rice

enough, not only to supply the inhabitants of the island itself, but also,

in years of distress, to afford considerable aid to the inhabitants of the

southern part of the Peninsula of India.

“ 2. That all the restrictions which now prevail on Ceylon against allowing

Europeans to hold lands by grant from the local government, or to acquire

them by purchase or gift from individuals, in perpetuity, be annulled, and

that Europeans as well as natives, be allowed to acquire and hold lands

without any restriction or limitation whatever
;
and that the local govei-nment

be authorized by Parliament to grant all the lands over which they have any

control, on the most advantageous terms which can be devised for the indi-

viduals, whether Europeans or natives of India, who may apply for them.
“ 3. That an order of nobility, with such distinctions and privileges

attached to it, as may be the most gratifying to the feelings of the natives

of India, be established by His Majesty, for the purpose of rewarding all

persons, Europeans as well as natives of India, who may either bring a

certain quantity of waste land into cultivation, or introduce with success

any measure which has a direct tendency to improve the Agriculture of the

country; that these honours be conferred by the Governor at a public

meeting of the natives from every part of the island, to he held annually,

for the express purpose of ascertaining the quantity of waste land which

has been brought into cultivation during the year, the particular merits of

each person who claims a reward for his exertions in favour of Agriculture

during that year, and the different measures which ought to be adopted,

either by government or by individuals, for the purpose of increasing and

improving the cultivation of the country.

“ 4. That a detailed account of the honours conferred upon each indi-

vidual, and of the reasons for conferring them, be made public, not only

throughout the island of Ceylon, but throughout every"part of the British

possessions in India.

“ 5. That models of all the machines, tools, and implements, which have

been found in different parts of the world to be of use in Agriculture,

be procured at the expense of government, and be exhibited and explained

at the above meeting, by persons employed by government, to all the natives

who may attend that meeting, from every part of the island, in order that

they may, from their local knowledge, be enabled to decide which, if any,

of the machines, tools, or implements, may be of use to Agriculture in their

respective provinces.

“ 6. That a provincial experimental farm and botanical garden be

established in each of the provinces of Ceylon; and that a central experi-

mental farm and botanical garden be established at Colombo, the former

being subordinate to, and in correspondence with, the latter.
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“
7. That reports be drawn up at the expense of government, of all the

lands which are cultivated, and of all those which are uncultivated, in each

province, with a topographical map of the province annexed to it, specifj'-

ing the nature of the lands which are uncultivated, whether they were

formerly cultivated, and if so, why they are at present uncultivated
;
the

number and situation of the tanks or water-courses by which these lands

were formerly irrigated; the sum of money it would cost to repair the

tanks and water-courses ; the rivers, if any, in each province, which were or

might be made available, either for the purpose of irrigation, or for that of

water-carriage; the number and nature of the different descriptions of trees

which grow in the province; the purposes to which the wood of each

description of tree may be applicable ; the mode in which, and the expense

at which, the wood may be conveyed from every part of the province to

the sea-coast
;
the nature of the climate,—its probable effect upon the con-

stitution of a native of Europe, or upon that of a native of Asia; the extent

and nature of the population of the province
;

the probable prospect of

increasing it by the introduction of people from different parts of Asia

;

and every other circumstance which may be necessary to enable the people

of Europe, or the people of Asia, to form an opinion as to the advantage or

disadvantage of embarking their capital in speculations for the improvement

of the Agriculture of the province.

“ 8. That the government-monopoly of the cultivation of, and trade in,

cinnamon be abolished, and that every person, European or native, on the

island, be allowed to cultivate and trade in cinnamon.
“ 9. That the growth of coffee and sugar-cane, and the manufacture of

sugar, be encouraged by government in every way.
“ 10. That an agricultural code of law, applicable to the situation of the

country, and the circumstances of the natives, be framed, for the guidance

of all those who may be engaged in, or connected with, the Agriculture of

the country. That this code be administered by courts constituted for the

purpose, in which the parties interested in a suit may obtain redress with
the least possible expense, delay, or inconvenience; and in which every

man connected with the agriculture of the country may be certain of being
efficiently protected against every description of oppression.

“ 11. That the power of the local governor to send Europeans, or any
other individuals, out of the island without trial be annulled; and that it be
enacted by an Act of Parliament, that no European, or other person, be sent

out of the island on any pretence whatever by the governor, except he be
first tried by a court of justice, and convicted by a jury of some specific

offence, to which the punishment of banishment is attached by law.
“ 12. That every description of slavery, whether domestic or attached to

caste, be abolished.

“ 13. That the right exercised by government, of forcing particular

classes of natives to work at a fixed price for their labour be abolished.
“

14. That every native of the island, as well as every European, have
a right, subject to certain qualifications, to sit upon juries, and to be tried

by a jury of his own countrymen for any criminal offence with which he
may be charged.
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“ 15. That a Special Act of Parliament, similar in principle to the

Habeas Corpus Act in England, be made for protecting all Europeans, and
all natives on the island of Ceylon, against any illegal imprisonment or

detention whatsoever.

“ 16. That a Constit>ition, also similar in principle to the British Con-

stitution, but so modified as to suit the religious and moral feelings of

the natives, and the peculiar circumstances of the country, be guaranteed,

by an Act of Parliament, to all the inhabitants of the island.

“ 17. That measures be taken for forming a respectable constituency

amongst the natives of the country in each province, who shall have the

right of sending one or more of their own countrymen, according to their

numbers, and other circumstances, to be arranged hereafter, as their Repre-

sentatives in a Legislative Assembly, which shall be assembled in a

central part of the island, to legislate according to rules, which shall be

hereafter fixed by themselves, for the inhabitants of the island.

“ 18. That a general system of education, including such branches of

mechanics and chemistry as are applicable to the purposes of agriculture

and manufactures, be established throughout the island.

“ 19. That all the restrictions which are now in force against Catholics be

abolished, and that they be put precisely on the same footing as Protestants.

“ 20. That no more persons be appointed to the civil service; and that

at the expiration of the time of service of the present civil servants, they

be allowed, if they wish it, to retire on their respective pensions.

“ 21. That every native, as well as every European, on Ceylon, be eligi-

ble, if properly qualified, to hold any of those civil offices w hich have hitherto

been held by civil servants alone.

“ 22. That the ports of Point de Galle, Jaffna, and Trincomalee, be

declared free ports.

“ 23. That the narrow passage in the Gulf of Manar, called the Pom-
baum Passage, be deepened, so as to admit of vessels drawing from ten to

twelve feet water, to pass through it without unloading.

[The object of this measure is to enable trading vessels from
any part of the Arabian and Persian Gulfs, or of tlie Coast of

jMalabar, to sail directly to and from Jaffna and Trincomalee, without

the danger or expense of going round Point de Galle. ]

“ 24. That the entrance into the Cochin River, on the Malabar Coast,

be improved so as to admit of large vessels coming into that port. That

the Admiralty be urged to build ships of war there, the price of building

them, owing the quantity of teak-wood in the neighbourhood, being much
less than in England or at Bombay ;

and that a water-communication he

opened between the coast of Malabar and that of Coromandel, through the

break in the Ghauts called the Paligluitcheri Pass, by uniting the river

Paniyani, which Hows into the sea on the coast of Malabar, with the rivers

Caveri and Colerun, which flow into the sea on the coast of Coromandel.

[The object of this measure is to re-vive the trade which for-

merly prevailed between every part of the Gulfs of Arabia and

Persia, and the Southern Peninsula of India ; and w hich trade W'as

directly the cause of a very considerable trade between the Southern

Peninsula of India and the northern part of the Island of Ceylon,

and, indirectly, the cause of the then improved state of the agricul-

ture of that part of the island.
]
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“ 25. That an Agricultural and Commercial Committee, to consist of

persons acquainted with the Island of Ceylon, and of merchants and

capitalists, interested in the agriculture and trade of that island, be formed

in England, for the purpose of improving the agriculture, manufactures,

and trade of Ceylon, and protecting the rights, privileges, and interests of

all the merchants and capitalists who may be engaged in the agriculture,

manufactures, and trade of that island.

“ The late Marquis of Londonderry, who was Secretary of State for the

Colonies in 1809, when Sir Alexander Johnston reached England, agreed in

opinion with Sir Alexander Johnston as to the policy of all these measures,

and would, had he continued in ofRce, have authorized the local government

to carry the whole of them into immediate effect. The Marquis having,

however, soon after given up office, and been succeeded by Lord Liverpool,

his policy was not acted upon to so great an extent as was originally in-

tended by him ; and the following only of the measures submitted to the

Marquis of Londonderry, in 1809, by Sir Alexander Johnston, have been

as yet carried into effect.

“ The measure for authorizing every native of the island to sit upon a jury,

and to be tried by a jury of his own countrymen, for any criminal offence

with which he may be charged
;
that for freeing Catholics from the legal

disabilities under which they had previously laboured on account of their

religious persuasion
;

that for abolishing all forced labour, and domestic

slavery
;
that for abolishing the restrictions against Europeans holding

lands under grant, gift, or purchase, in perpetuity
;
and that for encouraging

the growth of coffee and sugar-cane, and the manufacture of sugar, and of

abolishing the monopoly of cinnamon.
“ Sir Alexander Johnston, since he proposed the various measures which

have been mentioned to the Marquis of Londonderry, has devoted his atten-

tion, for eight-and-twenty years, to the affairs of India in general and to those

of Ceylon, and is still decidedly of opinion that the whole of those measures

ought to be carried into effect
;
and should Mr. Stewart Mackenzie be of

the same opinion with him after his arrival on Ceylon, he would advise him
to take the necessary steps, without delay, for carrying into effect such of

them as have not yet been adopted
;
and with a view of enabling His

Majesty's Ministers, and the British public, to become acquainted with the

nature, and to appreciate the value of the lands at the disposal of the

Ceylon govern rnent, to cause to be made out, and forwarded to His Majesty’s

Ministers, for the information of the British public, such reports* respecting

the waste lands in each of the provinces of Ceylon, as Sir Alexander
advised to be done in 1809.”

Sir Alexander Johnston having read the above paper to the Committee,
adds, that the details of these different measures are more fully explained,

first, in the copies of the reports made by Capt. Schneider, of the Ceylon
Engineers, in the years 1807 and 1808, the originals of which Sir Alexander
Johnston brought to England with him in 1809, and deposited in the office

of the Secretary of State for the Colonies
;
secondly, in the correspondence

between Lord Liverpool, Sir Joseph Banks, and Sir Alexander Johnston,

See Proposition 7.
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in 1810, on the subject of establishing a Royal Botanical Garden on Ceylon,

which, on his suggestion, was established at Colombo, in the year 1811,

for the purpose of aiding the agricultural improvements which were about

to be made on the island ; and, thirdly, in the published evidence given

by Sir Alexander Johnston, before a Committee of the House of Commons
in 1 832, and the papers delivered by him to the Committee at the same
time. (Tfc/e IMinutes of Evidence, Affairs of the East India Company,
Judicial, 1832.)

The Committee approved the steps taken by the Right Hon. Sir Alex-

ander Johnston in this matter, and

Resolved,—That the paper, and what he said upon the occasion, be

inserted in the Proceedings of this day.

Read a letter from Lieut. Wellsted, on the subject of the Shennah

Moss, of the Island of Socotra, which was brought to the notice of the Com-
mittee on a former day, {vide Proceedings, p. 12,) in reply to a letter from

the Secretary, requesting him to communicate any information he may be

possessed of on the subject, and to oblige the Committee by furnishing

specimens of the moss. Lieut. Wellsted stated that he had little further

to communicate
;
that there was found a Red Moss on the same island, as

well as the Gray Moss he had reported upon, but that he had no specimens

of either. He suggested that the Committee should address a letter to

Admiral Sir Charles Malcolm, at Bombay, under whose directions vessels

are constantly visiting the island, requesting him to direct a collection of

specimens of those Mosses to be made for the Committee, and to furnish

any further particulars respecting them.

Resolved,—That a letter be addressed to Admiral Sir C. Malcolm, as

suggested by Lieut. Wellsted.

Read a letter from the Treasurer of the Committee, dated the 17th of

June last, reporting the transfer of £250, out of the donation of Sir Henry
Worsley, to the credit of the Committee

;
also reporting that he has carried

to the same account the sum of £123 18^., the amount of subscriptions and

donations received.

The following letter, from the Secretary to the East India Company, in

reply to a letter from this Committee, transmitting a copy of Mr. Ash-

burner's paper read on the 26th of May last, and requesting to be furnished

with a statement of the roads constructed in India w'ithin the last twenty

years, as per resolution of that date, (see p. 13,) was read to the Committee.

“ Sir, “ East India Bouse, 29<A June, 1837.

“ I am commanded by the Court of Directors of the East India

Company to return the acknowledgements of the Court for the memorandum
by Mr. Ashburner, transmitted with your letter of the 13th instant, which

the Court propose to bring to the notice of the Government of India. And
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I am further directed to inform you, with reference to your request, to he

furnished, for the use of the Committee of Agriculture and Commerce of

the Royal Asiatic Society, with an abstract statement of the roads which

have been constructed at the several Presidencies of India, within the last

twenty years, that the Court regret that no such statement as is required

by the Society exists at this House, and that the preparation of such a

statement here would be a work of much time and labour.

“ 1 am, Sir, &c., &c.,

“ (Signed) James C. Melvill.”
“ To H. Harkness, Esq."

The Secretary reported that, in obedience to a resolution of the 26th of

May last, a paper of Instructions to the Collectors of Cotton Soils, and a list

of inquiries on the subject of Cotton cultivation, had been prepared and

forwarded to His Britannic Majesty’s Consuls at Savannah and New
Orleans, through the medium of the Secretary of State's Office.
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PROCEEDINGS

OP THE

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1836.

A General Meeting of the Society was held this day
;
Major General

Sir James Law Lushington, K.C.B., in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following donations were laid upon the table :

—

From W. H. Wathen, Esq.

A Hindu Drama in the Sanskrit language, entitled Janaka Parinaya,

written by Rambhadra Dikshita, a learned Brahman, who flourished about

the sixth century. MS., beautifully written on English paper, with finely

executed illustrative drawings, coloured.

A Grammar of the Prakrita language. Sanskrit MS.
Both these works were accompanied by analytical notices, by Mr.

Wathen.

From Captain R. Cogan, M.R.A.S.

A Chart of the Red Sea. Two sheets
; mounted on rollers.

From the Rev. C. Gutzlaff.

A Chinese Map of Pekin
;
on rollers.

From the Author.

Topographical Survey of Thebes. By J. G. Wilkinson, Esq. 1830.

Six Sheets, fol.

From Manochjee Cursetjee, Esq., M.R.A.S.

A Lithographed Edition of the Vendidad. fol.

From Sir Graves C. Houghton, M.R.A.S?^

Copy of a Report to the Court- of Directors on the importance of the

Study of Sanskrit, &c.
;
with other documents on the same subject. MS.

4to.

Catalogue of Oriental MSS. in the College of Fort William.

Translation of a Treaty with Tipu Sahib.

A Code of Laws, as established at Fort Marlborough. 1817. 4to.

a 2
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From the Translator.

Grammaire Turke, &e., par A. L. Davids
; traduit de 1'Anglais par

Madame S. Davids. A Londres, 1836. 4to.

From the Author.

Memoire sur Deux Inscriptions Cuneiformes trouvees pres d'Hamadan.

Par M. Burnouf. Paris, 1836. 4to.

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The Mahabharata. Vol. II. Sansc. Calc., 1836. 4to.

Journal of the Society, Nos. 50 to 53, inclusive.

From the Zoological Society of London.

Its “Transactions.” Vol. II. Part II.

From the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg.

M6moires de I’Academie Imperiale, &c. VI“' Serie. Tome III., Liv.

2—5 ; and Tome IV., Liv. 1. St. Petersburg, 1834-5. 4to.

Recueil des Actes de la Seance Publique de I'Academie Imperiale, &c.

St. Petersburg, 1836. 4to.

From the Royal College of Surgeons.

Descriptive Catalogue of the Physiological Series of Comparative

Anatomy, contained in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons.

Vol. III. Part II. 4to. 1836.

From the Royal Society of London.

Philosophical Transactions for 1836. Part I.

Proceedings of the Royal Society. 1835-6.

From the Linneean Society of London.

Its “Transactions.” Vol. XVII. Part III.

From the British Association for the Advancement of Science.

Report of the Fifth Meeting of the British Association, &c. Lond., 1836.

8vo.

From the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India.

Its “Transactions.” Vol. II. Calc., 1836. 8vo.

From the Royal Geographical Society.

Its “Journal.” Vol. VI. Part II.

From the Geographical Society of Paris.

Bulletin de la Societc de Geographic, &c. ToineV. Paris, 1836. 8vo.

From the Academy of Sciences at Dijon.

Mcmoires de I'Academie, &c. 1835. 8vo.

From the Devon and Exeter Institution.

A Catalogue of the Library, &c. 8vo. 1836.
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From the Bahama Society Jor the Diffusion of Knowledge

Its “Journal.” Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14. 1836.

Prom the Editor.

The India Journal of Medical and Physical Science. Edited by F.

Corbyn, Esq. Vol. I. Nos. 1, 2, 3. New Series. Calc., 1836. 8vo.

From the Author.

An Essay on the Primitive Universal Standard of Weights and Mea-

sures. By Captain T. B. Jervis. Calc., 1835. 12mo.

From the Author.

Arboretum Britannicum, &c. By J. C. Loudon, Esq. Nos. 23 to 30,

inclusive.

From the Author.

Invasions des Sarrazins en France, &c. Par M. Reinaud. Paris,

1836. 12mo.

From the Author.

Lettres sur 1’ Histoire des Arabes avant 1’ Islamisme. Par F. Fresnel.

Paris, 1836. 8vo.

From the Author'.

Dissertation Abregee sur ’e Ta-tsin, &c. Par M. de Paravey. Pamph.

From Lieut. P. Rainer, R.N.

The original stone brought by his late father from Nubia, bearing the

Latin acrostic, afac simile of which was published in the Transactions of

the R. A. S., Vol. III., p. 261.

A stuffed specimen of the Puff-Adder, with the poison preserved in the

fangs.

Dried specimen of the Saw-fish.

Specimens of the Ornithorhynchus paradoxus, male and female, from

New South Wales.

A Nepalese sword.

From the Author.

Etudes de Geographie Critique sur une partie de I’Afrique, &c. Paris,

1836. 12mo.

From the Right Hon. Sir A. Johnston, V.P.R.A.S.

The Renovation of India, &c. By Dr. Thomas Brown. Edinb., 1820.

16mo.

From Captain J. Mackenzie, C.M.R.A.S.

Image of Durga, in Jyepoor marble.

Ditto of Vishnu, in ditto.

Ditto of Garura, in ditto.

Ditto of Saraswati, in ditto.

Two images of the Planets, in Gyah marble.

Model of the Dunya, an instrument for beating out cotton.
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A Chunoutce, or brass stand, for holding red earth for marking the fore-

head, rice for the puja, &c.

A copper Ghurri, or clepsydra.

The Ghaou mukhi, a kind of glove worn on the right hand by Brah-
mins and other devotees at prayer, and in which they count their beads.

A string of Brahminical beads.

^
The Ganga-jali, for holding the sacred water.

Specimens of the rakhi

;

Brahminical bracelets.

Specimens of Kuntis, or necklaces.

The Poita, or Brahminical cord of the Western provinces.

Brass model of the Lota.

A bell used at the puja.

Two specimens of varnished boxes from Benares.

A Hindu Almanack for the year 18.35. MS.
Two fans or screens of split straw, from Monghys.

A helna, for rolling out cakes.

From Colonel Strover, M.R.A.S.

The skin of a Boa-Constrictor, more than thirteen feet in length,

[A Mandarin’s dirk.

From Lieutenant Newbold.

A Malayan Sampitan, or Blow Pipe, used by the aborigines of the

interior of the Malay Peninsula.

A quiver of poisoned arrows ; and two packets of the Upas poison.

From the Author.

Fables de Lokman, adaptees a 1’ Idiome d’Alger, &c. 12rao.

Principes de I'ldiome Arabe en usage a Alger. 12mo.

Vocabulaire Berbcre Frangais, &c. Par J. H. Delaporte.

From Senhor J. J. da Costa de Macedo, F.M.R.A.S.

Vida de D. Joao de Castro; por D, Fr. Francisco de S. Luiz. Lisboa

J835. 4to.

From the Author.

Memoria Estatistica sobre os Dominios Portuguezes na Africa Oriental.

Por S. X. Botelho. Lisboa, 1835. 12rao.

From the Author.

Lehrsaal des Mittelreiches. Miinchen, 183G. 4to,

From the Author.

A Criticism on Grimm's and Graff” s German Grammars. By Professor

Bopp. Berlin, 1836. 8vo.

From the Author.

Die Regenwurmer auf den Feldern der Orientalischen Numismatik,

untersucht von. Dr. E. Adernson. Leipsic, 1836. Pamph.
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From the Rev. J. Wilson, Pres. Bombay Branch R.A.S.

The Oriental Christian Spectator. Various Nos. Bombay, 1836.

From Professor Ritter, F.M.R.A.S.

The following Tracts written by him :

—

1. Die Elephant Indiens.

2. Die Opiumcultur und die Mohnpflanze.

3. Das Lowen-und Tiger-Land in Asien, &c.

4. Der Indische Feigenbaum, &c.

From Charles Beke, Esq.

His Defence’of his Origines Biblicae, against the Critiques of Dr. Paulus.

In German. Pamphlet.

From Messrs, Fisher and Son.

Syria, the Holy Land, &c., illustrated. Parts 5, 6, 7.

The thanhs of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

The Secretary read a letter from Major-General Sir Henry Worsley,
dated the 5th of July, 1836, in which the General, after adverting to the

incidental observations which had of late occasionally appeared in regard to

the funds of the Society’s being inadequate to the useful purposes contem-

plated by the Society, begged to tender a Bank Post Bill for One Hundred

Pounds, to be appropriated in the way that might be deemed best calcu-

lated to promote the utility, and enhance the reputation of the Society.

Resolved unanimously.

That the special thanks of the Society be returned to Sir Henry Worsleyp

for his very liberal donation.

' Dr. A. Campbell, of the Nepal Residency, and M. Bojer, Esq., of the

Isle of France, were elected Corresponding Members of the Society
;

Colo-

nel E. L. Smythe, of the Madras Army, was elected a Resident Member.

A paper' by Lieutenant Reynolds, of the Madras Army, on the T’hags,

communicated by Colonel Smythe, was read before the Meeting
;
and the

thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned for the communication.

DECEMBER 17, 1836.

A General Meeting was held this day : the Right Hon. the Earl
OF Munster, V.P., in the Chair.

The following donations were presented :

—

From the Imperial Society of Natural History of Moscow.

Nouveaux Memoires de la Societe, &c. Tome IV. Moscow, 1835. 4to.

Bulletin de la Societe Imperiale, &c. Tome IX. Moscow, 1836, 8vo.

' Printed in the present Volume.
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From the Author.

The following Papers read before the Royal Irish Academy :

—

1. On an Astronomical Instrument of the ancient Irish; 2. On the

Ring-money of the Celtae; 3. On the affinity of the Phcenician and Celtic

Languages : by Sir William Betham.

From the Author.

An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians.

By E. W. Lane, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1836.

From Maharaja Kali Krishna Bahddar.

His Map of the World in Hindustani
; two copies.

From the Right Hon. Sir R. J. TVilmot Horton, Bart.

The Ceylon Almanack for 1836. Colombo. 8vo.

From Professor Frcehn, F.M.R.A.S.

An Essay on the Writing of the Russians in the Tenth Century. St-

Petersburg, 1835. 4to.

An Explanation of an Arabic Inscription in Imeritia. St. Petersburg,

1836. 4to.

A Visit to Mount Athos, &c.

From the Author.

Ritter's “Erdkunde von Asien.” Vol. IV. Parts 5 and 6. Berlin,

1835-6. 8VO.

From John Gordon. Esq.

A Political Map of India. 1836.

From the Directors of the Hon. the East India Company.

Two sheets of the large Map of India now publishing under the auspices

of the East India Company.

Fro7n Colonel Sykes, M.R.A.S.

His paper on the Quails and Hemipodii of India. (From the Zoological

Transactions.)

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

William Oliver Esq., of the Madras Civil Service, was elected a Resident

Member of the Society.

A paper on the Antiquity of the Armenian Language, by Arganoon

Arratoon, with notes and illustrations by T. M. Dickenson, Esq., was read to

the Meeting.

A paper by W. C. Bruce, Esq., of the Bombay Civil Service, on the

applicability to India of the Science of Political Economy as received in

Europe, was also read.
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JANUARY 7, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day : Sir George T. Staunton,
Bart, V. P., in the Chair.

The following donations were laid upon the table:

—

From the British and Foreign Bible Society.

New Testament in Mandchou. 4to.

Gospels in Syro-Chaldaic. 4to.

New Testament in Piedmontese. 8vo.

Ditto in New Zealand. 8vo.

Gospels of Luke and John in French and Vaudois. 8vo.

Gospels in Malayalim. 8vo.

Part of St. Luke, in Berber. 8vo.

Gospel of St John in Maltese and Italian. 8vo.

Greek Pentateuch. 12mo.

Rarotonga Testament. 12mo.

Catalonian Testament. 12mo.

Latin Bible. 18mo.

St. John's Gospel in Chippeway and English. ISnio.

Malagasse Testament. 18mo.

St Matthew in Bullom and English, 18mo.

Enghadine Testament. 18mo.

St Luke’s Gospel in Mexican. 18mo.

From the Author.

Principles of Murathee Grammar. Calcutta, 1833. 4to.

The Sanhita of theRig-Veda; with Englislv translation
;
by the Rev.

I. Stevenson. Bombay, 1833. 8vo.

From the Geological Society.

Its “Transactions.” Vol. IV. Part 2.

From the Author.

Specimen of a New Version of the Hebrew Bible. By S. Bennett.

From Captain R. M. Grindlay.

His Pamphlet on the State of the Question as to Steam Communication

with India. London, 1837. 8vo.

From the Author.

Litteratur der Sanskrit-Sprache, von F. Adelung. St Petersburg,

1837. 8vo.

From T. S. Spencer Smith, Esq.

His “Precis d’une Dissertation sur un Monument Arabe du Moyen Age
rn Normandie.” Caen. Pamphlet.

La France Litteraire, &c. Pamphlet
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From M. J. Desjardins.

Sixieme Rapport Annuel sur les Travaux de la Societe d'Histoire Na-
turelle de I'lle Maurice, 1835. 8vo.

From the Institute of British Architects.

Its “ Transactions.” Vol. I. Parti.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

Ardaseer Cursetjee, Ardaseer Hormarjee, Cursetjee Jamsetjee, and

Aga Maliomed Rahcm Sherazee, of Bombay
;
and Chocapah Chetty, of

Madras, Esquires, were elected Non-Resident Members.

James Henderson, Esq., G. R. Porter, Esq., John Grant Malcolmson,

Esq., and John Richards, Esq., were elected Resident Members.

A paper by the late Thomas M. Dickenson, Esq., communicated by the

Bombay Branch R. A. S., entitled, “An Enquiry into the Fate of the Ten
Tribes of Israel after the Fall of Samaria, with a view of the History of the

Assyrian Empire at that period,” was read to the Meeting.

JANUARY 21, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day
;
Richard Clarke, Esq.,

in the Chair.

The following donations were laid^upon the table :

—

From Professor Lassen, F.M.R.A.S.

Gita Govinda, cum Interpretatione Latina. Christianus Lassen. Bonnae,

1836. 4to.

From the Royal Society of Eduiburgh.

Its “Transactions.” Vol. XIII. Part 2.

Its “ Proceedings.” Nos. 4 to 9, inclusive.

From Charles P. Cooper, Esq.

Three Pamphlets on subjects connected with the Record Commission.

From Solomon Bennett, Esq.

The following of his Pamphlets:

—

Critical Investigations into the Merits of a Lecture, &c. Two copies.

A Discourse on Sacrifices, &c. Two copies.

The Molten Sea, &c.

The Temple of Ezekiel.

A Treatise on the Primogeniture and Integrity of the Holy Language.
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The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

A paper by the late T. M. Dickenson, Esq., entitled, “ An Enquiry into
the Fate of the Ten Tribes of Israel after the Fall of Samaria,” was read to
Uie Meeting.

FEBRUARY 4, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day; Major Sir Henry Willock,
and, afterwards, the Right Hon. Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart., Vice-

President, in the Chair.

The following donations were presented ;

—

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Asiatic Researches. Vol. XX. Part. I.

Journal of the Society. Various Nos.

From the Abbe Dubois, F.M.R.A.S.

Annales de la Propagation de la Foi. No. 50.

From the Geological Society.

Its “Proceedings.” No. 47.

From Professor Garcin de Tossy, F.M.R.A.S.

Les CEuvres de Wali, Traduction et Notes. Par M. Garcin de Tassy.

Paris, 1886. 4to.

Manuel de I’Auditeur du Cours d’Hindoustani. Paris, 1836. 8vo.

From Professor Weyers.

Catalogus Centurise Librorum rarissimorum Manusc. et partim Impres-

sorum, Arabicorum, Persicorum, Ssc. &c, Lugd. Bat, 1836. 4to.

From M. Guizot, Ministre de ITnstruction Publique.

Voyage dans ITnde, par M. Victor Jacquemont Paris, 1835. 4to.

Livs. 7, 8, 9, 1 0.

From Francis Daily, Esq., F.R.S.

His “ Supplement to the Account of the Rev. John Flamsteed, the first

Astronomer Royal.” Lond., 1837. 4to.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the respective donors.

A Sketch of the Island of Borneo, by G. W. Earl, Esq., was read to the

Meeting ;
and the thanks of the Society were returned to Mr. Earl for his

communication.

The reading of a Paper by the Rev. C. GutzlafF, on the state of the Art

of Medicine amongst the Chinese, was commenced.
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FEBRUARY 18, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day
;
the Right Hon. Sir

Alexander Johnson, V. P., in the Chair.

The following donations were presented :

—

From M. Salvolini.

His “ Analyse Granamaticale Raisonnee de diSFerens Textes Anciens

Egyptians." Vol. I. Avec un Volume de Planches. Paris, 1836. 4to.

From the Royal Society of Arts.

Its “ Transactions.’ Yol. LI. Parti.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to he returned to the respective

donors.

The reading of the Rev. C. Gutzlaffs paper on the Practice of Medicine

by the Chinese was concluded.

A paper by J. R. Stewart, Esq., on a series of ancient Coins found in

India, was read ; also a paper on some Inscriptions found on the Coast of

Arabia, by Messrs. Hutton and Smith, two officers of the Indian Navy.

Thanks were ordered to be returned to the authors of these commu-
nications.

MARCH 4, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day; the Right Hon. the President

of the Society in the Chair.

The following donations were presented :

—

From Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq., Director R.A.S.

His “Miscellaneous Essays.” Lond., 1837. Twovols. 8vo.

From the Author.

Su la Figurae 1' Iscrizione Egizia incise in uno Smeraldo Antico, Lettera
di Bernardo Quaranta. Napoli, 1836. 4to.

From J. C. Loudon, Esq.

His “Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum." Nos. 31 to 35.

From the Rev. Dr. Nott.

A volume of a Chinese work on Medicine, Propitious Day.s, Szc.

From the Author.

Lithographed portraits of the Persian Princes and their private Se-
cretary. By J. Minasi. Proofs.
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From Messrs. Fisher and Co,

Syria, &c., illustrated. Nos. 9, 10, 11.

From the Court of Directors of the Hon. the East India Company.

Johnson’s Catalogue of 606 Principal Fixed Stars in the Southern

Hemisphere. Lend., 1835. 4to.

From the Royal Astronomical Society.

Its “Memoirs.” Vol. IX. Lond. 1836. 4to.

From the Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Its “ Transactions.” Parti. Vol. VI.

From Colonel Sykes.

His Paper on a portion of Dukhun, East Indies
; from the Transactions

of the Geological Society.

From Baron Hammer Purgstall.

His “ Geschichte der Osmanischen Dichtkunst.” Vol. II. Pest, 1837.

8 VO.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

John Romer, Esq., was elected a Resident Member of the Society.

A Paper by Colonel Sykes, on the origin of the Popular Belief in the

Upas or Poison Tree of Java; and an account of a Pedestrian Tour, made
by Captain James Low, from Tavoy to the Siamese frontier, were read to

the Meeting
;
and the thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned

for these communications.

MARCH 18, 1837.

On the Members assembling this day, the Right Honourable the President

announced that in consequence of the decease of the respected Director of

the Society, Mr. Henry Thomas Colebrooke, to whom the Society owed

a debt of exceeding gratitude, not only for its first formation, but for the

constant laboiir and attention which he bestowed upon it from the first year

of its existence, the Council had judged propel-, as a mark of respect due to

the memory of the venerable founder of the Society, and as a token of regret

for the loss it had sustained, to adjourn the present Meeting without pro-

ceeding to any business whatever.

The Meeting was consequently adjourned to the 1st of April.
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APRIL 1, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day
;
the Right Hon. the President

of the Society in the Chair.

The following donations were laid upon the table :

—

From Sir Graves C. Haughton, Lib. R.A.S.

Four volumes of .Documents prepared by the late Alexander Hamilton,

Esq., when acting as Private Secretary to Lord Cornwallis during his first

administration in Bengal; and which were obtained with a view to the

perpetual settlement. They comprise financial statements from the Moghul
Conquest to the time when the abstracts were collected. MS.

From the Author. ,

Esquisse Gdnerale de I’Afrique. Paris, 1837. 18mo.

Notice des Travaux de la Societe de Geograpbie de Paris. Par. M.
D'Avezac.

From the Author.

Two pamphlets on the Epidemic Cholera, and the Diseases of Tropical

Climates. Lond. 1836. 12mo.

From John Reeves, Esq.

A Chinese Map of the City of Canton. MS.

From John Romer, Esq,

1. Mirat-iAlum; Universal History. Persian MS. Folio.

2. Tarikh-i-Negaristan. Persian. Lithog.

3. Kalila va Dimna ;
version of Abul Mala Nusr Allah. Persian MS.

4. Kalila va Dimna ; Arabic verse. MS.
5. Marzaban Nameh ;

written A. H. 373. MS.
6. Mufarik al Gulub. Persian MS.
7. A Grammar of the Gujuratee Language. By the late W. Forbes

Esq. Bombay. Lithog. ,

From Major Burt, F.R.S.

His “ Miscellaneous Papers on Scientific Subjects, written chiefly in

India.” London, 1837. 12mo.

From the Royal Society of London.

Philosophical Transactions, for 1836. Part 2.

Proceedings of the Royal Society. Nos. 26, 27.

Address of the President, &c. Nov. 1836.

List of the Fellows of the Royal Society.

From the Editor.

Revue du Nord. Feb. 1837. Paris. 12mo.
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From Colonel Sykes.

His Paper on the Increase of Wealth and Expenditure in the various

Classes of Society in the United Kingdom ;
from the Transactions of the

Statistical Society of London.

From M. De Paravey.

Two Pamphlets, by him, on some modern Discoveries, which were

known to the ancients ;
and on Chinese Antiquities. Paris. 8vo.

From Sir Charles Forbes, Bart.

Horsburgh’s India Directory; with a short Memoir of the Author
London, 1836. 4to.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

Captain Thomas Best Jervis was elected a Resident Member of the

Society.

A Paper on the Causes which produce the Pattern or Watering in the

Damascus Sword-blades, by H. Wilkinson, Esq., was read to the Meeting
by that gentleman; and the thanks of the Society were ordered to be

returned to him for the same.

APRIL 15, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day; the Right Hon. Sir Alexander
]

Johnston, V. P. in the Chair.

The following donations were presented ;

—

From the Geological Society.

Its “ Proceedings.” Vol. II. Nos. 48, 49.

From the Author.

Remarks on Dr. Buckland’s View of the Mosaic Creation, &c. By
Eretzsepher. London, 1837. Pamphlet.

Prom the Chevalier Kovalevski, Professor of Mongolian Literature

in the University of Kasan.

The following of his works, in Russian :

—

Mongolian Chrestomathia. Vol. I. Kasan, 1836. 8vo.

A short Mongolian Grammar. 1835. 8vo.

Catalogue of Sanskrit, Mongolian, Tibetan, Mandchou, and Chinese

Works in the Imperial University of Kasan.

Abstract of the Uligerun Dalai, or the Sea of Parables. Kasan, 1834.

8vo.
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From Professor Rosellini, M.R.A.S.

I Monumenti dell' Egitto e della Nubia. Plates to the work. Parts

2.'), 2C, 27, 28- Imperial folio.

From H. H. Spry, Esq., M.D.

The skull of Muchala, a T’hag Chief, who was executed at Sauger, Cen-

tral India, in July, 1833.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

Francis C. Brown, Esq., of Anjarakandy, Malabar
;
and the Rev. C.

GutzlatF, of Canton, were elected Corresponding Members of the Society.

J. G. Malcolmson, Esq., read to the Meeting a Paper, by himself, on the

Saltness of the Red Sea.

A Paper on the first Translation of the Gospels into Arabic, by Baron

Hammer Purgstall
;

and some Remarks on the Buddhist Priests of

Siam, selected from the MSS. of Captain J. Low, were read to the Meeting.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the authors

of these communications.
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OP

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

OF

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY,

Held on the 6th of May, 1S37.

The Fourteenth Anniversary was held this day at One o'Clock; the Right

Hon. Charles W. Williams Wynn, M.P., the President of the

Society, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed.

The Secretary then read the following Report of the Council :
—

ANNUAL REPORT,
May 6, 1837.

In submitting the Report of its Proceedings for the past year, the

Council has great satisfaction in being able to congratulate the Members
on the continued prosperity of the Society.

For some years past the Council has had, on similar occasions to the

present, to express its deep regret at the prolonged state of ill-health of the

lamented Director of the Society. On this occasion the melancholy duty

devolves upon it of recording his demise. It will be in the recollection of

the Members, that, but a few weeks ago, this much to be regretted occur-

rence induced the Council to adjourn the usual General Meeting, and to

testify, by every means in its power, the respect of the Society to the memory
of Mr. CoLEBROOKE, The Society cannot but feel the deepest concern at

the loss of one who originally proposed its formation, and who so ably con-

tributed to support its character and efficiency. In accordance with this

feeling, therefore, and as a mark of gratitude due to the memory of our late

Director, a proposition will shortly be submitted to you that the Society

should, by a voluntary contribution on the part of the Members, obtain a

marble bust of the deceased, to be placed in a conspicuous part of the

General Meeting-room of the Society.

VOL. IV. b
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It also falls to your Council on this occasion, to mark by a special notice,

the loss which this Society has sustained in the deaths of two others of its

most eminent Members,—the learned and venerable Sir Charles Wilkins,
and William Marsden, Esq., to whom this Society, and Oriental litera-

ture in general, are so much indebted. It will not, however, be expected of

your Council to enter into, or attempt to discuss, the great merits and svorth

of these highly distinguished Members of our Society, as memoirs of their

lives, if not already, will no doubt soon be before the public, and as cha-

racters of so much literary eminence cannot fail to command the attention

of the future biographer and historian. It may, however, be allow’ed here

to mention that it was the gracious intention of His Majesty, as signified

through the President, to confer the same mark of distinction on Mr. Cole-

brooke as on Sir Charles Wilkins, but that the extreme ill-health of the

former prevented his availing himself of this gracious intention of the

illustrious and Royal Patron of the Society.

In addition to the gifted individuals above-mentioned, the Society has

sustained a heavy loss in the deaths of the following Members :—Lord

Viscount Kingsborough
;
Lieut.-General Colin Macauley

;
Major-General

William Macleod
; Lieut.-Colonel Thomas David Steuart; John Brenton

;

John Davidson
;
Robert Thomas Glynn; David Haliburton

;
Jerome W.

Knapp; James Mill; Alexander Pearson
;
David Shea; George Smith; John

Penford Thomas, Esquires
;
and, but a very few days ago, in that of another

Member,—Sir Whitelaw' Ainslie, whose valuable “Materia Indica" has

introduced to Europe a knowledge of the various articles used by the natives

of the East, in their medicine, arts, and agriculture.

It W’ould be a pleasing duty to your Council to advert to each individual

character of the long list of names which has been read, but the limits of

this Report admit only of a few brief remarks.

To Lord Kingsborough, the munificent patron of the arts, and gene-

rous contributor to all literary and scientific institutions, the Society is

indebted for the copy it possesses of the splendid edition of the Antiquities

of Mexico, published by his Lordship
;
a work which is at once a specimen

of graphic skill and elaborate decoration. We are also indebted to Lord
Kingsborough for several other valuable donations, among which may be

mentioned the original MS. copy of Amiot's Mandchou Dictionary.

Mr. Shea is well known by his translation of an interesting portion of

Mirkhond's History of Persia. He had nearly completed a translation of the

Dabistan, an account of the various religious and philosophical sects that

have prevailed in the world, when death put a stop to the further labours of

this valuable Member of our Society. He had been induced to undertake

this work at the request of the Oriental Translation Committee; and it will

be gratifying to the friends of Mr. Shea to learn, that Captain Troyer, of

Paris, a gentleman wcdl-known in this country and throughout Europe for his

great acquirements in Oriental literature, has, in the most liberal manner.
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undertaken to complete the translation, and to edit the work for the

Committee.

Mr. Shea had never been in Asia, and he was one of the few who have

acquired a complete knowledge of Oriental tongues, without having visited

that quarter of the globe.

Alexander Pears on. Esq., conferred a valuable gift on a large portion

of the human race, by introducing the vaccine inoculation into China. This

useful, and, with regard to so exclusive a people, difhcult measure, he accom-

plished in the year 1805; and wrote, at the same time, a pamphlet on the

subject, which has been much circulated in China.

The “History of British India,” has placed the name of James Mill,

Esq., in the list of British Historians of the first class
;
while his works on

political economy have secured to him an equal eminence in this branch of

science. The great ability displayed by Mr. Mill in his History, and the

investigations made by him into the political condition of India, recommended
him to the notice of the Court of Directors of the Hon. the East India Com-
pany, in whose employ he long held one of the most distinguished situations.

Your Council w’ould now turn to a more pleasing part of its duty. It

is happy to congratulate the Members on the increased number of elections

since the last Anniversary, which exceeds the usual average of former

years; and comprises, in the class of contributing Members, nineteen Resi-

dent, and twenty-one Non-Resident. One Honorary, and five Corresponding

Members, have also been elected during the same period.

The additional Honorary Member is His Highness the Imam of

Muscat. On the arrival in this country of Captain Cogan, of the Indian

Navy, in command of the Liverpool man-of-war, a present from the Imam
of Muscat to the King of England, the Council took occasion to recommend

to the Society to elect His Highness an Honorary Member, in token of its

approbation of the encouragement given by His Highness to the Arts and

Sciences amongst his people, particularly to those of ship-building and

navigation ;
and as manifesting its high sense of his desire to open a

direct intercourse between his country and Great Britain
;
and of the friendly

feeling he has on all occasions exhibited towards the subjects, Asiatic as

well as European, of the British empire.

Of the Non-Resident Members elected last year, seventeen are native

gentlemen of Bombay, one of Madras, and one of Bengal. Thirteen of the

former are Justices of the Peace at the Presidency to which they belong.

To the kindly feelings of Sir Charles Forbes, we are indebted for the

introduction to the Society of sixteen of the gentlemen of Bombay
;
and

this accession to our numbers must in every point of view be a matter of

congratulation. Your Council would hope, likewise, as our proceedings

become generally and better knowm among the more enlightened of our

b 2
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fellow- subjects in tlie East, that many others, from all the Presidencies, will

be anxious to join the Society, and to co-operate with us in the attainment

of its objects.

The Report of the Auditors on the state of the Finances of the Society

will shortly be submitted to you.

While adverling to the subject of Finance, your Council has much satis-

faction in noticing the very handsome donation of lOOL to the funds of the

Society from Major-General Sir Henry Worsley
; and likewise to a

further proof of his liberality, in having increased his subscription, which, as

an original Member, was only two guineas, to three guineas per annum.

It is with much regret that your Council alludes to the entire failure of

the hopes which it has for some years past cherished, of obtaining from his

Majesty's Government, the accommodation of the rooms formerly occupied

by the Royal Academy in Somerset House, or that of some other ))ublic

building. The results of the several deputations to Ministers to urge on

them the expediency of such a grant, and the replies to the memorials pre-

sented, setting forth the claims of the Society, have been too often brought

to your notice to render a recai>ilulation of them necessary. The first was

in the year 1833, during Lord Althorp's administration, when, as is

recorded on the minutes of your Council, the deputation was told by his

lordship, that it was his lordship's individual opinion, that if the use of the

rooms then occupied by the Royal Academy were to be granted to any

Society, the Royal Asiatic Society should have the preference. The replies

to subsequent applications in no way controverted this ground of hope; but

it has within these few weeks come to the knowledge of the Council, that the

rooms have been otherwise appropriated.

Your Council would willingly have waived any reference to this subject,

did it not feel that its duty to the Society obliges it to make this statement,

in order to dissipate from the minds of the Members this long-cherished

hope
;
and, though it cannot be supposed that any such disappointment will

for a moment slacken our endeavours to promote the usefulness of this

Society, as regards the welfare of our fellow-subjects in Asia, or as regards

the people of this country, in being the medium of communicating to them

that knowledge of the former—tlieir Arts, Sciences, Manufactures, and

Commerce ;
of the valuable natural productions and vast resources of our

widely-extended empire in tlie East, of which daily experience is now proving

the great and increasing worth; still it is necessary to know that we must,

in this also, as in all other branches of the objects of this Society, look to our

own strength, and to the combination of our private exertions only.

Your Council is happy to announce that the Committee of Agriculture

and Commerce has commenced its operations, and that its first day's pro-

ceedings have been printed and circulated, a few copies of which are now on

the table. In the choice which the Committee has made of a Chairman,

your Council feels assured that it has secured to itself a guide whose active

e.xeiTions and great experience w’ill be the best guarantee of its prosperity.
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It will not be necessary here to allude to the various topics which have

engaged the attention of the Committee of Correspondence since the last

Anniversary, as the Right Honorable the Chairman of that Committee will

doubtless furnish an ample explanation of them, and of their interest and

importance, in his Report.

It is with much satisfaction that the Council adverts to the proceedings

of the Committee of the Oriental Translation Fund, and to the munificent

support which that inslittuion continues to receive, evincing that the cultiva-

tion of an acquaintance with the learning of the East, is looked upon as an
important object by the patrons of literature, both in this country and on

the Continent.

The following works have been recently published by the Committee :

—

1. The first volume of the great Bibliogra])hical Dictionary of Haji

Khalfa; edited and translated into Latin by Professor Fliigel.

2. The concluding parts of the Travels of Macarius
;
translated from the

Arabic, by Francis C. Belfour, Esq.

3. The second part of the History of the Afghans
;
translated from the

Persian, by Dr. B. Dorn.

d. The first part of the Arabian Chronicle of Tabari; a work of much
authority in matters relating to the early history of the Mohammedans

;

translated into French by M. Dubeux.
. The second and concluding volume of the Harivansa

;
a mythological

work of the Hindus; translated into French from the Sanskrit, by M.
Langlois.

. The second and concluding volume of the Chronicles of Rabbi

Joseph; translated from the Hebrew by Dr. Bialloblotzky.

7. The History of the Temple of Jerusalem
;
translated from the x\rabic

by the Rev. James Reynolds.

8. The poem of Laili and Majnun; translated from the Persian of

Nizami, by James Atkinson, E.sq.

Several valuable works are now in the course of printing under the

auspices of the Committee; while the translation of many others is in a

state of considerable forwardness. .Among the former may be mentioned

the following :

—

1. The Vishnu Purana, one of the Puranas of the Vaishnava order, con-

taining copious details relating to the doctrines and rites of the votaries of

Vishnu
;
with a genealogy of Hindu Kings, and the Life of Krishna; trans-

lated from the Sanskrit, by Professor Wilson.

2. The text of the Sankhya Karika
;

a compendious view of the

Sankhya system of Philosophy
;

with Colebrooke’s translation, accom-

panied by notes, illustrations, &c., by Professor Wilson.

3. Makrizi's History of Egypt, commencing with the fall of Saladin

;

translated into French by M. Quatremere.

4. The first book of the Rigveda Sanhita, a collection of ancient Sanskrit

Hymns; edited and translated into Latin by Professor Rosen.
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The numerous donations to the Library and Museum since the last

Anniversary have been already notified in the proceedings of the Society.

It will, therefore, be necessary to particularize only one or two of those,

which, by their importance or rarity, call for especial remark.

The additional Sanskrit MSS. and printed Tibetan books, presented by

Mr. B. H. Hodgson since the last Anniversary, complete a body of

original Bauddhic literature, certainly unique in Europe. The yet obscure

system of philosophy by which so many millions of inhabitants of the East

are directed, and which may, perhaps, boast of a greater number of followers

than any other existing system in the world, may now be illustrated from

the original sources, and its principles accurately developed. Testimonies

of the importance of these works have been given by continental authors.

The philologist also will be gratified by the large accession of materials

derived from the number of Tibetan texts now placed at his disposal.

To J. C. Whish, Esq., the Library is indebted for a large collection of

works, chieHyin Sanskrit, but in the Malayalma character, written on palm-

leaves, and principally comprising the Vedas, and other religious and philo-

sophical works of the Hindus. This large collection was made by his late

brother, C. M. Whish, Esq., of the Madras Civil Service, during a course of

many years that he was resident on the Western coast of the Southern

Peninsula of India.

John Romer, Esq., is the donor of several curious Manuscripts, some

of which are of great rarity
;
we may specify a poetical version in Arabic of

the Kalila va Dimna, and the Marzaban Nameh in Persian, purporting to

be written in a.d. 98.3.

The two numbers of the Society's Journal which have been published

since the last Anniversary, are now on the table. A reference to their con-

tents will evince the interest taken by men of eminence in literature in all

matters relating to the East.

Among the Papers in these Journals, we may notice the Sketch of the

Kingdom of Pandya, by Professor Wilson
;
and notices of some ancient

Hindu Coins in the Museum of the Society, by the same gentleman.

Ram Raz’s Paper on the proposed introduction of Trial by Jury into

India, is a gratifying proof of the satisfaction given to the natives by the

ameliorations gradually introduced amongst them by our governments
;
and

an evidence of the sound views entertained by them on their social and
political rights.

The Council would also refer to the Papers by Mr. Gutzlaff, on the

the subjects of Chinese literature and science
; and would remark that, from

the growing intercourse with that remote country, all additional information
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respecting its inhabitants, and their naodes of thinking and acting, are

desiderata of the first importance.

The Council trusts that the zeal manifested by absent Members for the

literary success of the Society will be an incentive to those resident in this

country, to devote some portion of their leisure to communicate to it the

stores of information which many of them have at their disposal.

Your Council will now conclude its Report, trusting that the foregoing,

though brief, review of its proceedings during the past year, will be con-

sidered satisfactory, and evince the interest it has taken in the superin-

tendence and guidance of the affairs of the Society.

The following Report on the Financial State of the Society was read by
Richard Clarke, Esq. :

—

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS,

FOR 1837.

The Auditors have the honour to lay before the Meeting an abstract of the

accounts for the year 1836, and an estimate of the probable receipts and
disbursements, for 1837. They have carefully examined the accounts and
vouchers from which the abstract is prepared, and have found them satis-

factory and correct in every respect.

The amount received by the Treasurer in the course of the year (Vide

Statement, No. I., p. xxvi,) is 14187. 9s. 3c7., and the balance brought on
from the preceding year was 4027. 6s. Ic7., making together a total of

18207. 15s. 4 c7. It must be observed, however, that of this total, a portion,

to the amount of 857. Is., consists of payments made by the Members of the

Committee of Agriculture and Commerce, which form no part of the funds

appropriable to.the general objects of this Society. The Treasurer has kindly

undertaken to transfer this item to a new head of account, which he will

open for the money of the newly-formed Committee. If the last-mentioned

sum be deducted from the total shown in the abstract, the real amount of

receipts will be 17357. 14s. 4c7.

The total expenditure is shown to be 13107. 11s. 8c7., and the balance in

favour of the Society 5 107. 3s. 8c7.
;
but deducting the 857. Is. from the

receipts, as before explained, the real balance in favour of the Society

will be 4257. 2s. 8c?.

In stating this balance, the Auditors feel it to be their duty to observe

that of the amount received, and expended, no less a portion than 4777. I5s.

consists of compositions paid by Members in lieu of annual subscriptions.

That sum, in fact, represents ten years’ subscriptions of twenty-two Members,
which have been expended in one year. The Auditors find that the practice

of carrying the compositions paid in any year to the account of the dispos-

able income of that year, has long prevailed. It appears to them, however,

to be incorrect, as exhibiting a fallacious view of the Society's finances
;

and dangerous, inasmuch as the withdrawing of so many annual contribu-

tions, if the amount of the compositions be not distributed over a series of
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years, may, at no distant period, produce embarrassment in fulfilling the

engagements which the Society must, every year, be prepared to meet.

The estimates for 18-37 (Fide Statement, No. II., p. xxvii,) state the pro-

bable receipts at 1 244^. 7s., to which is added the balance of cash in the Trea-

surer’s hands, 5107. 3s. 8d., making a total of 17547. 10s. 8d. The Auditors

observe that 2007. are included in this estimate as the amount of compositions

that may be anticipated in the course of the year
;

this sum they conceive,

on the grounds they have before stated, ought not to stand, to its full amount,

among the available assets. The admission fees and subscriptions of new
Members are taken at 1007. and the arrears likely to be received at 907.

It appears from a statement drawn up by the Secretary, and now laid

on the table, that the total number of Resident and Non-resident Members
is 434, of whom 181 have compounded for their subscriptions.

The sum receivable annually from the remaining Members is 6777. 5s.

;

but it appears from the statement that the subscriptions of fifty of the 434

are in arrear, or in abeyance.

The portion of the estimates which can be considered as certain or fixed,

consists of annual subscriptions, the annual donation of the East India

Company, the payment from the Oriental Translation Fund, and the divi-

dend on stock, and amounts, in all, to 8097. 9s.; the remainder is contingent.

The estimated expenses of the current year, arc stated at 18837. 19s. 9c7.

Of this amount, 4847. 16s. 9d. are on account of the printing of four num-
bers of the Society's Journal in 1835 and 1836 ; it having been customary to

discharge the printing-bill of one year out of the income of the following.

There is also another charge of 807. for a work in lithography now in pro-

gress. But it being most desirable, with a view to the best possible adminis-

tration of the Society's Funds, that the whole of the outlay of the year should

be defrayed within the twelvemonth, there have been included in this

estimate 2007. as the probable expense of printing two Numbers of the

Journal, being all that it is intended to issue in the present year 1837.

In addition to the foregoing estimate of what may be considered the

ordinary or current expenditure of the year, the Auditors regret to observe

that provision must be made to meet two very heavy drafts on the Society’s

Treasury ;
one for the discharge of a bill of 4067. 5s. due to the late Printers,

and the other for necessary repairs to the house, estimated at 1807. 17s.,

making together a sum little short of 6007.

In contrast with these extraordinary claims, the Auditors have to

observe, that 3007. are owing to the Society by the Oriental Translation

Fund; and that about 4007. are due on account of admission fees and sub-

scriptions by Members of the Society. The Auditors earnestly recommend

that every proper exertion be made, to get in as much as possible of these

large outstanding sums, and that before the close of the present year, all the

debts of the Society be paid off, and that, for that purpose, a sale of so much
stock be effected as may be necessary to discharge the balance.

The Auditors would further beg leave to recommend that, in future,

the estimates be prepared in two parts ;—the first part exhibiting the fixed

and ascertained income, against which should be charged the certain and
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unavoidable expenses of the year. The second part should exhibit all con-

tingent and uncertain receipts, against which should be charged, first the

supply of any deficiency in the fixed receipts as compared with the certain

expenditure. The remainder of the contingent estimate would be the sum
appropriable, at the discretion of the controlling authorities, to every pur-

pose which can further the important objects for which this Institution is

established.

The Auditors have to observe, that, in consequence of the lamented death

of Mr. Colebrooke, the original number of three Trustees has been reduced

to one; tlie first Trustees being Mr. Colebrooke, Dr. Noehden, and the

Treasurer, Mr. James Alexander.

It only remains for the Auditors to perform the gratifying duty of bear-

ing their testimony to the unceasing and kind attention which the Treasurer,

Mr. Alexander, continues to pay to the concerns of the Society
;
and to

express the satisfaction they have derived from the accuracy and clearness

of the accounts kept by the Secretary, Captain Harkness.

(Signed) R. Clarke i
®

I of the Council.

C. Elliott
j
Auditors on the part

S. Dyer |
of the Society.

Royal Asiatic Society's House,

Grafton Street, Bond Street,

6th ofMay, 1837.
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Colonel Briggs moved that the thanks of the Society be given to the

Auditors for their services
;
and that their Report, together with that of the

Council, be received, and printed in the Proceedings of the Society : seconded

by Major Moore, and carried unanimously.

The Right Hon. Sir Alex ander Johnston, as Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Correspondence, detailed the operations of that Committee, since

the last Anniversary, to the following effect :—A variety of reasons have

called the attention of the British public, at the present moment, to three

great divisions of Asia. The first, that which is bounded on the West by

the Mediterranean and the Red Sea; on the East by the Euphrates and

the Persian Gulf; on the North by the mountains of Armenia; and on

the South by the Arabian Sea. The second, that which extends from the

Himalayan IMountains, North, to Point de Galle, South; and from Surat,

West, to Assam, and the Chinese province of Yunnan, East. The third,

that which includes the whole of China in the North, and Borneo, Celebes,

New Guinea, and the other Eastern Islands, as fur as Torres' Straits, and

the N.W. part of Australia, in the South.

As the Committee of Correspondence always direct their researches to

those parts of Asia to which the circumstances of the time have particularly

called the attention of the public, they have directed their inquiries during

the last year, to subjects intimately connected with those three divisions of

Asia ; and I shall take the liberty to explain to the Meeting the nature, as

well of those circumstances, as of the inquiries made by the Committee,

and the reasons I have for believing, from the present feelings of the people

of Asia in favour of useful knowledge and literary distinction, that the pro-

ceedings of the Society are popular, and will be encouraged throughout that

great and interesting portion of the globe.

As to the first division of Asia, there are two circumstances which have

particularly called the attention of the public to it. First, the general con-

viction which prevails of the necessity and practicability of establishing a

direct and expeditious communication between Great Britain and British

India, either through the Arabian or the Persian Gulf. Second, the general

belief which prevails, that the Russian Government may, in consequence

of the extension of its frontiers towards the sources of the Euphrates and

Tigris, attempt, in the event of a future war between England and Russia,

to aim a blow at the British possessions in India through the Persian

Gulf. With a view to these two circumstances, the Committee have endea-

voured to acquire a thorough knowledge of the geography and topography

of that division of Asia
;
and have derived so much information from the

Surveys of the Indian Navy, as to render it their duty, considering the

debt of gratitude which the friends of science owe to this distinguished

body of men. to allude shortly to the history of their military achievements;

their maritime surveys
;
and diplomatic negociations.

The inhabitants of the Western coast of the peninsula of India, from

Cape Comorin, South, to Surat, North, have always, from the earliest times,

owing to a variety of causes, had a great propensity to piracy. In conse-

quence of this, the Great Mogul, as long as he exercised any authority over
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that coast, kept up a navy, under the command of an Admiral called the

Sedee, for the protection of the trade which was carried on by his subjects

between India and the Persian and Arabian Gulfs. The British Govern-

ment, when Bombay was ceded to Great Britain by Portugal, found it

necessary to establish and keep up a navy for a similar purpose
;
and it ex-

pended 50,0007. a year upon thisnavy from 1710to 1756. In the latteryear

the Government had, upon an occasion of great political importance to the

British interests in India, a full opportunity of estimating the value of the

services which might be derived from this navy, it having become necessary,

in consequence of the innumerable depredations committed by the pirates, and

the great extent of coast which they had acquired, to annihilate the power of

the celebrated pirate Angrea, who had got complete possession of all the sea-

coast, 120 miles in extent, from Tamana to Bancoot, and all the inland country,

as far as the mountains, which in some places are thirty, in others 'twenty

miles from the sea-coast. The ships and men of that navy having been

employed upon that occasion, under the command of one of their own officers.

Commodore James, were completely successful; destroyed the w'hole of

Angrea's fleet
;
and, with the assistance of some land troops, took his cele-

brated fort of Severn-droog, and all his other forts ; and put an end to his

authority and depredations.* From that time to the present period, they, as

well in the capture of the island of Ternate, in the Burmese war, in the

expeditions against the pirates of the Persian Gulf, as in a great many other

military expeditions upon which they have been employed, have shown the

greatest promptitude, the strictest discipline, and the most undaunted

courage. They have been equally distinguished by the zeal, and by the

great practical and theoretical science, with which they have executed those

maritime surveys by which they have been enabled, during the last forty

years, to complete the most useful and valuable charts of different parts of

the coasts of Asia, and of the coasts of the Arabian and Persian Gulfs. '*

During the latter part of the last century, many of the officers gained great

credit by the different maritime surveys to which their names are respectively

affixed. In the beginning of the present century. Captains Ross and

M'Gowan, made a trigonometrical survey of the seas between the Straits of

Malacca and the Yellow Sea. In 1819, in consequence of the benefit which

had been previously derived, during the expedition against the pirates in the

Persian Gulf, from the accuracy with which they had examined the different

inlets and creeks in that sea, some of the officers were employed by the

Bombay Government, in making the chart of the whole of the Persian Gulf,

which was completed in 1828. In that year, in consequence of the desire

which was evinced by the public, of having a communication between Great

Britain and British India through the Arabian Gulf, Captain Elwon was
employed, in the Benares, in surveying that Gulf, from the Strait of Babel-

* The building on Shooter’s Hill, called Severn-droog, was erected by Com-
modore James, in honour of that event.

The collection of 118 charts, published by order of the East India Company,
chiefly from surveys performed by the officers of the Indian Navy, show the value

Oi' the services executed by this able body of men.
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niandeb to Judda, and Captain Moresby, in the Palinurus, in surveying it

from Judda to Akkaba and Suez : and the result of these two surveys has

been published in that magnificent chart of the whole of the Arabian Gulf, of

which Captain Cogan has presented a copy to the Society. In 1833, some
more of the officers were ordered to survey the coast of Arabia, from the

Arabian to the Persian Gulf
;
and thereby connect the survey of the Eastern

coast of Africa, made from the Cape of Good Hope to the Arabian Gulf, by

Captain Owen, of the Royal Navy, with that of the Western coast of the

peninsula of India, made from Cape Comorin to the Persian Gulf, by the

officers of the Bombay Marine, and between eight and nine hundred miles of

the coast of Arabia have already been surveyed by them. In the same year

Lieutenant Wellsted was employed in surveying the Island of Socotra, and

his chart, and his account of that island, copies of which are published in

the Journal of the Geographical Society, do the highest honour to his talents

and to his scientific acquirements, and afford the public a proof of the advan-

tage which they have derived from the employment of such an officer on so

important a service. Many of the officers of this navy have availed them-

selves of the opportunities which their profession has aflbrded them, of ac-

quiring a knowledge of the customs and interests of the different native

chiefs on whose coasts they have been employed. Captain Cogan has

particularly distinguished himself hy his knowledge of the territories and

of the interests of the Imam of Muscat
;
and by establishing an intimate

alliance between that chief and Great Britain. He, at the request of the

Imam, tvvo years ago, brought to England the Liverpool, of 74 guns, as a

present from the Imam to the King of Great Britain
;
and, by command

of His Majesty, last October, took back one of the finest of the Royal

yachts as a present from His Majesty to the Imam. This officer, while

he was in England, having given the Committee much useful informa-

tion relative to the countries and people under the authority of the Imam
of Muscat, and to the protection and encouragement afforded by the Imam
to arts and sciences, the Society, on the recommendation of the Committee,

nominated that chief one of its Honorary Members, and sent him, hy

Captain Cogan, a diploma conferring that honour upon him. The Go-

vernment of Great Britain, aware of the importance of the Bombay Marine,

have lately extended to that navy the provisions of the Mutiny Act

;

have given the officers a fixed rank; have jilaced the whole establishment

under the superintendence of one of his Majesty's naval officers at Bom-
bay

;
and have changed the name of the service from that of the Bombay

Marine to that of the Indian Navy. Under all these circumstances,

I can have no doubt that the Society must be, as the Committee of Corre-

spondence is, convinced that the Indian Navy is, at the present moment,

not only one of the most important departments of the military and civil

services in British India, but also one of the most powerful engines

which can be employed by the Society for procuring information relative to

Asia, and for diffusing amongst the people of that division of the globe, the

arts, the sciences, and the civilization of Europe.

As to the second division of Asia, the following is the circumstance which
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has principally called the attention of the public to it. The consideration,

first, of the effect which the approximation of Great Britain to the British

possessions in India, by opening a direct communication between Great

Britain and India, through the Arabian and Persian Gulfs, is calculated to

produce, as well upon the minds and feelings of the people of Great Britain

with respect to India, as upon the minds and feelings of the people of India

with respect to Great Britain. Secondly, of the effect which the establish-

ment and colonization of a great body of Englishmen in India is calculated

to produce upon the moral and political feelings of the people of India.

Third, of the effect which raising the people of India to the moral

and political situation of the people of Great Britain is calculated to produce,

upon the authority of Great Britain in India. And, fourthly, of the effect

which the measures which must, sooner or later, be adopted by the British

legislature for rendering Great Britain independent of foreign countries for

cotton and silk, by getting those articles from British India, are calculated

to produce upon the interests of Great Britain and India. With a view

to this circumstance, the Committee of Correspondence have taken steps for

obtaining accurate information, from genuine Hindu sources, relative to the

general history, laws, moral principles, arts and sciences of the Hindus of

India; for establishing Literary Societies amongst the Hindus, for com-

pleting, through them, with the assistance of the local governments, such

parts of the Mackenzie Collection as are still incomplete;® for procuring

from the East India Records^ in this country all such Reports as can throw

light upon the ancient laws, usages, and customs, which, at the time each

province was annexed to Great Britain, prevailed amongst the Hindus of that

province
;
for ascertaining the genuine opinions® of the Hindus upon all ques-

® Lord Auckland has, recently, it is understood, in consequence of the sugges-

tions offered to him by the Committee before his departure from this country, taken

the subject into his consideration, and appointed Mr. Taylor, who has lately pub-

lished some of the papers relative to Madura collected by the late Colonel Mackenzie,

to assist the Hindu Literary Society at Madras, in arranging such of the papers

of the Mackenzie collection as are now at Madras.

Sir Alexander Johnston has, at different times, read most of these Reports,

and is, therefore, fully aware of the very valuable information wliich they contam

relative to the laws, customs, and usages of the Hindus. A few of them are printed

in the four volumes of the Judicial and Revenue Selections, but many are still in

manuscript, and are highly deserving of being published, as they do the greatest

honour to the talents and zeal of those public servants by whom they are drawn up.

* These opinions may be collected from the translations which have been made
from Sanskrit into English of several Sanskrit works by the late Sir Charles Wil-

kins, the late Mr. Colebrooke, and Professor Wilson. It is advisable to make

such a collection at the present moment, when the Society can have the as-

sistance of its present Director, Professor Wilson, who is allowed to be one of

the most distinguished, if not the most distinguished, Sanskrit scholar of tlie pre-

sent day ; and when it is anxious, in consequence of the recent death of those two

distinguished Oriental scholars. Sir Charles Wilkins and Mr. Colebrooke, to show

every respect to their memory, and to enable the British public to appreciate the

real value of their acquirements, and their literary labours.
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tions of religion, morals, metaphysics, laws and government ; for procuring

returns of the statistics® of British India from the Bengal, Madras, and

Bombay Governments; for arranging such returns according to the plan

adopted by the French Government in 1802
;

for procuring all the observa-

tions which have been made, either in favour or against the continuance of

the permanent system as to lands in India for collecting information from

every part of India relative to the growth of cotton, and the propagation of

the silk-worm, for the first of which articles Great Britain is at present

dependent upon the United States, and for the second of which, upon France

and Italy, instead of deriving both, as it is believed she may do, from British

India, and thereby circulating amongst her own subjects, in her own terri-

tories, that portion of her capital which she now circulates for those articles

amongst foreigners in foreign countries
; for enabling the people of Great

Britain to become acquainted with the process® observed by the people of

India in the manufacture of steel, on which subject a very able paper was

lately, on the suggestion of the Committee, read before the Society by Mr.

Wilkinson
;

for promoting the establishment of a Committee of Agriculture,®

® The Committee have already obtained much valuable information upon the

statistics of British India from the Bengal and Madras Governments; and are

dally expecting to receive more from the Bombay Government, in answer to the

queries which were drawn up by Mr. McCulloch, at the request of Sir Alexander

Johnston, and sent out by him to the Governors of those Presidencies.

1 It is of great importance to those Europeans who may wish to acquire lands

in British India, to be acquainted with the nature of the different tenures upon

which lands are held in that country, j)artlcularly with the nature of the permanent

settlement, about which so much difference of opinion has prevailed for many
years.

® As it is extremely useful for the manufacturers of Great Britain to have a

detailed account published of the different processes observed by the natives of every

part of Asia in their different manufactories, Sir Alexander Johnston is endeavouring

to procure such accounts from every part of India : Mr. Lord lately sent him

some particulars relative to the cutting and polishing of agate, cornelians, &c.,

which was published in the third Volume of the Society’s Journal ; and Mr. Wil-

kinson lately prepared for him the paper which is above alluded to, upon the manu-

facture of steel. It appears, by some papers collected by Sir Alexander John-

ston, that his uncle, the late Hon. Colonel George Napier, when in the Ordnance,

inquired very particularly into the manufacture of gunpowder in different parts of

Asia ; and ascertained that the proportions of charcoal, sulphur, and saltpetre, used

in China, from the most ancient periods, in the manufacture of gunpowder, are the

same as are used in this country, to produce the strongest and best gmipowder.

® With a view of acquiring a knowledge of the agriculture and statistics of

British India, the Committee of Correspondence, on the suggestion of Mr. Holt

Mackenzie and Dr. Royle, some time ago recommended to the Council the forma-

tion of an Agricultural Committee, composed of the Members of this Society.

Sir A. Johnston having himself at the same time communicated with the INIembers

for Glasgow and Liverpool, and with some of the leading men of Manchester, upon

the subject, and having found from them that they all agreed as to the utility of such

a Committee ; and one having been recently formed, it is only necessary to state

that the Chairman of that Committee is Sir Charles Forbes, and that the two
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composed of Members of the Society
;
and for reviving at Madura, sub-

ject to such alterations as change of circumstances and the progress in

irts, science, and literature may require, the ancient Hindu College,'® which
is supposed to have had so great an influence upon the education and cha-

racter of the Hindus in the Southern peninsula of India, from the third

to the tenth century of the Christian era.

As to the third division of Asia, the following are the circumstances

which have principally called the attention of the public to it. The first,

that of the frontiers of the British possessions in India having been

recently extended, partly by conquest, partly by acquisitions obtained by
treaties, to the neighbourhood of the province of Yunnan, the Eastern pro-

vince of China. The second, that of the discovery which has recently been
made, that the tea-plant is growing in a tract of country extending 300 miles

within the British territories. The third, that of British traders having

been enabled, in consequence of the opening of the trade with China to all

British subjects, to visit parts of that Empire which were never visited before

by British subjects, and to become better acquainted than they formerly were

with the produce of the different islands in the Eastern Archipelago, and with

the various wants of their inhabitants. With a view to these circumstances,

the Committee have taken measures for procuring all the valuable informa-

tion which is preserved in the Archives of the Jesuits" at Naples, Rome,

leading Members of the Committee are Mr. Holt Mackenzie and Dr. Royle,

in order to convince the public of its efficiency, and of the advantages which Great
Britain and India are likely to derive from its establishment.

In consequence of the influence which was exercised by this College for

seven centuries over the Hindus in the Southern Peninsula of India, the cele-

brated Jesuit Missionary, Robertus di Nobilibus, who resided at Madura in the

17th century, and the equally celebrated Jesuit Missionary Beschi, who resided

at Trichinopoly in the 18th century, both formed plans for reviving it ; but, owing

to the dissensions in their order, were unable to carry them into effect. The father

of Sir Alexander Johnston, and the late Colonel Mackenzie, who resided at Madura
in 1783, having procured an accoimt of the ancient College, and copies of the plans

of Robertus di Nobilibus and Beschi, in that year formed a plan of their own for the

revival of this College ; and Colonel Mackenzie, who was an officer of the Engineers,

and who was then superintending the building of the house for Mr. Johnston, which

is known at Madura by the name of Johnston House, and which is now the property

of Sir Alexander Jolmston, at the request of Mr. Johnston, laid out this house in

such a manner as to enable Mr. Johnston, whenever an opportunity might offer, to

convert it into the Hindu College which he had planned. No such opportunity,

however, occurred during the lives of Colonel Mackenzie and Mr. Johnston ; but

as the house is still the property of Sir Alexander Johnston, he has offered to

make over all right which he has to it, according to the original plan of his father,

to any individual or society who may agree to carry that plan into effect ; and he

is now in communication with a Society abroad, who have the intention of sending

out to Madura six men eminently distinguished in different branches of science,

for the purpose of establishing themselves at Madura, and educating the Hindus of

that part of India, and circulating amongst them the arts find sciences of Europe.

" Sangermano, in his “ Description of the Burmese Empire,” translated by Dr.

Tandy, and published by the Oriental Translation Fund, shows the value and the

VOL. IV. C
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Genoa, Venice, Paris, Madrid, and Lisbon, respecting Upper and Lower

Assam, Munipore, Borg, the North-East parts of the Burmese Empire,

Laos, Cambodia, Cochin-China, and all the Eastern provinces of China; for

calling the attention of the British public to the moral, political, and com-

mercial importance of the Anglo-Chinese College, established at Malacca

by the late Dr. Morrison, and so liberally supported by Sir George Staunton ;

for encouraging the Rev. Mr. Gutzlaff‘^ to proceed in his very interesting

inquiries relative to the history, literature and science of China, to the

practice of medicine in that country, and to the different idioms which are

spoken by the people of Japan who inhabit the coasts of that Empire ; for

acquiring a knowledge of the Island of Quelport,’* which, from its local situ-

extent of the information which the Jesuit Jlissionaries acquired of each of the

countries in Asia in which they resided. The Annales des Propaganda also show

that the Catholic Missionaries who are at present in different parts of Asia, are

not less active than their predecessors were in obtaining useful information relative

to that part of the world.

In No. 1050 of the Literary Gazette, there is a very interesting account of

a young Chinese gentleman who was educated at that College, and who is believed

to have had considerable influenee, by the knowledge he obtained at that College, in

altering the opinions of the Chinese Government with respect to the trade of their

coimtry with foreign nations.

This enlightened and zealous Protestant missionary is indefatigable in his

endeavours to acquire a thorough knowledge of China and its inhabitants, as ap-

pears from his analysis of the Yih-She, published in the third, and his paper on the

Practice of Medicine by the Chinese, published in the fourth Volume of the

Society’s Journal; and to circulate amongst them a knowledge of the history, litera-

ture, arts and sciences of Great Britain, as appears by his translation into Chinese

of an abridgment of the History of England ; and his Geographical and Astro-

nomical tracts printed in that language, at Canton, with portraits, maps, and dia-

grams. Sir Alexander Johnston, having submitted his paper on the Practice of

Medicine by the Chinese to Sir Henry Halford, who, notwithstanding his extensive

practice, devotes much of his attention to inquiries in every part of the world,

connected with the knowledge of his profession, has forwarded from him to the

Rev. Mr. Gutzlaff, a set of queries, which are calculated to elicit from the Chinese

medical men, such further information as may be interesting to the medical men
of this country.

** He has recently sent to Sir Alexander Johnston, a vocabulary of the idioms

of the language spoken by the Japanese who inhabit the coasts of Japan, which he

compiled from the information he received from four Japan mariners, who, after

having been wrecked in the Chinese Seas, were brought to Macao, and resided with

him at that place for some time.

It is believed that the Government of the United States are fully aware of

the commercial importance of the local situation of this island. The plan which

they, and the Government of France have adopted, of sending their ships of war on

frequent cruises through the Eastern Archipelago and the Chinese Seas for the purpose

of making the inhabitants of these seas aware of their maritime power, and for that

of acquiring local information respecting all the islands in those seas, and all the

coasts of China bordering on them, has enabled those two governments, particularly

the former, to acquire such a knowledge of these seas as may be of the greatest

importance to them in a political and commercial point of view.
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ation, is of as much importance to those who wish to carry on a trade with

Japan and Corea, as the Island of Singapore is to those who wish to carry

on a trade with Siam and Cochin-China, on the one side, and all the islands

of the Eastern Archipelago on the other; for having translations'® made from

the Dutch into English of all the papers in the Dutch records of Ceylon,

Cochin, Negapatnam, and Malacca, which throw any light upon the history

of the islands in the Eastern Archipelago, and upon the trade which was.

and is still, carried on between the Dutch settlements and those islands

;

and for obtaining from Mr. Earl,''^ a gentleman whose observations as to

these islands, and the policy which the British Government ought to observe

with respect to their inhabitants, are of so much value, the information which

he collected during the recent voyages which he made to Borneo, and many
of the islands in the Eastern Archipelago.

The following circumstances show that various descriptions of persons in

Egypt, Arabia, India, Malacca, and China, are anxious to acquire literary

fame themselves
;

to respect those who have distinguished themselves by

their scientific discoveries; to promote the improvement of the condition

of their fellow-creatures, and to co-operate with the Society in the attainment

of the objects which they have in view.

In Egypt, the Pasha'® of that country, who is an Honorary Member of

this Society, by the attention with which he receives any Members of the

Society who may visit his country
;
in Arabia, the Arabs who inhabit both

banks of the Euphrates,'® by their conduct towards Colonel Chesney, and

the expedition under his command
;
the inhabitants of Bagdad, by the recep-

tion which they gave the steam-boat, the Euphrates, when it came up the

Tigris to that place; and the Imam of Muscat, by the policy which he has

pursued in sending the Liverpool, one of his 74-gun ships, as a present to

Sir Alexander Johnston, while President of His Majesty’s Council in

Ceylon, had most of these documents, and most of the Dutch works upon the

same subject, translated from the Dutch into the English language for his own
information ; and he is at present collecting them in order that he may present

them to the Society.

This gentleman, some time ago, wrote, at the request of Sir Alexander

Johnston, the papers relative to Borneo which have been published in the Society’s

Journal ; and it is to be hoped that he will be employed in some situation in which

he will have an opportunity of carrying on, with facility, those researches respecting

the islands in the Eastern Archipelago, and the utility of establishing an English

Colony on the Northern part of Australasia, for which he is so peculiarly well calcu-

lated, by Ills acquirements, his character, and his zeal.

'® Captain Mackenzie, a very intelligent corresponding member of the Society,

who recently came through Egypt from Calcutta to England, had an interview

while at Alexandria with the Pasha, and was received by him with the greatest

attention.

It is imderstood that the inhabitants of Bombay have determined to erect a

monument at Alla, the place near that part of the Euphrates where the steam boat,

the Tigris, was overset, to the memory of the officers and men who were lost on that

occasion ; and that the inhabitants of Alla, so far from being averse to this measure,

are ready to assist in erecting the monument.

c 2
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the King of England, by Captain Cogan, an officer of the Indian Navy,

evince the feelings which they respectively entertain in favour of the im-

provement of the condition of their countrymen. At Bombay, the resolution

which the nephew of that distinguished scholar, the late Mulla Firoz, has

adopted, to publish, by subscription, with the aid of the Society, a transla-

tion into English of his uncle’s work, called the George Nameh, on the

discovery of India by Europeans
;
the application which Manockjee Cursetjee,

and sixteen of the most distinguished Parsis, thirteen of whom are Justices

of the Peace, made some time ago, through their friend. Sir Charles Forbes,

to be elected Members of this Society, show the value which the natives of the

the highest respectability at Bombay attach at present to literary distinction,

and the honour of becoming Members of this Society.^'’ At Calcutta, the

improved system of education which has been introduced amongst the

natives; the number of useful works on science and literature which

have been translated from the English into different Oriental languages;

the variety of newspapers, in English and in the native languages,^' which

The circumstances which led to the first extension by Act of Parliament

to the natives of British India of the right of sitting upon Juries, and of being

appointed Justices of the Peace, have made the natives of the highest distinction at

Bombay anxious to have the honour of holding this responsible oflice. Sir Alexander

Johnston, in 1810, when President of His Majesty’s Council in Ceylon, conceiving

that the surest way of improving the education, and raising the character and the

situation of the natives of India, was by giving them an ample share in the govern-

ment of their country, obtained for the natives of Ceylon a charter, under the

great seal of England, imparting to them trial by jury, the right of being appointed

Justices of the Peace, and all the other most important rights of British-bom sub-

jects. Mr. Wynn, in 1826, then President of the Board of Control, thinking, from

the moral and political effect which had been produced on the people of Ceylon by

this measure, that it would be advisable to adopt a similar measure with respect to

the natives of British India, introduced the Act by which the right of sitting

upon Juries was extended to the natives of Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta;

and Lord Glenelg, Mr. Wynn’s successor, subsequently, upon the petition of the

natives of Bombay, also extended to the natives of those three places the right of

being appointed Justices of the Peace. This right is highly valued, as none but

those natives who are the most distinguished by their character and their talents

are appointed to the situation.

** The following is a list of Indian Newspapers and Periodicals, made out in

the year 1836 :

—

C.O.CUTTA. When Published.

Bengal Hurkaru, and Chronicle ....
Calcutta Courier .....
Englishman and Military Chronicle ....
India Gazette and Chroniele ....
Government Gazette (Official) ....
Bengal Herald, Literary Gazette, and Reformer .

Oriental Observer and Literary Chronicle, with the Military

Gazette ......
Scots’ Gazette ......
The Gyanauneshun (Native Paper)

Daily.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Thrice a Week.

Twice a Week.

Weekly.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
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are circulated through the country
;
and the frequent public meetings, and

public discussions, which take place upon subjects of great public interest,

have gradually weakened the prejudices which prevail amongst the natives

against coming to Europe
; and must ultimately induce them to follow

Calcutta—{Continued.) When Published.

Various Native Papers .... . Uncertain.

Commercial Price Current . Weekly.

Calcutta Exchange Price Current . . . . Ditto.

Sporting Magazine .... . Monthly.

East India United Service Journal . Ditto.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal . Ditto.

Caleutta Christian Observer .... . Ditto.

Calcutta Monthly Journal . . . . Ditto.

Bengal Directory and Annual Register . , Yearly.

Bengal Annual, &c, .... . Ditto.

Serampore.
Friend of India ..... . Weekly.

Sumachar Durpun (Bengali and English) . . Ditto.

Mofussil.

Meerut Observer ..... . Weekly.

Delhi Gazette ..... . Ditto.

Agra Ukhbar ..... . Ditto.

Central Free Press .... . Ditto.

Cawnpore Omnibus ..... . Ditto.

Cawnpore Free Press .... . Ditto.

Meerut Universal Magazine .... . Monthly.

Madras.
Madras Courier ..... . Four times aWeek
Madras Male Asylum Herald.... . Twice a Week.

Madras Gazette ..... . Ditto.

Government Gazette (Official) . Ditto.

Madras Times ..... . Ditto.

Standard ...... . Ditto.

Conservative ... . . . Ditto.

Madras Journal of Literature and Science . Monthly.

Madras Almanack ..... . Yearly.

Madras Army List .... . Ditto.

Bombay.
Bombay Courier ..... . Twice a Week.
Bombay Gazette ..... . Ditto.

Government Gazette (Official) . . . . Weekly.

Durpun (Native Paper) .... . Ditto.

Oriental Christian Spectator .... . Monthly.

Sporting Magazine .... . Ditto.

Singapore.

Singapore Chronicle ..... . . Weekly. '

Singapore Free Press • > . • . . Ditto.

Prince of Wales’ Island Gazette

Penang

Weekly,
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the examples set them by the celebrated Brahmin the late Rammohun Roy,®*

and the Mahommedan Prince Jamh-ud-din,®* of visiting England themselves,

of becoming acquainted, upon the spot, with the nature and effects of all its

political institutions, acquiring the means of exercising a direct influence

upon the government of British India, and thereby protecting the rights and
privileges, and promoting the local interests of themselves and their coun-

trymen. At Madras, the natives, by forming a Hindu Literary Society at

that place, show the desire they feel to acquire knowledge, and to pro-

mote the researches of this Society, by inquiring into the history, religion,

laws, architecture, and agriculture of their country. At Malacca, the

Chinese, who have been educated at the College at that place, afford *a

decisive proof of the benefit which the people of China must derive from

a good education, and of the influence which such an education must give

them over the opinions and feelings of their countrymen, and over the

moral and political changes, which, owing to the progress of knowledge,

must sooner or later take place in that country. At Canton the establish-

ment of the Ophthalmic Hospital ; at Macao that of the Morrison Edu-
cation Society ; at both of these places the exertions of Dr. Colledge and
other professional gentlemen, to afford medical and surgical relief to the

Chinese; and the various European and American institutions at Canton
and Macao, must gradually produce amongst the Chinese people a con-

viction of the practical benefits to be derived from European science and

Rammohun Roy, when in England, was examined by the Committee

appointed by the House of Commons to take evidence relative to India, before the

passing of the last Act which was made for the government of that country, and

thereby had a public opportunity given him of stating his opinions as to the pri-

vileges and rights which ought to be granted to his countrymen, and as to the

alterations which ought to be made in the British government of India. This

circumstance alone, shows the very great protection, and the very great advan-

tage, which must be derived by the natives of India, from having countrymen

of their own, of high character and great talents, residing in this country.

This prince, after visiting different parts of England, Scotland, and Ireland,

and obtaining a knowledge of the agriculture, manufactures, and statistics of the

country, has become a proprietor of East India Stock, and thereby acquired a right

of exercising his influence by his vote, over the British government of India. The

history of this prince’s family, shows the great 'changes which have taken place in

India within the last fifty years. Hyder Ah', the grandfather of the prince, was

once so powerful a chief, that in the years 1781 and 1782 some of his troops were so

near Madras, as to render it unsafe to reside in any of the garden-houses near Fort

St. George, and Lord Macartney, the then Governor, and his private Secretary,

the present Sir George Staunton’s father, derived great credit from being able to get

him to conclude, in 1783, that treaty, in allusion to which, the portrait of Lord

Macartney, and Sir George’s father, now in the present Sir George Staunton’s pos-

session, was painted. Scarcely twenty years afterwards, the British army succeeded

in annihilating altogether, under his son Tipoo, Hyder’s dynasty, and Prmce

Jamh-nd-dfn, the son of Tipoo, and a pensioner of the British Government, is now-

in England, and qualified to exercise, as a Proprietor of East India Stock, a greater

influence over the British government in India, than his grandfather, in the pleni-

tude of his power, had ever exercised.
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European acquirements. The liberal and enlightened conduct of the foreign

merchants at Canton and Macao, as well of those who are subjects of the

United States, as of those who are subjects of all the different sovereigns of

Europe, in unanimously resolving to subscribe a large sum of money, for

erecting a monument in honourofthe memory of the late Captain Horsburgh,

shows the estimation in which they hold scientific acquirements. The reso-

lutions which were passed by them on the occasion, whether we consider the

person to whose memory they relate ; the persons by whose co-operation they

were passed ;
the place at whieh they were passed

;
the nature of the

monument, and the situation in which it is to be placed, must afford the

highest encouragement to scientific pursuits, by holding out the highest

honours to those who succeed in them. The person to whom the honour

is paid, is one who left his home in Fifeshire as a cabin-boy, who, having

been employed as a sea-faring man in the Indian seas, was wrecked between

Batavia and Ceylon, on the Island of Diego-Garcia
;
and was, in consequence

of this misfortune, first led to make those valuable observations, and to collect

those valuable materials, from which, with the assistance of Sir Charles

Forbes, and his other friends, he afterwards published that magnificent

collection of charts, which is known by the name of the Indian Pilot. The
persons by whose unanimous co-operation the resolutions are passed, are

merchants of almost all the nations of Europe, America and Asia. The
place at which they were passed, is Canton, which, though 18,000 miles

from the spot where he died, is a place at which all the foreign merchants

are the most capable of appreciating the value of his labours, from

having become fully aware, during their voyage from their owm country to

that place, of the perils from W'hich they had been saved by the accuracy

of his charts and his observations. The monument which is to be erected

is the most appropriate one that could have been erected to his memory, as

it is to consist of a series of light-houses, which are calculated to afford to

navigators the same protection by night, which his charts and observations

afford them by day. The situation in which these light-houses are to be

erected, is at one of the great entrances through which ships pass from the

Pacific into the Chinese seas
;
and is calculated, both from the number of

ships which are likely to pass through that entrance, and from the great

moral and political changes which are likely to be brought about amongst
the inhabitants of the empire of China, and amongst those of all the Eastern

islands, by the European establishments in Australasia, to secure for

Horsburgh’s memory, for many ages yet to come, the respect and gratitude

of the inhabitants of every maritime nation of Europe, Asia, and America.

Sir Ralph Rice said, that in rising to propose a vote of thanks to the
Right Hon. Chairman of the Committee of Correspondence, for his very able

Report, he only regretted that the pleasing office had not been entrusted to

a person more able to do justice to it. He felt convinced, that, after the

very eloquent and comprehensive address which had just been delivered,

there would not be found one dissentient voice. It was, indeed, delightful,

to find a gentleman, after having retired from the duties of a laborious pro-
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fession, devoting his valuable leisure to subjects intimately connected with

the general history of India, and affording, by such an employment of his

time, so much information and gratification to those with whom he came in

contact. When it was recollected what a vast range of information the

Right Hon. Gentleman had displayed for so many years in his annual

addresses, the extraordinary skill which he had shown in the arrangement of

his interesting facts, as well as the valuable suggestions which he had made
for the benefit of the Society, it appeared a matter of doubt whether more

praise was due to him for what had been done, the actum, or for what was

afterwards to be undertaken, the agendum. He would not detain the

Meeting by entering into any remarks on the subjects which had been just

now touched on in so masterly a manner, but would simply propose

—

“That the thanks of the Society are due, and hereby given, to the Right

Hon. Sir Alexander Johnston, the Chairman of the Committee of

Correspondence, for his Report, and that he be requested to reduce his obser-

vations to writing, in order that they may be printed in the Society’s Journal."

General Boardman seconded the motion, which was carried unani-

mously.

Sir A. Johnston expressed his satisfaction at receiving a vote of thanks

for his services, from persons so well calculated to decide on their utility.

Colonel Galloway moved a vote of thanks to the Council for their

services during the past year. He regretted that he was but little able to

do justice to the resolution, but whoever looked at the ability and zeal requi-

site to effect the objects which had this day been brought before the Meet-

ing, must admit that the Council riot only deserved the thanks of the

Society, but of all mankind.

Major Chase seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.

The Right Hon. the President then rose, and said that they had now
come to that point in their proceedings, where he usually made such obser-

vations as occurred to him on the general state of the Society, and the

proceedings of the past year. He must be permitted to express first, the

lively satisfaction which he felt in witnessing so numerous an attendance

of members. When he saw that sufficiency of seats could scarcely be

found for the gentlemen who were anxious to witness the proceedings of

the Anniversary Meeting, he could not but suppose that the Society was
exciting an increased interest. It had been truly remarked, that the

Society had been instituted on broad and extensive principles, analogous to

those commercial principles which the liberality and extended views of

modern times had generated and sanctioned. Formerly it was declared,

that we must consider that trade the best, where the greatest quantity of

commodities was exported from this country, and the least imported. We
then considered our interests as promoted by the depression of commercial

rivals. Juster principles had since been adopted and acted upon. We are
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now sensible, from experience, that no part of the world can improve or be-

come prosperous, without extending an increase of wealth and prosperity to

Great Britain. That none can suffer commercial reverses which shall not

also be felt by our merchants and manufacturers. This principle particu-

larly applied to our intercourse with India. Superior skill and superior

science had enabled our manufactures to supersede those of India, not only

in the markets of Europe, but in those of India herself; but the demand
for them must be crippled and limited, if we did not find articles which we
could advantageously import from India in return. If, then, we looked

only to the local and limited interests of this island, we should best consult

them by promoting the industry, the welfare, and manufactures of India.

But he would be sorry to suppose, in looking at this great country, that she

could be induced to act on such narrow and exclusive views, and not regard

the happiness and prosperity of eighty millions of her distant subjects to be

of far more value than any temporary advantages which might accrue to

herself from any system she might deem fit to pursue. In her connexion

with India, the Mother Country had every desire to act on a system of

reciprocal advantage, and was most anxious, that, in return for what she

received, she might contribute to ameliorate the state of civilization in that

country. The Asiatic Society had the same object in view, and for that

purpose had directed its attention to several subjects relating to India.

First to the literature of the East, which had been particularly committed to

the care of the Oriental Translation Committee, which had taken its origin

from the Asiatic Society. The labours of that branch had been of vast

importance, and more had been effected in the last ten years through its

instrumentality, than had been altogether performed in any antecedent

period. A second object of the Society’s attention was the History of India.

It would be perceived from the Society's Journal and Transactions how much
had been effected in that department. Thirdly, the arts, manufactures, and
produce of India, as well as the degree of improvement they were capable

of. For the purpose of this investigation, the Committee of Agriculture and
Commerce had lately been appointed, and from the commencement they

had already made, from the experience, the zeal, and qualifications of the

Chairman (Sir Charles Forbes), as well as of the other members whom they

had selected, he trusted that results the most satisfactory might be anti-

cipated. These were the principal objects of the Society with a view to

ameliorate the condition of the inhabitants of India
;
and he felt pride

in saying that their labours were productive of much good. When he

had the honour of addressing the Meeting last year, he had mentioned

the great uneasiness which had been expressed at the suspension of

the printing of Oriental works at Calcutta at the expense of Government.

The expense which was incurred was trifling, when compared with the mag-
nitude of the objects which were held in view. The Society had taken some
pains to demonstrate the impolicy of this suspension, and had effected so

much, that permission was granted that the works in progress should be

completed, and should go before the public in a perfect form. Whether the

printing should continue to be altogether suspended, rested with the
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Governor-General of India, as the authorities at home would wait for his

answer before they decided. This suspension of Oriental studies in India

was of great importance. Without cultivating the native tongues, we could

not arrive at an accurate and useful knowledge of the manners, habits and
customs of the people. The Government were most anxious to urge the

introduction of the English language, as well as our improved civilization,

amongst the natives. But experience had proved that this could be best

effected by paying respect to their languages and national feelings. He
trusted that the encouragement given to the study of the Oriental tongues,

might not be withdrawn, but that the enlightened policy of former times

might be continued. The expediency of this course was deeply felt by Sir

C. Wilkins, who was the first among Europeans that successfully studied the

Sanskrit language, and whose translations of the Bhagavat Gita and Hito-

padesa were the first fruits of his success, and to whom the world is

indebted for originating the translation of the Laws of Menu, a work after-

wards completed by Sir W. Jones. It was to be hoped that the Govern-

ment would see the impolicy of stopping the printing of those works, which,

in the opinion of sound judges, served to draw closer the ties which con-

nected the two countries. The Right Hon. the Chairman of the Committee

of Correspondence, in his admirable address, had expressed some fears as to

the hostile intentions of Russia. No doubt, many persons in that country as

well as others, entertained ambitious views
;
but when he considered the

intimate union which had existed between that country and England for

more than one hundred years with little interruption, he was convinced in

his own mind that a greater security for continued peace w as afforded by the

strong mutual commercial interests which so closely connected them, than

by any political alliance which could be formed. When the aberration of

the Emperor Paul had for a short period interrupted the harmony which

existed between the two countries, notwithstanding every opposition, the

usual commerce did in fact go on, until the catastrophe took place which

violently finished the Autocrat’s reign, and put an end to the disunion

between Russia and this country. Such were the general remarks he

deemed it right to make on the objects of the Society. With respect to

particular points for consideration, the state of the finances called loudly for

increased exertion.

The Members should endeavour to procure new subscribers. Unless more

than usual efforts were made, the necessary repairs of the house would

cause them to encroach upon the fund of the Society, which was laid by for

particular purposes. He would direct the attention of all the Members to

this important subject, in order to stimulate them to exertion. Since last

year, the Society had to deplore the loss of Mr. Colebiooke, who had always

been so zealous a promoter of its interests. That distinguished gentleman

had occupied the chair of the Society at its first sitting. He had recom-

mended him (Mr. Williams Wynn) to fill the office of President of the

Society. This should not be deemed a compliment to an individual,

but as a mode of showing that a connexion existed between the Society

and the Government, and to prove to those who were in India, that the
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Government were anxious to countenance and assist any means for producing

good to the inhabitants. His Royal Master, George the Fourth, approved

of the suggestion, and had graciously declared himself the Patron of the

Society, at the same time directing that the First Commissioner for the

affairs of India should officially hold the office of Vice-Patron, and thereby

supply a constant channel of communication between the Society and the

Government. His present Majesty had also accepted the office of Vice-

Patron when Duke of Clarence, and since his accession had not only suc-

ceeded his Royal Brother as Patron, but had distinguished the Society by a

mark of his particular favour, as selecting the late Sir Charles Wilkins and
Sir Graves Haughton as companions of the Guelphic Order. As the

situation which Mr. Colebrooke had occupied as Director, was to be filled up,

it became necessary to procure a successor. An application was made to

Sir Graves Haughton, who occupied a distinguished place in Oriental

literature, to fill the vacant chair. Ill-health prevented that gentleman from

complying; and it was perhaps a matter of congratulation to him, as his

private friend, that he had not consented. Zeal for the interests of the

Society might have produced extraordinary exertion, which might prove

too much for a weakly state of health ;
and the Society would then have to

deplore the loss of another eminent individual. Application was next made
to Mr. Professor Wilson, who stood conspicuous as the first Sanskrit scholar

of the day, and was distinguished by holding the situation' of Professor of

Sanskrit at the University of Oxford. It was felt, in recommending this

gentleman to the Council, that not only w'as he the most eligible person,

from the services which might naturally be expected from him
;
but that a

lustre would be added to the Society in every country in Europe and in

the East, by possessing so distinguished a scholar amongst their Members.
The advanced hour of the day prevented his adverting to other matters of

interest, yet he could not forbear lamenting the death of Mr. Marsden,

whose works on Eastern subjects had been the means of greatly extending

the knowledge of Eastern philology and history. In conclusion, he must
again express his pleasure at the fulness of the attendance, and would

recommend to the good offices of all present, the task of procuring a further

addition to their numbers, as the funds of the Society stood in great need of

assistance.

Sir Alexander Johnston rose to discharge the pleasing duty of

proposing a vote of thanks to the President. The longer they had the

pleasure of knowing him, the more reason had they for being proud of their

connexion with him. If anything more than another merited their grati-

tude, it was the handsome manner in which he had at first joined the

Society. It was then important that a person connected with the Govern-

ment should countenance and support the Society. The Right Hon. Gen-
tleman came forward at the moment when the Society required it

;
he was

then at the head of the Board of Control, and he did not for a moment
hesitate to join them. Since that period, through all its vicissitudes, he had

been regularly elected to the chair, which he adorned as much by his liber-
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ality of feeling, as by his zeal for literature and science. It was unnecessary

to say more than to propose that the thanks of the Society he given to the

Right Honourable President.

The Right Hon. Henry Ellis seconded the motion; which was carried

und voce.

The President returned thanks.

Thomas Weeding, Esq., moved a vote of thanks to the Vice-Pre-
sidents.

Sir Charles Forbes seconded the motion
;
which was carried unani-

mously.

Sir A. Johnston returned thanks for himself and colleagues.

Sir George Staunton rose to propose a vote of thanks to the Trea-
surer, for the zeal and attention which he always paid to the interests of the

Society. As he was standing, he should take the opportunity of adverting

to a subject which deserved, he thought, the attention of the Society. It was

to effect a more intimate union between the Royal Asiatic Society and the

Oriental Translation Fund. In their anxiety to improve the state of their

finances, it might he worth while to see if a considerable saving could not he

effected by such a junction. The two Societies had the same object in view,

and held their meetings in the same house
;

and yet their measures were

carried on by a double machinery. The expense, of course, was greater, by

such separate proceedings, and this he thought might be considerably

diminished by a connexion betsveen the two Societies. He did not mean at

that time to move any Resolutions on the subject; but he would read two

Propositions which he had prepared as subjects to be considered on a future

occasion:

—

1. That a more intimate union of interests and of government, be-

tween the Royal Asiatic Society and the Committee of the Oriental

Translation Fund is highly desirable for the promotion of their common
object, the diffusion of knowledge connected with Asia, whether by

means of Translations, or by means of Original Communications.

2. That the following propositions be made to the Committee of the

Oriental Translation Fund :

—

That the Oriental Translation Committee be a Committee of tbe

Royal Asiatic Society : that all the present Members of the Committee

be confirmed : but that no new Members be elected who are not Mem-
bers of the Royal Asiatic Society.

That the Oriental Translation Fund be in future called the Oriental

Translation and Publication Fund, and be applicable, in certain pro-

portions, to the purposes of original publications upon Oriental subjects,

as well as to those of translations of Oriental works; and that all

Ten Guinea Subscribers to that Oriental Fund shall be entitled,

accordingly, to receive copies of all the Publications of the Royal
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Asiatic Society, in addition to those of the Translations published

under the direction of the Oriental Translation Committee.

It is presumed that the plan of including the original publications

of the Society with the translations of Oriental works, if approved of

by the present Subscribers, will add to the popularity of the Fund,

and that the augmentation in the list of Subscribers would prevent

any diminution of tbe pecuniary resources specially at the disposal of

the Oriental Committee, while it would materially improve the general

finances of the Society.

He thought it would not be difficult to show the advantages which must
arise from the proposed junction. When first the Oriental Translation

Fund had commenced its labours, it had printed many valuable works,

which had been but little known. The first harvest of their exertions was

now reaped, as the works which remained to be translated could scarcely

be expected to possess so much interest as those which had been first

selected. He suggested therefore, that original contributions should be mixed

with the translations which were made, as the works sent out by the Oriental

Translation Fund would thus become more ^popular, and more widely dis-

seminated. The same persons who were anxious to see translations of

Eastern works, would be glad also to peruse original contributions referring

to India ; so that the present patrons and supporters of the Oriental Trans-

lation Fund could not be expected to make any objection. He laid the

proposition before the Meeting, under the impression that some new
arrangement of this description was now become necessary, and would be

found to improve the finances of the Society. To return to the first object

of his rising, he begged to move a vote of thanks to the Treasurer, for his

valuable services.

Louis Hayes Petit, Esq,, seconded the motion ; which was carried

unanimously.

J. Alexander, Esq., returned thanks for the flattering compliment

which had been just paid him. He only wished that his exertions were

more beneficial to the Society. He begged leave to urge on the Meeting the

necessity of exertion, in order to increase their funds, without which they

could not hope to be independent, and really useful.

Colonel Vans Agnew moved a vote of thanks to Captain' Harkness,
the Secretary of the Society, for his services. The high attainments and zeal

of this gentleman, were too well known to require any encomium from him.

He hoped that they might long have the advantage of his services, and that

his example might stimulate other military men from India to employ their

leisure agreeably, and usefully, in cultivating Oriental literature.

George Arbuthnot, Esq., seconded the motion
; which was carried

unanimously.

Captain Harkness returned thanks.
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Sir Henry Willock said, that in rising to propose a vote of thanks to

Sir Graves Haughton, the Librarian, he had to announce to the Meeting
that the weak state of that gentleman's health had obliged him to retire

from the duties of his office. A distinguished officer, however, had con-

sented to undertake the labours of the office, and he felt confident that the

Meeting would congratulate themselves when he named Colonel Francklin.

Colonel Strover seconded the motion; which was carried unanimously

The Meeting then proceeded to ballot for the Officers and Council for

the ensuing year; Andrew Macklew, Esq., and 'W. Newnham, Esq.,

were appointed Scrutineers. Professor Horace Hayman Wilson, was

elected Director of the Society; and Colonel W. Francklin, Librarian
;
the

other Officers were re-elected. The following gentlemen were elected into

the Council, in the place of the eight who had retired :—the Hon. Mount-

stuart Elphinstone ;
the Right Hon. Henry Ellis

;
Sir Graves Haughton;

Colonel John Briggs; John Francis Davis, Esq.; Charles Elliot, Esq.

William Newnham, Esq. ; and William Oliver, Esq.
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JUNE 3, 1837.

A General Meeting was held this day ; the Right Hon. Sir Alexander
Johnston, Vice-President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the Anniversary Meeting were read and confirmed.

The following donations were laid upon the table :

—

From the Author.

First Impressions and Studies from Nature in Hindustan. By Lieut.

Bacon. 2 vols. 8vo. London, 1837.1

From the Author.

Rise and Progress of the British Power in India. By Peter Auber, Esq.,

M.R.A.S., &c. Vol. I. 8vo. London, 1837.

From Major Sir Henry Willock.

A series of sixty Bronze Medals of Russian Monarchs, illustrative of the

History of Russia
;

in a case.

Precis de I'Histoire de Russie, depuis Rurik jusqu’a la mort de ITmpe-
ratrice Catherine II. 12mo. St. Petersburg!!, 1814.

From the Author.

Voyages and Adventures in the Indian Archipelago, in 1832, 33, 34.

By G. W. Earl, Esq., M.R.A.S. 8vo. London, 1837.

From the Author.

A Dissertation on the Soil and Agriculture of the British Settlement of

Penang, &c. By Captain James Low, C.M.R.A.S. 8vo. Singapore, 1836.
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From the Royal Irish Academy.

Its “ Transactions.” Vol. XVII.
Its “Proceedings.” Nos. I, 2, 3. 1836— 7.

From the Statistical Society of London

Its “Transactions.” Vol. I. Part I.J

From the Author,

Resume des principaux Traites Chinois sur la Culture, des Muriers, et

I'Education des Vers a Soie.” Par M. Julien, F.M.R.A.S., &c. 8vo,

Paris, 1837.

From the Author.

Das Sprachgeschleclit der Titanen. Von J. Ritter von Xylander. 12mo.

Frankf., 1837.

From M. Alexandre de Humboldt, F.M.R.A.S.

W. von Humbolt on the Kawi Language of Java. In German. Vol. I.

4to. Berlin, 1836.

From the Editor.

Mary, Queen of Scots; an Historical Play, by the late Dr. Francklin.

Edited by his son, Lieutenant-Colonel W. Francklin, M.R.A.S. 12mo.

London, 1837.

A case, containing miniature portraits of the kings of Dehli
;
also one

containing drawings of Buddha Gaya.

From the Royal Geographical Society.

Its “Journal.” Vol, VII. Part 1.

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Tytler’s Translation into Arabic of Hooper's Anatomists' Vade Mecum.
4to. Calcutta, 1836.

The Susrula; or Hindu System of Medicine. Sanscrit. Vol. II. 8to.

Calcutta, 1836.

The Naishadha Charita. Part 1. 8vo. Calcutta, 1836. Sanscrit.

Asiatic Researches. Vol. XIX. Part 1. 4to. Calcutta, 1836.

Fro)n Sir Grenville Temple, Bart.

Esquisse de 1» Restauration de la Ville de Carthage. One sheet.

Prospectus of the “ Societe pour 1' Exploration et les Fouilles du Sol de

I’Ancienne Carthage, pres de Tunis."

From the Author.

Institutiones Linguae Pracritieae. Concinnavit C. Lassen. Bonnae,

1837. 12mo. Parts 1. and 2.

From the Author.

On the Origin of the Egyptian Language. By Dr. J. Loewe .—(From
the Asiatic Journal.)
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From the Geographical Society of Paris.

Bulletin de la Societe, &c. Deuxierae Serie. Tome VI. 12mo.

Paris, 1836.

From J. C. Loudon, Esq.

His “ Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum." Nos. 37, 38, 39, 40.

His “ Suburban Gardener and Villa Companion." No. 1.

From John Romer, Esq., M.R.A.S.

Baillie’s Arabic Tables. 4to. Calcutta, 180 1.

From Baron Mac Guckin de Slane.

His Edition and Translation of “ Le Diwan d’Amro’lkais. 4to.

Paris, 1837.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

The Secretary read the following letter from Major-General Sir Henry
Worsley, K.C.B.

“ Shide Hill, Newport,

Isle of Wight, May 25, 1837.
“ Dear Sir,

“Daily reminded by declining health, that

‘ Man wants but little here below,

Nor wants, that little long,’

—

it occurs to me that I cannot more suitably appropriate some of the bounty

which I derive from the best and most interesting military service in the

world, than by contributing a portion of it to promote the utility and stability

of the Royal Asiatic Society
;

for which purpose I have the honour to place

at the disposal of the Council the enclosed 1,000/., to be applied, either col-

lectively to the general concerns of the Society at large, or a moiety, more
or less, to be assigned for furthering the objects of the Committee of Agri-

culture and Commerce, as the Council, in its discretion, may please to

determine, “ I am, &c. &c.,

(Signed) “H. Worsley.”
“ To Captain Harkness,

Secretary of the R. A. S., S c.

Resolved,

That the special thanks of the Society be conveyed to Sir Henry
Worsley, for his munificent donation.

Moved by Sir George Staunton, seconded by Sir Charles Forbes,
and

Resolved unanimously.

That a subscription by the Members of the Society be opened for the
purpose of defraying the expense of a bust of Sir Henry Worsley, to be

VOL. IV, d
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placed in the Meeting-Room, in honour of so distinguished a benefactor of

the Society.

Resolved,

That the subscription of each Member be limited to the sum of One

Guinea.

The venerable Archdeacon Robinson, and William Lavie, Esq., were

elected Resident Members of the Society.

Captain James Mackenzie, of the Bengal Native Cavalry, read to the

Society a portion of his notes taken during a passage from Calcutta to

Alexandria, in 1835, and 1836.

Thanks were returned to Captain Mackenzie for his communication.

JUNE 17, 1837.

A GENERAL Meeting was held this day: Professor Horace Hayman
Wilson, the Director of the Society, in the Chair.

The following donations were laid upon the table ;

—

From the Author.

Modern India; with Illustrations of the Resources and Capabilities of

Hindustan. By H. H- Spry, M.D., M.R.A.S., &c. 2 vols. 12rao. London,

1837.

From the Right Hon. Sir R. J. Wilmot Horton, Bart.

The Ceylon Almanac, and Compendium of Useful Information, for the

year 1837. Colombo. 8vo.

From the Editor.

Revue du Nord ; April, 1837.

From the Rev. Dr. Wilson.

The Oriental Christian Spectator. Vol. VII. Nos. 5 to 15 inclusive.

Bombay, 1836.

From Messrs. Fisher and Sons.

Syria, the Holy Land, &c., illustrated. Part 13.

From Colonel Miles, M.R.A.S.

A Map of Bharatak’hand. MS.
A drawing of the Seven Khands, and the Sapt Samudras; or the

seven divisions of the world, and the seven seas.

A drawing descriptive of the Seven Heavens of the Jainas.

The above were presented to Colonel Miles, by a Jain priest, of the

province of Marwar.
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From Professor C. Ritter, F.M.R.A.S.

His pamphlet on the Topes of India.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respec-

tive donors.

Henry Wilkinson, Esq., was elected a Resident Member of the Society.

David Blane, Esq., of the Bombay Civil Service, was elected a non-

Resident Member.

Colonel Sykes read a paper on the Three-faced Busts of Siva, in the

Cave Temples of Elephanta and Ellora: and the thanks of the Meeting

were returned to him for the same.

JULY 1, 1837.

A GENERAL Meeting was held this day : the Right Hon. the President of

the Society in the Chair.

The following donations were laid upon the table

:

From the Right Hon. Lord Teignmouth,

ISiotes on Indian Affairs
; by the Hon. Frederick John Shore. 2 vols.

8vo. London, 1837.

From the Societe de Geographic de Paris.

Recueil de Voyages et de Memoires, &c. Tome Cinquieme. 4to. Paris,

1836. (Geographie d'Edrisi).

From the Zoological Society.

Its “ Proceedings." 3 Nos.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

Colonel Samuel Goodfellow
;
Edward R. Power, Esq. ; John Ramsay,

Esq., M.D.
;
and Kirkman Finlay, Esq., were elected Resident Members.

George Ashburner, Esq., and Lieutenant William Joseph Eastwick,

were elected non-Resident Members.

M. D'Avezac, of Paris
;
and Sir Thomas Read, K.C.B., were elected

Corresponding Members of the Society.

Professor Wilson, the Director of the Society, read a Paper by John
Romer, Esq., to which the Professor had appended some remarks, on the

subject of the authenticity of the Zend and Pehlevi languages, as they

appear in the religious writings of the Parsis.

d 2
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Selections from a translation by Dr. Wilson, President of the Bombay
Branch, R.A.S., of the {general Siroze of the Parsis, was also read to the

Meeting by Professor Wilson.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be communicated to Dr.

Wilson, and Mr Romer, for their communications.

JULY 15, 183*.

A GENERAL Meeting was held this day: Professor Wilson in the Chair.

The following donations were laid upon the table :

—

Fro?n the Author.

Narrative of a Voyage of Observation among the Colonies of Western
Africa, &c. By Captain James E. Alexander, M.R.A. S., &c. 2 vols.

8vo. London, 1837.

From the American Philosophical Society.

Its “ Transactions Vol. V. Part 3.

From the Author.

Arboretum etFruticetum Britannicum. By J. C. Loudon. Nos. 41,42.

From J. R. Morrison, Esq.

The Chinese Repository. Vol. V. Nos. 7, 8, 9.

From the Chevalier Bianchi, F.M.R.A.S.

Dictionnaire Turc-Frangais. Tome second. Par J. D. Kieifer et T.

X. Bianchi. Paris, 1837. 8vo.

From Professor Rosellini, C.M.R.A.S.

I Monumenti dell'Egitto e della Nubia. Tomo III. Parte Seconda.

8vo. Pisa, 1835 ;
also Plates to the work, Disp. 29, 30, 31, 32. Imp. fol.

From John Murray, Esq.

The Life of Robert, Lord Clive. By Major-General Sir John Malcolm,

G.C.B. 3 vols. 8vo. London, 1836.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to the respective

donors.

The Secretary read the following letter, addressed to the Right Hon.

the President, by the Right Hon. Sir John Cam Hobhouse, Bart., M.P.,

Vice-Patron of the Society :

—
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India Board, Wth of July, 1837.

“ Sir,

“ I have the honour to inform you that Her Majesty has been gra-

ciously pleased to signify to me her consent to become Patron of the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

“ I remain, Sir, &c.,

(Signed,) “ John Hobhouse.”
“ To the Right Honourable

“C. W. Williams Wynn, M.P.”

An extract from a letter addressed to Sir Charles Forbes, Bart., by the

thirteen Pars'i gentlemen of Bombay who were elected Non-Resident Mem-
bers of the Society in July, 1836, was read, expressing their high sense of

the honour conferred on them, by their election into the Society, and their

desire to further its objects in every way in their power.

Philip Melvill, Esq., and John Henry Brady, Esq., were elected Resi-

dent Members of the Society.

A portion of a Biographical Memoir of the late H. T. Colebrooke, Esq.,

written by his son, Edward Colebrooke, Esq., was read to the Meeting, by

Professor Wilson.

The thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned to Mr. Colebrooke

for his communication.

The Chairman announced that the Meetings of the Society were

adjourned till December.
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It is requested that those Individuals or Institutions who are willing to sub-

scribe to the Oi’iental Translation Fund, will send their names, addressed to

“ the Secretary, Royal Asiatic Society’s House, No. 14, Grafton Street, Bond
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Chinese, medical system of the, 155

;

their nosology, 157 ;
pharmacology,

164 ; pathology, 167 ; surgery, 169 ;

on the diseases of women and chil-

dren, 171.

Chitty, Simon Casie, remarks on the
origin and history of the Parawas, by,

130.

Goins, two plates of, presented to the

Royal Asiatic Society, by John Ro-
bert Steuart, Esq., 273; note on, by
Professor Wilson, 397.

Colebrooke, H. Thomas, Esq., decease

of, App. xiii.

Coti river in Borneo, 182.

Cotton, Extract from a pamphlet on the
cultivation of, Agr., 17.

Damascus sword blades, on the cause

of the external pattern or watering

of the, by H. Wilkinson, Esq., 187.

Danau Malayu, lake of, Borneo, 176.

Dickinson, T. M., Esq., notes and ob-

servations on a dissertation on the

antiquity of the Armenian language,

333 ; an inquiry into the fate of the

ten tribes of Israel, &c., by, 217.

Dutch settlements in Borneo, 176, et

seq.

Dyak tribes of Borneo, 176, 179, 181,

183.

Earl, G. Windsor, Esq., sketch of the

island of Borneo, by, 174.

Elliot,Walter, Esq., Hindu inscriptions,

1 .

Gesenius, remarks on his “Palaogra-
phische Studien, iiber phonizische

und punische Schrift,” by James
Yates, Esq., 138.

Gholaum Hosain, mathematical and
astronomical work by, 254 ; letter of,

255 ; contents of his work, 256.

Gospels, on the first translation of the,

into Arabic, by Baron Hammer Purg-
stall, 172.

Gaikw^r affairs, narrative of the, 365,

Gutzlalf, Rev. C., on the medical art

amongst the Chinese, 154.

Guwo-Upas, or Poisoned Valley, in

Java, 194 ; Mr. Loudon’s letter de-

scribing, 194
^

similitude of, to the
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Grotto del Cane, at Naples, 197,

198, 199.

Hammer Purgstall, Baron, on the first

translation of the gospels into Arabic,

172.

Hindu mscriptions, by W. Elliot, Esq.,

1 .

Hodgson, W. B., Esq., translation of a
Berber manuscript by, 116.

Horticultural Society at Meerut, ex-

tract from the proceedings of, Agr., 7.

Indian newspapers, list of, App. xxxvi.

Indo-Chinese States, comparative view

of military strength of, and peculiar

modes of warfare, 69 ;
political situ-

ation of the, with reference to Bri-

tish power, 84, et seq.

Inscription, translation of an, found
near Bhandup, 109; note on, 113;
translation of an, in the Sanskrit lan-

guage, by W. H. Wathen, Esq., 281.

Inscriptions from the Boodh Caves,

near Joonur, 287.

Johnston, Sir Alexander, operations of

the committee of correspondence de-

tailed by, App. xxviii ; conference of,

with the Right Hon. Stewart Mac-
kenzie, on the measures for improve-
ments on Ceylon, Agr. 27.

Kadambas, the, 35.

Kalabhurva, or Kalachurian dvnastv,

5, 19, 32.

Keddah, of, 96 ; tributary states of the

rajaship of, 99.

Kuntala Desa, families of the, 31

Lichens of commerce, list of the, Agr., 4.

Low, Captain James, history of Tennas-
serim by, continued, 42, 304.

Malacca, political situation of the Bri-

tish in the Straits of, with reference

to Lower Siam and the Malayan
States, 84.

Malayan music, 50, 56.

Malcolmson, J. G. Esq., notes on the
saltness of the Red Sea, by, 214.

Man, or Mdu language, 42, 44 ; coup-
lets in the, 47.

Martaban and Tennasserim, politically

viewed, 69.

Mathematics and Astronomy, analysis

and specimens of a Persian work on,

by John Tytler, Esq., 254.

Medical Art, the, amongst the Chinese,
by the Rev. C. Gutzlaff, 154.

Messa, description of, 116; villages be-

longing to, 128.

Narrative of Gaikwar affairs, Ac., 365.

Oriental Translation Committee, App.
xxi, xliv, lix.

Parawas, remarks on the origin and
history of the, by Simon Casie Chitty,

130 ; classes of the, 133 ; customs of,

134.

P^rsis, translation of the general Siroz^

of the, by John Wilson, D. D., 292.

Passier, town of, in Borneo, 184.

Peguan language, 42, et seq.

Phoenician and Punic inscriptions, 135,

137, 138.

Poisoned Valley of Java, 194, 197, 198,
199.

Pontianak river, in Borneo, 175, 176.

Rattas, the, 37.

Red Sea, note on the saltness of the,

by J. G. Malcomson, Esq., 214.

Reynolds, Lieut., notes on the T’hags,

by, 200.

Romer, John, Esq., illustrations of the

languages called Zand and Pahlavf,

by, 345.

S.amaria, an inquiry into the fate of the

ten tribes of Israel after the fall of,

&c., 237.

Sambas river, in Borneo, 175.

Siamese, music of the, 50, 51 ; materiel,

73; bad navigators, 106; land and
sea services of the, 106 ; analogy be-

tween Burman and Siamese mode of

governing, 107 ; military resources of

the, 304 ; mode of attack of the, 312 ;

their fire arms, 312; weapons, 315;
gunpowder, 315; policy of allowing

them to purchase fire-arms at British

ports, 316 ; organization of an army,

320 ; dress, 322 ; state of discipline,

322 ; pay, rations, and supplies, 323 ;

campaigns, slavery, 324 ; marcheSj

omens, 324 ; sieges, 326 ; influence

of Buddliism on, 326 ; deserters, mi-

litary punishments, 327 ; ardent spi-

rits, 328 ; traces of human sacrifices,

328 ; standards, 328, 329 ; oath taken

by officers, 330.

Silaharas, or Mah4 MandaRswars, 33,

34.

Smythe, Lieut. -Col., introduction to

Lieut. Revnolds’s notes on the T’hags,

by, 200.
‘
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Society, Royal Asiatic, proceedings of

and donations to, App. iii, liii ; an-

nual report of the council, xvii
; re-

port of the auditors, xxiii ; list of

members of the, Ivii.

Steuart, J. R. Esq., two plates of coins

presented to the Royal Asiatic So-
ciety, by, 273.

Sugar Cane, Otaheite, instructions re-

specting the planting of, Agr., 9.

Siis, in Morocco, notices of the province
of, 116 ; arms used by the people of,

126.

Sword-blades,Damascus, 18? ; watering
or Jowher of the, 187 ; attempts at

imitating the, 187; causes of, 189,

192, 193.

Sykes, Lieut. -Col. W. H., remarks on
the origin of the popular belief in the
upas, or poison tree of Java, 194

;

letter of, on inscriptions from the
Boodh Caves near Joonur, 287 ; ac-

connt of the cultivated oil and cor-

dage plants of Dekhan, by, Agr. 22.

Taleb Sidi Ibrahim ben Muhammed
el Messi, the personal narrative of

the ; including some statistic and
political notices of the extreme
south-west country of Morocco, 116.

Temple, Sir Grenville, Bart., letter of,

on Phoenician inscriptions, by, 135.

Tennasserim, history of, by Capt. James
Low, continued, 42, 304 ; languages

of the Tennasserim coast, 42 ; music,

47 ; musical instruments, 48 ; songs,

50 ; Siamese airs set to music, 51

;

Burman air, 55 ; Malayan airs, 56,

et seq. ; Batta air, 57 ; situation of

Martaban and Tennasserim, politi-

cally viewed, 69, et seq. ; political

situation of the Indo-Chinese states,

84, et seq. ; Lower Siam, or Ligor,

of the state of, 95, et seq.

Ten tribes of Israel, an inquiry into the

fate of the, &c., by the late T. M.
Dicldnson, Esq., 217.

Tezerwelt, notice of the district of, 118.

T’hags, notes on the, by Lieut. Rey-
nolds, communicated by LieuL-Col.

Smythe, 200 ; method of killing their

victims, 201; object of their worship,

202 ; considerable number of them
are Musulmans, 203 ; symbol of their

worship, 204 ; murderous acts of,

208 ; luggais, or grave diggers of the,

209; division of their spoils, 210;
language of, 211 ; system of commu-
nication, 212 ; impunity of their pro-
ceedings, 213.

Tytler, John, Esq., analysis and speci-

mens of a Persian work on mathema-
tics and astronomy, by, 254.

Upas, or poison tree of Java, remarks
on the origin of the popular belief in

the, by Lieut.-Col. W. H. Sykes,
194.

Visger, Mr., communication on Lichens
for dyeing, Agr., 4,

Wathen, W. H. Esq., translation of

Bhandup inscription, by, 109; trans-

lation of an inscription in the Sanskrit
language, by, 281.

Wellesley province in Lower Assam,
102 ;

population of, 103 ; annual
value of produce of, 104; fixed pro-
perty in, 105.

Wilkinson, Henry, Esq., on the cause

of the external pattern or watering of

the Damascus sword-blades, 187.

Wilson, Professor H. H., introductory

remarks to Mr. Romer’s illustrations

of the languages called Zand and
Pahlavi, by, 345; note on Cutch
coins, by, 397.

Wilson, John, D.D., translation of the

general Sirozd of the P4rsis, by, 292.
Wootz, steel, 190, 191, 192.

Wool, Indian, communication on, Agr,,

5.

Worsley, Sir Henry, donations from,
App. vii. xlix.

Yddava dynasty of Dwara Samudra,
5, 23 ; Devagiri, 5, 26.

Yates, James, Esq., his remarks on Ge-
senius’s work on Phoenician and
Punic inscriptions, 138.

Yevur, or Ye-ur, abstract of an inscrip-

tion at, 38.

Zand and Pahlavi, illustrations of the

languages called, by J. Romer, Esq.
345.
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